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. ABSTRACT 
The relationship between international trade and environmental management control has in 
recent times assumed an increasingly significant role in tpultilateral econonftc relations due to 
a number of emerging trends. Firstly, the underlying philosophy behind intern~,tionaltrade 
advocates the principle of free trade because it is advantageous to th~eri.h~ncement of 
-, ~ . 
national; regional and global welfare. Through the implementatiqn of liberalised international 
• ,. .~. , • I 
trade flows in goods and services, a great deal of positive measures accrue which are geared 
towards the advancement of natioruM, regional and international economic/ devel~pmental 
objectives. These positive beqefits include the harmonisation of global trade" the 
.i . 
development of new markets, increased specialisa~on, job creation, more competition ~nd 
the enhancement of global efficie,ncy. This principle is advanced by the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade/World Trade Organization . 
. , 
Secondly and on the other hand, since the 1960s until the present day, rapid industrialisation 
amongst the world's nations has inter-alia, resulted in an increase in the generation of massive 
volumes of hazardous waste, as by-products 'o{n~tions' increased ~dustrial ~cti~ities, ~ 
particularly in the fIrst world. The likelihood of resultant detei:ioration in ierrestriallife must~' 
also not be lost sight of. This requires increased monitoring and control of the potential 
hazards resulting from the disposal or re-use of such waste. Thirdly, compounded"with this 
phenomenon is the lack of technological sophistication which many countrie~ ~xperience ~s_ 
far as the disposal of hazardous waste is concerned. Great is the probability of such trends 
resulting in increased instances of cancer, psychological, respiratorY~ and -r~productive 
deficiencies, as well as other health-related problems in _. human arid animal· life alike. 
Fourtllly, for developed countries such as the United. States of America an4,the United 
I Kingdom, the waste crisis is much more acute than in developing countries, for instance, 
. ~ ,- . ... 
South Africa, Ghana and Cote d'!voire, the three case study countries of this thesis. To some 
. . 
extent however, in the third world, hazardous waste generation is'on the increase, given its 
comparable level of industrialisation. 
Over the past few years, having to dispose of wastes in the developed world resulted in a 
series of environmental catastrophies such as the' Swiss Sandoz Spill into the Rhine, the 
1 
United States' Love Canal and Italian Seveso disasters. In tragedies such as Sandoz and 
.. !--
Seveso, the . hazardous waste effects were~ven transboundary!, that is, also ~x~ended to 
~ . ,..:. ..... : .. f· ~ 
neighbouring countries;.,Jbese incidents resulted in the ti~htenin~, of environmental laws in 
'" .; ,,',". ' 
the industrialised world and the,cosdiness of having to dispose of these forms of toxic waste 
. 7\ ~, .• ~. ~ • . 
thetc; Developed countries paid money to many developing countries to accept such waste. 
for' fInal disposal. This owed to the ftnancial problems, lax legal regime~~ inadequa~e penalties' '. ""-. . . 
and ineffective co-ordination amongst offIces working on the ~portation and exportation 
.. , '. \~. 
of toxic waste, in developing countries. Toxic waste then became an item of trade in the 
global economy. Other forms of waste, as will be seen in this thesis, are not just for fInal 
disposal, but .co~d be recycled for further .~se. With the lack. of adequate disposal facilities 
• . ~', .,,t'- ..... ,",,' ~" , 
and the requisite technical e?Cpertise to treat hazardous waste in ,developing countries, the 
• , ," '(i\,~,' • _;., : 
imports of such progucts became burdensome. 
! 1:: ~:' , 
;, f ' ~ '; 
... ~, ! " 
This 49ctoral dissertation therefore closely examines the link between trade. and 
environmental iss~es, and how this affects the thre~ case study countries in their regulation 
• , • f 1." 
of toxic waste trade. Out of these discussions, less~ns are extracted for accomplishing the 
" .:, :.. 
" basic aim of this thesis, that is, proposing a model treaty for the African regional and sub-
regipnal me.;::hanisms, and a model law at municipal level for the three case study countries 
. , .r " ," ~. ' -
to effecti:vely regulat~, hazardous. waste trade. 1). ,distinct feature of the model treaty and law 
... • ' , - t ; 
of ~~,thesis.is tha~,}?9th of them reconcile trade and enviro~ental objectives. 
, , 
f. 








-, I , 
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION - -
It • •• As wtlook to expand world trade, we must also ensure that this is not done at atry cosio I believe" 
protecting th/; worid's environmeni is perhaps the mqjor challenge as we j(1ce and head towards the next 
centllry. G01)e~ments need to consider thee;vironmental impact of everyth/ng thf!fdo, i11c1uding in the trade 
sphere. Trade ~jes should n~i be used to impose unfair sta~dards on developing countries, nor to discriminate 
against their exports. I believe that by building new partnerships increased prosperiry and trade can go hand-
in-hand with environ1Jiental protection". l' 
-"';' 
".'.-
1.1 Introductol)" Remarks 
This thesis reviews charac"teristic; patte~~~ of hazardous waste trade laws, policies and 
, , j, . : - ., 
practices in South Africa, Ghana .and Cote d'Ivoire. It also examines the laws governing' 
toxic waste trade within African regional mechanisms. This is done within'the context of the 
trade and environment debate. In this regard, discussions in the f.t.rst few chapters are 
centred on th~-h~oader and ~~~e general fre~ trade and environmentat"protecti6n::debate. 
The l~tter part" of the dissertation analy~~s the mor~ specific question of the practices, 
policies and laws of the th~ee countries ~vhich pertain to tr~de in toxic waste. 
" 
Based on this analysis, the thesis makes relevant proposals for regulatory reform at 'the" 
African regional, sub-regional and munic'ipal'levels. In this ;egard, the thesis accomplishes its: 
main aim. This is the recommendation of a model treaty' for African regi<;>nal mecharusms 
and also, a model law for the three case study countries which reconcile trade and 
environmental objectives, as far as toxic waste trade regulation is concerned. Against this 
background, the basic tenets of this thesis are discussed below. 
1.1.1 Definition of Hazardous Waste 
, In summary, an attempt will be made to define "hazardous waste" which is admittedly not 
"-
an easily definable term, given the different uses to which items are put in different 
situations. Any substance in gaseous, liquid or solid form, or any comb~ation thereof, which 
is a residual by-product of industrial, domestic, agricultural or other activity, could be 
disposed of or reprocessed for further use and could negatively impact human and ecological 
health, because of its acute corrosivity, flammability or other inherent 
3 
toxicological! ecotoxicological characteristics, could suffice ill this regard: 2 International 
perspectives are provided on this point. 
According to the global Basel and African regional Bamako Conventions, wastes are 
substances or materials which are disposed off, or are intended to be disposed off" or are 
required to be disposed off by the provisions of national law.3 Disposal under the Basel 
Convention entails operations for final disposal or recycling.4 In arriving at thes~ defmitions, 
waste is further classifkd:into different groups under Basel. These groups are namely, the .. ' 
special categories of waste to be controlledS and the class of waste rquiring special 
consideration.6 The third group of waste, unde~ Basel, is classified accor~g ~o its hazardous 
.J 
characteristics. These charac~~ristics include" the explosiveness, ,flammability, toxicity or 
corrosivity which,are exhibited in a particular kind of waste. 7 
• 'I .. ~: 
Under th~_Bamak6 Convention, wastes are any ~ubstances listed in Annex I as hazardous 
waste, t1?-ose which are not in this list, but hazardous under the laws of the exporting state, 
those which are listed in Annex II using the same hazardous characteristics as in the case of 
Basel above, .those deemed to be radioactive, and specifically excludes those discharged from 
th~ normal operations of a ship, in accordance with another internationalinstrument.8 This 
definition is elab.orated upon in Chapters 5.2.1 to 5.2.4. 
These discussions of wasteine~itaQly tie in with the definition of hazardous waste which 
both Conventions also considera.ssuch if so defined/considered under the domestic 
legislation of the country of export, import or transit.9 
From the above, the inherent dangers of hazardous wastes and the probability of their 
adverse impacts on humanandecologital health are evident. A great deal of caution is,thus 
required when ,handling and .managing these substances. to 
1.1.2 Terminology 
It is also note\vorthYo that in the general literature and discussions of this thesis, the terms 
toxic waste, hazardous W~ste and waste are used interchangeably. 11 Furthermore, toxic·~ .... · .... ·-·-·-
waste, in. many ,instances comprises chemicals, such as polychlorinated biphenyls, 
4 
polybrominated biphenyls, polybrominated terphe~yls, chlordane and dieldrin. Some, of 
these chemicals are in turn pesticidal in nature. Hence, discussions on' trade in hazardous .. 
waste could sometimes extend to the realm of trade in pesticides and fertilizers, inter-alia. 
1.1.3 Hazardous Waste Trade Between Developed and Developing Countries: Overview 
Having summarised what exacdy amounts to hazardous waste, the events leading to the 
trad.illg in hazardous waste could be discussed in order to better appreciate the nature of the 
problem. For some decades now, many industries in develo'ped countries have many-a-time 
been faced withC>'"-the predicament of how to dispose of their hazardous waste owing to 
increases in ~anufacturing activities. Attempts at disposing of such waste within their 
territories re~ul~ed in tragic environmental disasters. An example is the Love Canal saga 
which involv~d toxic waste dumping by the Hooker Chemical Corporation (corporate 
predecessor of Occidental), as far back as 1942 into the abandoned Love Canal, in the 
Western New Yor!} city of Niagra Falls, USA. From 1977, the effects of such hazardous 
waste dumping were felt. 12 Similarly, an accidental spill by a production plant in Meda; Italy, 
in July 1976, resulted in toxic emissions and pollution in the Italian city of Seveso. This has 
been deemed to be the most serious industrial accident. in the whole of Europe.13 In 
November 1986, a fire outbreak .ata facility in the Swiss Sandoz Company in Basel, 
Switzerland, resulted in the discharge of large quantities of toxic chemicals into the Rhine 
river, with unprecedented degrees of damage caused to the resources in the river's 
ecosystem, groundwater resources and the fishing industry. These consequences of the 
pollution were felt in France, Germany and the Netherlands.14 
With such occurnng incidents, comparues ill industrialised countries were made to pay 
higher costs when waste had to be disposed of in their territories. Environmental laws also 
became more stringent in developed countries thart in developing-ories.The establishment 
of the resultant US Comprehensive Environmental Response:-Compensation,· and Liability 
(Superfund) Act15 in 1986 from the Love Canal incident is a case in point.16 The Superfund 
Act also consisted of a programme for cleaning up all contaminated hazardous waste sites. 
Similarly, on 5th August 1982, the European Economic Community adopted its Directive' 
82/501/EEC, OJEC, L230~ in reaction to the Seveso tragedy.17 This Directive, c0tnnl.only. 
referred to as the Seveso Directive, covered the risk of major accident hazards involving 
specific activities of industry. Then again, the Sandoz spill resulted in the Rhine 
Agreements.18 Compounded with the tightening of these laws was the (act that public 
enlightenment became ~creasin.gly more acute in developed .~ountries than in developing 
ones, with a general reluctance to have toxic waste disposed of at home. This was manifested 
tn the "NIMBY" that is, "Not In My Back Yard" syndrome.19 
Owing to these, financial constraints and corruption in developing countries i11ter-alia, South 
Africa and other developing countries have at one time or the other, also experienced the 
importation of highly toxic substances into their respective territories from developed 
countries who in the circumstances, had to turn to the third world to sell their wastes to, 
during the course of international trade. Trading in toxic waste then begun and resulted in all 
sort:.: of negative e!1v:ironmental effects within the third world. Dumping of toxic waste into 
third world so~ntries in turn made the governments of these nations raise many concerns in 
the international sphere. 
Thus, within the framework of the establishment of Multilateral Environmental Agreements 
(MEAs)20 which. regulate trading activities as they affect othe; aspects of human, 
.',' . ',', . " 
environmental, marine, .plapt, animal and atmospheric life, international legislation seeking to 
protect the environment has now been sometimes extended to cover trade in hazardous 
waste. This is illustrated through the Basel Convention on the Transboundary Movement of 
Haz~rdous Waste,21 (adopted on 22nd March, 1989, in Basel, Switzerland, and entered into 
force in 1992, upon receiving the, requisite number of ratifications) for instance, which. 
primarily aims at the protection of human health and the environment against the adverse 
effec,ts. whis:h. m,ay result from the generation, management, trade and transboundary 
m<?vement of hazardous waste. It does so by departing from a regulation of such trade 
between first an~ third world countries as envisaged in the original Convention, in 1989, to 
seeking a ban in ,such forms of trade altogether, as anticipated in its Total Ban Amendment 
II.I/I, adopt~d at th~ Jhir<:l Co?ference of ?arties (COPs) 22 in September 1995.23 
111; tIus sense"the Basel Convention could be seen to draw closer to the more "pro-African" 
B~mako Convention 011: the Ban of the Import into Africa and the Control of 
Transboundary Movement and Management of Hazardous Wastes Within Africa24 
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(adopted on 30th January 1991 in Bamako, Mali and entered into force in 1998, up recei~illg 
th~ requited number of ratifications), which bans toxic waste trade between the countries of 
this continent and those of the first world altogether. It must be added that in doing this, 
Bamako also promotes intra-African trade in toxic waste. It is noteworthy though that as at 
July 2004, there were 49 ratifications out of the 62 which are required for the Basel Ban to be 
effective.25 Hence, Basel could be perceived to still regulate and not ban hazardous waste 
trade ill toto. 
1.1.4 Three Case Study Countries 
South Africa, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire have each ratified the Agreement establishing the 
WTO. An'three countries have acceded to the Basel Convention which seeks to regulate 
toxic waste trade. None of these three countries have ratified the Third Ban Amendment of 
Basel nor acceded to it. As far as Bamako is concerned, it has been ratified by Ghana and 
Cote d'Ivoire, but, not South Africa, which has also not acceded to it. It is imperative that 
certain respective municipal laws of these three case study countries be specifically 
promulgated so as to reflect the anticipated objectives of the respective adopted 
conventions, as they operate at the national and regional levels. This couldgive'a full and 
. . . .-
practical effect to the envisaged ideals in the WTO Agreements as well as the Hasel and 
Bamako Conventions.26 
Furthermore, the'reason for the choice of these three countries as specific case studies is as 
follows. In the case of Smith'Africa, after decades of isolation dUring the Apartheid 'ye~rs, 
the desire for a deeper integration into the global system and also, the African regional 
system needs a trade law which adopts a careful approach to avoiding protectionism while 
simultaneously prohibiting the importation of certain substances for, genuine environmental 
concerns. Despite the fact that it has ratified the Basel Convention,there is no specific 
national law in this country which regulates toxic waste trade=- In the face of Africa's more 
profound commitment to re'gional integration, manifested in regional mechanisms such as 
the newly created New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD)27 and African 
Union (AU),28 it could be better for this country to also accede to Bamako and thereby enter' 
into a stronger relationship with other African countries as far 3ls c~rrying out intra-Afric~n 
trade in toxic waste is concerned. 
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Similar to ,South Africa, Ghana is .also. not sufficiendy equipped with ,a. specific legal 
. . 'r 
mechanism on toxic waste trade. In South Africa though, there. ar~ more offices, universities 
and other role players wh,ich tac~e these issues. Ghana has acceded to the Basel Convention 
and is in the process of ratifying the 13amako Convention, as mentioned earlier. The findings 
, I 
of the Research Proje7tof this thesis, confirm this claim in Annexes 1 to 3. This is also 
reflected in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
Regarding Cote d'Ivoire,as far back as 7th July 1988, it.enacted its law 66-861 which bans 
any form of trading in toxic waste within the whole, territorial jurisdiction of this country.29 
. . . .i '. . . 
This even came prior to its ratification of Bamako in June 1994. The ratification to Basel in 
subsequent years could suggest that the government !J1ay have intended entering into special 
trade agreements on a case-by-case basis with first world country governments for 
reproce~sing and refining, before granting itspermissiG.n for the import~tion of. toxic 
substances into. this country. However, today, when Basel, with its Ban, has objectives which 
are simila,r t? that of Bamako, this country's municipal toxic waste law may become easier to 
implement. It .must be however be pinpointed that given the fact that this municipal law was 
enacted prior to. this country's ratification t? Basel and Bamako, it is perceived as a 
frame\vo;:k .for legislation as far as toxic waste trade is concerned, and not that specific law to 
be enacted in confoFmity with the requirements of these Conventions. On the other hand, 
the existence of this. ~aw at national level, together with the proposed amendments of this 
thesis as elucidated in Chapter 6, could facilitate the enforcement of the principles of these 
Conventions ,at municipal level. Howe:ver, as. indicated above, trading with developed 
countri~s ,?ay also., req~e the same approach of case-by-case permission, based on 
meticulously cau?ous environmental assessments. If these suggestions are taken into 
cOl?sideration, this Ivorian law .couldensure the prop.osal of this thesis for a smooth 
functioning of this country's importation of used p.etroleum and engine oil for recycling and 
re-export. 30 This initiative could actually enhance trade in certain categories of toxic waste 
betw~en' Cote d'Ivoir.e and the two oth.er case study countries, as well as other African 
countries. This would be most timely as most of the hazardous waste being currendy sent for 
t~eatment, reftnet}' __ and. ~xport into ,and from. Cote d'Ivo.ire, originates only __ f~gm ... _. ____ . __ _ 
neighbouring West African and francophone countries for that matter.31 
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In the light of the above, the present toxic waste trade phenomenon would then change to 
enhance free, environmentally friendly intra-African trade in hazardous waste, given the 
advent of a new re-orientation towards African regional and economic integration which is 
being manifested in new mechanisms such as the NEPAD and AU. Through this, African 
countries could also get a stronger foothold to collaboratively combat illegal shipments into 
each other's territories. Within the sprit of NEPAD, these three case study countries and 
others within the continent could then ensure that their municipal laws' defmition of toxic 
waste correspond to each other's, as this would facilitate what 'is' deemed to be highly 
toxic/less toxic, inter-alia, and can be traded in within each other's territory. This thesis 
tackles these and other issues, while proposing a relevant model treaty and law in this regard. 
1.1.5 African Regional Mechanisms 
The environmentally-related trade regimes of the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA)32 and Common Market for East and Southern Africa (COMESA)33 are also 
relevant for African regional mechanisms such as the AU, NEPAD, Economic Community 
of West African States (ECOWAS),34 South African Development Community (SADC)35 
and\vhich do not have, any la\vs on trade/environmental matters, or any explicit la:ws 
regulating toxic waste trade. How do the dispute setdement mechanisms of these regional 
instruments impose liability on off~nders of these laws, in addition to implementing 
measures of punitive enforcement, which would be spelt out in the municipal laws of these' 
three countries? These recommended laws could be established as Annexes to the existing' 
laws, already in place, in order to give a strong legal backing to these three countrie's which' 
cannot operate in isolation when enforcing their respective rules on .toxic waste trade bans. 
In fact, through the establishment of appropriate laws at municipal level, similar laws within 
dle regional mechanisms can also be enacted. Thi~ also ensures uniformity in the continent's 
approach to toxic waste trade regulation-)6 
The approaches of each of these three countries to regulating trading activities in toxic waste' 
and their respective laws thereon will thus be reviewed in this regard. Based on these 
reviews, a model hazardous waste trade legislative mechanism, which would be distinctively 
.-. - -- ~.- - -- ------_._- --
compatible with free trade and environmental ideals, providing the accurate balance between 
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these two spheres, would be proposed. In this vein, a proposal would also be put forward 
_, t.- .~ .' 
wiclun the broader context of the trade and environment debate for the incorporation of 
environmental considerations as an integral feature of the trading regimes of South Africa, 
Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire, based on lessons from the US Executive Order 13141,37 This 
Order incorporates environmental considerations into the trading regimes of the USA. 
1.1.6 Salient Points of Thesis 
Based on the abovementioned discussions the main aim of the thesis is the proposal for the 
" 'I 
model laws on toxic trade at municipal and also, regional levels. In arriving at this point, it is 
argued that as free trade and environmental protection can be of mutual benefit to each 
other in the context of hazardous waste trade, it is mandatory that developing countries train 
more experts in thi~ field and generally, devise meaningful ways of actively participating in 
the trade! e11:vironment debate, instead of perceiving this ongoing debate to be just a means 
of increasing further burdens for them. In this regard, the timeliness of the activities of the 
BCRCs in training and providing the requisite technical expertise in toxic waste trade 
regulation could possibly not be overlooked.38 
<?ther arguments oEthis thesis are premised ori the following points: (a) International trade 
is an important tool for the enhancement of global welfare and must be promoted in 
national, regional and global policy making of developing countries' jurisdictions; (b) 
Le~slative environmentalism must be encouraged, nationally and internationally by these 
countries. This must be done in a transparent manner, and where necessary, multilaterally. 
" .. ,we are ,travelling together on a common planet and we have no national alternative but 
to wo.rk together, to make an environment in which we and our children can live a full and 
peacefu1.life".39 This need for multilateral co-operation to resolve environmental problems 
has been endorsed by the,Rio Declaration.40 This Declaration was adopted at the United 
.... 
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED),41 convened in 1992 in 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The Sixth COP of the Basel Convention, for instance, also requires 
a collaborative approach on the part of the Secretariats of the Basel Convention, the African 
l'.'iinisterial Conference on the Environment and other stakeholders, to implementing 
NEPAD's Environmental Initiativ~;_c42 (c) Promoting free trade must .notresult in 
enviroIUl).ental perils and the former can be used as an effective tool to promote 
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environmental protection; (d) Environmental concerns can' also be used to ~nhance 
efficiency in free trade; (e) There should be a more effective international dispute settlement 
mechanism which will be solely entrusted with the task of resol~ing trade and environment 
disputes; and (f) There must be more efficient legislative national mechanisms in South 
Africa, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire to prohibit environmentally unfriendly goods, especially, 
certain toxic substances, from being imported into their territories. 
While discussing these matters, the following points will be pertinent and taken into' due . 
consideration: The extent to which these issues ha-¥e affected developing countries who in 
the past, have had to deal with disposing pf toxic waste, a phenomenon which has 
) , 
sometimes occurred as a result of trading activities with the first world. The detrimental 
implications for developing countries, who are. currently seeking to trade in every possible 
sector, inCluding' hazardous waste, and at the same time, must now b'e mlndful of 
incorporating environmental concerns into trade. How to ensure that prospective municipal 
laws of the three case study countries promote intra-African trade in toxic waste, as this can 
generate more income and there is the less likelihood of African countries treating each 
other on less favourable terms. Whether or not the. current international legal trading and 
environmental regimes provide a sufficient basis for addressing the various issues whlch iri~e 
in this regard. The probability of developing countries remaining passive while developed 
countries go ahead with the trade and environmental debate. The possibility of the former 
category of nations' insistence that these issues be deleted from the international agenda, and 
how realistic"this ~ould be, given the ~merging trends. Alternatively, viewing the whole issue 
ttom the following perspective: If this debate' is already on-going and inevitably affects 
developing countries' interests, how best they fit into the debate, and resolve it, in ord~r to 
keep abreast with a vital development in international economic relations such as this. The 
necessary rewmmendations,if any, which could be made for ensuring that hazardous waste 
trade' is conducted ill a transparent manner, without damaging the enV1!onment of one 
another. 
1.1.7 Outline 
Chapter 2 analyses the liberalist market strategy, while" tracing the evolution ~f this strategy 
from a~cient times to present day. From this analysis, the advantages oteconomic liberalism, 
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as contrasted with protectionism are evident. An examination is made of the role of the, 
GAIT ~s the main internati~nal trading mechanism for the promotion of global free trade 
afte~ the Second WorldWar~ and' how it has '';ansmuted into th~WTO. The dep'~rture of 
GATT from the single-minded free trade policy to a more dualistic environmentally-
sustam:able pattern ~f trade liberalisation under the WTO is also emphasised with relevant 
.. . 
legal journals/ articles and case law. Out of these discussions, the practical advantages of free 
trade, as contrasted to protectionism, become easily discernible and are also backed by 
theoretical insights at this point. The effects of free trade on the environment are assessed in 
light of how it generates more income for resolving environmental perils but how. 
uncontrolled free trade could also have devastating impacts on the environment. , 
) 
Chapter 3 reviews the workings of the international and African regimes as they touc1'! on 
toxic waste trade, with the aim of ascertaining the relationship of these mechanisms on the 
... ~ 
one h~nd t~ ea~h of these three case study countries, on the other. Here, references are . 
made to foundations in relevant customary international law principles. The development of 
in~ernat1onal environmental law regulating toxic waste trade within the NEPAD, SADC and 
ECOWAS -is also relevant. Emerging environmental soft law principles, adopted at the 
UNCED 1972, in Stockholm, Sweden,and how they are reflected in the Basel and Bamako' 
Conventions as well as the Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent 
Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade (adopted 
in 1998 in Rotterdam, The Netherlands), 43 for instance, ~re notably fundamental. Some of 
these principles could also be extracted from some of the case law discussions in Chapter 4. 
The ~corporation of these principles into municipal toxic waste trade laws in the three case 
study countries are further relevant ,as far as subsequent discussions in Chapters 5 and 6 are 
concerned. The problematic environmental law area of illicit trade in hazardous waste is 
discussed here. Its resultant negative impacts in causing another environmental problem 
such as pollution is briefly mentioned. Particular emphasis is placed on hazardous waste 
.. . 
trade, as this is'the main focus of this thesis. The other environmental problems are briefly 
mentioned to demonstrate effect of illegal trading activity in hazardous waste on other 
environmental problems. Hence, it is important to implement effective international, 
regional and national legislative 1p.echa~srp.s to deal with i!J.egal.trade in haz~rdou~_ waste. 
12 . , 
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Discussions in Chapter 3 also include the identifica~on of existing loopholes and deficiencies 
in the existing legal systems, both international and regional, as well as how th~y can be 
rectified for a better and more effective way of monitoring these trends. So are the effects of 
these international environmental regimes on global free trade. These include better quality 
products which can yield .increased market accessibility, but also, disguised protectionism 
and extraterritoriality, especially, against developing countries. This ties in with the trade and 
environment debate. 
Chapter 4 exarrun:e5 the trade and environment debate, traces the ongms of these two 
important spher,es as well as how they have gradually interacted and collided with each other. 
" " 
" Tests and lessons to avoid protectionism are also extracted from case law. 
Within the broader debate is the more specific and narrow question of hazardous waste 
trade and the various.municipallaws regulating it. This is evaluated in-depth in Chapter 5. 
Hence, this chapter reviews state practice regarding hazardous waste trade and laws in this 
regard. Problems such as lack of effective collaboration between relevant governmental 
offices are identified, so as to propose effective measures through which government could 
not just enact laws, but also, improve the situation on the ground. Put together, trade 
regulation of toxic waste trade can then function smoothly. The findings of the structured 
questionnaire are particularly relevant and serve as important points for inputs in this regard. 
Based on the preceding discussions, a series of recommendations for the prospective treaty 
and law are put forward in Chapter 6. This chapter summarises all the points in previous 
chapters which should be incorporated into the model municipal laws of these three 
countries. 
Chapter 7 focuses on the conclusions of the discussions in all the previous chapte;s. 
1.2 Research Methodology 
The sources of literature, the approach to obtaining infonnation and the timeframe within 
. . . . 
which this information was obtained, are all discussed here. 
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1.2.1 Sources of Literature 
With '~eg~rd to : the research methodology for this thesis, the following sources of material 
. . "' 
were utilised: 
(a) 'Literature and bibliographical searches, that is, text books, journals andarticles from 
South African libraries, relevant d()cuments and discussions froni South ·African 
Depa~tmerits, the New 'York University Law Library (USA), Ghanaian and Ivorian 
Ministries, . formed the basis of a deskbound study' and backgrou~d readllg. 
Greenpeace International, United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), 44 
WTO, United Nations (UN),45 UN F,ood and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), 46 
World Bank, :Sasel Action Network a~d the International Institute for Sustainable 
DeveloPtrlen~ (IISD)47 subscription for news updates also provided relevant and 
current, information in this regard. This information was gathered from 1998 to 
2004.48 
(b). Analyses and interpretations of legal materials, both international and national, were 
made .. These materials were also readily.available in South African libraries. Where - '. . 
some info~mationwaslocated in French, it was summarised into English, for better 
. clari~cation. This information was gathered between 2001 and 2003.49 
(c) Internet searches have also been relevant to this thesis, as they provide a 
comprehensiv:e update of information concernmg the work which is being 
undertaken in certain relev;mt areas. 50 
" . 
1.2.2 Approach 
(a) Structured Interviews and Questionnaires: . . 
Between April 2002 and February 2003, interviews were conducted on a structured basis. 
, . . 
A. cop~ of the list of. people interviewed, actual questionnaire and findings are attached to 
this thesis" as Annexes 1, 2 a~d 3 ~espectively. The aim of these interviews was to gain an 
insight into the existing hazardous waste trade practices and policies in each of these 
three countries, and how their rnuniciR~llegal_syste~s ~e£le~t ~e aims of the WTO, 
Basel and Bamako Conventions. Based on the information gathered, problems regarding 
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these practices and policies were identified and solutions put forward for an efficient 
model law. In addition to a series of discussions during personal visits to relevant offices, 
telephonic and e-mail discussions were also conducted. Questionnaires were also sent 
out to these offices for an analysis of the day-to-day existing problems in toxic waste 
importation and exportation laws. Authorities such as Oppellheim,51 Crabtree and 
Miller,52 Coffey and Atkinson,53 and Mason,54 their approaches to qualitative and 
quantitative research as well as analytical strategies for instance, were consulted and used 
as a basis for the questionnaire.55 
In the Republic of South Africa, these interviews were conducted with officials from the 
Departments of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, Water Affairs and Forestry, 
Health, Minerals and Energy, Trade and Industry, Agriculture and Health, the CSIR, as 
well as Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) such as Earthlife Africa, 
Environmental Justice Network Forum, Groundwork, Global Environmental 
Monitoring, the Wildlife Environmental Society of the Western Cape, World Watch and 
Third World Network. The Johannesburg-based environmental law firm, Bowman 
Attorneys, also provided pertinent information when contacted in this respect. The Basel 
: '." . 
Convention Regional Centre (BCRC), 56 based in Pretoria, providestrainillg for 
Anglophone African countries, including South Africa and Ghana in toxic waste 
management. The Centre also provided inputs to these questions.57 
In Ghana, similar interviews were also conducted with the Ministries of Environment, 
Science and Technology (MES1), the Ministries of Trade and Industry, Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), the Ghana Standards Board and the Ghana Atomic Energy 
Commission (GAEC). Less NGOs deal with toxic waste trade, as compared to South 
Africa and no environmental law firm exists. The country offices of the United Nations . 
Development Programme (UNDP),World Bank and FAO also provided useful inputs 
on some aspects of toxic waste practices and laws in Ghana.58 As in the cas~ of Cote 
d'Ivoire below, other offices such as the Exports Promotion Office as well as the 
Ministry of Trade and In:dustry were contacted but provided no response. Furthermore, 
of the few existent environmental NGOs such as the Friends of the Earth which were 
contacted., there was no response. 
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In Cote d'lvoire, questionnaires were also distributed to officials in the Ministere de 
l'Environnement (Ministry of Environmental Affairs), Ministere du Commerce (r:Jinistry 
of Trade), Programme des Nations Urnes pour Ie Developpement (UNDP) and La 
Banque Mondiale (World Bank) for insights into this matter. Efforts were also made to 
establish contacts with relevant NGOs,institutes and other offices, for their answers and 
observatioris to the points of inquiry raised in the questionnaire. However, only the 
Environmental Affairs Ministry provided answers in this regard. All the oili.er offices 
·either gave no response or referred the candidate to this Ministry. The BCRC based in 
Dakar, Senegal, provides training in toxic waste issues for Francophone African 
countries including Cote d'lvoire. Contrary to the BCRC in Pretoria, this Centre did not 
provide any input to these questions when contacted. Internet searches however 
provided useful reports on BCRC Dakar's training sessions for relevant officials and the 
operation of its projects for treating toxic waste in Cote d'Ivoire. This inter-alia, helps this 
country· resolve problems of insufficient expertise in toxic waste trade regulation.59 
(b) Secretariat of the Basel Convention. Geneva .. Switzerland 
In.October and November 2002, e-mail interviews were conducted with the secretariat 
of the Basel· Convention in Geneva, Switzerland for an update on their work, their 
successes. and challenges. The successes include the establishment of the BCRCs 
throughout Africa, Eastern Europe and the Caribbean regions, as required by the 
stipulations of the Basel Convention.60 The challenges in implementing Basel include 
how to ensure that countries have enough national capacity to manage toxic wastes in an 
environmentally sound manner and incorporate cleaner production methods into their 
".activities.61 . Through these . discussions, proposals are put forward to arrive at more 
effective ways of legal enforcement of these matters, as carried out by this convention, 
from international perspectives. Particular emphasis is put on how these issues tie in with 
.... 
the sitUation of these three case study countries. 
(c) Secretariat of the Rotterdam Convention. Rome. Italy and Geneva. Switzerland 
From December 2002 till present day, similar inquiries were made from the Secretariat of 
the Rotterdam Conyention, Rome, Italy and .. Geneva, S,vitzerland, in .order to gain_ 
insights on the update of the workings of this Convention, as well as its successes and 
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remaining challenges. While this Convention was envisaged to come into full force in 
2003: the necessary number of ratifications required for this was indeed obtained in 
November 2003 and this Convention subsequently entered into force in February 
2004.62 
(d) Secretariat of the Stockholm Convention. Geneva. Switzerland 
As in (c) above, similar contacts were made with the Secretariat of the Stockholm 
Convention. This Secretariat of this Convention received the requisite number of 
ratifications to enter into force in February 2004. After that, Stockholm became fully 
operational in May 2004,c13 
(e) African Regional Mechanisms 
Further telephonic and e-mail discussions were conducted with the secretariats of the 
international and African regional regimes tackling the trans boundary' movement of 
hazardous waste. For instance, in July 2002, two of such telephonic interviews were 
conducted with an official from the secretariat of the Bamako Convention at the AU in 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, with the objective of ascertaining the successes and challenges 
which officials encounter in implementing this convention. It was indicated that success 
stories of this convention include Nigeria and Senegal's reporting of illegal shipments of 
toxic waste from Romania to Senegal, to the OAU (as it then was) in April 2000. 
With this, the OAU acted promptly and ensured that the shipments were sent back to 
Romania. Nigeria and Senegal were acting within the framework of a Dumpwatch, as 
required by Article 5 of this Convention, to report incidents of illegal shipments of toxic 
waste to the OAU Secretariat. On the other hand, lack of financial resources, the 
restructuring process within .the OAU and its transformation into the AU, have , . 
prevented the organisation of meetings to assess the progress and obstacles of this 
Convention, as well as the consequent publication of reports thereon. This falls foul of 
Article 16 of this Convention. Hence, recommendations are put forward for a better 





(f) African -Regional Efforts 
Between July 2002 and March 2004, a series of telephonic and e-mail discussions were 
also conducted with the various secretariats of the African regional mechanisms, namely, 
the NEPAD, ECOW AS, the SADC, _ the Arab League, the EAC, the Indian _ Ocean 
Commission _(IOC)64 and the Central African Economic and Monetary Corrirrtunity 
(ECCAS/CEMAC).65 The aim of these discussions was to discern whether or not their 
trading regimes incorporate environmental considerations and whether there are any 
specific laws which ban toxic waste imports from the first world and regulate intra-
African toxic waste trade. 
, 
) 
From all indications, these mechanisms do not possess adequate laws to forbid the 
importation- of toxic waste or at least, stipulate when they can be imported. into their 
territori~s, -and what happens when such laws are infringed upon. In the case of 
ECOWAS, for instance, despite a general willingness being shown" on the part of 
relevant officials to pass such laws, this still needs to be implemented in reality. In the 
case of SADC, though environmental considerations have not been specifically 
incorporated into its trading regimes, there are some stipulations of its protocol \vhich 
deal with toxic waste trade. The way these laws function in reality and their efficacy in 
ensUring sustainable trade in toxic waste within the SADC region, will be examined" in 
light of its relevance to South Africa. 
TIle outcome of these discussions with these regional mechanisms will be to establish 
the fact that most of them, though they may accord some importance to environmental 
issues,' do not have specific trade provisions which incorporate environmental concerns. 
This, from the perspective of this thesis, poses a grey area which needs to be addre~sed. 
'This stems' from the fact that in this -era when environmental concerns are being 
prioritlsedinalmost every sphere of state and international practice, it is almost totally 
unacceptable to conceive of a trading regime which does not incorporate environmental 
concerns. Consequendy, one proposal will be to ensure that these mechanisms have such 
provisions. This could be done by Annexes and Protocols to the already established 
provisions of these regional instrum:ents, in accordance with respective procedures. This 
would serve as one contributional source of original thought of this thesis. It would also 
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serve as an input to Chapter 3.4.4 of this thesis, which deals with the. region~l legal 
regimes managing waste movements. 
(g) Case Studies for Input as Examples of State Practice 
For practical examples of case studies which illustrate these states' approaches to trading 
in toxic substances, personal discussions were held with some of the toxic waste trading 
companies in the three case study countries. These discussions were conducted between 
July 2002 and February 2003. Some of the fIndings of these discussions could be 
summarised thus: """ 
, 
j 
South Africa's Fry's ~etals Company in Johannesburg imports lead .scrap fr<:>m 
Botswana, Zam'Qia and certain African countries for recycling for use in car batteries . 
. Subsequently, it exports these batteries to Nigeria and SADC countries (as well as their 
use on the local market). Furthermore, South Africa's Battery Terminal Company in 
Cape Town is currently collecting used batteries in radios, screwdrivers and cell phones 
for the possibility of recycling these substances for sale and further use. It is planned that 
thls will e\Tentually be conducted on a regional basis. 
More of such discussions were held with the La Societe Ivoirienne de Raffmage in Cote 
d'Ivoire, which imports crude petroleum from Nigeria, for refining, treatment and export 
to Mauritania, Namibia and many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
Ghana's Tema Oil Refinery inter-alia, also provided insights on its importation of 
unrefmed petroleum oil from Nigeria. This oil, which comprises hydrocarbons,. and 
other highly toxic material, is processed in Ghana. The residual oil by-product of refining 
this petroleum is toxic as it contains harmful substances such as sulphur. It is then sold 
to certain oil marketing companies in the US. These case studies will undoubtedly r~veal 
the. sort of waste which is being imported. in and out of these countries, .and the 
possibility of promoting such trade within the African context. 
In effect, the present and the past will be re-visited and on the basis of that, the future 
envisaged. For instance, how do' current trends facilitate the likelihood of one's 
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hypothetical case for a regional African centre which would specialise in the exclusive 
"collection of used cell phone batteries towards reprocessing and resale? Ghana" and to a 
lesser extent, Cote d'Ivoire seem to. be favourably disposed towards such an idea:; but see 
this as a rather long-term vision. South African attitudes are that these projects can be 
implemented now, as evidenced in the examples above. What are the seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles which can be overcome· in. the appropriate legal sett:it:lg to 
"ensure the effective materialisation of such a proposal? These case studies would be 
. useful foi Chapter 5, which tackles state practice and policy of toxic waste trade. 
(h) Research Trip 
, 
Between 6th November and 18th December 2002, the' candidate embarked on a long-
" contemplated research and fact-fmding trip to the West African countries of Ghana and 
Cote d'Iv6ire. The purpose of these travels was to facilitate personal dialciguewith the 
relevant West African companies listed in (f) above and also, to make further inquiries, .. 
based on the questionnaire discussed in Chapter 1.2.2(a), with the various ministries, 
NGOs and organisations which regulate toxic imports and exports in and out of these 
two countries, in trade. 
~ Once again, the rationale for these travels was to broaden the candidate's perspectives on 
\\d~at' substances "are being commercifllised in terms of toxic trade, where there are 
loopholes in the various relevant legislative instruments and how these can be improved 
upon within the contextual framework of the preparation of a model hazardous waste 
legi~lation for trade. The fmdings of these discussions' were· useful as inputs to Chapter 5. 
Prior to the departure for these two countries, contact was made with the relevant 
offices through e-mail and telephone contacts. In Ghana, these questionnaires were 
distributed arid an~wers obtained in due course. A series of in-depth "discussions with the 
various officials also helped in discerning the pitfalls in .the current p~licies which 
,., regulate toxic ,vaste issues," as well as matters relating- to their "in1po"rtation and 
exportation. 
However, owing to the then ongoing war and chaotic political situation in Cote d'Ivoire, 
questionnaires had to"be sent there as e.:.mail attachments~ and disctissions held over the 
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phone. This is because the war precluded the candidate from being able to go there 
personally as planned. The e-mail and telephonic discussions were held from December 
2002 till September 2003. 
(i) Contacts for Toxic Waste Trade Courses 
Between July 2002 and February 2003, contact was also established vIa e~mail and 
telephone with relevant officials at the WTO Training Institutes at the Universities of 
Nairobi, Kenya, which trains relevant civil servants from Ghana, South Africa and other 
Anglophone African countries on the practical aspects of implementing trade 
liberalisation principles. Similar contacts were made with the WTO Training Institute in 
Casablanca, Morocco, which trains relevant civil servants from Cote d'Ivoire and other 
Francophone African countries. These contacts have been established with the view of 
obtaining an update on the workings of these Institutes. 
Such correspondence was necessitated by one recommendation of this thesis which 
holds that certificate courses and training programmes in trade and environment, 
especially in an area such as hazardous waste trade, be held for citizens of South Africa, 
Ghana arid Cote d'Ivoire. The appropriateness and possibility of fitting this 
recommendation into the current WTO curricula in Nairobi and Casablanca are being 
explored. This proposal could be probably supported by the UNEP, the main UN 
organization for dealing with environmental issues. As UNEP already happens to be 
headquartered in Nairobi, Kenya, for this purpose, it could easily establish links with the 
\V'TO,sister-agency in Casablanca, through its Nairobi Institute. 
This recommendation, it is anticipated, would be useful as one of the main points of 
original thinking, ,"vhich could resolve the persistent shortcoming of acute staffmg 
"-
shortages to work in this area in the three countries for this case study and developing 
countries for that matter, thereby complementing the model municipallaw. This point 
would be particularly significant to Chapter 5 under the discussions on insufficient 
personnel in this field and inadequate public enlightenment, which are some of the 
predominant factors for these countries' importation of ,highly" toxic substances without 
due consideration for the environment. 
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The research methodology discussed in this chapter provided relevant information which. 
was subsequendy ex~mined. This analysis was used in the discussions of this thesis, as far 
as the regulation of hazardous waste trade, at the international and African regional 
levels, and from the perspectives of the three case study countries are concerned. The 
research methodology therefore provided substantial input to .the observations, 
recommendations and main aim of this thesis. 
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1.3. Key Facts on Imports and Exports of Toxic Waste in South Mrica. Ghana and 
Cote d'I voire 66 
Country Imports Exports 
South Africa Chemicals, Pesticides, Petroleum 
Petroleum Products, Used 
Engine Oil Containing 
Polyadromatic 
Hydrocarbons, Lead for 
Recyclli:Ig in Car Batteries, 
U s<;d Engine Oil, Batteries 
j . 
and Electrical Appliances 
Cotpprising Cadmium, 
Lithium and Nickel 
Ghana Cyanide, Petroleum, Residual Petroleum 
Pesticides and Chemicals, 
such as PCBs and CFCs, 
Batteries .and Electrical 
Appliances Comprising 
Cadmium, Lithium and 
Nickel 
Cote d'Ivoire Petroleum, Chemicals and Petroleum, Butane, Premium 
Pesticides, Sulphur Gasoline, Regular Gasoline, 
Kerosene, Jet AI, Heavy 
Vacuum Oil, Gaso-Oil, 
Diesel Distillate Oil and Fuel 
i' Oil 
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1 Tony Blair. Prime·1finister of the United Kingdom. Excerpt from speech delivered at the S~con~'1finist~rial 
Conference of the World Trade Organization, May 1998, Geneva, Switzerland; reproduced In Flplkowski, A 
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5 See Annex I of Basel Convention. 
6 Annex II, Ibid. 
7 Annex Ill, Ibid. 
8 See Article 2 of Bamako Convention. 
9 See Articles 1(1)(b) of Basel and Article 1 generally; Article 2(1)(b) of Bamako and Articte 2.generally, ibid. See 
Chapters 5.2.1 to 5.2.4 for more details of the definition of hazardous waste. On definition of hazardous waste, 
see for instance, Kummer K, International Management of Hazardous Wastes: the Basel COl/vmtion and Related Issues 
New York: Clarendon Press (1995), at 48 to 49. -_ 
lO For empirical evidence on the effects of toxic waste on any given environment, see Chapter 5.2.5 and Article 
1 (d), Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
11 See for example, the similar manner in which these terms are used by Associate Professor NA Ashford, 
,Associate Professor of Technology and Policy, MIT, USA, in Hilz, C The International Toxic IVaste Trade New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold (1992), xiii to xiv, "Foreward". 
12 "Occidental to Pay $129 Million in Love Canal Settlement," For Immediate Release, Thursday, December 21, 
1995 (Also available at http://www.usdoj.gov/opa/pr/Pre_96/December95/638.txt.html). 
B Dr. Luigi Pistone, Clean Technologies for the Reduction/Elimination of POPS, SIlRTEC NIGI S. p.A., available at 
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/diox/htm; See also,.Mocarel/i Seveso; A Teacping History-Plenary Lecture, Dioxin '99, 
V cruce, Italy. . . 
l~ 19ss, A and Shelton, D International Environmental Law Transnational Publishers, Inc. (1991), at 134, 218-221. 
For further references on toxic waste disasters in the fust world, see for example, Kiss and Shelton on the 
Chernobyl disaster, at 1-2, 44, 68, 106,134,136,221,222,228; Schenkel, W "From Clean Air to Climate Policy 
in the Netherlands and Switzerland: How Two Small States Deal with a Global Problem", (2000) Swiss Political 
Science Review 6(1):159-184, on the Netherlands' Lekkerkerk Soil Pollution (1980) and Uruser Accidents (1981); 
l\·farine pollution in the northern Adriatic Sea owing to careless chemical dumping by European firms, and 
Pollution of Spain's Montgat Beach on the Meditarranean Sea by heavy metals such as zinc, cadmium and lead, 
cited in Rebovich, DJ Dangerous Ground The World of Hazardous IPaste Crime Transaction Publishers New 
Bmns'\vick (USA) and London (UK) (1992),127, with other examples within the USA, at 126. 
15 Hereinafter US Superfund Act. 
16 Supra 12. 
17 See European Economic Community Directive, "Seve so Directive", 82/S01/EEC, OJ.E.C L230 (August 5, 
1982); discussed in Kiss and Shelton (1991), Supra 14, at 312. 
1~ Sec Convention for the Protection of the River Rhine Against Pollution By Chlorides (1976 Rhine Chlorides 
Convention), the Rhine Action Programme (1.986) and Protocol to the' Rhine Chlorides Convention (1991), 
discussed in Kiss and Shelton (1991), Ibid, at 220-223. 
19 See for example, the refusaLof the authorities of the US state of North Carolina to accept 3168 tonnes of 
waste garbage from New York, May 1987, Kiss and Shelton (1991), Ibid, at 313. 
20 On examples of MEA 5, see for example, Chapters 3.4.1, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. 
21 Hereinafter Basel Convention. 
22 The COP is the sup;teme body of a Convention. As illustrated in Chapters 3.4.1 to 3.4.4, the COP promotes 
the enforcement of the Convention through the decisions it takes at its periodic meetings. 
23 See UNEP Document, UNEP CHW.3/34, 17 October 1995 on Basel COP 3 Amendment under the Basel 
Convention; This Amendment, inter-alia, concerned the unanimous approval of Basel COP2 Decision II/12, 
March 1994, on the immediate prohibition of transboundary movements of hazardous waste for recycling and 
final disposal from developed countries to developing countries. 
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2~ Hereinafter, Bamako Convention. 
2; http://w\vw.ban.org/DeposiCBox.html; See http://www.basel.int/whatsnew/news.html, for other relevant 
information in this regard. 
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CHAPTER2: THE NEED FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF INTERNATI0NAL' , 
TRADE 
It is the maxim of every pntdent master of a familY never to attempt to make at home what it will 
cost . . . more to make than to bt!y. The tailor does not attempt to make his own shoes, but b1fYs them from the 
shoemaker ... 
What is pntdence in the conduct of every private familY, can scarce be follY ill that of a great kingdom. If a 
foreign country can supplY us with a commodity cheaper than we ourselves call make it, better bt!y it from 
them with some part of the praduct of our own industry, emplqyed in a wqy in which we have some 
advantage.' 
2.1 Introductory Remarks 
In this Chapter, arguments are put forth to support economic liberalisation in world trade, as 
opposed to protectionism. W¥1e adopting this view, issues to be reviewed include the 
following: the dominant trends in global trade in the pre and post World War Two years, the 
establishment of the GAIT and WTO, the basic principles of free trade, their contributions 
to sustainable development which is currendy a prevalent trend in free trade,and how these 
link with the regulation of trade in toxic waste within the three Case study countries. It is 
noteworthy though that inspite of the viewpoint that free trade is on the whole a more 
preferable goal to protectionism, this Chapter does not also overlook the exceptional cases 
in which protectionism may be more beneficial to free trade. 
2.1.1 Pre-World War Two Era 
The years which preceded the Second World War, in stark contradiction to the post-Second 
\X'orld War years, were rife with protectionism. During these years of the Great Depression 
as well as the First and Second World Wars, global trade was characterised by unnecessarily 
high imposition of tariffs and regulations by governments on imported gooCts.2 
For example, prior to 1776 when free trade proponents such as Adam Smith expounded on 
the liberalist market philosophy in his Wealth of Nations, to a large extent, mercantilism 
pelyaded trans-national trade in Europe. In these times, ~ercantilist thought to trade policy __ _ 
basically aimed at preserving and increasing national holdings of gold and silver (to which a 
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great value was attached), within the territorial jurisdiction of a given nation. Against this 
background, go~ernments: 
(a) Impos~d a ~vld~ variety of taxes and provisions on foreign-produced go-ods, with 
the ultimate ak of curbing the importation of goods from other countries into 
their own; and 
(b) Subsidised and encouraged exports.3 
Because 'of its peculiar emphasis on gold and silver, mercantilism further presuppo~ed global 
free trade to be u~worthy' of pursuit. Here, th~ viewpoint was that a surplus always results in 
international trade. In this kind of situation, one country would presumably reap the benefits 
of such' trade to the disadvantage of another which then incurs losses. Hence, this kind of 
imi:lOrt-sub~tiru'tiori policy, to a certain extent was s~pposed to provide major benefits for 
dom~stic producer interests in both exporting and import-competing industries.4 
While discussing protectionism which hampered free trade in those days, the Hawley-Smoot 
tariff, enacted by the USA in.1930, could be cited as another case in point. This piece of 
, " 
legislation is often perceived to have effectively increased import duties to the highest level 
in its history. After that, Canada, France, Mexico, Italy, Spain, Australia, the UK, New 
Zeal~~d and the nations of the British Commonwealth levied retaliatory regulations by also 
introducing all manner of discriminatory taxes on foreign products within their respective 
territories.s 
Such economically constricting trends stagnated growth within many national economies. 
From this perspective, Hudec states thus: 
"The 'economy of Europe was disorganized, productive facilities were destroyed; channels of 
trade' were broken; heavy debts were incurred. Nationalism and protectionism were 
stimulated by the revision of boundari~s and the creation of new states. ... A vicious 
resirictionism produced a further deterioration in world trade" ,6 
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The "anti-export-oriented" biases which characterised national trade policies prior to 1945 
resulted in a state of autarky. Here, trade was perceived to be of no benefit. Owing to this 
and the global economic graveyard which was created, world leaders sought a fundamental 
departUl;e for an urgent transformation towards a free and fair market strategy within the 
international economic order. 
In this regard, the efforts of the great powers of the first world in constructing a free global 
trading mechanism can also not be underscored in the light of the somewhat dominant hold 
which they have sometimes possessed oyer the GAIT and WTO up until contemporary 
times. For instance, in 1927 and 1932, conferences were convened by the US, llK, Germany .. 
and other world powers, to devise meaningful strategies towards the attainment of a free 
global market system. However, these conferences failed to translate theoretical ambition.s 
into pragmatic reality, as they resulted in detailing the factors responsible for .trade being at a 
low ebb, rather than putting forward concrete proposals on how to arrive at market 
liberalism.7 The purpose of such conferences could therefore be perceived to have been. 
defeated and in this sense, an exercise in futility. 
In 1934, the USA introduced its Reciprocal Trade Acts Agreement which begun to permit 
the importation of products into its territory on more favourable terms, by vesting authority 
in the President to negotiate multilateral tariff concessions. For the next fifty years, this Act 
became the main instrument for tariff dismantlement in the USA.8 
Under the US-UK Lend-Lease Agreement (Article VII) between the US and UK, in ... 
September and October 1943, a series of informal meetings were held in Washington DC 
under Article VII, with a view to devising novel approaches to the promotion of global free 
trade. These meetings led to negotia~on~' for the institutionalisation of the International 
Trade Organisation9 in 1944, in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, USA.lO Of particular 
importance of the Bretton ~oods meeting is the fact that it resulted in the Draft ITO 
Charter. Hudec states that this Draft Charter had an elaborate dispute .settlement procedur.e, . 
was more extensive than the GAIT and was rather ambitious in that it extended beyond 
world trade disciplines to include rules on economic activity, employment as well as 
economic development and reconstruction, for example. lI 
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Meiitwhile, the creation of the United Nations in 1945 also signified a t~tal commitment on 
the part of world leaders to work collaboratively in many spheres including economic 
activity, to meet developmental objectiyes.12 However, such co-operation, as seen in Chapter 
2.1.2 'for instance,' has been mostly to the advantage of developed countries who have 
subsidised their goods arid protected their local, markets from foreign competition as and 
when they believe that this can generate more benefits to their industries. This has. been to 
the detriment of developing countries, especially in an area such as agricultural trade, which 
is ar( important' source of income to them. Such situations have sometimes raised the 
question of whether economic liberalisation' may be always desirable, at least, from the 
perspective of developing countries. 
2.1.2 Post-World War Two Era: A Hist~rical Perspective-from Havana to Marrike~h 
, . 
In Odober' 1946, the" UN Conference of Economic and Social Council and the UN 
Conference in Trade and Development \3 were convened by the UN in London, England, 
UK. It is noteworthy that in this year, the GAIT was prepared as a constituent element, that 
is P~rt IV' of the ITO Charter. Strictly speaking, the GAIT was originally designed to be" 
another in a s~ries of reciprocal trade agreements authorised under ,the 1934 Reciprocal 
Trade Agreements Act and its periodic extensions.14 
From January to February 1947, a preparatory conference on the ITO and GAIT was 
com-ened in Lake Success, New York, USA, followed by a drafting of the ITO Charter and 
its fiilalisation during the UN Conference on Trade and Employment, held in Havana, Cuba, 
frO~l N~vember 1947' to March 1948.15 Thus, it was in Havana that" the charter for the 
cot1templated international trading regime became legalised and completed. Basically, the 
ITO was 'to function as a specialised agency of the UN and the international trading . 
mechanism, as the third institution to act in close collaboration with the Bretton Woods 
institutions, that is, the IMF and the World Bank in monitoring international economic 
, "-
relations.16 It has also been observed that the intended result of these meetings was a post-
war system of economic management premised around a core of three institutions, namely 
the ITO, IMF and World Bank, in partnership with a fourth, the International Labour 
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Organization17 whose inclusion here pardy owed to the ITO's co~tmen~ to full 
employment. 18 
However, failure on the part of some national legislatures, notably, the US, to ratify the ITO 
Charter, meant the inevitable demise of the ITO. Interestingly enough, for the same reason, 
a similar effort by the international cOmrriunity to establish an Organization for Trading 
Cooperationl9 failed in 1950.20 In these circumstances, the GATT, the only surviving portion 
of the Charter, accidentally became the sole multilateral instrument governing international 
trade for almost five decades, that is, from 1948 to 19J15, albeit on a provisional basis.21 
, 
) . 
Regarding the status of GATT as a regulatory mechanism and not the envisaged 
organisation for stricdy enforcing rules in interna.tional trade law, GATT participapts. have 
been termed as contracting parties and~ot members. Furthermore, this status of G~TT 
mruply accounts for the many deficiencies which., characterised the GATT. These 
shortcomings included an inefficient dispute setdement mechanism, the "lukewarm" 
implementation of domestic rules in accordance with international obligations of ec<?nomic 
liberalism as required by the GATT and the ill-defined powers of the contracting parties. 22 
The significance of these was quite clear: the purposes of establishing a liberal trade regime 
had been fulfilled to a very large extent, but to a lesser degree, had been defeated. This 
derives from the failure of the ITO but the survival of its component, the GATT. In this 
kind of situation, nations,especially, the more powerful ones, were implicidyfree to resort to _ 
their hitherto protectionist ways in one way or the other, without being held accountable to 
. ' - . ~ . 
any strict regulatory regime. 1bis would be to the detriment and expense of the less powerful 
developing countries, who in such circumstances, have been somewhat marginalised 
throughout the history of international trade. 1bis view is stated in the preceding sub-
chapter. Though free trade has advantages, it must then be promoted more stricdyaccording 
to its stated aims, as the absence of this adversely affects the world's poor, making free, trade 
rather questionable. 
Continued trade restrictive policies included the Common Agricultural Policy (1957) and its 
Variable Import Levy, both of which were imposed by EU importers on foreign goods in 
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agricultural trade. 1)1e.C:AP .regime enabled local EU fat?TIers to be subsidised by theEU, 
" ~. • ' : I • 
so that they sold their agricultural products at lower prices than imported goods without 
suffering any losses. The Variable Import Levy permitted taxes on imports and could be 
. d . 23 vane: at any tlme .. 
Another example of such, trade re~trictive policies eXisted between the US, UK and certain 
industrialised countries on the one hand and the newly industrialised countries, of the South 
East, J\sia on the 0t11er, ~ clot4ing and textiles trade. Here, the former group of countries, in 
reaction to competition from industries in tpe latter group, resorted to the imposition of 
anti-free trade, policies such flS voluntary quotas which limited imports from Japan, Hong 
j , . 
Kong, Pakistan and Indi::1- 24 
As a .matter ?f, fact,. on the insistence of the US and the. UK, agriculture and textile produce, 
two. fundamental areas of economic importance, specialisation and comparative advantage 
for Africa and the rest of the developing world, were removed from GAIT rules. This, in 
turn, contributed to the moulding of the GAIT's evolutionary trajectory and its perceived 
industJ;ial b~s, as ;well as the marginalisation of developing countries in international trade. 25. 
Faced with such circumstances, .these less privileged countries' could not derive. as much, 
" ~ 
financial resources as they may otherwise have done. Though free trade may be preferable to 
. .- -' . ,'. . 
protectionism, in reality, this has sometimes raise~ the issue of the desirability of the former, 
as stated earlier. 
In the light of such factors, between 1950 and 1994, remarkable efforts were made by the 
GA IT contracting parties, who organised a series of multilateral negotiations to essentially 
remove non-tariff barriers and eradicate the persistent protectionism. These negotiations 
have been technically termed as. GAIT rounds. The first five rounds which were conducted 
, . 
focused onr.edu~ing tariffs and more importantly, Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs). These were 
the Geneva, Round in Switzerland in. 1947; the Annecy Round'in France in 1949; the 
Torquay Round in England in 1950; the Geneva Round from 1954 to 1955, and the Dillon· 
Round in Geneva, from 1960-62.26 The sixth of these Rounds, the Kennedy Round, which 
Demaret concedes is th,e most important of all the rounds, was organised in Geneva, from -c _____ _ 
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1962 to 1967. One outcome and positive attribute of this Round was its resultant redu~tion 
. . 
in customs duties of the contracting parties by an average of 35%? 
The next series of negotiations was the Tokyo Round, convened from 1973 to 1979, in 
Geneva. It resulted in an average one-third cut in customs duties in the world's nine major 
industrial markets, thereby bringing the average tariff in industrial products down to 4.7%.28 
This trade negotiating Round is particularly significant for establishing many codes or side 
agreements, such as those on the liberalisation of certain government procurements, 
Subsidies and Countervailing duties, Technical Barriers to Trade and Sanitary & 
Phytosanitary Standards Agreement. These were eventually amended in the Uruguay Round, 
transformed into multilateral commitments accepted by all WTO members and incorporated 
into some of the current WIO agreements. The Tokyo Round was however not able to 
rectify some of the chronic weaknesses of the GATT, speCifically the marginal application of 
the GATT to agricultural products. Furthermore, the agreements from the Round were not 
multilateral, meaning that this trading regime was really not an equitable one.29 
Nations deliberated on trade issues . pertaining to the removal of non-tariff measur~s in 
agricultural and textiles sectors, the extension of the scope· of trade to cover areas such as 
services and intellectual property, and the incorporation of environmental issues, human 
rights and labour standards into the international trading regime. These discussions took 
place during the Uruguay Round, convened from September 1986 in Punta del Este, 
Uruguay, to April 1994 in Marrakech, Morocco.3o 
2.2 The Establishment of the World Trade Organization 
2.2.1 Overview 
The Uruguay Round further concretisecl international· trade rules. Though it did not aim at 
the establishment of a1Tother organisation, after being concluded at the end of 1993 and 
having its Final Act (which covers it) and its agreements signed in March 1994, it cuhninated 
in the formation of the WTO. While providing the common institutional framework for 
conducting trade relations in a transparent manner; the WIO basically aims at expanding 
trade to raise standards of living, ensuring full employment and increasing income. These, it 
. . - . 
seeks to accomplish through the eradication of unjustifiable trade barriers and discriminatory 
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treatment. In this vein, one distinct feature of the \\ITO is the fact that, it is ,the only 
fut~rn~ti~ri~l o~ganisation ;hich regulates multilateral tr~de and administers global trading 
rules between nations in the international economic order. Its other functions include 
administering WTO trade agreements, handling trade disputes, monitoring national trade 
policies and, providing technical assistance and training. for developing countries. The 
Secretariat of the wro is headquarten~d in Geneva, Switzetlan~.31 Key points on the 
- . " . - . 
structure and status of the wro, as well as its continuity of GAIT principles, are provided 
below. 
2.2.2 Structure 32 
~he Final {c~ setting up the WTO Charter is composed of a number of agreements, 
understandin.,gs, ministerial decisions and declarations, which together establish the, rules of 
~ ~; . - . . . '., 
free trade, discussed in Chapter 2.3. In this regard, this Charter could be categorised in~o 
~ . . " 
four groups, ~ame1y, Annex 1 which consists of Multilateral Agreements, Annex lA on 
I ,.' ~ • 
GA 1T 1994 (including side agreements, understandings and the Marrakesh Protocol), 
Annex 1 B on the General Agreement on Trade in Services and Annex 1 C encompasses 
Trade Related Intellectual p'roperty Services. Annex 2 deals with, the Dispute, Settlement 
.. . " 
R~es, An~~,~ 3 'covers. ,the Trade, Policy Review Mechanism and Annex 4 deals with 
~lurilateral Agreeme?ts. In cl,le last group, Annex 4A deals with Civil Aircraft, Annex 4B 
touches on Government Procurement, Annex 4C is on Dairy Products and Annex 4D 
covers Bovine Meat. Additionally, there ,are a series of ~nisterial Decisions, Declarations, 
Understandings and Recommendations. Membership to the wro ensures a "single 
undertaking approach". that is, a country by adhering to the wro Charter, becomes subject 
to each of the annexed agreements. However, regarding the Plurilateral Agreements, 
adherence is optional. Therefore. by negotiating and signing, these agreements, nations . , ' 
including the three case stUdy countries as. shown in Chapter 2.3.3, ratify the wro 
Agreements in their national parliaments. 
.' . '. ~,. -. . 
Regarding its structure, the wro also has many committees, groups and working parties 
which work on aspects of international trade. Of special interest to this thesis is the 
Committee on Trade and Environment. The workings of this CQmmittee,are .. analysedin 
Chapters 3.4.10 and 4.3.9 of this thesis. Some of these tasks include convening meetings to 
train member states on issues relating to the trade and environment debate and establishing 
decisions in this regard. Furthermore, two important wro bodies are the Ministerial 
Conference and the General Council. While both of them are composed of representatives 
of all members, the former body convenes at least, once every two years and the latter meets 
in between these meetings. The workings of the Committee on Trade and Enviromnent. 
during variousWTO Ministerial Conferences, and th.eir relevance to trade and environment 
is also discussed in Chapter 4.3.9. This analysis is conducted in the light of the applicable 
lessons which could be drawn from these workings, in formulating a model law to regulate 
toxic waste trade in the three case study countries. 
2.2.3 Status 
Contrasted with the GAIT, the WTO, as established by its Charter, is a complete 
international organisation with legal personality. Other salient features of the Charter include, 
the fact that it also accords the wro with a Secretariat, Director-General, budget and 
explicit authority to develop relations with other international organisations.33 Being a 
complete legal mechanism means that it has legislative powers to enact its ow.n laws, 
executive powers owing to its ability to enforce these laws ~ndjudicial authority as it can 
hold offending countries liable, under its uniformed Dispute Settlement Body. It is also 
endowed with an efficient Trade Policy Review Mechanism, which oversees member states' 
adherence to free trade policies in their national laws. These could be said to exemplify the 
improvements which the wro makes upon the GAIT. 
2.2.4 Continuance with the GAIT 
E~cept as provided, the wro Charter explicitly states that the wro and Multilateral Trade 
Agreements will be guided by the decisions, procedures and customary practices of GAIT 
1947.34 This eVidently reiterafesthe wro's basic continuance of most of GAIT 
philosophies and practices. For this reason, the basic prinCiples· of free trade which' 
essentially touch on non-discrimination, as discussed in Chapter 2.3 below, are applicable to. 
both the GAIT and the wrO. 
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2.3 Fundamental Principles of Free Trade 
2.3.1 N on-Discrimination 
The two-axled principle of non-discrimination in international trade law has often been 
acknowledged as the main thrust and foundation of the GATT /WTO regime. Essentially 
Comprising the Most Favoured Nation (MFN) and the National Treatment clauses, it seeks 
to ensure equal treatment amongst like imports from various nations, under MFN, and equal 
treatment" between locally-produced goods and foreign goods, under National Treatment.35 
Further illumination is provided on these nvo principles below. 
2.3J (a) General Most Favoured Nation Clause 
The underpinning philosophy behind theMFN principle is that every country observes the 
principle and all countries will benefit in the long run th.rough the more resultant efficient 
usc of resources. Furthermore, if the principle is observed, there is less likelihood· of trade 
. 36 
disputes. . 
Olivier Long (former Director-General of the GA TI), describes the MFN principle as the 
"Cornerstone of the General Agreement, which also requires that: c ••• any advantage, favour, 
privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party to any product originating in or 
destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like 
product originating in or destined for the territories of all other contracting parties".37 This 
MFN definition is mainly ·emdedded in· Article I of the GATT /WTO Agreement. It is 
noteworthy. though that' o'therGATT /WTO stipulations also reinforce the MFN. Examples 
of these Clauses' are' Articles XIII which require such equal treatment as far as administration 
or-quotas is: concerned,-Attide IX on marks df origin and Article V:2 regarding the transit of 
goods.38 
Hence, this rule necessarily requires equality of treatment for the products of all exporting 
countries with' respect to ·customs·duties and charges of any kind. This means that when an 
importing country levies a duty on an imported good from an exporting nation,or grants a 
favour on such a good, such a policy must also be applied to goods from other countries. 
This is for the avoidance of discrimination. With this scenario, no nation or group of nations 
38 
assume(s) a primus inter paris, that is, "ftrst among equals" kind of personalityte:garding,others 
in international trade. 
Under MFN, it might be appropriate at this point to reflect on whether African countries are 
entitled to reject imports of toxic waste from the ftrst world while accepting these from their 
African country trading partners. It seems that under national sovereignty and. also, GAIT 
Article XX (b) and (g) exceptions, toxic waste is extremely dangerous and must be handled 
very cautiously. Compared with the fIrst world, these substances are produced"in 
insigniftcant quantities in this continent. Moreover, as it is safer to treat this substance closer 
to its source of generation, under Basel39 and Bamako,4l1 it may be environmentally 
, 
commendable for African countries to trade in toxic waste with one another, when theyj 
deem it to be beneftcial, than transport these dangerous substances across many boundaries 
to the ftrst world and vice versa. In this regard, the objectives of Bamako in promoting ,inter- .. ' 
African trade in toxic waste while rejecting these from the fIrst world could not be perceived' 
to violate MFN rules. With respect to such a scenario, it could be seen that while adhering to 
free trade, protectionism may be realistically considered as and when necessary, but with 
justiftable cause .. ' 
Case Law Under MFN 
(i) US Tari,(fsIDuties on Im,/Jorted Steel 41 
On 5th March 2002, the US applied up to 30% tariffs on a wide range of imp'orted steel' 
products from many countries. The reason for this was to safeguard domestic producers and 
protect US' ailing steel industry from total collapse and thereby, invoke the wro Safeguards 
Agreement. Several countries including Switzerland, China, Republic of Korea, Japan, Brazil 
and also EU countries, were badly affected by these measures. However, these tariffs do not 
affect a country such as Australia, which has signed speci~l agreements with the USA. Most 
of those affected requested theWTO to inquire· into the discriminatory, nature of these 
tariffs. On 1 OthMarch 2002, the WTO criticised the USA for its newly established duties on, 
the importation of steel from other countries and ruled that these duties do infact violate the 
MFN Agreement. 
., 
(ii) WTO-EU Banana Case42 .. 
: , " .', . 
In 1997, the WTO ruled that the granting of certain preferential treatments in banana. trade, 
by the EU to only its former colonies within the ACP region, violated the MFN clause, 
regarding the WTO and other free trading rights of trading partners of the WTO. These 
. treatments, in. the opinion of the WTO, did not conform to the FTA agreements required by 
the GATI/WTO. 
(iii) Belgian FamifyAllowances Case (Allocations Familiales)43 
In this case, a GATI panel ruled on a Belgia~ laws which levied a charge on foreign goods 
.' . . , . 
p~,rchased by public authorities when those goods originated in a country whose system of 
family. allowances did not meet specific r,equirements. The charge was collected after 
importation anq only on products purchased by public bodies for their own use.· The panel 
, ~.' • j • • 
concluded that some countries had been exempted from the charge while other~ such as 
Denmark and Norway had to pay these taxes. Therefore, there was a violation of the M~N..44 . ,"'.', .' 
2.3.1 (b) National Treatment 
TIllS clause, while prohibiting discriminatory treatment between domestically produced and 
locally in1ported goods, is. needless to claim, a central feature of international trade rules and' 
polic)'-4s The prevalence of such discrinllnation would otherwise mean that the country of 
importation may be pursuing protectionist measures to subdy assist its firms, with the 
objec~ve of avoiding competition from foreign firms. So ~at, this rule essentially requires 
that as far as like products are concerned, taxes and other internal charges, laws, regulations 
: .. - 1"" ~ .... " • • 
~nd r_e,?-uir~ments affecting .the sale, purchase and distrib:ution of products on the domestic 
n:arket and conditions, be the same for domestic and _ foreign imported goods. In effect, 
national treatment promotes equality of treatment bernzeen foreign. and domestic goods in 
international econonllc interdependence, bringing to mind, the European Union's doctrine 
of mutual trust/mutual recognition. This was established after the EU Cassis.de Dijon Case .. . 
w~cl~ is .analysed in ~hap_ter. 4.5.3. ~s doctrine basicttlly requires th~t ,any products which 
~ .' . 
are legi~ately manufactured in the. territory .of one stat:e should. be. accorded equal 
treatmen~ in the territory of another state. However, this does not apply to customs duties 
and other border provisions. ______ _ 
40 
To this end, GAIT /WTO Article III( 4) which prohibits more favourable treatment" bellg 
accorded to ~ like product in the local market than ~n imported ofle, stipulates that: 
"The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the, territory 'of any 
other coniractingparty shall b~ accorded treatment no less fa~ourable than that accorded to 
like products of national origin in respect Of all laws, regulations, and' requirements affecting 
internal sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use". 
Furthermore, paragraphs 2 of Article III reqUlres nationaltrWment as regards internal 
taxation such as sales, excise or value added taxes. According to paragraph 4 of Article III, 
national treatment is required regarding regulations affectit1g ilie general sale and use of 
goods. Somewhat siinilarly; Article III (7) also prohibit~" the application of ititernal 
regulations relating to the nllxture, processing, or use of pr~ducts' in specified amounts or 
. , 
proportions so as to allocate any such amount or proportion ampng external sources of 
supply.46 
Case Law Under National Treatment 
(i) RIdings of!PTO APPellate BocfJ on French Ban qf Carcinogenic Asbestos ~7 
On 28th May 1998, Canada complained to the WTO that France's rejection of carcinogenic 
asbestos and products containing these substances contradict Articles 2, 3 and 5 of the 
Sanitary and Phytosanitaiy Agreements, Article 2 of th'e Agreement on Technical Barriers to 
Trade and Arti~les II, XI and XIII of GAIT 1994. Since consultations between the EEC 
and Ca'nada did not yield a mutually' satisfactory solution on' this inatte~, 'on 8th October 
1998, 'Canada further requested that a WTO' panel be established to rule on this matter. 
Accordingly, this Panel was set up on 25th November 1998. 
In March 2001, the WTO ruled that carcinogenic asbestos is not the same as its substitutes. 
Carcinogenic asbestos can cause cancer and therefore can be refused on genuine' health and 
enviroilrnental grounds. Consequently, a French ban on imports of these substances from 
Canada did not violate free trade laws and was legitimate. Protectionism could in this sense, 
be seen to override free trade, for legitimate rea~ons~_ 
41' 
(li) US Tax on Certain Im,ported Chemicals for Superfund 48 
In this case, the US' legislation imposed: (i) A tax on certain chemicals sold or imported into 
.. ' "', . 
the US ;tnd (li) a tax on certain imported substances containing chemicals subjectto the flrst 
tax. The tax on imported substances is set so that a substance would bear the same tax as if it 
would have been produced in the US fro In: chemicals subject to the flrst tax. The .taxes serve ' 
, ' , 
as flnancial contributions the so-called Superfund, which is used to clean up hazardous waste 
sites in the US and is permissible under Article III. 
The GATT Panel ruled that the US }lli;tifled the tax on certain imported substances as a 
border tax adjustment corresponcli.;1g in its effect to the internal tax on certain chemicals 
t " 
from which these substances w~re derived. The Panel" further noted that the EEC 
co?,side,red the t,ax on certaip chemic.als not to be eligible, for, border tax adjustment owing to 
its designation to tax polluting activities that occurred ,in ,the US and to flnance 
. ' - .,' . 
environm~ntal programmes beneflting only US producers, consistent, with the polluter pays 
• '.;' .' < 
principle. The, US should, have taxed only products of domestic origin because only their 
p:oduction gave rise to environmental problems in the US. 
(iii) Tuna-Dolphin Case I and II49 
U~der nation~l treatmept, the Tuna-Dolphin Cases could also be cited, though it will be 
, ." ~. . 
discussed in more, detail in Chapter 4, together with others such as the ShrimpcTurtle below. 
~ere, the WTO held that US bans on the importation C?f tuna imports from Mexico were . . .. ~. .. . . 
anti-GA '!T ~n? ~scrimin~tory against these imports. This, was because the US was not 
justifled in.its rea,s<?ning be.hind, s~ch rejection, namely that, the tuna was caught with purse 
seine l1et~~ this amounted to, green protectionism and drown~d the dolphin population in the 
Me~can ,sea. The, main essence of this ruling was to ensure that foreign imports are npt 
d~scrimina~ed against, as this ,means that local industries are being protected against'foreign, 
(iv) Shti':1,.p-Tu,rtle Cas,eso ,_ 
However"in the Shrymp-Turtle Case, the US was held by the WTO Dispute Settlement Body 
to. be justifl~d in rejecting imports of shrimps from Ma}aysia, Thailand, Indonesia and the 




devices and drowned the turtles, thus reducing the turtle population in the Pacific Ocea'n: 
Though it might be difficult to envisage how one country can impose environmental 
standards to be adhered to, during production processes, the WTO must also not be read in 
clinical isolation from ,public international law and its emerging trends such as sustainable 
development. Ultimately, national treatment may perhaps be legally departed from, with the 
aim of greening international trade.sIB}, 1998 when the Shrimp-Turtle ruling decided by the 
WTO, this stand had become clear, in stark contrast to the 1991' Ttma-Dolphin situation. This 
also reinforces the rationale for protectionism, in certain instances, as opposed to a blind 
"",pursuit of economic liberalism . 
(v) Other Cases on NationalTreatment 
From these cases, it could be asserted that under national treatment, however, it is 
sometimes not 'very easy to discern the sort of guidelines which are used in determining 
w~en a policy is genuinely trade-restrictive. This becomes very complex especially in this day 
of adhering to trade sustainability, even within the WTO. As indicated above, the Shrimp-
Turtle and Asbestos Cases, clearly demonstrate the WTO's increasing commitment towards 
sustainable development. 
However, in the wro EU Beef Hormone Case,S2 the converse held true. Here, the WTO: ill 
1997, ruled that EU legislation which banned the importation of meat produced with 
hormones including ostradoil, progesterone, testosterone, zeranol and trenbolon, and an 
animal growth' specific hormone and somatotropin, was an unfair trad'e law agaillst import~ci 
goods. However, these laws were imposed on genUine health and environmental grounds, 
namely that: (a)' Scientific tests had established that these hormones could cause cancer; (b) 
Products containing these hormones, when consumed had caused all manner of gross 
hormonal defects in male toddlers and young girls in Europe; (c) The laws applied to'both 
. foreign and locally produced goods. Give1i these genuine environmental and health 
concerns, the ruling could have been the reverse. Though free trade is the main target of the 
WTO, the international trading regime has gradually come to lay emphasis on the need for 
sustainable development as an integral part of this main target. Hence, the proposed 
reversed ruling in this case could also have been made to reinforce the extent to which 
~ -- -,-
protectionism could also enhance the welfare of a nation's populace for lawful reasons. 
In the Gerber Guatemala Case,53 the US-bas~d Gerber products Company so,:!ght to avoid . " . ." " . .' '. . . 
abi~g. by an infant he~lth law in Guatemala which forbade the use of baby pictures on 
labels for baby food for children under two years old. In enacting this law, Guatemala 
ad~ered to ~tipulated guidelines by the UNICEF-WTO Infant Formula Marketing Code, 
. ~ -" ' 
which was developed to help protect the lives of infants through promoting breastfeeding 
over artificial breast milk substitutes by, among other things, eliminating the packaging that 
. '.. . .. . . 
c~:>uld induce illiterate parents to associate formula with he~lthy, fat babies. Foreign and local . '. ,.' ~ - . 
manufacturers of baby food complied \Y.ith this regulation. It has been observed that with 
the introduction of this law, there wa~ a significant decrease in the infant mortality rate, with 
j . 
l!~ICEF commending this country as a model of the c.ode's success in its literature.54 
. -
However, owing to threats. by Gerb~r .of GATT action against this third world .country, 
~~, '~'. ':,' ~.' • ~ A 
Guat~m~la's. law was changed. It exempted imports of food products from other infant 
• ," , <.'. • .. ... 
health laws. ~his. raises the question of LDC marginalisation. in international trade, even 
when genuine environmental and health concerns are at stake. Furthermore, it is wondered 
whether. the WTO cannot assist the less powerful in such an instance. 55 
,. -.' .. .. 
In addition. to these fundamental principles, : other subsidiary but important non-
o '. ~ .' 
~scriminatory rules include. GATT /WTO's general prohibition of quantitative restrictions: 
. .: .' . . ~ . . ' . . . . . -
"No pr?hibition or restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges shall be instituted or 
maintained".56 
F~rthermor~, the le~timat~ imposition of trade tariffs must be solely geared towards trade 
regulatio~._ However, this is s~bject to limitations under GATT rules. Since the inception. of 
. ' ~ .. . . .' . 
GATT, each country, in all GATT rounds, have been required to reduce tariffs, for the free 
.. '. '. '., . 
flo\\' of trade. Hence, c.ountries are t.o make room for. concessions and. should not impose 
'. '.. . - '.. . " 
tariffs which exceed their concession rates.57 Article XXVII: 2 also provides for tariff .... . . . ..... . 
reduc~ons. tlu:0ugh multilateral n~gotiatio1)s on arecipr?cal and mutually advantageous basis. 
.' . r ' . • • -"'. 
2.3.2 Exceptions 
0Il the othe~hand, in certain circumstances, it may be legally permissible to. deviate from the ___ _ 
above~ellti~ned G.i\ rr rules. rirst and fqremost, under, ~e international law principle of 
44 
~ .... 
national sovereignty, the GAIT accepts that countries are entitled to promulgate certain 
laws which they deem to be prudent for the well-being of their national interests. Brownlie 
provides the main constituent ·principles of the doctrine of sovereignty and equality of states 
as follows: 
(a) A jurisdiction, prima facie exclusive, over a territory and the permanent population living 
there; 
(b) A duty of non-intervention in the area of exclusive jurisdiction of other states; and 
(c) T he dependence of obligations arising from customary law and treaties on the consent of 
danger. 58 
Sovereignty further denotes the autonomy of states and the need for state consent to make 
law and build institutions. Sovereignty is used to justify and define the privacy of states, their 
political independence and territorial integrity; their right and the rights of their peoples to 
be let alone 59 and to embark on the path which in their discretion, is the most prudent. 
On the other hand, this concept is sometimes abused by resorting to actions within one 
territory, which could have negative effects on a sovereign nation's neighb()uring territory. 
From this viewpoint, Henkin provides that this doctrine has now bred a mythologi of state· 
grandeur and aggrandizement that misconceives the concept and clouds what is authentic 
and worthy in it, a mythology which is often devoid of human values and sometimes, even 
destructive of these values.60 
This particular point on sovereignty is discussed in-depth· in subsequent chapters, with 
regard to how sovereign developed countries are, to be able to export toxic substances into 
developing countries and the extent to which sovereignty entitles each of the three case 
study. countries to enact toxic. waste laws which protect its environment, dictating its 
·standards and withOttt any interference from the fust world. The extent to which nations 
should be encoUraged to exercise their sovereignty, while paying heed to principles under 
international customary law, such as those involving good neighbourliness are also discussed 
in Chapter 3.1.1 (a). The exercise of sovereignty, within the jurisdictions of the three case 
study countries, as they enforce th~ir pr?p~s~d._~~~el ~ation_al laws in accordance with 
obligations under the Basel, Bamako Rotterdam and Stockholm Conventions, which entide 
45 
them to either regu.1ate or .ban certain categories: of toxic waste,. also ties in with the· extent to 
which sovereignty operates and is curbed, with regard to environmental issues, and toxic 
waste trade regulation. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, with Liftin as an important 
reference.61 
2.3.2 (a) Article x,'C: National Policy 
While permitting countries to deviate from GATT /WTO rules by imposing trade-restrictive 
policies which they deem. to be beneficial to national welfare under national sovereignty, the 
international trading regime provides guidelines which must be taken into consideration 
when nations are imposing these regulations for the avoidance of protectionism. Hence, 
A:ticle· XX. provides for discriminatory measures which are not disguised restrictions on 
trade, and 'are neither. arbitrary nor unjustifiable in situations where the same prevalent 
situation .exists between the importing and exporting countries. Having met these conditions, 
su.ch·poli.cies must: 
(i) Protect public morals;62. 
(ii) Protect human, animal or plant life;63 
(iii) Relate to the importation or exportation of gold or silver;6~ 
(iv). Secure compliance .with laws or regulations which are not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this Agreement, including those relating to customs enforcement, the 
,enforcement of monopolies operated under paragraph 4 of Article II and Article 
)"'VII, the protection of patents, trade marks and copyrights; and ,the prevention of 
deceptive practices;65 
(v). Relate to the products of prison labour;66 
(vi) Be .. imposed for, the protection of, natural treasures of artistic, historic or 
archaeological value;67 
(vii). Relate to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made 
.. effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption;68 
(viii). ,Be undertaken in pursuance of obligations under any intergovernmental commodity 
agreement which conforms to criteria submitted to the contracting parties and not 
disapproved by. them or which is itself so submitted and not so disapproved;69 , 
(ix) Involve restrictions on exports of domestic materials necessary to ensure essential 
.quantities .of such materials to a domestic processing industry during periods when 
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the domestic pnce of such materials 1S held below 'world :price' as .' part" of a 
governmental stabilization plan.70 
Such restrictions shall not operate to increase the exports of or the protection afforded 'to 
such domestic industry, and shall not depart from the provisions of this Agreement relating 
to non-discrimination. 
Though the WTO does not explicidy make mention of environmental exceptions, parties in' 
dispute setdement procedures have often invoked Articles XX (b) and (g), to justify thcir 
imposition of national regulations, which are geared towards environmental protec~on.71 
l ~ 
Based on this, it could be logically inferred that 'once a country deems it prudent to reject 
imports . of hazardous waste on the grounds' that these products are perilous' t9: its" 
environment, then this country could justifiably'resort to this course of action, relyirig 'on 
exceptions under these articles and the provisions of certain WTO Agreements; to justify its _, 
course of action. On the other hand, it would be recommended that the WTO also 'consider 
incorporating explicit environmental considerations into these exceptional clauses. The main 
idea here is to depart from the current system where sustainable development siinply sheds, 
. . 
some degree of light on certain WTO rulings, toa system' where environmental' 
considerations are given more prominence here, thereby balancing the scales between trade 
objectives and environmental concerns. This has been discussed in Chapter 4.3.9, under the 
workings of the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment. 
In conformity with WTO procedures for amendment of texts, this proposal of this thesis 
could be made by WTO members or Councils to the WTO Ministerial Council, which then 
requires two-thirds vote of the overall membership before the amendment can come into 
effect. However, if the WTO determines that this amendment will not 'affect the rights and 
. . 
obligations of member states, it comes into force when appwved by aU member st~tes. 72 In 
the present case; allowing these exceptions mean that member states have more justification 
in not fulfilling their free trade obligations to accept external goods such as PCBs, and 
imposing trade barriers on other' WTO trading partners 'in this case. Trade ba'rriers are 
imposed on the grounds that legitimate and imperative environtrlenral health considerations 
should override free trade. TIlls inevitably suggests that the obligations of all member states 
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.... 
may. be· affected. '. Hence, once these exceptions are approved· by all member' states, this 
proposal of this thesis for explicidy incorporating environmental concerns as part of Article 
XX, may be realised. TIlls would actually pave the way for more specificity when interpreting 
WTO environmentally-related trade disputes, and give . clearer guidelines for ruling on 
disputes which arise in·this realm. It will ensure that the environmental track becomes better 
represented in the WTO, the Basel Convention becomes more deeply reflected and the 
WTO's commitment to sustainable development becomes clearer. 
In conformity with Article XX exceptions, the GATT /WTO Agreement on Sanitary and 
Phytosanitary Measures, for instance, allows governments to regulate imports of goods 
\vhich relate to food safety, animal and plant health and hygiene, thereby taking explicit 
rccogniti(~m ofenvironmentaJ objectives while the General Agreement on Technical Bar~ers 
to Trade grants the right of state control overtrade in certain products such as paper and 
electricaL instruments, and ensures the compliance of industrial standards hereby.73 Under 
the General Agreement on Agriculture, environmental programmes are exempt from cuts in 
subsidies. The WTO Subsidies and Countervailing Agreement allows subsidies of up to 20% 
of firms' costs, for adapting to n~w environrneritallaws. Unde! the TRIPS, governments can 
refuse: to issue patents· that threaten human, animal or ·plant life or health, or risk serious 
damage to .the environment.74 :Pursuantto the GATS, policies affecting trade in service for 
protecting human, animal or plant life are exempt from normal GATS disciplines under 
certain conditions.75 
F~omthis, perspective, Ghana, under its Trade Regulations and Standards Code prohibits 
imports of substances such as narcotics,- toxic waste and foreign cigarettes without a warning 
notice.76 Foreign soil, counterfeit notes and coins of any country are also prohibited by local 
law.~7 Export controls include narcotics, parrots and cedis in excess of 5,000.00 cedis.78 ·· 
Similarly, .the Ivorian municipal trade legislation prohibits imports of live animals and genetic 
material,. unless .these have gained. the veterinary approval of the Ministry of Agriculture. 
Other prohibited products under this law include toxic waste, plastic bags, narcotics, 
explosives and illicit drugs.7.9 .. 
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In the same vein, South African Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act, ·No. 12·of 
1996 (which amends the Tobacco Products Control Act, Act No. 83. of 1993) provides for 
the prescription of maximum yields of tar, nicotine and other constituents in tobacco 
products. In conformity with this requirement, the Minister of Health in Government No .. R 
974 of 2000 stipulates that the amount of tar must not exceed.15 mg per cigarette and the 
.' nicotine yield not greater.than 1.5 mg per cigarette, as from 1 September 2001. As from this 
date, they shall not be more than 12 mg for tar and 1.2 mg for nicotine per cigarette, as from 
June 2006.80 
The discussion of these exceptions, particularly the extraterritoriality principle, IS an 
, 
important point for this study. By extraterritoriality, this ..fne~ns that a state does not impose 
rules on how another state should govern its affairs. The contrary would violate the principle 
of territorial sovereignty, where one state imposes standards to be adopted in another state's 
national affairs, thereby interfering with the national policies in another's territory. This is 
-. 
highlighted in Chapter 3.5.2(b). 
Thus, in the famous US-Mexico Tuna Fisheries Case, it was held that the. US- was' free to 
protect its national environment. However, it was not justified in seeking to ensure that· 
Mexican and Venezuelan exported tuna should be caught in a manner, so as to reduce the . 
dolphin population in Mexican sea. 81 
On the other hand, excessive free trade without some degree of caution could also result in 
dire environmental consequences, as reflected. in . the introductory chapte~ and ensuing 
discussions of this thesis.82 Hence, the reasQn for the decision in the Shrimp-Turtle Case, 
where extraterritoriality may be allowed. In Shrimp-Turtle, the wro held that the US was 
justified in seeking to :protect turdes. in the territories of Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Philippines. This is perhaps understandable, because though one state cannot impose the 
environmental standards to be followed by another in production methods within the 
other's territory, given the era of sustainable development, green trade must be promoted to 
the greatest possible extent, and. uncontrolled trade avoided.83 
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The very fact that the WTO, at its inception, established a Committee on Trade and 
'. . 
E~~iron~e~t, mand~ted to ove~see ~nvironme~tally-related ~spects of trade matters, whose 
work would be to btllJ.d a constructive relationship between trade, environment and 
sllstainable development, ;nd not to contravene these iss~es against one another, 
d~mons~a~es the rising importance of environme~tal issues in m:ternational affairs, including 
international tr~de.84 T?is also explains the WTO's upholding the French ban on import~ of. 
c~rcinogenic asbes'~os, as these can cause gr~at instances of ~ancer and should not be traded 
. . . 
in.H5 By so doing, it is envisaged that countries, and specifically, the more powerful nations 
may not: under the guise of the free trad~ concept, export potentially dangerous goods such 
as certain forms of hazardous waste material, to developing countries' territories, as has 
sometimes occurred. On the other hand, third world countries including the three case study 
countries of this thesis, will in their desire. to unprove their economic status, export 
(;nvironment~lly friendly goods to industrialised and less developed ones. The contrary 
would suggest the advancet?ent of free trade to the extent that the environment of the 
importing country gets destroyed. A protectionist approach then would be the better of the 
two. 
i3.2 (b) Regional Agreements: Article XXIV 
. {I. ~. ~ I" i I" 
GA'IT /WTO exception~ to its basic principle of non-discrimination also permit the 
.. 
establishment of bihiteral, trilateral and regional groupings such as Free Trade Areas and 
Customs Unions.86 Regionalism and these other groupings are often. perceived to be 
beneficial ~s ili~y.h'elp era~cate custom'duties and tariff barriers, amongst participating 
countries in a smaller context, thereby, enabling them to gain a stronger and fmner foothold 
in global trade.s7 
; '. . 
It i~ notable that, such a situation would particularly. suit the needs of the three case study 
. ~ . . 
countries as well a'!f those of the continent, which have sometimes been marginalised during 
", ...,..' . . 
international trading negotiations. How~~er, these groupings should not necessarily flaunt 
t1;e rul~s ~f ~, fre~ ~nd fair' global tradmg;egime a~d should 'enable them to gain a stronger 
: ... '", .', . . . . .. . ". -~, ~. , . 
b~se for prospective trade negotiations88 and from the viewpoint of this thesis, illicit toxic 
waste trade controls. Hen~e, this GATT /WfO exceptional clause functions to ensure that 
while ~arties, 'in a bilateral/~egi~~al tra~~ a~eemen~ derive the relevant benefits of free 
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trade, trade barriers will not be created to non-members of such an agreement, in a manner 
. . 
which will be consistent with the GAIT /WTO. In this sense, it could also be advocated that 
using bilateralism, trilateralism and regionalism, toxic waste trade be controlled, by 
developing appropriate legal regimes in each of these contexts, in Africa. One very important 
regional mechanism which is cited in Chapter 4.7, is the NAFTA. The reasoning behind this 
emphasis on this particular trilateral initiative, set up between the USA, Canada and Mexico 
is to demonstrate how its commitment to free trade also, enables it to adhere to. an 
environmentally sound legal regime. This could be a lesson for the African regional and the 
sub-regional groupings discussed below. 
It is noteworthy that the African groupings discussed here only constitute a part of the many. 
other African regional and sub-regional mechanisms. The Indian Ocean Commission and 
Arab League, as indicated in Chapter 3.4.13, are regional groupings involving Africa, and not 
exclusive African mechanisms such as the ECOW AS and SADC. However, as the focus of 
this thesis is not on the operation of FTAs, not all of these groupings are discussed here. 
The main aim of discussing these blocs here then is to simply illustrate that a cautious 
implementation of a given FT A can help its member states to realise the gains of free trade. 
Furthermore, as Chapter 2 of this thesis dedicates itself to free· trade, discussions here are 
limited to the trading activities of these groupings. Then in Chapter 3, more analysis is made 
of the work which these mechanisms carry out in trade and environment, and more 
specifically, toxic waste trade. This is because that Chapter concerns itself with the legal 
protection of the environment within the context of toxic waste trading activity. 
2.3.2.(b) (i) OAU IAU 
With the aim of deriving the advantages which may result from regional integration, as 
discussed in Chapter 2.3.2 (b) above, the Pan African Conference in 1947 envis~oned the 
creation of a continental organisation for ptomoting inter-African co-operation and co-
ordination in crucial areas such as trade. Solidarity in political and social spheres, for. 
example, were also foreseen. This vision saw the creation of the OAU in 1963.89 Regional 
integration in trading matters is most relevant to this Chapter of this thesis. The goal of 
regional e~o~omic in~egration was further reinforced through _th~ ~~gos ~~?: <?i._~_cti(>nf~r __________ _ 
the Economic Development of Africa (1980-2000), followed by the Abuja Treaty of 1991, 
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both of which sought inter-alia, to establish an African market covering the entire continent. 
This culminated in the setting up of'the six-phased Treaty of the African Economic 
Comtnunity in 1994. During phase I of the operation of this· Community for instance, the 
treaty requires inter-alia, the strengthening' of African Regional Economic Coriununities 
(RECS).90 These RECs include' the ECOWAS and other FTAs which are discussed in 
subsequent 'portions of this sub-chapter. The 'OAU, as' indicated earlier, has now been 
replaced by the AU which further enhances the objectives of promoting regional integration 
in Africa.91 , 
Regarding the contribution of the OAU to free trade through regionalism, the strengthening 
~f the role 6f the ECOWAS, as envisagedinter-dlia ill Phase I of the Treaty of the African 
Economic Community, can be cited as a case in point. Under ECOWAS, the dismantlement 
of trade barriers and abolition of stringent visa requirements amongst ECOWAS Citizens 
travelling from one state to the other in'the sub-region, is discussed in Chapter 2.3.2 '(b)(iU). 
11lls could be seen as a positive tool which has improved the flow of trade in this region, 
under the Market Integration Programme of this REC. Though other problems need to be 
tackled within thisREC and others in Africa, the fact that ECOW AS has made such 
progress, especially within the past. few years, also shows' th'e stronger role which it is 
gradually, coming to play, at least in African economic 'integration and within the African 
Economic Community. To a great extent, this could he said to reflect a realisation of part of 
the goals of Phase I of the Treaty of the African Economic Community~ On the other hand, 
oWing· to' the numerous 'wars and internal conflict:s' within many countries, it has been 
sometimes almost impossible to' ensure' that sOine of th~se high~souriding theor~tical 
ambitions are realised in the OAU arid also, other African sub-regional mechacisms for ili;t' 
matter. The establishment of a single continental market, for instance, is yet to take place. 
However, under the newly created AU and its special Peace and Conflict Council, it is , . 
anticipated that ,the political'situation within the contitierit be ameliorated, as a pre-requisite 
for the effective implementation of regional trad~ agreements', so thai its successes are feit in 
reality:, It is expected that the AU Peace and Security Mechanism will work in close 
collaboration with a similar one under NEP AD. 92 
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2.3.2 (b) (ii) NEPAD 
The NEPAD could be basically perceived to have been an outcome of the Millennium' 
Partnership for the African Recovery Programme (MAP) and OMEGA Plan. The two latter 
plans sought to forge a new collaborative relationship between African countries, and also, 
" 
between Africa and the industrialised countries, for a deeper participation of Africa in the 
globalisation process. This aim was seen as lnstrumental in bridging the developmental gap, 
which exists between the former group of countries and the latter. On 3 July2001, the MAP 
and OMEGA plans were amalgamated. With this, the NEPAD initiative begun and was, 
approved by the OAU Heads of State Summit on 11 July 2001 in Lusaka, Zambia. It was .,.,.. 
endorsed by the leaders of G8 countries on 20 July 2001. On 23 October 2001, the policy 
, 
framework was ftnalised by the Heads of State Implementation Committee. With this, .the' 
NEPAl) was created.93 After the AU Heaqs of State and Government of African· Member 
States endorsed the NEPAD programme duringthe First AU Ordinary Session in Durban, 
SmIth Africa in 2002, they formally integrated the NEP AD into the legal structure and 
workings of the AU, at the Second AU Ordinary Session in Maputo, Mozambique in July. 
2003.94 
Thls initiative is basically a detailed, integrated programme of action, conceived. and 
institutionalised by African leaders for the redevelopment of the African continent. This is 
through the enhancement of fundamental objectives-social, economic and political goals, in 
a coherent manner. The NEP AD is predominandy a commitment that African leaders are 
making to African people and to the international community, to place Africa on a path of 
sustainable growth and to ameliorate Africa's integration as a whole entity, and into the 
global economy. It thereby envisages the establishment of anew partnership with the rest of 
dIe world. 
As distinguished from other African initiatives, the unique feature about.NEPAD, which 
ensures its future success are the . circumstances surrounding its p~rtnership .. , These 
characteristic features could be highlighted here. They include the involvement of Africans 
in its formulation, the establishment of an African Peer Review .Mechanism to oversee the 
workings of NEP AD and also, the institutionalisation of a Conflict Prevention Mechanism, 
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to ensure that peace and po¥tical stability prevail, in order to <;!nable the developmental goal~ 
1 . ' • • 
of this instrument to be uninterruptedly accomplished. 
NEP AD is also ~eared towards involving Africans in the developmental agenda of their 
continent. In this regard, this initiative is formulated by African themselves and consequently 
has, widespread support from African countries including the three case study' countries of 
this thesis.95 The involvement of civil society and the public in NEPAD decisions also assure 
its future success,96 It has been recognised though, that African Heads of State and 
Government ,~ have to be enlightened on making the impact <'Of the NEPAD felt among 
the populace in their respec~ve countries. This would enable ;th~ NEP AD to avoid possible 
f~ilure. It is also hoped that the NEPAD Steering C~mmittee will work in close 
collaboration with the African Regional ;Economic C01lJ1!lunities, international organisations 
and other agencies, as this will enhance public enlightenment on relevant issues concerning 
the workings of the initiative.97 ., 
Furthermore, the establishment of an Afri~an Peer Review Mechanism under NEPAD 
c~nfo~m's with the Constitutive Act of the, AU.98 This mechanism seeks to review the 
successes ~ndchallenges, of NEPAD, as envisaged in its goals. 
The institutionalisation of a Conflict Prevention Mechanism with concrete and practical 
steps to achieve its success, is another assurance of the future success of this mechanism. It 
is commendable that s'uch a mechanism seeks to prevent conflict altogether rather than dwell 
on ~onflict resolution. With such a timely initiative, peace, and political stability which are 
cles1?c.ratel; ~eeded by this', continent and which are a pre-requisite for the meal;lingful 
'.. . . - . . 
realisation of any oth~r policies in any sector, enable other NEP AD programmes such as 
those of economic integration and environment to become easily implementable. This could 
also :vork alongside the Peace: andSecurityofthe AU, discussed above.99 
The priority se~tors of ,the oper~tional activities of NEPAD include the. Acceleration of 









Within the NEPAD framework, it is planned that ECOWAS, SADC, EACand the other 
African Regional Economic Communities 'become the focal pom:t for the implementation of 
all these programmes of NEPAD, in order to facilitate the workings of the mechanism. lOo 
Owing to the African regional dimension which this partnership assumes ill terms of 
economic co-operation for development enhancement, it might be necessary for the 
NEPAD and the AU mechanisms to work m: closer coll~boration with each other. With 
more increased AU capacity to manage the NEPAD, more effective coordination between 
the programme elements ofNEPAD and AU, and the avoidance of duplicated programmes 
between AU anc,i the NEP AD, there could be more coherence on the part of these two 
mechanisms in; att'aining future developmental goals for the continent for instance, in 
ensuring regionaJ economic integration and implementing the goals of the Bamako 
Convention. 101 
2.3.2 (b) (iii) ECOWAS 
In 1975, the Economic Community of West African States was created by Ghana,. Cote 
d'Ivoire, Benin, Burkina Faso, Senegal, The Gambia, Niger, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Cape 
Verde, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania and Togo. This West Africa~ sub-' 
regional mechanism has as its main objective, the promotion of economic integration. To 
this end, work within the ECOWAS is categorised into eight organisational sectors, namely, 
Trade' and Monetary Union; 'Travel, 'Transport arid Communications; ;Economic 
Development, befence~ E~ergy: Agri~ul~~e' and' SO~lal Pr~gra~e~. 102 To date, this 
organisation has made a great deal of accomplishments, thereby, demonstrating the positive 
attributes which can'be associated with the workings of an FTA. These successes include the 
following: 
, "..' "-
(a) Through the abolishirig of visas and entry permits for ECOWAS citizens when travelling 
from one country to the other, the low rates at which these citizens are able to purchase their, 
airport taxes, hotel bills and air tickets and the fact that such transactions can be effected in 
local currencies, the objective of free movement of persons is gradually being accomplished. 
Through this, it generally becomes easy for people to travel with goods from the territory of 
a given ECOW AS member state to another. In this sense, economic integration leads to the 
promotion of the free ·movement of persons and free movement of goods.
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(b) ECOWAS records improvements in Economic Development. In this regard, the 
successful establishment of the private regional investment· bank, Ecobank Transnational 
Incorpor~ted, based in Lome, Togo, can be cited as a case in point. This bank is in operation 
to harness the investment potentials of the West African region. It oversees the organization 
of an Industrial forum, once every two years, to promote regional industrial investment. 104 
On the other hand, remaining challenges which face, ECOW AS include having to ensure 
strict border controls, for in~tance, how to tackle brib~ry ~nd corruption of customs officials 
at West African borders. These officers should be h~ld strictly accountable, with nearby 
police stations to 'closely monitor the prevalence of la\~ and order at the borders. This could 
actually help pre~ent many illegal practices including the illicit. influx of toxic waste from one 
country to the other, as seen, for instance, in the case of Nigeria and Cote d'Ivoire to 
Ghana.105 
2.3.2 (b) (iv) SADC 
In 1992, the SADC was established as a successor to the Southern African Development Co-
ordinating Conference. Member countries of this community comprise Angola, Botswana, 
the Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Seychelles," South Afri·ca,-Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. The ·objectives of 
SADC are to attain economic prosperity, development and stability, through trade 
libcralisatton and political and economic integration. Headquartered in G~borone, Bo~swana, 
. . "..-
the SADC seeks. the avoidance of a cumbersome bureaucracy by dividing responsib~ty for 
specific developmen.t sectors, namely, food security, land and agriculture, infrastructure and 
. services industry, trade, investtnent and fulance, human resour~es and development, science 
and technology, n~hu:al resources and the environment, social welfare, information and 
culture, politics, diplomacy ~nd iO.ternational relations, and peace and security.to6 Another 
example of a successful project under SADC is the SADC Industrial Energy Management 
Programme. This project, inter-alia, ~ssisted p~ers in initiating training programme_s by ________ _ 
their own and·continued work on the development of a qu~lifications framework for energy 
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management. 107 This and other projects are made possible by concerted efforts of SADC . 
members. The benefits of free trade are further illustrated hereby. On the other hand, 
challenges facing SADC include having to combat persistent drought and famine in certain 
SADC member states, such as Mozambique and Z~babwe. 
2.3.2 (b) (v) COMESA 
In 1994, COMESA was set up by 19 Member States from Eastern and Southern Africa. This 
means that members of SADC and EAC also comprise COMESA. This African sub-
-- regional mechanism thereby replaced the Preferential Trade Agreement for Eastern and 
, Southern Africa which had been created in 1982. Currendy, member states of COMESAare 
~. 
Angola, Burundi, Comoros, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, 
Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, 1buritius, Namibia, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan. 
Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbab,ve. Through the promotion of trade liberalisation, 
'COMESA has inter-alia launched a comprehensive Monetary and Financial Co-operation 
Programme and has been the first African sub-regional mechanism to introduce its own 
Travellers' Cheques. 108 Remaining challenges facing COMESA include the need to combat 
drought and famine in member states, as indicated in the case of SADt above. 
2.3.2 (b) (vi) EAC 
At its inception as far back as 1900, the EAC comprised a bilateral Customs Union between . 
Kenya and Uganda. This was joined by Tanzania in 1922. Since then, there have been a 
. . 
series of more elaborate regional integration agreements in East Africa. These include the . . 
East African High Commission (1948-1961), the East African Common Services' 
Organization (1961-1967) and the former East African Community (EAC), which lasted 
from 1967 until its collapse in 1977. This demise was widely regretted in the region. Member 
states therefore agreed to resume work. on achieving regional co-operation; uncler the aegis ., . 
of the Mediation Agreement of 1984. This culminated in the signing of the Treaty for the 
Establishment of the EAC in 1999, with the headquarters of this trilateral mechanism in 
Arusha, Tanzania. 109 
An assessment of the workings of this mechanism reveals success stories which in turn 
demonstrate the advantages of implementing a free trade strategy. For instance, there have 
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been a s~pes of m.assi:ve tariff. reduction .rates on the part of member states. While Kenya 
applies 90%, Uganda applies. 8.0% tariff reductions and non-tariff barriers to cross border 
trade have been effectively eradicated. Additionally, the EAC has witnessed . the 
harmonisation of making rules and regulations, the ongoing harmonisation of 
Environmental Regulations an Environmental Impact Assessments and the current Study of 
E,c<;>llomic Pote.ntials .and Constraints to the Development of Lake Victoria and its Basin as 
an .Economic Growth Zone. Current work of theEAC is principally.focused towards the 
at~in~ent oCa ~omrnon.External Tariff by .2004.110 .once this.aim is fully accomplished, 
this. could m~an a freer flo~ of trade in goo~s and .services across borders, since the same 
condi~ons prevail and will be applied for both local and foreign goods, in terms of 
regulati<>lls and.policies .. 
2.3.2 (b) (vii). ECCAS/CEMAC 
The ECCAS/CEMAC is a substitute of the Union of Central African States (UDEAC) 
which came into being in 1964, the Monetary Union of the Central African States (BEAC) 
a~d the. Economic U.nion of Central Africa. Member states of this organisation are 
CameroRn, Central African,Republic; Congo· Brazzaville, Gabon, EquatorialGuinea and 
Cha~. IlJ. :200~,. the . treaty, establishing this Community was established in N'djamena, Chad. 
This. tre!lty has currendy been ratified by presidential decrees of Cameroon, Equatorial 
Guinea and Chad. t t t 
Th~ fund~e~tal .. objectives. of CEMA,C. are. to establish a deeper form 'of collaboration 
amor;tgst _ member state. citizens, with a .view, to, intensifying their solidarity; promote free 
national markets through the eradication of trade barriers, co-coordinating developmental 
programmes and harmonizing industrial projects, developing solidarity of member states, so 
that disadvantaged regions. can derive some benefits thereon, and create an African market. 
To. a v~ry large .. e:x:tent, t;he. CEMAC faces many challenges. As weak institutional· 
mec~a~sms and political instability abound within the Central African Region, for instance, 
ambitious though CEMAC may sound, in practical terms, its positive impacts become 
questionable.tt2 "'If, these are overcome through adopting some of the recommendations in 




NEPAD and the AU, together with their conflict prevention mechanisms, can make further 
improvements on this. In this sense, economic stability can be the ultimate result of 
concerted efforts, regional integration and FTAs. 
2.3.2 (b) (viii) Indian Ocean Commission (Commission de l'Ocean lndien) 
Created' in January 1984 by the Victoria Co-operation Agreement, membership to this 
Commission originally consisted of Mauritius, Madagascar and Seychelles. Sinc'e January 
1986, membership has now been extended to cover the African, Caribbean and Pacific 
,islands of Mauritius, Comoros, Madagascar, Seychelles and Reunion, which is represented by 
France. These islands are located South West of the Indian Ocean. The main aim of the 
Commission is to promote sustainable development within these islands. While these islands 
are somewhat isolated from each other and even African countries in physical terms, their 
similarity lies in their commitment to sustainable development, poverty reduction, economic' 
de~elopment and globalization.113 
In this regard, the work of the Commission focuses on the attainment of diplomatic, 
economic and commercial co-operation, as well as agricultural, maritime and ecosystem's' 
conservations and the promotion of justice. To date, successes of. the workings of the' 
Commission include implementation of projects within the Indian Ocean region on regional 
tourism, environmental protection, AIDS and environmental education. It is noteworthy 
that environmental education has been included in the curricula of primary school education 
for children from the age of 10. to 13.114 This is a remarkably positive step and could be 
followed. by NEP AD and the other African mechanisms being discussed in this portion of 
this thesis. 
2.3:2 (b) (ix) Arab League 
In 1943, the Egyptian government, together ,~th other Arab states, first recommended the 
establishment of the Arab League, in order to promote· closer co-operation and Arab' 
solidarity, without the loss of self-rule that would result from total union; Pursuant to this 
proposal, in 1945, the Arab League was established. Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, 
Sy~a, Transjordan (which.1ater·became known as Jordan, a~froll1_195_0) and Yemen were the 
original members. of the League. Membership to the League currendy consists of certain 
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Arab speaking countries; namely,. Algeria, Egypt, LeiJanon, Oman, Somalia, the United Arab 
Emirates, ·Bahrain, Iraq, .Libya, Palestine, ,Sudan, Yemen~ Comoros; Jordan,Mauritania, 
Qatar, Syria, Djibouti,. Kuwait, Morocco, Saudi Arabia and Tunisia. Its headquarters is in 
Cairo, Egypt. 115 
The primary objectives of the League are to develop political,' economic, cultural and social 
programmes which are designed to enhance the interests of member states. To this end, its 
work is carried through a series of subsidiary committees including the Health, Information, 
H'\lman Rights and Legal Committees. Tothis, it could be suggested that an Environmental 
Committee could also be established. i 
~ 
The Arab League has served as a forum for member states to co-ordinate their- policy 
positions and deliberate on matters of common concern, such as the resolution of some 
Arahdisputes, and the curbing of conflicts such as the Lebanese civil wars of 1958.116 The 
Arab League has further functioned as a platform for drafting and concluding most 
landmark documents promoting economic integration amongst· member states. These 
documents include the creation of a Joint Arab Economic Action Charter, which highlights 
the; principles for economic activities of the League. It has placed an important· role in 
shaping school curricula and preserving manuscripts as well as Arab heritage. l17 
2.3 .. 2 (b~ (x) EU IACP·Agreement 
In 1975, the. Lome Convention was signed between the EU and 46 ACP countries, as a 
s~ccesso.t: to .the hitherto Yaounde Convention between ·the· EEC and the African and 
l\lruagasYl States associate~ with. the Community. Through Lome, trading preferences are 
accorded by the ED t~. the, A CP countries . .It is important that this be done in a GAIT-
, "" . 
cortsistent manner though. liB .... 
; . 
The Lome Agreement pro~ides .for development assistance· from the EU to its current 71 
ACP states. Having been negotiated five times, the fourth Lome Convention is important in 
illustrating how free trade in the form of flAs can be used as a tool to combat illegal toxic 
waste tr!lde p~actices. This will be analysed in Chapter 3 .. With due regard to discussions 
this chapter, Lome has enabled trade preferences and concessions from the third world to 
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developing countries. Pursuant to the signing 6f the ACP-EU Post-LomeAgree~ent 'on 1 
January 2000 in Fiji and its conclusion under the Portuguese presidency in May 2000; this 
agreement, comprising 71 ACP countries, succeeded the Lome Convention. It covers 
ACP JEU integration in three main areas, namely, political issues, developmentstrategtes and 
economic and trade co-operation, with a particular link between the last two sectors. ll9 
Subsequently; the Cotonou Agreement, the most up to date successor to ·the Lome 
Agreements, was concluded between the EU and its member states on the one hand, 'and . 
ACP States on the other. This was done on· 23'd June, 2000 in Cotonou,Benin; While 
stating its main goal as the reduction and ultimate eradication of poverty, the Coton'ou 
Agreement notes that this can be attained through sustaining economic, human, social and 
political development in ACP countries in various ways. While valid for twenty years, the 
Cotonou Agreement is to be revised every five years.120 
From the discussions above, the following recommendations are made: for a better 
realisation of the principle of free trade under the AU, NEPAD and the above-mentioned 
African sub-regional mechanisms: 
•. There should be an eradication of customs barriers on' the'" one hand' and . strict 
enforcement of rules concerning cross-border movement of persons and goods' on the 
other. We need to draw such lessons from the principles concerning the free movement 
of persons, goods, inter-alia. Though visa controls have been abolished, somettm:es, 
moving from one country into another could be unnecessarily burd~nsome, especially" in' 
African countries. This holds true in 'West Africa, for example; wh~re 'there 1S often 
bribery of officials at the customs harriers as a pre-condition for the free'moverrtent of 
. persons from one country to another. Therefore, one is advocating strict governmental 
contr~l in this regard, as well as access of individuals to police officials~ who should really:' 
.... 
be stationed in close proximity (that is, within walking distance) to each border post. 
This will·facilitate monitoring and complainants' access to assistance': 
• If Africa is intent on implementing a mechanism such as the NEP AD and thls is the era 
of the renaissance, then clearly, we should be able to rely orteach other. The concept of 
specialisation needs to be practicalised and could serve a useful tool in this' vein. It is 
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co~endable th~~ S.o~th A~rica engages in trading practices, such as recycling used car 
, '..." , ' 
batteries, as will be portrayed in Chapter .5A. Ghana could. ~el} specialise in the recycling 
of used electrical appliances while Cote d'lvoire dwells on crude and used petroleum oil. 
Such practices ought to be encouraged, with free flow<;>f trades from one part of the 
· continent to the oth<:r, with each country adept at manufacturing certain particular 
. . : 
· goods, whether for just importation, or even, for recycling and re-sending back to the . . . 
,country of imp9rtation:. 
• It is proposed that NEPAD and the other sub-regional mechanisms in this continent 
include environmental considerations. in its agenda and especially, in its trading agenda. 
_ T~s will. be detail<:d more in Chapter 3. What shouldal~o be encouraged in this regard is 
a str?ng body, which would be designated as the Committee onTrade and Environment. 
· . In this advent of sustainable development, such a body should not overlooked. The main 
t4rus~ of this m~chanism is to work closely with all African countries, on an individual, 
regional and continental bases, to ascertain .the sort of goods, which they import every 
nc:>w and then. By so doing, this Committee will be able to ascertain when and where 
,go~qs arehazardous. ahd mus~ be rejected, when they should be accepted and under 
:what circumstances ,these must be done. They wou~d work in close collaboration with 
the Ministries of Trade and Environment of various African countries. Once again, the 
examples of NAFTA and the EU for instance, can be borrowed and bent for our 
,purp9ses. 
• • . - I • • 
• Environmental issues should be included in primary school curricula, similar to ongoing 
practices within the Indian Ocean Commission. 
• For free ,trade to be truly functional, the infrastructure and communication system of this 
continent also needs a significant improvement. Though this is being promoted within 
the sub-regional context,121 it may be suggested that this be extended to the regional 
level. Within this context, African governments need to reflect upon the tim:eliness of 
finding funding to construct very strong railway lines from Cape to Cairo, from Maputo 
to :Qakar,. with strong transit points in Nairobi and Accra, as well as other African cities, 
packed by strong check points at each stop point. This would facilitate the free flow of 
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trade ill thi~ continent, enable Africa· to pur~ue its objective bf a single coinm~n market 
and ultimately, a single common currency, perhaps. 
2.3.3 Relationship of the WTO to Three Case Study Countries 
All three case study countries ratified the Agreement which established the WTOon lSI 
January 1995. Consequently, in the South African Trade Law, Ghana's Trade Law and 
Ivorian Trade Law, free trade is enhanced, at municipal level, in strict accordance with the 
WTO principles enunciated above. 12.2 
For South Africa, while levyi1;1g excise duties on imported products such as alcoholic and 
~. ". 
non-alcoholic beverages, tobacco and tobacco products, this country adheres to the Customs 
Valuation Agreement of the WTO. Due account must be taken of the fact that such· taxes 
are not just imposed anyhow. On the contrary, the dutiable value of the goods iniported into 
South Africa as well as other customs duties and contingency measures, subject to the Board 
on Tariffs and Trade Acts (Act 107) (1983, as amended) are calculated in conformity with 
the WTO's rules.t23 Furthermore, South Africa has lifted import charges and is able to 
integrate more. deeply into the global economic order.124 The existence of numerous South 
African industries· in Ghana, for example, is a very encouraging trend in this sense and 
exemplifies such deeper economic integration in African and world trade. 
Ghana's commitment to free trade suggests that it exploits its comparative advantage by 
exporting cocoa and other primary products without imposing unnecessary taxes on imports 
and exports which contravene WTO rules. 125 
For Cote d'Ivoire, membership to the WTO also means that when exporting cocoa and 
importing foreign produced goods, the government levies taxes. in conformity with WTO 
.... 
Customs Valuation Agreement. 126 ... 
2.4 Emerging International Trade Principles and How They Relate to International 
Environmental Law 
The deeper commitment to economic integration is evident through the various series of 
GA 1Trounds and continued efforts on the part of world leaders, to eradicate trade barriers 
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between countries. After tariff reductions and the granting of concessions to developing 
countrIes as well ~s th~ introduction of new codes during certain rounds, another GAIT 
ro~nd m~tamorphosed . in the WTO .. lbis n~wly established re~e, an~ it~. various .. -. 
agreements, such as' the GATS, and TRIPs which enable global trade to be extepded to new 
'. . , . 
areas of sectoral activity such as services and intellectual property, demonstrate the 
. . 
commitment on the part of world leaders to achieve a thoroughly liberalised free trading 
'. . . .. , . , 
system. Con~equendy, from 1945 to 1995 and present day, trade always expands and extends 
. . . 
to novel areas. 
It must be noted however, that such trade is not conducted in a man~er which is oblivious 
i ", 
of environmental considerations. As at 1979, some results of the TokYo Round such as the 
. " ; . 
Techrucal Barriers to Trade ~nd the Sanitary and Phyt?sani~ry Agre~ments, for instance, 
, ~ . . , 
show the extent to which trade may be restricted for the protection of human and 
environmental health.127 The incorporation of these Codes into the new WTO regime, the 
establishment of a Committee on Trade and Environmene28 and WTO rulings incluru.ng the 
French Asbestos Ban129 show that the single minded pursuit of free trade has been gradually 
. . . ." ' 
tnlnsf~mied into~ more dualistic approach of safeguarding environmental principles while 
".- , . -, ". , . 
conducting fr~e trade, in present day. These become easily reconcilable to principles such as 
- .. . .. . 
those o(s~stainabledevelop~ent and the precautionary principles in environmental law. 
They also help bridge the gap between free trade and environmental protection. 
At the' same time, e~~~~ental initiatives such ~s the Rio Declaration13o also recognise that 
~. . . ~ . . _. . 
tr~~e ~e~sures for environmental purposes should not create an arbitrary or unjustifiable 
restriction on lnte~national trade, as discussed in Chapter 4.4.1. 
TIns neW approacho{the internati(mallegal trade and envi!o~ental regimes, ensures the 
;. - . . . 
attainment of economic progress, ecological balance and social development. These are the 
thre~ imp~rtani: f~c'ets 'of '~~staJna~le development; as indicated in Chapter 3.2.1. Within th~ 
framework of both international and national legislation, this in turn facilitates the 
enforcement of toxic waste trade policies. 
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On the other hand, discrepancies sometimes exist, with due consideration, for instance, to 
certain rulings such as the W'TO Beef Hormone ruling (1997),131 which ruled against the EU 
ban on beef containing artificial hormone residues. Therefore, it becomes necessary that the 
WTO, under its Committee on Tr~de and Environment, stipulate clearer guidelines, ill 
addition to the exceptional situations in Article XX, as to when these prohibitions are 
permissible. Perhaps, this could be dohe in co-operation with the Basel Convention, for 
example, which has expressed its willingness to work collaboratively with this Committee on " 
these matters, especially, as they touch on toxic waste trade. t32 
2.5 Other Free Trade Mechanisms 
) With the aim of deriving such benefits from the implementation of market liberalism, 
governments have sought to operate FTZs. These originated from the old concept of the 
free port.133 
., 
2.5.1 Free Trade Zones 
The concepts of free ports and FTZs are sometimes confused with a wide range of similar 
export-oriented free-trade zones, such as EPZ, FIZ and FTAs. For ease of discussion, each" 
of these terminologies will be discussed in terms of how they oper~te, with ~ view to 
distinguishing them from each other. 
FTZs were hitherto known as free ports. The special stockades in the Greek ports of Challis 
and Piraeus were among the first ever known free ports.134 For R.S Thom~n, examples of the 
first free ports are Hong Kong and Singapore, and to a lesser extent, Gibraltar and Aden.135 
These ports served as points of transshipment and accumulation of foreign merchandise for 
home consumption, inter-alia, thereby, facilitating free trade. Another example of a free port 
was the Roman free port on the Aegian island of Delos which was established purposefully, 
" .... 
for enhancing free trade. This function it performed, by acting as a' customs free center to 
promote trade amongst Egypt, Greece, Syria, Northern Africa, Asia and Rome.136 
Jayawardena notes that prior to the establishment of these centres, similar free ports of 
Genoa, Venice and Gibraltar were also established for the same purp.o.~e. Hence, in J888, the 
FTZ of Hamburg was established as the main pacesetter of FTZs. It was granted the special 
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privilege of manufacturing, 'on condition that it would not compete with the hinterland 
industry and would stayexport-oriented.137 In spite of the proliferation of FTZs, it was not 
unti11934 that they became 'operational in the US, through the Foreign Trade Zones Act. 
This-was reinforced by,the 1950 Cellar Aml,'!ndment manufacturing in the U,S. free ports.13S 
Through the implementation of FTZs, a wide variety of incentives and customs-free 
privileges are granted to importers and exporters of companies. These companies thereby 
benefit ,from such schemes in that they -are, able to save on taxes. In the light of such 
advantageous benefits of FTZs,in March 1965, Taiwan established its first FTZ outside 
Europe .. In 1970, Kaoshing, and in 1970, this country set up two more FTZs, a large one in 
Nantze and.a.small one ,in Tiachung.139 
It has been observed that the FTZs, attracted foreign investments, contributed to the export 
drive by 10% of in the 1960s in this country, successfully led the export-oriented 
industrialization programme and created a skilled labour force. l40 The advantages of adhering 
to a free trade strategy are easily discernible here. Similarly, the creation of FTZs in Seoul 
and .Incinon. ,in 1965 in South Korea, according to the government index of industrial 
growth, led to an average rate ,of growth 'of 15.9 per cent. Compounded with increases in 
employment, this has .been sustained for the 20 years from 1960-80.141 Encouraged by these 
resultant' benefits of this free trade mechanism, the South Korean government further 
expanded on, the FTZ initiative by ·opening up three more FfZs, in Masan in' 1972, Iri in 
1974 and Kumiin 1975 .. -These, in addition to the earlier ones, offered employment to as 
many as approximately 115,000 people by 1981.142 
In, Ghana,.FTZs.were established under·,the FTZAct 504 in May 1996. These consist of a 
parcel ofland near the Tema·Steelworksand two other sites located at Mpintsin'and Ashiem, 
near Takoradi.143 The seaports of Tema and all pieces ofland related to these areas also fall 
under the free trade programme.l44 The law also permits the establishment of single factory 
zones outside or within the areas mentioned above.145 Under the law, the company qualifies 




II). Cote d'Ivoire, the government pl~ns to establish an FTZ in the foreseeable future as these 
have not existed to date. This owes to the high port costs and maritime freight rates, with 
their attendant constraints on the development of in bond manufacturing and processing., 
The closest mechanism to an FTZ in this country is the system of bonded warehouse and 
bonded zones within factories. These operate in Abidjan. Within these mechanisms, free 
trade is facilitated as it enables the transshipment of goods to Mali and Burkina Faso.147 
In South Africa, there are, no FTZs or free ports. However, similar to 'the ,case of Cote 
.s!.'Ivoire, there are a series of bonded warehouses, at various ports of entry into this country. ' 
Considering the benefits of FTZs discussed in this Chapter, the South African government, 
just as that of the Ivorian government, might find it necessary to explore the possibility of 
setting up FTZs in the South African sea ports of Durban, Cape Town or Port Elizabeth 
and in the case of Cote d'Ivoire, Abidjan . 
. , 
2.5.2 Export Processing Zones 
EPZs are closely definable areas which are located within the territorial jurisdiction of 
countries. In such a system, favourable investment and trade conditions are created to attract 
eJeport-orientated industries, which, are usually fot;eign-owned. 148 These schemes enable 
imports to be used in the production of exports and can be acquired by manufacturers on a ' 
bonded duty free basis. By s.o doing, they promote free trade. As at 1975, EPZs were 
operational, in fourt:een c~)Untries, namely, Barbados, Columbia, the Dominican Republic, 
Eire, El Salvador" India, Malaysia, Mexico, Mauritius, the Philippines, Singapore, South 
Korea, the Syrian Arab Republic, and Taiwan, with others planned in anothe~ fourteen 
countries, namely, Cyprus, Egypt, the Gambia, Guatemala, Haiti, Indonesia, Cote d'Ivoire, 
Jamaica, Liberia, Morocco, Nicaragua, Senegal, Thailand and Tonga. This became possible 
because of the sufficient interest which had been shown wi,thin these countries, forEPZs to 
be included in the range of policy instrun1't!nts available to formulators of industrial 
Pblicies.l~9 
2.5.3 Foreign Investment Zones 
An FIZ is normally an administratively and sometimes geographically specialised area which 
is accorded many privileges by government. These benefits include favourable regulations 
anti incentives which aim at foreign investment.' FIZs also enhance free movement of goods 
in trade through favouring the exit and entry of goods in trade. This, it does by permitting 
the free import of equipment and other material to be used.in the manufacture of goods 
which; are destined for export. ISO 
2.5.4 Free Trade Areas 
An FTA has.been classified as an area which is created by reciprocal multilateral agreements~ 
Such agreements could als'o be bilateral or' trilateral. Through such agreements, customs 
duties and non-tariff barriers are eIinllilated in trade among the members of the agreement. 
In a sense, FTAs could be seen,i,as·a "subset" of a free trade agreemerit which operates 
between a group of countries, within the whole, that is, the international economic order., 
Exampl~s.ofFTA mechanisms are,the SADC, EAC and ECOWAS.ISI , 
2.6 Advantages of Free Trade as Opposed to Protectionism 
From previous discussions in this Chapter, economic interdependence can be associated 
with many benefits; though in exceptional cases, protectionism may yield positive results. 
Before: summarising some of these ascertainable advantages from these discussions,' some 
, , , 
theoretical analyses of. free trade are of relevance. The'rationale for protectionism is also 
referred to., The reason for this is to demonstrate that though this thesis holds the view that 
on the whole, the three case study countries and others of the world need to liberalise their 
economies, they might also consider protecting their markets under .lawful circumstances, as 
this could also enhance economic objectives. 
2.6.1'Theotetical Insights 
The basic p~ciples of economic liberalism could be pivoted on certain salient points which 
'emanate from the following free trade theroems : 
2.6.1 (a) Comparative Adv.antage and Specialisation 
This concept is a very important tool for this thesis, as it illustrates how South Africa, Ghana 
and Cote d'Ivoire can each specialise in one or more specific kinds of waste collection and 
recycling, for fe-export to other African countries. ,- --, -------- ----
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By specialisation, a nation, just as a person, derives benefits from- trade by exporting goods 
or services which it can naturally produce best and is most efficient in- trading in. This also 
links to comparative advantage in productivity. Through this phenomenon, nations are able 
to gain the greatest possible financial gains. Free trade enables other nations to make 
maximum benefit of their main exports and the products, which they are able to produce the 
most and specialise in, that is, one nation reduces trade barriers and can in turn expect 
similar treatment from another state. This applies to all countries in mternational trade; and 
the principle of reciprocity and transparency are hereby achieved.152 
For example, Ghana's strength lies in its cocoa and gold production, while Cote d'Ivoire's 
lies in coffee and cocoa, and South Africa's lies in gold and other minerals, inter-alia. As these 
countries are best endowed with manufacturing these products in their respective cases, 
these become their main exports, and they are specialised in them. 
A conceivable situation where speclialisation could be demonstrated in toxic waste trade 
would be the proposals in Chapter 5, for a Waste Stock Exchange Project for Used Batteries 
(of electrical appliances) and Used Electrical Appliances in Ghana, -the recycling of used 
petroleum oil and corttinuedPetroleum Refinery Project from crude oil and sulphur in 
Abidjan, and the Waste Recycling Projects for Car Batteries and Used Oil in South Africa.153 
Trade liberalisation also provides consumers with more leeway for choice and a vast array of 
goods to choose from. The case of specialisation discussed for instance, demonstrates this. 
Supposing a country does not produce certain goods, there can be the assurance that 
through trade liberalisation, these goods can be imported from either- countries 'whose 
conditions are more suitable to the production of such goods. Moreover, consumers have a 
chance to choose which goods they deem to be of better quality. Forinstance,one is not 
~ . 
inclined to accept any goods of whatever quality, which may, for instance, be perilous to the 
environment or public health or safety. The fact that there are other competitors in the 
international market makes producers give off the best quality product to satisfy the 
consumers. 
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2.6.1 (b) Innovation and Efficiency 
This point wa; postulated by Smith, who together with Ricardo, stressed the intimate link 
between the size of the markets and prod~ctivity input.1S4 
The main idea here is that free trade enables nations to derive dynamic, enormous gains. 
Owing to the competition they face from foreign firms, local firms become much more 
productive, much more innovative and much more dynamic. The resultant situation is a 
. ' 
massive growth in productivity. Fiercer competition encourages innovation on the part of 
manufacturers and industries, who are desirous to produce the best goods on the local and 
international market. This ultimately breaks' down obstacles to institutional change, as 
advocated by the economist, Olson.155 
2.6.1 (c) Economic Growth 
Sachs ~nd Warner a; well as Smith and Mill, advocate that when countries are open to trade, 
, , ' 
there are higher growth rates. Here, a correlation is built between free trade and economic 
performance. Trade increases growth and ultimately resolves the problem of poverty, 
, . 
through the removal of non-tariff barriers, import and tariff barriers and other obstacles,156 
w~ch otherwise block the necessary free trade profits from being made. 
Free trade has also led to an improvement in per capita income levels of nations. For 
example, in indicating the positive benefits o~ the newly ~beralised trade regime, the WTO 
notes that owing to the fact that countries joined the world economy to open their borders, 
- . -'
the UK, US, Germany, Japan, Malaysia and China have been able to double their average per 
capita living s~andards. UK took 58 years to double its per capita living standards after the 
industrial revolution, the US took 47 years, Germany 43 years and Japan 34. But after 1966, 
- . 
Malaysia took just 11 years, Chile 10 years and China 9. Ten developing tcmntries, 
~ , . 
accoun~g for almost a third of the world's population-or over 1:~ billion people-more than 
doubled their average per capita income levels between 1980 and 1995. This owes to these 
countries' joining the world economy and opening their borders. 157 
This holds' true in light of the experiences of the three case study countries for example. In ' 
Ghana for instance, after this country gained independence' in 1957, the government 
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nationalised Jndustries. The government marketing board, acting in its capacity as the price 
. - ~ .. 
control authority, monopolised the purchase of cocoa, and prohibited cocoa farmers from 
selling cocoa to anybody else. With the reduction in exports, consumer prices in Ghana also 
rose by 2,200% between 1963 and 1979, while the price paid by the go~ernme~t's marking 
board llcreased by only 600%.158 
On the contrary, just as the Ivorian government has always practised, when Ghana relaxed 
price controls and its monopoly on cocoa from 1983, more income begun to accrue.159 Free 
trade in every partof Cote d'Ivoire, resulted in the massive influx of foreign investors, 
economic grow~, - employment creation and sophisticated industrialisation throughout . -
Abidjan, Bouake, Yammoussoukro and every part of this country, throughout the 1960s 
until contemporary times.160 The absence of free trade in South Africa and this country's 
lack of active participation in the global trading regime precluded it from attaining the 
highest economic growth which it could have otherwise achieved.161 If certain pressing 
problems such as unemployment and the crime wave could be overcome, the trickling down 
effects of such positive free trade benefits might be more easily realised in present day when 
'-
South Africa fully participates in free trade .. On the contrary, it may be suggested that 
countries such as the USSR in former times, Ethiopia and Tanzania, if they had not resorted 
to a complete imposition of governmental controls, import substitution and socialism, might 
have been better off in economic and developmental terms and not witnessed stagnation and 
impediments to economic growth. A careful enforcement of these protectionist rules, 
alongside opening their economies to foreign competition, might have yielded better results. 
Based on the above discussions from 2.6.1 (a) to 2.6.1 (c), a reasonable correlation could be 
drawn between unhampered trade with peace on the one hand, and excessive 
tarrification/unfair competition with war on the other. Therefore; ~ordec Hull (Secretary of 
- - -
State, USA, from 1934-1944, under the Roosevelt Administration), in reflecting on his role 
in his memoirs, confirms : 
"Toward 1916 I embraced the philosophy I carried throughout my 12 years as Secretary of 
State ... From then on, to me, unhampered trade dovetailed with peace; high tariffs, trade-
barriers, an unfair competition, with war .... 162 
' ... 
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In:the, same light, Stern observes that pr9tection .breeds retaliation and. worse. An open 
trading system ... by contrast is thought to be crucial factor for promoting sustainable 
growth of the world economy in the postwar period. 163 . 
On the other hand, trade protectionists, including Lord Maynard Keynes, Gray, Bhagwati . 
and Shutt oppose free trade for the following reasons. In times of war, for example, it may 
be prudent to protect a nation's industries. Furthermore, where .there are infant industries in 
..-
the local context, they may be legally protected, until they attain sufficient economic maturity 
to compete with goods from foreign markets .. For develbpfug countries especially, this would 
be ,applicable quring their trading activities with developed countries. Free trade could also 
be destructive to a na"tion,. as its industries will not be abl~ to compete with foreign industries 
who may also be dumping goods in the markets of the importing country, that is selling 
goods at low prices in the markets of the importing countries, below the international price. 
Local markets suffer then. The imposition of tariffs, under protectionism, could in this case 
resolve the problem of unfair competition which free trade could yield. Free trade has also 
been said t() benefit a miIlority, at the expense of the majority. 164 
In light of the observation made in. Chapters 2.6.2(a), 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 that resources 
generated under the wro free trade policies benefit the world's most powerful nations at 
the. expense of the less dominant ones, this criticism of free trade could also be said to be 
valid. This also reduce~ developing countries' bargaining power, which, as discussed in 
Chapter 2.6.2(c), should increase under free trade. For all these reasons, the proposals for 
the toxic .waste trade projects in Chapter 2.7 of this thesis also require that the three case 
study countries of this thesis (and. others, in Africa), need to ens:ure that free trade. be . 
strengthened. flIst and foremost in Africa, leading to stronger intra,..African trade in toxic 
waste and .o~er substances~ and a prudent incorporation of free market principles into their 
trading regimes. The fact that further recommendations are made for them to reject imports 
of substances as discussed in Chapters 3.5.2(b) and 6 of this thesis, also ensures that they 
adhere to free trade, but impose trade barriers, where necessary .. 
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2.6.2 Practical Examples 
In addition to these theoretical insights, some examples will be' cited at this point to show 
how free trade could further benefit a nation if promoted carefully. This is in contradiction 
to a situation of autarky, where growth is stagnant, as a result of unjustified trade-restrictive 
. li' 165 po cles. 
2.6.2 (a) Resource Generation 
During the fourth WTO Ministerial Meeting in Doha, that is, from 91h to 13lh November 
2001, previous WTO Director-General, Mike Moore, observed that over. the last decade, the 
tremendous growth in China's economy as one of the fastest global economies in this regard 
within the last decade was due to an economic system which is increasingly open to trade 
and foreign investment. With this country's accession to the rule~-based system of the- wro, . 
. uld b b d . . 166 Its economy wo e· ooste ill greater econOmlC terms. 
Trade liberalisation could further raise incomes. For instance, according to an estimate by 
the GATT (1994), the impact of the 1994 Uruguay Round would increase global income by 
$235 billion by2005 from the full market access package.167 A similar estimate by Ngu'yenet 
al also indicates that the Uruguay Round would lead to an increment in global income by 
$212 billion from the full market access package.168 A GATT Report released in 1994 also 
prognosticated inter-alia that by 2005, the WTO would result in the following: the annual 
income of the US would be $122 billion; EU: $164 billion; Japan: $27 billion and developing 
. . . 
countries: $116 billion. Figures estimating increase in the volume of goods trade range from 
9% to 24% once the liberalization of the Uruguay Round comes into effect. 169 On the other 
hand, though these figures look impressive, the share ~hich developing countries 'have in 
these profits is rather meagre. This stems from the fact that their protectionist regulations 
adversely affect developing countries, while to a large extent, they are pro-free trade. This ... 
then shows that developing countries could also adhere to similar patterns in global·trade, if 
need be. 
The operations of La Societe Ivorienne de Raffinage in Abidjan, as discussed' in Chapter 
5.4.16 could also be cited as a case in point. Discussions with officials there have indeed 
confirmed that recycling in crude petroleum and the subsequent free trade in this substance 
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with other African countries is a great source of income. For instance, in 1996-1997, there 
was a total of 8.3 CFA F billion from these activities.170 Discussions with officials from 
Ghan~'s Tema Oil Re'fmery, Lube Oil C~mpany and South Africa's Fry's Metals company, 
all discussed in Chapter 5.4, all confmn that free trade in' the. recycling activities of the 
v;rious ~p~rts in ea~h respective case, yieids a great degree of income. 
In Chapter 5.3.1(b) (i), all the proposals for importing hazardous waste into the three case 
study countries were motivated by the promotion of economic activity. This also illustrates 
the point that free trade could lead to monetary gains. 
In this light, the NEPAD could enable intra-African trade and the proposed projects for 
recycling toxic waste in this continent to be pursued more efficiendy and raise more money 
for workers of these. pr?jects. 171 This could ultimately help in resolving the problems of. 
un~ustainability and poverty allevi~tion, which afflicts large sectors of the populace within 
the ~ee~ase study countries.172 
2.6.2 (b) Employment Creation 
Through the extension of world commerce to iriclude new areas, the WTO uses its trade 
liberalisation philosophy as an instrument to create jobs all over the world. This holds true in 
the services sector, for example, which accounts for 60 per cent of world production. In this 
regard, Renato Ruggiero _ (former Director-General of the WTO) in discu~sing LDC 
integration into the mainstre~m of the WTO states that "the WTO moves beyond the sterile 
polarities of the past, by establishing agreements which cover the liberalization of trade in 
information technology products, telecommunications services and agriculture, for example, 
thereby, ~pecing "exciting' opportunitie~ for 'small and medium-sized enterprises".t73 Such 
opportunities c~uld also' suggest many more job offerings i~ this fi~ld. The ,abundance of . ~.. ~ . 
internet cafes in the three case study countries, for instance, cannot go unnoticed., Through 
tt~de' ~s~~ices":int~rn~t i~cilities ar~ m: the advent of the WTO, a privilege enjoyed by 
many countries including the three case study countries for this thesis. Contrary to the past, 
these facilities, which are provided by the internet cafes and other telecommunication 
centres, in addition to helping and educating the public, also creat<:: many jobs for people, 
, , . 
that 1s, those who opera~e these mechanisms. 
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Here, free trade leads to job creation. The EU provides that the establishment of a Single 
Market and trade liberalisation led to the creation of about 300,000 to 900,000 jobs.174 In the 
same vein, the realisation of the single market ideal under the AU and NEPAD, could create 
more jobs for citizens of Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire and South Africa, as well as others within the 
continent, as trade becomes more liberalized in many sectors and tariffs removed, in intr~­
African trade.175 
When the Johannesburg based Fry's metals company imports lead scrap from certain 
African countries, tJ1e .process of refining this product for the manufacture of car batteries 
d . b 176 oes create JO s. 
Siniilarly, reftning imported crude petroleum and sulphur inter-alia, by La Societe Ivorienne 
de Rafftnage in Abidjan, has indeed created jobs in many ftelds. These ftelds range from 
Chemical Engineering, Computer and Electricity Mechanics, to Piping. In this sense, this 
company and its free trade principles could be seen as having contributed at least, in part. to 
resolving the problem of unemployment in Cote d'Ivoire. t77 
2.6.2 (c) Increased Bargaining Power-LDC Perspectives 
Through the participation in a liberalised international trading regime, countries, especially, 
developing ones, for example, are gr~dually gaining conftdence and enjoying more bargaining 
. . 
power as they now have a choice when it comes to international issues. The fact that LDCs 
. . . 
have now been actively involved in trading negotiations indicates that developing countries' 
contribution to the Uruguay Round has been a vital one, reflecting the importance of the 
multilateral trading system in the creation and maintenance of opportunities for sustainable 
development, Peter Sutherland, former GAIT Director-General, co,!!cedes.178 However, if 
issues such as developed countries' subsidies in world agricultural trade for instance persist 
as discussed earlier in this Chapter, this advantage of free trade may not even be derived in 
reality. 
Therefore, through NEP AD for example which includes the op11llons of African civil 
society, Africa's populace and leaders at large,179 this continent could derive this benefit and 
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become adequately. elldowed with a stronger foothold to negotiate international treaties, be it 
:.. . . .. .-
in the field of trade, environment or other. This kind of strong footing could further 
enhance the eff~ctive regulation of illegal toxic trade issues in Africa. 
2.6.2 (d) Regulation of Disputes 
Tl:uough trade liberalisatiori, at least under the WTO,there is a more efficient system of 
re~ating ~ade disputes and avoiding the pre-World War Two kind of situation. Since the 
e~tablishment. of the . GAIT and WTO,many cases have .been handled and settled 
co.nstru~tivelr. within .!heir .Dispute Settlement Bodies. Though<6A IT Dispute Settlement 
wa~ not as organised as that of the WTO, there is now a si~fi~ant improvement under the 
. .' . '. J 
\YfO .. The esta~lishmen~ of a Trade and Policy Review Mechanism to review trade policies 
of co~ntries also ens~es compliance ~ith WTO rules, in cQuntries' trade practices. This 
ultimately leads to economic security between. the world's nations, prediction and ensures . 
,." . . ":' . .. . 
uniformity. 
Within NEPAl:? and the AU, the stronger position gained in free trade partnerships could be 
see~ ,~~ an 0l'po~tunity for the three case study countries and others within. the continent to 
press for disput~ re~olution_or alternative measures at the regional or international level 
when illicit toxic waste trade practices occur. What is needed in this regard is a strong 
dispute settlement mechanism, at regional level, and also, an International Dispute 
Settlement Mechanism, as part of the Legal.~egime o~ UN~P, co~pris~~ WTO members 
as, well. Tbis ~ould ensure fair nilings,. which strike a fine balance between trade and 
'. _..' . , 
e~vironmental iss~es,: ~~,?-ce, the proposed dispute settlement mechanisms' coul<:i work ill 
close collabo~ation with ~e WTO's Committe~ on Trade and ;Environment when ruling on 
various disputes. 180 
. . '-' . ~ .. 
'". ' . 
... '",. 
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2;7 The Impact of Free Trade on the Environment: Developirig Countries' 
Perspectives 
"If ll1e do nothing to change our cumnt indiscriminate patterns of development, we will compromise the long-
term sec tin!) of the Earth and its people': 181 
Since this thesis deals with the trade and erivironment debate, a review of the effects of free 
trade particularly in relation to the environment, is made at this point when market liberalism 
has just been discussed in detail. This analysis, when viewed against that in the next chapter, 
especially Chapter 3.5 which deals with the effects of international environmental law on 
trade within the context of the legal regulation of hazardous waste trade, could to a large 
extent, be seen as providing a foundation and tying in with discussions in Chapter 4. As 
demonstrated in this chapter, trade can gready affect environmental' quality . thr6ugh 
influencing the rates and regional variations in growth across the global econbmy and the 
location of natural resource use. If carefully implemented, it can also help to raise incomes, 
encourage more efficient utilisation of resources and spread higher environmental standards 
and cleaner technologies. The challenge now is to tackle the environmentally unsustainable 
trade practices and take action to internalise environmental costs into market prices, so as to 
remove the adverse impacts which unfettered trade could have on the environment. 
2.7.1 Benefits 
2.7.1 (a) Increased Expenditure to Resolve Environmental Problems 
Amongst the divergent opinions concerning the effects of market liberalism on the quality of 
natural environment, some economists for instance, hold that expanding trade is a source of 
increased wealth and diffusion of technology, both of which enhance society's ability to 
protect and upgrade their environments. Here, the viewpoint is that, since trade liberalisation 
leads to the scope and scale of national economic activity, there will be increases in per 
"-
capita income. The main idea here is that nations adhere to sustainable patterns of 
production processes and trading practices. Through this, when income is generated, it 
would then not be used for cleaning up the harmful environmental effects of trade, but 
other environmental problems. This is because it has been estimated that greening such 
activities is much less cosdy than having to clearl up tb-e envir()fl!l1~ntal impacts of harmful 
trading patterns, such as pollution. 
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For instance, it has been estimated that with the establishment of the WTO, the financial. 
gains. to be derived from ~s organization. by the year 2005 should stand at approxima~ely 
$235 billion (US).182 ;Of these figures, developed and developing countries alike have their 
share, as indicated in 2.6.1 (a) above.183 In chapters 261(c) and 262 (a), the benefits of free 
trade wer~ se~ri. to include financial gains. According to the Ghana Standards Board, some 
Ghanaian farmers have been trained to produce pineapples, okra, mangoes and. other 
agricultural products within the horticultural sector, without the use of any hazardous 
pesticides. Upon exporting these products to the EU, a considerable degree of income is 
deri~·ed.for this country and this becomes a success story for. this ~ountry.in the agricultural 
sector. Consequently, in 1998, the UNCTAD indic~ted in its report .that Ghana's export 
earnings. in )he horticultural sector, increased from $2.5 million (US) in 1989 to $20.7 million, 
(l!S) ,in.1996.184 Ivorian, .coffee exports :have also been recommended for their high 
e~vironmental quality .. A~ a result of these environmentally friendly standards which are 
incorporated .into manufacturing these products, trading in these products with UK mllrkets, 
for example, have generated considerable degrees of income for this country.18S 
As far as toxicw,aste is concerned, this)s undoubtedly a finanCially lucrative item in trade, in 
a country and across territorial boundaries .. According to a report by the US Chamber of 
Commerce, in 1992, US exports to the. top US trading partners were estimated at $ 
4,314,441,237.186 .The series of proposals in Chapter 5.4 for ,collecting, recyclit:tg and 
exporting waste are also important in this sense. A proposal by the Battery Terminal 
Company ~ Cape Town, supported by the South African government, to collect batteries 
from electrical. applil!.flces for recycling an~ resale to other African q)Untries, coul4 gain· 
money Jor this country. Ghana's hitherto ,anticipated Waste Stock Exchange project and. 
C6te~d'Ivoire's used and crude oil refinery could all be a source of employment and financial 
resource . ... 
Kim Peters' example. of the waste recycling practices. of some Kenyan communities,.could 
also be. cited as another instance which could be borrowed for the three case study countries 
in this thesis, to showcase and also emulate the fact that trade in waste does .indeed generate 
income. The women in some Kenyan communities collect and recycle hou~ehold waste, 
.. -' . , 
thereby fabricating it into compost. This compost is sold as fertilizer to farming 
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co~~nities. Through this, these women, especially in the rural ~rea-s,' [rnd jobs ai1ci make 
money. 187 The UNDP in Zambia also has similar projects.188 In Egypt, the so-called lo\v'-
class Zabaleen community, while recycling many forms of household wastes -such as plastics, 
rags, towels and carpets, are able to derive some profit and create employment.189 With the 
appropriate governmental.support, these recycled products can· then be sold. to both loc:al 
and foreign companies in neighbouring African countries. This should be facilitated in the 
advent of NEPAD. 
If such practices are borrowed and bent to suit the cases of Ghana for instance, which"-
encounters gross problems of unemployment and household waste disposal, inter alia, )his, 
could possibly help, at least in part, to resolve these problems. Such practices could be also 
advocated for South Africa- and Cote d'Ivoire. With this kind of situation, one moves frOm 
managing waste to actually trading in them. In these third world' countries, .. cehain . 
communities such as Nima in Accra, Ghana; Soweto and Hillbrow inJohannesbur'g,South 
Africa, and parts of Adjame and Blokosso in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, which face gross 
problems of haphazard household waste dumping and consequent environmental problems, 
could actually benefit from this proposal. 190 In this case, projects such ~s EJNF's So\veto 
Mountain of Hope, which actually encouraged the local Soweto community-, mchlding 
school kids, to recycle and manage waste could possibly be re-visited. 191 The emphasis here 
is to manage such forms of waste and then; trade in them again, even across borders. 
Some crucial recommendations could be m~de for these -projects to become feasible. For 
ins-tance, there is the dire need for governmental support and the use of consultants 'to also 
train these people, . so that such trading p~actices are uncompioinisingly effeit'~d' \vith 
adherence to the requisite international environmental standards and guidelines. It gets toa 
point when such recycled products could also be traded across borders, starting on a sub~ 
regional basis and thence, on a regional basis. Sophisticated equipment such as gloves should 
be encouraged. In addition to the environmentally sound guidelines, Environmental I~pact 
Assessments should also be 'conducted for such projects, by the relevant' consultants, 
especially. This conforms to Ward's recommendation for a reorientation of trade policies to' 
include EIAs, so that trade leads to Sustainable development and not enwonmental 
disasters. 192 
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Then, through such projects and practices, one could claim that free trade in these wastes 
necessarily results in a scenario wherein income is generated, employment created, the 
surrounding environment made clean, poverty alleviated and above everything else, the goal 
of sustainable development arrived at. The contrary of such situations is what needs to be 
avoided. 'For insta"nce, when economic "considerations became the sole determining factor 
which motivated certain businessmen and African leaders to accept PCBs and other highly 
toXic'substances from the 'first world into die "third world, the environmental consequences 
which occutredfar outweighed the income which"such trade ~arned, creatir.ig the problem of 
externality. 193 
Tbcffective1y"regUlate toxic "waste trade, investing in recycling and trading in a sustainable 
manner would be preferable to piling up all forms waste and incurring expenses for its 
disposal. Spearheaded by- the Red Cross hospital in Cape Town, South Africa has begun' 
recycling its medical waste for composting, 194 thereby arriving at these aims, to a certain 
extent." Less forms of these wastes could alsobe recycled and traded across South African 
borders: Hospitals in the two either case study countries could also follow the example set by 
Red Cross in ilieirapproach to medical waste, in this senSe.195 
These all go to demonstrate that what is needed is sustainable free trade, as opposed to 
unsustainable trade, or autarky. With a tremendous boost in economic activity which is 
facilitated by"increased market access;' esp'ecially for developing one's, arise in per capita 
income" could provide' the f01:mer with more' resources to contain environmental damage. 
Furthermore; problems such as the" financing of pollution control, remedial clean-up and the 
solving of environmental degradation and the other listed environmental problems, ~hich 
are already faced by developing couiltries, could be effectively resolved. 
Compounded with· this IS the fact that such projects, when conducted" in a sustainable 
manner, lead to the transfer of environmentally friendly technology into the three case study 
countries. This holds true within the context of toxic waste trade because it gets to a stage 
when such; recyciilli a~tivitiesare carried out on "a large' scale,~"i:bis ~-oUld'nec~ssltat~"­
technologically advanced equipment to enhance such operations. Therefore, in this sense, 
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free trade could be seen as leading to the transfer of environmentally beneficial 
technology .196 
2.7.1 (b) Consumer Choice 
It has also been suggested that as economic growth Increases as a result of trade 
liberalisation, so does public demand for" ~nd capacity to afford, better environtrlental 
protection. Here, the idea is that through trade, consumers are able to make environmentally 
beneficial choices, as free trade enables many choices to be made from a ,wide range of 
products. Under free trade, South Africa has abandoned ~use of Benzene Hexochloride,a 
pesticide which was previously utilised in locusts cont:t;ol. In a world rife with competition 
and innovation under free trade, a more worthy substi~te'has been found, namely, Synthetic 
Pyiethroids. Likewise, dieldrin imports have been. termi?ated for Chlorpyriphos, for ter~te 
control. Without the choice factor which free trade could permit, dieldrin, which constitut~s 
one of the Organo-Chlorides and accumulates in the fat of wiJ:dlife and humans, would have 
been the sole product for South Africa in its termite control, with no other alternative. In the 
same vein, Aldrin has also been replaced by Chlorpyriphos for the control of sub-terrain 
termites.197 Through freetrade, Ghana can prohibit the illegal/legal entry of PCBs, which are 
used in the manufacture of hair pomade and skin bleaching cream amidst certain parts <;>f 
this country,198 inter-alia, for more environmentally friendly products in its market as far as 
such products are concerned. 
Free trade also enables the three case study countries and others. within the continent to 
depart from the" importation and. use of leaded .gasoline and .. petrol to . the 
importation/ exportation and use of unleaded gasoline and petrol. These are gradually being 
replaced by the unleaded gasoline and unleaded petrol in these countries. Here, UNEP's 
Dakar Declaration to Phase Out the use bf leaded gasoline in. Sub-Sahar~n Africa (March 
2002)199 enables these countries to make more environmentally friendly choices of goods 
than what they previously purchased. So does UNEP's Voluntary seven to eight year 
initiative on the switch to unleaded petrol in Africa, through its WSSD Declaration 
(September 2002).200 Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire and South Africa are in the process of drawing 
up action plans to phase out the importation alld use of leaded gasoline and fletrol by 2005-
8;1 
... 
2006, in order to benefit from better choices of more environmentally-friendly gasoline and 
petrol, ':1~der free trad~., 
The Africa Stockpiles Programme could also be cited to illustrate the environmentally-
beneficial choices whic:h free trade grants to the world's populace. This Programme is an 
inter::-agency initiatiye by the UNEP, AU, F AO, UNDP, World Bank, Croplife International, 
PesticideAc~9~ Netwl?rk (UK), FAO, U,N Economic Commission for Africa, UN 
In.dust?al. Developm~IJ.t: Organization, ,the, World Wildlife Fund and the African 
Devel~p,?ent :Bank. Its main objective ,is to remove .. all current stockpiles of ob,solete 
pesticides ,fron:. Africa, and return them to Europe, from where they were originally 
impo!ted, ~ordest:n1~tio~. Already, ,the initiative has re<;eived $25,million (US) from the 
G!ob3l:I, EnY~Qnmental, Fa~ility fOf its implementation which requires approximately $250 
million (US), including the institutionalization of a prevention mechanism at the .level of 
every participating country. The geographic coverage of the programme is all fifty three 
African countries, including the three case study countries for this thesis. It was 
implemented,in 20Q2.20~ Through free trade, such a pr!Jgramme is possible because the three 
cas~ ,studycc>un.tries and ,the remaining African countries do not have to adhere to using 
environmentally harmful pesticides. They have the choice to purchase harmless pesticides 
and Ao ,not have to be !=onfined to those which are obsolete, owing to the choice factor 
which results from free trade. 
Follo\~~g th~ Bos~on,SanJrancisco andNew HampsJ:U,re legislatures, the Maine legislature . " 
cQIJ.templa~e~ aQ~nd?ni?K,th~ use of mercury in themometres a~d, fl?orescent tubes.202 Free 
tr~de. eQ.~ble~ su:ch penefic::ial choices to be made~ Hence, in addition to, being safe J()r use in 
the US, \Yh~n the~e. themQ~etres are exported, they will not contaminate foreign territory ;tS 
w;ell. Fre~, ~de enables s~c~ beneficial choices to be made. ,The three case study countries 
, ..... 
could learn lessons from this. Ultimately, <:!ven though these countrie,sneed ~echnological 
advancement, free trade also offers choice and this means that, obsolete computers, harmful 
television sets and other dangerous electrical equipment, for instance, must be avoided203,and 
more environmentally friendly equipment imported and exported in free trade. 
Technologic~l transfer; then must not bt; necessarily destructive in ~nvironmental terms, but 
environmentally advantage~us. 
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Furthermore, regarding the effects of trade on the environment, the imports of low sulphur 
coal could lead many citizens of this world to abandon the imports and use of polluting 
high-sulphur coal. Here, countries could economise on resource use, thereby conserving 
their natural resources, by trading in recycled inputs. As .indicated in Chapter 5.3.1 (b) (ii), 
recycling rubbish can yield methane gas which is in turn utilised in gas stov~s for domestic 
cooking. In many African countries including South Africa where the use of coal, fIrewood' 
and indiscriminate patterns of dumping household waste are rife among sectors of the 
populace, 204 this proposal here offers these households much better choice and could lead 
these people to terminate these harmful practices. All these examples are made possible 
because of free trade, which enables more environmentally sound choices to be made and 
even sought after. This is possible in a competitive and fIerce international economic order, 
characterised by innovation and competition. 
2.7.1 (c) Amelioration of General Environmental and Living Conditions 
According to a World Bank study, when national per capita income passes $2000:00 (US), 
there is a steady decline in the percentage of citizens in developing countries who lack clean 
water and proper sanitation.20S Furthermore, it has bee~ revealed through a 1991 study by' 
Grossman and Grueger of Princeton University that on the contrary, as per capita income 
exceeds $5000 (US), environmental protection increases as part of general welfare gains· 
associated with development.206 For countries such as South Africa, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire 
where it is claimed that large sectors of its population live in conditions of abject poverty, 
free trade' could be useful from this perspective, since this could lead to an improvement in 
the lifestyle of these impoverished people. Some of the advantageous benefIts of trade on 
the environment, as discussed in 2.7.1(a) and 2.7.1(b), are now re-assessed to appreciate 
more clearly, how this improves general environmental conditions in th~ lifestyle of people 
in the world and the three case study countries for that matter. 
In' Chapter 2.7.1 (a), the market accessibility of Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire, for instance, to the 
EU, was greater in terms of agricultural trade, when these products were grown without 
hazardous pesticides. These pesticides are imported by Ghana from Europe. The main idea 




incur more profits in trade. In this sub-chapter, it was also seen that once the necessary,trade 
EIAs are conducted using Ward's proposal, as ~ell as ,the international waste guidelines of 
UNEP and WHO, with the requisite training from goverrn.nental departments, and adequate 
gm'ernmental support and monitoring, household waste for example, could also be carefully 
managed, recycled 'and traded in, within national territories and beyond the boundaries of 
the~e three case, study countries. The Soweto Mountain of Hope Project and Ghana's 
household, waste in Nima, included the many, initiatives which were discussed. Clearly, 
ha,-ing. to physically get rid of such waste, sort them out, recycle them, remanufacture 
compost or other goods from them and sale locally and across boundaries, then, cleans the 
environment. This .proposal creates employment and fetches income for many people in 
these local ,communities who happen to be jobless. Poverty-alleviation, environmental 
degradation ,and sustainable development are thereby tackled at grass roots level, using free 
trade aS,a tool to attain these objectives. With these, people's lifestyles clearly improve in the 
environmental sense. 
Then again, the f~ct ,that conswners have wide options to depart from imported obsolete 
ch?ices, for ~ore environmentally beneficial chemicals, under internationally timely schemes .' 
, . ' 
such as, the' Africa Stockpiles, Programme, the UNEP Dakar Declaration on the Phase-Out 
of Leaded Gasoline (2002) and the WSSD Declaration on the Phase-Out of Leaded Petrol 
(2002), which also translate to the municipal level, also suggests a great amelioration in the 
genera~ environmental and living conditions of the individual. These are all facilitated, ifnot 
mad.e possible by free trade.,The discussions in Chapters 2.7.1(a), 2.7.1 (b) and 2.7.1(c) all go 
, . 
to demonstrate that effectively regulating free trade in toxic waste and imposing protectionist 
regulations to attain environmental or other rightful goals could result in sustainable 
development. This is through generating income, safeguarding ecological balance and 
improvin.,s social standards. However, liberalising trade without any clearly defined limits 
could ,be evidendy hannful~ This claim of this thesis could also be validated -from the 
discussions a~d examples in Chapter 2.7.2 below. 
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2.7.2 Constraints 
2.7.2 (a) Deterioration of Environmental Standards 
There was once an individual, Mr. Oppong who lived in the Ghanaian town of Konongo. He worked for 
several years as an Engineer in a batte1),factory which imported lead for battery reryclingfrom Nigeria. This 
business ge'neraied a considerable amot/~lt of in~ome. After some years of work e;Perience, Mr. Oppong 
dedded to operate his own private, single-handed battery rerycling b~slness in his backy;rd. Here, he 
imported lead for this purpose fro;" some business counterparts 'in Togo and Nigeria. As he was well~ 
experienced in his field, he did not seek e>..p~rt advice from the Ghana Ministry of Environ;"~~t, S cien~e and 
, . . 
TedmologJ. The business was run smoothlY, with much income being accrued, interests '1ibounding.'. :.Mr. 
Oppong's children plqyed gleefullY with some of the battery products on a dailY basis any all waj well. Lo and 
. . . -
behold, one dqy, the children fell prey to all manner if malignant ailments manifested in the forms of physical 
paralYsis, ne17JOUS breakdown, p.rychological and neroous disorde~ .. ~ Thrywere' taken to' cons~/t the ",nedical 
. . - . 
officer, who after a series of medical examinations, confirmed that the impairment in the health conditions of 
the children was due to the toxic emissions which emanated from the lead contained in the car batteries . .. 
Trade liberalisation could also lead to the decline of environmental standards. In Mr. 
, . 
Oppong's case above, could the situation have been different, supposing that inspite of the 
years of his work experience, the necessary advice and guidance had been sought from the 
relevant governmental ministry and consultants, who would have utilised the adequate 
UNEP and WHO environmental guidelines? It seems that once these steps had been 
, ' 
adhered to, the children above may' not have suffered such detrimentarco~sequences of 
production processes of the battery recycling industry. Hence, this sub-chapte~ emphasises 
that unregulated trade can ad~ersely iinpact the health ~f human beings and the environment 
as well. Against this background, Ward's recommendation for a reorientation of trade 
policies t~ include EIAs come into play.207 
. " . . . . -
PCBs and plutonium contaminate soil and marine life, in addition to deteriorating human 
health.208 Toxins, dioxins and azo dyes cause cancer in human beings ~s well as pl~nt and 
animal life. Acidic wastes, usually, by-products of nation's industrial activities, affect 
organisms in the soil and cause soil to lose its fertility. Lead and mercury cause mental 
disorders and other health deficiencies in human beings.209 Asbestos can cause cancer to 
human health, as evident from the Carcinogenic Asbestos Case.210 And yet, each of these 
substances serve a useful tool for trading purposes. For example, asbestos are used m 
constructing roofmg sheets of houses and PCBs are utilised in producing transformers and 
other electrical appliances. 
To better comprehend the harmful effects which trade can have on the environment, itis 
also necessary to exatcine some of the instances of toxic waste importation cited in Chapter 
5.4, as well as fIndings of the research project of this thesis, on the empirical explanations 
involvmg the exact manner in ~hich such substances affect the human and environmental 
health of a country. The Thor Chemical~ caseerould serve as a fille example at this point. 
Here, mercuric emissions from the Thor c;hemicals processing plant in Kwa-Zulu Natal 
~ , 
poisoned Durban's source of drinking water, at the Inanda Dam, as a result of excessive 
release- and ~onsequent polluti~n into the Urtigeweni River. The rivers within thevicinity of 
the Thor Chemicals' Plarttwere also polluted 'to' the extent that' mercury levels were 8,200 
'. ,,' ". ' . , . 211 
times higher than the 'acceptable level in the United..States. 
Atmospheric p'ollution also resulted from inordinately exceSSive quantities of mercU!1C 
release. Such environmental hazards can certainly cause death amongst human beings. And 
such deaths really did . occur, ~s tWo' workers died of mercuric poisoning and there \Ver~ 
alarmingnuinbers of'loss' of lives, amid rather larg~ sectors of Natal's popula~e.212 In 
England, workers' urine had been coniamiriated, from reprocessing mercury 1n Thor's 
affiliate company, based there.213 Many people in Natal suffered from health impairment and 
poiso·ning. From all these points, the irrefutable conclusion is that mercury, in addition to 
other things, causes serious health and environmental hazards, and must be handled with 
due caution and diligence, if not avoided altogether. 
FurthermQre, in this country, many tn1l1es' and power stations in the Eastern Transvaal 
region have been said to ,generate a lot of industrial waste such as carbon monoxide', as by-
products of their mariufacturlng' processes. Aggravated by this is the fact that many factories 
are located W'ithin close proximity to each oth~r, for instance, in the Merebank and Natal 
region. This implies that massive vol~es of ~uch toxic waste are produced overall, and then 
pollute the atmosphere, ecological life as well as human health. on a rather large scale.214 . 





pollution, a great deal of health impairments .to. the workers in these mines, as well as. the 
surrounding populace. However, no strict liability regime seems to exist for proving these 
cases, to assist these workers who suffer from asbestoisis and other resultant lung-related 
problems.215 
Furthermore,in Ghana, indiscriminate mining for export~tion purposes and dumping of 
mining waste in Abekwasi within the Tarkwa region, without ad~quate concerns for tile 
environment, led to marine and atmospheric pollution in this town. Consequently, ~ere 
~Vere a good number of strikes from the surrounding populace. 216 
From the Sandoz Spill, Seveso and Love Canal Tragedies discussed in the introductory 
• chapter, the way in which toxic waste affects environmental and human health was evident. 
In Sandoz, groundwater resources and the fishing industry were incidents of pollution which 
occurred within the Rhine River, as well as other rivers and resources, situate not only within 
the vicinity of the Swiss Sandoz Company in Basel, Switzerland, but also in France, Germany 
and the Netherlands.217 In Seveso, atmospheric; water and land pollution resulted from t?xic 
emissions in the .. Italian city of Seveso.21B In Love Canal, dioxinal and other toxic emissions 
whlch had begun three decades in retrospect, that is, 1947, started having dangerous impacts 
including the pollution of rivers and adverse impacts on the health of human beings, through 
toxi~ ~ruptions in the basement ~f their homes as from 1977.219 In the case of Cheliabinsk 
and Orehovo-Zuevo, toxic waste caused £ires and health impairments amidst th~ population. 
in Russia.220 
Regarding the harmful effects of trade on the environment, it has been said that the Asia 
Pacific Region, for instance, which has witnessed a tr~mendous boom .in i~s economy in the 
·last decade, has alsobeeri subject to promin,~nt environm~ntal problems due to. trade . 
liberalisation: Thus, Robert Repetto states: "Rap~d industrial growth in the.so-called "Asian 
Tigers" has led to a significant worsening of environmental quality, from a reported doubling 
of hazardous waste generation in Thailand, to shocking jumps in respiratory diseases in some 
sections of Indonesia, due to urban population".221 
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From these discussions, it is obvious that illicit importation or exportation of toxic waste, 
1'· " " " 
apart from causing health impairments in human beings, leads to all sorts of environmental 
problems such as pollution anq loss of biodiversity. 
In the same ~ein, trading in household, medical and other forms of w~ste,can adversely· 
impact the environment. The existence of massive volumes of household waste in many 
communities, especially, local. communities alone, give room for worrying concerns. In parts 
of Bingerville, Adjame, Blokosso and Anono in Abidjan, in Korlegono in Accra and in 
Guguletu, in Cape Town for example,: piles of these forms of waste are indiscriminately 
dumped withlfl these communitie~.; Problems such as the lack of adequate equipment to 
treat, manage and recycle these forms of waste also worsen these trends. 222 If this is not 
. \' '. , 
addr~s'sed, proposals for the local communities to manage and recycle these forms of waste 
. ".; . . :: ~. . ~ . 
and. eveJ? engage in intra-African trade in some of these recycled products223 may result in 
• • # - ,. • 
nothing, .. but more environmentalcitastrophes. This will then compound those 
environmental problems which the current improper disposal of certain forms of waste 
cause. 
However, in the absence if a diversified economic structure, these countries whose economic 
status in the global market is already questionable continue to depend on the exports of such 
. - . , 
products from time to time. With the increasing IMF and World Bank debts as well as debts 
to the developed countries, these problems are even compounded. To this, the answer lies 
n~t in abandoning trade altogether, but finding sustainable trade patterns, worthy trade 
substitutes ~ free trade and banning the imports and exports of extremely .dangerous 
substances, for which there are no less toxic substitutes. From this perspective, one would 
" ;. . . . , 
like to differ from Retallack in Mander and Goldsmith, where he advocates for "local 
production for local consumption", that is, autarky in the world economic order.224 
Therefore, in view of such resultant environmental trends which trade. could create, the 
companies such as Tema Oil Refinery, Tema, and Ashanti Gold Fields, Ghana, Fry's Metals 
in Johannesburg, and La Societe Ivorienne de Raffinerie in Abidjan, for example, have not 
, 
abstained totally·from toxic waste repr?cessing. They have actually.ensured-·tharthe-----
necessary environmental standards are incorporated into all these activities. In cases where 
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alternatives are' found, this is encouraged. For instance, car batteries are a much needed 
commodity in African countries. Instead of using unsustainable environmental methods or 
abandoning importing lead scrap for producing batteries altogether, Fry's metals ensures that 
the lead scrape is imported in an environmentally sound manner and also recycled with strict 
~. . - . 
observance to internationally environmental standards.225 Similarly, the proposed recycling 
projects for plastic \van:, household waste and other forms of waste all need to include 
. " 
international standards, in conformity with UNEP Guidelines for instance.226 
In the light of the adverse affects which trading activity couid have on the quality of the 
environment, these projects all necessitate EIAs and other international guidelines, as 
indicated above.227 Through this system, the potential environmental e'ffects of tradillg and 
developmental activity, are conducted, based on scientific evidence. It is therefore necessary 
to incorporate strict environmental principles into trade and developmental activity, and 
adhere to the precautionary/preventive principle,228 lest development' results m 
environmental degradation. This, as already indicated, is better than departing from free 
trade altogether. The other environmental standards such as ecolabelling schemes, which are 
incorporated into trading regimes and their impacts thereof, willbe discussed at length in the 
ensuing chapter, with a view to' analysing the effects of environmental concerns on free 
trade. These EIAs and preventive principles could be seen as ensuring foresight, by 
preventing resultant environmental disasters from toxic waste imports and exports. 
From the above, trade liberalisation could adversely impact the environment through 
pollution, decline in health ~nd public standard~ and also, environmental dilapidation of 
developing countries. From this perspective, it is not in all cases that the concept' of a liberal 
free market strategy implies sound environmental quality. 
"-
2.8 Conclusion 
This chapter clearly expounds on the reasons why every country, including the three case 
study countries, needs to pursue free trade policies. Free trade may be of benefit to a nation 
if promoted cautiously and with certain considerations. Protectionism may also sometimes 
, .' . , 
be resorted to, for environmental or other genuine reasons, as indicated above. 
~I .-
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The ,gains, which free trade. could yield can be ascertained here. Trade liberalisation could 
. ' .. 
enable nations to~esolve ~roblems of unem~loyment, make increases in per capita income, 
attrac~ foreign investment and promote economic and sustainable development, all of which 
enhance growth. The positive benefits which accrue from free trade are seen not just from 
the series of· theoretical analyses which are provided in this chapter, but also, from the 
pra~tical examples which have been drawn from reality. The WTO, FTA and mechanisms 
such as FTZs, are forms of free trade regimes through which these gains are realised. 
- , , , 
Proposals for waste recycling and trade among local communities in the three case study 
. . .' 
countries, . represent a departure from hazardous waste management to hazardous waste 
trade. These will generate income, create employment and t;sta.blish a cleaner environment. 
. , ..J.. 
The degree to which countries, especially developing ones, may protect their local markets . . .,. 
from foreign c,ompetition, so as to safeguard the welfare of their environment, support their 
,- . 
infant industries from collapsing or attain other lawful objectives, has .also been discussed. 
However, while liberalising the flow of goods and services, international trade policy has 
departed from the single-minded approach tQ the pursuit of free trade as at the inception of 
.the GATT 1947 towards a more dualistic approach of the attainment of .sustainable free 
trade. This is manifested ,in the goals and workings of the WTO.Committee on Trade and 
Environment, the preambular clause to the WTO, the New Agreement on Technical 
Barriers to Trade, the Agreement on Agriculture and cases such as the WTO Carcinogenic 
Asbestos Cases .discussed' above .. This is· particularly important. as: it seeks to ensure that 
nations do not violate their environmental obligations under a thoroughly 'liberalised free 
trade regime, using the WTO as an escape route. 
With a view to reinforcing its commitment to sustainable development and ensuririg that 
there are clearer guidelines for indicating when this exception may be invoked to justify a 
departure from free. trade. ideals, it is . necessary to explicidy incorporate imperative 
environmental concerns, as an. amendment to WTO Article XX exceptions. 
Furthermore, the main idea here is also to ensure that trade does not result in environmental 
perils, lest the resultant financial benefits of free trade must then be utilised in the dean-up 
of environmental consequences of such trade; Hence, while advocating the establishment of 
., .. 
regional waste recycling projects for the three case study countries, these projects must be 
, , 
implemented in an environmentally sustainable manner, to avoid the Thor Chemicals scenario, 
for example. In this respect, free trade could then generate income for attaining other 
deyelopmental goals and other environmental objectives in a nation. 
Free trade could also result in specialisation whereby different countries produce and export 
the goods which they are naturally endowed and most skilled in manufacturing. Under this 
. . " 
concept which is of vital significance to this thesis, Ghana could for example, specialise in 
the collection, importation, treatment and recycle of usedelecti:ical appliances for 'export to ' 
other African countries, South Africa embark on a similar project for'car batteries and Cote 
d'rvoir~ for such a projeCt regarding crude and used petroleum oil. Here, income and 
employment are generated within the respective countries, while ensuring that no one's 
territory is also used as a hazardous waste dumping ground, within the advent of NEPAD. 
The usefulness of promoting regional trading agreements under free trade is also important. 
Since NEP AD seeks to enhance regional integration and SADC as well as ECOW AS seek to 
promote sub-regional integration, these instruments could also enable these countries to 
ensure' a uniform definition of hazardous waste which avoids discrepancies in this regard, 
thereby enabling a smooth flow of the importation and exportation of some of these 
substances in this continent. Once this is effectively accomplished as a first step, these free 
trading arrangements could possibly enable these countries and other African countries for 
that matter, to fulfill their obligations at international level,' under a convention such as 
Rotterdam for instance. Within this order of uniformity, NEPAD can also help African 
countries to collaboratively enhance the objectives of the Bamako Convention. This then 
shows how free trade, in the form of FTAs, can positively impact envirorunentallaw. 
Another ~vantageous consequence which free trade could have is that it leads to innovation, 
within a global market which is rife with competition. Through innovation, obsolete 
pesticides can be abandoned in Africa and the three case study countries for better, 
environmentally useful products. For instance, under the UNEP Dakar Declaration on the 
phase-out of leaded gasoline and the African Stockpiles Programme which aims at exporting 
all imported obsolete substances out of the continent, the utilisation of toxic and obsolete 
chemicals could be abandoned for the use of more environmentally-friendly substances in 
these three countries. In this sense, free trade could also be perceived to ameliorate the 
quality' of envtronmentallife, amidst large sectors of the populace. 
To facilitate' the' free flow of goods and servi~es from one country into ~nother within this 
continent, practical recommendations for African countries include the need for a more 
effective intra-regional railway, road and transportation/communication system within the 
continent as this w~uld facilitate both regional 'and sub-regional trade. The prevalence of 
peflitical stability is also necessary for the advancement of free trade and could be attained 
" ~rough NEPAD's Conflict Prevention Mechanism. It is also necessary to hold border 
~ 
officials accountable for bribery practices which prevent the free movement of persons froni 
. ' 0" • 
~ one border to ~not:her. The inclusion of environmental c~nsiderations and stipulations on 
toxic waste into each of the regimes of the above-mentioned mechanisms could also 
enhance free trade in toxic waste. 
The establishment of a thorough Dispute Settlement Mechanism on trade and 
environmental issues ,including toxic .waste trade, as part of the Legal Regime of the UNEP, 
and oq. a iegiortallevel, the NEP AD instrument, has been advocated. This is highlighted in 
the next chapter." 
This chapter has discussed free trade and its possible benefits, while identifying 
conte,mporary tre~ds, in 'this area of law. The next chapter now explore~ the legal protection 
of the environment as it relates to 'the regulation of toxic waste trade in the international 
context and how this affects the three case study countries. 
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CHAPTER 3: INTERNATIONAL LEGAL PROTECTION. OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT AND HAZARDOUS WASTE TRADE 
'~.s international environmental law and its accompaI!Jillg national legis/ation-jor environmental 
protection continue to develop, becoming more widespread and sophisticated, so do opportunities for 
criminal activities to evade them ... Hence the need for concerted action at national, regional and 
international levels to focus 011 measures to streng~hen compliallce': 1 
3.1 IntrQ(luctory Remarks 
Similar to other environmental challenges, illicit global trade in hazardous waste, has for 
the past few decades, been a priority area of focus by the world's nations2 through their 
es.tablishment or. appropriate international, regional and municipal legal regimes. These 
workings have culminated in the development of soft law principles, conventions and 
soft law instruments in international e.nvironmentallaw, which should be accordingly 
reflected.in domestic law. Though soft Jaw principles are not binding per se, their 
importance lies in the predominant role which they have come to play in international 
environmental law through, inter-alia, the establishment of acceptable norms of behaviour 
1nd the codification or possible reflection of customary law rules. 3 As discussed in this 
Chapter, the fact that soft law principles are reflected in certain international conventions 
including environmental treaties regulating toxic waste trade, also reinforces this point. 
Soft law principles represent only a portion of environmental law though. 4 
This chapter. ·analyses . these soft law principles, followed by discussions on their 
applicability. to relevant international environmental law conventions and soft law· 
instruments, UN institutions and the domestic legal regimes of the three case study 
countries, as far as toxic waste trade regulation is concemed. The treaties, being more 
legally ~inding.than the other mechanisms, are. discussed prior to .the latter. For the 
purposes of this thesis, a considerable. degree of emphasis is placed on how these 
, 
principles were developed by internationalinstituti0(1s, their increasing importance· in 
contemporary times and. ho~ they can be applied so as to reflect in the anticipated laws 
which. regulate: the COmmercialisation of hazardous waste in the three case study 
developing countries and their surrounding African regional mechanisms. In doing this, 
due attention is also paid to other relevant principles which were enunciated in public 
international law,. an4 .their .relevance to. the municipal legal regimes of South Africa, 







waste trade in international environmental law, and to a marginal extent, domestic law. 
However, international environmental law is the predominant focus of discussions here, 
as domestic law is exclusively analysed in-depth in Chapter 5, when reviewing· 
characteristic patterns of toxic waste trade policy and practice in the three case study 
countries. 
These discussions also provide a reasonable justification for the concerted action, 
discussed in the abstract above, which states must adopt when resolving these problems .. 
This sort of action could be termed as multilateralism and basically occurs when states 
co-operate with one another to resolve problems including environmental dilemmas such 
as illegal hazardous waste disposal and trade. The multilateral approach/multilateralism 
has also been discussed in Chapter 1.5 The probability of resultant environmental 
destruction from economic liberalisation and more specifically, hazardous waste trade, is 
a problematic global issue. The implication of this is clear: waste is transported from one 
territory to another and necessitates a co-operative approach to regulation on the part of" 
the receiving country as well as the exporting country as mismanagement of such waste 
could cause grievous environmental harm to either state or even third parties in transit 
and neighbouring countries, for instance. 
From the ensuing discussions, it is obvious that states, even under the principle of 
national sovereignty, also have a duty to anticipate the resultant problems which could 
occur from their hazardous waste trade practices. The absence of such meticulous 
caution could harm another's territory. So that, the neighbourliness and abuse of rights. 
principles, for example, could in this sense also reiterate the same philosophy behind the" 
precautionary and preventive principles discussed below.6 In this regard, the proposals 
being made for the effective implementation of a model· domestic law could also 
reinforce this aim of foresight which emanate from these principles. These proposals, 
coupled with these principles, could be .linked to multilateralism in that the efficient 
"-
regulation of toxic waste trade in the territory of Ghana for example, ensures that there 
are no spillovers to Cote d'Ivoire, which may also enact similar efficient . laws for the . 
same reason, and avoid toxic waste spillovers to Burkina Faso and other countries within 
the region. For the same reason, there should also be stringent toxic waste laws in ·South . 
Africa and the African regional mechanisms.7 Implementing . such proposals 
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fundamentally seeks to avoid situations such as Sandoz8 and Chernobyl,9 thereby, 
reinforcing the need.for multilateralism in this regard. 
Multilateralism is further intertwined with the polluter pays principle, for instance. Here, 
\vhen environmental disasters result from hazardous waste trading activity, states need to 
cooperate in order to provide reasonable . redress for the affected victims. Such a 
r~quirement is in conformity with the 1972 Stockholm De~laration,\O which requires 
international co-operation to compensate the victims of transboundary pollution, the 
1992 Rio·Deciarationll which imposes a deeper commitment on the part of states while 
adopting this goal and the WSSIfDeclaration.12 These 'clauses therefore require that 
states must develop nationalla)vs regarding liability and compensation for the victims of 
pollution and other 'environmental damage. They must also co-oper~te in an expeditious 
and inore determined manner to develop 'further international iaw regarding liability and 
compensation for adverse effects of environmental damage caused by activities within 
their jurisdiction or control to areas beyond their jurisdictio~. Once again, strict liability 
regimes, in the three case study countries and African regional mechanisms, with specific 
terms of imprisonment or fines, reinforce the polluter pays principle and the need to 
adhere to a co-operative, multilateral approach in this regard. 
Through this co-operative approach, states have also ensured that'under the common 
but differentiated respo~sibility principle, they have a comm'on duty to protect the earth 
from harmful environmental perils resulting from illicit toxic waste trading activity, while 
at the same tlme,:considering the developmental needs of the less developing countries, 
and the required assistance to fulfll some of these obligations.13 While striving to 
accomplish these aims, these states have formulated a series of multilateral conventions 
and arrangements which abound in the international sphere to govern these issues. These 
have led to the co-operative establishment of the Basel, Bamako, Rotterdam, and 
Stockholm: Conventions, for insta~ce, discussed after the relevant customary ... 
international law principles and international environmental soft law principles below. 
3.1.1 Customary International Law 
The discussion of soft law principles, soft law instruments and multilateral conventions 
which touch on hazardous waste trade and,their transboundary movements also evokes 
certairi'--_cu-st6n:ary~ iritemational law. principles such as~ the doctrines of good 
neighbour~ness and the abuse of rights. It is noteworthy that though the abuse. of rights 
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doctrine is yet to gain full acceptance in customary international law, this is also cited at 
this point to illustrate the extent to which one state using its territory to the detriment of 
another has generally been prohibited. Territorial sovereignty here must not be abused to 
the extent of infringing upon the sovereignty of others, in conformity with Dugard and 
Henkin, as discussed in Chapter 2.3.2 of this thesis.14 Consequently, when one decides to 
trade in whatever substances one chooses in one's territory, this does not necessarily 
suggest that such trade be extended t() substances which contaminate, another's 
environment. So that, such principles of caution could certainly be a useful guide for the 
purposes of formulating a model law. 
International principles are now discussed relevant to caution/care in toxic waste trade 
regulation. It is noteworthy that each of these principles, being a part of international 
law, is applicable in South Africa,ls Ghanal6 and Cote d'Ivoire,17 whose Roman-Dutch, 
Common Law and Civil Law jurisprudential systems respectively, fully reflect 
international law norms. It must be emphasised though that unlike the case of South 
Africa and Ghana where it is clearly stated that international law rules and norms are 
recognised in municipal legislation, in Ivorian legislation" there is no specific rule to this 
effect. All that has been said is that this government abstain from ratifying international 
treaties which contravene municipal legislation. Given the fact "that this country. has 
acceded to a convention such as Basel and ratified Bamako as indicated in this chapter, it 
could be reasonably inferred that it is committed to the principle of exercising its national 
sovereignty, in a way so as, not to contaminate the environment of neighbouring and 
other countries. 
3.1.1 (a) The Neighbour Principle 
The first principle, the neighbour principle, places obligations on states to refrain from 
knowingly allowing their territory from being utilised for acts which contradict the rights 
of ott,er states. This is embodied in the Latin maxim, sic Iitere tliO lit alienllm non laedas, 
which was particularly enunciated in the case of the Trail Smelter Arbitration. IS In this case, 
. ". . 
emissions of sulphur dioxide fumes from a smelter, the Trail Smelter Company, situated 
iii Canada, was causing crop and property damage, located in the state ~f Washington, 
USA. This was from lJanuary 1932 to 1 October 1937. The arbitral tribunrureqcired 
that Canada take the necessary steps to abate pollution to aVOId any future damage 'and 
to pay coinpensation for damage caused. This decision was based'on the principle that: 
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" ... under the pril1dples ()f international law, as well as the law of the United States, no 
. . ; . . : . " . 
state has the right to use,or permit the use of its territory in such a mann~r as to cause . " 
injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the property or persons therein, :when 
• • I • 
the case is of serious consequence and the injury is established by clear, and con~indng 
evidence".19 
The Codi' CballJICI Casl-° .concerned damage and loss of human life from destruction 
caused to British warships by minefield~ in Albanian territorial waters. In this case, the 
: " , ' .' . . 
court reaffIrmed its commitment to th~ principle of good neighbourliness, by spelling out . ' 
""" the duty of every state not to allow knowingly its territory to be used (or acts contrary to 
the rights of othet; states. ~I J IIi; 
Principles 21 of the Stockholm (1972) and 2 of the Rio {1992) Declarations recognise the 
sovereign 'right of States to exploit their own resources and at the same time, entrust 
• • .,. ~ • 1 . 
these states with the t;esppnsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction do not 
cause damage to th~ environment and territory of other states beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction.22 In this sense, these principles could also be acknowledged as 
refiecting:the philosophy of good neighbourliness in international law. 
, . . 
3.1.1, (b) The Abuse of Rights Principle 
A second rule, the abuse of rights principle, refers to a State exercising a right either in a 
way which impedes the enjoyment by other States of their own rights or for an end 
differ~n~ from tha~ fo+ which the right was created, to th~ injury of ~mother State~.~ ... 23 
Though this principle is yet to gain a firm acceptance as a customary international law 
. . ~ . ~ , ' ", ',.' 
principle, it is pf irpportance here as it puts forth a lesson which seeks to oudaw states 
. - ... ., , ~ 
from using their territ~ries for acts which are potentially dangerous to their neighbours. 
, -',"- - . 
The' abuse of rights was discussed in the Chorzow Factory Case, Germa'!} v. J?oland,24 
:: r,,' ,. ' ' • 
Germany brought'a daim, againstPola~d for an indemnity owed to the damage caused by 
Poland's illegal expropriation of a nitrate factory at Chorzow. This expropriation run 
contrary to the Geneva CQnvention of 1922 between Germany and Poland on Upper 
~ , 
Silesia. Through the discussions in this case, the neighbourliness and foresight principles 
could be seen to be also reinforced and therefore, relevant for the purposes of this thesis . 
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The facts of this case were as follows: On 15th May 1922, the Geneva Convention was 
signed between Germany and Poland. This Convention pertained to the settlement of 
certain questions out of the cession of a part of Upper Silesia to Poland, while 
confuming (in Head II of Part 1) the obligations of Germany and Poland within their 
respective portions of the Upper Silesian territory, to recognise and respect private right~ 
acquired before the transfer of sovereignty, established (under Head II) in Polish Upper 
Silesia, a right of expropriation in favour of Poland in certain cases and under certain 
circumstances. Article 6 of the Conventi'an provided thus: Poland may expropriate in 
Polish Upper Silesia, in conformity with the provisions of 'Article' 7 -23, uri.dertaki~gs 
belonging to the category of major industries including mineral deposits and rural estate~. 
Except as stipulated in these clauses, the property, rights and interests of German 
nationals or of companies controlled by German nationals may not be liquidated in 
Polish Upper Silesia. In June 1922, Poland extended the operation of its law of July 1920, 
which declared null and void, certain rights acquired by private persons by deeds of 
alienations or other deeds, executed after 11 th November 1918. This Polish legislation 
authorised the eviction of persons holding property under these deeds. 
It was held inter-alia that: .(a) according to the intention of the parties and on general 
principles of international law, the treatment accorded to Ge~an private property rig~ts 
and interests in Polish Upper Silesia, was subject to the provisions authorising 
expropriation, to be the treatment generally accorded to aliens and based on the principle 
of respect for vested rights; (b) As any derogation from this principle, for instance by 
allowing expropriation, no further derogation could be presumed; (c) The l~gal design 
applied by the interested parties to the legislative/administrative act was itrele~a~t wh~~ 
they injuriously affected private rights contrary to the principles enunciated above and (d) 
However, the only measures prohibited were those which generally accepted 
international law declined to sanction in respect of aliens. They did not extend to 
expropriation leased upon reasons of public utility, judicial liquidation and similar 
measures.2; In effect, Germany's illegal possession of the nitrate factory in ChorzrJw could 
be seen as constituting an abuse of rights which negatively affected Poland's inter~sts. 
The lesson which could be learnt from these principles which refer to incidents within 
the municipal setting, be extended across boundaries and applied to South Africa, Ghana 
and Cote d'Ivoire in the management of hazardous waste lies in the fact that the 
importation of toxic substances or the mismanagement of wastes, could not only affect 
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the environmental hea!th of this cour~try, but also its neigh~ours as well. If countries, 
under the principle of national sovereignty are implementing toxic was~e trading and 
other activities and tackling environmental problems from a multilateral perspective, it 
seems reasonable that they should also be mindful not to abuse this sovereign right by 
inflicting harm on the territories of their neighbours and cause harm. to theJatter, as 
specifically enunciated in the Trail Smelter Case/6 discussed above. 
This is precisely what occurred in Sandoz and Chernobyl. In the case of the Sandoz. 
! • , ~ • •. . , 
disaster, one hazardous waste accident in Switzerland had serious environmental 
consequences in Germa?y and the Netherlands.27 In Chernobyl, an accident which 
occurred at the <;hernobyl nuclear plant in Russia contaminated the agricultural industry 
i~ neighbouring Finland, Poland, Denmark,and Sweden, and negatively affected the 
4 '. • -'. ,"' .,: • 
tourist indu'stry. in Eastern Europe.28 So that, in the case of the Tbor Cbemicall9 for 
instance, the high level. of environmental harm there could have extended to 
, . ", - '. .' . . 
n~igh1;>~uring countries such as Lesotho and Swaziland. Oil pollution of the sea in South 
J\frica, could obviously result in transboundary movement and eventual marine pollution 
of Namibia, for example. Foresight and due diligence are therefore required in toxic 
waste· trade, meaning that sovereignty must alsonotbe abused in these matters. Not only 
. ". -'. -' , 
" ',; '. '- .. 
is such an approach necessary in the g~neration of waste in a country, or the waste which 
is i~por~~d,b~t. al's~: ~ the sort of toxic w~ste whi~h is exported30 and the manner in 
. , 
which it is done in free trade, so as not to negatively impact, the environment of the 
countries of transit and import. This is reinforced in the model law and policy.3l For the 
purposes of this thesis, an, inextricable link, could be said to exist between the doctrines 
of good neighbourline~~ and abuse of rights. This especially ,holds tru~ with due regard to 
". .. < • • ;. • .'
the fact that in this sense, both doctrines could translate to mean that the three case 
~ .. , . . . 
" 
study countri~sbe ~dful that while exercising their sovereignty to ,engage in free. trade:: 
in certain forms oCtoxic waste, this be done so as not to harm the environment of other 
'.' • i . . • ~ . 
countries. .... 
From the above, it could be said that the principles in Chapter 3.1 are also greatly 
re~ommended for potential policy and regulatory reform, as well as the proposed model 
law in Chapter 6(B), through the incorporation of a principle such as the preventive and 
precautionary principles of foresight at municipallevel.-Ths then, is in turn a municipal--
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reflection of the Basel32 and Bamako33 Conventions' stip~lations on the preventive ~nd 
precautionary principles, for example, discussed below. 
3.1.1 (c) liability of Offeriders in CustomatJ International Law 
Since this Chapter dedicates itself to the protection of the environment from adverse 
. effects of hazardous waste trade from legal perspectives, from the discussion of the 
abovementioned principles, it seems appropriate at this point to discuss the liability of 
offenders when they infringe upon these customary international law rules in this 
context. Though this was prevalent to some extent in the cases above, it must be further 
emphasised that this realm of customary international law does not provide a sufficiently 
comprehensive regime for dealing with these issues, specifically the problem of toxic 
, . 
dumping from the first world into the third world,34 Hence, the establishment of more 
legally binding conventions such as Basel and Bamako for example, which reiterate the 
polluter pays and other principles. These have been done within the broader context of 
efforts by the iriternational community to tackle these issues more effectively and still 
need to be improved upon however. One recommendation for this thesis is that a strict 
dispute 'settlement mechanism should be established as part of the UNEP Legal Regime 
to deal with toxic waste trade' offences and other similar events in international 
environmental law. This proposed mechanism could be annexed asa protocol'to the 
UNEP legal regime. The UNEP dispute settlement body would deal with inter-state 
disputes pertaining to toxic waste trade. 
Where a state, A, has ot has not ratified/acceded to Basel, but a company with the 
nationality of such a state exports toxic waste to another state, B, which is a party to 
Basel,state B can resort to the proposed dispute resolution mechanism of UNEP. Here, 
the company is held accountable through state A under Basel. The dispute becomes one 
between states as state A then assumes responsibility for the illegal trade act of that 
company. If a company is guilty of illegal trafficking iri 'toxic waste, the guilty party 
should pay fines to the state .of import, as well as additional damages t.o any people who 
were injured in the state of import. However,in the event that such an .offence, whether 
intentional or negligent, does not cause any harm to the envir.onment or any person 





of its companies, still pays compensation to the other state, though it may be a lesser 
am6'unt of fubney.- This 'is' to be determined by the legal body, depending on the offence. 
Officials froin this proposed Dispute Settlement Body of UNEP's Legal Regimecoufd 
work with representati:Ves from the WTO's CTE for instance, and also, in' strict 
collaboration with officials of the Bamako and NEPAD secretariats. This could be a 
significant improv:einent" on the curre~t sitmltion, where the international environmental 
legal regime 'does not seem to be sufficiently equipped to deal with toxic waste trade 
disputes and offences. It seems 'that theUNEP could tackle these issues for the most 
pah: The' Ba~ei . sec~etariat h~s already" demonstrated its willingness to work in 
~ollaboration with the \VfO's Committee on Trade and the Environment, through 
./ ,seeking observer status during the latter's sessions, 35 Commendable though this 
proposal is, as suggested 'in Chapters 3.4.10 and 4.4,3 of this thesis, the UNEP could 
.actually he'~nu:(istea with more authority,-ln the face" of the' recommended explicit 
em:ironrhental stipUlations of thewrO. Advisably, this may be a better tool for helping 
attain the trade and environment balance, than UNEP just being ~ observer in toxic 
waste trade disputes, as toxic waste disputes happen to be crucial in the environmental 
realm~: Accordirigly, municipal systems must also stipulate punitive measures which 
ensure 'that offenders ~eheld accountable for infringing these laws. The incorporation 
of a 'principle 'such' ~s loC/ls 'standi,' also ensures liability on the part of offenders, since th~ , 
, . 
model 'la~s' which"'a~e . 'proposed will aid individuaIs whose rights are being 
affe~ted/ threatened to seek judicial redress. 
3.2 International Environmental Norms Relevant to Waste Management and 
Trade ,.' .-' 
(a) NormativePnnciple~ 
3.2.1 'Sus"tairiabie' Devel~pment 
The concept' ~(sustainable development' has been heralded as a contemporary 
itller~atiorial norm '~hich underpins enVironri1ental law.36 This is indeed true with due 
, ..." 
consideration' to "toe' fatt that almost every international, region;l and national 
environmental 'a'cti~itY, in" current tinies, 'requires sust~~~bl~ development as the 
corn'erstone' ~n'd 'gruding principle. Other' a~tivities such as those involving trade and 
developmerit; as well as' international conferences including the recently convened World 
Sun1mit in Johannesbu;g, have focused on this principle. 'fo_ this,.!t lTlayl?e add~d that 
sustainable development could perhaps be seen as being at the apex of all the other soft 
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law environmental principles. Over here, the main idea is that, through the incorp<?ration 
of principles such as the preventive approach which ensures clean and gre~n p~oduction . 
methods, the polluter pays principle which requires that parties responsible for 
environmental contamination clean up the contaminated land. and the locus standi 
principle which grants individuals the rights to effective legal redress when their rights to . 
life and property are threatened by harmful toxic waste tradirtg activity, the ideal of 
sustainable development is attained as individual rights in the land are safeguarded now 
and for many years ahead. The land is also preserved in this sense. The discussions below 
illustrate this point. 
According to the renowned Brundtland Report which was presented by Mrs. Gr~l 
Harlem Brundtland, (the then Norwegian Prime Minister, current Director-General of. 
the WHO, .Geneva, Switzerland) to the UNGA's World Commission on Environmen,t.~ 
and Sustainable Development, sustainable development is defined as: 
" ... development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to. meet their own needs"; Sustainable development also embodie~. 
two fundamental concepts. These are the needs concept especially, the basic necessities 
of the world's most impoverished people. This is of uttermost priority. Secondly, there 
is the idea of limitations. This is imposed by technology and social organisation on the 
environment's ability to meet present and future needs.37 
This concept then, seems to be extensive and encompass a senes of potential )eg~l 
elements within it, which the Brundtland Report categorises into four classes as: 
(a) the need to preserve natural systems for the benefit of future generations, which 
. reinforces the principle of intergenerational equity/the anthropocentric view; 
(b) the aim of exploiting natural resources in a manner which is "sustainable" or . . 
"pruden~' or "rational" or "wise" or "app'ropriate" (the principle of sustainable use); 
(c) the equitable use of natural resources (the principle of equitable use); and 
(d) the need to ensure that environmental considerations are incorporated into economic 
and o~er development plans, programmes, and projects. This can be correlated)o 
the .principle of integration/environmental asses~ment, which has become a very 
important feature of environmentallaw.38 
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., 
Simply put, sustainable development ensures that developmental activities be targeted to 
meet the needs of societY's 'impoverished' citizens, while at' th~ same time, 'tiling into 
account, the fact that such activity should not jeopardise the needs offuture generations. 
From the preceding definitions and discussions on sustainable development, this concept 
could also be seen as being pivoted along three pillars. These are the protection of the 
earth, econon'ric prosperity and social upliftment, all three of which must be integrated 
irtto toxic-waste trading activities. 
Even thbughsustainable development h~s beenttaced to the Brundtland Report of 1987 
above, since' the' nineteenth century, states have always been mindful of the need to 
preserve natural resources in trading and other developmental activity, albeit not 
explicitly stated. From this perspective, Sands observes that this considerable degree of 
caution 'whiCh {l'ations' have always attaChed to dealing with various natural resources 
seems 'to"suggest that' as far back as' 1893, "sustainable' development' was an intricate 
feature' of'internationalleghl relations. Consequently, sustainable development could be 
perceived as dating back to many retrospective years.39 
However, after a period of initial scepticism from many spheres including the world;s 
nations ,and the 39 th' S~ssion 'of theUNGA, this concept finally gained a lot of approval 
in Decenibet 1987 by'th'e UNGA:and 'wor1d~de, is today the focus 6f many UN and 
international treaties and is the fundamental criterion used for almost every programme40 
including those of the Bretton Woods institUtions. Similarly; Chap'ter 19 of Agenda 21, 
the comprehensive plan for global action adopted by the UNCED (1992, Earth Summit) 
requires national and iriternational' efforts 'to be geared towards the promotion Of this 
principle in 'every' area; such as hazardous' waste trade. Ids also ltlcorporated into the 
legal regimes' of'certain municipal systems;,11 
More recent treaties! conventions which reflect the sustainable development ptfuclple 
include the CITES (1973); World Charter for Nature (1982) and the Rio DeClaration 
(1992).42 ,,' 
The· major role of this concept in the determination of important prospective 
environmental disputes arid as an in'tegral part of modern international law which 
balances the competing 'demands 'of development and environmental protection has not 
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been overlooked by the ICJ, as enunciated in the Case, Concerning the Constmction of the 
Gabfikovo v Nagymarolls Dam Project (Hungary /Slovakia).H . 
South Africa's Bill of Rights chapter of the Constitution .advocates the passing of 
legislative and other measures that secure "ecologically sustainable development". The 
NEl\1A for South Africa also specifically stipulated sustainable. development to ,bean 
overarching goal and provided that" ... the intention is to move from a previous situation 
of unrestrained and environmentally insensitive development to sustainable development 
with the aim of achieving an environmentally sustainable economy in balance -with 
ecological processes".44 
There is currently no specific reference to sustainable development in· Ghanaian 
environmental legislation, even though officials dealing with environmental issues have 
reiterated a commitment to implementing this ideal.45 The same claim holds true for 
Ivorian environmental law.46 However, it may not suffice just to reaffirm this 
commitment verbally. Hence, in their trade and environmental laws, especially those on 
toxic waste trade, these two countries could emulate the trend set by South Africa. Iq this 
regard, the former could specifically include the need for sustainable development, in the 
same sort of language provided by South Africa's NEMA in the preceding paragraph. :', . 
To this end, this principle is important in providing a rationale for the proper disposal 
and trade, as far as hazardous waste is concerned. Supposing waste is not disposed of 
and traded in, ,with regard to sound environmental principles, and. the developmen~al 
activities are just effected day in ·and day out without consideration for the environment, . 
these toxic emissions may not only impact the present generation, but the future ones as 
well. The solution as indicated, is to conduct trade in a sustainable manner, for instance, 
operate waste recycling projects with due regard to the. Basel Guidelines on the 
. , 
Environmentally Sound Management of Wastes. Through this, one ensures that trade .. ' 
does not detrimentally affect the environment.47 
With this, sustainable development should be the. focus of all trade and developmental 
activity, and for the purposes of this dissertation, hazardous waste trade. Such ·trading in 
environmentally permissible ~oxic waste should be conducted with a view to. the': 
attainment of sustainable development.48 This is precisely the reason why certain 
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extremely dangerous substances such as PCBs and PBBs are rejected, while others such 
: . . 
as propyle~e in' plastics and lead in batteries are accepted, but subject to international. . ..' . 
guidelines and principle~.49 With income generation, employ~ent creation and the other, 
benefits, trade in hazardou~ waste could be a purposeful tool in the at~ainm~nt of the 
objectives of sustainable development. Therefore, the preamble of the proposed model 
:. . , ,".. 
Ia~ specifically states thls point.;o· 
Sustainable devel~pment further ensures that instead of dumping used oils, lead, light 
bulbs' an:d oth"er simiiar s~bstances, for example and whatever substance society uses, 
.' • t;:.Il» - ~ • 
these items are sent back to manufacturers or collectors for recycling and re-trading 
purposes, and utilised again. The emphasis here is to depart from waste dumping on the 
~ 
land, to waste trade, within the context of sending such. recyclable wastes such as used, 
... ' .. ,'. .', . . . .. . 
vehicle oil to other countries for reprocessing and re-use, while adopting prudent 
, ," . . \ 
eu'viron~~ntal prin~iple~ during the process of export and reprocessing in the country of 
. .'. . 
import. Through·all these examples, economic income is derived. from trade in 
hazardous waste which also creates jobs for people. The ecological base is also 
maintruned because such recycling and trade is conducted while safeguarding 
environmental principles, and also ensures that waste is not stockpiled. Through the 
creation of jobs' and income generation; for people whose environment· is also rid of 
.,_ •••. '. • ."': • ". • , I . 
waste, sociall~rog~ess ensur~d. The three fa~ets of ecpnornic advancement, ecological 
~ -. .' . . 
soundness and social. responsibility, which are then integrated in sustainable .. 
develop~ent, then reflect in. toxic waste trade. International and municipal legislation 
wlUch ~nsure th~ simulta~eous ~corporation of these three objectives into .toxic waste 
.' .' . " 
tr;ding ~ctivity is therefore needed. .. '; - . ~. .' 
" .' " 
:. ~ .... ~... ~ ... , . .." 
3.2.2 The Precautionaty Principle 
"F~r liS the precautionary principle ... is an ecological and moral ~mperative. .. ~ .We do not have lh~ 
lrl_':l~iy OJ w~itil~Jor cot1clusiv~"proof, as some have s~ggested in thepast. Tie. proof, we fear, will kill 
liS.'" ;f 
Tbis prindple is em~odied in the Rio Declaration which provides that ''Where there a;re 
threats of serio~s or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall n<?t he used 
as a' r~ason' for postponin& cost-effective~ess measures to prevent environJ?ental __ _ 
' . 
. ' . - 5 
degradation". 2 In this regard, it could be perceived to be particularly useful in guiding 
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the development and applica'tion of international environmental law, in the face of 
. . 
scientific uncertainty. In this sense, the precautionary principle could also be described .a~ 
a principle of foresight. It essentially suggests a proactive approach by pr~viding' 
international legal action to tackle environmental problems without necessarily waiting 
for such adverse impacts to occur.53 Such an approach may also be applied to national 
policy in tradins activities, especially in 'substances such as toxic waste, where the 
unknown hazardous characteristics of a substance could prevent it from being imported 
into one's territory as a tradable commodity, rather than import it, with the occurrence of 
a subsequent discovery of its toxicological and ecotoxicological characteristics, when 
resultant harm would have already occurred. 
b! 
Sands provides that this principle has existed for decades on the global level and has 
been reinforced in states such as Germany.54 This holds true in the light of the 1969 
Intervention Convention for instance, which allowed parties to undertake proportionate 
measures in order to prevent, mitigate or eliminate grave or eminent danger to coastlines 
from threat of oil pollution, taking into account of 'the extent and probability of 
imminent damage if those measures are not taken".55 
The basis of invoking this principle could be said to have assumed a different dimension 
in contemporary times than in the past. Today, the precautionary principle may be 
successfully established as a basis for rejecting certain imports including categories of 
toxic waste, without waiting for the otherwise detiimental impacts of such waste or other 
substances to occur. In the past, such evidence had to be successfully proven, as.a 
condition for the precautionary principle. From this viewpoint, the 1974 Paris 
Convention implemented additional measures only when such scientific evidence had 
been successfully established and there was sufficient scientific proof of a potential, 
serious hazard in the maritime area by that subst~nce and the nece~sity of urgent action. 
However, by the 1980s, ... this position had changed and the precautionary principle 
featured in many environmental agreements without the need for the establishment for 
scientific evidence. The Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (2001) 
discussed in Chapter 3.4.4 is a supreme example of the adoption of the precautionary 
approach. Without waiting for the adverse impacts of certain toxic chemicals, this 
Convention specifies categories of these ch~mic;lls which it bansfrorri being exported 
and imported in international trade.56 
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The pre<;:autionary principle has been largely recognised and applied in many jurisdictions. . ..' . . 
" . 
such as West German and also, in,ED environmental law .. For example, in the case of 
~ .~ . ..' . . 
Greek restrictions on certain ED cases, the ED upheld Greek's ban of the import of 
frozen chicken inf~cted with salmonella, thereby justifying Greec~'s :;tpproach to the 
adoption of the precaution;try principle in disputes over internal barriers to trade.57 
Certain African countries such as Zimbabwe and Zambia have also adopted the 
precautionary principle by rejecting the, inlports of food produceci with Genetically 
. , " . . ," 
Modified Organisms. fro~ some devel~ped countries.58 
,,-' 
Regarding its ,~plicability to many other forths of international and. national action, 
generally, the,precautionary principle has often been criticised for excessive interference 
-,'. . . ~ ,-' - ' , ' 
The Basel Convention ~lly recognises the precautionary approach by requiring that 
states generating, hazardo~s ~aste, ensure that such wastes are, disposed of in an 
environmentally sound manner and that the state of import or transit is adequately 
equipped to dispose of such waste.60 Unless the exporting state has "reason to believe" 
." . ," 
tha~ th~ importing c_o~n~es are adequately equipped to treat such wastes" in an 
en~rirOl?-~entally sound manner, such exports must not be carried out.61 This approach of 
foresight is advocated and obviously preferable, rather than shipping hazardous waste to 
another's environment, where the technical facilities for disposal are uncertain, 
environmental disasters result from such _ shipments, and then, cleaning. up .has to be 
~ '. .' • •• ..' j 
effected thereafter. Here, the precautionary principle could be seen as helping protect the 
en\'iro~1T).ent. rather than interfering with human activity. 
-, r ' - ' .' 
The precautionary approach is further reflected in the Rotterdam Convention which 
reaffirms its commitment to the environmentally souhd managemen~of toxic chemicals, 
including the prevention of illegal traffic in;. toxic and dangerous products. It thereby 
recalls princip',lelS of. the Rio Declarationand-Chapter 19 of Agenda 21.62 Rotterdam 
further reinforces th~ precautionary principle by stipulating that information on, 
prec~utionary measures including hazard classification the nature of risk and the relevant 




In 'toxic waste trade regulation, African countries are also committed' to enhancing this 
principle, through the 1991 Bamako Co~v~ntion which'inter-alia, exhorts partie~ to ~dopt 
. . .. .. 
and implement this approach by applying clean production methods when dealing with 
pollution, without waiting for scientific proof regarding such harm.64 This root cause of 
such a requirement is evident in the potential harm which pollution could inflict on the 
human health and environment.(IS 
. ' 
The precautionary principle has 'gained increased importance not only in environmental 
treaties, but also, in international economic treaties, such as the wro Agr~em'ent. Here~ 
the wro Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures 
provides that in cases where relevant scientific evidence is insufficient, a Member may 
provisionally adopt sanitary or phytosanitary measures on the basis of available scientific 
information, including that from the relevant international organizations as well as from 
sanitary and phytosanitary measures applied by other Members. In such circumstances, 
Members shall seek to obtai~ additional information necessary for a more objective 
assessment of risk and review the sanitary or phytosanitary measure according within a 
reasonable period of time.66 
IriSouthAfrican law, the NEMA, mak~s provisi~n f~r this principle by stating that "a 
risk~averse and cautious approach is applied, \vhich takes into account the limits ~f ' 
current knowledge about the consequences of decisions and actions,,~67 
Ghana's environmental laws do riot make explicit mention of the precautionary p~ciple.: 
As indicated in Chapter 5.6.5, Article 35.1 of Cote d'I~oir~'s ''ui No: 96-766 reinforces 
the precautionary principle in every action which could potentially affect the 
environ men t., 
The precautionary principle would be certainly extended a~d re~omm~nded for the three 
case study countries and other developing countries of the region on the issue 'of 
regulating toxic waste trade. Take for example, a scenario involving a potential 
importation of substances from other countries, when ids not dear that'these shipments 
contain PCBs,for example, which are well known to be highly toxic as indicated through' 
scientific evidence in Chapter 6. It would be prudent for the Environmental Department, 
in ~lose collabor~tion with other Departments/Ministries .such as Health and Agriculture, 
.' ," '. ' 
to be able to determine what these substances are. In case such. a determination cannot 
be made, then dearly, such substances ought to be rejected instead of accepting 
substances which may actually be hazardous. 
The approach. of South African NGOs and other NGOs,as wen as Ministries and 
Offices working on toxic waste in Ghana and <;:6te d'lvoire could be said to reinforce the 
precautionary approach, in toxic waste trade regulation, and even, beyond, this approach, 
by stating their point that trade in every form of toxic waste should be forbidden. The 
.,.". 
problem here. is that, this could lead to a situation where there is autarky, and certain, 
',' . , 
substances w~ich are needed on the "market, become a scarce commodity. Here, the 
da~ger ~ecome~ protectionism. However, if applied in a transparent manner with all the 
poss~b.le disasters which could result and scientific evaluations provided for, the 
.,' .. " . . . 
pre~a~~onary approach c~uld. en~ancc:: environmental protection. It may therefore ,be 
better to accept to trade in such substances', regulate such trade, establish scientific proof 
,:' ; ,. " , . 
for rejecting certain categories of hazardous waste, but also, refuse such waste only when 
it . seems likely that such a substance" after certain scientific evaluations, could pose a 
danger. On the other hand, even where a substance has not been deemed to be highly 
toxic under the Basel, Rotterdam, Stockholm and Bamako Conventions, if the three case . .., , ," " . 
study countries can also, establish that the importation of a particular toxic substance 
. , .. '. . ,'-
would contaminate the environment, then, upon proof of such perils being inflicted, 
such substances may be refused.68 
3.2.3 The Preventive Principle 
As the na~e s~ggest~" this principle, si~ar to a large extent to the precautionary 
approach~ ,also, ~nticipates problems and requires that necessary preventive action, be 
ta~en to prohibit every activity which will,result in environmental dam:(l.ge. ,Basically, ,it 
see,ks to minimise such damage by requiring that action be taken at an early stage of the.... 
process, and p~ssibly, before the occurrenc~ of such d3.1I1age. Considering that su!=h an 
~ ",' ' . . , " . . " '. 
approach is .also cost-effective and enables businesses to cut down on the amount of 
, ~ . . . . . ~ 
financial expenses required to dispose of waste or dean up pollution, this would be a. 
better approach for these countries, rather than the polluter pays principle, discussed 
below. Hence,. a number of bindillg and non-binding legal instruments advocate this 
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., 
"forecast and prevent approach" to the "react and correct", polluter pays approach 
discussed in Chapter 3.2.4.69 
Customary international law reflects this principle in cases such as the Trail Smelter 
Arbitration. Here, the main idea was to, conduct smelting operations in Canada in a 
manner so as to prevent noxious fumes emanating in Canadian territory, from adversely 
impacting parts of US territory, rather than cause such damage and then, have to clean 
up for such damage.7o 
International initiatives also reiterate the need for the preventive approach to industrial, 
developmental and other activity, rather than the polluter pays principle. Accordingly, the 
UNEP Montevideo Programme of 1981 71 as 'well' as Agenda 2172 require that the 
overarching aim of any waste-related activities should be the prevention or minimisation " 
of the generation of hazardous wastes and their management in a manner which does not 
cause harm to human health and the environment. The attainment of this objective is 
perceived to be part of an integrated "cleaner production" approach. While providing for 
international and national production processes to incorporate this approach, Agenda 21 
provides four areas, through which this aim can be accomplished: 
,(a) Prom oting the prevention andminim:izaii~n of hazardous wastes; 
(b) Promoting and strengthening institutional capacities in hazardous waste 
management; 
(c) Promoting and strengthening international co-operation in this field; 
(d) Preventing illegal traffic in hazardous waste.73 
The UNEP Dabr Decl~ation on the Phase-Out 'of ieadedGa~olin~ in S~b~Saharan 
Africa and the WSSD Declaration on the Phase-Out of Leaded Petrol in Suh-Saharan ' 
Africa/4 could also be perceived to reinforce the preventive principle. This is by 
requiring the three case study coqe.tries and others of the 'continent, to import unleaded 
gasoline and petrol which do not contaminate the environm~~t~ rather than le~ded f~rm~ 
of these substances which contaminate human and ecological health; and then, clean up 
the environment thereafter.75 
The Basel Convention' also adopts the preventive approach by eXhorting parties to 
collaboratively develop and implement new low-waste technologies, with a view to 
eliminating, as far as practicable, the generation of hazardous wastes.76 The 1st and 2nd 
Basel .. COPs, also reiterated this, by specifying that parties should promote cleaner 
production, and technology transfer to further this aim.77 The Convention further 
requires parties to ensure the availability of disposal facilities located within it; exports 
must be minimized.78 The Basel Convention further promotes this principle by 
advocating that the exportation of hazardous wastes be carried out only if the exporting 
state i~ not adequately endowed with technical capacity and facilities to dispose of them 
in an. ~nvironmentally sound and efficient manner, or in situations when the wastes are 
required as raw materi~ls for recycling or recovery industries in the importing state, or in 
' .. ~. 
conformity wit~ additional criteria, to be determined by the party states.79 In ~ sense, the 
gradual. s\lift in, the ~ltifnate aim of Basel, from regJllating toxic waste trade between 
OEeD" and .non-OECD countries, to banning such trade altogether through its Ban, 
could be, seen as reinfor:cl'ng this approa.ch, as well.80 
Other clauses, of the Basel Convention which reinforce the preventive principles require 
parties generating hazardous waste to dispose of such waste as close as possible to their 
source of generation, reduce trans boundary movement of such waste to a minimum 
consistent wit}"l the4 environmentally sound ~anagement and to minimise the generation 
of hazll:rd~us waste, in terms of both quantity and potential hazard.8! 
\'Vhile ad\Tocating the need to pre-empt pollution by adopting clean production processes 
w:(t4out, waiting f9r scientific evidence, as advocated by the precautionary principle 
above, the Bamako Convention entrus!s the Secretariat with the mandate of 
systematically reviewing issues relating to the prevention of polluting technologies into 
Africa ,an~ also,. making. available, reports of COPs on this matter.82 The Convention 
furt}"ler ~equires .~.at member states promote within their r~spective jurisdictions, clean 
and green ,produc!i0t?- methodsand processes, ,during entire product life cycles including 
raw material selection, extraction and processing, material transport dur,ing al1.,phases and 
industPal andhousehold usage.,83 
So~th African legisl~tion reinforces. the preventive principle. On the basis of its NEMA 
which states "that pollution and degradation of the environment are avoided, or, where 
they cannot be altogethe~ avoided, are minimized and remedied", Glazewski opines.that ____ _ 
this principle also reflects sustainable development here.84 South Africa's commitment to 
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the preventive principle is further reflected in the requirement of the 'NEMA which 
holds that waste be avoided altogether, or where it cannot be altogether av~ided, it' ' 
should be minimised and re-used or recycled where possible and otherwise disposed of 
in a responsible manner.85 
The South African Pietersburg (polokwane) Declaration is another measure which seeks 
to promote this principle of "prevention being better than cure" in tackling hazardous 
waste disposal and trade. This, it seeks to accomplish, by stipulating twenty-eight 
practical steps in this regard. These steps include the following: Avoid the pollution of 
waste resources and the social impacts caused by the disposal of waste; Reduce the 
generation of all types of waste; Utilise cleaner production technologies and methods of 
production and Set waste reduction targets.86 As far as toxic waste is concerned, in this' 
country, waste minimisation clubs have been currently established, to encourage business' , 
and industrial companies to reduce the amount of waste generated at source, instead of 
creating waste and then, cleaning them up. Such proactive measures could be seen to be' 
in conformity with the requirements of the NEMA then. 
Ghana's adherence to this principle is evident in its requirement for an Environmental 
Impact Assessment, when, inter-alia, undertaking activities in agricultural chemicals as 
well as soaps and cleaning compounds, wholesale waste materials and industrial waste 
such as copper and aluminium.87 However, for specific activities which touch! on toxic 
waste regulation, no work has been undertaken 'in this regard. So that, such proposals are 
put forward in for the model law in Chapters 6. 
The fact that the law of Cote d'Ivoire on toxic waste was enaCted prior to the Basel and' 
Bamako Conventions, shows this country's commitment to preventing environmental 
perils resulting from illegal toxic waste practices, rather than having to clean up after the 
misdeed has been committed. Private Groups such as the CITAF and the ASH Groups,' 
~ , 
work in Abidjan, to deal with this problem, but not within the country, where 
indiscriminate dumping of all forms of waste worsens each day.s8 Hence, specific 
guidelines should be elucidated for managing toxic waste in an environmentally sound 
manner, in different municipalities such as Blokosso, Anono and every other part of the 
country, for various industrial and other processes, which are likely to generate hazardous 
wastes. 
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On ,the other ,hand, given the inevitability of hazardous waste generation from ,every 
, , " 
human activity, industrial, and other sectoral processes should irlcorporate the cleanest 
and gree~est production methods, and be made responsible to clean up for the minimal 
waste which they genet;ate. This leads to the polluter pays principle, discussed below. 
3.2.4 The Polluter Pays Principle 
Basically; this principle embodies the philosophical idea that the polluter, and not the 
s~ciety ~t larg~, shou'ld bear the costs of implementing measures decided upon by public 
authori~es as necessary to ensure that the environment is in an acceptable state. The Rio 
Declaration discusses ,this policy in the following terms: 
"National authorities should endeavour to promote the internalization of environmental 
costs and the use of economic instruments, taking into account the approach thatthe 
polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution, with due regard to the public 
interest and without distorting international trade and investment".89 
The B~se190 and Bamako91 Conventions also impose resp(;msibilityon none other but the, 
parties who caused a toxic waste dilem.t:na, to be responsible for the clean up and 
necessary costs involved in compensation to affected victims. 
Sands states that even though this principle is reflected in a number of treaties such as 
the European Community Treaty which requires action by the Community to be based 
.' . ' -
on the p~ciple, there is no clear in~ca~on on how it is to be given effect.92 However, 
dl.scussio~s in this sub-~hapter and also Chapter 6 provide some guidelines on how this 
~rinciple reflects in municipal legal regimes and could also be given effect in national, 
policy regUlating toxic waste trade for the model law being proposed in this dissertation: . 
The South African NEMA includes the polluter pays principle..thus:. "the costs of 
remedying pollution, environmental degradation and consequent adverse health effects 
, ' 
and of preventing, controlling or minimising further pollution, must be paid for by those 
responsible for harming the environment".93 
Ghana is yet to fuliy incorporate the polluter pays principle into its environmental laws. 
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As discussed in Chapters 5.6.4 and 5.6.5, Articles 35.5 of Loi No. 96-766, (1996) and 6 of 
Loi No. 88-651 (1988) make the same sort of provision as the South African NEMA, as 
far as the polluter pays principle is concerned. 
With such a principle, people Will obviously be mindful of the sort of activities they 
generate and what kind of wastes they produce, since they will be req~ired to pay ~or the. 
cost of the resultant damage from their activities on their territory and neighbouring 
territories as well. MultiIateralism is required in this regard: This principle could be .... 
promoted together with greater penalties such as imprisonment, when the damage 
involves the loss of human health. The reason behind this is that rLth companies for 
instance, could just resort to all manner of pollution-causing activity, if they only have t? 
pay for it after the damage has occurred. On the other hand, penalties such as 
imprisonment to back such a policy could be more effective. It is therefore necessary 
, ' 
that the model laws on toxic waste trade in these three case study countries, while 
stipulating the punitive measures to be imposed on offenders, incorporate this principle. 
Here, offenders do not only forfeit their licenses used in manufacturing operations, or 
serve long-term imprisonment sentences if they do ,not 'adhere to the more preferred 
. '. . 
preventive/precautionary principles. Additionally, they should be made to pay for the 
cost of repairing the damage inflicted on the environment. 
3.2.5 Legal standing (Ioclls standi) 
For decades, litigants' seeking to bring' a~tiol1s on behalf of the anilnate 'or inanimate 
~ . " . 
environment had to satisfy the requirement of the loclls standi principle' by essentially' 
. - .-
demonstrating that 'they had a dir~ct and p~rson~ interest in ~ matter over and above the 
~rdinary member of the pUblic to bring an action presented an obstacle to many litigants 
wishing to bring such actions. Hence, Sands opines that in the Chemobyl disaster, the . 
limited availability of remedies for breaches of environmental standards arid insufficient 
obligations under national legal systems (compounded with restrictions on the pro~sion 
of information on Soviet citizens) pr~ented genuinely aggrieved parties from' the 
appropriate legal redress.94 However, the existence of class actions could have rectified 
tllls situation. This basically entails bringing court claims by large numbers of people for 
mass harm to the environment or public health.95 Given the complexity and costliness of 
-
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litigating environmental cases, class actions could then be, said to be essential tools to 
facilitate environmental actions when environmental rights have been infringed upon. 
Furih~triore, given the fact that the effects of toxic waste affe'ct the very existence of 
people's lives and the ecological base, it is understandable thatloms stalldi has nowbeen 
incorporated as an environmental right in certain municipal regimes. An example of such 
a . regime is the 1996 constitution of South Africa,96 which' does not include the 
availability. of class action however. 
As indicated above and from discussions such as those in Chapters 2.7.2 (a) as well as 
5.4, environmental issues such as toxic waste mismanagement and improper disposal can 
cause deathsin people, or serious health disorders. It also affects people's rights in land 
and other forms of the ecological base. The whole issue of toxic waste then becomes a 
human'rights issue, as shown in Chapter 3.2.7 below. If environmental protection is truly 
a :human . rights issue, then affected individuals should be assisted to seek legal 
compensation when such rights are 'threatened. Therefore, it is further recommended 
that the proposed laws on toxic waste trade within NEPAD, Bamako and the African 
regional conventions also incorporate the locus standi principle, together with that for class 
a,ctiori,An the .case of Bamako, these could be annexed as a protocol,. reiterating the 
C:haptersof the Charter of the OAU on environmental protection, the African Charter 
(or f!uman and People' Rights (1981), Chapter IX on Environment and Development, 
that is Artides 266 to 270. of the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development 
of: Africa· (1980:,20.0.0.), and other Recommendations adopted by the GAU on the 
environinent.97, 
Environmental laws of Ghana are yet to include these principles.98 The same holds true 
for Cote d'Ivoire.99 However, these two countries could follow such trends, and together 
with South .Africa, specifically incorporate lOCHS standi and class action' as part of the 
environmental poliey, and for the purposes of this thesis, the' model law regulating toxic 
waste trade. within their respective municipal regimes. 
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3.2.6 Prior Informed Consent pIC) 
This fundamental international environmental principle, which has gained importance 
in the international principles governing hazardous waste management has been defined 
in the Rio Declaration thus: 
"States shall provide prior and timely notification and relevant information to potentially 
affected States on activities that may have a significant adverse transboundary 
environmental effect and shall consult with those States at an early stage and in good 
faith." 100 
, 
\"Vhile requiring the permission of tie hnporting state as a pre-reqUisite to the potential 
shipments of toxic waste, due diligence and foresight are demanded hereby, bringing to 
mind the, preventive and precautionary approaches. For example, both the Ba~el101 and 
Bamakolo2 Conventions stress the need for the exporting state to gain prior approval in. 
-, 
documented, lucid, comprehensive language from the relevant authorities within the state 
of import, before proceeding with such a shipment. 
The PIC principle IS so important that it forms the basis of the Rotterdam Convention, 
by requiring that hazardous chemicals and pesticides that have been banned or seve.rely 
restricted in at least two countries shall not be exported unless explicitly agreed by the 
~ountry of import.103 In conformity with this requirement, at its inception in 1998, the 
Rotterdam Convention listed five industrial chemicals and ~enty' two pesticides 
including Aldrin, DDT, Dieldrin, HCH, lindane, Mercury Compounds, PCBs and 
others, with the possibility of future additions. I04 
In 1999, this PIC list was extended to encompass binapacryl, a fungicide, which could 
puse nausea, vomiting, abdominal pains, diarrhoea and breathing difficulties. The PIC 
li~t was further extended to encompass, toxaphene, widely known by its trade name, " 
Camphechlor, an insecticide and rodenticide, which highly persists in the environment 
and causes thyroid tumors and cancer. At the moment, the UN recommends that given 
the potentially destructive effects of five additional forms of cancer-causing asbestos to 
human life, the PIC list be further extended to cover these substances. This has been 
advocated for, aiong" with the pesticides DNOC, parathion, a severely hazardous -------- ---,,--
pesticide mixture of benonyl, thiram and carbofuran and the two lead additives, n~ely, 
tetraethyl and tetramethyllead, which are used as additives in gasoline and pose a seri0':ls 
health risk, especially to children. lOS 
Wh~n ~pp'lied by' the three cas~ study ~ou~tries in controlling toxic waste trade-at their 
respective mucicipal levels, the PIC procedure could be interpreted as the necessary 
permi~si~r:i which must be granted by _the Inter-Agency Permit Scheme bef~re proposed 
i~p~ris a~d 'expo'rts of to~ic waste can be carried out. lOG 
. -
In implementing the PIC principle in hazardous waste trade, ecolabelling and 
en~kon~ent~llabelling may be recommended for the three case study countries as one 
. .' . . 
useful and practical environmental tool for effectively regulating the importation of toxic 
wa~te. Ecol~belling is "the use of labels in order to inform consumers that a labelled 
, -
pr~duct is environmentally more friendly ~~lative to other products in the same category, 
n~ted that these labels are granted by a government or privately sponsored agency to 
- ' 
(voluntary) applicants from enterprises" ... and "are conceived as a market-oriented 
~.. . 
instrument for environmental policy as they establish no generally binding requirements 
or bans."I07 Eco-Labelling governments have encouraged and even required the 
u~lisati(:>n of environmental labelling and ecolabelling schemes'in companies' practices, 
~ ..'. 
as a means bf producing better quality envirorimentally friendly goods and thus gaining a 
, , 
greater degree of market accessibility to' others' markets. Environmental labelling 
.. ~ . 
schemes have been classified as the "voluntary granting of labels by a private or public 
body in order to inform consumers and thereby promote c~nsumer products which are 
~ . - -. . 
determ1ned to be environmentally more friendly than other functionally and 
.F, •• 
This, for the three case study countries and either developing, countries, would also 
. .' -
ensure that when importing hazardous chemicals, much information is known about the 
... toxicological characteristics of a given product, as well as all other qualities, lest they 
- . , 
import substances which--may be dangerous, as in the Kennedy Round 2 scenario, where 
all-manner' of obs~lete chemicals have been unknowingly imported from China and 
Japan' in~~ Ghan-~.I09-' 
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3.2.7 A Human Right to a Decent Environment 
Realising the need for the world's populace to live in a decent environment, international 
environmental law and municipal laws have gradually cultivated a fine relationship 
between environmental rights and human rights. This seems reasonable because living in 
areas which become contaminated by another's activity without due regard for one's 
health and safety, for example, impinges on one's freedom of enjoying his/her property. 
Insufficient disposal of hazardous waste can even force people to relocate from their 
homes O\ving to contaminated atmosphere and ecological destruction where they reside, 
in the pursuit of shelter elsewhere. This obviously deprives them of their basic rights of 
enjoyment in the land in which they strictly have rights to. Incidents such as Bhopal, 
, 
Sandoz -and Thor can also result in one's death. Even when ,their health is impaired J 
owing to the environmental perils on their land which they can no longer use, this is 
tantamount to a deprivation of their human rights to enjoy the land which is now lost in 
this sense. From such perspectives, the inextricable link between environmental and 
human rights issues is not uncommon in certain inte~ational treaties and conventions, 
for example. 
The 1989 Hague Declaration on the Atmosphere also states that 'environmental perils 
affect the right of human beings to live in dignity in a viable global environment. So that, 
the community of nations, alongside present and future generations, must do everything 
possible to preserve the quality of the atmosphere. lIO Hence, the Draft Legal Principles 
of the Experts Group of the World Commission on Environment and Development 
1986 also reinforce this prin~iple, and in this regard, serve as the fust l~gaiinstrum~nt t~­
propose a right to a healthy environment.1II Within the African Regional context, th~­
African Charter on Human and People's Rights recognises the individual rights of 
Africans to a decent and healthy environment.1I2 
South African law also adheres to this position by its Bill of Rights Chapter in the 1996 
Constitution and the NEMA.tt3 These environmental rights obviously include toxic 
waste issues which form part of environmental matters and must be explicitly stipulated 
in the model law on toxic waste trade. 
Ghanaian laws are yet to incorporate this principle in their constitution and municipal 




However, in <th'~' case 'of lvorian Loi. No. '96-766, ~s' has already been realised as a 
c6ristiiutio'nal right; while' also imposi~g a duty on individuals to keep the enviro~ment 
clean. II 4 Thi~ responsibility is also entrusted to the comm~nity at large.1I5 Consequently, 
these should reflect in the model law on toxic waste. The recognition of individual's 
rights to 'a decent environment could be linked to the locus stal1diprinciple in toxic waste 
trade; 'For example, it seems in order'to claim that if ~ne is entitled to'a decent 
environment, then, when'such an environment is threatened by toxic waste dumping and 
its 'attendant perils, the indi~idual must b~ entitled to effective judicial redress. This 
principle could then be said to be ultimately linked to the principle of environmental 
jtlstice which basically entails the fair and meaningful treatment of all people regardless ?f 
race, colour, national origin or income with respect to the development; implementation 
ana e~foice~ent of enviionmentallaws, regulations and policies.1I6 
3.2,S Intergerieiational EQuit): 
This" principle' i~ , one ~f the integral components of the concept of sustainable 
devel~pment, discussed in Chapter 3.i1. This notion, which requires that human beings 
pr~te~t the environment for the benefit of present and future generations, is reiterated in 
a di~seriting opinion perthlrung to the iC]'s Advisory Opinion on the Legaliry oj the Treaty 
011 Nile/ear Weqpol1S: "when incontrovertibl~ scientific evidence speaks of pollution' of the 
environment on a scale that spans hundreds of generations, this Court would fail in its 
. . - . 
trust if it did not take serious note of the ways in which the distant future is protected by 
, . ' 
present law. The ideals of the United Nations Charter do not limit themselves to the 
present; f6i:they look f6rward to the' promotion of social progre~s and better s~andards 
o"f life, and thei fii did! 'vision not only on the present, b~t on 'succeeding generations;. 
This one factor of impairment of the environment over such a 'seemingly infinite time 
span would by itself be sufficient to call into operation the protective principles of 
internattonal l~w' which the CoU:rt, as the pre-eminent authority, empowered to state 
them, must necessarily 'apply." 117 
• I 
The South African constitution also requires that its citiZens adhere to this principle, in 
order to ensure that future generations bene'fit from environmental protection.ll8 it is yet 
, . , 
to be~xp!i~dy JnC9rp()!~~d into Gh!lllaianu9 and Ivorian120 environmental 
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The relevance of such a principle to the proper management of hazardous waste as 
reflected in the proposed municipal law on this issue lies in the fact that whe.':l ,African 
countries, through the Bamako Convention for example, ensure that their territories are 
not used as dumping grounds for toxic waste from the first world, then indeed, their. 
lands are being well-protected now to the benefit of many prospe~tive generations in the 
years ahead as well. This principle is a vital component of the sustainable principle which 
has been explicitly stated in the preamble to the model treaty and law of this th~sis in 
Chapter 6 on policy recommendations. Here, inter-generational equity is also. discussed 
together with sustainable development. 
3.2.9 The Public Trust Doctrine 
This principle, though it has great potential, still needs time in order t? be discerned how 
it will work in practice.121 Theoretically, the idea that property not belonging to anyone 
should belong to the public at large seems to be quite in order. "Public Trust" has its 
roots in the Roman law principle of res extra commercium, that is"; certain property .is: 
classified as not being capable of private ownership and belongs to the people, that is, rex 
IIniversitas. 122 The public trust doctrine has become very popular in the US where after 
being initially applied to navigation, water-related commerce and fisheries,. ha~ been 
extended to cover national parks, inland lakes and wildlife. 123 
The public trust doctrine is reflected in the South African NEMA which provide~ that 
"the environment is held in public trust for the people, the beneficial use of 
environmental resources must serve the public. i,nterest and the environment .must be 
protected as the people's common heritage".124 This principle is yet,to be fully developed 
in Ghanaianl25 and Ivorianl26 law. 
Though the implementation of this principle in pragmatic terms is still not clear, in a 
. sense, it could be percei-&ed to provide a foundation for the locus standi and human rights 
principles. The main philosophy here would be that if the government holds the land on 
behalf of its citizens, then, arguably, the environment should be used to benefit these 
people. When there are an~ acts to the contrary, such as pollution from toxic wast~ 
mismanagement, then people are entitled to seek legal action in case. ~uch rights are 
infringed upon. So that if toxic waste imports were to negatively affect the rights of 
people living in a specific community, through polluting/contaminating their rivers, 
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. ' 
causing health deficiencies and deaths amid their animals and livestock, or even the 
;.:.-. " ,"! ' 
human beings themselves, they should be entitled to legal action if such imports cau,se 
• r • ,~. • .... .' ~". : .' " • 
them environmental evils. From this perspective, the .pub,lic trust doctrine <?ouldbe seen 
to boost the /OCIIS standi and human rights principles and is important for the model policy 
and. l.aw on :toxic waste, in Chapter 6. It should thus reflect in the policy 
recommendatio?s and model law. 
3.2)0 <:~mmon but Differentiated Responsibility 
h d · h Ri D I . 127 Basically, the core elements of this principle are ens rine 10 teo ec aratJ.o~, 
'.. - ...... ~ . 
which in t~is regard,. pr?vides that: (~) st~tes have common and general obligations .to 
work in close ~o-operatid~ while developing, administering and interpreting the new 
~ . '. 
evet~gro~ng fields of in~ernational environmental law; (b). they must al~o acknowledge 
the different developmental' stages and consequent special needs of developing countries, 
with respect to these duties. 
To a large extent, this principle could be perceived to evoke certain principles such as the 
Ger-eral Sy.stem of Preferences whereby developing countries benefit from trade 
,'," • I •••• . , ._ '" 
concessions from. developing countries in the course of free trade.128 However, i~ -~. . . '. ~ "" '. .' , ". . . ;.'. . , 
int~rnationalerl,vir~nmental law, this. extends to favourable c.onsiderationspeing. 
accorded from the, more powerful to the less developed, .as far as environmental 
.I'" - " . 
responsibilities are concerned, owing to the fmancial and developmental handicaps which 
are faced by developing countries. Given the meagre technological facilities for the 
disposal of hazardous waste in these thr~e countries, the implementation of this prin~iple 
-. : . '":. -. ., -. ". . .... ~ '. .. -
iJ:1 toxic waste trade is very timely, as developing countrie,s could benefit f;om assistance 
:;' ',-.". -'1 .;;. •• ',' t., . : • 
from developed countries, until such time that they are adequately endowed to deal with 
~; -- .' . -. -- ~. ':'. . ~ . , . . '. . .' . . ; . ~. : . . 
toxic w~ste disp~sal a~d treatment . 
Consequently, the Rotterdam Convention exhorts parties with' more tWvanced 
programmes to provide technical assistance to developing countries and, countries~th 
.: ' - . - . . : . '. , . ' '. 
economies in tr~nsition, by taking into consideration, their lack of adequate infra~tructure 
- .... ' ~ - '.: .::: - . .' - .. - .' . '. '. 
and insuffIcient capacity to manage chemicals. Such technicalassistance.is necessary so as 
to enable these less developed countries to abide by the regulations of this Convention. 
More advanced countries are required to provide technical assistance in training, 
development of infrastructure and capacity-building to manage their chemicals 
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throughout their life_cycle.129 Therefore, it has been observed that this Convention seeks 
to protect many farmers· in developing countries as they are not adequately equipped to 
handle highly toxic pesticides sa fely. 130 
In this regard, under the Basel Convention, the willingness of the government of France 
to assist Francophone African countries to combat illegal shipments of toxic waste into 
their territories, through funding for more training of personnel and provision of 
national capacity, as expressed at the Sixth Basel COP, in December 2002,131 could also 
be Seen to reinforce this principle. This is because owing to financial constraints, this 
particular Centre has not been able to meet its envisaged targets, as originally planned. 
With the financial problems encountered by the Bamako Convention in its 
enforcement,132 a similar approach from certain cou~tries of the first world may then be 
timely. 
Furthermore, the Africa Stockpiles programme, a new initiative, through which 
developed countries, international agencies such as UNEP, UNDP and FAO help 
African countries to get rid of all obsolete pesticides and send them back to Europe for 
destruction, could also be seen as reinforcing this principle. 133 In the absence of such an 
initiative and such assistance, having to send these substances back to Europe may be a 
difficult task for these less powerful countries who are already saddled with all sorts of 
financial problems, inter-alio. 
The importance ofthis principle· cannot he overlooked, especially as it enables the three· 
case study countries and other developing countries to fulm their obligations of 
regulating hazardous waste trade at the international level. This ultimately enables their 
municipal systems to be enacted in accordance with the principles of this Convention. 
Nevertheless, even if this is a worthy policy, it may also be timely for policy makers to 
, 
reflect on how to empower this group of countries to fulm these obligations, rather than 
the continued pattern of "dependency" situation, which seems to arise from the comm·o~ 
but differentiated responsibility situation. However, within the strict model Jaw/policy, 
this principle may not be relevant. 
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· (b) Implementation 
3,2.11 LocalLevel Governance 
The main: philos<;>phy behind this principle is to abandon past practice of simply 
stipulating laws at national level and requiring that they be abided by. The approach 
being advocated by this principle is to empower local communities, especially, within the 
African context, to manage their natural resources. However, this .thesis deals with toxic 
waste tr~de regulation. This necessarily requires strengthening at municipa1 level and 
would not require the involvement of.traditional authorities. Hence, though this principle 
is reflected in the management of natural resources by local communities of Stin1..-water 
in Sou~hAfrica for example, and certain local projects for the management of natural 
resources in Ghana, -for instance, it is not really relevant to the model law on toxic waste 
trade.I~4 
'. . : ~ .. 
3.3 International Environmental Law Problem of Illegal Trade in Hazardous 
Waste 
The problem of hazardous waste stems from the increment in human and industrial 
actiyity, as well as in every other sectoral activity. Given the fact that waste is an 
inevitable by-product of every human activity, such increases also mean more 
voluminous quantities of waste to dispose of. As at 1947, worldwide estimation of 
hazardous. waste" generation amounted to·. approximately five million . metric tonnes. 
J;Iowever, total estimates of waste generated today have:increased to approximately 350 
135 Did' th d I . " t9~n"es.... eve ope. countnes generate more wastes an eve opmg countnes, 
sometimes. with disastrous consequences on environmental and. human health,. as 
evidenced in Chernobyl, Sandoz, Seveso and Love Canal. These disasters even extended 
~o ,neighbouring ~ouqtries around .those wherein these incidents occurred. These led to 
.the forJ:Ilulation of stringent . laws to tackle this' issue, . with. the result that developing 
countries ,became the. target for dumping these. substances, in exchange for financial 
ben~fits"Toxic".wast~ .has now become an item of trade on the globalmarket.136 
Conventions such as Bamako and the Basel Ban have sought to ban such forms of trade, 
while othe'?'s such as Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm regulate such trade. The basic idea' 
here is that subject to environmental stipulations under these international legal regimes, 
importing, and exporting certain. forms of toxic waste trade could be legally permissible. 
In the absence of these guidelines and environmentally unsound practices, such toxic 
waste trade becomes illegal as it could cause environmental and other disasters to the 
- - _. -- --.-.- ----- --
country of import, . countries in transit and neighbouring territories. At the same time, 
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certain countries also desire importing certain forms of waste, under national 'sovereignty, 
for the furtherance of economic activity.137 From these discussions, it is evident that: 
(a) Trading in toxic waste without adhering to sound environ~entalguidelines can 
negatively affect other territories; and 
(b) Illegal trade in toxic waste also causes other forms of t:!nvironmental problems such 
as pollution and destruction of ecosystems as well as harm to human health. 
The degree to which laws effectively govern toxic waste trade activity within the 
international, regional and municipal contexts is therefore very important. 
3.4 Global Responses to Problem of Illegal Hazardous Waste Trade: International 
. ' 
Law Overview of Managing Waste Movements 
(A) Treaties/Conventions 
3.4.1 Basel Convention on the Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Waste 
3.4.1 (a) Historical Development 
As reinforced in its preambular clause, the basic rationale for establishing this 
Convention is to protect the environment from the harmful effects which could occur 
from the generation and matiagement"ofhazardous waste.138 It is noteworthy though that 
regarding the shipment of transboundary wastes into Antarctica, there is a complete 
ban. 139 Contrary to popular belief which holds that the Basel Convention seeks to ban' the 
transboundary movement of waste altogether,' it must be stressed that thisConventi~n 
rather aims at regulating such waste. l40 -As discussed in this sub-chapter, there is now a 
'Ban Amendment to this Convention, drawing it-closer to the aims' of Bamako in banning 
toxic waste trade altogether between industrialised and developing countries. The 
Secretariat of Basel observes that as at 9th December 2003, there were 41 out of the 62 
required ratifications for this Ban Amendment to be effective, implying-that the Ban 
. Amendment is not yet in force.HI 
Owing to' the risk and increasing threat posed by these wastes and their trans boundary 
movement to human and ecological health, the increased generation and complexity 
. thereof, such regulation in toxic waste trade is necessary, as stressed in the preamble, and 
. a ban, perhaps, required. On the other hand, 'it may also be suggested that under the 
principle of national sovereignty,142 the three case study countries are entitled to decide 
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on· which, categories of waste they wish t() import or export for economic. development, 
and which categories of waste they wjsh to ban in toto, without interf~rence whatsoever 
fror:n any: foreign countl)':An acknowledgement of this fact is made in the preamble to 
the Basel Convention which entitles States to the sovereign right to legitimately regulate 
the entry or disposal of foreign hazardous wastes and other wastes in its territory. H3 In 
, th~ present circumstances, the best approach for the three case study countries to toxic 
waste trade might be to ban such trade under Bamako and the Basel Ban Amendment 
whe:n, the; latter comes ipto effect, and only accept substances, from the first world, based. 
on" strict. environmental assessments and evaluations~ An adh~rence ,to the Basel 
Com'enti()nmay otherwise have sufficed. To this end, the necessity for international co-
operation, between. parties while adopting,.;' national mechanisms to manage their 
hazard~us wastes in, an environmentally sound manner must not be underscored. 
Therefore, African and developing country governments, in the 1970s and 1980s, 
opposed many instances of toxic waste dumping into' their respective territories from the 
first world. An example of such trends is the notorious dumping of toxic waste 
comprising PCBs, 'polyurethanes, ethyl acetate formaldehyc:ie and methyl melamine from 
Italy to Koko, Nigeria, in1.987, which led to the OAU Resolution prohibiting toxic wastt: 
in, J 988:1~4, ,Ot~er cases in point ,are the purported dumping of approximately 500,009 
t~nnes of pharmaceu~cal and industrial waste from. the Swiss-based Intercontract 
company to the marshy and porou~. area around Farim in Guinea-Bissau,14s similar 
propo~ed con!J:acts between Intercontract and Djibouti and Senegal146 as well as the 
P!oposedimportati()n, of 5. million, tonsof toxic waste from a private Swiss businessman 
t9 the ,Angolan qovern~ent. The businessman was also to, construct a toxic burning 
industry in the countri.147 
Consequently, in 1982, the Governing Council of UNEp14s adopted the Montevideo 
I ' 
Pl;ogramme for' the. Development and Periodic Review of Environmental Law in 
Paraguay, which sought to devise meaningful solutions to resolve these: alarming 
inct:ements in toxic waste trade/dumping from the industrialised. world into developing 
countries anp resultant complaints thereof, from the latter category of countries. These 
Guidelines basically directed UNEP to develop legally binding principles for managing 
hazardous waste. After that, in 1985, the F A0149 published its Guidelines on Pesticide 
Control which specifically stress the need for PIC on the part of importing countries of 
,142 
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pesticides or hazardous waste, before the exporters send such substances ;to the latter 
group of countries. The next important development subsequent to these two events was 
the meeting of the UNEP Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts In Cairo, 
Egypt in 1987. This meeting concluded the non-binding Cairo Guidelines on 
Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardous \\'astes that year, adopted as 
Decision 14/30 by the Governing Council of UNEP in 1987.150 The importance of these 
Guidelines lay in the fact that they were developed with the aim of assisting States in 
preparing appropriate bilateral, regional and multilateral agreements as well as national 
legislation for managing hazardous wastes in an environmentally sound manner. Then, 
co"" 
from 13 to 17 March 1989, the Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts of 
UNEl convened its fifth session in Basel, Switzerland, to finalise the drafting of the 
anticipated multilateral Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of 
Hazardous Wastes. These meetings and declarations culminated in 1989 with the 
formation of the Basel Convention which was obviously developed and initiated by 
UNEP and ro a large extent, the FAO as well.151 
3.4.1 (b) Fundamental Aims and Objectives 
The Basel Convention essentially seeks to equip countries with the requisite 
technological- facilities and national capacities to regulat~ toxic waste trade; manage such 
wastes in an environmentally sound manner and ensure that importing countries give 
their prior consent before such wastes are sent into their territories. It therefore stresses 
the need for prior informed consent and environmentally sound management of 
hazardous waste, alongside many other requirements, thereby incorporating some of the 
main elements of the earlier meetings which led to its establishment. Against this-
background, the Basel Convention seeks to: 
(a) Ensure that the importing country or country through which the hazardous waste 
will transit, accords its prior consent to any prospective shipments of toxic waste;152 - -.... 
(b) Ensure that the transboundary movement of hazardous waste is reduced to. the 
minimum extent possible in an environmentally sustainable manner, and that such 
trans boundary movement is conducted in a way which does not harm the 
environment;153 
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(c) Ensure that where importing countries cannot dispose of hazardous waste, they are 
sent back to the· exporting parties, within 90 days after the state of import gives 
. 154 notice; 
(d) 11inimize the generation of hazardous wastes and other wastes, in terms of both 
Guantityand potential hazard;155 
(e) Ensure strict .control over the movement of hazardous was'tes across borders as well 
as prevention of illegal traffic;156 
(D Treat and dispose hazardous wastes and other wastes as close as possible to their 
. f .. . 11 d 157 source 0 generation In an envIronmenta y soun manner; 
(g) Prohibit shipments of hazardous wastes to countri~ lacking legal, administrative and· 
technical capacity to manage· and dispose o~' them in an environmentally sound 
.. manner;158 
(h) Assist developing countries and countries with economies in transition in managing 
the wastes which they generate in an environmentally sound manner.1S9 
.. 
As. evident from discussions related to the Bamako Convention, these aims bear 
similarity to Bamako, apart from the main difference in the mandate of regulating such 
trade in the case of Basel and prohibiting such trade in the case of Bamako, as indicated· 
already in the introduction to this thesis. 
3.4:1" (c) The Total Ban Amendment 
At the fIrst meeting of the COPs in December 1992, many Basel members reGuested the 
prohibition of hazardous waste shipments .from industrialised countries to developing 
countries. This really shows a dissatisfaction On the part of many developing countries to 
Basel. As illustrated in Chapter 3.4.2(a), this is the main factor which led to the foonation 
of the Bamako Convention. In MarcQ 1994, the second meeting of the COPs of the 
Basel Convention responded to this reGuest by the adoption of Decision II/12, which 
prohibited all 'transboundary movements of hazardous wastes destined for recycling and 
final disposal from the countries of the OECD to non-OECD countries.160 According to 
this Decision, while the ban on hazardous wastes for final disposal was intended to take 
place ~th immediate effect, that on the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes 
destined for recycling or recovery operations was to be phased out by 31 Oecember 1997 
and prohibited_ as frQql_ that qate.I~1 .... 
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However, some thought might also be. gIven to the issue of whether a particular 
hazardous waste becomes less toxic, simply on the basis that it is recyclable and not 
destined for final disposal. So that a better approach may have been to simply ban all the-
most hazardous forms of toxic waste, and then, continue to regulate those that were less 
. toxic, whether destined for recycling or for final disposal. 
The Third COPs in September 1995 unanimously approved of Decision II/12, thereby 
translating this decision into an amendment to the Convention. To this end, this Ban 
Amendment, adopted in 1995 as Decision III/2 by this COPs, reinforced and gave effect 
to Decision II/12. 162 The new Amendment also modified Decision II/12, by inserting a 
new article into the Convention and creating a new Annex VII. The article prevents the 
movement of hazardous waste from OECD countries, the EC and Liechtenstein to non-
OECD countries.163 The Ban Amendment came into immediate effect for wastes 
destined for final disposal operations and also, by 31 December 1997 for hazardous 
recycling operations pending ratification by at least 62 of the Parties present at COP3, 
that is, three quarters of the members of the COP3.164 By July 2004, there were 49 
ratifications required for the Ban Amendment to be effective.165 
Though these developments obviously bring the Convention closer to the same 
objectives of Bamako, if in reality, it cannot be enforced, then it becomes a white 
elephant which can actually not serve the real objectives it sets out to accomplish. The 
transboundary movement of hazardous waste from OECD countries into territories of 
non-OECD states can then persist in international trading activity. However, the number 
of ratifications, as at 1998 and 2004, for example, has increased, meaning that with time, 
it is likely that the Ban Amendment will be fully implemented. 
3.4.1 (d) Liability and Compensation. 
At its inception, Basella&ed any provisions pertaining to liability. However, an Ad Hoc 
Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts, established for this purpose,' has 
produced a Protocol on Liability and Compensation for Damage Resulting from 
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal. This Protocol was 
adopted at the Fifth COP, convened in December 1999.1~6 
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The fundamental provision of this Protocol holds that the private actor responsible for 
wastes causing injury bear remedial responsibility for such harmful results.
167 
In this 
sense, this stipulation could be likened to the polluter pays principle168 and is I081cal since 
the party responsible for causing pollution should bear the costs of damage repair, and 
not the State nor the parties whose rights are affected. Parties are required to establish an 
international fund to promptly address emergency situations. This fund also serves to 
provide compensation in the event of inadequacy of compensation under Article 4.
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Cnder the principle of conunon but differentiated responsibility,I7O it may be suggested 
that developed countries and the international agencies set up this fund, until such time 
that deve~oping countries have been abl~ to improve their financial needs and become 
empowered in this sense. Then, developing countries can also contribute. to this fund. In 
confo.rmity with the general international law principles on state responsibility, remedial 
responsibility is placed on the state exercising jurisdiction or control over the private 
actor responsible for wastes causing injury, if such responsibility cannot be discharged 
u~der the civil liability and/or fund regime.17I 
Here, state responsibility is limited only to re-importation and could be extended to 
include reparational costs in pristinllm,that, ~s iri kind, or. in integmm,172 that is, monetary 
cOITlpen~ation ,for cleanup of damage caused, as unambiguously reflected in Bamako.173 
Suc~ . reparational costs are to be effected in order to restore. the situation which would 
have. most probably existed if the illegal act had not occurred. \Vhen toxic wastes cannot 
be disposed of in an environmentally sound manner, the exporting state has the duty to 
re-import such waste within 90 days from the time that the importing State informed the 
State of export and the Secretariat, or such other period of time as the states concerned 
agree.174 The exporting State and any Party of transit must not oppose, hinder or prevent 
• • •• • • .A.'. , 
the .return of those wastes to the State ofexport.175 
Though.in theoretical terms, it is commendable to prohibit exporting states of hazardous 
wastes from obstructing re-shipments of these substances fromim~orting states back 
into·:the territories of the former, the fact that there is only a duty to re-import and also, 
ensure reparation for damage costs, may really not be adequate. Penalties should really be 
incorporated into the liability regime and extended to include hug~ imprisonment fines, 
\vi~drawal of operating licenses and fmancial levies on toxic waste offen?ers, as th~se 
really tou~h on such issues which affect the.very existence of human and ecological life. 
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If these issues are a cnme against humanity, then liability for offenders should be' 
envisaged proportionately, otherwise the series of Conventions' to tackle this issue may' , 
not have much meaning in reality. By so doing, potential offenders could p~y due 
caution to their acts and pay greater heed to the foresight principles in their toxic waste 
trading activities. They could thereby ensure that to a large extent, this takes precedence 
over the polluter pays, where the' act is already done,· they simply rectify the loss and 
then, have no additional burdens to bear for these inhumane consequences which could 
result from certain categories of toxic waste trading activity. 
3.4.1 (e) Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire and South Africa and the Status of the Basel Conv~ntion 
C~mprised of 148 State parties and member states of the European Union, this 
convention was adopted on 22 March 1989 by 116coun tries in Basel, Switzerland. It 
came into force on 5 May 1992. 
Ghana acceded to the Basel Convention on 30th May 2003, and sees this as reiterating its' 
support for the Basel Ban Amendment as well. This shows that similar to the case of 
South Africa, this country might in reality desire to regulate, in very exceptional 
circumstances, toxic waste trade with industrialised countries and not ban it altogether. 
Ghana plans to implement relevant national legislation to give effect to the relevant 
provisions of the Basel Convention sometime in 2003. It is also noteworthy that Ghana' 
is intent on banning trade in toxic waste in toto and has ratified the Bamako Convention. 
No municipal law exists yet. However, Ghana contemplates the establishment of such a 
law in the foresee~ble future. 176 
In the case of Cote d'Ivoire, it is a member of 'the Basel Convention and has not yet 
acceded to the Ban Amendment. It acceded to this Convention on 1st December'1994. 177 
However, it has ratified the Bamako Convention and has implemented a municipal law, 
\vhich bans the importation of toxic waste. The fact that this country's municipal-law on 
toxic waste was enacted in 1988, prior to the adoption of Bamako, also demonstrates its 
strong commitment to ban toxic waste trade and entry into Ivorian territory. Even if the 
Ivorian government ratified the Ban Amendment which has the same objectives of the 
Bamako Convention, the difference in the present situation may not be great, for with a 
municipal law which forbids toxic waste imports, the situation is dear. This' also 




comes to trading with a country such as South Africa, the existence of a special bilateral 
a~eement may be -necessary, as South Africa is currently not a member of Bamako. 
South Afri~a's accession to Bamako would provide a ready simplification of the whole' 
process, as there would be no need for special treaties between these African countries 
when the need for such trade arises. 
South Africa's accession to the Basel Convention on 5th May 1994,178 demonstrates its 
commitment to engage in regulated toxic waste trade with countries of the developed 
world, a~d not ba~' such trade altogether. No municip~l law exists yet to give effect to 
such ratific~tion. Howev~r, it is now in a position to make a decision on the accession to 
_. . .' '-.. 
the Ban amendment. With the possible exception of certain refinery materials; Annex 
VIn substances do' not contain any hazardous wastes that South Africa has any need or 
reason ~o import from 'the OEeD countries. South Africa's acceptance of Annexes VIn 
and IX would be in' conformity with its stated policy not to import hazardous wastes 
fr~_m 'd~eloped c~untries as well as 'the relevant clauses in the' recently signed Lome 
Convention. f79 One issue which still needs to be resolved is the impo~tation of limited 
quantities of Annexes VIII materials for pure research purposes. Certain established 
research facilities including MINTEK are' adequately equipped with a high degree of 
sophistication and may be in a position to develop new technologies to deal with such 
.' . . 
~~tenals in ~n environm~ntal1y sound man~er . 
. ,:':. : .. ~ 
The newly developed know-how or technology could be sold to the country wher~ the 
waste odginated. H()wever, when such substances are actually lead or arsenic, 'or som~ 
~~~erhlghly p6i~ono~s substances in natur~, even for 'research 'putposes~ it maystm be 
c~~~ironrnentaUybeneficial for South'Africa to reject such'substances and rather find a 
. . 
\\'o~thy alternative for whatever research it may require. It is highly recommended that 
So'uth Africa rati'fies -the Ban Amen~ent and the Bamako Conventio~ as well, for the 
same reasons indicated above.18o 
Under ~mpAD when deeper regionai integration is the key obje~tive in Africa, it wouid 
,. :'. . 
be advis~ble '~o even start sending gold and other metals from the other two case study 
countries into South Africa, for reprocessing. However, if there are dis~repanci~s in what 
.. 
is . hazardous and what is not, and whenever such a transaction'has to' occur, ~ special ____ ,_ .. _._. __ . __ . - ~ . . 
treaty' has to" be negotiated, the whole process may then 'become cumbersome. 
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Furthermore, when batteries which contain cadmium and other used substances are 
collected for recycling and resale, this may be easier under the suggested circums~ances, 
. '. '. . ' ~ . 
when these countries speak with one voice, in this sense;181 
\XThile adhering to all these recommendations, the necessity to enact municipal laws to 
reflect the international commitments under Basel and its Ban must not be overlooked. 
In the case of Cote d'Ivoire, the recommendations for a better and more efficient 
. . .. 
fun~tioning of its toxic waste trade law, such as the need for a specific definition of toxic 
waste, as part of its law,182 may give the law a more concrete effect, as it operates in 
reality. Another recommendation is the imposition of penalties, which will then be a part 
of the Basel Convention, as suggested. As indicated above, makil1g the offender pay for 
the damage caused may not be enough, under the polluter pays. Additional fi?es and 
imprisonment sentences, the withdrawal 9f licences, are all suggested.183 These,. in 
. .' '. . . . 
addition to the implementation of the preventive principle through waste minimization 
and cleaner technologies, as well as manufacturing processes, all ensure that the 
international commitments of this Convention, to promote the preventive and 
precautionary principles for instance, are in operation at the municipal levels. 
- -
Regarding the relationship of the Basel Convention and its Ban 'Amendment t~ these 
three case study countries, it may also be proposed that relevant officials from the 
various ministries embark on publishing reports ~oncerning the various a~pects of the 
workings of the Basel Convention which they have undertaken. Pertinent issues in this . ' . . 
regard which could be incorporated into such a report could include important lessons 
. . .. . .. ; ,- . --' . . 
which have been learned from the series of Basel workshops, the sort of steps which 
have been taken at municipal level to ensure the, compli~nce of the Basel and its Ban 
Amendment, the kind of problems enco~ntered, such as acute staffing shortages and the 
sort of necessary steps which might rectify these problems, such as the positions created 
• t . . . 
for consultants, interns and additional staff. 184 Information in such reports could also be 
made available on the internet and submitted to the offices of the various BCRCs, by the 
officials from the relevant ministries. Such reports also show the seriousness which the 
governments of these countries attach to their commitments under the Basel 
Convention. In addition to this, they reflect the successes of the Convention, especially 
. , 
at the municipal levels of the three case study countries. In the case of ,the Ban 
Amendment, a similar exercise may also be recommended. 
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3.4.1 (f) Evaluation of Basel 
An assessme?t of this Convention rev~als that for the most part, a great deal of success 
has been encountered in its implementation. For example, this Convention has made 
. >. ~. . 
transparent all transboundary movements, between OECD countries and between 
OECD and non-OECD countries.185 
Other success stories include the following: 
(a)(i) Establishment of Basel Convention Regional Centres 
• Since its establishment, the Secretariat of the Basel Convention has set up 
BCRCs in sp,ecified regions, that is, Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, 
Eastern Europe and East Asia. This conforms to the requirements of the Basel 
, , 
Convention. which exhort the Secretariat to set up regional or sub-regional 
, ' . 
centres for trai?ing, and technology regarding the management of hazardous 
wastes and other wastes and the minimisation of generation, depending on the 
specific different regions and sub-regions. Hence, these Centres operate under 
.the framework of an Action Plan common to all centres, approved by the COPs 
, ~nd adapted to thee specific. needs and possibilities of the geographic regions and 
.' ~ub:regions by theiractivities.186 The main idea here is t? attain this goal through 
the enh~ncement of capacity building in developing countries' hazardous waste 
management by training and technology transfer activities, and to assist these 
, countrie,s i~ complying with the technical, legal and institutional'requirements for 
environmentally sound management of hazardous waste and minimisation of its 
generation as specified by Basel. Furthermore, these Centres have been used as 
" '". . . 
_ . ,effective mechanisms. in furthering Basel's aims of establishing a worldwide 
. .' . 
. control ~ystem Jor trans boundary movements. It then becomes easily discernible 
. ~ . 
that the Basel Party members ~ave succeeded in translating these theoretical 
objectives i!J.!o concrete, pragmatic steps within the various regions of its Basel 
member states. 
• It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the centres located outside African 
territory. However, it is noteworthy that within the continent, the Secretariat of 
the Basel Convention has successfully established four centres, namely: 
. . " 
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• 
• The Centre for English Speaking African Countries (ESAC) , 
which was established in Jun~ 2000. The Centre is hosted' by 
South Africa's Vista University where it is located and the DEAT . 
on behalf of the South African government in Pretoria. The 
ESAC seeks to serve all English speakirig African countries'.' '-
• The Centre for French Speaking African Countries (FSAC) , 
• 
which was set up in 1998. It is hosted in Dakar by the Institut 
Africain de Gestion Urbaine on behalf of the Government of 
Senegal. Countries operating under this Centre - are all 
Francophone African countries. 
The Centre for Arabic Speaking Countries was established in 
1998. It is hosted by Cairo University's Centre for Environmental 
Hazard Mitigation. This is done on beh~f of the Govern~ent of 
Egypt. Countries of the African Maghreb region are covered by 
the workings of this Centre. 
In addition to these regional centres, the third meeting of the COPs through its 
Decision, III/19, agreed to establish two co-ordinating centres;.in' Nigeria for the 
African Region and in Uruguay for Latin America and the Carribean. The 
Nigerian Centre is not yet officially and fully operational. However, arrangements 
for its implementation and role are in the process of being finalised. Its scope of 
acti~ty will cover the entire African continent. There have been no activities yet. 
However, planned activities include the ~lec~onic ne~ork of hazardous waste 
data, resources and information protocols for monitoring and advismg on illegal 
traffic on hazardous waste, and harmonization of hazardous waste classification 
and labelling procedure. Though this Centre is also timely, it may be suggested 
that for the avoidance of duplicity and unnecessary expenses with the workings 
of the Centres in Pretoria, Gairo and Dakar, due caution be given to the workings· 
of this particular Centre.t87 
(a)(ii) Activities of these Centres 
From 8-12 January 2001, the first Continental Conference for' Africa on the 
environmentally sound management of obsolete stockpiles of hazardous: waste and its 




aegis of U~EP, the Moroccan government and the Secretariat of the Basel Convention. 
In t~rms of establishing contacts with offices'in different countries which tackle the same 
problems, the Conference proved valuable. The fruits of these contacts resulted'inter-aiia, 
in a subsequent visit of members of the BCRC in Pretoria to Mare Chicose landfill site 
in Mauritius. Through thi~ visit, first hand information and insights were gained into the 
sophisticated te~hnologi~al efficiency with' which this Mauritius, is endowed,' for 
di~posing of hazardous waste. The existence of a high l~el of collaboration between the 
, , 
various Ministries such as Environment, Trade and Health, and the University, in 
managing such a site is a lesson borrowed and adjusted for the countries being covered 
under the BCRCs,tSS These could be incorporated into the guidelines for the operation 
of the hazardou~waste recycling project~ in Chapter 5 and b~ particularly useful in the 
app~o;ch adopted by the Inter-Agen~ Permit Scheme within the three case study 
countries, when granting or refusing toxic waste imports and 'exports. . 
Frot? 1:2 February 2001, the Basel Secretariat convened a meeting in Geneva which 
aimed at informing Pe,rmanent Missi~ns of th~ Basel Convention signatory African 
countries about the ,need to expedite the legal process for establishing the Regional 
Training Technology Transf~r Centre 'in Geneva.' Based ori a compilation of national 
invent~ries of,hazardous 'w~stes for SADC countries; ~ decision was made to launch a 
fou~-ye~rDANCED-sp~~sor~d p~oject on'PCB manag~m~nt in SADC countries. It was' 
, , 
pi~~~e'd that with time, the scop~ of this project would be exp~nded to cover all English-
speaking Afri~an countries. However; given the highly toxic nature of PCBs as reflected 
in th,e model la~ 'and Chapter 2.7.2(b), it maybe prop~sed that such a 'project only 
recycle ~ar batteries; wast~ oil~, hydrocarbons or any other less tbxic s~b~tances, and not 
PCBs or ~y other iirllilar wa~~es: 189 
. ." 
Other meetings which have been convened by the Basel Centre to train Anglophone 
African ~n hazardous waste management include the workshop on hazardous waste 
, , ,'. ' , 
managemen t in N air<:>bi, Kenya, on 17 October 2001. This meeting'inter-alia, provided in-
depth insights on Kenyan legislati~n o~ hazardous waste ma~age~ent, its problems ~d 
s'~l~tions a~d fue K~nyan experienc~ supported by a cas~ study on practical PCBs 
'management.190 For the purposes of this thesis, the Basel Centre, by organising such a 
~orkshop, actually helps' resolve the probiems of insufficient public enlightenment a~d 
~~paci~ bciIdi~g, whlch leadAfrican co~ntries inclurur:~~~'~hree c:~~study '~~u~~'es of--" 
-. '.- -
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this thesis to sometimes import and export dangerously toxic waste such as PCBs and 
PBBs. This is discussed in Chapters 5.3.3 and 5.3.5. 
Similarly, a workshop on Hazardous Waste Training was held in Pretoria from 19 to 22 
November 2001. It focused on Hazardous Waste Training and Technology Transfer for 
" , 
Focal and National Linkage Institutions' representatives and resulted in the consensus 
about having ,linkage institutions, which would actively participate in the capacity-
buildi~g efforts in ea~h country.191 
In the foreseeable future, the Centre envisages hosting a series of workshops which will 
focus on the environmentally sound management of hazardous '\vaste, details pertaining 
. d hi' 192 to waste generatlOn an ot er re evant Issues. 
The activities of the BCRC for Training and Technology Transfer in Senegal are also 
significant for improving the low ebb of public awareness and expertise reviewed in 
Chapters 5.3.3 and 5.3.5, as far as toxic waste trade regulation is concerned in 
Francophone Africa, and for the purposes of this dissertation, Cote d'Ivoire. These 
activities include a workshop on the inventory of hazardous wastes in 1999 in Dakar, 
support to a national project on PCB management in Cote d'Ivoire from 2000-2001, ~nd 
the training of three officials of Ministries of Environment as well as certain customs 
o~ficers for the implementation of this project. This BCRC has also encountered success 
in its medical waste project in La Cote d'Ivoire. The Second Meeting of the BCRC for 
Francophone countries, convened in Dakar, Senegal, in February 2002, noted the 
timeliness of the UNEP pilot project (which was scheduled for 2003) for managing 
chemicals in Africa. This project is executed by the Basel Secretariat, in co-operation with 
the Secretariats of Rotterdam and Stockholm.193 
It is ~emarkable that such,workshops and conferences have been convened an'd also ~hat, 
, •. 
the three case study countries send participants to these meetings. However, for ~ further 
impact to be felt, it may be recommended that participants 'f~om the three case~tudy 
countries and others share and document their ~xperiences with colleagues, from relevant 
ministries, other environmental NGOs which work on toxic waste issues and other 
members of.the recommended Inter-Agency Permit Scheme.194 ,These less()ns learned,_ 
from the participants' perspectives, could serve as valuable inputs to the reports on the 
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workings of Basel and could also be made available to the public at large, so that these 
less~ns ~n environmedtally so~nd techniques of handling toxic waste are easily grasped 
by everyone. 
Success stories and obstacles will be articulated. Obstacles could especially be 
co~unicated to the Permanent Missions of a given country in Geneva, which is in 
close proxi~ty ~th the Basel and WIO offices, and can work ~ollab~ratively to resolve 
any,problems. All this facilitates the workings of the Basel Convention. This could also 
s~~e ds i~puts from officials from the three case stUdy c~u~tries who will then be more 
~ ". - ' ' f;::Ioo"'lto 
empowere~ when they attend relevant\VfO, Basel and other Regional Workshop's, 
. " , 
instead of just participating in these activities as "passive listeners". , .J 
(b) Meetings of Conference of Parties 
In addition'to the foreg~ing, fu~ther po~itive attributes of the Convention include its six: 
COPs convened in the twelve ye~ when it became operati~nal. 'Each of these 
conferences has mad,e positive impacts in reinforcing certain goals of Basel, aimed at 
reviewing its progress thus far and identifi~d challenges that lie ahead, as well as the way 
forward. 
To this 'end, the First COP, held in December '1992, ad~pted Decision 1/23 on the vitai 
r~le which the Secretariat of Basel co~ld pl~y in impleme~ting Agenda 21. It also adopted 
Decision urging the secretariat to co-operate with the UN bodies, specialised agenCies 
~nd regional systems and organisations, together with oth~r decisions. It was ~t ihis COP 
that many Basel parties requested the establishment of a Ban Amendment and Draft 
Pr<:t?co! on l,Jability and Compensation for Damage Resulting from the Transboundary 
. ; . , 
~fovement of Hazardous Waste:195 
Th~~econd COP was <:onv~ned in March 1'994. In response to the request made at the 
first 'COP tor a Ban Amendment, the Second COP ~dopted a decision on 'the prohibition 
of hazardous waste from developed into developing countries. This COP gratefully 
acknowledged the progress report presented to it by the Ad Hoc Working Group of 
. ." '..
Legal and Technical Exp:rts to consider and develop a draft pro~ocoi. on liability and 
~ompensation for damage resulting frol11 the ,transboundary movement of hazardous 
~aste. This COP fu~theremphasised' the ~eed for the Ad Hoc' working Gr~up to make 
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efforts. to finalise the proposed draft articles of the Protocol in order to present it for 
, -" . 
consideration and possible adoption by the Third COp.l96 
At the Third COP organised in September 19~5, it was indicated that to a larg~ extent, .. 
the wor~ which has been carried out in the implementation of Decision II/12 had 
contributed to a· rapid growth in the number of state parties to the convention, its 
objectives around the work and the increased interest in the workings of the C~nve~tion. 
Another important contribution of this Convention is the fact that it ~anslat~d an earlier 
decision of the Second COP on the Ban Decision into a Ban Amendment. This COP 
particularly stressed the need for a greater deal of collaboration. between NGOs, 
government ministries, industry and b\J~iness groupS.197 
The Fourth COP, held in February 1998, has been particularly deemed to be a' s~ccess. 
because it achieved intensive clarification and listing of hazardous wastes.198 
The Fifth COP, held in December 1999 was particularly significant 10 inter-alia, its 
adoption of the long-awaited Protocol of Liability.t99 
Subsequent to this was the Sixth COP, organised· in December 2002; It noted· the 
progress in the ratification of the Ban Amendment, namely that up to that point, there 
were 34 out of the required 62 requisite number of ratifications for the Ban Amendment 
to be effective. Among the significant decisions adopted at this meeting were those on 
the: 
(a) ColI aborative work between the Secretariats of the Basel Convention, AMeEN 
and NEP AD; and 
., (b) Adoption of technical guidelines for the environmentally sound management of 
biomedical and health care wastes; plastic waste, lead-acid batteries and full and .... 
partial dismantling of ships.200 
Another positive attribute of the Sixth COP was its decision for Basel to seek observer 
status within the Special Session and Meetings of the Committee on Trade and 
Environment, and report to parties on. developments within the Committee.20t This 
particular COP further launched the Mobile Phone initiative, which is basically a 
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partnership between the Basel Secretariat 'and the Mobile Phone Industry, to manage and 
recycle end of life mobile phones.202 Of vital importance are these particular two 
., 
achievements to the trade and environment debate, as they show how a certain 
contemporary trend in international trade law, mainly how sustainable development, can 
. .' . 
be effectively ~econciled with environmental concerns, with practical . examples to 
substan~a,te this point. This has been analysed in more depth, in Chapters 2 and 4. 
Other positive aspects of this meeting are the fact that France demonstrated its 
commitment to support the activities of the BCRC in Dakar, Senegal, in order to assist 
. ;.
Fr~ncophone African countries, with eff~ct from early 2004. 203 
The Seventh COP is s~heduled,for October 2004 and hopes to reinforce issues such as 
t~e Dr~f~ Decision onCap~city Building Activities.204 
On ,the other hand, remaining challenges include how to build the capacity of developing 
countries and countries with economies in transition to manage wastes in an 
environmentally sound manner as well as how to facilitate access and transfer of sound . . . ,~ , " . . 
technologies, includiq.g deaner production t~chnologies. Perhaps, the precarious financial . ; . , . ~ ". 
situati~n o~ thi,s group df countries expll!ins this trend.20s A possible solution may be 
financial assistance and conditional offers from the first world, until this ,group of 
countries are sufficiently equipped with these technologies and capacity to ensure better 
production methods. 
. , 
~elegal st~tus of, these centres needsto be,. formally established as ,separate legal entities 
by relevant a~thorities of the host countries in accordance with national law,. and the 
: ~ . '. . . 
opeEation and management of the ,Centres should be subject to the laws and regulations 
of the host countries.206 
From the above, the regulation of hazardous waste trade, under the Basel Convention, 
could on the whole, be deemed to have been greatly successful. 
, .' - , 
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3.4.2 The Bamako Convention on the Ban of the Import into Africa ~nd the Conti:~l of 
Transboundary Movement and Management of Hazardous Wastes withiri Africa 
3.4.2 (a) Background 
On 30tl1 January 1991, the Bamako Convention was adopted by the OAU Pan-African 
. . 
Conference on Environment and Sustainable Development in Bamako, Mali. Under the 
principle of national sovereignty, African countries under this Convention .deemed it 
expedient to impose a total ban on the importation of toxic wastes from industrialised 
countries into Africa, while at the same time prom~tin"g intra-Afri'~an trade in such 
substances.207 The reasoning behind this may be the fact that these . leaders . deemed 'it 
",.. . 
necessary to trade in wastes and treat them, as closest as possible to their source of 
gene~,atiQn, and not necessarily flaunt the MFN rule.20s The Bamako Convention could 
be acknowledged as a reflection of the dissatisfaction of African He~ds of St~tes' t~ the 
Basel Convention. While these leaders were in"tent' on ad~pting an international' regime' 
which would completely forbid the importation of toxic waste into their respective 
territories during the course of free trade,' Basel only aimed to regulate, not p~ohibit such 
trade.209 On attaining the requisite 15 ratifications from ~ember states, which includes 
Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire, but not South Africa, this Convention entered into force in 
April 1998.210 One importance of th~ Bamako Convention is that through it's stipulatio~s,' 
for instance, that relating to. the PIC and also, the Dump~atch, It CQuid al~~ help African' 
countries fulfil their obligations to the Basel Ban Amendment. 
As a matter of fact, prior to Bamako, the OAU Resolution Relating to the Dumping of 
Nuclear and Industrial Waste in Africa, as indicated in paragraph 4 of Chapter 3.4.1(a), 
had been adopted' in 1988 by the Africa'n Council of Micisters at its FortY-Eighth 
O~dinary Session in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia: As stated in this se"ssion; this Resolu"tion' 
reiterates the main philosophy and stipulations of Bamak0211 and in this reg~d, possesses 
exactly the same objectives of the Convention. In this regard, the Resolution 
emphatically deems the dumping of nuclear and industrial waste into Africa tantamount ... . 
to a crime against this continent and its populace at large.212 It condem~s all transn~tionai 
companies who have practised this 'form of ~oxic Unperiali~~ in Africa/13 requires-
African countries who have negotiated contracts covering trade in such substances with 
such corporations to terminate these contracts214 and further requires that these countries 
disseminate in their respective territories, information on the inher(!ntly ha,?:~r.d_ousJ1ature _____ " __ 
of these industrial and nuclear wastes.21S Member states also have to employ ecologically 
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rational methods in managIng waste, thereby adhering to the principles which are 
enshrined in the Cairo GUidelines.216 The Resolution further requests the OAD Secretary-
General to: work collaboratively with the heads of the UN Economic Commission for 
Africa, UNEP and other relevant organisations to establish appropriate mechanisms for 
monitoring and controlling the movement of nuclear and industrial waste in Africa,217 to 
include the issue of ~aste dumping in Africa as a crucial item of agenda to be deliberated" 
upon oy the then forthcoming Forty-third session of the UN Assembly218 and to report 
to the Council of iviinisters at its then prospective Fiftieth Session, on the 
implementation of this resolu·tion.219 
3.4.2 (b) The Obligations of Parties in Adopting Strict Measures for a Stringent Waste 
Managemen t Regime 
Parties"w this· Convention" are required. not to enter into toxic waste trade with non-
parties, except in" situations where such arrangements enforce the "environmentally 
. ., - 220 
sound" management criterion in the treatment of hazardous waste. It is noteworthy 
that'these·agreements with non-parties must be limited to wastes generated in Africa/21 
implying that Bamako permits a considerable degree of regulated movement of 
hazardous wastes between Africa countries though?22 Provisions on inter-African co-
operation223 and exchange of information224 are similar to, those of Basel. The receiving 
country must also "to give its consent prior to the shipment of such wastes in writing and 
must have elucidations regarding the" contents of such substances.225 African' countries 
ate 'obligedunder this' Convention . to enforce relative and appropriate legal, 
administrative and other measures within their respective municipal systerns?26 
Furthermore, they-must "also, ensure that hazardous waste generators submit to the 
Secretariat, reports detailing the exact quantities of waste generated in order to complete 
227" "" a" hazardous waste" audit. They must "also adopt and implement the preventive, 
pre"cautionary approach to pollution problems by forbidding the entry {ntotheir 
respective territories' of substances which they reasonably know can be contaminous to 
die, health or environment' of their countries; wlthout waiting- fcir scientific evidence 
regarding such harm.228 'Bamako also stresses' the need for member states to adopt clean 
p'roduction methods to be applied to the entire life cycles (thereby adopting the cradle-
to~grave approach) of activities such as raw material selection, extraction and processing; " 
product conc~ptualization, design mailUfacture and assemblage; and reintroduction of 
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the product into industrial systems or nature when it no longer serves a useful 
function. 229 
According to the terms of the. Convention, parties are further required to .. appoint 
national focal points and competent authorities/30 and national bodies to act as a. 
"watchdog" or bumpwatch, in collaboration with other similar governmental and non-
governmental bodies.231 They must inform the. Secretariat, within tht:ee months of entry 
into force, of such established municipal bodies232 and within a month of the date qf 
decision, of any changes in such designations of bodies.233 
, 
3.4.2 (c) Functions of the Secretariat and Conference of Parties ~. 
The Convention establishes a Conference of Parties234 and a Secretariat.235 The Secretariat 
is operated from the headquarters of the OAU, now the AU, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,-
from where its principal activities are co-ordinated. The functions of these bodies bear a .. 
considerable degree of similarity to the same bodies under the Basel Convention. The 
Secretariat is inter-alia, entrusted to prepare reports regarding its activities which are 
required by this Convention and present them to the COPs and communicate with the 
• . 236 
focal POInts ·as well as Dumpwatch on the relevarlt aspects of Bamako. It is also 
authorised to actively verify alleged breaches of the Convention, reported to it by.a 
party.237 The functions of Bamako's COPs are to regulate the financial aspects of the 
implementation of the Convention238 and to set up an elaboration of a protocol on 
liability and compensation.~9 
3.4.2 (d) Relationship of Bamako to Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire and South Africa _ 
Regarding Bamako, Ghana adopted the Convention in January 1991, together with other 
African states in Bamako, Mali, but has not ratified it yet. Therefore, to date, no 
municipal law has been enacte,d to give effect to the principles of this Convention. The 
Convention, as indicated in Chapter 3.4.2(a), has however been in force since 1998, upon 
~ttaining the requisite number of ratifications, The government of .Ghana is currently in 
the process of adopting the Bamako Convention and contemplates enacting a relevant 
national law in thi~ regard. It is important however to note that this will be done, while 
mindful of the financial benefits which toxic waste could yield.240 Inspite of this country's 
commitment to a total ban in toxic waste. trade with OECD countries, there is also no 
law which reinforces this commitment, spells out penalties, inter-alia. However, as Ghana 
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the re~earch inquiry from the Basel Convention website and personal 
discussions with relevant officials from MEST and EPA in -Accra, then, this should 
timeously reflect in its municipal law, Otherwise, these ratifications become meaningless 
in reality. R~levant public debates and official discussions sho~ld be ongoing. Illegal 
- o· 
practices in toxic waste' trade a?d all manner of acts whi~h run contrary to the principles 
of these conventions are then successfully carried out in practice. 
• 0 
Furthermore, the Basel Convention, with its Ban, is now somewhat similar to the 
- '. 
Bamako Convention in its objectives of banning trade in these substances from the first 
t~ the third·wo~ld. Th~ question then becomes: Why adopt tw~ conventions with similar 
. -
objectives, as this 'may result in duplication and more financial burdens of having to 
maintain membership to these two Conventions, having to participate in various 
meetings organised by these two conventions, inter-alia? It might just have been better to 
. . 
stkk to Bamako, ensure that it reflects in the current Ghanaian law and enter into 
environmentally-friendly agreements with any first world countries which may in very 
limited situations, want such trade in lead for car batteries, and other forms of less toxic 
waste:' Other highly-toxic waste such as PCBs would be exCluded in this regard.241 On 
the other hand,' since Basel and Bamako now have sinllJ.~ objectives in banning trade 
b~~een OECD and non-OECD countries, ~nd Ghana is keen on being a member of 
bOoth -conventions, perhaps the municipal law in accordance with- these Conventions 
should just be enacted and more finances be allocated to complying with the objectives 
of'these conventions. While banning all 'manner of toxic waste from the -first world, 
when it comes to other forms of toxic waste such as lead in car batteries, 'very limited 
excepti?ns based on environmental evaluation could be made on a case by case basis, for 
thelr iniportation from other African co~ntries.242 
Ii1 'addition to "being a signatory to this Cbnvention in January 1991, Cote d'Ivoke ratified 
. . 
Bamako on 9 June 1994.243 Prior to .-the establishment of clus Conventio~, this country 
h'ad' already enacted' its municipal raw which also reflects its commitment to 
illlplementirig the stipulations of this Convention. This shows the commitment of this 
country to prohibiting toxic waste trade with industrialised countries. Given th~ fact that 
there 'may be too many burdens and duplications with its accession to Basel,thiscountry_~ _______ . _____ . __ 
o • 
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could simply maintain its municipal law, and enter into exclusive ?ilateral treaties \,-?th .. 
industrialised countries, in exceptional circumstances. 
As far as South Africa is concerned, it faces a dilemma on whether or noUo accede to 
Bamako. This is of interest to many governmental Departments and NGOs within the 
region. As indicated already, the basic difference between the Basel Ban Amendment and 
the Bamako Convention is that while the Basel Ban has an international dimension 
affecting practically all the nations of the world, Bamako has a regional focus and is 
limited to countries within the African continent. Any prospective decision by South 
Africa to accede to the Bamako Convention will therefore have to be based on financial 
factors such as the cost implicadons of having to participate in two Conventions with the 
same objectives. 
Against this backdrop, political considerations also come into play. For instance, one 
should take a critical look at certain new initiatives which are being promoted within the 
context of enhancing African solidarity and integration, in terms of economic and 
political factors, for instance. These include the NEPAD, MAP and OMEGA initiatives 
.and even the transformation of the OAU into the AU.244 These initiatives, as illustrated 
above, seek to ensure that Africa speaks with one voice and thus, eradicate trade barriers -
for instance, among African countries. How then does this country enter into agreements 
with first world countries instead of its African partners on the very same issue, implying 
that the latter countries would face barriers in intra-African toxic trade, when it comes to _ 
dealing with South Africa? 
In this light, -perhaps, it may be advisable for South African policy makers to reflect on 
the timeliness of permitting intra-African trade in these wastes, instead of permitting 
such trade with first world countries and then not having agreements of any kind with its 
African counterparts,' which it has declared to enter into partnership, with. Af~an, 
. '.' ' .. 
countries such as Cameroon, Angola and ~hana, who have mines, can be_ exporting their 
metals to South Africa for processing and treatment, within the context of these 
initiatives. These materials would thus be for recycling purposes, using the sophisticated 
technology in this country, which other African countri,es lack, and in an environmentally 
sound manner. A company such as South Africa's Mintek could use its facilities for waste 
treatment and disposal in this regard. 
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However, the issue may not be so simple. With this kind of. situation, other regional 
waste recycling projects such as .those proposed in Chapter 5.4 would function more 
easily, with uniformity in the approaches of these three case study countries to the 
. definitiory of hazardous· wastes and annexed lists to national model laws clearl}' 
elucidating the substances which should be banned, regulated or permitted according to. 
different levels of toxicity. The same sort of scientific evidence would be provided, with 
similar punitive 'measures for ·offenders and similar environmental. soft law principles, 
transcended from international levels to the. municipal. Eventually, this kind of situation 
also' enables harmonisation and standardisation of these laws, under NEPAD. Unduly 
optimistic though this may sound, it. could still be targeted and realised. If such 
narmonisation ·and·standardisation has been attained within. the. Sahelian French West 
African mechanism245 and the EU, it could be hoped that once started at least, on a sub-
regional basis, it could eventually be extended to the whole continent. Through NEPAD, 
environmentally sustainable toxic waste trade is then enhanced amongst these three case 
study couritries and others within the continent, with the effective implementation of 
relevant laws. So that, in this sense, the NEPAD could be used as an effective tool to 
achieve the aims of Bamako, perhaps, even act as a boost to the Basel Ban decision and 
also; better equip these countries to help ensure·that the WTO exceptional provisions 
under Article XX be extended to reject environmentally hazardous goods, without 
necessarily flaunting the WTO MFN Requirements.246 
South Africa's accession to Bamako could also yield considerable .benefits for this 
country. The purpose of this k that within the context of regional integration, where 
there are illegal shipments in South African ports or such intended shipments, the whole 
continent cari work "together to combat such trends and send such. shipments back. 
Hence, membership to Bamako would give this country a stronger backing in tackling 
environmental issues in this regard. 
On: the other hand, acceding to Bamako will have serious financial consequences for 
South Africa, especially on membership fee and operational costs. South Africa being the 
richest country in Africa might be obliged to pay approximately 25% running costs of the 
Convention a~:stipulated by the OAU scale of contributions, since it has paid all its dues, 
in contrast to many impoverished or uncommitted other African countries who have not 
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done SO.247 For this country, it has been proposed that it could accede to this 
Convention on condition that it will provide office space in Pretoria, South Africa; 
necessary infrastructure, logistical requirements and also, provide salary for'the Executive' 
Secretary of the Convention. This proposal might cut down on costs incurred by South 
Africa, which is currently confronted with unoccupied government building' in big 
metros such as Pretoria.248 To this end, one,would propose that the solution to this 
seemingly complex dilemma might not be for South Africa to enter into bilateral 
agreements with African countries, as permissible by Article 11 of Basel and Article 11 of 
Bamako. It could simply accede to Bamako, in order to derive all the abovementioned 
benefits and not to insist that the Secretariat be shifted to Pretoria, but remain in Addis 
Ababa, from where all the respective activities could be co-ordinated. This would help 
the Bamako Convention to function better, under NEPAD, for the aforementioned 
reasons. 
3.4.2 (e) Liability and Compensation 
The Convention imposes strict, unlimited liability as well as joint and several liability' on 
hazardous waste generators/49 reiterating the polluter pays principle in this regard. The 
advantage of such a provision is that, where countries have suffered damage, they would 
be able to bring actions against all the respective parties involved in such a transaction, 
ranging from the waste generators to the transporters and regulators of such a 
transaction.250 
Under the Protocol on Liability and Compensation, exporting parties are required to re-' 
import their toxic waste in cases where the importing country cannot dispose of this 
waste in an environmentally sound manner by the importing country. This was the kind 
of scenario in the case of the Senegalese Orient Flower incident discussed above. It is 
laudable that this shipment was sent back. The protocol further requires the COPs to 
establish an organ to, draft a liability protocol on appropriate' rules' and procedures 
, relating to liability and compensation.251 This is yet to be accomplished. In the present 
circumstances, when there are 'illegal shipments, they are simply re-exported to their 
original country of destination. 
Though this sounds remarkable, the absence of stipulations for huge fines 'and 




measures such as huge .amounts of com,pensation: A hypothetical cas~ i~ evident from 
the Senegalese and. Gambian inciden~s discussed above, for example. Supposing the 
substances involved were highly toxic and had already caused a great deal of damage by 
the time they wer.e sent back to. Romania, the loss of life and ecological damage would 
have far outweighed having to simply pay for the .dean up of the environmental 
catastrophe. The same 'applies to the case of the shipmfents into the Gambia. Take 
another example of the ,Koko affair. Serious catastrophes resulted, involving Joss of 
h~an; lives.252 How does one simplr pay some money or send the shipments back to 
Italy, in such a sit:uation? It is therefore highly recommended that part of this liability 
prptocol spel~ ~ut very specific, huge amounts of penalties ind~ding fines, in these 
i~stan;es,.for more ,efficiency in banning such imports of highly toxic substances, which 
do rtothing but harm human and ecological health, and are deemed to be a crime against 
hu~anity. Clearly, liab~lity for a cn:ne against humanity must be greatly punishable . 
.. 
3.4.2 (f) Assessment of Bamako 
The UNEP Global Environmen! Outlook (2000) is particularly important in pinpointing the 
success of the Convention, as far as the functioning of the Dumpwatch obligation is . . 
concerned. According to theUNEP .report, the Bamako, Convention. has contributed to 
, ' 'o" " •• '. • • , 
the establishment of an advance warning mechanism, manifested in the creation of a 
Dumpwatch. This mechanism operates amongst West and Central African states with 
diplomatic representation in European capitals. This agreement enables European 
governfYlents, international NGOs and co-operating institutions and individuals to supply 
informatiofl: to .t;.f~cat'l: diplomatic mi,ssions on the movement of hazardous wastes from 
I;:urope tq ~frica and then:c,e, urgently transmitted to Africa for .necessary action. Dorm-
" :. .' .' '.' , . 
Aborzu states that ~s arrangement prevented a series of purported shipments of illegal 
toxi;~~a~te expo;ts i~to Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria and the Democratic Republic of 
Cong~, in the 1990s.253 
Through ,esearch findings on th~ workings of the Convention, it could be asserted that . . . . .; 
as far as facilitating information exchange among African countries and the AU is 
., ~ • , . . " '7 
concerned, a lot can be attributed to Bamako. This is exemplified in the shipments of 
drums of vessels suspected to be toxic waste from Romania into Senegalese territorial 
Eo;ts in Apri12000'.254 In. this case, toxic ~aste was being s~nt in the Rom~an ship; UlI:-_ ........ ·_- -_ ... -
.. 
Orim! Flower, which had three crewmembers on board this vessel. They were suspected to 
be Ro~anian nationals, but this was all not c~rtain. The origin c,r" the' ship was al~o not 
known. It seems that the ship had been abandon~d because of its distressed state. The' 
crew resisted attempts of the Senegalese authorities to search the ship'- Attempts by the 
Senegalese authorities to find out detailed information from these nationals concerning 
the items they were transporting proved futile. 
In April 2000, the Nigerian Ministry of Foreign Affairs expeditiously transmitted a faxed 
Note Verbale with information on this incident to the Sec~etariat of th'e th~~ OAU'in 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, for the infor~ation of aU member state~.2S5 The OAU notified 
. ""'" 
other member states about this shipment. Owing to public exposure and the 
collaborative efforts of the OA U, Senegal and Nigeria, tile ship was ultimately disp~tched 
, . 
to its port of origin from Senegalese territory. The fact that this incide~t occ~r~~d in 
Senegal, was reported from Nigeria to Ethiopia and eventually resulted in sending this 
ship away from Senegal, demonstrates that the Dumpwatch is indeed functional. From 
this perspective, the UNEP and Dorm-Aborzu reports have been' substantiated by 
concrete facts and validated. It could also be claimed that to a large extent, the 
establishment of a national "Dumpwatch", as envisaged by the Convention, 256 has been 
fulfilled. Regarding theDumpwatch, Bamako could then be -c~mmended. 
.' ~ '-. 
A similar Note Verbale ~as sent from the Ga~bia in the same year to the AU, abo~t the 
~ysterious appearance of the MJ Jona vessel into Banjul ports.257 This vessel weighed 
approximately 1,600 tonnes of substances, suspected to be toxic waste. The OAU, upon 
'receipt of thls infor~~ti~n, ~orked ~th 'the Gambian NEMA,:the GambiaP'oli~e Force, 
the Gambia Ports Authority and other r~levant st~te institutio~s to s~nd hack such 
shipments out of Gambian territ~ry. So' th~t . this Durr;pwat~h 1~' once ag~n:' hlghl~ 
cornrilendable here, and further validates the UNEP clairn.258 It i~ very important that the 
Dumpwatch reports officially on its workings to the WIO's Co~tte~ on Trade and 
the Environment,' to the public, through the various municipal Inter-Agency Permit 
Schemes of the thre~ case ~tudy c~untries, which will be 'the national fo'cal point fo~ c~-
, . 
ordinatlng trade and environment issues: and ~ore specifically, to;Uc ~~aste trade 
matters.259 Furthermore, the Dumpwatch could thereby proa~tively voice its concerns to 
thls mo Committee. This will facilitate the workings of the Dumpwatch mech~ni~m. 
At the municipai level, everyone sho~ld hav~ a respon~ibility for m~nit~ring illicit trade 
.. 
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practices, as part of his or human right to a decent environment and also report to this 
~echanism at the national level when necessary. 
In 1992, there were proposed hazardous waste shipments from a SWiss company and an 
" " 
',' :' 
I~alian in:termediary into Somalia. The OAU condemned this as an "inhuman act" with a 
"cont~~pt for the helpless " victims". The involvement of the OAD, together with 
Gr.eenpeace and UNEP in investigations pertaining to this case, was a contributory 
facto"r in terminating these shipments.26o To this, it may be added that even though the 
" " 
Bamako Co~vention was not fully op~rational then, as it lacked th~ requisite number of 
.' . ". ~' ~ ~. 
ratifications,261 the fact that the OAU was involved in halting such a shipment could be 
seen "~s a positive sign of getermination, on the part of the ~fficials at the Secretariat, to 
.. ~ .. '. . 
deal With thi~ proble~, as it exists in reality. 
On the other hand, at national levels, there" could still be room for improvement in the 
functioning of the Dumpwatch mechanisms. For instance, after the enactment of the 
model national law in the case study countries and others within the continent, 
information still needs" to be transmitted to the Secretariat, on the workings of the 
mechanism in each of these countries. The laws must be so strict" and liability of 
i~~ation ~fficers so 'stringent that up~ndetecting that such a ~hipmentis' occurring, 
this be~re~~mpted, ~nd not w~it u~til the ~iup arrives before" sending them back. Such 
" ;: '." . . " 
reports could also highlight other pertinent information such as the sort of green and 
dean production methods which companies are utilising in their hazardous w~ste 
, , " 
production processes. Success stories will be documented in this respect, and the reports 
made readily available to the public. These in effect, reinforce the workings of the 
. . .'. . 
Convention, so that it is not perceived to be docile. 
Regarding the constraints and challenges which lie ahead as far as the implementation of 
. ' .' '. '. .' '.. ~ 
the <:=onventio~" is concerned, no meeting has been conve~ed to review the J2rogr~ss 
\~liich has been made in accomplishing the cont~~plated' aims of this Convention. In 
~:farch 2000, the M~~ting" of the COP~ t~ the Convention-the 'P~licy Making Body, w~s 
. ., .,' . '.. . ,-
supposed" to convene in order to evaluate the progress of the Secretariat in enforcing the 
" "" 
relevant provisions of the Convention. The government of Uganda offered to host this 
~e~i:ing and pro~de the necessary iogistical and techni~al expertise ~~d "facilities. __ _ ___ _ 
.', t ,,' .' 
However, this meeting was not held because of budgetary constraints, the restructuring 
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process of the OAU and the transformation of the OAU to the AU. In these 
circumstances, the requirement for the Secretariat to submit a report of its activities to 
the COPs in the implementation of this Convention has not been met. Nonetheless, with 
the successful launch of the AU, the process of organising such a meeting should move 
at a faster pace. Within the next few months, this. meeting sho~ld take place and should 
be convened oria periodic basis over the years ahead. The timely implementation of 
NEPAD also offers exciting opportunities for implementing Afri~an initiatives such as 
the Bamako Convention, to the fullest extent possible and striving to overcome all these 
obstacles. Furthermore, sources of funding are being sought and the restructuring 
process is also being finalised. These pave the way for the belief that there is now room 
for meeting the functions of the Secretariat and the COPs, indicated above. It IS 
imperative that these obligations be fulfilled and the necessary trends change. It is 
recommended that review conferences be conducted time and again, at least, once every 
year or twO.262 
The outcomes of such meetings also need to be publicised, in documented forms and on 
the internet. Comments ought to be encouraged from the public. All these recommended 
activities could be co-ordinated from the Secretariat of the AU in Addis J\baba, Et.hiopia. 
This could be helpful in enhancing public participation in these matters and also, 
ensuring that large sectors of the continent's populace comprehend these issues more 
thoroughly. Students and researchers of toxic waste trade could also gain easier access to 
information thereby. 
Other recommendations for more positive steps to be made in the workings of the 
Convention include the need for more public accessibility to the workings of the 
Convention, through the internet and documentation to improve public awareness and 
participation and internet access to the secretariat, to enable a quicker way of reporting 
, 
shipments when they occui:. Public participation in these matters is necessary, as e~dent 
in the Koko Affair case, where Nigerian students in Italy actually contributed to 
discovering the origin of the shipments' and re-exporting them back t~ Italy.263 If 
NEPAD involves the opinions of African peoples/64 it is not enough to convene 
workshops and meetings, to involve civil society. Views from the public should also be 
encouraged on aspects of regional integration, such as trading in toxic waste, on a daily 
. . 
basis and not only when there is a meeting. Various people anywhere, ranging from 
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private and governmental companies, NGOs and academics, to ordinary citizens, who 
are interested in toxic waste trade matters, should be able to send iinpo~tant and rel~ant 
opi~ons conce~ng recommendations 'and other points of concern to 'the Secretariat, as 
. a~d when 'm:cessary: 
Basd:ishighly recoriunend~d in thi~ re~rd, as evident in Chapter 3.4:1. The systemati~ 
r~vie\~ meetings and information on the mternet, have 'enabled much progress to be 
~ade in its' workings. Understandably, this owes to the availability of finances for 
e~s~ri~g these activiti~s. It is hoped that once the funding obstacle is 'cleared, Bamako 
~ay"also be able 'to accomplish the~e aims, and thereby tran~late "theoretical aims into 
realit}':' 
, " 
3.4,3 R.~tterdam' Conve"ntion on Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain 
Fi~zardous . Che~~als '~nd Pesticides . in International Trade' (1998, Rotterdam 
'. 
Coiwentton) 
3.4.:3 (~) Historic~IOve.i:vi~ 
This Convention fundamentally promotes the PIC procedure involving information 
exchange on the inherent toxicological and ecotoxicological characteristics of wastes, as a 
, , '. • : . . ", ~ . •• ' , . . (~ I .' .,:' ~..' . 
pre-iequisite condition for such toxic waste shipments to occur. As indicated in Chapter 
3.4.1(a), in.' the" 19805, the FAO' ~mba~ked on developing information-exch~nge 
~... "/. '. ;. .. , ~' ~ , " ....', .' ',. . .' . '. .' : 
programi:nes relating to such characteristics of wastes. The Cairo Guidelines for the 
Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardo~s Wastes was set up in 1987 by 
UNEP.' In lidditton to' resulting in the fo~ation of the Ba~~l C~n~enti~n: these 
Guldelin~s also ~rovid~d the initial basts and motivatio~ for, Rotterda~. Ther~fter,' the 
UNEP also set up the London 'G~idelines for the Excha~ge of Information on 
Chemicals in International Trade in 1989. As a result of these earlier efforts, UNEP and 
FAO co-operatively set up the PIC procedure in 1989. FolloWing requests by the 1992 
Ria Surn"nUt .... the' FAO in 1994 a~d UNEP ~ i 995 called upon th~U: respective Executive 
" , 
Officers to begin negotiations for a concrete instrume~t/mechanism on'this instrument. 
These n~gouations begun' i~ March' 1996 ~nd r~s~lted in the Rotterdam Co'nv~ntion. 
Rotterdam was adopted ~d opened for si~ature in Septembe~ i 998:265 ' 
. " ; " 
::: ,; ,. 
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3.4.3 (b) Fundamental Aims and Objectives 
The Rotterdam Convention seeks to promote shared responsibility and collaborative 
efforts among parties in the international trade of certain chemicals. This is done with a 
view to protecting human health and the environment from potential harm and to 
contribute to the environmentally sound use of such substances. The Convention 
particularly aims at attaining these objectives through co-operatively facilitating 
information exchange on the part of member states, about the characteristics of such 
chemicals, providing for a national decision-making process on their import and export 
and by disseminating these decisions to parties.266 At its inception, the treaty listed 5 
"""" industrial chemicals and 22 pesticides including Aldrin, DDT, Dieldrin, HCH, Lindane, 
Mercury compounds, PCBs and others. In 1998, this list was extended to ,cover 
binapacryl and tozaphene. Current UN recommendations call for an extension of the list 
to include five additional forms of potentially cancer-causing asbestos to the~PIC 
procedure of the Rotterdam Convention. These recommendations also include the. 
_ pesticides DNOC, parathion, a severely hazardous pesticide mixture of benomyl, thiram, •. 
carbofuran and the two lead additives, tetraethyl and tetramethy1.267 
The benefits of this. main thrust of the work of Rotterdam lies in the fact that through' 
stich a mulcilateralapproach, protectionism could also be avoided, as there is·' 
transparency in rejecting certain substances. Therefore, when the model law on toxic 
wa~te for instance has been enacted together with annexes, published and shared with 
other member states and parties, this is founded on scientific evidence, taking. into 
account stipulations by international conventions,' which clearly indicated which 
substances are to be banned and which should be imported. 
3:4.3 (c) Liability and Compensation 
At the moment, there are no mechanisms providing for liability and compensation under 
Rotterdam. However, the Convention provides for the establishment of .appropriate 
institutional mechanisms to deal with such matters in the near future. 268 Thus, if parties 
from member states export banned substances from one territory into another as 
permitted under Rotterdam, the liability of such parties becomes questionable. 
Presumably, after addressing initially pressing issues such as how to obtain the requisite 




ensure that certain other steps to making this Convention fully meaningful in practical 
terms, that is; measures to hold offenders liable, be implemented.269 " 
3.4.3 (d) Approach of South Africa. Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire to Rotterdam 
The usefulness of this Convention to South Africa, Ghana and La Cote d'Ivoire lies in 
the fact that these three case study countries import and trade in different kinds of 
pesticides for the agricultural sector which is a main source of export, specialisation and 
income generation to them. In this vein, Glazewski's recommenda"tion in 2000, for South 
Africa to.gain membership to Rotterdam, in light of this 'country's trading activities in 
agriculture/70 is also appropriate for the other two case study countries. South Africa has 
now acceded to this Convention, that is, in September 2002. \Vbi!e' Ghana ratified· 
Rotterdam in May 2003, Cote d'Ivoire ratified the Convention in January 2004.271 
Consequently, it may ·be suggested that these three countries enforc,e national'policies 
which. promote the objectives of Rotterdam, since this Convention serves as a useful, 
guide in the sort of toxic substances which should be imported during free trade. These" 
include aldrin, dieldrin and heptachlor, which are banned by the Convention. Though 
these countries; under national sovereignty are entitled to import whatever substances' 
they desire, it is also :important that they ·are guided by international principles, based on 
scientific evidence,. on issues -such as these. For example, in the past, the use of certain 
harmful' chemicals such as .DDT and other harmful pesticides by Ghanaian farmers in 
parts of the Central Regional district and Tachiman, have in addition to producing 
harmful agricultural. products, inflicted serious health problems on local farmers' 
reproductive health, inter~alia.272 For the avoidance of such' practices, it is cornm:endable 
that all the three case study countries are now parties to this Convention. 
3.4.3.(e) Evaluation of Rotterdam 
This Convention,. while relevant for the three case study countries, can also be 
complementary to the Basel and BamakO-Conventions. These two other Conventions 
stress the need for the.PIC procedure,.which is of paramount importance in toxic waste 
trade. Without this requirement, a country may not know or fully comprehend the full 
implications of importing a particular kind of substance. For instance, in the case where 
toxic chemicals and pesticides are imported from China and Japan into' Ghana, 
Rotterdam acts as a ;boost "to Basel by ensuring th~t'~s- ffi{;ch ihfo,rn;ati~h-exchange, 
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elucidations and explanations as possible, ,are given, on the potential substances which, , 
are being imported into Ghana, under Rotterdam. Such positive aspects of the 
Convention also reinforce the aforementioned recommendation that all of these three, 
countries and not just Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire, ratify Rotterdam.273 
The Sixth COP of Basel acknowledged the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation 
adopted at the WSSD in 2002, and noted that Rotterdam should be effective .sometime 
in 2003.2H It is remarkable that as at November 2003, the requisite number of 
ratifications had indeed been obtained for Rotterdam which consequently came into 
..-
force in February 2004.275 
, 
.J '-
On the other hand, there are still constraints which need to be tackled for the practical 
realisation of these aspirations. One serious issue which needs to be addressed ·under 
Rotterdam is the fact that there is no regime on liability. The Convention provides for 
the development and establishment of procedures as well as institutional mechanisms fof' 
determining non-compliance with the provisions of Rotterdam. 276 It further requires that 
such mechanisms find appropriate measures to deal with parties, in the event of their 
non~compliance with the provisions of Rotterdam.277 , Such mechanisms need to be 
implemented in order to increase the rate of compliance as soon ,as possible, lest 
contraveners of this law are not held accountable. This makes the Convention effective; 
Here, it must be stressed that if Basel, between 1989 and 1992; gradually attained its 
requisite number of ratifications which enabled it to become fully operational, and by 
1999, at its COPS, was able to adopt its long-awaited Protocol on Liability and 
Compensation, in the same way, it can be reasonably inferred that since Rotterdam has 
now attained the number of ratifications to become effective, parties will work on the 
adoption of a Protocol on Liability and Compensation, under Rotterdam._ 
3AA Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants«(pOPs) (2001)) 
3.4.4 (a) Historical Overview 
Being heralded as one of the major accomplishments of the Rio Conference (1992); the 
Stockholm Convention principally seeks to-protect human health and the environment 
from the detrimental impacts of POPs, while paying heed to the precautionary 
principle.278 POPs are fat-soluble toxic chemicals that do not easily degrade, persist for 
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many years, in the environment, concentrate up the food chain and animal and human 
ti~s~es·. E~amples ';of POPs are Aldlin, , Chlord~ne, DDT: Dieldrin, End.cin: H~ptachior; , 
Hexachlor~ben'zene', oxaphene ~nd PCB~ a~e all examples of POPs; and ~ust thus be 
handled with care. Consequently, in response to growing adverse effects of POPs and 
other hazardous wastes on human health and environment, the Stockholm Convention 
was adopted by worldwide nations in Stockholm, Sweden in 2001, after a series of 
. ' .. 
meetings by its 'intergovernmental negotiating committee, to' specifically eliminate the 
~oinrriei:ciali~ation of 12 POPs ~hich 'are specified as banned in the Convention. It is 
envis~ged'that the"supre~e body of the"Convention is th~ COP. Basically, the COP will 
co'm'en~' meeti~gs' 'on a regular basis ~o evaluate the workings of the' Convention, evaluate 
its implementation, harmonise policies and within its discretionary power, establish 
subsidiary bodies.279 
3.4:~ (b) Fuddameri~at"Aiins and6bjectiv~s 
Stockholm 'phases out and limits the production of 12 POPs which bioaccumulate, 
coliect ~nd concentrate in the food chain. 'To this end, the convention requires parties 
to: 
(a) P~event' new toxic, persistent a~d biocumulative cbmpo~nds such as diedrin, 
'"J... to,,~phe~e';PCBs~ atdriri, chl~rdan~ a~d 'heptdchlo~; 280 ' 
. "(b) Reduce the'existence ofPOPs;281 'and 
.. (c) Subst1tut~ thes~ pOPs 'with the l~ssdanger~us chemicals.2s2 
3.4:4' (c)' Liability ~rid' Co~pen'sation 
At the moment, there is no legal regime for liability and compensation under Stockholm. 
However, as suggested in the case of Rotterdam above, it is important that offending 
:.:. :., ~ '.,.. •• ~ ..: .•• , : ' •• ' • .. _. • - ,< , • I. ' . -,. • . 
member states be held accountable under the Convention, otherwise the Convention has 
~o . re~ pra~ticai (Jf~ct ~hen st~testrade in otherwise forbidde~ chemicals. Hence, it is 
r • • - • • • 
hereby suggested that 'a Protocol' on Liability be adopted as expeditiously as possible .. 
3.4.4 (d) Approach of South Africa. Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire 
\X'?ile South Africa ratified the Stockholm Convention in September 2002, Ghana did so 
in~fay 20()3 and C6te' d'Iv'oire did so in January 2004.283 It is hereby pr~posed that these 
thr~e countP(!s reflecLthe ldeais ~f Sto~kh'olmat their respective,lev~ls: 'This w()uldJ)~ ___ , __ '' __ ~_~ 
tirriely, especially 'm the light or their deep co~~~nt ~o ban~g the' impo~t of these 
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substances. Furthermore, this will smoothen intra-African trade, as they will ban the 
same substances and permit the same substances, in terms of import and export under 
Stockholm. 
3.4.4 (e) Assessment of Stockholm 
Research findings confirm that ~fter obtaining the necessary number of ratifications to 
enter into force in February 2004, this convention completely entered into force in May 
2004.284 Hence, it is a bit early to evaluate the successes or challenges of the .workings of 
this convention. This notwithstanding, a few proposals could be made for a better 
"""" 
realisation of the goals of Stockholm, when it is being implemented: 
, 
,j 
Similar to the other international environmental treaties discussed in this Chapter, under 
Stockholm, continuedmultilateralism on the part of worldwide nations is arguablya vital 
necessity, especially in contemporary times when sustainable development is a pressing 
need of every facet in policy-making. Some countries have begun adopting the proactive 
approach which seeks to avoid the use of toxic chemicals and this is commendable. 
Others are yet to reach this goal. After the WSSD (2002) especially, multilateralism could 
be a necessarily useful tool in facilitating the attainment of the necessary ratifications 
required for this Convention to become effective. To this recommendatibn, it is also 
added that the effect of such ratification be -reflected at municipal level by enacting 
appropriate national legislation to give full and practical effect to the principles of 
Stockholm which a country is committed to, through its ratification/accession to the 
Convention. 
Mc Ginn confirms that concerning the 80,000 chemicals on the market, little information 
exists on their health and environmental characteristics as well as the effects of the 
amalgamations of these chemicals. In the face of this, she further adds that 
manufa~tutersintroduce estimated 1,000 new chemicals. 285 
If the Convention is dedicated to implementing the precautionary principle, it might be 
appropriate for its Secretariat to recruit scientific researchers on an on-going.basis, :who 
will inquire into the scientific characteristics of these substances and report back regularly 
on the effects of POPs, the unknown constituent elements of. some of these elements ---




The' fact that Stdckholrri will work alongSide Basel and Rotterdam, especially in the 
implementation of measures, to prevent/eliminate the releases of stockpiles of wastes 
and appropriate technical guidelines for the environmentally sound management of 
wastes, to compliment their workings286 is also commendable, since these two other 
Conventions are also dedicated to the regulation of trade in hazardous waste. This will 
ensure that the ultimate' desired gmil of he;lth and environmental protectton is achieved, 
thro~gh necessirilyavoiding a situation where there is a proliferation of mechanisms, all 
~i.th' similar goals: This ensures cost-effectiveness thereby. 
(B) Soft Law Instruments 
Having discussed the more legally binding treaties reflecting soft law principles which 
seek to regulate toxic waste trade issue~, the somewhat less binding soft la\vinstruments, 
UN 'institutions 'and African regional efforts are discussed, as they relate to the three case 
study countries. ' 
3.4.5 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (1992) 
(i} Aims of Agenda 21 which Pertain to Hazardous Waste Issues 
" , 
Agenda 21 'requires natio~at" and international efforts to focus on managing cheini~als in 
an environmentally" so~nd' manner. To this end, this Chapter'aims, inter-alia:' 
(ar To strengthen 'international risk assessment. Several hundred priority cherrucals, 
including maj~r pollutants and contaffiinants, 'should be assessed by the year 2000; 
(b) To produce guidelines for acceptable exposure to a greater number of toxic 
chemicals; 
(c) 'Ta"make 'availabie, by the ye~r 2000, a globally harmonised hazard classification and 
-labelling system;' -
(d)" To promote'greater exchange-of information on che~cal safety, use and einissions; 
(e) To, eliminate unacceptable or unreasonable 'risks and to reduce risks posed by'toxi'c 
, chemicals; 
(f) To put in place, by -the year 2000, national systems for environmentally sound 
chemical management; 
(g) To reinforce national capacities to detect and halt any illegal attempt to introduce 
'toxic and dangerous substances into States; 
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(h) To assist all countries to obtain all appropriate information concerning iVegal traffic 
in toxic and dangerous products. 287 
Agenda 21 further calls for a systematic and co-ordinated approach amongst 
international and municipal systems, to accomplish the aforementioned aims, as a pre-
requisite to the full ratification and implementation of the Basel and Bamako 
Conventions. Hence, this Chapter also identifies the following hazardous chemicals 
including DDT, PCBs, dioxin, sulphuric acid, phosphate fertilizer and heavy metals, such 
as lead, arsenic and mercury, as requiring the following stringent managerial principles to 
be applied in an environmentally sound manner: 
(a) Preventing and minimising hazardous wastes through the promotion of cleaner 
production methods, recycling of materials and knowledge enhancement; 
(b) Strengthening institutional capacities in hazardous waste management through 
promotion of appropriate national measures and programmes, research and 
development, human resources development and dissemination of information on 
hazardous waste; 
(c) Strengthening international co-operation in managing transboundary movements of 
hazardous wastes by harmonising procedures for identifying and controlling waste 
and promoting economically arid environmen tally sound recycling; 
(d) Preventing illegal international traffic in hazardous wastes by providing countrie~ 
with information and assistance, within the framework of the Basel Convention. 288 
(ii) Achievements ofUNCED, in Conforrnitywith its Aims 
In April 1994, the Intergovernmental Forum on Chemical Safety (lFCS), was established 
as a non-institutional forum in Stockholm, Sweden, to promote co-operation between 
governments, intergovernmental organisations and NGOs, in implementing programme 
actions related to chemical risk assessment and the environmentally sound management 
of chemicals. The main purpose of this Forum is to proVide policy guidance, develop 
strategies in a co-ordinated and integrated manner, to elucidate the public on th~se issues 
and to promote the necessary policy support necessary for these functions. 289 
In 1995, the Inter-Organization Programme for the Sound Management of Chemicals 
(lOMC) was institutionalised as a similar mechanism. The IOMC is an instrument for co-
ordinating efforts of six major international organisations to assess and management 
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chemicals. These two initiatives, called for by the 1992 Rio Conference, have mad(! 
.. 
significant improvements in international co-operation al1d co-o~dination in filanaging 
toxic chemicals in an environmentally sound manner. 290 
The f?llowing cases illustrate examples of success stories relating to the activities 
developed through these new mechanisms. They also demonstrate the extent to which 
. '. . . 
the aims of Chapter 21 have been achieved: 
(a) FAO and UNEP have jointly implemented the two codes of conduct dealing with 
the voluntary procedure for PIC, which have culminated in the eventual formation of 
the ,Basel and Rott~rdam Conventi?ns. This serves the purposes of facilitating 
, , 
information exchange providing basic information needed for making health and 
.. ' " 
environmental decisions concerning the future use of those covered chemic~1s. 
"... '," .. " '. . - .... '. ,. . 
(b) ,The FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius established international standards on pesticide 
..' . 
residues in food and food residues. 
(c) FAO is assisting countries in Asia to establish integrated pest management (IPM)-a 
major strategy for reducing reliance on pesticides-through training programmes for 
.' ,.' . . . . .' . 
farmers and trainers. Such programme,s are also being implemented in Ghana. It is . . . ... . :. . . . ~ ,: .' . . - ~ . ," . . . 
herebyrecornmended that they be extendedro Cote d'Iv:oire and South Africar l 
R • ," :.: • '.' , 
Despite these accomplishments of UNCED 1992, challenges still lie ahead. These 
include the use of outdated technologies by developing countries, t~e need for . -'- . . ,. . , 
Go~ernmentsto elaborate and implement a protocol on liability and compe,nsation it). th~ 
are.~ ~~, haz~dous wastes, ensuring that. countries are abl~ to make transparent, 
.. 
information detailing the generation and management of every form of waste, and. the 
.,. ".' '. . :. ". .!. - ..' . , 
nece,ssity ,to develop,ways of minimising the generation of hazardous waste from sour~es 
such as hospit~ls, agriculture, households and industrial activity. 
3.4.6 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) 
At the recently-convened World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) from 
August t~ September 2002 in Johannesburg, South Africa, important,decisions which 
sought to. enhance work on hazardous waste issues included th~ following:. 
(i) Aim by 2020, to use and produce chemicals ,in ways that do not result in significant -, 
'" .,.... .' ., . .' ' . . . 
adverse effects on human health and environment; 
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(ii) Renew the commitment to the sound management :of chemicals and hazardous 
wastes throughout their life cycle; 
(iii) Promote ratification and implementation of relevant international'instruments on 
chemicals and hazardous wastes, including the Rotterdam Convention, so that it can 
enter into force by '2003 and the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic 
Pollutants, so that it can enter into force by 2004; 
(iv) Encourage countries to implement the new globally harmonised system for the 
classification and labelling of chemicals as soon as possible, with a view to having the 
system fully operational by 2008.292 
Since the Rotterdam Convention has attained its requisite number of ratifications, it 
should be entering into force anytime in 2004. Nations also continue to ratify and accede 
to Stockholm. \'\lhen reviewed against Chapter 3.4.6(iii) above, the WSSD could be seen 
not only as reinforcing the aims of these international Conventions, but implementing 
certain decisions which it adopted. 
The establishment of the WSSD Declaration on the Phase-Out of Leaded petrol is also 
commendable in this regard, and helps deVeloping countries in Sub-Saharan Africa to 
adhere to less-polluting petrol in this regard.293 
(C) UN Institutions 
Other UN agencies also implement international toxic waste related guidelines for 
relevant projects at' the national and regional levels, through nations' respective 
Environmental Ministries and Agencies. These reflect the very important soft law 
, , 
principles -which must be at the foundation of every waste or toxic waste generating 
activity. So many are these guidelines and projects, that it is impossible to discuss all 'of 
them in this work. Therefore, a few of them are cited at this point. 
3.4.7 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
In 1964, the UN created UNCTAD to ensure the full integration of developing countries 
into the global economy. To this end, the main role of this agency is to enhance the 
integrated treatment of trade and development'and the interrelated issues in the areas of 
finance, technology, investment and sustainable development, especially, as these pertain-






Much of the work of UNCTAD in toxic w~stetrade has focused on h:ad waste recycling" . . - ~. ~. :. . ,--- .' ..
projects in India, the Philippines and p~rts of the Carribean r~gion. In this regard, 
guidelines , hav~ , bee~ ,dev~loped fo~ the' e~vironmentally sound ma~agement of these 
wa'stes as,' they are traded'in. The, result of these projects has been the importation of 
the~~ s~bsta~ces from 'other coun'tries for recy~ling andreuse.295 , Su~h projects~ould be " 
extended to African countries as well, and could ultimatelyb~nefit compacies such 'as the 
Fry's metals company, which import lead for recycling towards the production of car 
- , 
batteries. These projects could also be extended to include other forms of wastes such as 
C>"'''''' . ". . . 
cadmium in used batteries of electrical appliances. Continued c,ollaboration ofUNCTAD, 
./'\vith the UNEP, World Bank and UNDP in developing guidelines for the . ." . 
en:viron~ent~lly sound management of lead and other wastes, would also be 
Tecommended. 
, " 
3.4.8 UNEP and UNDP 
In collaboration with the World Bank, the UNEP and UNDP set up the Global 
Environmental Facility in 1991 as a designated ftnancial mechanism to help developing 
.' '. ',. ~ . 
coun~ies achieve global enviropmen,tal bent::ftts, As, ozone layer depletion is one of the 
si~ ~eas w~ch d~e 'cov~red 'by th~- GI~bal Enviro~me~t;l Facility, the work'~f 'this 
", ; '., ~ • ~ . ~ ,t '. ..' . • . ; ". ~ . 
mechanism could, based on previous discussions in Chapter 3.3, for instance, be seen as 
.. -,' ;. . . -
being relevant to aspects of toxic waste trade regulation.296 . : . 
'- -, 
To this end, success stories of this mechanism i~clude its project which seeks to promote 
the' use ~f l~ss toxic' substa~ces,' is the Prevention of Human and Environmental 
~xposure to DDT, and other Toxic Pesticides and Strengtheriing of Malaria Control 
• ,_ " t 
Programmes in Africa, During the course of international trade, South Africa and som~ 
other countries have sometimes imported DDT from certain developed countries for 
malaria control and other purposes. The GEF proitct seeks to assist countries in, ill/er-
alia, preventing the accumulation of DDT stockpil~s for :malaria control. The project also 
seeks, to erl:lighten these countries -~n th~ via~i4tY a~d affordabilitY of ~ternatives to 
DDT and other chemicais,. whe~ impo~t:ing these chemic~s for use. South Africa is one 
of th~' beneftciary countries of tJ:lls pr~fect. 297 
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3.4.9 United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development 
The UN Commission on Sustainable Development was created by the UN in 1992, as a 
functional commission of the UN Economic and Social Council, with fifty three 
members. Its basic aims are to ensure effective follow-up to the UNCED (1992) and to 
monitor and report on the completion of the Earth Summit Agreements at the local, 
national and internationallevels.298 
To this end, in 1997, the UNGA conducted a meeting on a five-year review of Earth 
Summit progress, under the auspices of this Commission. At this session, reports on the 
toxic waste trends within the three case study countries were submitted to the 
Commission. Among these reports were that no information was available on toxic and 
hazardous waste for Ghana. This means that the details and practices involved in toxic 
waste trade were not being closely monitored at governmental level. The activities of the 
BCRC in Pretoria are therefore very timely. In Cote d'Ivoire, efforts were being made by 
the administrative authorities to ensure that certain stockpiled i·oxicchemicals, hitherto 
imported from Europe, were sent back. As far as the presentation by South Africa to the 
UN Commission on Sustainable Development was concerned, toxic waste laws include 
the Hazardous Substances Act (1973), administered by the Departments of Health and 
Agriculture, the Fertilisers Act (1947), the SABS 0228 Code and the pWAF Minimum 
Requirements, all of which are discussed in Chapter 5. Also noteworthy is the fact that 
this country's Department of Health was involved in various activities of the IPCS of the 
\VHO, the INTOX, which is the rapid response to poisoning, Prevention of Toxic 
Exposures and the Programme Advisory Committee. Regarding the incorporation of 
environmentally sound guidelines into certain manufacturing processes. involving toxic 
waste trade, such initiatives are much needed to ensure sustainable trade patterns in such 
trade.299 
~Other Multilateral Mechanisms 
3.4.10 The wro Committee on Trade and Enviro~ment 
\\!here countries may not desire the importation of hazardous exports such as certain 
pesticides, pharmaceuticals and consumer goods, they may resort to the imposition .of 
trade restrictions on these products, which they should have a sufficient amount of 
justification to believe to ·be environmentally destructive. Against this background, the 
Committee on Trade and Environment deals with trade matters that touch on 
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environmentally-related aspects of trade alone, and do not intend to act. as tr;ide. 
regulations. Neither do they seek to interfere with/~ndermine the stipulatio~s of the 
latter. 
" .. .if problems of policy co-ordination. to protect the environment and promote. 
sust'ainable developm~nt: are 'identified through .. the Committee <;>n Trade and 
Environment's work, steps taken to resolve them must uphold and safeguard the 
pnnciples of the ~ultilateral tra~g system which governments spent seven years 
strengthe~ing and improvi~g through the Uruguay Round n~gotiations.300 
e-"b. ' . 
) By so do~ng, this Committee could be seen as simply seeking to ensure the attainment of 
sustainable development goals including the fact that the more powerful nations may not,. 
under the umbrella of the free trade concept, export potentially dangerous goods to less 
t' •• • '. .' ' 
powerful LDCs' territories, as has sometimes occurred. Simultaneously, third world 
.. ".r' . -. 
P, countries, in their pu~suit to improve their economic status, will export environmentally 
quality goods to industrialised countries.30! 
.. , 
U,nder the principle of national sovereignty then, the wro's mechanism here could be 
. . '. . .. . ~. ~ .. " .' . '. : ,'. .,' . 
s~en in this sense as a me~ns of helping the three case study. countries an.d those of the 
. ." . -':"., 
continent' to implement the ~bjectives of the Bamako Convention. Thougll the 
• ~ • •• r • '. . ' 
Committee does not incorporate any specific clauses on to~c waste, its mandate and 
stand in the wro Carcinogenic Asbeftos C~se/02 for instance, demonstrate its commitment 
" ~ .... - . , . 
to assisting countries to reject imports of en~onmentally destructible substances 
including toxic waste. 
Perhaps, with the proposed plans for a deeper collaboration with Basel, it may also be 
prudent for the. Committee to establish explicit rules on toxic waste substances, 
indicating which ones are to be imported 9.L1d which ones are to be exported. These 
could perhaps be annexed to the Article. XX exceptions as well. Officials from. the 
Co~ttee ~o~ld work' in close~ co-ordination with Basel, as already indicated, especially, 
whe~ disputes arise, for instance. Much more of these tasks could be handled by the 
, . 
Basel Convention as well, as indicated in Chapters 3.1.1(c) and 4.4.3. 
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3.4.11 Africa Stockpiles Programme 
The Africa Stockpiles Programme could also be discussed as another important 
international initiative to combat the problem of toxic waste. This Programme is an 
inter-agency initiative by the UNEP, AU, FAO, UNDP, World Bank, Croplife 
International, Pesticide Action Network (UK), FAO, UN Economic Commission for 
Africa, NEPAD, UN Industrial Devel6pmentOtganization,theWorld Wildlife' Fund 
and the African Development Bank. Its main objective is to remove all current stockpile,S 
of obsolete pestiCides from Africa and send them back to Europe for destruction. Ov~r 
the past years, African countries had imported these pesticides from Europe. Already, 
the initiative has received $25 million (US) from the Global Environmental Facility for its 
implementation which requires approximately $250 million (US), including the 
institutionalisation of a prevention mechanism at the level of every participating country. 
The geographic coverage of the programme is all fifty- three African countries, including 
. . . ." 
the three case study countries for this thesis. It was implemented in 2002.303 
To these, it may also be recommended that the efforts of international NGOs such as 
Greenpeace can also not go unnoticed. Through their activities, these international 
mechanisms could be perceived to help imple~ent the provisions of international 
eiwironmental conventions such as Basel and Montreal. Though these .organisations ha,:~ 
not implemented any binding laws on toxic waste issues, their ''Watch-Dog'' role in 
promptly detecting prospective illicit shipments of hazardous waste, addressing problems 
"vhieh have arisen from su~h trade practices and sent back such shipments to their ports 
of origin, could also be seen' as' compiementaiy 'to the efforts of UNEP and other, 
international regulatory mechanisms for toxic waste trade issues.304 
3.4.12 Exclusive Mrican Regional Efforts 
3.4.12 (a) Background 
: .J 
Discussions' in some earlier portions of this thesis on the Trail Smeller Arbilralion and its 
sic it/ere 1110 principle, the Sandoz Spill, Love Canal, Seveso and Chernobyl disasters, made 
it evident that one case of a toxic' waste tragedy can affect a series of other countries, 
especially when these other countries are neighbours.305 In view of this, even if a give?-
country A has the most adequate of laws, if those within close geographical proximity, 
countries B and C, did not possess such laws, A's laws would be meaningless; since B 
and C, through illicit waste policy and practices, would eventually contaminate A. From 
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this perspective, the objectives of enacting a fine and highly ambitious model law to 
tackle foreseeable and unJoreseeable illegal toxic waste practice~ may be fucil~ exercises in' 
reality if a great deal of e~phasis is also not put on improving the legal regirri~s of the 
African regional mechanisms. 
Hence;' recoinmendations here include the need for the African regional mechanisms 
such as SADC, EcbwAS, EAC, CEMACas well as the Arab League and the Indian ' 
Ocean Commission to endeavour to have uniform laws regulating trade an'd 
enviro'nment, ~nd more 'specifi~ally, toXic' waste trade.' The overall impression from 
" '" • (>""11>0 • , 
research findings shows that these African mechanisms are not sufficiently equipped With 
such legal regimes. lJ'sing the Bamako Convention, these mechanisms can establish legal 
regimes as Annexed Protocols to their Treaty of Establishment: The main idea here is to 
alsci' en'sure that thes-e hivis are not simply spelt out, b~t that they are uniform ~nd 
discrepancies are avoided. Hence, what is toxic is toxic to all fifty three African couritries, 
oth,erwise trade barriers wtll be erected, contrary to the philosophy of Bamako and 
NEPAD. Already, mechanisms such as the French West African Sahelian Mechanism, 
which exists between the Francophone Sahelian countries, have attained such 
harmonisation and standardisation. Similar exercises must be exercised in small blocs, 
u'ntil it is possible to 'achieve such harmony on' a continental' basis. It would be" advisable 
td'· adhere to the Bamako' Convention's' definitions and requirements then, to avoid 
differences arid encumbrances. ' 
Points could be borrowed from the toxic waste trade model laws for the three case study' 
countries. The example of Germany's muniCipal law, the Verpackungsverordnung, that is, its' 
Packaging Ordinance (1991), which has significantly contributed to a uniform and 
, , 
harmorused legal regime of EU member states' waste laws and also, the European 
Union's Packaging Directive in December 1994, is relevant at this point.306 Germany's 
Ordinance measures the toxicity of packaging components and w~te.Thls law 
establishes regulatory' guidelines for' th~ packaging' of products and obligatory 
requirements which must be fulfilled for packaging waste for sale. this law foresees the 
"take back principle" by requiring manufacturers of products to return packaging wastes 
and furthermore, to ensure that they are recycled. This is facilitated through 'their 
~ 
partiCipation in a private waste 'collection system for a fee. 
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Despite initial opposition from other EU member states; they eventually accepted the 
high standards which were set by Germany's Waste Packaging Ordinance in the EU toxic 
, , 
waste law. Consequently, as from December 1994, the EU adopted its Packaging 
Directive which seeks to reduce the environmentally harmful impacts of products 
through the cradle to grave cycle, by: (a) Minimizing packaging waste, therebr 
conforming to the preventive principle; (b) Forbidding the use of toxic and hazardous 
chemicals in packaging, and (c) creating incentives or requirements for recycling, reuse, , 
or proper disposal of both the packaging and the products themselves. These aims, it 
seeks to accomplish, through the establishment of target ranges for packaging waste 
recovery and recycling, standardising methods of analysing product life cycles, measuring 
the toxicity of packaging components and waste and setting maximum conce~tra~on 
levels for heavy metals in packaging. These measures and particularly, the fact that the 
s?pulations of this law were standardised, for every member, meant a lot of simplicity ~n, 
member states having to ensure compliance. 10,7 
In the same way, through the model law being proposed at different municipal levels for 
the three case study countries, African. regional, and sub~regional mechanisms could 
gradually adopt a uniform approach to the definition of hazardous waste, by all, ensuring 
that emphasis is placed on the health and ecological deterioration which could be, 
threatened by such substances while simultaneously taking into consideration the 
financially beneficial aspects of commercialising certain categories of this waste. The 
same substances shall be rejected and accepted, as envisaged in the proposed annexes to 
these mechanisms, in conformity with Bamako.loB 
Furthermore, the same sort of penalties could be envisaged for offenders, by making 
stipulations for the imposition of higher fines and compensation. Offenders shall be 
made to clean up their mess, thereby, adhering to the polluter pays principl~, as provided 
for, by the Bamako Convention. Provision shall be made that member states ensure that 
their companies and waste recycling firms adhere to'stringent clean and green production 
methods, thereby ensuring the inclusion of the preventive principle. Provision shall also 
be made for the inclusion of the loclls standi and class action principles, so that an 
individual or group of individuals whose rights are affected, has/have easy access to 
judicial redress. Other principles such as the mutual recognition doctrine and the need to 
ensure necessity and proportionality when rejecting substances, shall be included. All the 
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trading regimes of these regional mechanisms shall include concerns of environmental 
and sustainable development. In effect, while conducting trading and regional integration 
activities, the need to ensure environmental protection shall also be ensured. 
Th~refore, a recommendation could be conceivably'made that the foundation andflrst 
preambular paragraph of trading regimes of these mechanisms stipulate that: 
"Recognizing that their relations in the fleld of trade and economic endeavour should be 
conducted with a view to raising standards of living, ensuring full employment and a 
large and steadily growing volume of real income and effective demand, and expanding 
the production and trade in goods and services, while allowing for the optimal use of the 
world's resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable development, seeking 
both to protect and preserve the environment and enhance the means for doing so in a 
manner_ consistent with .their respective needs and concerns" ... 309 Such a stipulation 
could be annexed as protocols to the trading regimes. 
While ~aking these recommendations, the following lessons could also be learned from 
the success stories of the NAAEC,· the special environmental side agreemeht, which 
since its establishment as part of the NAFfA regime in July 1994, have stimulated a lot 
of interest in the US and environmental community, owing to its being the flrst 
environmental agreement as part of a trading regime of a regional mechanism: 
Work within the trade and environment sectors could be nearly categorised into the four 
broad areas of Environment, Economy and Trade; Conservation of Biodiversity; Law 
and Policy; and Pollutants and Health. 
Much work is being conducted in these areas.such as Environment, Economy and Trade, 
whel,", parties have adopted an analytical framework which focuses on Understanding the 
Linkages .b~tween Environment, Economy and Trade. Work here is dedicated. to 
discussing the effects of the NAFfA on the environment; Such experiences in 1999, for 
instance;were documented and released in· October 2000, at the conference of theCEC. 
The development -.of--action- plans- fdr-the- management of dioxins, furans- -and --------
hexachlorobenzene in June 1999, is another achievemenf which cannot go unnoticed. 
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This trilateral initiative has resulted in the establishment of regional "mechanisms for the 
management, phase-out or gradual elimination of toxic substances such as" PCBs, DDT, 
chlordane and mercury. NAFfA member states have through these mechanisms, gained 
much education pertaining to the methods which are implored by their neighbours in the 
management of these substances. This evidendy suggests thatNAFfA member states 
have abartdonedthe importation and exportation of these substances. 
Through the establishment of a working group by the CEC, indicators which monitor" 
and evaluate each party's enforcement and compliance strategies have been developed. 
Am"ongst the various tasks which have been undertaken by this group, it has alszf"worked 
on indicators related to hazardous waste, a subject which is of vital impqrtance to 
I " .. 
member states.3lO 
It may be timely for NEPAD and the rest of the African regional mechanisms below to 
incorporate some of these concerns into thea- trading activities. In cases "wher~" this 
would mean additional financial burdens and excessive workload, low-paid or unpaid 
internships and consultancies could be arranged, so that these issues be tackled now, as 
they are pressing and unsupervised trading activities may simply harm the environment. " 
Against the background of these discussions, an analysis is now made of the work of th"e" 
African regional mechanisms and how they could be better equipped to regulate toxic 
waste trade. 
3.4.12 (b) NEPAD 
Certain officials of NEPAD in Dakar, Senegal" and Midrand," South Africa, have 
expressed the commitment of the NEPAD to the integration of sustainable development 
and environmental protection into the activities of NEPAD, as illustrated in the 
establishment of its· Environmental Initiative~ This initiatiye" is timely, considering 
Africa's prioritisation of poverty and underdevelopment in economic developm'ent to th~ 
extent that such a low profile which has been accorded to enVironmental protection. 
Therefore, the Environmental Initiative of theNEPAD is a basic recognition that 
focuses on economic development and an aim to enable the appreciation of economic 
and socio-political effects of environmental ~egradation an? protection. As far as toxic 
waste is concerned, the NEPAD secretariat is committed to working in" close 
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c<?llaboration with the other international agencies In implementing the African 
Stoc,kpiles ~rogramme.3I1 
, . 
However, within the framework of tl:lls organ's Environmental Initiative, there is still 
roqm for recommendation. Right from the onset when these goals are being 
. . -" 
implemented, it is. suggested that explicit rules which recoinise the need for promoting 
free trade while implementing environmental concerns, be included in the stipulations of 
theNEPAD . 
. ~. . 
Furthermore, the Environmental Initiative of NEPAD could incorporate specific rules 
09 which categories of toxic waste are regulated in free trade, and which are banned, 
from devel?ped into developing countries. This assignment could be carried out in 
collaboration with the Secretariat of the Bamako Convention, and where necessary, that 
of the Basel Convention, for the avoidance of unnecessary expenses and duplication.312 
Alternati~ely, experts from NEPAD could work with the Secretariat of Bamako on 
dispute resolutions .and report back to NEPAD. Another body could also be set up to 
'. , 
work in partnership wid?- the AU, in order to review the status of waste recycling projects 
and the status of toxic waste issues in the continent. These sort of rules will be in 
conformity with th~ model laws being put forward for thec~se. study ~ountries. Though 
- . 
the NEPAD currendy does not undertake any work in this regard, these proposals may 
'. , -
aid its workings on environmental issues in ,the long-run, as environmental matters 
inevitably include toxic waste regulation. 
. . 
Another recommendation may be for a very efficient dispute setdement/ arbitration 
. -
me~hanism, to regulate all matters, including trade and environmental issues, especially 
toxic waste trade offences between/among African states, and also, their respective 
companies. Through the establishment of these recommended laws, these three case 
study countries others .within the region and all the A (t!can regional mechanisms would 
be able to .comb~t such illegal shipments in a concerted fashion: The role of NEPAD in 
h~lping enhance the objectives of B~ako is also evident here. As an initial step, the 
~frican Exclusive Mech~nisms could initiate such assignments, and ensure uniformity in 
.' . 
classification, of.hazardous waste and ,traq_e and this be gradually merged on a regional 
level. _ .. _ ..... '_____ ____________ . ________ , __ _ 
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One important tool which the NEPAD has developed is the African Environmental 
Information Network.313 The basic aim of this mechanism is to help dissercinate 
information via the internet and the media, concerning the activities of the NEP AD in 
terms of its environmental programmes, such as those on food security and sustainable 
development, inter alia, in the continent. It is strongly suggested that in light of the 
, , 
recommendations for the inclusion of laws on trade and environmental affairs, as well as 
," 
toxic waste, in NEPAD, such information form part of the NEP AD Environmental 
Information Network. Once again, this could work alongside the AU's website on the 
workings of Bamako, which has been recommended above. This could be easily 
facilitated as the NEPAD structure has now been legally incorporated into the workings 
of the AU structure.314 This should actually enhance public participation in the process ~f 
NEPAD, in these matters and facilitate relevant research, for example, as discussed in 
Chapter 3.4.2(~. 
3.4.12 (c) EU-ACP 
Through this Agreement, the three case study countries and other ACP countries were 
authorised to reject the importation of hazardous waste from EU countries into their 
territories.315 However, this Agreement has ph~sed out into the Cotonou Agreement, th~ 
most recent stage of the agr"eement within th~' EU-ACP' FTA.Under this' new 
. . 
Agreement, 'm:ember states are inter-alia, simply required to be mindful of issue~ relating 
to transport and disposal of hazardous waste while collaborating to promote 
environmental protection and sustainable use of riahIral resou~ces.316 This means that 
when these developing countries, under the principle of national sovereignty wish to ban 
, , 
or regulate the importation of such substances irito their territories, they might hav~ to 
rely on the Basel or Bamako Convention, or other bil'ateral treaties . negotiat~d witli. 
countries of the first world. 
It may be ~uggested that since th'ese issue~ are' to' a large extent still qu~te' ne~ to the 
African reiional mechanisms, all the projects disc~ssed in this sub-chapter could perhaps 
be implemented by the UNCTAD, UNEP and other international bodies, with the 
involvement of the SADC, ECOWAS, EAC' and the other FTAs here. At the regi~nal 




3.4.~2 (d) Southern African Development Community (SADC) 
The Environmental Sector of SADC was created in 1993/1994, even though 
environmentally-related areas such as food, natural resources and agriculture were 
, . . '. . . 
covered at the original inception of theSADCC in 1980. 315 
Regarding the environmental sector, it has 'been observed that while SADC has 
exp~essed its commitment to promoting the seven principal goals of UNCED (1992) 
Agenda 21, the 1997 SADC Sub-Regional Report indicates that the following toxic 
waste-rel~ted areas of the Agenda are not reflected in current SADC policy: 
/ •. Goa~ 19, which relates to strengthening the management of toxic chemicals., The 
following tasks will be undertaken in this regard: (a) Expand and accelerate the 
. .' . 
international assessment of chemical risks (19.14-19.23); (b) Harmonise the 
classification and labelling of chemicals 919.28-19.32); (c) Exchange information on 
tdxic chemicals and risks (19.39-19.43); (d) Strengthen national capabilities for 
. . 
chemicals management (19.59-19:65) and (e) Prevent illegal international traffic in 
toxic and dangerous products (19.75). 
. . ." -. 
With regard to the theme of this thesis, G~al 21, whith pertains to strengthening the 
~anagement ?f solid wastes and sewag~ indudes: (a) :Minimising wastes (21.10-21.15); 
(b) Maxit:nising environmentally sound waste reuse and recycling (21.19-21.26); and (c) 
. ' . . 
Ensurin~ environmentally. sound waste treatment and disposal (21.30-21.3~. 317 
However, these areas are of importance to the SADC, whic~ is working on how to 
prioritise these areas in its planned laws on illegal trade in toxic waste. While much 
legislation has not been developed in the area of hazardous waste, mining and industrial 
'waste are being accorded much priority within a lot of SADC countries. Asbestos mines, 
in South Africa and Zimbabwe, from where ashe~os are. extracted for exports, have 
sev~rely caused ecological damage and, lung problems 41 human beings., For instance, 
.' . ' ."" ' . 
the~e has been a widespread contamination of soils. In the, case of Botswana for instance, 
there has been massive atmospheric pollution from the Selebe-Phikwe copper mines, 
". '. 
which exports copper from Botswana to the extent that the government there intends 
closing t.?ese mines, as, there are no developed environmental laws in this area. In-light of.------- - --
. . 
these, other catastrophes such as the impact of Shell International's Petroleum activities 
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in Nigeria and the consequent e~vlronment~l da~age there, SADCis ~urre~dy working 
out a model law to govern clean production and the adoption of strict standards to avoid 
environmental degradation during the P!"oduction and life cycle of the mine and after 
closure. 318 
Laws covering industrial waste are also geared towards ensuring clean production 
methods and waste disposal guidelines. In this regard, the main approach adopted by 
SADC to formulating these laws would be to adopt the preventive principle to foresee 
the otherwise harmful effect of mining and industrial activity and pre-empt such trends. 
The past is rectified and the future foreseen. The problem here is how to ensure 
compliance at municipal levels. The challenge in formulating these laws is for SADC to 
standardise and harmonise these municipal laws on activities involving toxic waste 
exports, so as to facilitate trading in these and other forms of toxic was,te by c~mpanies, 
from one country to another. Through this, the maintenance of a clean environment is 
not compromlsed and current patterns of atmospheric pollution resulting from toxic 
waste emissions are inter-alia, departed from. 319 
SADC further plans to include in its toxi~ waste laws, stipulations which specifically 
" . - - . 
protect workers in chemical industries on the utilisation of chemicals and toxic waste. 
. , . , , , 
This is actually very remarkable and must be encouraged, as it facilitates having to 
establish the causal link requirement in establishing a claim and the operation of the loclls 
staluU and class action principles. This inclusion sh~uld further be e~tend~d to other 
persons within the surrounding communities where such industries or factories operate, 
so that when their rights are threatened, they can be entided to effective judicial 
re'dre~s. 320' ; 
j.: 
SADC has also commenced assisting companies in member states in the collection of 
used oil for collection, recycling and export to other SADC member states. In the past, 
this product used to be dumped on the ground. However, it is becoming mandatory that 
this should now be collected. SADC is also contemplating making it a requirement that 
used torches and other electrical appliances are not thrown away by cons~mers but sent 
back to the companies from where they were purchased, for recycling. Though there are 
no current statutes on r~cycling, SADC intends developing these and ensunng that they ---- --- ________ _ 
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include penaltie~ such. as the withdrawal of toxic waste recycling licenses of companies 
. " :' . . . ' .. 
which flaunt the recycling rules. 321 . . 
3.~.12. (e~ Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) 
Regarding hazardous waste management, ECOWAS and countries of West and Central - .. ' '.', .. ' .' : . 
Africa have established a 'Dumpwatch', which has resulted from the Basel Corivention, 
and to an extent, the Bamako Convention. The Dumpwatch is basically an advance 
warning agreement among West and Central African states with diplomatic 
representation in European capitals. This agreement requires that European 
""'" . governments, international NGOs and co-operating institutions and individuals provide 
information to AfricaJi 'diplomatic missions on the movement of hazardous wastes from 
Europe to' .Africa .. This information is then urgently . transmitted to' responsible 
institutions in Africa for necessary action. Though the Dumpwatch has been observed as 
a rather long-term process, it has been useful in aborting a number of attempts to illegally 
export toxic wastes to Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and' 
N · . 322 Igerla. 
However, the emissions of toxic waste and gases from imported second hand cars in 
many ECOWAS member states, such as Senegal, for example, and the problem of 
importing illegal pesticides into this country, cause serious instances of pollution. This 
could spill over to the Gambia and other neighbouring countries, at least within the sub-
region. Therefore, a much stricter law still needs to be developed at both municipal and 
regional levels. m , 
Th~ ~r,e~ch WestAfrican ?ahelian Mechanism could serve a.s auseful guide with further· 
recommendations, such as the need for an explicit law qn toxic waste trade within the 
oJ' .-.. • •• .- _ ' " , • • . ' • • 
ECOWAS legal. regime, so that there is harmonisation within ECOWAS on matters . 
. ' ,. .'., . ':.. . 
rel~~ng to.toxic waste, trade. Such a law could be annexed to the protocol establishment 
.' ',. . . . .' "-
to its. treaty ... 
"" .. ', . 
3.4.12 (f) Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) 
The COMESA Treaty provides for the preventive and polluter pays principles.324 This is 
. .' . 
commendable and could further be specifically extended to hazardous' waste trade 
reg{ilacion, as ·highlighted m ArtiCles 4(~) ~d 4(e) respecti~ely, ··of Chapter 6, on the 
~od~l treaty for African regi'onal and sub-regional mechanis~s. 
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In Article 125 which deals with the prevention of illegal international trade in toxic and 
hazardous substances, the COI\1ESA Treaty exhorts Member states to: adopt a'common 
approach against illegal dumping of toxic wastes within the Common Market from either 
a Member State or a third country; share information on clean andgreen'technology 'in 
waste production and energy systems; accede to intern~tional environmental conventions ' 
which aim atenvironmentill protection, and include sound ei1Vironmental principles in all 
sectoral activities.325 
As far as the "illegal dumping of hazardous waste" is concerned, this is indeed a key 
issue. However, it is not confined to illegal dumping. So that, the key question here is in , 
fact to differentiate between inter- and extra common market trade in hazardous w~ste, 
that is, whether the common ,market will allow the importation of waste from outside or 
only permit trade within the common market. It is therefore suggested that for more 
efficacy and clarity in implementing this portion of the Article in this treaty, it is stated 
that the "trading, exporting, importing, dumping", for example, of hazardous waste, is 
prohibited by Member States who adopt a common position in this regard, subject to 
their municipal laws on toxic waste trade, which for the purposes of this thesis is Annex 
4 bf the model law. Then, under v,ery lirnit~d circumstances, and upon providing ample', 
evidence in documented form to other members, a Member State can either,import or., 
export a particular hazardous substance which is forbidden, or prohibit a substance 
which is otherwise permitted within the Common Market. Under the model treaty for 
African regional mechanisms in Chapter 6(A), this has been extensively provided for., 
On the other hand, in companson to other African regional' and 'sub-regional 
mechanisms, ,the Treaty of COI\1ESA is ahead in terms of regulating' hazardous waste 
activities at sub-regional level. However, in Chapter 6 (A) of this thesis, more 
reco~endationsare also made in addition to these provisions for COI\1ESA and ariy 
model African regional mechanism, for the most effective regulation of hazardous waste 
trade at the sub-regional level. 
3.4.12 (g) East African Community (EAC) 
Current work within the community is focused on the establishment of a customs union 
. . " 
and the attainment of a common external tariff, for the community. This should be 
completed sometime in 2004. As a result of this, much study/work has not been devoted 
to the regulation of toxic wastes from first world countries into· the.se three states. 
However, once. the common external tariff is launched, m~mbers of the community hope 
to begin a study apd ~ork on the importation of toxic waste into. their territories.326 It is 
nc:>teworthy though that certain pressing problems.involving toxic waste disposal exist in 
th<:!.countt;ies.ofthe EAC. Examples are the prevalent uncertainties on facts, figures and 
data concerning how used lubrication oil and other petroleum oil is disposed of in Kenya 
a~p obsolete pesticides disposal in Kenya.327 This means that, the exact amount of toxic 
waste and even the specific type(s) of toxic waste which are being imported into .or 
exported out of Kenya may not be subject to strict governmental control and laws. 
In .the.light of such trends and other environmental problems related to toxic waste trade 
issues in, EAC ·member.states, it may be'recommended that interns and consultants be 
hired as. quickly as· possible, to start workingirnmediately on this area, prior to the 
a~tainment of the common external .tariff. With such on~going practices, harmful 
environmental effects could be almost not possible to rectify or cosdy, if neglected now. 
In case of budgetary constraints, these assignments could be lowly paid or unpaid, Such 
consultants could also begin assisting and developing hazardous waste projects, such as 
t~ose relating to the recy.cling of household wastes in Kenya, and how this can be 
extended to other forms of waste, such as medical and agricultural waste. Ways in which 
these forms of waste could be traded across borders might also be considered, The 
research conducted in this area could then result in the enactment of a law on toxic waste 
trade and the incorporation of environmental concerns into the trading regimes of this 
regional mechanism. 
3A.12 ,(h) Economic Community of Central African States/' La Communaute 
Economique et Monetaire des Etats de l'Afrique Centrale (ECCAS/CEMAC) 
r-fuch work has generally not been carried out in toxic waste trade in this region which 
has. been ravaged with. war and, political. instability.328 However, the CEMAC and 
ECOWAS.have.set up the Dumpwatchas stated in Chapter 3.4.12(e): With the re-
~s!ablis?mentof this organisation, assignments on formulating toxic waste trade la\Vs 
c.ould be' facilitated.329 The establishment :of toxic waste trade laws in a regional 
mechanism such asNAFfA; indicated above, could be borrowed and adjusted for this .---.-------
region. 
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3.4.13 Regional Efforts Involving Mrica 
3.4.13 (a) The Arab League 
In this mechanism, there is the dire need for toxic waste laws, with regard to industrial 
activities of Israel and other countries in this region, which pollute the Suez Canal. 330 
Egypt in particular has lm adequate municipal law which regulates the importation and 
exportation of toxiC waste. There is an Inter-Agency Permit Sche~e under this la,v and 
penalties are' also imposed.331 Following the EU and German examples above, such 
lessons could be included into the model law for the Arab League, to ensure uniformity 
within the region's toxic waste laws. 
, 
j 3.4.13 (b) Indian Ocean Comniission 
As this area comprises many islands, environmental legislation' and policy' in . the' 
Comniission focuses more on the protection of marine environment and how'to ensure 
that coastal areas are not polluted. In this regard, environmental considerations are now 
deemed to be an important tool in national policy-making and are included in' the-. 
curricula of primary education, inter-alia.332 A ftxed legal mechanism on toxic waste is yet 
to be developed though and is recommended, as in the above-mentioned cases. 
3.5 Implications of International ,Environmental Legal Protection ,for' 
International Trade 
Since this thesis dedicates itself to the debate between free trade and environmental 
protection for the one part, it may be appropriate' at this point to ponder on"the 
implications of these soft law principles, international environmental law treaties and the 
other abovementioned mechanisms for global trading practices. Furthermore, relevant 
examples in hazardous waste are also analysed in this regard. These discussions could in a 
sense be seen as leading to the trade and environment debate, which is reviewed it1 
Chapter 4, while juxtaposing the two spheres against each other. In this regard, the more 
general impact of environmental principles tor global trade is briefly depicted, prior to 
the more speciftc issue of how principles such as sustainability and, its attendant 
preventive and precautionary' principles, could impact the trading positions of the three 
case study countries and their respective African regional mechanisms in toxic waste 
'trade and the sort of lessons which could be drawn for the model law of this thesis. 
From the 'series of discussions and case studies, itcoul~ be reasonl!bly inferred that' the 
sustainable development, preventive and precautionary principles, as well as' the 
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., 
membership of th,e three case study countries to the multilateral, c~mventions in this sub-
chapter, can be a useful tool in according these countries better quality toxic waste 
products in international trade, thereby, providing them with a greater degree of market, 
accessibility and also, increasing their level of green and clean technology, These 
in~ernational environmental ,mechanisms: could, also be used to marginalise the three ' 
countries, in international trade as well. These must therefo,re reflect in the model law to 
accomplish positive goals and avoid negative pitfalls. 
3.5,1 Benefits 
3.5.1 (a) Product Substitution and Improved Market Access 
Incorporating environmentally sound principles into business activity on the one hand 
results in the amelioration of the quality of products in the global market, which in turn 
leads, to, an improved, market access ,for these products. For Najam and Robins, within 
five years from now, there will be no access to international markets (or companies that 
d9- not' show this respe~t. for the environment. It is becoming fundamental to 
internation,al trade.333 . On the other hand, such insistence could be also hurtful tQ 
developing countries" as indicated in the ensuing sub-chapter. 
Cprisequerttly, ,in Ghana, sound manufacturing practices on the part of Ghanaian farmers 
in the pineapple industry, enable massive exports of such prod\lcts iqto Germany ~nd 
Belgium. For the same reasons, mangoes are successfully sent to the UK and 
Luxemburg, and, okra, to the Netherlands. In these situations, these· products .are 
cultivated without the use of obsolete chemicals and pesticides during the manufacturing 
processes within the farming industry.334 Hence, these have formed some of the basis of 
.Ghana's.success stories. Similar reasons also account for Ivorian success in the cocoa and 
'coffeeindustry, as far as the exports of these products to the UK are co.ncemed.33~ 
Furthermore, in a joint initiative lati~hed by the FAO and the government. of the 
Republic of Ghana, thirty local Ghanaian farmers have been trained to adhere to the 
. sustainable agricultural. practices in their. farming methods... Farmers, through th.eir 
participation in these sessions, have been exposed. to the ways in. which they can use 
these environmentally acceptable biocides, fertilisers, and integrated pest manage!llent. 
The resultant benefits of this system are that farmers are not burdened financially with 
finding the means to clean up the pollutants effects if they had used environmentally 
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contaminous chemicals and fertilisers in their manufacturing processes. 'Furthermore, 
they are able to gain increased access to the markets of the EU, owing to better quality 
products in this sense.336 
Ghana's Tema Oil Refinery, after importing crude, unrefined' petroleum from Nigeria, , 
refines this oil into gasoline for local consumption and residual fuel oil for exportation to 
Europe and the US, using quality assurance tests and other environmental ~tandards. 
Exports to the US and Europe are possible owing to the stringent environmental 
considerations in the refinery process of this company.337 
The Johannesburg-based Fry's Metals Company requires that companies from African 
countries such as Nigeria, Zambia, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana and Swaziland, 
who wish to export lead scrape to Fry's for recycling, conform to certain 'environmental 
standards. Therefore, at its plant in Johannesburg, when importing lead scrape for 
recycling, Fry's metals ensures that these other companies obtain an ISO 14000 permit 
from the Government of South Africa for this importation to occur. This permit'is an 
environmental scheme which ensures that the lead scrap is being· imported in an 
environmentally sound manner and will not simply pollute South Africa's environment. 
The SoUth African Bureau of Standards also checks on Fry's compa'ny each, year to 
ensure its adherence to environmental principles during its recycling process. Such an 
adoption of the preventive and precautionary principles, and other high quality 
environmental standards, enables the batteries from this company to be exported into 
other African countries and those of the EU.338 
In the' case of the Ivorian Societe Ivorienne de Raffinage, the integration: of 
environmental principles into' the refinery processes of petroleum enables the end 
product, that is, refined petroleum and residual fuel to be marketed to France, amongst 
other regional and international markets.339 
In each of these cases, it may be difficult to erivisage a situation where products from the 
third world are able to gain market accessibility into first world markets, without the 
inclusion of the relevant environmental principles elvcidated above. 
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Therefore, certain farmers 1n parts of q-hana's Cape Coast and TachirI?-an have 
en~oun~ere.d different experiences a,s far as toxic chemicals and waste are concern~d. In, 
this ~cenario, when they. utilised dangerously toxic substances suc~ as chlordane in 0 
agriculturalpro<:=.esses, . for hastily ripening tomatoes and bananas, these products were 
rejected by ED markets. There were resultant complaints from Ghanaian farmers about 
discrimination in international trade.340 Clearly, with Ghana's ratification of the 
Rotterdam Convention for example, the sort of chemicals and pesticides to import 
wp,l.;lld be ~learer a?d those that ~re deemed. to be obsolete avoided.341 
A?mittedly, . for the industries within the three case study countries, including 
e~vironmentally principles. may be too costly and burdensome, and hence, not a very 
easy target: I-I0wever,. with the principle of the common but differentiated responsibility, 
where, ~otterdam and Basel offer technical assistance. to developing. countries,this 
s~tba<;k .co~ld be gradua~y overcome., 
Under. this principle, the willingness of France to assist francophone African countries, 
, . 
to. improve . t~eir environmental stflndards. in terms., of toxic. waste recycling and 
tre~tment, 342 ,is highly co~endable .. For the purposes of this thesis, such a practice is 
~p()ttant in, f\ilfilling, theenvir<;>nmentill,y .sound.management of waste criterion, ,when 
exporting toxic waste. This will benefit countries such as C,ote d'Ivoire, Then again, for 
._ ' 4 : .' • • • 
the proposed treatment and recycling proj~cts of waste including those emanating from 
households for example, the highly recommendable environmental training being offered 
by;dle, Secretariat of the Basel Convention; through its, Dakar and Pretoria Centres, to 
benefit par!icipants in this area, should .not, be underscored. Th.e incorporation of th,e 
r~spective Basel guidelines is a useful tool which can enable theflnal products of these 
t(icycling processes, to J:>e.of a high quality which will meet.international standar<:is and 
survive competition within the African and international markets, when some of these .... ". . .' . . . 
forms of waste are .exported ~d imported to other Africa countrie.s in their recycled 
form. 343 
Fu.rther~ore, .. all of. BaseJ's project proposals for incorporating better environmental 
principles- into waste recycling activities of the three case studY,African countries and 
othe~s: within the ,con~ent, are also useful. toolswhich·could be· enhanced.-While 
reinforcing the principle of common but differentiated responsibility, these projects seek 
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to familiarise company staff and managers as well as other stakeholders involved in the 
management of waste, with better expertise on how to implement the sustainability 
principles, and thereby, ameliorate the environmental quality of their products. These 
could obviously enable the waste products from these countries to gain increased market 
accessibility to those of developed countries. 
It is further recommended that South African, Ghanaian and Ivorian institutes liase with 
institutes such as the International Institute for Sustainable Development, the' 
International Institute for Environment and Development, as well as the Centre for 
International Environmental Law in the developed countries, to explore the possibility of " 
teaching such programmes to managers and leaders of industries in the three case study 
countries. Issues such as pollution prevention and the need to avoid environmental evils 
of free trade, through the US demand for the gradual phase-out" of mercury- in 
themometres and fluorescent tubes,3H and the specific worthy alternatives to be" used 
there, include the vital issues where knowledgeable experts could impart some life-long 
beneficial lessons to management and leadership of companies in these African 
countries. This isirnportant, especially, as African countries are likely to be exporting all 
sorts of metals and substances such as lead, mercury, for" recycling, "as well "as other" 
substances which must all be recycled for trading in a prudent manner. Such a-
programme could be set up in South Africa, Ghana or Cote d'Ivoire, for instance, "and: 
could eventually extend to participants from all African "countries. 
" . 
The converse would be the abandonment of such principles and the usual complaint of' 
marginalisation in the global economy. The example of Mexico could be followed in this 
regard, for-when this country conformed to environmentally sound processing methods, : 
it was able to compete with industrialised countries such as the"USA and Canada in many 
trade" areas, including those touching on toxic waste issues. Mexico was not marginalised 
in its NAFTA waste trading activities involving the two first world countries.345 
3.5.1 (b) Transfer of Environmentally-Beneficial Technologies 
By adhering to environmentally sound procedures which are now being insisted upon, 
there -could be a development of the utilisation of environmentally developed 
technologies in developing countries and" the three case study countries, which in" 





This view could be seen a~ conforming to Agenda 21 of ~e 1992 Earth Summit, which 
reit~rates the, nee~ for countries in the global market to make use of environmentally, 
sound technology, as production methods that are less polluting than previously used 
methods, are said to consume less energy and fewer resources, and recy~le wastes or 
.. . .' ... 
handle them more acceptably. 346 These are technologies which utilise processes and 
•. :." " . . ' . 
produce products t~at use the biosphere in the most prude.nt mann~r throughout their 
life cycles. \Vhile companies undergo intensive training programmes for the inclusion of 
'; .' , '. 
stringent environmental principles, they also use environmentally quality technologies 
~ . ' , 
and not ~utmoded, ~olluted machinery or other. Examples and case studies are cited 
.".. , , 
here to illustrate the technological benefits which these three case study countries derive' .' . . . 
by inc~rporating environmental concerns into toxic waste trade. 
In partS' of W~st Africa such as Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire, farmers within some farming 
communities are intent on abandoning the use. of environmentally h~mful practices in 
agricultural ptocesses. Some of these practices centre on obsolete pesticides such as 
DDT, dieldrin, chlordane, which after being imported, are sometimes used by farmers in 
ripening products during agricultural processes. Consequently, a lot of outmoded 
technological equip.~ent is also utilised in these communities',These incl':lde leaking .. 
f' '. ' .. ~ . ., ,.,' • 
spray cans. As recommended by ECOWASand FAO, these practices need to change so 
; .' ~ . . - ".."'. ( .,. ',..' .' . 
that these farmers adopt more environmentally friendly equipment. This 
recommendation can only come into effect if these farmers adhere to stringent 
environmental prindples.347 Over here f~r instance, it is the lack of soundenv1ronmental 
. ': ~ " '. ". 
prir:cip~es of soft law in waste manager:nent and trade which results in a lack of 
sophis~cated technolow. 
Furthermore, the Basel Convention Training Programmes ensure that trade regulation in 
toxic waste also leads to the transfer of environmentally-friendly technology from 
P, ~ .' '., 
dev~loping countries ~nto developing ones. Since the. three ~asestudy countries h~come 
environmentally ,friendly and are acutely aware of potential e~vironmental hazards which 
are involved, in toxic ,:"aste trade, imports of any substances ,are carefully evaluated. In 
. . ...
this advent of trade in services for instance, computers, themometres, television sets and 
. " , .. ' . . , , 
other electronic equipment are imported into the three case study countries on condition 
.. '.' .' -, ' 
that these electricals are.not deleterious to the environment. 348_ . 
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Then again, subsequent to the Rabat Meeting on Hazardous Waste Transfer in January 
2001, it was revealed that Mauritius has developed a very sophisticated incinerator for 
disposing of hazardous waste.3~9 Through importing crude oil for refinery and export, 
and with emphasis on the adoption of environmentally sound principles, there is the 
gradual transfer of environmentally sound technology since these are the facilities which 
operate these substances.35o In the case of the proposed recycling of waste projects in 
the three case study countries for all forms of waste recycling, the technological capacity 
for recycling these projects becomes boosted and incorporate sound environmental 
principles. A situation could be conceived whereby unemployed people in poor 
communities, with sufficient governmental support, are able to recycle all sorts of waste 
for exports/51 with the aid of environmentally beneficial technologies, which are 
established and transferred, as such forms of trade increase. This ultimately benefits the 
country within which such a project is situate, as it leads to the establishment of 
environmentally-inclined technological facilities there.352 
3.5.2 Constraints 
3.5.2 (a) Disguised Protectionism 
It has often been noticed that environmental regulations may purposefully or accidentally 
create new forms of protectionism. \Vhilethe integration of environmentai 
considerations into trading regimes is increasingly on the rise, especially in developed 
countries, in developing countries' municipal systems as well as regional mechanisms, 
this vision is yet to be realised to the fullest extent. The main problem faced by 
developing countries then is that these environmental standards which may be for 
genuine environmental protection or may be subdy discriminatory in nature, may be too 
stringent for them to grapple with. 
These concerns notably date a long way back in history, as highlighted in Chapter 4.1. 
Therefore, one· <;£lncern of the relationship between ·environmental law and multilateral 
trade for developing countries is that, the more powerful countries, could, in a subde 
way, reject the products of developing countries which may not be so sophisticated or 
refined, under the pretext that they do not meet the required standards of the developed 
countries. These issues have further been highlighted throughout the decades, before the 
1991/4 Ttma-Dolphin Cases and the 1998 Shrimp-Turtle Cases/53 and were generally 
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echoed by developing countries' representatives during the recent WSSD ill 
Johannesburg in 2002. 
Hence, in 1939,: PerCy Bidwell, while writing in connection with certain treaties at that 
time, observed that countries could easily resort to economic pr6tection under the guise 
of-biological protection.' He cites the 1882 Comrnercialand Maritime treaty between 
France and . Great Britain, whiCh 'was a declaration that each party "reserVes to itself to 
decide" the necessary restrictions for "sanitary reasons" to prevent cattle disease or the 
destruction of crops. Within a few years, this exception became rife in many full-scale' 
commy-cial agreements.3S4 Such biological protection, from the perspective of this thesis, 
could be translated to mean environmental protection .. 
. , 
~'. 
From this' point of view, 'Ambassador Fernando Jaramillo of Columbia stated during a 
Noyember 1993 UNGA debate while criticising developing countries' approach to liberal 
trade flows:"~. :ptotectionism has intensified. Trading by developed countries has beeri 
affected by ever inoresophisticated restrictive practices,,:355 'In the Tuna~Dolpbin Case/56 
discu'ssions t6uched on 'the lack of market accessibility of Mexico to US markets because 
of supposedly inadequate environmental methods adapted in the harvesting of fish. The . 
same sort of problen:ts were faced by India, Pakistan, Malaysia and Thailand in the 
Shrimp-Turtle Case.357 In these cases, the main apprehensions on the part of LDCs lie in 
the fact that developing countries may stipulate what sort of substances they should 
import and what to export. From one angle, this clearly violates the principle of national 
soyereignty, for these countries are entitled to import whatever substances they deem 
e}..'Pedient to the 'promotion of natiorial economic activity; as evident for example, in the 
preambularp'aragraph of the Basel Convention. 
This also leads to the problem of ~arginalisation of developing countries, as ·they cannot 
meet industrialised 'countries" requirements of the high environmental standards which 
must be adopted in their manufacturihg processes lest they are rejected completely. This 
could 'in turn'lead to the potential gains of environmental and trade-related conventions 
being derived by the more powerful, who will obviously get richer and IDCs get poorer. 
It-has been said, with regard to the marginalisation of the IDCs at the December 1996 
W'TO Ministerial Decision meeting in Singapore: "The one-sidedness of the consensus-
building process towards the iriterests of theiridustrial nations should be-seenonce agaih=---- -----. 
in Singapore". 358 
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Furthermore, Najam and Robins observe with regard to Seattle that both northern policy 
makers and Northern environmental groups took no notice of developing countries' 
agenda. They further provide the claim by the Guardian on this issue: "developing 
countries were bullied, sidelined from the negotiations and patronised".359 This. kin<;l of 
trend clearly violates the national sovereignty of developing countries . and. starkly· 
. . 
contradicts multilateralism, which is greatly required in toxic waste trade regulation, an 
environmental area of global concern. 
However, even among developed countries, such cases are not unconunon and .should. 
not be merely deemed to be situations involving high environmental standards which are 
used as disguised restrictions between the fIrst and third world. This is exemplifIed by the 
US-Canada Herring Salmon Case 360 where theUS rejected herrings from Canada on the 
basis that the side of Canadian lobsters were too small and therefore did not meet the 
required standard. However, that was the size always produced by Canadian cold waters. 
This could be applied to LDCs as well and is sometimes the case, in relation to. exports 
from developing to developed countries. 
Another important perspective then, to consider when discussing these matters is that in . 
principle, sustainable development and environmental considerations have genuinely· 
come to play a dominant role in contemporary day international relations, as already 
indicated.361 Certain EU cases also validate this claim. For example, in the case. 
concerning Greek restrictions on the ,import of .frozen chicken infected with salmonella, 
the ECJ upheld Greece's application of the, precautionary principle in disputes over 
internal barriers to trade. \Vhile justifying Greece's approach to these measures and its 
adoption of the precautionary principle, the ECJ recalled that "it has consistently ruled 
that where the data available at the present stage of the scientific research do not make it 
possible to determine with certainty the number of pathogenic micro-organisms, above ' 
which a food product represents a danger to health, in the absence of ,harmonisation in 
thisfie~d, it is for the Member states to determine, with due regard to the requiremen~s of 
the free movement of goods, the level at which they wish to ensure that human life ~d 
health are protected".362 
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In .intr~-African and globaL waste trade, the challenge then, is to ensure that developing 
countries' industries and the waste recycling projects of these three case study countries, 
as \Ve~ as otQef toxic waste companies, adhere to the highest environmental standards 
possible, to gain market accessibility to;world markets. For example, owing to. the use of 
. .'
ob.solete toxic chemicals to produce bananas and tomatoes, certain farmers in Ghana and 
Cote d'Iyoire have persistently complained of being effectively shut from the agricultural 
markets of industrialised countries.363 If these products are cultivated with the use of 
pesticides which.are not. deemed to be obso~ete by international standards, for example, . 
dieldrin inste,ad of chlordane, such practices could be avoided. Here lies the usefulness of 
adhering to Conventions such as Rotterdam and Stockholm, which usefully guide 
J 
co~ntri.es on, adopting the right kind of pesticides and toxic chemicals in international J 
trade~ based on a 'prior comprehensi:rely detailed information and assessment of 
prosp~c~ve ch:micals to be imported. It must also be stressed that mechanisms have 
been. put· in, place which could help ,address this problem. For example,. the fact that 
throl1gh the common but, differentiated responsibility principle, the BCRCs for instance, 
, , 
are offering training to managers and other experts in developing countries on meeting 
these standards for instance, is remarkable in this sense.364 In this sense, Rotterdam, Basel 
and Stockholm could be seen as international environmental conventions which aid the 
• , , , • ~ I • . ' • 
. three case study countries, so that they are not discriminated against in international toxic 
waste trading activity .. 
One basic aim is for these products to g~ market accessibility in t~rms ~f intra-African 
trade. For instance, the recycling of current household waste could be started on a small 
scale, and gradually, some of the recycled products such as the manufacture of carpets 
from used towels, and others, be sent to other West African markets, then those of the 
continent and' eventually, other parts of the world. The concrete efforts of the Bas'~l . ' . 
Convention in . further seeking to implement various project proposals at m~riicipal 
le~~ls'; t~ asSist,these countries and theirr~spective waste projects to ~ttain the highest 
.. : .. . 
poss~bl~ environmental goals in their manufacturing processes can also be commended 
in this regard.36s .' 
One mearungful suggestion may. be for the participants from various companies which 
participate in· these programmes to be able to disseminate information with· colleagues 
throughout the, various =parts'of the countries and. contirieni;" about the" sort of 
enVironmental lessons' learned, their applicability to waste recycling and trade across 
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borders, production processes a~d in relevant cases, how these lesso~s can be adapted. It 
. , . 
is imperative that every participant t~ the~e training 'sessions 'of Basel 'produce 
documented reports for this purpose, coupled with periodic meetings at the muni~ipal 
level, with international experts from the Basel Secretariat, the Bamako Convention 
Secretariat and the BCRC centre~ to chair ~ome of these sessions'and workshops. With 
the realisation of these hopes and recommendations, one could 'conceivably end up with 
a situation where there are more success stories, similar to those' of Ghana, in its 
exportation of environmentally sound horticultural products to the EU, Without obsolete' . 
toxic' chemicals a~d Cote d'Ivoire in its exportation of quality cocoa products to the UK. 
The issue of funding them and training African countries' trade experts in this area is so 
important then, lest they are completely thrown out of the global market. The earlier they 
equip themselves on a regional level in solidarity'to bridge these gaps and earnincire 
fi~ances fo~ addressing these problems, the better. Onte again, the work of the BCRCs, 
the Rotterdam and Stockholm Conventions,' as indicated in this' sub-chapter, cannot go 
unnoticed. 
Furthermore, in the three case study countries, the adoption of the ecolab'ellirig scheme 
by the proposed I~ter-Agency Permit COrnrnlttee in Chapter 6 noionly for t~xic waste: 
imports, but also, toxic waste exports366 could also increase the market accessibility of its· 
products into the first world and elsewhere, as this scheme is being adopted worldwide 
and in many countries. 
3.5.2 (b) Extraterritoriality and National Sovereignty 
Extraterritoriality in international law involves the interference of one state in another's 
affairs in national policy and other matters pertaining to the internal affairs of another. In 
this sense, it could also be said that extraterritoriality contradicts the international law 
principle of national sovereignty which entitles every state to decide its domestic policies " '. 
in whatever way it deems prudent without external interference from other countries.367 
If developing countries are not adequately equipped to meet the requisite environmentaJ 
standards in international trading activity, the industrialised countries could' possibly 
create a situation whereby developed countries directly or,. indirectly violate' the 
extraterritoriality principle, thereby stipulating the national environmental standards to be 
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adopted by developing countries and other countries in manufacturing their exports. 
1 
The~ again, standards eQuId be' imposed on the~ as to how LDCs should iffiplement 
decisions relating to peculiar national environmental policy. 
In this regard, Neumay~r opines that, this could "enable more powerful countries to 
coerce less powerful ones into submission to their own idiosyncratic regard. of what 
. " . 
cons~tutes environmentally l?roper behaviour".368 The incorporation of PPMs, described 
, above, could lead ,to developing countries stipulating what modes of producti?n must be 
utilised in making products, and not so much attention on the quality of goods 
. -thems~lves, with developing countries at the losing end. 
, 
j 
On the issue of extraterritoriality and national sovereignty in this regard, Ziegler and 
.: . . : 
most legal authors consider that in EU terms for instance, the geographical scope of 
Arti~le 3? or the rul~ of re~son "justifies .only national measures for the protection of 
domesti~ territory, as a ~ember State's r~sponsibility under the princi~le of territorial 
sovereignty does' not go beyond na~onal borders".369 On the other hand, Kriiemer 
belongs to the school of minority dissenting opinions, who hold the view that such extra 
jurisdictional measures are permitted by the Treaty on European Union, because "the 
requirem~nt of nature ,protection and, more, generally, of the protection for the 
environment is not g~ographically limited" in the Treaty on European Union. 
Consequendy, "a Member State may protect humans or the fauna and flora in another 
" ,~ 
Member State whether there is threat to health or life of animals or plants".370 
From this viewpoint, Schoenbaum opines that creative unilateralism may be permissible 
in, internatio~al trade, for the purposes, of environmental protection. Schoenbaum opin~s 
t~at th,ough extraterritorialitJ: and unilateralism are not permissible in international law, 
this m~y be allowed, while taking into consideration, certain emerging doctrines such as 
the doctrine of opposability in international law, with due regard to scientific certainty. 
. ' .... 
<?pposability, as first enunciated ~y the ICJ in the Norwegian Fisheries Case, (a) enables a 
state to assert an important interest in ways that are not stricdy speaking, consistent with 
international !aw; and (b) serves to enha~ce the adoption of new international law norms 
'\.,,~here necessary to clarify "grey areas" of international practice. 371 
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Therefore, this doctrine could be seen as a creative agent of change and an important 
part of the international law "legislative" process. 
Though the ECJ case law is also not very clear on this matter, existing case law seems to 
endorse Ziegler's majority opinion. For instance, in the Scottish Red Grollse Case, it was 
held that the Netherlands was not entitled to impose an iinport ban on Scottish red 
grouse, on. grounds of bird protection, if the prohibition of such species has not been 
deemed to be endangered or migratory within the relevant Council Directive on the 
conservation of wild birds.372 Of relevance to this point is Neumayer's hypothetical 
situation on the 1972 EC directive requiring Member states to adopt legislation 
establishing similar standards for vehicle emissions. If Sweden enacted laws which 
required stricter standards, on the one hand, air quality in this country and in 
neighbouring countries would improve. On the other hand, such a law could have a 
disruptive impact on the manufacture and marketing of vehicles in the Community. Cars 
produced in Italy, without the Community's harmonised standards under the directive 
would be banned in Sweden, and if such cars adhered to the Swedish standards, they 
could not be used within other states in the Community.373 
The Shrimp~Turtle Case exemplifies this. This case "opened the theoretical possibility for 
the imposition of trade measures, aiming at the protection of the environment outside 
the imposing country's jurisdiction to be consistent with WIO rules". 374 
As the WIO appellate Body decided in favour of the US, this may possibly mean that 
the US may be justified in seeking to impose on four developing countries, namely, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore, the need for them to ensure turtle 
conservation, while fishing for shrimps to be exported, in their territories. Even though 
the need to observe turtles has been stated by CITES, it is difficult to also envisage a 
~uation where one state can legitimately decide on the erivironmental policies of ?thers. 
However, an important point to note though is that at this stage in the world's 
development of issues such as sustainable development, the need for worldwide 
conservation of species was so fundamental and was thus accorded so much importance 
by the WIO Appellate Body. 
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Though the similar .r,ma-Dolphin Case, albeit unadopted, clearly reiterated the view that 
one statecahnot resort to creative uhilateralism, stipulating what environmental ensures 
an e!(portingstate, mus,t adopt in order to successfully export goods, the.s hrimp-Turtle 
obviously seems, to hold a contrary vi~w. How does. one distinguish between the two 
scenarios then? On the surface, the two cases are factually similar,to a very large extent., 
However, the rulings differ substantially. Perhaps, one explanation could be that by the 
time the Shrimp-Turtle Case came up, the wro and its Appellate Body were in full 
exjstence, promoting su~tainable development as a vital tool for the effective realisation 
of free· trade. In contrast to this, TIIIJ(1-Dolphin arose at a time \Yhen free trade priorities 
were' dominating the international agenda. For developing countries that are not 
adequately equipped to make their goods more environmentally friendly, these are.some 
of.their genuinely daunting concerns. 
Indeed, where there is a lack of clearly stipulated international guidelines by countries in 
the· rform of the adoption of an international convention, or cle:J.l'ly acceptable 
GATT/wrO ArticleXX-compliant national policies, which relate to the environm~ntal 
or health protection of the importing country, the issue of protectionism arises and 
negatively -impacts on market accessibility. For instance,the existence bfan international 
Convention above in the Shriinp~TurtleCase may' perhaps establish the point that national 
measures were being ,implemented in furtherance of the objectives of a prior established 
!=onventi'on, for environmental, purposes. On the other hand, where such a prior 
international, agreement has not been' concluded, protectionism may ,be prevalent. A 
hypothetical, case of Ghana's unfortunate, mining waste tragedy is a case in point. Two 
years ago, mining waste from Ghana's Tarkwa Mining Company and manufacturing 
processes in Tarkwa, caused significant amounts of pollution to ecological life in the 
neighbouring town of Abekwasi.375 Thankfully, these,problems were rectified with clean 
up re.medies. However, the point here is that if the quality of such gold produced was 
, 
environmentally' sound, but upon being exported toahothercountry, was rejected 
because of the environmental perils which such production, had inflicted upon the 
ecological life of Abekwasi back at home, there might, be a problem of disguised 
protectionism ·in t~s' sense. The only possible advantage here might mean that countries 
\vould ,be mindful ,of adhering to environmental considerations in their production 
processes. 
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However, under national sovereignty, developing countries need clear.guidelines on this· 
issue and not have their goods rejected for some far-fetched environmental reason or 
other. The solution is really to have a prior international environmental convention or a 
national convention which conforms to \VfO standards, as mentioned already. On the 
other hand, since creative unilateralism and extraterritoriality may be permissible through 
.. '.
invoking the doctrine of opposability, this, for present purposes may override 
sovereignty and the need for the avoidance of extraterritorialism. The reason here may be 
for the protection of the ecological base and human health from, harmful environmental 
disasters which occur from toxic waste mismanagement in trade. Though this may seem 
to be to the detriment of developing countries as developed countrIeS may use it as an 
escape route to further marginalise developing countries in trad~.,and toxic waste trade, 
from a certain perspective, this might also work to the benefit of developing countries. 
The following discussions are cases in point. 
Under toxic waste trade, the question of liability and product processing methods must 
also not be lost sight of. These must be stipulated by the three case study 'countries and 
reflected in their law/policy, according to the standards which they deem most beneficial 
to their goals of environmental protection. -The issue of carefully eV'aluating what 
substances areii1. question is of paramount importance. There have been cases where 
poisonous substances such as arsenic have been disguisedly labelled as chemicals for 
research purposes, paint, and fertilisers and so on. This was exemplified in the 1994, 
when purported imports of plastic granules and plastic waste imports· from Italy to 
Ghana were actually highly toxic waste -containing arsenic compounds and cadmium 
compounds.376 
Furthermore, In 2000, South Africa's DEA T diligently discovered that proposed 
shipments of pargeothite from Australia to South Africa for research purposes at the 
South-African ~fintek comp'any, .were actually chemicals containing lead and. arsenic, 
both very deadly chemicals and substances.377 It is thus extremely important for- any 
national law on toxic waste to dearly identify the need for environmental assessments of 
potential shipments, very specified categorisations of environmentally harmful goods and 
scientific evaluations explaining why they are rejected, in contrast· to far-fetched 
processes on why certain chemicals ar_e rejected .. As far as toxic waste is concerned, 
ecolabelling and environmental labelling are also an important tool for the realisation of 
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these ohjectives, lest the situation of Ghana's Kennedy Round 2 scenario results. In this 
.. . 
situation, toxic waste was imported into Ghana from China and Japan, without any 
indications on what these wastes are. The problem here is that the labelling on these 
products was in Chinese, with no indications of official translations, and so on.378 Under 
national sovereignty, these three case study countries cquld advisably adopt these 
ecolabelling measures ihto their trading schemes, and even if there are no prior 
international conventions authorising the rejection of a particular form of hazardous 
wastes,. once it ~an be proved on a scientific basis that such products are harmful, then. . . . . . 
these three case study countries may be legitimately entitled to reject these substances.379 
Under .such circumstances, the three casestudy countries and others within Africa can 
also reject substances when it comes t9 toxic waste trade, even if these substances are 
',' ," 
regulated and not to be banned under the Basel, Bamako, Rotterdam and Stockholm 
Conventions, using the precautionary principle and also, that of creative unilateralism, 
. , 
indicated above.38o The basis for this would be the priority attached to environmental 
concerns and sustainable development amongst other international norms, scientific 
evidence or the great probability of such harm. Through being able to reject such 
substances which are not listed as banned in Basei, environmental protection is sought. 
On the other hand, the reliahce on. scientific evidence or the probability thereof, also 
. .' ., ". . . - . :. 
ensu~es the avoidance of protectionism in this regard. 
To.t,his end, the. solution might be to urgently cOrrurllssion a study, where the wro and 
~NCTAD in collaboration with UNEP, the CITES secretariat and other environmental 
organisations come. up with a study on the exact situations where such extraterritorial 
environmental measures are permissible, in what species, which ones are threatened, 
which ones are not, and so on. This owes to the current discrepancies in the existing law, 
as. some countries may still be bound to take advantage of this situation to impose their . '. , .. . 
clear standards. This would also ensure more uniformity \vithin the application of such 
rules. 
3.6 Conclusion 
The requirement that potentially dangerous goods ought not to be sent to another's 
.. ---. - -- territory has legal backing in customary internationall.aw, dates back to manydecades-'---'---' 
~nd could in one way or the other be applicable to the three case study countries. The 
t ,,' - -' 
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three case study countries are entitled to choose any group of substances which they 
intend trading in, under the principle of national sovereignty. However, it may also be 
necessary for them to be mindful of not utilising their territories in a way so as not to 
cause harm to the territories of neighbouring countries, in conformity with the Trai/ 
Smelter Arbitration Case, for example. States must also co-operate with othe~ st~te~ for the .. 
adoption of sou~d iegal environmental regi~es governing toxic wast~ trade, which i~ a 
transboundary issue and therefore necessitates a multilateral approach. Multilateralism is 
a useful tool in the adoption of relevant soft law principles and international 
environmental conventions. It is important to note that liability of offenders of toXic 
waste trade laws under these international legal regimes, though it could be improved 
upon, is stricter than in cu~iorhary international law, which is comp~ratively insufficient' 
in this regard. In this regard, instead of the Basel Secretariat simply being an observei at 
. . . ~ 
the wro dispute resolution" sessions involving illegal toxic waste trade, Basel could be 
more empowered in resolving toxic waste trade offences. Through the incorporation of a 
dispute settlement body to resolve"inter-state disputes in toxic waste trade as part of the 
UNEP legal regime, Basel could have more authority here. 
Contrary to certain opinions which claim that the emerging international environ~ent·al 
, , 
soft l~w norms are'mere aspirations and ha~e no effect in reality, thes~ norms have 
, , 
played an important role in the development of international environmental law, as far as 
toxic waste trade regulation is concerned. For example, the Basel, Bamako, Rotterdam 
and Stockho~ Conventions ~einforce the prior informed 'consent procedure as well as 
the preventive 'and' precautionary approaches' in toxic waste management' and trading 
issues. Therefore, ,the degree to which they ar~ prioritised in nati~nallaw and the treaties 
of African Regional Mechanisms, is very essential. 
Against this'background, the various munidpallaws of these countries should reflect the 
emerging "em;ironmental law principles. For instance, through greener and'",leaner 
production methods, the preventive principle is enforced. 
Similar to South Africa's NEMA and parts of its constitution, the envirortl-riental policy 
of Cote d'Ivoire recognises this and the precautionary principles, as well as that of a 
human right to a d~cent environme'nt. However; th~y must be included in the 'speCific 
m~dellaw as ~ell, 'with due ~egardto generai ~nvironmental policy. It is also adv~cated 
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that the loms standi principle, for instance, be added as amendment to the law of Cote 
d'Ivoire on toXic wa~tearid that of Gha'na when it is in force. In South Africa where the 
locus standi is already in existence in its Constitution within the general environmental 
context, the municipal law on toxic waste could also indicate that pursuant to this clause, 
this principle'also be extended to toxic. waste issues in particular.' Additionally, the class 
action principle must also be available, so as to facilitate· the enhancement of 
environmental rights and environmental' justice, as these relate to toxic waste trade, for 
the purposes of this thesis. 
These, together with other soft law principles, contribute to the' predominant soft law 
prinCiple of sustainable development in contemporary times; .' 
Various proposals have been put forward for a smoother functioning of certain 
Conventions discussed in this Chapter. For example, the Basel Convention, through its 
., Regional Centres, has successfully' established capacity building programmes for 
developing countries aU over the globe, which include the three case study countries. The 
BCRCs operate in the three case study countries and other continents, to provide 
capacity building. So far; a lot of successes can be attributed to it, as it has provided many 
series 6ftrainihg in hazardous waste ~~nagement f~rofficials from developing countries, 
which is useful for increasing the level of expertise. Such knowledge is lacking in the 
three case study' countries, as far as the regulation of toxic waste imports and exports is 
concerned, as discussed in Chapter 503. However, officials at the secretariat need to 
devise meanin'gful ways of 'helping countries to disseminate success' stories of lessons 
learned from these programmes, to other stakeholders involved in toxic waste trade 
\virhin the inunidpal and regional' set~up.These ways include documenting such lessons 
lea~ed, makihg them available on the website a~d media, and also pre~enting them to 
otherworkshops of the BCRC and WIO Committee on Trade and Environment. 
Though the Basel Convention originally aimed at regulating the trade in these substances 
as opposed to the Bamako and Lome Conventions which,banned trading in these 
substances' altogether, Basel's Third Ban Amendment, is now geared towards the same 
direction. South Africa might want to accede to Bamako with due regard' to a deeper 
cornmitmentof this continent to African solidarity. In addition. to the facilitation of 
.' . 
intra-African trade and derivation of economic advantages of this accession thereby; ·this 
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could enable Africa to work together on monitoring illicit imports of toxic waste ~nder 
the Bamako Convention. 
The approach of the three case study countries to these Conventions has also been 
discussed,It seems that with the Third Ban Amendment of the Basel Convention, its 
objectives of banning the trading of hazardous waste altogether then becomes similar to 
those of Bamako. However, there are currently 49 ratifications out of the required 
number of 62 ratifications. In the absence of the requisite 62 ratifications, Basel could be 
seen to still regulate and not ban trading in these substances altogether. It must be stated 
however, that, under national sovereignty, these three case study countries and other 
developing ones are freely entitled to decide on whether or not to trade in certain 
hazardous substances from the first world under the Basel Convention. 
Additionally, through the Bamako Convention, the national Dumpwatch of certain West 
and Central African countries have, for example, been established. The workings of the 
Dumpwatch have to be officially documented, with highlights of success stories and 
remaining obstacles. These must also be readily available on the websi~e and tJ:1rough the: 
media. Individuals within the national setting could have easy access to this mechanisms, 
for reporting illicit incidents. Furthermore, the Dumpwatch ~ust be heard at t~e. WTO's 
Committee on Trade and Environment, when there are concerns, and also, with regard 
to the former's work being carried out. This could be effectively accomplished through 
the Inter-Agency Committees, which, as indicated in Chapter 6, will be the national focal 
point in these matters at various municipaUevels. A COP also still needs to be convened 
to assess. and document the successes and challenges of this Convention.:The workings 
of this convention should also be easily accessible on the internet, for example. A legal 
mechanism for holding future offenders liable needs to be established for a better 
functioning. These could complement the proposed model laws . ... 
Rotterdam and Stockholm are timely initiatives which could help the three case study . . 
countries import sound chemicals for their agricultural processes. Liability regimes must 
be established, through the adoption of a multilateral approach on the part of the world's 
nations. Though it may be a bit too early to evaluate the accomplishments or failures of 





case study countries in the efficient regulation of toxic waste trade. Their principles must 
ther~fore reflect in the three case study countries who are parties to these' Conventions., 
Soft'la~' instruments such as the WSSD and Agenda 21, Declarations, as well as certain 
UN institutions such as UNCTAD and UNCSD are useful tools, even' if not legally 
binding in comparison to the aforementioned Conventions, in helping the three case 
study 'countries to develop sound environmental measures for trading in toxic waste. 
The 'NEPADa'nd other African regional mcchanismsalso need to emulate the example 
setby'othe~ regional mechanisms such as the NAFTA, by establishing a special body to 
implemct'lt trade' and environmental concerns, specifically, toxic waste trade; This body 
cOllld also set up a system' of indicators to monitor member states' compliance. Further' 
recommendations for these mechanisms include the need for a dispute setdement body, 
under NEPAD, to: resolve all intra-African disputes in trade and environmental issues, 
arid for the purposes of this thesis, toxic waste trade disputes and offences. Advisably; in 
the: ~bs~rice ~f'adequate 'funding, low~paid consultancies and even free internships could 
be initially started in toxic waste issues, a field which is to a large extent, not accorded 
rriuch priority in' these bodies. 
Furthermore; 1fl many cases, there is the likelihood that' the soft law principles; 
con~entions, environmental considerations; and some of the abovementioned'laws may 
positively enhance the fiee flow of 'global- trade. The inclusion of the principles of 
s~stainability' and' the preventive and precautionary principles of' foresight is vitally 
important and must be emphasised in every law regulating toxic waste trade. In marginal 
instances where this cannot be accomplished, there are obstacles. Through the 
cnvtt~nmental funding' and incentives' -discuss'ed in this chapter,' environmental 
c~6.s1derationsthen 'become a prevalent - feature of every African company or 
manufacturing process, big, small or m-edium. The result is that problems of disguised 
protectionism: extraterritoriality and national sovereignty as well as matginalis~tion from 
the first '\vorld are effectively eradicated: Unfettered, undisrupted and faiigreen trade in 
(oXic waste may then abound in these circumstances. 
However, these environmental principles artd membership to multilateral environmental -----,,,, 
conventions could also be used as positive instruments which will enhance the flow of 
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trade in toxic waste, so that in this area of activity, the trickling down effects of free 
trade, as discussed in Chapter 2, will be felt by the three case study countries. In light of 
these viewpoints, it is suggested that given the fact that sustainable trade in toxic waste 
can generate income ,and employment, inter-alia, the best thing may be for, certain 
substances to be imported and others to be rejected, while stipulating the dear . 
environmental considerations which will be prioritised in importing these substances. 
Even though incorporating environmental concerns such as the precautionary and 
preventive principles in such trade could mean that developed countries, viqlate the 
extraterritoriality principle and stipulate what category of goods which developing 
countries must import and export, this can also work ,to the advantage of developing " 
countries, including those subject , to the case studies of this thesis. 
For instance, it is advocated that their respective municipal laws on toxic waste also 
incorporate the requirement of ecolabelling systems, as part of the requirements in the 
notification, packaging and information procedures, and that suc,h ecolabelling schemes 
be unambiguously highlighted in the official language of the nation of import. Through 
the inclusion of such principles into trading activities, a country such as Ghana could" 
then refrain from importing obsolete pestiCides from China and Japan, when these 
substances are labelled in Chinese and cannot be comprehended, only to be discovered 
later that these substances are highly toxic. Even when a substance has not been deemed 
to be highly toxic and, prohibited under the Basel or Rotterdam Conveption, the three 
case study, coun~ies, may under the precauti()nary principle, ban the trading in such 
forms of waste. 
Another important point is to fmd a way of definitely funding developing countries' 
industries who find it difficult to adhere to environmental considerations in global trade. 
This raises the question of the trade and environment debate, and th~ implicatio~s ()f 
environmental law on international trade. In the present circums~ances, it is admittedly 
difficult for them to make any kind of progress in this regard. However" for these 
countries to meet the requisite environmental standards, improve the quality ,of goods 




Th(~)Ugh extraterritoriality and unilateralism may be undesirable, they could be permissible 
in inte~national law, 'with due regard to' certain emerging doctrines. These include the 
doci:rin~ of 'opp~sability in international l~~. On the issue of the three case study 
coun:i:ries' effective regul~tion of toxic w~ste trade, this doctrine would also be relevant in 
light or' scientific certainty. Accordingly, the three case study countries can reject 
11ubst~nces 'when it conies to toxic waste trade, even if these substances are regulated and 
not to be banned under the Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm Conventions, for example. 
The basis for this would be the priority attached to environmental concerns such as the 
sust~n~bie de'velopment a~d precau'tionary principles amongst other international· 
""" norms, fro~ scientific evidence,' or that the probability of resultant environmental 
dilemmas, would be high. Through being able to reject such substances which are not' 
listed' as banned in Basel; Rotterdam and Stockholm, environmental protection is sought. 
-" .' 
On the oth,er hand, the reliance on scientific evidence or the probability thereof also, 
ensures th~ avoidance of protectionism in this regard. 
Dis·cu~sions up ,to this'point have focused on international legal approaches to protecting 
the environment, with sp'ecific references to the greening of hazardous waste trade. In 
this regard, analytical perspectives have also' been provided ~n the role of multilateralism, 
increasingly important soft law principles in this area of law, the workings of relevant 
legally binding in'ternational treaties such' as the Basel, . Bamako, Rotterdam' and' 
Stockholm Co'nventions,~oftlaw instruments such as theUNCED (1992) and WSSD 
(2002) Declarations,. UN institutions and African Regional Mechanisms, with particular 
emphasis on. proposals for regulatory reform. The approach adopted by the three case 
stl.,ldy cou'ntries' to .all these mechanisms hav~ been reviewed inihis light, followed by a 
close ,examination of th~ implications of, these environmental instruments for the' toxic 
wa'ste tradiD.g'p6sitions of the three case s~dy countries in the global economic order. 
The main aim of this analysis is to explcii:~ the best pragmatic' ~ans through which the 
membership of th~ three' case study countries to these' international instruments, their 
participation in UN projects on hazardous waste and their' membership to African 
, . 
Regional Mechanisms could enable them to. inlplement a model law which generally 
enables them to maxirriise the' benefits 6f. free trade in toxic waste, while at the same 
time, arriving at sustainable development. This assessment within a broader context, then '-----
ties in squarely with discussions in the' next chapter whIch surveys the development of 
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the somewhat pre-existing and inherent link between the two distinctive branches of 
international trade and international environmental law over the decades, how they have 
become more pronounced until very recent times when these two areas have gradually 
intersected and resulted in the trade and environment debate. From these discussions, 
some important lessons could be extracted and incorporated into the proposed model 
municipal law regulating toxic waste trade. 
I UNEP, Division of Environmental Policy' Implementation, "Compliance and Enforcement", 
Development of Guidelines on National Enforcement of MEAs and on Compliance with ME'\.s, available 
at htql:/ /\V\Vw.unep.org/depi/compliance-and-enforcement. It is noteworthy that though this citation is 
on international environmental law and environmental protection in generic terms, for the purposes of this 
thesis, this translates to .international environmental law as it relates to the specific problem of regulating 
toxic waste trade. 
2 See Chapter 1.1 on Background and Overview, Under Introduction and Chapter 5.4 for certain examples 
of illegal trading practices, especially at Chapter 5.4.17 under secondary references involving other 
developing countries and Chapters 3.4.1 (a) on historical development of the Basel Convention, Chapter 
3.4.3 (a) on the historical overview of the Rotterdam Convention and Chapter 3.4.2 (a) on background to 
the creation of the Bamako Convention. 
3 Sands, P Principles of International Environmental Low'Volume II ~fanchester University Press: Manchester 
and New York (1995), Chapter 4, on Soft Law Principles and International Law Making and Regulation. 
4 Other sources of environmental law are international law, which is in rum composed of international 
environmental conventions and related instruments, common law principles such as sic IItere tllO ,lit alienttnt 
non kredas, statute law, the constitution of nations' countries and in relevant cases, African customary law, 
see for example, Glazewski, J Environmental Law in SOllth Africa Butterworths (2000); at 36, when discussing 
sources of international environmental law, at 35-36. See also, Ball, S and Bell, S Environmental Low 
Blackstone Press Ltd. 4th ed (1991), Chapter 2 on sources of environmental law, esp. at 28-29.on informal 
sources o flaw. . '. 
5 See points on multilateralism under Chapter 1.1.6. 
6 See Chapters 2:3.2 (a), 3.1.1(a), 3.1.1 (b), 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.for details of these discussions. 
7 See Chapters 3.4.12 and 3.4.13 in this regard. 
8 See Kiss, A and Shelton, D Intematiollal Environmental Law Transnational Publishers, Inc. (1991), at 134, 
218-231 for the ca se of the Sandoz spill, and 1-2,44, 68, 106, 134, 136,221,222, 228. 
9 See also, ,Sands, P "Chernobyl: Law and Communication" in Hunter, D et al International Environmental-
Low and Poliry New York Foundation Press (1998), at 915-917, where he inter-alia, discusses the significant 
contamination in milk producing cattle, the atmosphere, 'soil and 'water as well as loss of jobs in the 
agricultural sector in Germany. He also discusses increases in radioactivity levels in Sweden, Denmark, 
Finland' and Po hind. These trends resulted from the Chernobyl disaster which occurred on Russian' 
territory. 
10 Principle 22; See Th~nt, U 'Uruted Nations Under-Secretary-General, Stockho'lm Conferknce' on'Human' 
Environment, 1972, reproduced in Justice Ai\. Desai, Environmental Jllrisprudence, Vikas Publishing House, 
PVT Ltd (1998), at 55. . '
II Princip Ie 13. 
12 See for example, Principle 32 of the WSSD Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development, 
2002, under "Multilateralism is the Future". This principle, inter-alia. reaffirms the commitment of the 
international community to theprinciples and purposes of the UN Charter and International Law as .well 
as the strengthening of multilateralism. . . . . 
B,See Chapter 3.2.10 for more details. 
14 See fn. 60 of Chapter 2. 
15 Section 233 of the South African Constitution (Act 108, 1996); Dugard, J International Law A SOllth 
African Perspective Juta & Co, Ltd. (2000), at 25 and Chapter 4. . 
16 See Article 40(c) of the Ghanaian Constitution Supra 13, which reiterates the'respect of the Ghanaian 
Government to promoting international law inter-alia, in the government's dealings with other nations. 
17 See Articles 85 and 86 of the Cons titution de la Republique de Cote d'Ivoire (2000). 





19 35 AJIL (1941), at 684; See also, Glazewski, JI "Regulating TransboundaryMovement of Hazardous 
Waste: International Developments and Implications for South Africa", 1993 26(2) CILSA, 234-248, at 
238; ~lazewski (2000), Supra 16, Cbapter 17, especially at 652 on "The Law of Neigbbours". 
20 ICJ Reports (1949). See also, tbe l\lontrealJ3.ules, that is, IL-\ Draft Rules oil Transboundary Pollution 
whicb reqUires states from preventing transfrontier air pollution to tbe extent tbat no substantial injury is 
causeH to 'otbers' terri tones and prohibits states from discbarging into the atmospbere, substances which 
are' considered as dangerous' to human health, lest this results in transfrontier pollution; Hugbes, D, 
EIJ1Jiro;lJnell/al Law 3m ed Butterworths (1992) 2nd Edition, at 314-315; Harris, DJ Cam alldMa/enaiJ 011 
hl/enl(l/i()IIa} Law 5th Edition London, Sweet and 11axwell (1998), at 494-499; Glazewski (1993), Ibid; See 
also, The Nuclear Tes/ Cast, Aus/ralia /) Fral1ce, (1974) ICJ Reps, 253. 
21 See ICJ Rep orts (1949), Ibid, at 22 . 
22 See Prfuciple:t 21 Of the Stockholm and 2 of the Rio Declarations. See also, Article 74 of the UN 
Charter on the general principle of good neighbourliness. 
2J Byers, M ':Abuse of Rights: A"n Old Principle, A New Age" (2002) 47 Me GiIlLJ. 389, at 389. 
24 PCI] Report Series A No: 7 (1926), at 30; Me Nair, AD and Laute.rpacht, H, Annual Dijpl of In/erna/iol1al 
Law Cam, Years. 1925-1926, at 81-83; 65-67 and :07; Glazewski (1993), Supra 19 at 238. 
25 Ibid, See also, the case of Certain German In/em/s in Polish Upper Siiesia, PCIJ (Ser. A) No.7, at 30. 
u. See 'Chapte~ '3.1.1 (a): 
27 See Supra 8. 
2Il See'Supra 9. , 
29 See Cbapter 5.4.2 for discussions on tbe Thor ChemiraiJ Case. On fns. 27-29, see also, Chapter 2.7.2 (b) 
for furtber analYtical insights into' these cases. ' 
3Il Enipbasis mine. . 
31 See Chapter 6. 
32 See for example, fns. 60-61 infra, and fns. 76-80 infra. 
3, See for example,. fns. 64 infra and fns. 81 to 82 infra. 
34 Glazewski (1993), Supra 23 at '238-239. 
33 'See. UNEP 'Decision on Co-operation witb tbe wro, UNEP Document UNEP/CHW.6JL.l, 
December 2002. See .also fn. 201 infra, in relation to the legal workings of Basel to hold toxic waste 
offenders liable. 
36 Glazewski (2000), Supra 34 at' 14. 
37 \yod,d Co,~ssion on Enviro,nment and Development Our Common Future (the Brundtland Report) 
1987 at 43, cited in Glaze\vski (2000), Ibid. at 14-15. ' ' , 
38 Sands (1995), Supra 3, at 198-208; See also, Bates, GM El1virol1nJel/tal Law itr Australia Butterwortbs 
(1983); In !he Nuclear Tes/s faSt oj New ZealtJlld v. France, four of such principles, tbe intertempo ral principle, 
the principle. of intergenerational equity, the precautionary principle and the principle of environmental 
impact assessment, were highlighted as some of the laws which are gaining importance in terms of how 
best they seek to protect the environment. ' , 
19 Sands,(1995), Ibid, at 199. 
40 See, for example. the' mai?o aii:ns and thematic focus of the WSSD in 2002, Johannesburg,discussed 
t';lr~t:i in this sub-<;hapter; The UN agency such is FAG, while implemeniing its decisions and projects has 
a~'its guiding' principle, Sustainable Agrictilture' and Rural Development dr SARD, which basically 
t'mphasis~s the. continued satisfaction of human needs for present and future generations during the 
rn,anagement and' conservation of the naturaI'resource base, and the orientation of tecbnologicaland 
instirutional change, , '., 
..... 4: S,:eMuldoon, P et al The EnvirolJnJen/al Bill Of Rights: A Practical Gilide Edmond Montgomery Publications 
Ltd. (1995), at 222. . " . ,.' 
42 For references on ~uch 'more recent cOIi.ventions, see for 'example, the Zambezi ACTION plan 
Agreement (1987) and the UN. Framework Con vention for Climate ,Change (1987). . . 
41 (1?98) 37 ILM ,162,cited in Glazewski (2000), Supra 37, at 15; See also, A Shared Responsibility:Global 
Policy Coherence for our Global Age," wro publication on German Businessmen Meeting of 9111 
December, in paragraph 2 where Renato Ruggiero then Director-General of wro stressed that the main 
subject of the conference. "Sustainable Development", represents one of the most powerful contempo rary 
ideas; see also British .C::ouncilserninar on environmental responsibility in world trade, paragraph 4 of 
introductory chapter, p '1,- w.here 'it is stated that sustainable' development does 'not only entail·, 
environmental protection. Thus, it continues, the,'starting point of the conference, "environmental 
responsi~ility':, will be set within a wider context of sustainable 'development: eliminating poverty, 
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improving economic efficiency and regenerating the ecological base. See also, Bates, GM Environme!ltal Lzw 
in Allstralia Butterworths (1983), at 24-32, on sustainable developmen t, within the Australian context and 
from international perspectives; Hughes, D, Environmental Lzw 3rd ed Butterworths (1992) 2nd Edition, at 
14-15, where he succinctly discusses the elements of sustainable development, citing Pearce et ai, Blmprillf 
for a Green Economy (1989) Earthscan Publications Limited. On sustainable development generally, see 
International Institute for Environment and Development, Words into Action, For the UN World SlIIlIlIIit 011 
SlIStaiflable DeveloplllerJt, 26th August to 4th September 2002. On this principle and other general internation al 
environmental law principles such as the common but differentiated responsibility; see. Sands, P 
"Environmental Protection in the Twenty First Century: S~stainable Development and International Law", 
produced in Vig, NJ and Axelrod, RS The Global Environment, Institlltions, LAw and PoliO', (1999) Earthscan 
Publishers, 116-156, especially at 128-129. 
~~ Cited in Glazewski (2000), Ibid, at 15 to 16; See also Ss 2(3), 1(1) (xxi..,;) and 2(4) (a) (i)-(viii) 9f NEM.A; 
White Paper at 25. For reflection of sustainable development in environmental management principles 
under NEMA, see S2(4)(b)-(r) of this Act. 
~5 Discussions with official from MEST, Accra, 2003 reaffirm this commitment. However, a close look at 
municipal environmental law such as the EPA Act (Act 490, 1994) and the PesticidetControl and 
Management A ct (Act 528, 1996) do not specifically spell this out. 
~6 Discussions with official from the ~linistere de l'Environnement, Abidjan, 200~: Relevant Ivorian 
environmen tal legislation such as Loi.No. 88-651 on the Prohibition of Toxic Waste (1 §88) and Loi No. 96-
766 (1996), discussed in Chapters 5.6.4 and 5.6.5 respectively, do not specify the need for sustainable. 
development. 
47 See Chapter 3.5.1(a) under discussions relating to the technical assistance offered-by the Basel and 
Rotterdam Conventions to three case study countries, including adhering to the Basel Guidelines on the 
environmentally sound management of wastes, in their implementati on of waste recycling projects. 
48 See recommendations for regional mechanisms below, in Chapters 3.4.2,3.4.6-3.4.7; See alsG, Preamble 
of model treaty and law, in Chapters 6(A) and 6(B) respectively. . 
49 See Annex IV to Chapter 6(B) under model law and Chapter 5.4 on proposed waste recycling projects. 
;0 See Preamble of model law in Chapter 6 (B) on sustainable development. 
51 Ambassador Robert van Lierop, Permanent Representative of Vanuatu to the UN and Co-Chairman of . 
Working Group 1 of the INC/FCCC, Statement to the Plenary Session of the INC/FCCC, 5th February 
1991, at 3; reproduced in Sands (1995), Supra 38, at 208-209. 0 
52 Principle 15. 
53 Sands (1995), Supra 51, at 208; see also, Glazewski (2000), Supra 36, at 19-20 on the precautionary .. 
principle; IUCN Commission on Environmental Law, Draft International Covenant on Environment and 0 
Development, (prepared in Co-operation with the International Council of Environmental Law), IUCN, 
Gland and Cambridge. xxivt20Opp. (1995), International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources and Internation al Council of Environmen tal Law, Article 7, with a discussion of the Trail Smelter 
Case, Supra 23, in this regard. For relevant case law, see also Vellore Citizens Welfore Fomm vs Union of India 
and Others, JT 1996 (7) Soc. 375, on this, preventive and polluter pays principles, discussed below.' 0 
54 Sands (1995), Ibid. . 
55 Arts. I and V(3)(a). 
56 See also Sands (1995), Supra 54, for further referencing. For further references on current trends relat~g 
to this principle, see the Second and Third North Sea Conference and their Ministerial Declaration, 1987, 
1990 and 1984 respectively, which exhorted ministers of these countries to adop t this approach in 
protecting the North Sea from possibly damaging effects of the most dangerous substances (London, 25 
November 1987; also PARCOM Recommendation 89/1 (1989), supporting the principle of precautionary 
action); See also, the 1992 Water Courses Convention, the 1992 Biodiversity Convention, the 1990 Bergen 
Convention, the 1992 MaastrichtTreaty, the 1992 Climate Change Convention. See also, the 1990 Bergen 
l\linisterial Declaration which was the first international instrument to establish a Jirik between this 
principle and sustainable development, by providing that in order to arrive at the latter, the former must be 
implemen ted. 
57 \X'hile justifying the approach of Greece to these measures and its adoption of the precautionary 
principle, the ECJ recalled that it ''has consistendy ruled that where the data available at the present stage 
of the scientific research do not make it possible ro determine with certainty the number of pathogenic 
micro-organisms above which a food product represents a danger to health, in the' absence . of 
harmonisation in this field, it is for the Member states to determine, with due regard tei the requirements of 
the free movement of goods, the level at which they wish to ensure that human life and health are 
protected" , see ECJ, 1993, at 2087, discussed in Neumayer, E "Greening the wro Agreements: Can the 
Treaty Establishing the European Community be of Guidance?" JWT 35(1) February 2001, 145-166, at 
160. In upholding export restrictions by the UK, the ECJ in 1998 ruled thus: "where there is uncertainty as 
to the existence or extent of risks to human health, the institutions may take protective measures without 
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having to wait until the -reality and seriousness of those risks become .fully apparent, ECJ, 1998b, at 2259, 
reiterating the po sition in Enichem. 
58 In June 2002, Zimbabwe rejected Genetically Modified Organisms produced foods from the US. In 
.\ugust 2002, Zambia took the same stand, despite the fact that 2.4 million people were desperately 
starving in this country, which signifies the largest famine experienced in Zambia. The reasoning behind 
these two rejections was that these foods could be potentially dangerous to the hungry population and 
would not be accepted until scientists proved that these foods were safe for human consumption., 
According to Dr. Jacques. Diouf, (FAO Director-General), the EU Commission has found no evidence 
that this food could be harmful. Dr. DiclUf states that the relevant food safety risk assessment be 
conducted, with the same principles applied in the first world being applied to the third world. SABC 
News, Friday, 30th August 2002, at 19:00 hours and 20:00 hours. Indeed, it may be reiterate d that if African 
countries in this era of sustainable developm'ent and the promotion of environmental principles for 
successful c\evelopmental goals accept such food imports which they are not certain of,. the whole 
sustainable development agenda, and the commitments of governors in these matters are really 
questionable. They may simply be applying the precautionary principle. This may be ju stifiable, because the 
persistence of famine in this region does not also .suggest that African governments go contrary to' the 
beaurifully. v,rritten principles they have struggled to adopt and must promote in development and training 
goals. Hence, on the one hand, the precautionary principle may justify such a rejection. At the same time, 
these foods may actually pose no harm. To the proposed solution by Dr. Jacques Diouf herein, it must also 
be added' that the outcome of such a risk assessment be made available to all countries and this exercise be 
carried out in a timely manner without delay (so that if dangerous, safer food be sent to these st~rved 
people). 
;9 Sands (1995), Supra 56, at 209. 
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t4 S2(4)(a)(ii). See Glazewski (2000), Supra 48, at 20. 
85 S2(4)(a)(iv). 
86 See National Waste Summit Declaration, Pietersburg, South Africa' (2000), paragraphs 1 to 28, for a full 
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CHAPTER 4: THE FREE TRADE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, 
, , . 
DEBATE 
" ... We must do more to ha17J1Onise our goal of increaSing trade with tJtlr goal of improving the environment 
and working conditions." 1 , 
4.1 Introductory Remarks 
This chapter ,analyses the trade and environmental-debate generally but links' the -debate to 
trade in toxic waste where appropriate. This is done by juxtaposing these two spheres; based • 
C>"-
on respective discussions' in Chapters 2 and 3. Speaking generally; Gaines points out that the 
, 
two spheres of ' trade and'the environment starkly contradict each other. He explains the 
trade/environment relationship' asa complicated interdisciplinary policy issue ' that· poses 
man with two fundamental choices, namely, : 
(a) Organizing the wo!1d in economic, political: and social terms, and 
(b) Preventing 'ourselves,. to the best extent possible, from doing irreparable damage to the 
Earth's ecosystems;2 
Jackson et aI, in two -propo~itions, des~ribe 'the conflict between enviro~ental protection 
and fr~e 't;ade. The. first ten~t requires ~es of internation~l co-operation, sanction or both, 
to work towards the important goal of ~nvir~nmental protection. International co-operation 
is 'emphasised 'here, so that government actions to enhance environmental protection will 
n~t be' 'undernllned . by other g~~e~e~tal actio~s, including those which are. sometimes 
trade restrlctiv~, but have to be implemented. This thereby ties in with multilateralism, which 
is analysed in Chapter 3.1. According to the' s~cond proposition, trade restrictive policies will 
hinder the free market "objective o(enhancing world economic welfare and enabling many 
individuals to lead ~ s~tisfactory life. Through' these two principles, they thereby advocate 
that the hostility between these two norms has been perceived to be inisplaced because both 
sides will n,eed the assistance of the other, in order to accomplish their respective goals.3 
The mal11 philosophy here is that international and municipal regunes should find 
meaningful and workable solutions to make the two objectives mutually supportive, rather 
230 
than contradictory. This is fundamentally important to this thesis, sin~e this Ch~pter, while. 
reinforcing this view, also demonstrates ways and means in which these two spheres are 
reconciled by. the workings of the WTO, UNEP and UNCTAD. This is done while paying 
heed to extracting discernible lessons for policy guidance in formulating a balanced model . 
law.on toxic waste trade. 
The longstanding relationship between these two spheres is reviewed ftrst, in order to place' 
the debate _ in the accurate historical context and perspective. Though the -trade and 
environment debate is normally traced back to the early 1970s and to some extent, the 
beginning of the 199.,)Os" the inherently intimate synergies between these two spheres may 
really not be such a recent issue. This longstanding relationship is evident, for example, in 
national and international efforts to implement economic laws which have sought to attain 
desirable environmental goals. From this viewpoint, Charnovitz acknowledges that the 
utilization of import and export mechanisms for the attainment of environmental- objectives 
may not be such a new idea.4 Furthermore, he cites examples of relevant conventions, both _ 
multilateral and unilateral. 
To begin with, he discusses tlle 1882 Commercial and Maritime Treaty between the UK and 
France. Enshrined in this treaty were trade restrictive measures which sought to prevent 
cattle disease and crop destruction.s Furthermore, in 1906, Switzerland adopted the 
International Treaty which aimed at terminating the manufacture and importation of 
. .... " 
matches fabricate~ w.ith white phosphorous, a chemical causing a loathsome disease. The .. 
main objection here was premised on the fact that the production process. of match was 
.. - -" _. . - - .. _. _. _. . -. _. -. . .. - --- ... .. : _. 
potentially dangerous to the health of domestic and foreign workers, and not that the match 
itself was not safe in its normal use. Through the effective implementation of this treaty, 
producers resorted to adopting safer but more. costly methods of match production' without 
. . 6 
fear of being undercut by less scrupulous competitors. 
Sinillarly, in 1911, the agreement for the "preservation and protection" of fur seals and otters 
was signed amongst Great Britain, Japan, Russia and the United States. This agreement 
required all four parties to ban the importation of seal akin in the North Pacific Ocean. In 
this regard, this Convention prohibited "pelagic" sealing, a fishing method whicn--caused 
unprecedented degrees of endangerment amid the female species, ~nd wounding of the seal 
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population. TIlls particular treaty successfully demonstrates the principle that multilateral 
action ~ndriot iull1ateral action was' a crit~non in protecting ma~e res6u~ces which m<:>ve 
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.7 
Yet another c,asein point is the treaty to protect migratory birds which are "either useful to 
man or harmless", concluded in 1916, by the Gre.at Britain (for Canada) and the . United 
States. TIlls treaty sought to resolve the problem of the precipitous extinction of the 
passenger pigeon; as k(a) established specific closed seasons for bird hunting and prohibited 
the export of birds· during such seasons; and (b) oudawed the "international traffic" in birds 
""'" 
taken in.violation of provincial or state law".8 Furthermore, in 1921, Italy and the Kingdom 
of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (Yugoslavia), concluded a Conv~ncion to prohibit trade in fish 
caught through means which injuriously affected the spawning and preservation pf 
~ 
fi$hel'ies~9 Pr~scribed-, methods for fishing included fishing with mechanically propelled 
dt:agnets-and the use of explosives <$calculated to stun or stupefy" fiS~:10 
As far as unilateral trade-restrictive, environmentally-oriented conventions were concerned, 
~ . ~. ' . 
Charnovitz also states .that they were replete in many countries, such as the US, which 
., " . 
possessed a dozen df such laws by 1927.11 Theseincluded.the US Underwood Tariff of 1913 
which banned the importation of plumes, aigrettes and feathers, originating from specified 
wil~ birds.12 In 1921, Grea~ Britain enacted. similar legislation to prevent a decrease in the 
. . ' . 
bird population to miUinery.n 
Regarding African countries, the existence of MEAs with trade-restrictive provisions over 
the decades,' is also e-rid~rit in the adopti~n 'of th~ C~n~~~ti~n f~~ the Pre~erv~tion of Wild 
Animals~ Bttdsarid Fish in Africa in 1900. TIlls Convention necessitated a' system of ~xport 
licerises for cer~in specie~ "because of their rarity and danger of disappearance". 14 -
. 
In 1933, the Convention Relative to the Preservation of Fauna and Flora in their Natural 
State, which largely applied to the then colonised Africa, was also adopted. 15 The provisions 
of this Convention are more. specific when compared to the 1940 Convention on Nature 
Protection; and Wildlife Preservation in the Western Hemisphere for instance. The latter 
Convention also envisages the establishment of reserves and the protection of wild animals 
and plants, especially,migpitory hirdsthough.16 Then again, in 1968, the African Couveni:ion- ---




on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, was established as a substitute to the 
1933 Convention. This Convention basically made two environmental innovations, namely: 
(a) the recognised need to protect the habitat of endangered species as well as the species 
itself; and (b) the proclaimed special responsibility of the state whose territory is·. the sole .. 
locale of rare species.17 
Despite this longstanding link between these two spheres as manifested here, the realisation· 
of this relationship and its discussion thereof in international relations; could be seen to have 
been pronounced and dominant in the 1970s and even more in· the 1990s. David Palffieter 
reinforces this view thus: 
"The worlds of international trade and the environment collided somewhat resoundingly in·· 
the early 1990s, much to the surprise of the world of international trade. The collision seems . 
'. to have occurred ftrst in the United States, when the Bush administration decided to go 
forward with talks with Mexico leading to a NAFTA. Environmental groups, decrying 
environmental conditions in Mexico and arguing that NAFTA would make things worse, 
joined .traditional protectionist iobbiesin opposing the pact".18 
Against this background, certain developments within the international community have also 
contributed to the trade ad environment debate. These are discussed below. 
4.2 Events Within the GATT {WTO {Efforts by the International Community 
While discussing the series of events which have led to the recent awareness-raising of the 
relationship between trade and the environment, relevant aspects of the workings of certain 
international and regional trading regimes cannot be omitted. These are discussed below . 
... 
4.2.1 United Nations Confere~ce on EnVir~nment and Development (1972) 
In anticipation of the UNCED which was held in Stockholm, Sweden in june 1972, to 
discuss inter-alia, the inclusion of environmental concerns into trading regimes, developing 
countries begun· to manifest apprehensive sentiments about . the protectionism, 
marginalisation and similar negative effects which this could have on their trading positions 
in the international market. In response to this, in June 1971, a preparatory meeting to 
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UNCED was' convened to this Conference, in Founex, Switzerland, to address these 
concerris. 19 The outcome of the deliberations of this meeting was expressed in the Founex 
Report, June 1971, where it was stated inter-alia: "There are growing fears in the developing 
world that the current environmental concerns in the developed countries will affect them 
adversely in the fields of trade, aid and transfer oftechnology".20 
In addition to the Founex Report, another important result of this meeting was Resolution 
2849 (XXVI), passed by' the United Nations General Assembly in December 1971. This· 
resolution basically. required that: 
(a) No environmental policy should adversely impact the present:or future development. 
possibilities of the developing countries; 
(b), .The Secretary-General of UNCTADwas to prepare a comprehensive study to be 
'. submitted to' the Conference at. its 3rd Session on the effects of environinental 
policies oLdeveloped countries. which might possibly affect the current or 
prospective development possibilities of developing countries by means 'of trade 
obstacles, non-tariff barriers, and other similar measures.21 
In' conformity with -the second requirement (b) of Resolution 2849 (XXVI), the required 
UNCTAD report was completed in March 1972. It was further submitted to the 3rd session 
of the UNCTAD III in Santiago de Chile in May 1972. The report denounced the then 
existent meagreinfoimation' and lack of data in this field.22 As a result of this, the 'Report 
further advocated that the possibility of environmental actions by devdoped countries 
having a profound and multiple impact on . the growth and external economic relations of 
developing countries could not be underestimated.23 ConsequenclY, UNCTADJII adopted 
Resolution 47 (III) which admonished the then forthcoming UNCED to take into 
co~deration "the relatidns between trade and environment and development~ especially of 
developing 'countries, and. called the attention of the Conference to the report ·ofthe 
UNCTADsecretariat".24. 
Following this, the .. UNCED was organised in 1972. One important outcome of this 
Conference 'was Reconinieridatiorl'103 which called on developed countries to ensure -that 
environmental concerns do not serve as trade barriers to developing countries and that the 
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latter group of countries be granted adequate compensation, should such discrimination 
occur.25 Even though this recommendation sought to enhance the interests of deYeloping 
countries such as the three case study countries being discussed in this thesis, and could in . 
this sense be seen as reinforcing the principle of common but differentiated responsibility 
discussed in Chapter 3.2.10, Canada and theUS, opposed to the concept of compensation, 
even sought to empower thIs group of countries rather than the "dependency syndrome" 
position. Therefore, these two countries. could be said to have advocated the empowerment 
of developing countries by suggesting that financial or technical assistance be made. readily 
available to enable these countries bring ~ir export products into compliance with the 
stricter environmental standards of devel9ped countries.26 
~. ., 
In the light of these efforts, the UN cQuld be said to have worked to prevent disguised 
protectionism and other similar problems which LDCs have sometimes. encountered as a 
result of the inclusion of environmental concerns in international trade. These. have been 
analysed in Chapter 3.5.2 (b). It could be said that in so far as the international community 
has convened meetings and passed UN resolutions to address this issue, this is 
commendable. The fact that such problems have somewhat persisted until today may also 
owe' to the factthal work was not continually carried on this issue lip until 1991, arid little 
interests have been expressed by LDCs about including environmental considerations into 
trading regimes, as evident below.27 This viewpoint of this thesis stands contrary to general 
perceptions which hold that meetings such as UNCED, wro and'similar conferences only 
exist to protect the. interests of developed countries and environmental concerns are only 
included into these regimes, to marginalise developing countries, as highlighted in relevant 
portions of Chapters 3.5.2(a) and 3.5.2(b). 
4.2.2 'GATT IEnvironmental Measures in Interoational Trade (EMI1). 
. . , 
In 1971, the GAIT secretariat published a research report on Industrial Pollution Control 
and International Trade. This research report focused on trade effects. caused by 
environmental regulations concerning industrial processes rather than those concerrung 
products. It further dwelt on the considerable influence which environmental regulations 
may have on international. trade· and capital flows. 28 
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Subsequent, to this" the GA.-IT secr~tariat established the Group on EMIT in, N ov(!mber 
. , .' . ; 
1971, to deal with relevant trade and environment issues. For two decades, the work of this 
group :was more or less inactive, as it was not called upon to convene a meeting or review 
, '. . ~. '. 
any matters in the trade and environment spheres. 29 On the other hand, it is remarkable that 
the reactivation of the work of this Group gready contributed to the establishment of the 
current WTO's Committee on Trade and Environment, asdiscussed below. 
4.2.3 European Free Trade Association Ministerial Group ,- .. .' .", 
In the light of the entrusted mandate of the GAIT EMIT Group and the inactive rolE'Which 
it had played in reviewing trade and environmental issues, in December 1990, the Ministerial 
'" ' , , ' ,) 
Meeting of the European Free Trade Association Ministerial Group called upon the GAIT 
• J ." '. • ~ -
Con~acting pa~ties , to: (a) c<:mduct a study on the relationships. between envir.()~menta~ 
: '. ", '. ..... . .' '.. . 
policies and the rules ,of the multilateral trading system; (b) examine ~e st~tus of preparatory 
I • • . ." ." ~. . . ..' ."
work for the 199~ UNC~D, and the possibility of submitting a GAIT contri'\Ju~on to 'that 
:- , !" ' ", • • 
Conference; and (c) ,convepe in 1991, the ,GAIT Working Group on EMIT under an 
updated mandate, in order to provide contracting parties with a foruJ,ll for these issues.3D By 
. . ~ . .: . '. . ".' . 
so" doing, the" Ministerial, Meeting hoped that developing countries and, developed ones 
would be more sufficiendy equipped to q,eal with environmental issues in global trade, and 
also, that trade and the environment would be mutually supportive. This request was not 
met with any reaction. However, owing,to the importance which they attached to this issue, 
the Groupp~e,ssed, ~ther with their request. In February 1991, they made another request, 
_" ,,_ • • " ~ oJ • • 
v(),ic::ingt~p.~ ~,atrle concerns, to the then I?irector-General of GA IT.31 
'.: ." ~ '. I 
After an initial period of skepticism among contracting parties, a meeting of $s nature was 
... ' . .' ',' . -.' . 
co~veIl~~" under Ambassador R. Ricupero, the then Ambassador of Brazil to theWTO.32 
1!le GATT EMITGro,:!p was called upon to examine and analys,e theJollowing three items 
. - ,'., ........ "... ...... .. . 
in the,~ade and env4?nm,ent agen~a: 
(a) trade pr~visions cont~ed in existing multilateral environme!1tal, agreements, for 
exampl~"tJ:e Wa~~gton Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species and the 
Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and 
.' ." ' . .' , 
Their Disposal) vi~-a-vis GAIT principl,es and provisions; ~-, -
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(b) multilateral transparency of national environmental regulations likely to have "trade 
effects; and 
(c) trade effects of packaging and labeling requirements aimed at protecting the· 
environment". 33 
As a result of these workings of the European Free Trade Association Ministerial Group, the 
EMIT Group met from November 1991 to January 1994. The discussions of this Group 
enabled delegates to get enlightened on the subject matter of trade and environment34 
Among the, conclusions of this meeting as presented by the Chairman were the following: 
j ~ 
"Discussio~s should remain within the mandate of the Group and GATT's competence, . 
namely the ~trade-related aspects of environment policies which could result in significant 
trade effects for GATT contracting parties .... Also important was the considerable extent to 
which the GA TI rules already accommodated trade measures used to protect· natiorial 
environmental resources. . .. an open, secure and non-discriminatory trading system 
underwritten by the GATT rules and disciplines could facilitate ·environmental policy-
making and environmental conservation and protection by helping to encourage more 
efficient resource allocation and to generate real income growth." 35 
Another very important outcome of this meeting is that it took into consideration, the fact 
that, contrary to the apprehensions of WTO critics, the WTO does not seek. to encroach on 
environmental work, which is sufficiendy being dealt with, by UNEP, and other relevant 
environmental bodies. By dealing with trade and environmental issues, this mechanism for 
regulating international trade intends to dwell on only environmentally-related aspects of 
trade alone, and not environmental issues in general. Hence; it was repo~ted to th~ 4Srh 
session of the Contracting parties inter-alia, that: " ... In respect neither of its vocation nor of 
'" its competence was the GATT equipped to become involved in the task· of reviewing 
national environmental priorities, setting environmental standards or developing global 
policies on the environment. Nevertheless, the multilateral trading system did have a central 
role to play in supporting an open international economic system and fostering economic 
growth and sustainable development, especially in the· developing countries, to . help addresL __ 
the problems of environmental degradation and the over-exploitation of natural resources".36 
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Another result of the workings of the European Free Trade Association Ministerial Group 
was a Draft Decision on Products Banned or Severely Restricted in the Domestic Market, 
adopted by the GATT E~1JT Group. Nevertheless, this decision was not fInalised. In these 
circumstances, it was submitted to the proposed WTO in its draft form and incorporated 
into the work programme.of the Committee on Trade and Envlronment. Together with the 
ado~~o~ ,of the F.inal Act of the Uruguay Round on 15 November 1993, the Trade 
Negotiations Committee resolved to create a work programme on 'trade and environment'. 
. , . , ... . 
The considerations made by this committee were reiterated in the formal ministerial 
Decision on Trade and Environment, adopted on the occasion of the signing of the Final 
Act at MlI-rrakesh in Apri11994. This decision enabled the creation of the WTO's Committee 
on. Trade and En.viropment, and established its envisioned working programme.37 
· -;' . ~ . ., .~ . 
4.3 :~nvironmenta~y-Re1ated Aspects of World Trade Organization Provisions 
This dissertation, as it ,de~l,s in part with ~e trade and environment debate within the 
broader conte~t in ,the global sphere" at . this point, examines the relevance of the 
environment in the traqing agreements of the newly established regime. Though trade and 
· . . " .' . . . . . , .. 
environment were not .originally included i:n the Urugu~y Roundnegoti!ltions as .already 
. '. ,.,
indicated, th~. following gre,<:n provisions .of the. WTO demonstratc:s the, great extent to 
which environm~ntal concern~ have come to dominate the international tradingagenda38 and 
how this has contributed to the trade and environment debate. 
; ~ . ~'. . 
4.3.1 Preamble to the WTO Agreement 
This specifIcally makes ref~rences to the objective of susta4t,able development ,an.d, to ,the 
• 'o' • • " • 
need to t:>~ote~t and pres.erve,thc environment: 
"Recognizing th;tt their relations in the fIeld of trade and economic endeavour should be .' .. . " .... . 
conducted ~i~ a view t~ r~sing standards, of living, ensuring full employment and a large 
and steadily growing volume of real income and effective demand, and expanding the 
produc~on anq trade in,goods and services, w~e allowing for the optimal,4se of the world's 
reso~~e~ ~" aC':Qrd.ance with the .objective, of sustainable d~vel0pp1ent, seeking bo.th to 
protect a~d pr,eserve the environment and enhance the means for doing so in a manner 
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consistent with their respective needs and concerns at different levels of econonuc 
development ... ,,39 
Though it does not provide any specific right or obligation to countries, it provides them 
with guidance, that is, the necessity to conduct their developmental goals, with due regard of 
the need for environmental protection. In this regard, sustainable development is a guiding 
principle -in WTO texts and case law. The WTO's dedication- to balancing trade and 
environmental objectives in its workings, is evident in this respect:40 
4.3.2 GAIT !WTO Article XX 
J _ 
This article permits member states to deviate from otherwise normal GATT disciplIDes in 
certain situations by promoting policies which affect trade III goods for the purpo~e of 
protecting human, animal or plant life or health care41 and policies which relate to the 
conservation of exhaustible natural resources.42 Additionally,-such policies are pernussible if 
they are geared towards addressing local or world-wide short supply. In all these cases, such 
measures should be made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production 
or consumption.43 In discussing the relevance and interpretations of these stipulations of 
GATT Article XX as regards their applicability to imported go~ds and how they can 
encourage green trade without necessarily hampering the freedom and fairness of such trade, 
writers such as Charnovitz,44 Joseph (albeit specifically from EU vieWpoints),45 Neumayer46 
and Ward47 have classified certain important eme~girig trends, which: could be borrowed and 
adjusted for the model law of this thesis: 
(a) Discrimination: The measures highlighted above in Articles xx. (b), (g) and G)should be 
imposed in a manner so as to avoid "arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between 
countries where the same conditions prevail" and could be said to reiterate the same 
"-
philosophy in the US Petroleum Case.48 For present purposes, a tax should b~ the same 
for both imported and locally-produced toxic waste, where such wastes are alike. 
(b) Disguised Restriction: TIlls element is one of the main concerns of developing countries, 
as highlighted in Chapter 3.49 Basically, it prohibits countries from imposing pr~tectionist 
barriers in a rather subtle and surreptitious manner, namely, for the supposed 
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enhancement of environmental health of the importing country, while in reality, this may 
.~. . . 
be fo~ e~~nomic protection. For Chamovitz, this element has been given a some1Vhat 
less stricter interpretation within the GA IT.50 Consequendy, in the 1982 case of US-
Prohibition of Imports of Tuna and Tuna Products from Canada, 51 the GAIT Panel held that 
owing to the fact that US restrictions on funa products from Canada were taken as a 
-, "' .'
trade measure and publicly announced as such, they should not be deemed to be 
disguise~~ In the 1983 case of US-Imports of Certain Automotive Spring Assemblies, 52 the 
GA r:r Panel held that the application of the trade measure, and not the trade measure 
itself, is what should be examined. In the present case, the order in question was 
, ' 
, ' 
published in the «Federal Register" and based o,n a valid patent whose infringement had 
, • • t? • 
~e~n cle~rly establis~ed. Consequendy, Canada could not establish a successful claim of 
"disguised restricti(;m". In this second case, it may be submitted that it is also difficult to .' ~. . 
envisage a situation where a disguisedly restrictive, measure is deemed, to be non-
restrictive, for the simple reason that it was made knO\vn to the public. Such a measure 
may be infact implem~nted to protect local manufacturers who may then be pleaseq, 
wh~th€E! or not it is publicly made known.53 
The, re~0nn.ne~ded measures ,in (a) under Discrimination, especially the incorporation of 
scientific evidence, could also lead to ~e con~lusion .that this requjrement for the 
avoidance of disguised restriction, has been sufficiendy met . 
.. . -'. ' 
(c) T he Necessity/Proportionality Test: The main aim of the GAIT /WTO Panels when 
, , 
generally applying the nece,ssity te,st in disputes, is to ascertain whether an alternative and 
'. ',"' -
m?re. ?A: IT -c~mpliant trade measure ,was really relevan,t to the attainment of certain 
enviro~ental objectives. In other word~, was the imposit:j.on of such a measure not far-
o '.., • 
fetched(remotelY linked to the environmental aims to be achieved? This testwas.applied 
in the Thailand case, discussed in Chapter 4.4.7.54 
Of vital importance to the necessity/proportionality test is Article XX(d) of GAIT 
which, exe,~pts measures necessary t9 secure compliance with laws or regulations which 
are not inconsistent· ~ith 'the provisions of this Agreeme,nt, including' those relating 
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to ... the protection of patents, trade marks and copyrights, and the prevention of .. 
d · . 55 eceptlve practlces. 
From this perspective, if substances such as PBBs, PCBs and medical \vaste, for the 
reasons of their sheer toxicity are being rejected,. as recommended for th~ three '~ase 
study countries of this thesis, it seems reasonable to base this on incidents such as Koko, 
discussed in Question 2 of the Research Findings, under answers provided by Ghana's 
ME-ST. Similarly, if substances such as arsenic are being reject~d,. ~s in' the Sas;lberg 
case discussed in Chapter 5.4.3(d), such a measure pertaining to th~ rejection of such 
particular imports is based on the intimate link between the poisonous effects of arsenic 
- . . . 
and the health of the ecological base and human being. All the substances being rejected, 
as annexed to the model treaty and law 'of this thesis, are e~sential as they directly' affect 
the health of human beings and their environment. 
., 
(d) R~levance to EnvironmentalConservation: The relev~nt GAIT exception clause;Article 
XX(g), permits exceptions which are related to the conservation of exhaustible natural 
resources. In the 1 988 case of Canada-Measures Affecting Exports of Unprocessed Herring and 
Sal';on,56 this reqcirement was interpreted a~ m~king it imperative that ~ trade restrictive 
measure had to be "primarily aimed at" such conservation. 
) 
This test was interpreted as reqwnng a trade restrictive measure to be adopted by 
go~em~ents only when the benefits to ~onservatiori are worth the 'cost~"invol~ed, as 
enunciated somewhat ,hypothetically by the GAIT Panel in the 1989 case of Canada's 
. '.. . .. 57" . 
Landing Requirement for PaCific Coast Salmon and Hming. In the view of the Panel, Canada 
, . . . 
would not have employed the landing requirement if its own nationals had to beal: the 
full costs of that measure. J:Ience, this requirement fell short of the "prim~rily aimed at" 
conservation requirement. 58 
In the application ~f this principle, the interests of exporting ~ountries' ha~e h~wever 
been protect~ci. The need for this was emphasised in the US Auto Taxes Ca~e59 where it 
w~s held that in' circumsbinc~s-where- the exp6-rtiilgccnintries' iriterests~re tlti:eat~ned or 
affected, a measure ~hich brings about resource conservation primarily at the expense of 
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,f~reign p~oducts cannot be invoked, as, this exception reqUlres a balanced and fair 
treatment which requires that domestic producers be subject to the same measure~ as 
well. T he balancing act is of vital importance here then. So that though exporting 
countries we,re ~nsuccessful in their claim against US import measures aimed at 
conservation, in the 1998 Shrimp-Turtle Case discussed in Chapter 4.4.8, exporting 
, countries' interests ~ere promoted in this case as follows:'" ... the task of interpreting 
and_applying -the chapeau is: .. essentially the delicate one- of locating and marking out a 
~ .. '. I _ 
line of equili~rium betw~enthe right of a Member to invoke an exception under Article 
?DC ,an~_, the rights of the other Members under varying substantive provisions such as 
.' A.rticle XI of the GATT 1994, so that neither of the competing rights will cagcel out the 
?t:h:er and ,thereby distort and nullify or impair the balance of rights and obligations 
~ons~cted:by,the Members themselves in that Agreement".60 
, Regarding the thematic focus of this thesis, this requirement would, 'mean that when a 
particular hazardous substance, is banned from being traded in, the environmental 
benefits, ",:hen balanced against the benefits which would have been earned from trading 
in that particular commodity, should gready _ outweigh the latter. In effe~t, the rejected 
. su~stances ~~ould contaminate human or environmental health, through depletion of 
marine, atmospheric and ,agrarian resources, for example, as, occurred in the Thor 
Chemicals Case, discussed in Chapter 5.4.2. All the substances which are rejected as 
stipulated in Annex 4, meet this requirement, on the basis of scientific proof, and are 
~etter banned than being traded in for financial gains. 
(e) Extraterritoria.lity: This requirement could, to a large extent, be linked to ' the 
',extr~territoriality principle, which, in this case, requires states to respect one another's 
sovereignty, when implementing enviro~ental measures.GATI!-WTO cases such as 
Shnmp-Turtle, discussed in Chapter 4.4.8, seemto suggest that a ,country can promote a 
trade measure which could be used to protect foreign -life or health, despite the views 
held by writers such as Jackson, Owen Saunders and Gland to the effect that trade 
measures should aimat domestic and not foreign health.61 However, 'Schoenbaum, while 
discussing, the doctriileof-opposability--,in' international' law, -suggests that such 
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extraterritorial measures may be legally permissible, ill the face of emerging norms, 
which are of great priority in internationallaw.62 
As such, it is becoming difficult to distinguish between how and when measures should 
be imposed to protect domestic resources on the one hand and foreign health on the 
other, as indicated earlier in this Chapter. For instance, when compared with the Tlllla-
Dolphin Case, discussed in Chapter 4.4.1, it is not very easy to distinguish, bet\~'een those 
measures which are applicable to forei~ health and those which are applicable to 
domestic health. As environmental treaties are usually based on internationai co-
operation, this sort of multilateral ~pproach must be adopted, in order to facilitate the 
~ 
implementation of policies which protect domestic health. However, when there has 
been the prior establishment of an international or multilateral environmental treaty, as 
in the Shrimp-Tllrtle Case, it then becomes reasonable that creative unilateralism is 
promoted.63 
, . . -
To simplify matters, for purposes of this thesis, the rejection of the 
proposed chemicals is done with the view of protecting the environmental health and 
welfare not of the exporting country, but of the importing countries, that is, Ghana, 
South Africa and Cote d'Ivoire. Furthermore, this is ~lso done with a view of not'using 
, one's territory ina way so as to intringe on the sovereignty of another nation, and 
therefore, respecting doctrines such as those of good neighbourliness and sic IItere tllO lit 
alienillm non laedas.64 
(f) Product versus Process Issue/Processing Standards: This has been discussed extensively 
in Chapter 3.5.2, and could lead to protectionism on the part of the importing country. 
On the one hand, this may entail a violation of the extraterritoriality principle;' on the 
other hand, certain pollution products, for instance, vehicles, may require the 1S0 14000 
environmental component, inter-alia. This was the main issue in the Tuna-Dolphin Case, 
. , 
which held that the US was not justified in seeking to ensure that Mexico imports tuna 
which was caught with purse seine nets in a dolphin-conservative manner.65 
This requirement, which is still questioned in instances involving labelling requirements, 
packaging laws and recycling content satisfaction, has been elucidated in the previous 
Chapter, within the context of the adverse impacts which environmental interests could 
possibly have on trading practices. They are recommended fQr th~ three case study 
. '. . . .. . . 
couri~ies, 'simply to, avoid situations s~ch as the Ghana/Tokyo Kennedy, Round 
scenario, where chemicals are imported, with labelling in a language which can neither be 
read nor comprehended in the official language of the importing country, only to be 
'.. . '.
discover~d later that they ate obsolete.66 The challenge then becomes how to re-export 
these obsolete substances which can also not be used at ho~e. They then end up 
becoming stockpiled. Consequently, as far as the imports and exports of toxic substances 
- ~ .' . - - . 
in the course of free trade are concerned, ecolabelling measur,es could be permissible for 
, . ,- . 
the three case study countries. 
, 
j 
4.3.3 The New Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 
Alternatively te~ed, the "Standards Code", this Agreement was adopted in 1979, to, rectify 
the somewhat ,am~lguous l~nguage of GATT Article XX, by legitimising governmental 
policy ~~~h is' aimed at environmental protection. As indicated in Chapter 2.3.2(a), the aim 
. - ~.. -. _. .' 
" -
of this code is to ensure transparency in international trade by requiring that states' adoption 
. ~ . . . . . '. '.
of technical regulations, or standards relating to, inter-alia, health" safety, c~)fisumer and 
• I 
enVironmental protection do not create. unnecessary barriers to trade.67 In this regard, this 
Code' and those in Chapters 4.3.4 to 4.3.8 could be said to amount to non-tariff' barriers 
which are measures such as product standards imposed by governments on imported goods 
,', .'. . 
to reduce the quantity of these goods to a desired level. As indicated in Chapter 2.1.1, these 
c'o~ld be differentiat~d from tariff barriers which are taxes levied on imported goods and 
- ~ . . . . . . 
th~ref~re affect the price~ of these goods:, This Code, for instance, states categorically that 
"Rec:ognizing that no country should be preve~ted from taking measures necessary to ensure . .... . '" . 
- ~ . - . " . 
the (Juality of its exports or for the protection of human, animal or plant life ,or health of the 
.~ '. . . .. . 
em-iron~en't: or the prevention of deceptive practices, ... ",68 states can introduce measures 
which serve as technical barriers to trade, with the aim of protecting the environment. 
.. . ,', 
Furthe'rn10re, this A~eement, inter-alia" stipulates that parties ~ust not prepare, adopt, or 
apply technical regulations with the intent or effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to 
trade. To, attain this objective, a party's trade measure shall not be unnecessarily trade 
. " 
restrictive, in order to fulfill a "legitimate"objective"suchastheprotection of human health 
or safety, animal or plant life or health or the environment.69 Hence, GAIT/WTO 
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members, under this Code, ought to notify other members of proposed technical standards, 
laws, rules, and regulations, and to provide the other parties an opportunity to comment on 
the proposed measure. Concerning the unnec~ssary use of technical regulations to create 
impediments' in trade, nations have substantive commitments under this Code. These 
provisions have never reallybeen tested though;70 
While linking these provisions of the code to the requirements of non-discrimination and the 
avoidance of disguised restriction under Article :xx as indicated above, it could be said that 
these provisions have been met by the model treaty and law, in their Annexes, and under 
scientific evidence in Chapter 6, concerning policy recommendation. 
4.3.4 The Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures 
This Agreement explicidy enhances environmental objectives by establishing many rules 
which recognise the need by national governments, to ensure that certain sanitary and 
phytosanitary inspections and requirements are fulfilled, in order to protect human, animal, 
plant life, health and hygiene, thereby creating barriers to trade. This, it does by advocating 
" , 
" ... in cases where relevant scientific evidence is insufficient, a Member may provisionally 
adopt sanitary or phytosanitary measures on the basis of available pertinent ,information, 
~ " *. . 
including that from the relevant international organizations as well as from, sanitary or 
, . 
phytosanitary' measures applied by other Members. In such 'circumstances, Members shall 
seek to obtain the additional information necessary for a more objective (sic!) assess~ent of 
risk and review the sanitary or phytosanitary measure accordingly within a reasonable period 
of time".7! 
While reiterating the precautionary principle, recommendations have been made in Chapter 
3.5.2(b), for the possibility of the three case study countries rejection <;>f imports of 
hazardous waste substances, in marginal situations, even if scientific evidence is not fully 
, .' 
established. This is very important, for example, in the case of Ghana's rejection of so-called 
, . . - . . 
factory waste from Italy', when it was subsequendy discovered that these substances were 
actually arsenic and poison:72 
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4.3.5 The Agreement on Agriculture 
This e~eriiptsdirect pay~~nts a~d cuts ins~b~idies under environmental programme~ f:om 
WTO Member' cominitinents, to reduce domestic support for agricultural production, 
subject to certain' coriditions.73 
4.3.6 The Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures 
This agreement treats as a' non-actionable subsidy, government assistance to industry 
c~,~erIDgup to 20 p~r' cent of the cost of adapting existing facilities 'to new' env.ttonmental 
I>"> legislation.74 Thislesson: could be applied to the re~lation of toric waste trad~. 
4.3.7 The Gene'ral Agreement of Trade irl Services 
Lr"nder 'this 'Agreement, a me~ber country will be legally en tided to adopt exceptions in 
sen;ices' trade~heriever'~uch measures are vital for the protection of human, animal or plant 
, , 
., life or health.75 This Agreement further recognises that measures of general application to 
trade in services, which includes regulation to protect the environment, will continue to 
apply.76' It further' extendst~ recognition ~equire~ents related to authorisation, licensing or 
certificatio~ 'of service suppliers, and Will permit harmonization or mutual recognition of 
, " 
st~rid~rds efr criteria reflecting more stringent requirements related to environmental" 
.. , 77' 
protectlOn. 
Accordingly, it could be recommended that even though the three case study countries are in 
need of computers, mobile phones and other equipment during services trade, for education, 
development and the enhancement of their technological sophistication, due caution must 
he given 'to the very 'typ~of ~omputers::software and other equipment ;hich are imported 
he~eiri: If suchsub~tances are obsolete, 'the US-China/Mexico, scenario for instance, must 
, ' 
be a,~oided; where obsolete and harmful computers were' dumped from the US into these 
- - ' ,-, 
tWo countries. This led to environmental contamination in parts of China and Mexico.78 In 
the case~{m'obile phones, the timely efforts of the Basel Secretariat and UNEP, such as the 
mobile phone initiativ~ discussed in Ch~pter 3.4.1 (f), for ~xample, is commendable in this 
light and could perhaps be ultimately extended to cover important areas such as computers, 
,,\;hich' is' a vit~l servic~ commodity in free trade, especially in contemporary times, within the ,- ---
tetrit~ries ' 6f the 'thr~e case study countries. Through 'such instances, the GATS, In 
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liberalising sustainable trade in services, could be seen as making significant contributions t? 
sustainable development and environmental services; as discussed in Chapters 2.7.1(a) and 
3.5.1 (b). Through this, it further enables governments to increase their environmental 
standards. 
4.3.8 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 
In terms of this Agreement, countries are entided, though. not necessarily enjoined,. to _ 
"exclude from patentability inventions, plants and a,nimals other than microorganisms and 
biological processes for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and 
microbiological processes".79 Hence, the workings of this Agreement and th~ Biodiversity, 
Convention could be seen as being linked, to a large extent, as the Convention uses 
intellectual and other property rights protecti,ons as a tool fo~ attaining the environmental _ 
• ." I ,-
goal of protecting biodiversity.so 
Through a strict adherence to the principles enunciated in the abovementioned agreements, 
the WTO hopes to conduct trade in a transparent manner, in order to achieve a truly 
equitable, non-discriminatory trading system from which all the world's nationswill benefit:-
This is important, because such sustainable trade, as emphasised in this thesis, significandy 
contributes to the conservation of environmental resources and the promotion of 
sustainable development, at the national and internationall~vels. 
4.3.9 WTO Committee on Trade and Environment 
While working to accomplish its . aim of improving, linkages between trade and 
environmental concerns as stipulated within its mandate, this Committee has since its 
inception, convened a series of meetings and workshops.s1 In conducting these, meeting~, 
two different approaches have been adopted to ,interpreting the terms of the :m.andateof the 
Committee. According to the first approach which is endorsed by the Committee in Geneva, 
there is the scope to clarify this mandate, define its terms and delimit its parameters. For the 
second approach, an examination needs to be, made of specific obligations in MEAs and 
relevant WTO rules at stake and iden~fy concrete problems. If there are no problems, ~en 
there is no point in conducting further negotiations: Most WTO member s,tates adopt the ----
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seconcl:,approach. Both, approaches are conducted in parallel in the special sessions of the . .... .. 
Committee.82 
In conformity with its adherence to. the first approach, the. Committee, at the first WTO 
Ministerial Meeting in Singapore, in 1996, stressed the need to depart from any policy 
contradiction between tr~de and the environment. This, it indicated, is really about ensuring 
the m~tual ~elati9nship between trade,. and environment, and especially encourages the 
protection of enyironmental concerns within the trading system, while particularly avoiding 
discrimination. From this viewpoint, the . multilateral trading system has the capacity to 
integrate environmental. considerations and promote its contributioQs to sustainable 
f) ", 
development, without .necessarily undermining its open, equitable and non-discriminatory 
character.83 . Similarly, the' ~econd WTO Ministerial Meeting, held in 0eneva in 1998, 
reinforced ,this vie~.84 The third \\lTO meeting, held in Seattle, was to' a large extent, not 
s~ccessful,and consequently, much.was. not accomplished in, terms of reconciling the trade 
and environment debate.85 
Rurther decisions of ~ese meetings and workshops, aswell as their usefulness in balancing 
tr.ade and environmental concerns, are evident from the Doha Ministerial Declatation, which 
was a result of the fourth WTO ~vlinisterial Conference in Doha, Qatar, in November 200L 
For instance, this Declaration reaffirms the commitment of the,internationalcommunity to 
attaining .the: ideals .of ,sustainable co~t;ment, as reiterated in the Marrakech Agreement 
a~d. acknQwledge,s efforts' by t-.lember .. states to voluntarily conduct .. environmental 
as.sessments of trade policies. This Declaration further recognizes the stipulations of Article 
}G'{, discus~ed above, ,and strongly encourages collaborative work between the WIO on the 
one hand, and UNEP and other international environmental. organizations, on .the other, 
especially in the lead-up to the WSSD of 2002.86 
The WIO Region?-l Seminar on Trade and Environment for Anglophone African countries, 
convened)n Cape Town, South Africa, from 19-21 May 2003 and the WIO Regional 
S~minar on Trade and Environment for Francophone African countries in Tunis, Tunisia, in 
October 2092,. are further instances when the. workings of the WTO could· be said to balance 
trade and environmental, obje~tives and provide technical assistance as well as capacity-
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building to these countries in this respect. At these 'workshops, training and insights on the' : 
development of the Committee and this debate, as part of the WTO mechanism, \vere giveri 
to national and international experts from African countries ministries. Officials from the 
SADC and NEPAD were also present, for the same purposes.S7 
It may then be suggested that such WTO environmentally-oriented trade workshops, be also' 
extended to include officials from the AU and other African regional mechanisms such as' 
ECOWAS and EAC, which work alongside each other on these issues. The~e shouldb'e' 
" , ' 
more monitoring and impact assessment in this regard. What is being essentially" suggested 
"""" 
here is that these officers be also empowered to make presentations to the Committee, to 
, 
share information with each ot:I-ier,' motivate each other, express how' such, training-
workshops impacts trade and environ~ental concerns at the national level, what' successe~ 
are encountered and what obstacles lie in store. By so doing, all these are reported back to 
Geneva, for accurate assessment on how developing countries are, balancing trade and -, 
environmental considerations in their state practice and policy. 
Another important" recommendation is that in~tead of conducting training at the' national 
level, sinc~ legalexperti~e abounds in this international trading regime which is the' 
" ' 
international mechanism for undertaking this assignment, it seems appropriate that such 
workshops be convened on a regional basis, at least, every once in a year. In order to ensure 
that lessons have been learned and experiences have been shared, such meetings may ,be also 
held with groups of African countries, as is currendy the case. This enables these c~untries"' 
to learn from each other' and avoid mistakes committed by others, in their 'pursUit of trade 
and enVironmental objectives .. Such issue"s could also be included in the WTO ~urricUla at its' 
Nairobi and Casablanca InstitUtes, so that participants benefit from it, not just once a'year, 
b~t on anon-going basis. 
Zen Makuch advocates the establishment of an' Intergovernmental Panel' on Trade and 
Environment, to provide the Committee on Trade 'and Environment with background 
information and analysis which is needed to forrriulate" effective linkages. This Panel is to 
exist for as long as the Cbmmittee on Trade and Environment exists. The Panel is to consist 
of representatives from international orgarlizations and national governments, including 
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external affairs departments and those dealing with environmental protection and sustainable 
d~velopment.· According to this recommendation, the agenda of the Panel will include areas 
such as eco-Iabelling.s8 To this proposal, it may suggested that this Panel could comprise the 
same experts who are n~minated to participate in the African Regional Workshops as well as 
other relevant sessions of the WTO. 
F~rther working sessions of the Co~ttee which focused on an update of its tasks as from 
Doha, were held in February, July and October 2003.89 1bis update necessarily included the 
two workshops in Cape Town and Tunis, discussed above, as well as collaboratiVe workings 
" 
of the Committee with the Basel Convention secretariat, which illustrate the simultaneous 
~ . 
implementation of trade and environmental objectives. 
, , 
The next WTO Ministerial Meeting in Cancnn, Mexico, in September 2003, acknowledged 
inle:- alia" f~t:her capacity-building activities of the Committee, as well as other agencies such 
as UNEP and UNCTAD, in developing countries and worldwide. 90 However, it may be 
suggested that such me~tings and reports also lucidly document the extent and exact way in 
which these meetings. have . benefited these developing countries, and the remaining 
challenges which lie ahead. 
From the above, the Committee on Trade and Environment can be commended for the 
measures which it implements, in order to harmonise the rules of international trade and 
, ,... 
environmental protection. 
4.4 WTO Jurisprudence (With Extractabl~ Principles) 
4.4.1 Tllna-Dolbhin Cases I and 1191 .. 
. ' 
Tl~scas'e,ha~dled un,derthe old GAIT dispute settlement procedure, has a lofor significant 
implications for international trade and international environm~ntallaw. _ Compounded with 
. ; . 
the efforts of the European Ministers discussed in Chapter 4.2.3, it is one of the root causes 
of the trade and environment debate. This case was also responsible for the reactivation of 
the work of the GATT EMIT Working Group. Tuna-Dolphin enunciated some fundamental 
principles in the international trade and enVironment debate, namely: "(a) ... can one country 
, , . 
tell another what its environmental regulations should be? and (b) do trade rules permit 
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action to be taken against the method used to produce goods, rather than the quali!J of the 
. - " .' " 
goods themselves?,92' So that, even though it was unadopted by the GAIT Panel, it is from 
this perspective, very essential for discussions at this point of the thesis. 
Facts 
Located in the Eastern tropical areas of the Pacific Ocean are yellowfl!l tuna which often 
swim underneath schools of dolphins. Harvesting tuna with a particular kind of fishing net, 
the purse seine nets, results in trapping dolphins into the nets. Consequently, these dolphins 
- ., 
die unless they are released. So that, using purse seine' nets for yellowfl!l' tuna fishing in this 
part.,l.of ·the Pacific Ocean reduces the dolphin population there. 
Against this backdrop, the US enacted its Marine Mammal Protection Act in 1972 to 
- ; 
~stablish dolphin protection st~ndards for the domestic American' fishing fleet and for ~ll 
countries whose fishing boats catch yello~fin tuna in that part of the Pacific o~ean. This Act 
authorised the US to reject all tuna imports from any tuna exporting countries to the US, 
which do not meet its dolphin protection requirements. 
In 1988, Earth Island Institute, a California environmental group, 'believing 'that dolphins in 
the Eastern tropical Pacific were being killed by Mexican fishermen in contravention of this 
law, brought an action in the US federal court to enforce the congressional mandate and 
." .' 
prohibit the US from accepting such imports from Mexico. The federal court upheld this . . . .. ~, . . 
action that the US government should impose bans on imports of Mexican tuna, pursuant to 
the requirements of the Marine Mammal Protection Act in 1972. 
Based on the reasoning that this ruling of the US federal court had contravened its 
guaranteed free trade rights under the GAIT to sell tuna in the US, Mexico challenged the 
. ' ''. '" " 
US ban in 1991, by requesting a GAIT dispute settlement panel to adjudicate the matter, 
.. . '. 
The GAIT panel concluded inter-alia that: 
-The US ban on imports of Mexican tuna inappropriately discriminated against the imported 
. . , 
product based on production practices that wer~ not legitimate asa focus of US-regulation.~ 
This violated the national treatment requirement of GAIT Articl~ III. 
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-The U~ claim of justification under GATT XX(b) for actions. necessary to protect human 
or animal life was inapplicable for the reason that this exception does not cover harms 
occurring outsi~e the jurisdi.ction imposing, the trade measure. This has often been referred 
to as .. th.e ."extraterritoriality principle", and "unilateral· multilateralism",93 that. is to say, 
" ... whether countries have the right to unilaterally impose trade restrictions aimed at 
enviroIl!J,lental protection outside their o\vn jurisdiction.94 
-The US' claim of justification under GATT Article XX (g) for the conservation of 
exhaustible natural resources could not be unilaterally pursued outside the national context. 
;" '. 
--{·~\\:ing:. to the fact, that.the US "dolphin safe' tuna labelling programme had no 
discrimina!ory effects, this requirement was non-discriminatory. 
Because Mexico declined to obtain the tuna-dolphin panel report "adopted" by the GATT 
Council and thereby push its victory in this case, in 1994, the European Union brought a 
fuFther GATT challenge. This has often been referred to as the Tun.a-Dolphin II Case. In this 
second Tuna-Dolphin Case, the EU opposed the "secondary ertibargo" imposed uncler the 
aforementioned Marine Mammal Protection Act on all countries that trade in tuna with 
Mexico. The facts of this second case are essentially similar to those in the first case. The 
decision of the se~ond tuna-dolphin paI!el again concluded that the US embargo contravenes 
q-A TT nIles. It 'Yas based much more on the solid ground of the unilateral nature of the US 
trade action. 
It is noteworthy that the three-member panel's findings were not adopted by the GATT 
Council. Hence, strictly speaking, under pre-Uruguay .Round G.A TT rules,. this case 
. ..... 
technically has no precedential value. Its importance however lies in the fact that it 
demonstrates the position of the international trading ~egime regarding extraterritoriality and 
als?, the fact that between J 947 when the GATT was set up and 1995 when the WTO was 
created, environmental considerations and trade were not as important a priority in many 
spheres including international trade;.in comparison with today. This has been stressed in 
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Chapter 2.4 when discussing contemporary trends in international trade law, mainly, the twin 
objectives of pursuing free trade, alongside achieving the goal of sustainable development.·' 
Regarding these trends, it can be seen that the ruling in the Tuna-Dolphin Case has somehow 
been different from certain WTO cases such as those discussed in Chapter 4.3:.With respect 
to these cases, Sands concludes that "a trade restriction whose environmental justification 
was somewhat questionable, was declared compatible with the GAIT, whereas in the Tuna-
Dolphin Case, a trade restriction whose environmental justification was certainly stronger, was 
deemed incompatible with the GATr".95 
Furthermore, even if this case was not adopted by the GAIT panei, its basic theme could be ~. 
perceived to have been reinforced in the Rio Declaration which· provides··inter~alia, that: 
"Trade policy measures for environmental purposes should not constitute a means of 
arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on international trade. 
Unilateral actions to deal with environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the· 
importing countries should be avoided. Environmental measures addressing transboundary 
or global environmental problems should, as far as possible, be based oniriternational 
consensus" .96 
The importance of these watershed Tuna-Dolphin Cases is thus evident here. It gave a lot of 
importance to the trade and environment debate within the international trading community~ 
Furthermore, it raised the awareness that ·unless the envir~nment· was given :d~e' 
consideration ill international trade, with clear indications as to when and under what 
circumstances environmental exceptions could justifiably be invoked and given priority over 
free trade, nations could resort to environmental protection as a rather fine excuse for 
protectionism. 
4.4.2 The Contribution of NAFT A to Trade and Environment in the WTO 
In addition to the above, the role of the NAFTA in highlighting the trade and environment 
debate must also be underscored. When the NAFTA was adopted in September ·1993, the 
North American Agreement on_~nvironmental Cooperation (NAAEC); was also 
implemented as the environmental component of NAFTA. The main aim of the NAAEC 
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.. 
was to promote sustainable :development through mutually supportive environmental and 
economic p,olicies within member states. As indicated earlier and in subsequ.ent portions of 
this thesis, NAFTA's Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) was created 
among the th~ee signatories to preserve, conserve and protect the environment, through 
increased c~operation amongst NAFTA member states and public participation.97 Assuch, 
NAFTA also gave rise to the trade and environment debate, as this was the fIrst trade 
• ., 98 
agreement to lncorporate green provlSlons. 
, , 
, . 
4.4.3 Rulings of WTO Appellate Botfy on French Ban of Carcinogenic 
/1.Jbestos 99 
As discussed in Chapter 2.4, this case concerned a WTO ruling in March 2001, which upheld 
a French ban on imports of carcinogenic asbestos from Canada. This case dated back to 
1 ?98. Upon ,~lnding that toxic asbestos was not the same as safer materials, the WTO 
, -
Appellate Body opined that carcinogenic asbestos is not the same as its. ~ubstitutes. 
Consequently, the French ban on the importation of these substances into its territory 
during the course of international trade was held as not violating free market laws. 
The Appellate Body's finding is consistent with arguments made by the NGOs in an amicus 
Clfnae (friends of the court) submission made to the WTO in this case. In this sense, it shows 
how trade, and environmental concerns can be synthesised to attain the objective of 
sustainable development. From this, perspective, it could be seen that such a ruling also 
~ ,'.' ~'.' . ~ , . . . 
facilitates the workings of an international, environmental mechanism such. as the Basel 
.' , 
Secretariat, which seek~ observe statu~ in the WTO sessions dealing with these issues. As 
indicated in Chapter 3, more tasks can also be entrusted to Basel to deal wi~ such issues, 
under a strict and legally accountable regime for offenders, to deal with trade and 
.... environme?t disputes, especially, as they relate to toxic waste trade. tOO 
4.4.4 517 Lanka's Ban of Genetica~& Modified OrganismstOt 
Thi~ case concerned Sri Lanka's ban of the utilisation of Genetically Modified Organisms in 
food and agriculture. These precautionary measures were based on empirical studies 
. revealing, the--detiiiTIental e"Efects which Genetically Modified, Organisms coUld, hayeon--------· 
biodiv:ersity, health and potential export losses, given the rising public demand for locating 
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the origins of product~ and labelling requirements of food. The measures were met ,vith 
opposition from US ~orporations and Congress, which then threatened WTO action'against 
Sri Lanka. This developing country then withdrew these precautionary policies by 
susperidirig its law' on Genetically Modified Organisms, within the next few weeks. 102 
However, as the UNEP has'now indicated that important guidelines have been implemented 
for the safe handling, processing and use of Genetically Modified Orgaci~ms,' it 'may be 
suggested that these guidelines be taken into consideration when importing prospective 
substances in this regard. 103 The incorporation of environmental concerns into trading 
regimes here also demonstrates a way in which trade and envirot;11nent can be effectively 
" . .. 
reconciled. 
With regard to setting up a model law on trade in toxic 'waste, th~ prop~sal in Chapters 
3.5.1(a), 2.7.1 (c) '~nd 6, that Basel and WHO guidelines serve as ~ use'fu1 guide for the &:tee 
case study countries' importation or exportation bans on toxic waste, might suffice in this 
respect unless of course, other sound environmental principles can be found for importing a 
particular kind of toxic waste, 
4.4.5 IVTO Be~f-Hormone Rnling 104 
In this case which is discussed in Chapter 2.3.2(v), the EU in 1989 banned the importation 
of beef produced with hormones. These included the five steroid hormones of ostradiol, 
progesterorie, testosterone, zeranol and ti:e~bolon - and an animal growth '~pecific ho~one 
and somatotropin. This led to extensive scientific hearings in the WTO dispute settlement 
. . 
body and scientific evidence there. 
The \X'TO Appellate Body extensively applied the general principles of intern~tional law, 
specifically, in dubio mitus (similar to the margin of appreciation doctrine in human rights 
law), in interpreting the scope of the EU's dis~~etion to apply its ow~ health and 
environment standards, even though they were higher than int'ernational' sta~d~rds.The 
effect of this was a deference test and one which is prudent 'for the WTd to ad~pt. The 
, . 
Appellate body also embarked on a review of the precautionary principle. Though this did 
n~t end in 'any authoritative ruling on its status in international law, this' pnnciple w~s 
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recognised as effective as, it was incorporated in Article 5 of the WTO Agreement on the 
" .' ~ \' " .' ~ .. . 
Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures and had general application in the trade 
. ': -~. ..' .. .. :' .' .' . '. "; ". . 
re~e. In a' ~g by ~e WTO Dispute Set~ement Body, the EU ban on the import of US 
and Canada's ~ormone treated beef was ta!ltamount to an unfair trade barrier. Acc()rding to 
the Fecomm~~~a~on of the Dispute Settlement Body, the EU was to remove the import ban 
withimt?ediat~ effect. Alternatively, it was to pay compensation to the US and Canada. This 
rulin~ was sub~equently met with an appeal by the EU. The WTO continued to rule against 
the EU ban. 
It is submitted here that the recommendation of this thesis which holds that explicit 
considerations be given to the environment, by spelling out the specific environmental 
, .' .: ':: :." ,. ~ \ ," . 
consid~r~tions which may.be set aside for banning certain sp~cific imports, fits squarely 
.. ~"",;' ~;" '., .' . " ~ , .. . "'. 
here. \05 This also links to Sands' point about ambiguity concerning the guidelines for \VIO 
~ "" ' . .: . 
rulings in disputes involving trade and environment, discussed in Chapter 4.4.1. In the 
. ". ".-
absence .of t:h!s, it becom~s rather difficult to predict the exact situations in which substances 
should be rejected for genuine environmental reasons and when not. The recommendation 
here is therefore very necessary, even at ,national levels and for the proposed law of this 
thesis. 
4.4.6 US-Standards fOr RefOnnulated and Conventional Gasoline106 
.... =! 
The US Superfund Act of 1986 provided for excise taxes on imported l'etroleum and 
" •• , -'" ". • A 
petroleum-produ.cedproducts. Canada, Mexico, and the European Community brought a 
-. . '. ' -.';' : . - . '. '.' . . ~ " '-
GAIT case against the. United States on the grounds of higher levels 'of tax rates on 
- ~ '. : -. - . . : - .. : . , . . , 
imported than domestic petroleum and petroleum-based products, on the basis that this 
,_ ':; • :. '., ...' • t. . ... , 
violated the principle of national treatment under Article III of GAIT. The United States 
...... 'J.... " . ". •. 
argued that the resulting differential was competitively insignificant and that higher taxes ... . 
were for genuine environmental goals, that is, the cleaning up of hazardous waste sites. 
~ndeed, with due con~ideration to events in the US such as the Love Canal tragedy discussed 
in Chapters 1.4 and 2.7.2(a), such environmental objectives may be said to have been 
'. - - .,. . 
g~nuine. However, the ~ point here was the imposition of more onerous taxes on 
imported, products than local goods, which were of the same nature. __ 
, . 
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In the op11Uon of the panel, the purpose of levying taxes was irrelevant 'to the GATT 
consistency of the tax. Furthermore, all taxes must meet national treatment requirements. 
On ascertaining whether the Superfund Act levies on petroleum and petroleum products 
were higher for imported products as compared to locally produced goods, the panel 
discovered that the tax on imported petroleum was greater and thus unacceptable than that 
ori locally produced petroleum.' Import~d arid exported petroleum was also comparable, 
meaning that the Article III requirement of the GATT was acceptable. The US refIned its 
law accordingly, to be consistent with this ruling. 
From this case, the lesson for the suggested law would be that while imposing taxes on 
imports of petroleum and other substances with toxic waste, such as lead scrap~ or 
hazardous chemicals for agricultural purposes, such taxes should be the same as both locally 
produced and foreign goods, where these goods are the same. Accordingly; the amount' of . 
taxes levied on imports and recycling, in relation to the polluter pays principle and punitive 
measures, for attaining environmental considerations, should be the same for both imports 
and exports, during the course of free trade. 
4.4.7 Thailand-Restrictions on Importationqfand Internal Taxes on Cigarettes 107 
In its ruling, the GATT Panel interpreted Article XX(b) within the context of the term 
"necessity" as requiring that no "alternative measure consistent with the General 
Agreement, or less consistent with it", which the importing country could "reasonably be 
- - .. - - . .. ._- --.. 
expected to employ". Here, the GATT Panel' found that other optional measures were 
reasonably available to Thailand to control the quality and quantity of cigarettes smoked: 
Based on this, the Panel found that Thailand's' state practice of permitting the sale, of 
domestic cigarettes while not allowing the importation of foreign cigarettes was not 
"necessary" within the confines of the requirements thisArticle.108 
The lesson for the suggested law on toxic waste would be to ensure that when a substance is 
rejected, there are no other available measures which could be adopted. For instance, the 
toxic chemicals and waste to be rejected are banned on the grounds of non-existence of 
alternative measures for the protection of health. In circumstances where alternative_ 
measures are possible, these are adopted while necessarily incorporating environmental 
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guidelines. For example, for the mobile phone recycling activities as well as battery and other 
waste recycling activities, such activities are permissible, with the inclusion of environmental 
concerns. On the other hand, where there are no readily available alternative measures, 
imports and exports of substances such as leaded gasoline and petrol are phased· out, in 
conformity. \vith international standards.109 
4.4:8 Sbrim,p-Tltrtle Case 110 
In this case, the WTO Appellate Body established the "theoretical" possibility that if the 
following strmgent conditions could be met, a country, in this case; the US, could unilaterally 
iinpose trade measures against other countries in order to protect the environment outside 
the imposing country's jurisdiction and be justified by one of the environmental exemptions 
in GAIT Article XX: 
(a) The US would have to engage in bilateral or multilateral negotiations with shrimp 
ha!\-esting countrieS;!I! 
(b) In the event that such negotiations ~ere unsuccessful, the US could unilaterally impose 
such trade restrictive measures such that: 
(i) the variations in the conditions ill different countries would be taken into 
~onsiderati~n;112 
(li) all· countries are accorded equal .time frames as far as the "phase-in" periods are 
·concerned;1I3 .. 
(iii) the US undertakes the same effort in transferring s~a turde h~rvesting technology 
~o all relevant partie<14 and that 
(iv) there is transparency in the import certification process and this process allows 
countries to be granted rights of he'aring and appeal against non-certification.115 
. . '-. 
Though extraterritoriality 1S not permissible in international law, the prioritisation of 
environmental concerns in trading objectives can also not be overlooked here, as can be 
discern~d from this case. Similarly, in relation to toxic waste trade, the three case study 
countries can necessarily require that under exceptional environmental circumstances and 
the Bamako Convention,.toxic waste, which are not even to be oudawed under the B~mako.~~-~ 
Convention, could still be oudawed from trading partners.116 
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4.5 European Union Jurisprudence (With Discernible Principles) 
4.5.1 Danish Bottlesl17 
With a view to reducing excess packaging waste, Denmark implemented laws regulating 
,containers for beer, soda, lemonade, and gaseousrnineralwaters. According to the Danish 
policy, containers had to be collectable and reusable through a system of deposit and return, 
which effectively ruled out materials other ,than glass. The regulations further made it 
mandatory for manufacturers to utilise only container shapes and sizes which were approved 
by the Danish government. These bottie standards were justified as necessary to facilitate 
use. , 
j 
Foreign companies opposed the Danish regulations because: (a) relative to plastic or metal, 
glass containers increased shipping weight and thus costs for foreign producers; (b) 
transportation costs made it more difficult for foreign producers to reclaim and refurbish 
containers; and (c) mandated container shapes meant less opportunity to differentiate a 
foreign product from a domestic one through distinctive bowe design. 
. . :. .'. . 
The Danish Bowes regulations were challenged in the European Commission as 
unnecessarily disruptive to the free flow of goods, in contravention to Article 30 of the 
Treaty of Rome. The C01n1nunity ensured that the Danish government changed its statutes, 
allowing alternative bottie designs for limited volumes of foreign product},OOO hectoliters 
per ann~; o~ en~ugh for products being test~mark~ted. However, the Commission was not 
.. :.. " .. .. --
satisfied with these changes. It therefore reviewed these regulations further and requested 
the European' Court of Justice for a ruling on the Danish regulations. 
In the Court's analysis, the deposit-and-return' syst~inwas legally acceptable as a necessary 
element of Denmark's legitimate objectives. This owed to the fact that environmental 
protection was a primary objective of the European C01n1nunity. In so doing, it appears that 
the court made the purpose of the legislation ,the primary factor in determining the 
legitimacy of environmental regulations, with almost no regard to whether the means chosen 
, ' 




He~ever, the ceurt applied a stricter test ef prepertienality to' the velume limit on b~verages 
in unappreved~ettle signs. It thereby rejected the Danish claims and held that mandating 
types ef bettl~s weuld be an unnecessary disruptien to' trade, in prepertien to' the added 
environmental benefits.11s 
4.5.2 EU Waste Oils 119 . 
On 16th June 1975, the Eurepean Cemmunity established its Directive 75/439/EEC,.which 
made it imperative that member states establish a system ef waste eil cellectien. This system 
included ~xclusive zenes fer cellecters efwaste eils, appreval ef cellectien firms and 
in4emnifi~atien ef cellecters. 1be Eurepean Ceurt ef Justice was requested to' ascertain the 
compati~ility. 'of this, Directive to' Article 30 ef the EEC treaty which reiterated the 
Cemmu~ty's ce~tment to' free trade. 
. In its ruling, the Ceurt balanced free trade and envirenmental protectien, by simultaneeusly 
endersing the free market system and envirenmental protectien. On the basis ef this 
a?alysis, th~ Ceurt, while uphelding thi~ Directive, epined that: 
"Tegether with .the Cassis. de Dijon Case discussed in Chapter 4.5.3 below"this finding created 
a clear mandate fer integrated envirenmental pretectien programmes within the Cemmunity 
and previded the legal basis fer excepting envirenmental pelicies frem the prehibitiens 
ag~st ~~~rf~~ence in .~tra-:-Cemmunity. trade laid eut in Article 30 ef the EEC treaty".120 . 
In . this vein, ~t ceule:! be advecated. that the three case study ceuntries and the regienal 
integ~atien mechani~tns such as SADC and ECOWAS have a similar law. This -weuld 
fa~ilitat~ the werkings _ ef envirenmentally-eriented recycling erganizatiens including the. 
Battery T~rminal, disc~sse4 in Chapter ~4.5 and also., enceurage ethers to'_ fellew~suit,in 
terms ef ether ferms ef waste, to' be cellected and recycled. This cenferms to' the preventive 
pr~ciple and ultimately, leads to' the attainment ef sustainable develepment. 
4.5.3 Cassis de Diion121 
In this case, West Germany had banned theimpertatien -of-certain lew-alcehelbeverages, 
i:ncluding C,assis de Dijon liquer, frem France. The reasens fer this ban. were as fellews:(a) 
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Such drinks fostered a more permissive attitUde toward the consumption of alcohol arid 
were deceptive to consUmers accustomed to higher-proof products; -(b) Banned imports 
were at a comparative advantage over domestic beverages because tax rates for liquors were 
tied to the percentage of alcohol they possessed. 
Importers of the Cassis de D!jol1 challenged the ban as an unfair restriction on trade and 
sought effective redress at the European Court of Justice. 
In analysing this case, the ECJ had to consider two fundamental articles of the" EEC treaty 
on trade and environment, namely, Article 30, which reiterates the Community's 
commitment to free trade and Article 36, which reinforces its commitment to the protection 
of plant, animal and human health, inter-alia, and is comparable to GAIT'ArticleXXiri this 
respect.122 
In the view of the Court, the environment is not explicidy mentioned and Article 36 is 
meant to be given a strict interpretation. This notwithstanding, the Court concluded that the 
relationship between the environment on the one hand, and human, animal and plant health 
on the other; is suffiCient to warrant the use of Article 36 exceptions for environmental 
purposes. 
Having established this close link,- the Court -developed the analytical "rule of reason" 
approach in applying Article 36. Here, it adopted a balancing test weighing the means and 
the ends of an environmental measure against its impact on trade. -Applying - this 
proportionality test, the Court ruled against the ban: It'held thatthe banned beverages posed 
no significant health threat to consumers. Alcoholic beverages were consumed in West 
Germany and less-intrUsive measures such as labeling requirements, were readily available. l23 • 
This case is particularly very useful for the model law of this thesis, in providing for us, the 
analytical rule of reason and proportionality approach, similar to that enunciated in the 
. . 
Thailand/ Cigarettes case above. It is important that after this case, the doctrine of mutual 
recognition/ mutual trust was established amongst EEC member states.124 This rule' basically 
requires that each state must fully recognise goods which have been legitimately produced in 
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the territory of another member state. It is important that ,the rejection of substances under 
. , 
toxic waste trade, be based on the direct threat which such imports can have on the 
environment and human health. Furthermore, from this principle, it may be recommended 
that the environment be explicitly mentioned in GAIT Article XX, the municipal systems of 
the ciltee case study countries and even the EEC for that matter. This stems from the fact 
. ~ . ". 
that the abs~nce of such explicit considerations for instance; may lead to the abuse of such, 
principles, under the guise of environmental protection. 
. ,., 
4:5~4. Co~mis;ion ~ Be~ium12S 
This case ~o~cei:ns the imposition of ' import restrictions by Belgium on non-toxic waste 
from '?the~ ar~as of the .~U. In the opinion of the European Court of Justice~ although waste 
~ ."' .' . . . . 
was covered by Article 30 of the EC Treaty forbidding quantitative restrictionsw:hich 
rendered the ban illegitimate, these restrictions by the Walloon region of Belgium were 
deemed t~ be lawful owing to: (a) the lack of a Community policy which explicitly dealt with 
cile ~ubject; (b) the treaty principle of treating waste as close as possible to its source of . , 
generation; (c) the excessiye influx of waste into this region, in the face of insufficient . '. 
c~pacity to dispose of toxic waste.126 . ..". 
. , 
4.6 US Executive Order 13141 
In the same vein, the US, in its Executive Order 13141 affirms its commitment to a policy of 
careful assessment and consideration of the environmental impacts of trade agreements. To 
:~; .-: ..... ~. ~~ •• \'!. ••• ~.' .' •• :., • 
this end, this country includes environmental considerations in the developmet:lt.of its trade 
. . -'. . '., -' 
negotiat:iilg objectives. Responsible agencies will accomplish these goals through ongoing 
assessment and evaluation, and in some circumstances, environmental reviews.127 
~. . . . . . 
From this' perspective, this could be in conformity with Ward's recommendation for a re-. . ' . " ,,' ', ..... ' " , .. , ' .. ".. ' , 
orientation of trading policy to incorporate environmental considerations, as reiterated in 
Chapter 2.7.1 (a) of this dissertation. The lesson for the three case study countries would ..' . . . " . 
obviously be a requirement that such environmental reviews and assessments be made of 
; - . 
their trading negotiations, especially, those which touch on trading in, toxic waste. This 
requirement could have been met under the proposal for the need for scientific evidence. 
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However, in situations where the effects 6f a gtven substance are not known, such 
environmental assessments are also necessary. 
While seeking to strike a harmonious balance between implementing free trade and 
environmental protection objectives, this law requires that such enforcement be carried out 
by officials from both Trade and Environmental Sectors, arid the inter-agency Trade Policy 
, ' , 
Staff Committee (TPSC), to conduct environnlental revie~s.128 In the sam~ ;ein, the 
environmental reviews of potential imports or exports of hazardous waste in the three case 
study countries should be carried out by officers from the recommended Inter-Agency, 
Permit Scheme, which comprises, officials from both trade and environmental ministries as .' 
, ' ,; J 
well as other ministries such as those of health, as indicated in Chapter 6, under Policy 
Guidance. 
Such environmental assessments extend to trade negotiations c~nductedduring th~ ~ourse ., 
of international trading agreements. Though this is commendable, due caution should be 
given not to impose on the less developed and least developed, in this case, as this would 
violate the extraterritoriality principle, discussed in, Chapters 3.5.2; thereby, flaunting the 
national sovereignty policy. It may be suggested this also be borrowed and adapted to suit 
the needs of the three case study countries in their formulation of a model law, for Chapters 
6 and 7. The conceivable situation here would be to empower their trading experts to also 
state the ne~d for such environmental evaluations, during the course of negotiations ill; 
international trade, especially on the issue of trading in toxic waste. 
The law further requires that the environmental assessments indicated be in relation to 
potential impacts which may result in the United States, from its trading activities and 
extraterritorial effects be considered only when appropriate 'and prudent.129 This requirement 
could be seen in a se~se to reinforce the need for'the US to av~id th~ extraterrit~riality 
principle through its requirement that slich impacts be felt in the US. However, the fact that 
it gives the US the leeway to impose such assessments, in appropriate and prudent 
circumstances, without actually specifying what such circumstances are, makes room for 
" ' 
some considerable degree of doubt, as to whether the US could use this provision to infringe 
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on the sove~e~~ty of countries with regard to their m~nufacturing processes ?f imports, 
whenever ,possib.le. 
The US Jaw also, stresses the ,link betwee,n trade and environmen,tal objectives, indicating th~t 
trade agreements could bf! used as a means to attain the ideal of sustainable development. 
While 'u~de 'COUld positively impact on the environment, it could also lead to the 
environmental degradation. Hence, the need for environmental assessments, as indicated 
above. 
For insta,nce, it may be advisable to specify such circumstances, by stipulating that such 
;J ,,' 
ex,traterritoriality be permissible, when there has been the establishment of a relevant prior 
" . '.,'" : ~.: . ~ . . 
international environmental convention, for, instance, or using the precautionary principle, 
.... • ,-' ••• -.. <':'. 
when th~ importation .of certain substaJ?ces may be contaminous to environmental health; . . . . 
This could constitute a part ~f the model law and policy recommendations in Chapter 6. 
. ,- " . . , 
4.7 Environmentally- Related Aspects ofNAFTA Trading Regimes . '. . .'. . . 
As indicated in .Chapter 3.4, in July 1994, NAFTA. established its Commission on 
. ~ " " . " ' . 
Environmental Co-operation (CEC), as its main environmental mechanism which is. 
. ". . - . . '. 
entnlsted with the responsibility of overseeing the effects ofNAFTA on the environment. 
, . . '. :. . . 
To this end, the CEC comprises three organs: Council, Joint Advisory Committee and 
Independent Secr~tariat. 130 
... ~ •. :. - .' _._: , •• I " ~ ~. • '. '.: 
~h~ ~ac~ th~ ~ in J ~y 1999 J, this regional trading mechanism also developed action plans for 
the management of dioxins, furans and hexachlorobenzene also. shows how .. trade and 
, .: .' ~ • • I" .' ' • • • 
em'ironmen~al issues could be reconciled. As a result of this trilateral initiative,. there. are . . ~. . . . .. . . 
currendy regional mechanisms for the management or phase ~:)Ut of PCBs, DOT, chlordane .... . 
and mercury. Furthermore, member countries are now educated about the methods which 
are implored by their neighbours in the management of these substances.131 
This ensures transparency in rejecting or accepting categories of substances, and in this 
sense, is essential as it _ also c:lemonstrates the effective means of balancing trade' and -
environment concerns. In the same way, African regional mechanisms s.uch as SADC and 
" .' '"': . 
ECOW AS could establish such models, at regional· a~d even national levels; ~ithin the th~ee' 
case study countries. For the avoidance of protectionism and for ensuring a· harmoriio~s· 
balance between promoting trade liberalisation and environmental protection, neighbouring 
countries of those subject to the case stu~es of this thesis should be illumined on the 
workings of national mechanisms which manage chemicals within their territories and .share 
lessons learnt from the activities of the BCRC regions. 
It is noteworthy that this Agreement does not just set up divisions which will work on the' 
environmental effects of trading activities of NAFfA member states. As part of the 
Agreement's environmental initiative, the NAFf A has set up a dispute" setdement 
mechanism to monitor parties' non-compliance laws. In this vein, the main "approach 
adopted by the NAFTA is to adjudicate on disputes, stipulate monetary assessments or" 
impose sa~ctions as a last resort, in the advent of parties' failure to ~omply' wlth 
environmental and other standards, during their trading activities under the Agr~ement.132 
Another example of the seriousness which NAFfA attaches to the environment is seen in 
the fact that its CEC has set up a working group to develop .indicators which monitor and 
evaluate each party's enforcement and compliance strategies~ 133 Of particular relevance to 
this study is the fact that the group has focused on indicators related to hazardous waste. 
This exercise would also be commendable not only for the African regional mechanisms, but 
also, the three case study countries, to ensure that while adhering to free trade c01l111:lltrnents 
of purchasing and selling toxic waste, this is also done to promote environmental concerns. 
) . . 
The establishment of indicators highlight the point at which such trading stops, owing to the 
harmfulness of certain types of toxic waste. Laws on liability should become necessarily 
stringent in that case, as the indicators facilitate having to hold a party accountable, when the 
party flaunts its responsibility in this respect. 
4.8 Conclusion 
Observations and recommendations in this chapter are premised on the following points: 
The inception· of the debate between free trade and environmental protection has been 
traced· to 1970 and 1991, with notable international events, namely the foiination of the 
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qAn EMIT Group in 19?1; the UNCED and UNCTAD IIlin..1972 and the, Tuna-Dolphin 
Cas~s of 19~1 and 1994.~ _The creation of an environmental mechanism in 1994 as an integral 
component of, NAFTA which is vitally significant in its, capacity .as the first 
regional/intern~tional ~ading instrument to incotporate environmental concerns and, the 
eff~rts o~ the, Eur~pean, Union's Ministerial Group for ,the reactivation of the workings of 
the GAIT EMIT Group are also of great importance in this regard. All these events were in 
turn instrumental to the eventual creation of the wro's Committee on Trade and 
EnviroIl(l1et:;lt. 
Th,eseevents ,n?~~standing, trade and environment, as 4ighlighted in this chapter, could 
be ~een as dat:it}g back; t9 many decades in retrospect, that is,. as far back. as 1,882, 1902, 1906 
.' .' ~ ~. • • • • t 
agd <;>ther,years d~ring this era. Relevant international and municipal conventions discussed, 
alJov~ !l;e :evid~nc~ ~f thislong-standit1g relationship. However, events as at 1970 andthe 
post:-1970 years" haveena~led this relationship to become more prominent and discussed in, 
global trading and environmental matters, with a view to ensuring that a workable solution is 
found to reconc;iling the two spheres, as ,each of them dev:e1op alongside ,each other and 
I • .' ., • 
then, intersect; 
The" discussion of relevant trade and environment ,case law, from WTO and EU 
j1.!-risp~dential perspectives, is testimony to the fact that the pursuit of international trading 
activity .on the: one hand, ,alongside the! sil;nultaneous adoptiqn, of, the precautionary and 
~ ... :. . '. . ~ ~ . . ~ . 
preventive principles, on, the: od1.er, to attain the ideal of su~tainable development,.is indeed a 
pos~ibility ~hich c~nnot,~e ruled out in practical terms. 
, " 
Cases such as Cassis de Dijon reiterate the, doctrine of mutual recognition and the respect for 
. • !" * • "- .' ~ • 
free trade" no~ us~g environmental concerns asa disguised ,restriction., From cases such as 
, .... 
~TO Ca~cinogenic Asbestos, Shrimp-Turtle and Belgian Waste, it could,be seen that the wro and 
EU also seek to ensure that free trade is not used as, a means to evade environmental 
responsibilities. 1bese~ cases, together with environmentally-related aspects of WTO 
agreements such as GATS, Technical Barriers to Trade, Sanitary and Phytosanitary 
" , 
Measures, aI?-d T.EtI;Ps, show how international and regional-trading regimes : therefore aid in 
the workin~ of~e ,environmental regimes. This is of great importance to the discussions in 
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this' thesis, as it helps to balance trade and environmental concerns. Ho~ever, for more 
specificity and predictability in enforcing these rules within the trade' and enVironment~1 
spheres especially as they pertain to toxic waste trade regulation, proposals are made at this 
point. These include a more explicit incorporation of environmental concerns in the form of 
specific stipulations as amendments, to the mandate of' the Committee on Trade and 
Environment and Article XX clauses, for instance. 
The involvement of officials from the Basel Secretariat in the sessions of the Co!nmittee ort' 
Trade and Environment not only demonstrates the commitment of the international trade 
and environmental regimes to harmonising these two spheres, but also, how this works in 
pragmatic terms. To this commendable effort of these regimes, it is' also gready advocated 
that officials from the Basel Convention be entrusted with more responsibilityto'adjudicate' 
on toxic waste disputes. This especially holds true when free tr~de/ environmental disputes, 
such as the W'T'O Carcinogenic Asbestos Case arise, as they relate to toxic waste trade regulation.' 
While discussing this balance, Chapter 2.4 is also important as it deals with the emer~g 
contemporary trends in international trade law and how these tie in squarely with 
international environmental law. 
From the discussion of relevant case law emanate relevant lessons which cannot be omitted 
in the effective formulation of a rather balanced model law on toxic waste~ which promotes 
free trade' in toxic waste and contemporaneously enhances genuine environmental goals ill 
Ghana, South· Africa and Cote d'Ivoire. These lessons include the following: 
• The necessity to impose trade polides which are non-arbitrary, justifiable ~nd 
environmentally-inclined between countries where the same conditions prevail. 
For instance, taxes on imported 'products, such as petroleum, for the 
enhancement of environmental objectives, should be the same for locally-
produced goods. This was illustrated in the US Reformulaied Gasoline Case. F~r the 
model law, such products will include toxic waste. 
• The necessity/proportionality test and its attendant analytical rule of reason 
approach, could be extracted fr'omthe Cassis de Dijon and Thai Restricti01is Cases . 
. Here, the main idea is to ensure that' the imposition of trade restrictions has a 




This also seeks to avoid discrimination. For our model law regul~ting ,toxic waste 
'. ' 
trade, the le~son learned becomes that there must be sufficien~ proof that the 
banning of a particular form of toxic waste such as carcinogenic asbestos, stems 
from the direct detrimental impact which such a substance, could, have on 
human health, for instance, cancer, which in turn direcdy results from inhaling 
such a substance. Such a substance could also contaminate the ecological base. 
Necessary WHO and UNEP Guidelines are useful tools for establishing this test. 
" This lesson forms apart of policy guidance and recommendation in Chapter 6, 
for the model law there. 
Owing to the prioritisation of environmental concerns in inter~ational trade, the pattern of 
avoiding extrate~rritoriality in international law may be sometimes permissible, using the 
doctrine ?f opposability and creative unilateralism, as occurred in Shrimp-Turtle. This was 
~~ . . 
disc~ssed in this Chapter and in Chapter 3.5.2. Here,. it is ,suggested that trade and 
environmental concerns are sought to be balanced by listing the substances which are 
prohibited, to avoid protectionism, or also, by listing the specific, substances which are to be 
banned, and publishing this list; 
, , 
. . - . 
\X'hile the Tuna-Dolphin Case, albeit unadopted, oudawed the product versus process 
approach, conventions such as the 1906 Swiss Phosphorous Match Treaty endorsed this 
approa~h. ?,'he, ~g in ~hnmp-Turtle coul~ also be said to h3:ve been to the same effect as 
this convention. A very important recommendation, to help in balancin,g trade and 
, ' . . . ~ . . ~ . . . 
e..nvir~nme.ntal objective,s, to ensure tha~ suc~ an approach does not lead to the env:ir~)llment 
triumphing ov~r tr~de, may be to ensure that such extraterri,toriality ,be legitimately 
permissible in the face of. prior multilateral environmental conventions. TIus was the 
position adopted in the Shni1;p-Turtle arid Scottish Red Grouse Cases .... It is also advocated at this, 
, , 
point that in the advent of NEPAD, such toxic waste trade is promoted amongst African 
coun~es, using relevant portions of ~e,Bas~l and Bamako Conventions and the Basel Ban 
Amendment, which would ill this case be the prior established conventions, for prohibiting 
.~. .: _ •• J • -.
certain products. 
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Worklngs of th~ Comnuttee on Trade ~nd Environme~t'in impleme~ting mea~ures to arrive 
at harmoniously balancing trad~ and environment objectiv~s include its conve~g of regular 
meetings such as that of May 2003 in Cape Town for Anglophone African countries and 
. . . . .. 
October 2002 in Tunisia, for Francophone African countries. It is particularly remarkable 
, ' 
that at these meetings, officials from both trade arid environmental ministries in these 
countries are present, to voice their concerns about this debate, for discussions. At these 
~, ' 
meetings and workshops, these officials are further enlightened on the workings of the 
. '" ~ . . . 
Committee. Regarding these sessions, proposals are made for more conunents to be sent 
, .. 
from various governmental officials, through the internet to Geneva, and also, through their 
states' Permanent Missions based there, about issues arising in the debate which affect their 
-;' .,'.' 
resp~ctive member states' trading positions. 
It'is also suggested that these officials be empowered' to' make presentations and present 
their input to meetings and training sessions involving trade and environment, by discussing 
the releyant work which they have undertaken in this area at respective country levels, in a 
field such as toxic waste trade regulation, the successes achieved and the remaining obstacles. 
This would enable them to get more involved in balancing the two spheres, through state 
policy and practice, instead of perceiving this whole debate as a topic which excludes them 
and is being thrust upon them, to the advantage of developing countries. 
From~ the examples of the us Executive' Order 13141 and the NAAEC, enviro~ental 
concerns could' be incolporated mto the 'legal m~;Ucipai and -~egional ~egm;es of Gha~a, 
South Africa and Cote d'Ivoire. The -example of NAAEC, with its 'establishment of 
appropriate mdicators and an efficient dispute' setdement ~echanism is vital. These 
instruments monitor relevant parties' compliance and progress made, while ensuring a 
harmonious balance between trade in toxic waste on the one hand and the adherence, to .... ' 
environmental considerations on the other. Hence, it is important to the discussio~~ of this 
thesis and African regional mechanisms. The Inter-Agency Scheme's conducting of 
environmental reviews of potential imports of toxic waste, as authorised by ,the US 
Executive Order 13141, is also worthy of emulation, by the three case study countries, at 
municipal level. - ----,- .. --~~---~.--,--.-, ... 
Th~ 'tw~ cli~~ctiv~ spher~s ef free trade' all(~ envirenmental pretectien, their inhe~ent link 
a~d.the manner in which they have ceme to. gradually cellide with each ether have been fully 
di~,cussed. The ~en~ral. debate cencerning free trade and envirenmental pretectien ceuld 
therefere be seen as being placed in p~rspective. Based en these discussiens, seme impertant 
lessens emanate which can be adapted to. suit the circumstances ef the three case study 
ceuntries ef this thesis. In the subsequent chapter, an in-depth review is made ef the existing 
texic ,vaste trade'pr~cti~esand pelicies of 'the three case study ceuntries. This assessment 
will be made with due regard to. the sert ef lessens which can be berrewed from this debate, .'. . . . 
~s . put fe:th ~ ,.thi~ chapter, fer mere efficient legal mechanisms, an~ pelicy which regulate 
texic waste .trade. in the three ceuntries. 
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CHAPTER 5: DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND TRADE IN HAZARDOUS 
WASTE 
It ••• an imaginary' American vill~geis swept with mysterious maladies. Livestock die, birds desert the skies, 
fish disappear from the streams, and strange illnesses appear in humans. Roadside vegetation turns brown 
and withers as if devastated by fire. The strange stillness ... is not callsed by witchcraft or by enen!} action, 
but is brought about by the citizens who allow the chemical pollution of their own commtl11i!y." 1 
5.1 Introductory Re~arks 
Over the last few decades, there has been a steady increase in· the generation of wastes in 
deveioped countries and to a less extent, in developing ones. This rise and trend has resulted 
from increments in a variety of human activities, including manufacturing, agricultural, 
hous~hold, niinio.g, chemical production and other similar' processes. Industrial sectors ill 
parti~ular, which ~se renewable and nonrenewable resources in their activities, generate large 
volumes of hazardous waste as well as toxic pollutant by-products.2 From case studies in 
Chapter 5.4 below; it could be said thai the same holds true for other seCtors. It must be 
borne in mind that during the second half of the twentieth century, widespread increases in 
globalisation and population patterns also necessarily suggest attendarit rises in all forms of 
human activity. 
While in 1947, it was estimated that global hazardous waste generation totaled approximately 
five million. metric tonnes, today, industrialised countries produce about ninety per cent of 
the ,\Torld's hazardous waste, which amounts to about three hundred. to four hundred metric 
tonnes annually.3 In the USA alone, hazardous waste generation has risen from nine million 
metric tons in 1970 to' 247 million metric tonnes in 1984:4 Of. the 100,000 chemical 
substances utilised in commerce and industry, many appear as pollutants and contaminants 
in. food, commercial products and. the environment. Despite its inadequate facilitiesro treat 
waste, by 1989, Africa was importing about 50 million tonnes of waste from industrialised 
countries, a figure estimated to be equivalent to about 20% of the total. waste generated in 
the latter group of countries.s Accordingto a report by the UNEP, in the early 1990s, annual 
estimates of global hazardous waste generation totaled 400 million tonnes.6 Of this amount, 
some 300 million· tonnes were produced by the countries' of the OECD, mainly from 
chemical production and mining industries for. example.7 
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Housman et al provides some salient features of these increases in waste generating activities 
thus:8 
In 1991 alone, errusslOns of toxic chemicals ill the US into the alr, water,-land and 
underground injection wells amounted to 3.39 billion pounds; 
• Soil degradation, plant damage, endangered food supplies, higher cancer rates and lower 
, reproductive capacity, coupled with other health risks, have resulted from th~ ~mission 
- of large volumes of industrial residue such as hazardourwaste, acidic materials, toxic 
chemicals and heavy materials, into the environment; / . 
• There is ample evidence to demonstrate that when human beings a~e exposed to toxic 
waste, there are rises in leukemia, l;ci.dney Ganc,er. ana respiratory disorders within a 
co~unity; 
• Cleaning up toxic and hazardous sites has become very expensive in several countries., 
This process now exceeds a billion dollars; 
• It is generally difficult to quantify the volume of hazardous waste, which is generated or 
traded, across borders. This is due to the differences in. various municipal systems,> 
regarding the definitions of what qualifies as a "hazardous waste" and the lack of 
inadequate regulatory programmes; 
• According to a UNEP estimation, every -year, approximately 338 million tons of. 
hazardous waste are generated globally. . ~ ".' . 
Other pertinent faCts regarding these estimates of hazardous waste generation are that: 
• The majority of toxic wasteis produced in developed countries. The validity of this claim 
is seen through studies such as the report by the UN World Commission· ,on 
Environment and Development which indicates that of the estimated 350 million tons of 
hazardous waste disposed of annually, 5-10 million tons are produced by developing 
countries.9 
• Nonetheless, other industrialising countries are probably generating increasing amounts 
of hazardous waste as well. For example, owing to masslve industrial development and 
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trade liberalisation, by 1990, Thailand was estimated to have generated approximately 1.9 
million tons of hazardous waste and pr~bably in~reased this amount fourfold by 2001.10 
From the abo~e, some analytical inferences can be made at this point. To begin with, it 
becomes 'obvious that ~lthough waste generation is higher in developed countries such as the 
USA and the newly industrialised countries including Thailand, developing countries are 
gradually confronted with the same sorts of problems, in the face of globalisation, 
population increases and industrialisation. Secondly, having to dispose of toxic waste isa 
cosdy venture in many countries as indicated, but more in the developed world'than in the 
developing world. Hence, owing to the exorbitant costs involved in having to dispose of 
such forms of waste, in the past, certain industrial companies from developed countries have 
tu~ne'd t~ developing countri~s, including the three case study countries of this thesis, as a 
possibl~_ ~ay ~u~ for fmal disposal. It is important however, 'not to simply blame this on the 
governments of the fIrst 'world, as has sometimes been the case, but on unscrupulous 
businessmen worldwide who sometimes flaunt the stringent environmental laws of fIrst 
world countries and take advantage of existing problems in the third world. ll 
H~zardous waste then becomes a trading item of commerce in the international economic 
order. It must also be stressed that hazardous waste trade does not merely suggest dumping 
of these subs~ances from the first to the' third world. Among third world countries, these 
trends do' exist, ~or example, from Philippines to Japan.12 Furthermore, some forms of 
haz;~do~s ~~ste su~h as mercury and lead scrape may also be d~sired by the thlrd world for 
recycling, thereby generating income and' j~bs. Many of these subst~nces threaten the very 
eri~tence of the ecological base and human health. Inadequate and improper'management of 
these was~e's un'fortunately plunge human he~lth and the environment into jeopardy. He~ce, 
regardless of the ,fact that a hazardous substance may not'per se be a pollutant, it only 
becomes so in, the absence of proper management. 13 
Therefore, the three case study countries of this thesis and other developing countries need 
1 
to suffIciendy equipped with adequate, stringent, but realistic legal mechanisms, to regulate 
hazardous waste disposal and trade within their respective territories. This can be established, 




practices an~ taking of inventories, inter-alia, within the framework of these legal 
mechanisms. Such activities aid in properly managing and trading in hazardous waste, 
without inflicting any perils on ecological and human life, or creating trade barriers in this 
sphere. Herein lies the main challenge which confronts governments and regulatory 
mechanisms in these countries; " 
5.2 Legal Definition of Hazardous Waste 
5.2.1 (a) Background 
",.. 
As indicated in the introductory chapter to this thesis, given the different uses to which 
items are put within differep.t contextual situations, waste defInition, to a large extent, is 
neither an easy nor a uniformed process. For instance, whereas A may dispose of an item 
which he/she does not need from the end cycle of a particular activity, such an item could 
. .. - - - - ~ ~ - .. 
be co~ected by B as the beginning of his/her activity, recycled and manufactuted into a 
product which B can then utilise"' effectively. In this case, A's undesirable waste then 
becomes the source of a valuable item which is worthy of use to B. Owing to this, this thesis 
lends itself to adopting certain guidelines, in an attempt to defIne hazardous waste. 
Regarding these guiding principles, the international viewpoints offered by the Basel and 
Bamako Conventions are fusdy discussed. Subsequendy, the municipal definitions of the 
three case study countries are examined, since this chapter concerns itself with policy and, 
. .... . 
practice of the three case study countries, as far as toxic waste trade regulation is concerned. 
. . .. " 
It is noteworthy that regarding the definition of these substances, important criteria which " 
are used in this Chapter are the existing de~tions provided by each, country's laws, and 
policies, the yardstick used by each country's offIcials who, work on toxic ,waste, the 
classifIcation of waste according to each country's laws and the treatment ,options which are 
used for each category of waste in each country. Finally but not the least;the~neraleffects 
. . ~ ,. . .. 
of waste on any given environment are also reviewed, with the aim of differentiating 
hazardous waste from other forms of waste. 
5.2.1 (b) International Perspectives: DefInition and ClassifIcation 
As discussed in Chapter 1.1.1, the Basel Convention defInes waste as substances which'are---' -~,-­
disposed of, intended to be disposed of or are required to be disposed of, in accordance with 
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the :stipulatioJ?s of 'municipal legislation. 14, This Convention t~en specifies ?isposal options 
according to operation,s for wastes, that is, those destined for final disposal, which are found 
in Group A of this Annex, and those for resource recovery, which are found in Group B.IS 
This Convention also defines waste from the perspective of the hazardous characteristics 
possessed, in its ,Annexes J, II an<;l III, depending on characteristics of waste to be 
controlled, those requiring special attention and the list of hazardous characteristics 
respectively. 
Similar to the Basel Conventi~n, the Bamako Convention defines waste as substances which 
have are previously, currently, or in the future disposed of, in subject, to the requirements of 
national legislation. 16 This Convention then defines hazardous wastes as any wastes which,it 
specifies, according to those in Annex I, those not covered in Annex I but deemed to be 
hazardou~ under, the laws of the exporting state, those which possess any ,characteristics 
contained in Annex II, those which are banned from the exporting state and those which are 
deemed to be .radioactive and specifically excludes discharged wastes from the normal 
operations of a ship, in accordance with another international instrument.17 
5.2.2 South Africa 
As far~s tox,ic \yaste trad~ regulation is concerned, South African legislative policy attempts 
to define waste. This is done with a view to managing hazardous waste practices and 
dispos,al-wit4in,thi~ country: An examination cifthis definition is made here, ~o explore how 
such a definition can be particularly extended to regulate the importation and exportation of 
these substances, into and out of South Africa. The various de,finitions provided by the laws 
are discussed.first, after which those provided by policy are also examined. 
5.2.~ (a) Defmition , 
5.2.2 (a) (i) Laws 
As seen below, different Departments adopt various approaches to defining hazardous 
waste .. ' 
(i) Environment Conservation Act (Act 73 of 1989) 
In conformity with this Act, waste is defined as: 
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" ... any matter, whether gaseous, liguid or solid or any combination thereo(whichisfr6m 
time to time- designated by the Minister by notice in the Gazette as an undesirable or-: 
superfluous by-product, emission, residue or remainder of any process or activity".18 
In i 990, . thetheh Minister, acting in conformity: with· the authority bestowed upon him by 
this defUlition, classified waste thus: 
"For the purposes of the definition of 'waste' in section 1 of the Environment Conservation' 
Act 1989 (Act No. 73 of 1989), I, Gert Jeremais Kotze, in my capacity as Minister of 
Environm~nt Affairs,· hereby identify as an undesirable or superfluous by-prociuct,"emission, 
residue or remainder of an¥ process or activity, any matter, gaseous, liquid or solid or any 
.) . 
combination thereof, originating from any residential, commercial or industrial area;whlch- ' 
(a) is discarded by any person; or 
(b)' is ~ccumuiated and stored by any person with the purpos~ of e\T~ntUally discarding it 
with or without prior treatment connected with the discarding thereof; or' .' 
(c) is stored by any person with the purpose of recycling, re-using or extracting a useable 
product from such matter, excluding-
(i) water used for industrial purposes or. any· effluent produced by or resulting in 
such use which is discharged in compliance with the provisions of secti~n 21(1) 
of the Water Act 1956 (Act No. 54 of 1956) or on the authority of an exemption 
granted under section 21 (4) of the said Act; 
(ii) . any matter discharged into a septi'c tank or French drain sewerage system and ariy -
water or effluent contemplated by section 21(2) of the Water Act 1956;, 
(iii) building rubble used for filling'or leveling purposes; 
(iv) any radio-active substance discarded in compliance with the provisions of the 
Nuclear Energy Act 1982 (Act No. 92 of 1982); 
(v) any minerals, tailings, waste-rock orslinles prQduced by ot - resulting from 
..... 
activities at a mine or works as defined in section 1 of the Mines and Works' Act 
1956 (Act No. 27 of 1956); and 
(vi) ash produced by or resulting from activities at an undertaking for the generation' 
of electricity under the provisions of the Electricity Act 1987 (Act No. 41 of 
1987).,,19 , , _ __________ ________ ,_ ,. __ ._ 
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These two definitions of the Environmental Conservation Act of 1989 and the 1990 
"ministerial defIni~on" ~dicated above ca~ cr~ate problems as well as' discrepancies ~hen 
defming waste and promulgating appropria~e legislative mechanisms to deal with the 
ma~agement' of waste. As th.e Minister is authorised to give his own defInition of waste, 
waste classifIcation then lies within his discreti~n. In such a situation, he then has unlimited 
leeway within which to manipulate. The significance of this is clear: the defInition of waste' 
then becomes a subjective issue, since what qualifIes as waste from the perspective of one 
minist~r, may not be judged to be waste by another Minister. One Minister would deem it 
expedient, to classify certain categories. of ~ubstances as waste, w~ paying particular 
, . . 
attention to the, fInancially benefIcial aspects of these substances. ~~other Minister who 
,) 
wants ~o overprot,ect the environment, or restrict substances, using the argument that these' 
maY,be environtr,lentally contaminous, m~y add to the list of what constitutes waste. Another 
, . .. . 
. . 
m.ay, ~elete and fInd. his own substances. The resultant scenario is that various regimes of 
Ministers in tu~ ,witness various classifIcations of waste. Glazewski, for instance, points out 
that this defInition excludes six categories waste, including mining waste.20 Fuggle and Rabie 
. . 
also indicate the lack of clarity behind the Minister's definition which does not include 
\vastes that derive from agricultural activities; why the Minister excludes the matter set out in 
subparagraphs (i) to (vi) of paragraph (c); and whether the exclusions apply to the matter 
wlp,ch is referred to~ paragraph (c) only or whether it is intended that they should apply to 
. 
the matter referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b).21 
(ii~ The Genetically Modified Organisms Act (Act 15 of 1997) 
nus instrument defInes waste in the following terms: 
" "waste" means any matter, whether gaseous, liquid or solid or any combination thereof, 
which is, in the 'a'pinion of the person in whose possession or under whose control, it is, an 
u~desirable or superfluous by:prbduct, emission, residue or remainder of any process or 
activity ~ con~ection with genetically modified organisms".22 
(iii) Hazardous Substances Act (Act 15 of 1973) 
Also noteworthy in the definition of wastes are other relevant definitions, such as "dump", 
which has been identified in the Hazardous Act 15 of-1973 as follows: 
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"in r~lation to a grouped hazardous substance, means deposit, discharge, spill, release o~ 
cause or permit to be deposited, discharged, spilled or released (whether or not the 
substance in question is enclosed in a container), in such a place, under such circumstances 
or for such a period that the person depositing, discharging, spilling, or releasing or causing 
or permitting it to bedepositecl, discharged, spilled, or released, may reasonably be assum~d 
to have abandoned it; and "dumping" as a corresponding meaning". 23 
Botha, Fuggle and Rabie also provide terms such as rubbish, excrement, garbage' and litter, 
~ -,
which are synonymous with the term, 'waste,.24 In all these cases, waste is seen as a resultant 
~ item \vhich is produced in the aftermath of a generated activity. The impression here is that 
such substances are produced by chance. It is further not indicated whether -su~h by~ 
• pr()ducts can be of further use or not. Take for example, the case ;f animal e~cr~ta which 
Botha, F~ggle and Rabie make mention of, as indicated above. Such subst~nces are mdeed 
waste, and yet, they can be purposefully utilised in agricultural farming, to fertilize ma-nure. 
However, the last three definitions do not give an indication that wastes are any more useful. 
5.2.2 (a) (ii) Policy 
(i) Department of Water Affairs and Forestry 
This Department regards waste as the rubbish and unwanted items which people generally 
discard from their homes, offices and industries on a daily basis. Such material ranges from 
ordinary garbage in dustbins to large amounts of dry or wet industrial waste. From this 
perspective, simple everyday activities undertaken by h~an be~gs such as the' purchasirig 
and utilising of toothpaste and cassettes for example, lead to the gene~ation of wastes: This 
deriv~s from the fact tlia~ upo~ manufacturing these products, w~ste wascreat~d: 25 
In its Minimum Requirements for the Handlin%; C1~sification and Disposal of Hazardous- Waste, the 
DWAF also adopts the definition provided for by the Environmental Conservation Act (.Act 
73 of 1989) discussed in Chapter 5.6.1.26 
With regard to possible discrepancies which could arise from defining hazardous' ~aste 'as 
discussed in Chapters 5.2.2(a)(i) to 5.2.2(a)(ii), it ~ay be suggested-at this point-that a better 
approach might be to have a specific definition of waste in accordance with the terms 
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proyided by Basel. This ~eans selecting a group of materials which are not harmful to, the 
environment of this country if properly disp~sed of, without necessarily making it, too 
stringent as to ban any kind of waste altogether. For instance, lead scrape should be 
accepted. Then, the Minister and other relevant parties enact national legislation in 
accordan~e with these specified forms of waste. 
5.2.2 (a) (iii) Case Law 
The definition of waste also brings to light, the South African case of Cape Town Municipaliry v 
Bethl1al Investments, held in 1972. 27 The, courts in this case strictly adhered to ,the terms 
provided for by the Oxford English Dictionary, through defining waste as "refuse matter; 
unsen-1ceable ,mat~rial remaining over from any process of manufacture; the useless, by-
products' of any industrial process; material or manufactured articles so damaged as to be 
useles~ or uns,aleable".This case further defined waste as an adjective which is "thrown away 
or aside as worthless, . defective or of no further use during or at the end of a process". 28 
The emphasis and main characteristic feature of waste here, is that waste has no value and is 
an . item that has been ,used to its fullest extent. The approach adopted by the courts in the 
1972 case'then appears to· be·different from thatmthe UK,z9 as the laws in this country also 
pay attention to the fact that one man's waste may be another's valuable product, giving 
va~ue to waste and bringing to mind, the possibility of recycling waste for further use. 
This approflch of the South. African. cour~~ in 1972 then conforms to the approach in the 
definitions enshrined:in the, South African Acts discussed above, because of the emphasis on 
the end-use of waste which has no value. The approach of the UK seems to be more 
appropriate for hazardous waste management in this country and could reflect in the 
relevant South African Acts and especially, the model law of this thesis. This is true with due 
consi~ration to activities of certain industries which import lead scrape waste in car, 
batteries. from countries of Africa and the SADC such as Botswana and Lesotho for 
recycling. This is demonstrated in Chapter 5.4.5 for· example which deals with South Africa's 
Fry's Metals Company in this respect. For these exporting countries for instance, this lead is 
waste; and when imported into South Africa, it is so. However, such waste is inherently 
v~luable,fot .. up6n~being re'processed and recycled, it becomes a useful substance again. In' 
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Chapter 5.4, case studies on recycling other forms of waste, such as househ'old waste', ~lso 
back this claim. So, this sort of deftnition is significant and more realistic then. 
5.2.2 (a) (iv) Other Relevant Perspectives 
For offices such as the BCRC, the DWAF and the DEA T in Pretoria, waste is, hazardous 
material, but can in certain circumstances, be effectively recycled and manufactured into 
usable products. On the other hand, many environmental NGOs South Africa are of the 
opinion that owing to the inherent toxicological and ecotoxicological characteristics of 
hazardous waste, they should not be traded ~, no matter the situ~tion.3o 
, 
j 
From this emerge two approaches to defming hazardous waste within the South' African' 
context. The ftrst is defining these substances from a dualistic vieWpoint,na~ely, .the 
imminent ha~m ~nd' financial' implications of toxic waste. The second approach looks at 
waste from the angle that waste is simply waste and should be banned altogether. The . -, 
second deftnition conforms to the approaches adopted by Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire. 31 On 
the other hand, due consideration must also be given to on how realistic this is, given the 
everyday needs of a country's citizens. It is important to emphasise at this point that in order 
for uniformity and facilitation of trading in these substances amongst the three case study 
countries and even amongst those of the continent, under NEPAD, waste be realistically 
defined to include the fmancial benefits which certain less hazardous kinds could generate. 
Due care must be given to the' sort of environmental considerations, which would be' 
included in their management and recycling processes, so that the promotion, of economic 
activity does not lead to the deterioration of the environment.32 These proposals would 
apply to all African countries and harmonisation achieved hereby. 
5.2.2 (b) Classification 
In terms of categorisation, South African legislation regulates many categories of waste. This 
is done in a generally haphazard manner, but includes a broad discussion of «waste'" and 
«hazardous waste." Here, these classes of waste range from medical 'wastes emanating from" 
hospitals and clinics, to household wastes, pesticides and chemicals, Class Y18 Residues 
arising, from industrial waste disposal operations to Class Y29 mercury and mercury' 
compounds.33 In controlling these substances which possess different constituents from 
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each other, current South African law distinguishes waste into two groups, according to the 
degree of toxicity. This exercise is carried out with the aim of giving appropriate treatment 
and disposal 'options, as discussed in the ensuing chapter. This is because it would not suffice 
to use landfill requirements which are recommended for household waste, to treat more 
hazardous waste such as medical waste, ·lest the highly toxic substances in the latter case 
cause some toxic calamity. 
In this vein, waste in South Africa is classified as: (a) General waste or (b) Hazardous waste.34 
Examples of general waste are domesti!=, commercial waste, certain .industrial waste and 
building rubble. It may be disposed of on any landfill that is permitted.in terms of the 
Environmental Conservation Act.35 One crucial point about domestic waste is that though it 
may possess hazardous waste, this is normally in minute quantities. Hence, the classification 
of this waste as General.36 In the absence of proper management" general ;waste could 
nonetheless pose a significant threat to the public health or the environment.37 
The definition and classification of "hazardous waste" and especially, the categorisation of 
substances which qualify as such in this. country, conform to international standards such as 
those. included in UNEP's Basel Convention.(1989), UNEP's Code of Practice (1993) and the 
Guidelines for Hazardous Waste Management in Asia and the Pacific (1986}.38 
South Africa's DWAF .also classifies hazardous waste as: 
"an inorganic or organic element or compotJll9. that, because of its. toxicological, phy'sical, 
chemical or persistency properties, may exercise detrimen~al, acute or chronic impacts. o~ 
human health and the environment. It can be generated from a wide range of commercial, 
industrial, agricultural anq domestic activities and may take .the form of liquid, sludge or . 
solid. These characteristics contribute not only to degree of hazard, but are also of great 
importance in the ultimate choice of a· safe and envirofi!I1entally acceptable method of 
disposal". 39. 
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In the light of the above-mentioned definition, hazardous waste possesses certain elements, ,. 
which directly or indirectly pose a threat to human health or the environment by introducing 
one or more of the following risks: 
(a) explosion or fIre; (b) infectious, pathogens, parasites or their vectors; 
(c) chemical instability, reactions or corrosion; (d) acute or chronic toxicity; 
(e) cancer, mutations or birth defects; (f) toxicity, or damage to the ecosystems or natural 
resources; (g) accumulation in biological foodchains, persistence in the environment, or 
multiple effects to the extent that it requires special attention and cannot be released into the .,.,.. 
environment or be added to sewage or be stored in a situation which is either open to air or 
from which aqueous leachate could emanate.". 40 ) 
Yet another defInition provides that hazardous waste is waste that has the potential, even in . 
low concentrations, to have a signlfIcant adverse effect. on public health· and the 
0. 
environment because of its inherent toxicological, chemical and physical characteristics. It 
excludes all general wastes. 41 
This claim holds true when one considers the intrinsic dangei: of POPs, which could be cited -
as examples of hazardous waste. Owing to their toxicity, persistent accumulation in food, 
animal and human tissues, and continued use in developing and developed countries alike, 
the international Stockholm Convention on POPs was adopted in 2001, as indicated in 
Chapter 3.4.4. Ibis Convention aims to protect human health and the environment from the 
adverse· effects of POPs, with due consideration to the precautionary approach as set forth -
in Principle 15 of the Rio Convention. 42 
Of the three case study countries, South Africa was the first to ratify this <;:onvention, 
followed by Ghanaand Cote d'Ivoire. Ibis is logical as these three countries are fully geared 
towards the· banning the importation of environmentally destructive substances. Cote 
d'Ivoire is also focused on completely banning the import of these substances and has thus 
ratifIed Stqckholm.43 As this Convention seeks to prevent the entry of very highly toxic 
substances such as P(JPs from harming ~uman ~nd environmental health, the fact that these 
three countries have ratified this instrument is therefore very timely. 
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Ow~g to its high pro~ability of environmental harm, hazardous waste re9uires strict con~ol 
and management.~ These wastes may be disposed of in a. hazardous wa~tt'; landfill, under 
certain conditions/5 In cases of doubt about whether waste is hazardous or general, the 
precautionary principle is applied. Here, it is advisable to assume that such waste is 
hazardoll:s until the contrary is proved.46 
In the light of all the above, the main observation about hazardous waste. in South Africa is 
that. they threaten .the very existence of human, plant and animal life, and must be handled 
with grea~ caution. Hazardous. waste could be infectious, corrosive or poisonous. So tha.t in 
certa!n cases, ,substances may not eyen be necessarily dangerous in themselves. However, . . , ,." 
upon decomposing or combining with other substances in the environment or air,. there. is 
the likelihood that they could produce dangerous substances. The defInition of hazardous 
substances may be applicable in these circumstances as these substances then pollute the 
environmental health of a given territory or .the world in its entirety. 
- I • < • • -
After defll:ing hazardous waste, the next step is to classify this kind of waste, in. order to 
ascertain the level of risk posed by hazardous waste. This is done with avie\v to detenn.i1llng 
~ ". . . ' 
which method of treatment should be applied to gaseous, liquid and soUd waste, according 
to their respective risk levels. This subdivision exercise must be in accordance with the SABS 
0228 Code "The IdentifIcation and ClassifIcation of Dangerous Goods and Substances", 
which is a system for classitying hazardous.substances for transportpurposes.47 In the Code, 
hazardous'su'bstances are given an identifIcation number and divided into nine classes, 
namely~ the Explosives, Gases, Flammable Liquids, Flammable Solids, Oxidizing substances 
and organic peroxides, Toxic and infectious substances, Radioactive substances, Corrosives 
and Other' Miscellaneous substances.48 Depending on the classifIcation, the requirements. for 
pre-treatment and Glisposal are appropriately established. 
This policy' basically reqrures that in managing hazardous wastes, tests and analyses be 
carried out in order to correctly identify any hazardous substance in the waste, the 
information needed for classifIcation and hazardous rating, for instance, is the waste in 
qu~;ti~n £lammab~e, corrosive, reactive or' toxic 'for example? What inorgaruc constituents, 
for example, ~rseni~, zinc, lead, mercury and organic constituents such as solvents, PCBs or 
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aromatics are present in this waste?49 Dees such waste centain infectieus material? Fer 
instance, terategen is said te be able te cause birth defects, carcinegens ceuld petentially 
cause cancer and mutagen has the capacity to induce genetic mutatiens. If any ,of· these 
substances are present in the hazardeus waste, te what extent can they cause such harm? 
Furthermere,what are the inerganic censtituents ,of such waste, fer example, Arsenic, Zinc, 
Lead, Mercury and ,organic censtituents· such as selvents, PCBs ,or aromatics? The polity 
provides seme means ,of carrying ,out these tests, such as Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 
and Disselved Oxygen Demand (DOC). The tests further assess the effectiveness ,of any 
treatment, dispesal ,or remediatien ,of any pregramme and determine ~hether a waste 
generater, transperter, ,or treatment and dispesal facility is cenferming te the legislative 
• 50 reqUltements. 
5.2.2 (c) Treatment /Optiens 
. . 
From the discussiens in this sub-chapter, it is clear that Seuth Africa has carried ,out mere 
werk than the ether twe case study ceuntries in this regard. Hewever, this thesis cencerns 
itself with texic waste traderegulatien and net texic waste management. Therefere, 
discussions en· the. treatment ,options will be as brief as pessible and will net include much' 
infermatien en the detailed processes invelved in treating texic waste. 
Regarding the different treatment eptiens fer varieus categeries ,of hazar deus waste in Seuth 
Africa, the guidelines fer treatment and dispesal were initially identified by the DWAF, 
which was respensible fer the administratien ,of waste sites. Hewever, in 2003, the Squth 
African gevernment passed the Envirenment Censervatien Amendment Act (Act 50, 2003). 
This Act amends the Envirenment Censervatien Act (1989) te ,enable the Minister ,of 
Envirenmental Affairs and Teurism, te inter-alia, previde fer the transfer: ,of the 
administratien ,of waste disposal sites. frem the Ministry ,of Water Affairs te the Ministry ,of 
Envirenmental Affairs and Teurism.51 Therefere, the eperatien ,of waste dispesal sites, in 
cenfermity with theprecedural requirements in this sub-chapter, falls within the mandate ,of 
the DEAT. 
The Seuth African DWAF identifies feur steps fer the management ,of wastes, by adepting 




concepts to minimise the amount of wastes which are generated by various activities.52 In 
terrils of-this approach,siep 1 entail's the Cleaner Technology approach, ·that is, industries 
must use processes that make the least possible waste; step 2 comprises the Resource'· 
Recm-ery approach, that is anything that can be used again should be taken out of waste; 
The third step requires that some waste be compacted to take up less space and treated so 
that it is less dangerous. According to step" 4, all waste remaining after steps 1 to 3 must go 
to a properly designed and operated landfill, that is, the Sanitary Landfill.53 
In South Africa, the "main options available for the disposal of hazardous waste are generally' 
landfill and incineratiori. Just" as in USA arid Europe, incineration is more 'appropriate for 
organic w'astes as' this method destroys the" waste, minimises risk and leaves a residual ash 
which must"be land filled. 54 However, owing to the high costs of incineration, landfill is the 
most common "method of disposing of organic and inorganic hazardous waste in South 
Africa.55 Incineration is the controlled combustion of waste materials to reduce these to a' 
non-combustible residue or ash and exhaust gases, that is, carbon dioxide and water. The" 
combustion of sulphur and chlorine containing wastes can generate some amounts of acid 
gases, such as sulphur dioxide hydrochloric acid, but these can be scrubbed from the gas 
stream prior to discharge to the 
atmosphere. 56 
Specific landfills, the H:H landfill and H:h landfill are designed for extremely toXic hazardous 
was~e~nd iess toxic haz~rdous waste respectively. 57 This must 'be'legallyp~mitted by the 
DEAT.58 
Another .option of treatment at landfill is" the .co-disposal of General and Hazardous Waste 
at landfills which entails absorbing, diluting- and neutralizing any liquids and providing a 
So.l.,trce of biodegradable materials in order to encourage any microbial activity thatwill assist 
in hazardous waste degradation. 59 
Lan~ treatment is anoth~r means of disposing of waste. This method is mainly applicable to 
organic waste, especially, those from the petroleum refineries and textile industries. The 
main idea behind.thi~ "methodology herejs to rely on the natural capacity of soil and ~'~'._. __ .. ___ ._ 
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addition· of micro-organisms to attenuate, disperse and biologically degrade hazardous _ 
substances.GO 
Of all these treatment options, -there may .not be any best method for waste disposal, 
according to the DEAT. This owes to the fact that )andfilling, for instance, has its own 
problems. If a landfill is managed properly, it is closed. After that, there is no other way of 
using the land. Therefore, this is no sustainable way of using the land. Medical wastes and 
industrial hazardous waste pose a great threat to environmental and human he~lth. In 
treating medical waste, syringes, plastics and bandages, have to be disposect-of, for example. 
These substances contain chlorine. When incinerated, they react at certain. temperatures and 
. I' 
" 
become toxins. If dumped in a landfill, they do not cause air pollution. It is only when they 
contain methane, a green house gas, that is when this gas will seep through the soil. ~~re i~ 
a high possibility that methane can catch fire as it is hazardous and a greenhouse. gas. 
Otherwise, generally, when waste is landfilled, it will begin to rot and seep through the soil, 
until the bacteria is produced. Gl 
5.2.3 Ghana 
5.2.3 (a) Definition' 
(i) Ministry of Environment. Science and Technology (MEST) 
In Ghana, there is no strict definition of waste or hazardous waste in anr le~l regime, 
except that the MEST relies on the definition provided for by ~e Basel Convention.62 ~.e 
offices such as the Ghana Atomic Energy Commission, Environmental Protection Agency 
and Ghana Standards Board which work on hazardous waste, do not have any fixed 
definition of waste, excepting that they handle and work on this susbtance, with due regard 
to its environmental hazards which it poses. Additionally, toxic waste is an integral part of 
industrial, agricultural and other activity.G3 
Therefore, while recommending the promulgation of a model law, it may be suggested that 
tllls law specifically includes a definition of hazardous waste and what it amounts to. This 
would serve as a source of easy reference and guidelines for ordinary people a~d those in 
business who wish to handle toxic waste, as well as government officials who are entrusted 
to work on toxic waste issues. 
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(ii) Other Perspectives 
The few offices who work on toxi.c waste also define this substance solely from :viewpoint,of c' 
its inherent harmful effects. Contrary to the case of South Africa above, there is no flxed la'Y 
or pi:>li~y paper defming this substance. No case law also exists which defines this substance. 
, -
in this regard. While defining toxic waste, the three case study countries, could corisider the 
economic benefits which certain categories of toxic waste could also yield.64 Such 
harmonisation of definitions would facilitate trading in toxic waste, amongst these three case 
study cojjntties, the' qu~ntlfica1ion of the volumes of waste generation and taking of - . , 
inventories, and the eradica~on of trade 'barriers in such trade, thereby-avoiding, the rather 
curnberso~e' situation discus~ed in Chapter 5.1.65 
5.2.3 (b)' Clas'sification and 5.2.3 (c) Treatment/Options 
There 1~ 'n~'lega(instrunlenf for a!:curately classifying hazardous waste, which leads to the 
issue of how each form of waste should be treated, according to varying degrees of toxicity. 
Though it has been indicated that guidelines exist for treating medical and mining waste, 
there are no clear guidelines for other forms such as household, industrial and agricultural 
wa~te.66"Recycling is -not common, but _could be started in used batteries and electrical 
appliances for instance; with due regard' to environmental guidelines which include the 
Basel!UNCTAD!WHO guidelines, for instance.67 In this regard, it is highly reconunended 
that Ghana follows the steps of South Africa, which uses its Water and Forestry Guidelines 
(1998) to stipulate accurate guidelines in the classification and treatment of hazardous waste. 
Ghana 'ha'~'~no Ministry of Water Affairs and Forestry, and could conduct this exercise 
• -0 
~o~gh its Ministries of Health 'and Agriculture. Though this exercise has not been 
conducted, irithe advent of sustainable development and Ghana's increasing commitment to 
toxic waste trade regulation as well as other relevant issues in this regard, the MESt is to 
embark on this assignment within the foresseable future:68 
-j. 
t"' "" '. 
\'JOO 
5.2.4 Cote d'Ivoire 
5.2.4 (a) Defmition' 
Laws 
Similar to South Africa and Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire defines hazardous waste through certain 
laws. However, contrary to South Africa but similar to Ghana, there is no policy in. La Cote 
d'Ivoire's which defU1es such waste. 
5.2.'4 (a)' (i) Lot' No. 96-766 du 3 Octobre 1996 portant Code de l'Environnement, (The 
Environmental Code is enshrined in Law No. 96-766 of 3'd October 1996) , 
Though this law does not defU1e waste, contrary to the South African case and similar to 
Ghana in this sense, it does so as far as hazardous waste is concerned. Therefore, according 
to this law, hazardous wastes are solid, liquid or gaseous products, which pose serious threats 
and particular risks to the health and security of human beings, as well as the quality of the 
• 69 enVIronment. 
5.2.4 (a) (ii) Loi 75-633 de la CourdeJustice 
In its work on toxic wastes, the Ministry of Environmental Affairs. adopts the definition 
which this law provides for. Under this law, these substances are any end products ,of 
manufacturing processes, in solid, liquid or gaseous form, which can contaminate human 
health or the ecological base. 70 
From these viewpoints, it is dear that similar to th'e" case of Ghana and contrary to South 
Afric;a, in this country, toxlc waste is defined solely:with regard to the environmental perils 
which it inflicts and not the financial benefits which it could yield. Hence, toxic waste is also 
perceived as a substance in its final form, and which cannot be recycled. 
5.2.4 (b) Classification 
The Ivorian Ministry of Environmental Affairs provides that in this country, toxic waste can 
mainly be classified as emanating from many sources. These are medical waste, processes 
involving wood preservation, research in laboratories, residual products from refineries, 
.---. -- .. distillation,' incinerated ashes from household waste-;-production -processes' involving metal-- .. -





emp~asises theJact that reg~dless of the 9rigins of 'Yaste, the common characteris~c feature 
'. ',' '. -." -. . . . '. . .... 
to them is that they are in gaseous form, for example, chlorine, nitrate vapour or fluorine,. 
, . . . , 
solid form or ashes, that.is, iron oxide and SOOt.71 
5.2.4 (c) Treatment/Options 
In Cote d'Ivoire, there is a serious lack of administrative capacity for treating different forms 
of waste. Compounded with this, the country's laws do not provide any means for treating 
hazardous 'waste. The Ministry of Environmental Affairs opines that owing to the precarious 
financial' si~ati6n 'of thiscQuntty" it does not 'possess sufficient mechanisms for treating 
hazardous waste. So that, the only available means at the moment is incineration. Through 
this method of waste disposal, toxic waste is 'simply burned in an environmentally sound 
manner, and not recycled 'for furth'er use.72 
5.2.5 Effects of Waste on the Environment in General 
, , 
While defining hazardous waste, as distinct from other forms of waste and any other 
. : . 
substance for that matter, the effects of such waste on any given environment are now 
- . 
reviewed, as suggested in Chapter 5.2.1 (a), above. To this end, this thesis notes that the 
complications associated with waste generation are ~any. Firsdy, there is the likelihood that 
waste -may. catch fire, explode or release oxygen, increasing the risk or severity of fires. This 
applies especially to chemicals. This hazard is particularly serious where wastes have been 
, - -
dU111ped iIi areas where people live, or when it' poses a threat to workers who must handle 
, , 
waste. 
Furthermore, the bacterial content of waste can combine with gaseous substances such as 
hydrogen from water or carb"on dioride anci" oxygen from the air, 6r c~us~dioxins to cau~e 
atmospheric, soil and...,water pollution. 
According t~ ; stUdy by Grover~Kerkvliet; 'on being exposed: tolieavy metals; hum~n beings 
are likely t~~u'ffer fr~~ 'devel~pmental '~e~rdation, various cancers arid kidney damage. This 
sfudy also points out that when exposed to high levels of mercury, goll and lead, huri-lan 
behlgs ~~~ld 'deV:elop symptoins' of auto~~~nity,- in· which the immune system starts- to 
attack its own cells, mistaking them for foreign invaders.73 In several other similar studies, 
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Goyer reveals that lead exposures can significantly reduce the Intelligence Quota of' 
children.74 In some countries, the removal of lead from petrol has led to reductions in heavy 
metal emissions, ameliorations in wastewater treatment and incinerators, as well as improved 
industrial technologies. Further tremendous improvements could be achieved if the available 
technologies \vere more widely applied.75 
Then again, industries such as the electroplaters who do chrome and other plating onto 
metals, as well as bicycle manufacturers, who use. many toxic paint solvents and coatings, 
generate waste. Upon being carelessly discarded, they co~ine with toxic and hazardous 
substances from our neighbours to create a real danger to health and the environment. Some 
, 
of the wastes may not be hazardous when produced, brit upon decomposing or reacting in 
the environment, they become toxic, with the characteristics indicated above.76 
Additionally, the natural tendency of hazardous waste to cause foul stenches and noxious 
odours, in the absence of proper management and proper dispo·sal, is a reality, which can not 
be overlooked. This is especially true in treating wastes such as rotting and already- rotten 
food, medical and poisonous waste.77 
From the above-mentioned, as the UNEP posits, the impacts of exposure of toxic chemicals 
and hazardous waste can be exceedingly damaging to human and environmental health.78 
On the other hand, if properly managed, waste can also have a. positive impact on the 
environment, by generating considerable amounts of income from recycling, for instance, to 
resolve other environmental problems. 
5.3 Factors Responsible for the Imports of Hazardous Waste 
5.3.1 (a) Factors Generally: Developing Countries ., . 
The main factors here lie in the promotion of econo~c activity, lax and inefficient laws, 
acute staffing shortages, lack of adequate penalties and insufficient public enlightenment.. 
These are evident through the discussions and concrete examples cited below. However, 
since this Chapter dedicates itself to the three case study countries in particular, more 
emphasis will be placed on these countries after considering the situation in developing 
countries in general. 
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Of the l~iny 'fi~to'rsiddi~ated in the preceding paragraph,' the mam rationale for the 
, 
importation of toxic waste from the first world into South Africa and oth~r d~velopmg 
countries lies in economic motives, the financial constraints faced by these countries and the 
consequ~nt d~sire for mon'etary gains,Conflrming this point, Lipman also provides an 
extract from a World Bank memorandum' on this matter:"; .. th~economic logic behind 
dumping a load of toxic waste in the lowest wage country is impeccable and we should fate 
up to that".7? It has been estimated that waste disposal/trade is currently a big and profltable 
business \vhich can yield from $200 a tonto around $1000 a ton. In the case of extremely 
poisonous materials like the PCBs, it can yield as much as $3000:00 (US) per ton.SIl Hence, 
for many countries of the third world who, as indicated, are afflicted with bleak and abject 
conditions of impoverishment while being saddled with exorbitant levels of foreign debt, the 
temptati~n of importing these substances into their territory in return for financial 
reimbursement has sometim~s been an attractive and an even desirable venture. 
j 
In this vein, one writer also states that the potential fmancial gains from waste dumping may 
be too temping for many, mindless of the resultant environmental perils that the population 
of ~ country couid suffer from. This was clearly demonstrated when Bertin's president 
openly declared his country's willingness to accept such waste during the Lome negotiations, 
, . . 
between the EU and ACP countries.Sl 
Despite opposition' from the governments of Benin's immediate neighbours, Togo and 
Nigeria (fogo shares' a border on the ~~~t ~th Benin, and Nigeria shares a border to the 
East) that the transboundary movements of such hazardous material could seep into the 
territories of these two countries, Benin remained resolute in its decision to import this 
commodity in exchange for monetary gainS.52 
"Third World Nations see toxic waste trade as a source of much-needed cash ... Guinea-
Bissau woUld have earned its entire gross domestic product from toxic waste trade", another 
author provides.s3 Governments and certain business offlcials of other African, Carribean 
and Pacific countries have at one time or the other, also imported or contemplated the _ ' 
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importation of some of these substances into their respective territories, during the course of 
international trade.84 
While toxic trade is indeed a lucrative venture which can generate a considerable degre,e of 
ftnancial beneftts for developing countries, ftrms in developed countries ftnd it cheaper to 
export such waste into developing countries. For example, it is reported that in a proposed 
contract to import ftve million tons of toxic waste into Benin, the British company shipping 
this waste would have paid $140:00-$160:00 (US) million per ton to dispose of this waste in 
Britain; on the other hand, it would-cost US $2.50:00 (US) ," per ton to do 'so in' B~r.lln.85 
Another observation is that whi1~ it costs US $2.50:00 (US) per ton to dump hazardous 
~ " "' 
waste in Africa, inEurope, it costs approximately $250:00 (US) per ton.86 Such statistical 
, . .'. . . ~. . 
proofs are obviously illustrative of the fact that it is hundred times cheaper to dispose of 
• . l ..•• 
wastes in Africa and some other developing countries, as compared to the fIrst world.87 
5.3.1 (b) Prevalent Factors within the Three Case Study Countries in Particular 
5.3.1 (b) (i) Promotion of Economic Activity 
In19?9, the South African government proposed to enter into a waste incineration project 
for the importation and processing of both foreign and local waste. This was to derive much 
income. This project was to have been situated in Alexander Bay, that is, in the Northern 
Cape vicinity. Owing to the potential harm which this project would have caused to the 
atmosphere and health of the populace in the neighbouring environment, this proposal was, 
_. - - _., - .' - . - . ..: 
met with a great deal of opposition from the public. In the ftnal analysis, the government, , 
, .."' - , . 
had to abandon this venture. 88 
In the same vein, this country's Fry's Metals Company imports lead scrape from some other 
" " " 
'African countries for recycling and has indeed confIrmed that such trading activity yields 
" 
great ftnancial beneftts. In the cases of proposed imports of parageothitie from Australia to 
be incinerated in Sasolberg, a town in South Africa's Free State province, this ,,:ould have 
yielded lots of ftnancial success.89 
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Similarly, Ghana's Tema Oil Refmery, Lube Oil, Valco and Ashanti Gold Fields engage in 
these activities' p~~rilY·' for the 'p;o~~ti~n of e~onomic' activity.90 So that'fro~' 'this 
" . 
perspective, the proposals being made in this 'thesis for the management and recycling' of 
household waste, could not only be a viable, source of job creation, but als·o, income 
generation; Th1.s could be boo;~ed by m~re gov~rnme~tal assistance. In the cas~ 6f the 
proposed imports of PCBs, cadmium and other dangerous substances from Italy in 1994 and 
plastic granules 'in 1988, these were also motivated by economic considerations.91 
Furthermore, the importation of crude oil, butane and other substances from Nigeria by 
Cote d'ivoire's Societe Ivoirienne de Ra ffinage , for reprocessing and sale is motiv~ted by its 
viabl~ source of in~ome. For example, 'from 1995 to 1996, these operations' yielded about 9.8 
billionCFA and'fr~mi996-1'997, about 8.3 billion CFA.92 However, this country's projects 
for treating PCBs and medical waste are remarkably geared towards the final disposal of 
these substances, 'and not for recycling purposes. This is because inspite of the fmancial 
benefits which cocld' accrue from importlng such substances and recycling them, this 
country deems it prudent to import much less toxic waste such as hydrocarbons, in crude oil, 
for refinery~ and, export, and simply avoid trading in more toxic wast~ across borders. This is 
evident from the dis~ussions in Chapters 5.4.15. ' 
5.3.1 (b) (ii) Marginalisation of the Poverty-Stricken 
In -addition to the pressing need to derive monet~ gains from waste trade, there seems to 
be ~ na~rar in~lination for ~otldwide governments to utilise poverty-stricken territories as a 
dumping' ground' for' waste'. Marbury characterises this phe~omenoh as "environmental 
racism".93 Regarding' environmental racism ~ndmarginalisation, the claim that first world 
countries ire endowed ~ith higher environmental standards in comparison to those of the 
third world generally holds true. On the other hand, a considerable degree of attention must, 
, ..... 
be paid to the very interesting point that certain parts of these first world countries have 
sometimes 'possessed less stringent ertVll:onmehtal standards and consequently, have had 
their residential neighbourhoods as dumping grounds. More often than not, this has been' 
the 'case of marginalised, disadvantaged and impoverished minorities. Marbury's example 
from the'USA could perhapsbediscu~sed at this point. 
,J 
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In 1982, he indicates, the state of North Carolina decided to place a Jandfill for disposing of 
the highly toxic substance, PCBs, in its Warren county whose residents are mostly black and 
poverty-stricken.94 This led to massive public pressure and thence, a governmental regional 
study on the socio-economic conditions of the residents in the surrounding communi~es. 
The stUdy conftrmed ilrter-alia that the likelihood of minorities to reside in communities with 
an off-site commercial hazardous waste facility is approximately five times higher than to live 
in a community without one". 98 
The following examples can be cited as cases in point, regarding the three countries being 
discussed and the issue of environmental marginalisation. In South Africa" the j 
predominantly black and coloured areas such as Hillbr~w, Soweto, DIana Park ~ear 
Gemis.ton and Kayelitsha in Cape Town, have for many decades witnessed massive dumping -
of wastes.99 In Katlehong on the East Rand, substances such as blood bags and. other 
medical waste have been dumped. In Katlehong township, cows have been found to be 
grazing on a rubbish dump where toxic waste was piled. loo Leaking drutps containing organic 
and inorganic lead, cadmium, chromium and mercury landed on the doorsteps of squaW;rs, 
as a resuit of dumping 6 000 drums of toxic waste in Pietermaritzburg. IOI Furthermore,.in the 
South African community of Stinkwater between Brits and Hammanskraal, which is 
composed of predominantly poor people, it has been observed that over the years, every 
street and every corner has been replete with litter.lo2 It was a seemingly hopeless case, for 
, _A • , '. • • • 
no waste removal services operated in this territory and "The community had no. way of 
getting rid of its own waste".I03 In stark contrast,it is difficult to envisage a situation. 
whereby affluent areas such as Constantia in Cape Town, Craighall Park in ]ohannesb':lrg 
and Waterkloef in Pretoria, among other wealthy communities, would be subject to such 
prac~ces .. 
Similar trends prevail in other parts of Ghana. While poor areas such as Nima and Chokor in 
Accra have had their territories used as dumps, in affluent areas such as East Legon, this is 
unimaginable. Within other regions of the coun,try such as Kumasi,. Sunyani, Takqradi and 
Bolgatanga, and throughout poor villages such as.Kwaaprow and Apewosika in Cape.Coast, 
the normal trend is that the very impoverished neighbourhoods are saddled with waste and 
garbage, while the richer parts of these towns, are free of such waste. 
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In Cote d;I~~~e;· all fbrm.s of' waste have been stockpiled' in the poor neighbourhoods. In 
poverty-stricken parts of Abidjan, especially, this poses very big problems. It is particularly 
very difficult to control waste. For instance, in Abidjan, an area such as Bingerville and 
certain' villages' such as Blokosso and An~no face problems of having to dispose of 
accumulated waste. Here, all categories of waste are dumped in ~ haphazard' fashion. On the 
other hand, in the wealthy areas such as Cocody in Abidjan, such a situation is not 
conceivable. In this country, recycling is not common, just as in Ghana. Therefore, 
comparatively speaking, South Africa is ahead of the other two countries in this sense. It is 
note\v~rthy that in Cote d'Iv~ire, this problem gets more lntensive from the bigger towns to 
the' smaller towns. For example, though slums in parts of Abidjan, Bouake and 
Yairi~uss~ukro 'face' this problem, these internationally renowned Ivorian cities are better 
off, \~hen compared t~ oth~r towns such as Korhog~ in the north, Daloua between the West 
and South, Abengourou in the East and Bondoukou. 
It could be suggested that since recycling has been started in South Africa as opposed to the 
two West .African countries, the latter le~rn lessons from the example set by this country. 
This could be en:han~ed through collaborativecorresponde~ce and meetings from relev~nt " 
officials and consultants in the three countries, as well as those of the region. Lessons could 
be b'orrowed arid b~n:t fr~m South Africa in particular. By so' doing, recycling could also 
begUi in Ghan:aand' Cote d'Ivoire, with sufficient experts in this field to manage these 
substances' nior~' effe~tiveiy. With this kind of situation, a departure i~ 'made from ~tockpiling 
rubbish, to recycling and trading in it. This ~on'tinues until 'a time when 'the· a~bitious though' 
not itnpossible aim of intra-African trade in recycled waste becomes possible, within the new 
advent of NEP AD a~d the continen·t's' deeper' commitffient, to' regibnal integratio~. 
" Furthermo~e, one strong argument in favout of recycling 'rubbish at the municipal and sub-, 
regional levels at least; would be the greatly beneficial advantage of deriving methane gas 
fr~m rubbish recycling,. for cooking in domestic homes. In' Brazil formstance; recycling . 
rubbish has been said to benefit numerous Brazilian homes.104 In the three case study 
countries and others within Africa, firewood and polluting high sulphur coal are often 
used forcoolUng,-especially in ' the rural . areas. While the' use 'of' firew~od' c6ti.ld lead-------' --.. 
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to the cutting of trees and deforestation, the use of coal could also cause pollution in these 
countries. Hence, this proposal could serve as a worthy substitute. 
5.3.2 Plethora of Laws and Departments. and Lack of Co-ordination between Relevant 
Governmental Departments 105, 
5.3.2 (a) General 
Existing administrative deficiencies within envir<:>nmental affairs in South Africa, Ghana and 
. .'
Cote d'!voire have also contributed to the illegal importation of hazardous waste into their 
",.. 
territories. These are evident through the incoherence in organisation, lack of co-ordination 
within the multitude of administrative agencies which are entrusted to tackle environmental 
problems, many less stringent environmental laws, the existence of fragmented laws and 
ineffective law enforcement. It must be emphasised at this point that very often, the 
problem is not the law in itself, but lack of enforcement capacity. 
.. 
5.3.2 (b) South Africa 
As far as South Africa is concerned, the following aspects of waste management are 
governed under dlfferent laws by thevanous ensuing goverillilent depar~ents: 
Under the Environment Conservation Amendment Act (2003), the Environmental Affairs 
Department grants permits for waste disposal sites. lOG • The DEA T. is entrusted with iJ?e 
identification of activities,107 overseeing the Basel convention, regulations ~or collection, and 
publishing environmental impact reports, under this Act. 
Surface and ground water quality management .from waste as well as the minimisation of 
. wa~te i.t;l managing eff).uent impacts is governed by the DWAF, under the Water ~ct (Act 54 
of 1956).108 The National Water Act (Act 36, 1998). deals inter-alia with pollution prevention_ 
and resultant pollution' of water resources from an accidental spilling of a harmful 
substance.109 
South African metro and local councils are entrusted with powers and duties pertaining ~o 
the identification, establishment~' operation-- arid control of waste sites, under the Local 
Government Transition Act (Act 209 of 1993). 110 
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P~uant' to the Atmospheric Pollution Pr~~ention Act (Act '45 oCl96S), theDEAT is 
responsible for the regulation of a scheduled' process-prevent and control of air pollution 
from chemical processes and non-hazardous waste incineration plants and waste sites, as 
well as the control of dust ,from industrial activitiesll1 which would for the purposes of this 
thesis, include landfill. ' 
The Health Act (Act 63 of 1977) empowers the Department of Health to make provisions 
which are geared at regulations controlling a number of health-related activities of solid or 
liquid waste. This Act also authorises this Depatynent to ensure that local authorities have 
, ' 
responsibility'to maintain th'eir district in hygienic conditions. These powers also relate to 
se\-iretage- purification and sewerage sh.idgetreatrnent, storage, processing, utilisation and 
di ' 1112 ' sposa. 
Registration processes for 'hazardous chemicals such as farm feeds, agricultural remedies, 
stock remedies, sterilizing plants and pest control operators, which are used in Agriculture, 
and processes pertaining to their control and importation are re~lated by the Department 
of AgricUlture under the Fertilizer; Farm Feeds, Agricultural Stock Remedies Act (Act 36 of 
1947).113 
Under 'the 'Hazardous 'Substances Ad, the' Department' of Health 'grants permission to 
pr~du~e:ac~tih:e: dispose; 'iffipoit 'or exp~rt, for instance, Group IV hazardous substances 
(Act 15 of 1973).114'''' 
, . 
The Department of LaboUr oversees matt~rs'pertaining to the Occupati~nal Safetj Health-
A~t and Nati~nal Oc~upatiomll Safety' Act (Act 85 of 1993) ';'hlch reqtJres 'employers to 
erisur~ employees' inciuding taking su~h st~ps as reasonably practical'to eIinllnate or mitigate 




Under the ° National Road Traffic Act 1996 (Act 93 of 1996) the Department of Transport 
includes packaging, transportation of dangerous goods such as hazardous waste and 
chemicals.116 
Meetings and research activities with the DEAT, Minerals and Energy, Agriculture, Water 
Affairs and Forestry, Health, Trade and Industry, the Basel Secretariat, and NGOs such as 
Ea,rthlife Africa and the EJNF have also confirmed these weaknesses and the above-
mentioned, as follows: 
<>,,-0 
, 
Iri'splte of the collaboration between Provincial and National Departments, as well, as other 
Departments of the Basel Committee, which meet to discuss when the.re is a request for 
- -
permits for the importation of wastes into the country, there is still some degree of 
disorga~sation in these and other Departments. Hence, when it comes to the issue of 
hazardous waste importation, there is the necessity for more collaboration. 
Linked to the above is the. problem of fragmentation of legislation which deal with . 
.. . : . . 
hazardous wastes in South Africa, as diverse governm~nt departments are entrusted with the. . 
responsibility of controlling and managing wastes. While the control of soil quality (including 
the use of pesticides) is handled by the Department of Agriculture, air pollution issues fall to 
the DEAT. Furthermore, the role of these different departments in monitoring these issues 
is not clearly defined. The required coordination between them is also lacking, with 
difficulties in institutional arrangements from National to Provincial Government. 
With this kind of situation, for instance, a truck loaded with hazardous wastes tUrns over and 
has an accident on the highway, there is the question of which of these departments should 
assume responsibility for this, as their roles are rll'ther ill-defined. This effectively causes 
delays in dealing with toxic waste management. With different authorities dealing with the 
same issue, complications could sometimes occur, and for instance, exporters of waste could 
successfully avoid fulfilling one or another of their obligations under this rather incoherent 
structure of rules and liability thereon. It is conceded that for more efficiency and 
uniformity, the regulation of toxic waste importation and exportation, in the anticipated 
legislation, could still be entirely assessed under different authorities. However, the emphasis 
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is that they should really collaborate, to the fullest extent possible, with each other, so that 
- .' . 
there is no means of escaping these laws, on the part of industries, companies and the 
populace. ' 
The Department of Agriculture also has a function to perform when it comes to pollution 
resultillg from agricultuial practices, which is an environment~l problem. ll ? 
Collaboration is also 'needed between the DEATandthe 10ca:1 community, to enhance 
~~ , 
environmental objectives including the regulation of waste trade. Upon realisation of this 
and the fragmentation and incoherence qJ hazardous waste laws which include toxic waste 
trade,'~ 1994, 'the'DEAT irlltiated the Law'Reform Process, using the Parliamentary decree 
tha~iUo\vedSouth Africa to'ratify the Bisel Convention in 1994. This Process initiated legal 
auditing to review 'theexi~ting legislation' on hazardous waste and other environmental issues 
for that matt~r: Furthermore; it conducted thise~ercise with a view to improving upon these 
laws .. As a 'result6f this exercise~ a Draft Waste Bill is bemg developed internally, \Vith a 
special chapter which will be devoted to the importation of hazardous waste. The waste 
chapter \vas devdoped in 2002. The'proceSshas not been made available to the public yet. 
Ho\\'ever, it is hoped 'that once the whole process is completed, the pUblic' will be made' to 
kn ~' f' 118 ow 0 It. . 
This exercise i~ important because weak legislative mechanisms in a~stering hazardous 
. . '. -. 
waste, importation would naturally pave way for all manner o~ catastrophic toxic events in 
So~th ,Africa, and other countries. Thus, even in ~efirst world Belgian cio/ of Wallonia, 
owing t? la:x legislation and comparatively low dumping costs, it wa~ possible to negligendy 
~ ". ~ " . 
dump a massive amount of waste from other, regions. This resulted in a significant increase 
in foreign waste as .well as a damage to the environmental health of the local population and 
. , 
the surroun~g populace ',of Mellery, a village about 35 kil?meters south of Brussels.119 
South Africa, the, two other c,ase study countries and other developing countriesco~d learn 
from this experience toavo,id such a situation. " 
Stricdy speaking, on the issue of the multitude of laws, the fact that there are_many Jaws ______ _ 
dealing with. the regulation of hazardous wastes makes administration rather difficult. This is 
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particularly true with due regard to the various issues which arise in this regard. For exampl~, 
the toxicological and ecotoxicological characteristics of these wastes lie in the realm, of 
environmental law; the health and safety of workers relate to environmental, labour and tort 
law issues; the health and environment of the surrounding population and penalties pertain 
to criminal, environmental and administrative law; the sort of waste involved, for instance, if 
it were some fertilizer or other from the chemical industry, would fall under the Department 
of Agriculture; and the characterisation of chemical hazards of ,waste naturally ~alls to, the 
Department of Health. 
What is missing in this context is the need for a more collaborative, co-operative and a co~" 
ordinated approach amongst these Departments" as well as NGOs, the local and provincial 
governments. The government might also contemplate the possibility of instituting one 
central government agency in the DEAT, that is, the Department of Waste Management, 
which, as'its name suggests, will be entrusted with the sole responsibility of enforc~g toxic ' 
waste matters. The roles of each Department should also be clearly defined. Many meetings 
could be organised every now and then, for instance, once every month, to assess the status , 
of these, issues. Whenever there is a request for, the importation of such substances into 
South Africa, there should be inter-Departmental discussions, for example. That and the 
consequent free exchange of information here, would enable the government to arrive at a 
concre'te 'and common solution 'to problem's, ~hen they arise. In' this regard,' the 
establishm~~t of'the proposed Inter-Agency Perinit Sch~me:is ~ost; tiniely:120' Such a 
mechanism CQuid 'effe~tively' facilitate the 'implementation of toxic waste regulations in a 
coherent manner. This will be through its proposed functions such as granting or refusing 
toxic waste import and export permits, being the focal point at municipal level for dealing 
with toxic waste trade' issues' within the general framework of trade and environmental 
matters, reporting to ~e WTO Committee on Trade and Environment on these issues, 
liaising with the Dumpwatch and BCRCs' and performing other' relevant' functions;' as 
highlighted in Chapter 6 Article 3, of this thesis on proposals for regulatory reform. 
5.3.2 (c) Ghana, 
As far as Ghana 1S concerned, there is no fixed' law regulating' toxic waste, trade. 
Furthermore, the 'same problems of lack of legal enforcement capacity and collaboration 
.' -' . 
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between relevant governmental ministries working on this matter exist as in the case of 
South Afri~a.··However, m~ny ~ore f~agmented pie~es of legislation exist for regulating the 
importation of certiin categories of hazardous waste. For' example, the 1959 Petroleum 
Regulations govern the importation of petroleum, the Prevention and Control of Pests and 
Diseases of Plants Act 17 (1965) regulates the importation of pesticides and the Explosives 
Re~lations L.I. 666(1970) covers the importation of explcisives.12I For more uniformity 
tho~gh, it may be commendable to enact a single law, as this country has ratified the Bas~l 
Convention and its ban, to conform to its commitmerits herein. In this uniform law, all 
aspects of hazardous waste will be covered, be it hydrocarbons in petroleum, mercury, lead 
scrape for. batteries and so on. Through this, it' also becomes easier for prospective 
imp~rters, exporters and' ordinary persons to consult these laws for easy ~efere~ce, bef~re 
en~~g ill these ·shipments. 
Furthermore, 'there is a serious lack of coilab~ration betw~enthe various offices such as the 
GAEC, MEST, Ghana Standards Board, Ministry' of Trade and Industry and the few 
environmental NGOs which work on toxic waste trade regulation. For instance, the EPA in 
the MEST, is the principal ministry for implementing legislation which regulate the 
management of chemicals and generally control pollution, as well as other environmental 
problems, which' inter-alia, result from nllsmanagement of chemicals and toxic waste in the . 
country. 
The "111n1stry" ~f' Empl~yment and' So~ial 'Affalrs ensures that workers are' guaranteed 
m~xiffiun1 protecti?n f~o"m the potential haia~ds ~f ~liemicals. Within this 'Mitiistry,t:he~~ are 
inspectors who 'ensiIre that the provisions 'or" the laws pertailling to occup~ti~nal ~~f~ty and 
health are abided by. 
The Ministr)r of Food ~nd Agriculture is relevant in toxic waste management, as it has 
est~blish'ed' a' Department of Plant Protection and Regulat6ry -services (PPRSD) which 
p;ovides tr~g to farniers on the safe use of pesticides. l22 . 
Another important -mInistrY· in -theregwatloh of toxic waste ~ Ghana is 'the Ministry of 
Mkesarid Energy'. Through its MInes Department, this Ministry is responsible for the 
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implementation of the laws enshrined in the Mining and Minerals Law, as they relate to 
health and safety in the mining environment, and also, monitors the use and storage of 
explosives which are utilised in this sector. 
The Ministry of Trade and Industry· ensures that under' the Imports and E~port 
Regulations,123 it grants licenses prior to the importation of gOQds specified in the second 
schedule which includes a number of chemicals. 
The Ministry of Health, as part of the Pesticides Technical Committee, is important in 
ensuring that the occupational health G'f ,,;'orkers who could be exposed to chemica~ hazards 
and their safety are guaranteed. It must also be borne in mind that narcotic drugs can only be 
imported and exported only by the Minister of Health who then grants the appropriate 
license in.this regard. It may be suggested at this point that such s~bstances be ,extended to ., 
cover a wide range of chemicals, which are toxic and must not be limited to narcotic drugs 
alone. Furthennore, this must also be carried out under the proposed Inter-Agency Permit 
Scheme of this dissertation.124 
Such co-operation, it must be stressed however, exists to a great extent between the relevant 
FAO and UNDP country offices. In Ghana, a Hazardous Chemicals Committee has been 
established by the EPA. This Committee comprises the Ghana Standards Board, GAEC, 
Ghana Cocoa Board, Crops Services Department of the FAO, Veterinary Services: 
Department of the Ministry of F AO, three officers from the Agency and three other persons 
who should have special knowledge and experience in toxic chemical, management. l25 
Though agencies such as the Ghana Standards Board and the GAEC are abreast of 
developments relating to the importation and exportation of pesticides, the main thrust of . . 
the work lies. with the EPA and the MEST which possess much more in.formatibn Oh..th~ 
regulation of pesticides in this country. It is reasonable that every pertinent detail about the 
regulation of pesticides under this Committee be made available to each ~ember. A 
Department of Waste Management could be established withln this Ministry, as indicated in 
the case' of South Africa, in Chapter 5.3.2(b). It is also hereby recommended that, this 
COnUruttee functions as the same kind of Inter-Agency Permit Scheme which has been 
proposed for the case of South Africa above, for the purposes of ensuring cO-,operation 
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when administering the stipulations of the model law on toxic waste when this is in force. 
Furilier~ore, it'may be deshabl~ that ~n offi~i~l'from the Ministry' of Trade be a ~art of this 
Committee, as th~ m~del 'taw deals' with. r~gul;ting not just the management of toxic waste, 
but also, the importation and exportation of th.ese substances. 
5.3.2 (d)'C6te d'Ivoire 
In C6te d'Ivoire~' the Ministere de l'Environnement is the mall state agency which 
administ~r~ toxic'~a~te reguiation. Inspite of the existence of an Inter-ministerial committee, 
., '. "'~ . ; .' '". ~ . 
it is only this Ministry which basically provides adequate information on trends involving. 
. .' . . . 
haz~rdou~ waste in' this country.l26 An application for the imp~rtation of les~' toxic waste 
~ , ,",.: . -" '.. . .." "", ., . . . . 
such as hydrocarbons in crude oil, has to be authorised by this Ministry. Similar to the case 
j .. 
of Ghana above, this committee could be seen as fulfilling the role. of the proposed Inter-
Agen.c~ Scheme for South Africa. ':[his would be in terms of more information-sharing and 
'. 
exchange to be effected by members of the committee, in collaboration with others such as 
.. ,. . . 
the Ministries of Agri~ulture~ Trade and Health. Another function which this scheme would 
. . ., 
perform would be to determine under what conditions such imports and exports may be 
'. . 
permitted or not. 
Furthermore, given the hazards involved in these substances, it may be advisable for a 
special central government agency, that is. a Department of Waste Management, to be 
established as part of the Ivorian Ministry of Environmental Affairs. In essence, such a 
. r-'" j : " ' • 
mechanism will perform functions which are similar to the proposed ones in the cases of the 
~ : -. .' . r - •..... ~ • ". . . ! ..'," • 
other two case study countries discussed in Chapter 5.3.2(b) and (c) above, This could 
• '. • ~ .: ..' # • . , . " 
actually help avoid protectionism in situations where such substances could otherwise be 
~ I. : • ~, ~... . .' . 
imported. This would actually serve as a boost to the requirement of this country's Loi 96-
, 
766 that public authorities, international institutions and defence mechanisms co-operate to 
protect the environment at all possible levels.127 
. .. 
South Africa IS more adequately equipped with NGOs such as Earthlife Africa, 
... 
Groundwatch and EJNF, more Institutes and Universities throughout the country. These 
.. ,", .: . " ~ ~ .. . '. .-" _. .. __ . - . ~ 
agencies hav~ sometllnes.acted as"watchdogs';in morutorIDg illegal imlcticesof toxic waste, . 
. . . - ..' - .' . . ,-, 
including' detecting illicit imports or potential imports of these substances from other 
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countries here. In South Africa, within the cities of Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Johannesburg 
and others, these groups are alert and help monitor illegal shipments. Institutes and groups 
in these areas can also help regions in other parts of the country monitor their waste more 
prudently. This could complement the functioning of the model law. However, the two 
other case study countries need more of such agencies, which should not just be 
concentrated in Abidjan and in Accra, but throughout parts of the country, desirably, in the 
border towns of San Pedro, Sassandra, Grand-Bassam, Bondoukou, Odienne and Buma in 
Cote d'Ivoire. In the case of Ghana, such agencies could be located in Bolgatanga, Takoradi 
and Aflao for example, to closely and effectively detect such potential illegal shipments and 
carry out.' other necessary work on toxic waste, involving the submission of releva~t audits. 
and information to the national authorities in this regard. 
In order to facilitate the harmonious balance of trade and environmental objectives as they 
touch on toxic waste trade, it is also proposed that the Inter-Agency schemes in the three 
case study countries and others within the continent co-operate with each other on a regular 
basis, in terms of information exchange and other relevant matters regarding toxic waste 
trade regulation. 
5.3.3 Lack of Capacity 
Compounded with the aforementioned problem in the administration of hazardous waste 
imports into the three case study countries, the number of experts, level of capacity-building 
and training resources in this field are woefully inadequate. At the moment, it has been 
estimated that South Africa lacks enough environmentally trained workers to assist in the 
resoliltion of the country's environmental problems, and hazardous waste management 
issues, for that matter.128 
Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire also face similar problems, especially in the light of financial 
setbacks, which preclude officials from being sufficiently paid. This makes undertaking such 
assignments at the municipal levels and in toxic· waste matters rather unattractive, meaning 
that people do not aspire to work in this area. To this, the Ministry might consider 
prioritising these issues, presenting financial statements, with-clear indica.t1o~;-()f the points 
where budgetary constraints are faced, to government: 129 
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In Ghan~, it mus't also' be' 'stressed that' even 'where there are officials, sometimes; they'are ' 
not adequately trained. This holds true, in view, for example, of the Kennedy Round 2 
situation, where toxic waste is imported from China and Japan in incomprehensible 
language, only 'fo be discovered later on that these substances areobsolete.
130 
For the 
PurP~se's of the sustainable development'; preventive and precautionary principles, inter-alia, 
this 'is really not good enough and such circumstances must be avoided. -This can be done 
- , ' 
through tnlining these 'officials, as indicated in this chapter arid also through a continued 
participation 'in the atti\~ities' of the -SCRC, as discussed in Chapter 3.4.1 (f)(ii). This enhances' 
soci~l 'p'rogress as: so~iety then becomes adequately endowed with more skilled personnel 
whb 'ensure th~t the -rtgl'itfoi:ms of to~c waste are imported and exported, thereby arriving 
at economic prosperity and environmental -safety. With these factors, sustainable 
development is attained . 
• . '~ l :. 
In the' case 0(C6te :d'Ivoire, such 'problems have-led to the indiscriminate dumping of waste 
in -poorer areas in Abidjan, and other parts of the country. Furthermore, there are not 
enough officials to 'implement adequate-and sophisticated measures of waste disposal here. 
This could be rectified' though the proposals being made here. On the other hand, 'it is 
noteworthy tha't inspite of the lack of staffing shortages, the timeliness of this country's law 
f~rbiddlng tOxlc ~aste imports; has also led to a 'sitUation where this country has not 
witliessed ariy illegal irriports of toxic wast~.m In this case, the shortage of staff has resulted 
in the proble-m of how to manage 'toxic ·~aste'withinthe country, and not necessarily how to 
deal "ritbthe illicit' Unportationof suchwa~te~ The main-ch~llenge he're-is to' enaCt effective 
d6mesri~ -legIslation then. ' -- --_. -- - - -
. ~ .. .. . .' ;. ,,' " .. 
On th~ whole~ it is necessary ~a:t each of the three case study countries has -enough quality 
trained personnel in 'this field, in order to avoid events such as the 1992 environmental 
tragedy of Cheliabinsk and Orehovo-Zuevo in Russia. This case demonstrates the potentially 
ti~gi~ dinger ;of pernlitting inexperienced people to deal with hazardous waste. In this year, 
b6thtowns in question, upon receipt of seventy tonnes of toxic cellulose waste, which had 
b~eri d1~guisedly labelled as humanitarian aid; tried unsuccessfully to burn the waste. These 
•• .,. " • : I 
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substances produced, defoliant toxins, causing a great deal of dioxin poisoning and the 
resultant uncontrollable vomiting among the populace.t32 
In the light of these, it may be submitted that the government, and those of other developing 
countries need to fmd fmancial support for the training of inspectors and other officers in 
this very important field. For it seems reasonable and only logical that people dealing in any 
area/ field be endowed with the relevant expertise. In this regard, it is commendable that the 
BCRCs in Dakar and ,Pretoria continue to conduct training sessions for participants every 
".... 
now and then, as discussed in Chapter 3.4.1 (f) (a) (ii). It is important that such training be 
extended to customs officers, particularly in the border towns of e;tch case study countries as 
toxic waste imports and exports normally occur here. 
Participants to these international sesSIons should be required to submit reports on the 
-, 
attendant benefits. These lessons may be shared with other colleagues of the proposed Inter-
Agency Scheme, the Centres which conduct these sessions, the WTO Trade and 
Environment workshops and the public at large, by also making them available on the 
website. It may be suggested at this point that the Inter-Agency Permit Scheme~aise with 
the Basel Centres and relevant WTO offices, to stipulate clear guidelines and structure of 
this report, which they submit to the international offices before any training session and 
availability to' the public. By so doing, officials from, these, countries who work on these 
matters in addition to becoming better trained also acquire a sens~ of ownership and not just 
common but differentiated responsibility when working on these matters ,and ,attending 
relevant training sessions (nationally, regionally and internationally).133 One other advantage 
of this proposal for lessons-sharing would also be to facilitate research being conducted by 
students, consultants and other interested/affected parties. This group of persons could 
thereby make proposals for a better functioning of the model law, much more easily. 
In this vein, one would even adopt a proactive approach by even going as far as advocating 
the establishment of Certificate and Postgraduate Diploma Courses in Hazardous Wast~ 
Management within the context of International Trade and Environmental Issues. This 
could be organised at the initiative of the WTO and UNEP, perhaps, as part of the WTO 
courses at the University of Nairobi for Anglophone country participants and University of 
. ' 
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Cassablanca for Francophone country participants. These proposed courses could be taught 
to University stude~ts' and civil servarits 'm iliese two developing countries' Universities here. 
Th~ only da~tio'n \vhich m~st be heed~d 'to, regarding the International Trade and 
En~iro~ment pr~posal here is that this programme must be entrusted to' only these two 
Universities. This could lead to the avoidance of administrative problems and all sorts of 
discrepancies.134 
5.3.4 Lack of Adequate Penalties 
As there are no harsh penalties under the existing hazardous waste regime in South Africa' 
am:! Ghana, it is practically very easy for exporters and importers alike to enter into all sorts 
, ,. 
of illegal contracts for the importation ofhazardous wastes and flagrantly abuse laws which 
deal' \v,ith" these, issues, rega~d1ess of whether South Africa and Ghana have" ratified th~ 
" ," . , 
relevant international or regional instruments on hazardous waste. In many developing 
cou~'tri~s tiu~ has' al~o been the case. How do 'citizens abide 'strictly by' the scipuiations of a 
legislative instrument which does not spell 'out any punitive measures, in case there is 
disobedience? The inevitable result of such a scenario is clear: the so-called law becomes a 
white elephant. 
with this 'in mind, it seems advisable and very important that the new legislation for South 
Af~ica'and 'Ghana on' this matter incorporates highly stringent punitive measures, 
, , 
unima~ably prohibitive ~es for those who infringe the laws regarding the importation of 
" , 
hazardous wastes and datnages to. pe~ple who 'are injured from' such toxic waste trade 
malpractices.13S H~wever, the contemplated law on toxic waste in South Africa actually 
- - , ~ ~ 
foresees the stipulati?n of penalties to the effect that offenders will be fined one million US 
dollars.136 Depen~g on the magnitude of ~jury to pebple or the ecological base, guilty 
companies, both local or foreign, will have to forfeit their licenses which allow them to 
operate their respective business which caused such toxic waste periL Offenders do not only 
include 'illegal importers or exporters of toxic waste, but could also cover customs officials 
who were on: duty at the time when such transactions occurred, since such officials are 
required to exercise due diligence in these matters, from the requisite training of Basel and 
other relevant mechanisms, as indic~ted in Chapter 5.3.3. The principle of-extended 
producer responsibility could 'also form" an important part oEthis law, thereby maldn:g a 
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manufacturer of a substance containing hazardous wast~, responsible for any h~~ inflicted 
by such a product, during the entire life cycle, that is, cradle to grave, of the product. 137 The 
model law could also include retroactive liability, as in the case of Love Canal, where the 
company responsible for the toxic waste malp!actic,es was ma,de to pay for .its a~tion, 
which had been caused many decades in retrospect. \38 One advantage of retroactive liability 
then is that it always seeks to enforce the polluter pays principle. 
Fmthermore, these industries should be made to par huger fines and also be given 
environmental incentives, covering the <tesultant damage inflicted on the environment, 
through whatever pollution they cause."Pt;esendy, toxic waste producing industries are simply 
.' ~ . . . '. 
made to pay flnes, which constitute a meagre per~entage of the amount spent by these 
industries to clean up their factories. The "polluter pays" principle could be adopted, where 
\ '. -
an industry or a party does not conform to the preventive principle. In such instances, suc~ a 
party would be required to pay larger sumS' of money for permits. to get rid of waste.139 
Such a requirement would make the party careful to use cleaner and greener methods in its 
production processes. 
As far as Cote. d'Ivoire is concerned, its municipal law on toxic waste, Law, 66-861 makes 
room for penalties, for offenders of this law. The fact that offenders must pay a fine of 1.6 
million dollars (US), in addition to serving an imprisonment term of approximately 15-~O 
ye~rs is commendable.l40 As a result of this, thi~ country has since 1988, not. witnessed any 
\ • " • OJ • 
illegal imports of toxic waste into its territory. 141 This fine could even be extended to 3 
. - ~.' ". . , 
million dollars (US). However, this law, must also stress that illegal exporters of toxic waste 
. . ' .'~.
should be equally liable to such punitive measmes. This owes to the fact that. these 
. '. . .. - . .' ~ 
substances, such as PCBs, are sometimes sent illegally, from this country into Ghana.142 
," .. " -
. . . , 
Th.e ~asic rationale behind the suggestions herein is to have a situation where laws may not 
only look ,fine theoretically, but more importandy, will have full effect regarding their 
implementability, so as to achieve the desired goal of these laws. . . 
In, addition to preventing illicit transactions in the~e substances, such measures also make ~e. 
principles of locus standi and human rights to a decent environment have meaning and 
, 
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definiteness of purpose: rrere, the main idea is that, if a law equips an in~vidual to bring an 
. , . . . 
action again~t illegal transactions of toxi~ waste which have affected that individual's rights 
to existence or interests in land, the offender must be made to pay for the damage inflicted 
on the other party, in this case. 
5.3.5 Low Public Awareness 
According to the UNEP Global Environmmtal Outlook, one cause of hazardous waste 
mismanagement is the low awa~eness of the understanding of the impacts of "cold poisons" 
""'" ' 
such as lead ~nd mercury, as well as some, industrial solvents and some pesticides" and 
~ . '. . ~ '.. . . 
insu.fficient m~asures to protect hu~an health and the environment. There is far less 
-... '. . 
knowledge ,relating to the toxicological effects of a number of new chemicals emerging in,to, 
. '. . 
the new market.- Such chemicals may be present in household products, cosmetics and new 
pharmaceuticals.143 
Until recently, majority of the populace in South, Africa, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire whose 
main ereoccupations li~ in seeking the basic necessities of life such as food, water, clothing 
and ,shelter, generally perceive environmental issues asalie~ and foreign. This low level of 
public awareness with regard to environmental issues also makes them engage in all sorts of 
practices w~ch cause hazardous waste ~mis~ions into ~e environment, and pose general 
environmental threats. 
For instance, South Africa's Department of Agriculture has indicated thatone problem in 
..' " . . 
, " 
controlling waste issues in this country is that ,after purchasing pesticides, people do ~ot use 
. ' 
them. l?e~e pesticides remain on the farm for years, a?-d then, combine with other ga~~s , 
fr<:>,m ~e c?ntainers in which they are store~ or other gases from the atmosphere to become 
toxi~. For example, Benzene Hexochloride (BHC) is a pesticide \~hich was used quite a lot to 
. -'-
contro1.locusts. It is not used any more as it has now become obsolete-old stock and has 
been substitu~ed by Synthetic Pyiethroids. Similarly, dieldrin, another pesticide, was used for 
. '". . . . 
, , 
termite control, constituted one of the organo chlorides and accumulated in the fat of 
wildlife~nd humans. It is now obsolete, and has also been replaced by Chlorpyriphos which 
has al~o been used in place of Aldrin, which was hitherto used to control subterraruan ............. -
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termites. Had those obsolete substances not been cleaned up, they cocld have ~aused a gre~t 
deal of environmental harm. l44 
In Ghana, the EPA and some other offices dealing with hazardous waste have indicated that 
the public does not possess adequate knowledge on these issues.145 
In this day and age, sustainable development, that is, the need for the prudent utilisation of 
present resources for the use of future generations,146 has become a very important tooi In . 
national and international policy-making. This vital concept inevitably affects all sectors of 
life. Therefore, it is important to enlighten farmers, other handlers of toxic was.te and the 
public at largeon how they can manage their environment and the resources they have ill a 
prudent manner. More workshops, public debates, TV and radio programmes ·could be 
organised to elucidate the importance of these matters to the public. It is commendable 
though, that such efforts are underway, for instance, the Johannesburg-based NGO, the 
EJNF, has organised a project, Soweto Mountain of Hope, which trains children on 
environmental issues.147 It is hoped that public awareness will be stimulated through these 
activities. As indicated in Chapter 3.4. 13(b), these matters CQuid even form part of the 
curricula for primary education, so that citizens are greatly familiar with prudent principles in· 
toxic waste issues, from an early age. For public opinion plays a vital role in influencing 
governmental policy pertaining to toxic waste trade. 
On the other hand, it is also commendable that public opposition· led to the rejection of the 
proposed imports of toxic waste from Italy in 1988-1989 and in 1994, into Ghana; in toxic 
waste. 148 Furthermore, as seen in the cases of South Africa and Ghana (and also, Guiriea-
Bissau,. Central African Republic, Benin and Nigeria), public awareness has been 
instrumental to the rejecting of goods which are deemed to be potentially destructive to the 
health and environment of the respective importing countries. For example, in addition to 
the influence from the South African government, public outcry was a significant factor 
which made the then South African homeland government of Ciskei abandon plans to 
import large consignments of hazardous waste.149 Following the recommendations indicated 
here, South Africa could strengthen the level 6f awareness of Its public, whi~h should be 
acutely aw~re of the imminent dangers posed by these harmful practices. So that, it can be 
seen here that currently, in this country, slight vicissitudes seem to be on the way as regards 
.' .' '" . : ~ ... 
this situation. I so 
In Cote, d'Ivoire, public awareness c~ntrib~ted' to the enactment of specific law banning 
. ~." . . 
toxic ;ast.e trade,in .this 'country in 1988. Today,' such 'awareness is beirlg enhantedby 
workshops of die Basel Convention Regional' Centre in Dakar, which seeks to increase the 
knowledge of officials and the public on the en":ironmental considerations to be included in 
hazardous, waste manag~m~nt.ISI This is' useful when it com~s to' assessing the quality of 
, .' . . 
toxic waste Which the country needs to iIDport or export. 
5.4 ~ase Studies Involving Importation and Exportation of Hazardous Waste 
" -- !.- • 
(A) South'Africa 
5.4.1 Propo~ed Waste Incineration Plant Project (i 989) 
In 1989, the South African government came out with a declaration to establish a R400 
milli~n waste ~ciner;ti~n' plant in' Alexander Bay, which is located 'in 'a remote area 'of the 
nor'them Cap~ Pr~vinc~. This project w~cld have generated as much as 400 million rands 
,'.; " 
, per annum. The main so~ce of economic dependence of this project would have been the 
im~~rtation .of hazardo~s' waste. In re~cribn to 'this propo~al; there was' a great deal of public 
int~rest. Ultimately, the government had to abando~ this project.152 
5.4.2 Thor Chemicals Case 
In th~l ~80s -a~'d ~arly' 1990s;'this co~ntty ;wimessed the rathe~ tragic catastrophe ~(the Thor 
Ch;micals C~~e.153 Thor Chemicals was es~ablish~d in the early 1960s at Cito Ridge in Kwa~' 
Zulu Natal, in the Umg~weci' catchment are~, as the South African affiliate of a British 
C~mpany.IS4 This co~p~ny produced various'cheniitals and entered into an agreement with 
AECI, which required mercuric recovery from spent mercury catalysts. Then in 1984; a new ". .. " " .. " ... 
processing plant was constructed and begun operations.155 Owing to allegedly excessive ' 
levels of mercury in the air and workers' urine in England in the 1980s, concerns over Thor 
were first raised at its factory there (that is, in England).ls6 Around this time, the British 
g~vernment hnpo~ed highly string~nt conditions on this company.IS7 Thor was threatened by 
the British government with legal action and'moved its mercury processing f~~iliti~_!Q~a!?_ 
Ridge,' wi~' the' K~~-Zu1u Natal regio~ in S~uth Africa in '1988.158 At this tiffie; Guerlica -----
. "" ' . 
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Company, an affiliate of Thor Chemicals, begun to export 30% of hazardous waste from the 
UK into South Africa.159 It also imported mercury, from Britain, USA, Italy, the Middle 
East,160 Singapore and Indonesia into this country, as part of its operations.161 Thor had been 
importing spent catalytic converters containing approximately ten tonnes of mercury from 
these countries on an annual basis for reprocessing. The mercury was released by a recycling 
. . 
plant which processed imported toxic waste. In the· event, mercury was released into the 
Umgeweni River in rather excessive quantities. This river, which eventually feeds the Inanda 
Dam, the source of Durban's drinking water, was found to contain some of the highest 
concentrations of mercury ever recorded.162 
Furthermore, the emission of this substance, which had been allegedly stored for as long as 
a decade and over, in barrels which were supposed to be contaminated and rusty, caused 
alarming numbers of loss ()f lives, amid rather large sectors of Natal's populace. Many 
workers in this particular company were poisoned, with the resultant massi~e public 
protest.163 Consequently, in 1994, the South African government, under President Nelson 
Mandela, initiated a Commission of Inquiry, the Davis Commission, to ascertain what action 
could be taken with regard to this unfortunate incident as well as. how the affected workers 
could be compensated.164 The Commission was specifically mandated to : (1) Develop a: 
standard for recycling mercury in this country; (2) Define parametres for occupational health 
and safety; and (3) Establish guidelines to ascertain the possibility of upgrading the particular 
incinerator that was used, in ord~r to accommodate the appropriate amounts of waste.165 
The Davis Commission, headed by Prof. Davis, condemned the c~mpany for importing' 
thousands of tonnes of mercury waste and exploiting a situation when they were aware that 
there was just no means of effectively reprocessing the waste.166 Prof. Davis ~ther pointed 
out that there was a total absence of co-ordination between the relevant government 
. . 
departments responsible for the environment and inexplicable inefficiency and unexplained 
omission" .167 
Thor's parent company in London, UK, was sued in British courts by a London firm of 
solicitors, ~cting on instructions from the South African Chemicals Union. As a result of 
this, the parent company in Britain agreed to pay R9.4 million (US $ 2 m) to compensate 20 
workers from the Cato Ridge Plant who had been affected by mercury poisoning. In the 
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early 1980s, two of-the, workers at Thor had died of mercury poisoning. This led to the 
puhlitization 'of ' this case in the media'. Other workers suffered serious damage to their 
health as a result 6f coining into close contact and working with mercuric waste. Although 
the company's South African executives were acquitted of culpable homicide in a court case 
in Pitermaritzburg in 1994, the company was found guilty of negligence but frneda mere 
R 13, 500 ($3,000). It has also been said that the people who suffered from sicknesses were 
compensated 50,000-British pounds sterling each. According to a, Greenpeace video, in the 
rivers within the vicinity -otthe plant, 'mercury levels were -8,200 times higher than the 
acceptable level in the United States.!68 
On the -other' hand, it must be noted that, there are all- manner of discrepancies and 
contradictory assertions by various parties involved in this case.!69 For example, one party 
states in its claim that the, waste was. actually generated -from South Africa, one drum 
originated fromthe:US, another came from'the UK, and another party states the opposite, 
regarding the same drums. Furthermore,: it has been claimed that Thor Chemicals had been 
experiencing problems with the control of'mercury because of heavy rains and increased 
production; and not as 'a result of negligent attitudes on the part of employers. 170 
The current status of this case-is that the 'standard of mercury has been developed, while 
three treatment options have been established. (1) The incinerator at the Thor plant has been 
upgraded; (2) A new form of iriternal combustion has now been established, whereby the 
gases are controlled; (j)The 'waste can further ,be burned through encapsulation and 
landfill.!7! 
5.4:~ Other Examples . 
5.4.3 (a) Proposals for Hazardous Waste 'Imports (1990s) 
In 1990, there were a series of proposals for the importation of toxic waste for reprocessing 
in the South African "independent" states. However, owing to the outcome of a study by the 
CSIR, this importation could not be effected.172 
Furthermore"in early. 1990; a letter fro~the T~anskei D~velopment Corporation ;as quoted 




territory for reclaiming if they were filled with sanitarily processed waste on which perhaps 
trees could be planted." According· to Greenpeace, this supposedly "sanitarily processed" 
waste was actually "unknown quantities of unknown chemicals, presenting health threats of 
unknown magnitude and duration to the .. people . and ecosystems of neighbouring 
communities". Fortunately though, the government of Transkei refused to accept the deal.!?3 
Then again, in October 1990, a Swiss arms dealer presented plans to the scientific division of 
the South African consulate in Switzerland, for incineration and disposal of nuclear waste in 
Ciskei, Bophuthatswana, Transkei and Lesotho. Sources at theoFoundation Jot Research and 
Development at the Council for Industrial Research have cpnflrtDed that four "homelands" 
.J . 
had -already received lucrative offers from overseas, which did not materialise however.174 . 
5.4.3 (b) Shipment of Cupric Arsenite from Kokkola, Finland to Durban (1999) 
In 1999, the South African based NGO, Earthlife Africa, was -alerted by another South· 
African based NGO, EJNF, about the pending shipment of gready toxic cancer causing 
chemicals of least 16 per cent arsenic in copper arsenide cake and 500 tonnes of cupric 
arsenite from Kokkola, Finland, en l;oute to Durban, These substances were being 
transported by the ship, the Saint Irene. Earthlife Africa then caused this ship to be sent 
back to its country of origin. After a whole lot of controversy concerning whether the South 
African DEA T had prior knowledge of this shipment. or not, the Saint Irene arrived in 
Finland. Here, itwas disclosed that the waste in question had been·originally importc;!d from 
Big River Zinc Corporation in the USA, to Kokkola Chemicals in Finland.!75 
Reports from the South African EJNF, indicate that in the mid-1990s, cupric arsenite was 
sent from Europe to South Africa. Furthermore, there were attempts to ship waste from . 
Australia into this country. The GEM discovered this. However, the government said that 
th~se substances ·were for analysis and not treatment.!76 
5.4.3 (c) Imports ofParageothite from Australia to South Africa (2000) 
In September 2000, a number of environmental organizations such as Greenpeace, Basel 
Action Network (BAN), Earthlife Africa and Groundwork launched massive protests against .. 
the South African government's authorisation of the imports of 60 tonnes of parageothite, 
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.. 
from an Australian mining and smelting company, Pasnllnco. These forms of toxic waste 
comprised two very deadly substances, lead and arsenic. The waste was to be recycled by the 
South African ftrm, Miniek, for research purposes. After that, the residual waste was to be 
sent back to Australia. The BAN indicated that information regarding the effects of the 
waste on the health of the workers who came into contact with this substance for recycling, 
as well as the effects on South African soil; was not yet known.177 
5.4.3 ' Cd)' Proposed Incinerator' for Importation and Treatment' of Stockpiled Waste in 
'Sasolburg (2002) , 
In May 2002, mbre- than a hundred environmental and civil. society groups' from forty ftve 
countries, belongmg to movements against waste' incineration urgendy requested the South 
AfriCan- president to'ihandon the propo;al" for the establishment of an llcinerator in 
Sasolburg, South Africa; for st~ckpiled wastes. These movements included the GI~bal Anti-
Incinerator Alliance and the International POPs Elimination N~twork: The basis ~f this 
appeal~as that incineration is known to generate highly dangerous toxic by-products, such 
as ultra-toxic dioxins and furans, which are targeted for elimination by the Stockholm 
Convention on POPs. These substances cause many serious health deficiencies such as 
cancer, birth defects, reproductive disorders and severe det~rioration of the immune sy~tem, 
which could actually aggravate the conditions of AIDS patients.178 
5.4A 'South Africa's Importation of Lead Scrape from Botswana and Lesotho and Other 
African Countries for Recycling and Pr~duction of Lead for New C~r Batteries. with Special 
Reference t~ Fry's Metals Company179 . 
The South' African' Johannesburg-b~~ed Fry's Metal Compa~y imports l~ad ~crap for the 
recycling and production of lead, to be u~ed in making new car battenes. 
, . 
All lead scfape is' purposefully' utilised in the manufacture of car batteries. One noteworthy 
. . 
point is that this Company imports lead scrap from other African countries such as Nigeria, 
Zambia, Mozambique and very litde from Zimbabwe, Botswana and Swaziland, for 
recycling. The South African company, Fry's metals, has a technologically sophisticated plant 
in Johaimesburg which' breaks up the'lead, th~ri'recovers 'it, as well as'the'polypropylene'-
contained in it. Regarding the acid contained in the lead, as there is no way of successfully 
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recycling it, it is now neutralised with lime and the residue disposed of in an H:H landfill, 
waste technology. This substance is imported in the form of a battery plate. 
The metals and lead oxide bit comes to South Africa, under the auspIces of ,the Basel 
, ' 
Convention, meaning that due regard is given to environmental issues. Nigeria has to seek an 
ISO 14000 permit from the Government of South Africa for this importation to occur. The 
South African Bureau of Standards also checks on Fry's company each year. The Company 
, . 
has, as part of its policy, the requirement for the prioritisation of the health and safety of the 
e;;.I'IIa> •• 1 • ~ 
employees, as it deals with lead which is a highly contaminous substance. In this regard, this 
, 
Company works in close co11aboration with the DEAT and the Department of Health.t80 
The company is also mindful that its activities do not result in air pollution. By ensuring ~at. 
its entire site of operation is concreted, Fry's adheres to further environmentally sound 
practices. This is a safeguard aga!nst ground water pollution.t81 In the absence of this .. , . . . 
measure, the acid emitted from the recycling process could pollute the ground water, 
resulting in ground water contamination.182 
5.4.5 Export and Re-Importation of Used Batteries ill Electrical Appliances: Battery-
Terminal 183 
Tonnes of used batteries from electrical appliances such as radios, cellphones and 
screwdrivers, have been collected by Battery Terminal company. These batteries are m~de u~ , 
of nickel cadmium (which is the most toxic of the constituent elements of the battery) and 
nickel, lithium, lithium iron, cadmium, alkaline and mercuric oxide, which are relatively less. 
toxic than nickel cadmium, but are comprised in more volumes, ~s opposed to nickel 
cadmium. All activity has stopped at the collection point, for up ,to date, no progress has 
been made, concerning the Company's proposal to reprocess these batteries for recycling 
and resale. A concepti proposal of this kind has never existed in Africa, Austr~a or in New 
Zealand, according to the manager of the project. 
On the other hand, such concepts exist only in Europe, USA and the Asian countries of 
, -
Tai,van and China. Another important factor responsible for this lack of progress is the 
, ' 
exorbitant costs which are involved in disposing of these substances. The concept of 
operating this mechanism within a regional context, in the era of NEPAD, has been gready 
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welcomed by the project manager who is prepared to research into this area about this 
possibility. - -
5.4.6 Meltzer Company184 
This company faces a similar problem to that of Battery Terminal, discussed above. To begin 
with, it collects spent batteries from electronic appliances such as radios, computers and so 
on. These batteries contain lead, cadmium, nickel and mercury. Meltzer stores these batteries 
in their c~ntainers, by putting all of them ill concrete. Inten~ive efforts are being put into the 
proposal to establish a plant for reprocessing these batteries for re-sale. To begin with: the 
plant is costly and more batteries are required in this vein, to make the operation of such a -
plant m6~e effective. Environmental considerations would deflnitely be taken into account. 
The offlci~ls in thi~ ~o~pany have never conceived of the idea of operating- such a plant in 
the i regional context. Indeed; they favour this initiative and thought it would yield a lot of 
economic beneflts, 'in addition to promoting regional integration, once environmental 
considerations are incorporated into such operations. This also stems from their belief that it 
would be almost impractical to send such substances back to the first world. Better collect 
and recycle for resale in Africa, they concede. Theofflcials believe that once the plant is s,et 
" -
up and these operations are carried out locally, it would be easy to proceed and expand it 
within the African context. They are very keen-to conduct some research on such a plant and 
also; to have their flnancial burdens resolved in this respect. 
5.4:7 -- Exp~rtation of Iron Ore from Br~zil to Japan through Cape Town 185 
In :April 2004, a-hole developed in the Taiwanese registered"ship, the Cape Afnca, in-Cape 
Town's sea: The ship was carrying150,000tonnes of iron -ore,from Brazil-to Japan. There 
was a great deal of public discussion on whether to bring the vessel from the sea,to land,for-
repairs. However, the iron ore was toxic and could cause grave environmental perils to Cape 
Town's ecological base and also, the health of its citizens, if the vessel was brough.t onto 
land. TIllS vessel was therefore towed further away to sea where it was r~paired. There was 
no resultant enviro~ental harm caused to' the Cape coast. Though South Africa did not 
import toxic waste in this case, this discussion also d~monstrates that unsound management 
of hazardous wastes, in toxic waste trade, contrary to the' Basel convention for instance, 
" " 
could -adversely injure not only the state of export or final destination, but also, states in 
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transit. 1b.is would also constitute an illegal toxic waste trade activity. For this reason, the 
model African treaty incorporates the need for the liability of a party who illegally trades in 
toxic waste to be owed not only towards the importing state, but also, the state(s) of 
transit. ls6 
(B) Ghana 
5.4.8 Proposed Importation of Polychlorinated Biphenyls. Arsenic and Cadmium 
Compounds from Italy (1988-1989) 
.,.,.. 
In 1988-1989, there was a proposal to import waste from Italy into Ghana for the 
establishment of a Paint Factory in Ghana. An Italian industrialist was in Ghana .for" this 
purpose. However, upon examination, the waste was found to be. highly hazardous. It 
contained a lot of arsenic compounds and cadmium compounds. The Ghana. G()vernment 
then rejected the requisite permit for the importation of this waste. It is noteworthy that this 
P, 
waste was later dumped in Nigeria, and resulted in the notorious Koko Affair. ls7 
5.4.9 Proposed Importation of Plastic Granules/Factory Waste (1994) 
. Around 1994, a Ghanaian manufacturing company specialising in plastic ware imported w~at 
was supposed to be plastic granules for the manufacture of plastic containers for drugs. The 
name of the Ghanaian company was Metaloplastica. Upon examination, the granules we~e 
found to be factory waste and highly toxic. There was a lot of agitation by the media, public 
and in Parliament. Government conducted a series of investigative inquiries into this matter. 
In the end, the consignment was rejected and,was buried. From these two incidents, it may. 
be inferred that Ghana is perhaps more "anti-hazardous" than Senegal, ~enin and some 
other countries within Africa and most countries in the rest of the developing world. ISS 
5.4.10 Proposed Waste Stock Exchange Project (1990s) 
Within the Global Environmental Facility, private environmental organizations 
contemplated a proposal for a Waste Stock Exchange Project in the 1990s. According to this 
initiative, this project was possibly to be located in Ghana. It was to import waste from 
Ghana and other African countries for recycling and trade. The main idea behind such a 
project would be to trade in wastes, for example, used torches, electrical appliances and,used 
batteries therein, as well as other such appliances. 1b.is was deemed to be more 
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envir<;>nmentally and e.c~np~cally; desirable. ~ste!ld of dumping these substances on garbage 
heaps, orin any o~er haphazard manner, as is sometimes the norm in Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire, 
South Africa and many other African countries.189 Though this project was not implemented, 
. . 
it could be. re-visited, e~pecially, w,hen specific municipalla~vs have been pu~ in place, in the 
advent of NEPA~, when· environmentally sustainable intra-African toxic waste trade is also. 
timely. 
5.4.11 Importation of Petroleum for Processing and Resale:. Tema Oil Refinery 
Basically, this company imports crude oil from. Nigeria (In past times, crude oil was also 
. . .'
imported. from .Iraq and Libya, as w~ll).' This oil ~onsists of 100%. crude oil, 65% LPG and 
gasoline. ,It also hasa low content of sulphur, ~hich is highly flammable and can be 
danger~us. Tema Oil Refinery has two plants, which comprise the Topping Unit and the 
. , 
Residual Fluid Catalytic. Cracker. 
Befor~ distilling the crude. oil, anti-c~rrosive compounds, that is, soda and emulsifier, are 
aqd<;d to it (the crude oil, .that is). At the Topping Unit, the crude oil is distilled into various 
portions, that is, LPG, gasoline, kerosene and crack residue. This is done at atmospheric 
pressure. The crude oil is heated in furnaces, between 340 and 350 degrees. The outcome of 
this operation is the production of the RPGs, gasoline. and jet kiln. These substances are 
utilised in airpla~es and for domestic purposes. Diesel, a combination of light and heavy gas 
oil, is also,another by-product of,this refining process. The gasoline atthis stage is a semi-
. . . I . 
furnished product-hea-vy gasoline. 
At dIe RFCC, the gasoline is broken at the Premilitn Former Unit and broken into cy~lic . 
compounds for. better performing. gasoline. There is. also some amount of residual fuel oil 
~ -.. . -. . 
from this exercise which serves as a feed to the Residual Fluid Catalytic Cracker. Part of this 
residual oil is crack fuel oil, which has a small market in Ghana. This was hitherto exported 
to the USA and Europe in large quantities. However, smaller quantities are being sent there, 
that is, a maximum of 25,000. tonnes of crack, whereas before, it did not amounted to at 
• • I • • • 
least, 35,000 .tonnes, meaning that ther~ has.now been a considerable decrease in the amount 
of crack oil eiporteo fiom Ghana to the USA and Europe. Although intra-African'tr~fde-in------''''-'· 
these. subs,tances. is a possibility, this may not take place in the foreseeable future, that is, not 
earlier than in twenty years' time, this Company opines. The issue of intra-African trade here· 
ties in with the fact the crude oil was previously tr~nspcirted from Libya and Iraq, by ship, 
below flashpoint temperatures and was the cheapest means of transportation. However, the 
company is planning to start using the ECOWAS pipeline for the iffiportation· of these· 
products, especially, when intra-African trade in thesesubst~nces begin. 
The only waste generated is fuel gas for heating. Any excess gas is flared. While carrying out 
the abovementioned operations, the Tema Oil RefInery adopts environmentally friendly 
measures. For instance, a sewage system is in place. Thert!is also a centrifugal system, so that 
if the sewage water (from the RefInery's operations~'meets standards, it is safe to dump it 
into the sea. This Company, does that, since Its water meets the requisite standards. It also· 
uses the Quality Assurance test for fInished products..and lias a laboratory in place for this. 
Here, the products above are tested for their market specifIcations and then sold. This oil 
product is sold to licensed oil marketing companies such as Shell and Mobil (Energy 
Commission), who then do the distribution. Though the light cycle oil has no market, it 
meets the needs of local companies, which purchase this oil for heating in furnaces inter 
a/ia. 190 
5.4.12 Kennedy Round 2-Japanese Government Project 
Under this project, the Japanese Government provides Ghana with a list of pesticides· which· 
are supposed to be reasonably priced. Under the same conditions, Ghana furthet imports· 
these substances from China. These pesticides are labelled in Chinese, which does not 
happen to be an offIcial language in Ghana. However, after importing these pesticides, they 
. . . . 
cannot be utilised, since their season for use is· already over. This means that they become 
obsolete and they become stockpiled. Owing to their toxicity, they affect the· ecological base 
and the health oftl\.e people.191 
5.4.13 Importation of PCBs from Nigeria. Cote d'Ivoireand USA 
From time to time, PCBs are imported during the course of free trade into Ghana from' 
Nigeria, Cote d'Ivoire and USA. These substances are used by many consumers in the 
Ghanaian market, especially by women for producing hair p~made . and skin bleaching 
cream. They are also used in electrical appliances.192 It is noteworthy that unlike the case of 
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Chapter 5.4.14 for instance, these products which are e~ported from these territories into . ~ , ." .. . 
Ghana during the c~urse of free trade, are not authorised by the Ghanaiatl government. 
5.4.14 Importation of Petroleum for Refining and Sale: Lube Oil Company, 
This ~ompany basically imports base oil, that is raw mate.rial from countries of the EU. This 
raw material contains normal hydrocarbons. Lube Oil then reprocesses and refUles the oil by , 
including highly toxic substances such as antifoams, anti-rust and temperature depressants, 
as additives to the oil. After reprocessing the oil and refming it, it is then sold to the oil 
ma~keting companies such as Shell and Mobil to produce for them. For many years, Lube 
- '. ~ . 
used to export this oil to ~ote d'Ivoire and Burklna Faso. At the moment, Lube concentrates 
, ','. ," ..,I . • . 
more' on' selling to the Ghanaian market. However, owing to its successful large-scale 
r • • • '. , . 
~ . - . 
productions, the officials ·have welcomed the idea of marketing the produced oil to other 
•• & • ," , 
markets within Africa.193 
(C) Cote d'Ivoire 
Research findings from this country's Environmental Affairs Ministry in 2002 and 2003, 
~ . t • 
have indicaledthat apart from the importation of insecticides and fertiliser for use in, the 
) . - . . 
agricultural ind~stry, ~s ~ounfry has not witne~sedany importation and exportation of toxic 
waste, in any foim. So that, in contrast with the Ivorian case studies in Chapter 5A.16 and 
many other examples in Chapter 5.4, the case studies in Chapters 5.4.17 and 5.4.18 do not 
deal with the importation and exportation of toxic waste. 
This, ,for ins~ance~. ru~s cO,ntrarY,to finding~ in Chapter 5.4.14, :vhich however reveal that 
there are illegal exports of PCBs from this country into Ghana. However, case studies at this 
.. .. - .. . 
po~t and the ensuing laws of this c,ountry on toxic waste, also show that Cote d'Ivoire, like 
. Ghana and unlike South Africa, is totally opposed to toxic w~ste trade across borders and 
, .. '..'" 
feels that it is better to manage these forms of waste as close as possible to its source of 
generation. 
Furthermore, toxic wastes are not simply PCBs, PBBs and so on. This country's importation 
of crude petroleum oil and other substances containing toxic wastes fr~m Nigeria could be .' ...... --
. " . . .. 







5.4.15 Importation of Petroleum oil for Refining and Export: The Case of La. Societe 
Ivoirienne de Raffmage 
On 3'd October 1962, the Ivorian government, with the assistance of international oil 
groups, established La Societe Ivoirienne de Raffmage in Abidjan as one of Africa's oil 
refinery companies. This company processes approximately 3,000,000 tonnes of crude oil, 
that is, 60,000 barrels every day. 
The main aim of this company is to manufacture oil products for the Ivorian and export 
markets, to guarantee oil supply in Cote d'Ivoire, to be a fundamental source ~f supplying 
petroleum oil to other West African countries and to maintain international status. To this 
end, the Company supplies the markets of these other countries with manufactured products 
namely, butane, premium gasoline, regular gasoline, heavy vacuum oil, kerosene, jet AI, 
heavy vacuum oil, gaso-oil, diesel distillate oil and fuel oil 180 and 380, which are resultant 
products from its refinery process. 
Every year, the company purchases about 125,000 to 130,000 tonnes (that is, about 24 
cargoes) crude oil mainly from Nigeria for processing in Abidjan. The company has two 
hydroskimming units, which comprise atmospheric distillation and hydrotreating units and 
reformmg. Composed of these two units are one hydrocracking unit (vacuum hydro cracking, 
hydrogen, hydrocracker) and one power station and unit. 
At the atmospheric distillation unit, the first separation of crude oil is made, resulting in . 
several petroleum cuttings which are stored or reprocessed. There is then the hydrotreating 
process which comprises a series of techniques targeted at removing undesirable compounds 
from a petroleum cutting, using a catalytic treatment with hydrogen. These units are utilised 
in the mailUfacture of J et AI and desulphurised gasoline: 
There is then the hydrocracking process which consists of feeding the hydrocracker with 
heavy vacuum gas oil obtained through vacuum distillation of atmospheric residue. This 
charge undergoes several chemical conversions in reaction with hydrogen and is then divided 
into light products such as butane; gasoline, kerosene and gas oil. After these processes, the 
company markets these products to petroleum comparues m many African countries, 
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ran~g from Mall!it~niato ,Namibia. It also serves other companies in the USA and certain 
countries in Europe. 
In addition to these operations, the company also purchases natural gas emanating from an 
. ~.'. 
Ivorian ,g~~ field,' from the :American Consortium Ocean Energy~ This gas is utilised as 
d0111esticfuel and also in the hydrogen process required for hydroprocessing. The gas is used 
to operate the hydrocracke'r and represents 53% of the total fuel used by the refinery. 
The company also ~ports other hazard~us su~stances such as residual dj.s~ate from crude., 
oil reprocessing. This is used in the production of bitumen which is increasingly demanded 
by, cou.ntries of the sub-region. As indicated in Chapters, 3.5.1. (a) and , (b), the company - " .. 
adheres to strict environment standards when engaging in its operations, enabling it to gain 
acc:ess}o foreign markets.194 
(D) 5.4.16 A Recommended Case Study for Intra-African Trade :Specialisation in Recycling 
Different Forms of Toxic Waste 
In: ~hapter 2, a .. discus~ion was' made on the advantages' of free trade,· as opposed ~o 
protectionism. Such beneficial aspects of a liberal free market strategy, it was indicated, 
indud~d specialisation ,and comparative advantage.197 F~r the purpos~s of the three case 
study. countries~, efficient trade in toxic waste trade in the new advent of NEPAD, these 
concepts of specialisation and comparative advantage could be useful in the following way: 
While G~ana c~uld specialise in collecting used batteries in electrical appliances, torches.and . 
other similar products, :for, recycling and selling, Cote d'Ivoire could, specialise in the.' 
collection and recycling of crude as well as used petroleum and engine oil. The relevant 
projects di~ussed above, for instance, the proposed UNDP Waste St()ck ,Exchange Project: 
in Chapter 5.4.11 and that for refining and selling crude oil in Cote d'Ivoire Chapter 5.4.16, 
for example, would be relevant. In the case of the latter country, one might ponder the, 
establishment of at least, two companies, similar to that of South Africa's ROSE Foundation 
for: example, . cited. in Chapter 5.4.4. South. Afric;a then specialises in the· collection and 
. recy'cling of used engme oil an-cf lead-scrape--:- Thouglleach coUntry specialises in each of thesi--- -----
subst~nces: being ,discussed here, this does not necessarily suggest that it must be limited to 
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the product being proposed here. In this regard however, Ghana's specialisation might still 
be carried out on a smaller scale by certain companies in South Africa, such as "Battery 
Terminal in Chapter 5.4.6 and Meltzer in Chapter 5.4.7. Each country also specialises in 
engaging experts to explore the probability of recycling rubbish at municipal level, in order 
to derive methane gas for cooking purposes, as stated in Chapter 5.3.1 (b )(ii) above. Other 
substances are also recycled, using the examples in Paragraph 4 of Chapter 2.7.1 (a), for 
instance. The recycled items could eventually be sold across African borders. In all these 
cases, one could possibly reflect on the forging of partnerships between these South African 
companies on the one hand, and these proposed West African companies on the oTher. 
", 
j 
However, each country needs to specialise in a particular category of waste in the region. 
The main purpose of such a suggestion is to ensure that no country's territory is turn"ed into 
a dumping ground for treating hazardous waste. For instance, South Africa is known to be 
greatly more technologically sophisticated than the other two case study countries and others 
within the continent.198 If such proposals are not taken into place, all forms of waste may be 
sent here from the two case study countries and others within the continent, for recycling 
and tradiilg. This would be grossly unfair and could contaminate the environment of this 
country in no time. However, once such "waste collection and" recycling chores" are 
distributed in an equitable fashion amongst these countries and others in Africa, ftnancial 
beneftts accrue to everyone while safeguarding the environmental of each of the countries. ' " 
Through the proposals in this section, specialisation then provides a viable solution for 
resolving the persistent stockpiling of rubbish inrriany conimunities \vithin the""three case 
study countries, a problem which has been discussed in Chapter 5.3.1 (b) (ii). -
5.5 Hazardous Waste Trade Policies in South Africa. Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire ' 
5.5.1 South Africa 
Background 
(a) CSIR: Waste Management Situation Report (1991), 
In this country, the 1991 Report is a useful.policy in hazardous waste management issues. In 
this sense, though the" Report and many of the South African policies in this chapter do 'not 
exclusively deal with hazardous waste imports and exports, they are relevant to this thesis 
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and ~re being ,discuss~d, ~s sOJ?e of their stip~lations deal~ith crucial ~atters ~ toxic was~e 
trade, such as its environmentally sound management. In, this regard, this Report provides 
, . .... .. . ' . 
information pertaining to all aspects of waste generation such as: the sources a~d amount of 
waste produced in the country, the final destination of such waste and the current 
international andpational laws on waste issues at the time.199 This policy resulted in the 
publication of further, policies and mechanisms. No specific legislative instrument has 
howev.er ,been formulated.,20o This holds ~e with due consideration to the National Waste 
Manageme,nt, Strategy (1999), the White I?aper on Pollution Control (2000) and other similar 
policies which abound in this sphere.201 . ,... 
, 
; 
(b) Ha~~r?ous Waste Report (1992) 
The 1992 report, cited above, resulted in "the publication of a five volume report on 
hazardous waste. It was the outcome of a research study conducted by the DEA T and the 
th<;n ~oundation for Res(!arc\1 Development (fRI5). Each of the five volumes encompa~sed 
one of the, follo~ing respective titles: Situation Analysis, Technologies, Policy, Legislative 
Options, a,ndJmp~ct Asses~ment.202 
5.5.1 Proposed Policy in Terms of the Environment Conservation Act 73 of 1989-on 
Hazardous Waste Ma~agement 203 
Followinga series of detailed reviews pertaini?g to waste related issues onr~commendation 
by the DEAT, the DraftW~steManage~ent"Policy was publish.ed on 30th September 1994. 
H,ow(!ver, ,due to ~e negative public response with w?ich this policy, was met, the 
, '-"'. .: .' - .' 
D<?partme~t e1!1-QarkeQ, on a, reformul~tion of this policy.204 While acknowledgipg that South 
",. '. . . . . ". 
Africa's membership to the Basel Conveption prevents this country from imposing a blanket 
• " .. ',' , .... . ~,'. . '. .' ! : .... 
ban, on the impprts of hazardous substances in toto, the Policy provides a realistic justification 
of reaso~s why South African governmental policy should also be sometimes geared towards~ " 
. . h d b 205 unpOrtlng azar ous su stances. 
:' ".. ~ . 
Firstly, as South Africa IS more adequately endowed with the necessary equipment, 
infrastru~ture and up to date technology to; dispose of and treat waste, as compared to its 
neighbours, their~portation of these subs,tances seems to be quite ip order~ The condition to 
be ,al?ided by is ~itally important, that is, the disposal of these substances must conform to 
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technically suitable standards and must deviate from causing all manner of environmental 
disasters in the region.ZOG This is appropriate when considering the natural tendency of these 
substances to be of a trans boundary nature. 
It would be cost-effective for this country to import certain by-products, as these could be' 
utilised as valuable raw materials, for re-use in the production' cycling of products. No 
environmental benefits would be attained by curtailing the import 'or' export bf these -
materials.zo7 The financial benefits to be derived from trade in such substances is' thus' 
evident here. However, the Policy also reiterates the point raised earlier in this thesis that the 
environmental health of the importing country must also be taken into consideration, 
because promoting economic activity does not mean that the environment and the life of 
people should be destroyed.zo8 
The policy further "generally prohibits exports of waste" from territories of non-party states' 
to BaseLzo9 This is evidendy in conformity with Basel and also ensures that parties do not 
ratify Basel on the one hand, and engage in hazardous waste trade With non-parties on the 
other.Z10 · 
It further provides that these wastes should only be exported In accordance with the' 
provisions of Basel, and with the permission of the appropriate authority responsible for 
issw.ng such approvals.zl1 Persons treating, trading or disposing of waste or handling w'aste in 
any other manner should consult the relevant authorities' concerned.z1z This seems 
reasonable, for without the provision for such permission, the Act could' be of no practical 
value. The Departments of Water Affairs, Environmental Affairs and'Tourism, and Trade, 
for instance, have confirmed that such permission has sometimes been refused because the 
substances to be transported are questionable.213, 
This policy further requires that an accurate database of waste generation, trade, storage, 
transport and disposal statistics is a vital ingredient' of an effective regulatory system.' 
Consequendy, waste generators, brokers, transporters and disposal sites operators submit 
information' pertaining to 'hazardous waste in a suitable format.z14 The strategy also 
contemplates the need for the availability of such information for public record. On the 
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>. 
othe~ hand~ .prov~sion. shoul~ be made for justifiable industrial. and. tra~e secre~y, in 
circumstances where the disclosure of certain information. could have adverse impacts on 
. .', . " ", . -
vested. business interests.215 
Though,. the. compiling of in~ormation should not be done in .a haphazard manner, the 
requirement for "sw:able format" is admittedly vague and ambiguous. For instance, the 
strategy could clarify whether such format should be in tabular form, what factors should be 
taken into consideration when compiling such a report, for example, where did it originate 
from, where will it be disposed, what are the constituent elements of such waste, and so on. 
:, .: I' , ." ~ <; '. • • • ' 
By explic~tly spelling out these minute details, all sorts of ambiguities are eluded, which 
• : ~ * • I.,' • .' . '. • 
would . .otherwise lead people to deliberately or negligently fall foul of the requirements in 
, " .. ~ , '. ,~ .'. " ' '" . ~ 
these laws. 
Since there are many technological and managerial knowledge gaps that impede effective 
contro~ of .waste g~nera.ti9n and its management, problem research must be initiated and 
funded. The principal and other authorities concerned must thus be in a position to obtain 
.,' . . '. . . , , 
funds. for .research and investigations.216 On the one hand, periodical research in this area 
, " ',,' . 
demonstrates the high degree of importance, which is accorded to this issue. However, the . . 
pUllJose qf such res~arch. must also not be neglected and must be detailed, for insta~ce, so 
tha~ the types of wastes w.hich are being transported into South Africa will be known and the . . '.'
p~bli9,,~ ~o:v the sor~ .~~ ways in which ~e government is tackling these problems. The 
• • " t. • :.. • . ' • > • • ~ 
str~tegy also. foresees. the. need for funding for such research. For a more practical way of 
.... • • - ., ., I " ." : " • 
o~lfin.ing .~e nec~ssary funding for implementability, one would like to suggest specific 
. '. . . ,. ~ .' . (.' 
agenc:ies, which the government could approach, to obtain funding for sucll research. Such 
. ',. ~ . .., _ ',.. • ~' ,r' ;'.,. " 
agenci~s include DANCED who have already been involved with South Africa's National 
, • I • • ~. •. 
Wast~ Management Strategy, for instance and the Canadian .International Development 
~ . 
Agency. 217 
The institutional c~pacity required to give full effect to this policy in any individual authority 
is curre~tly. lacking. For a successful imple~entation of a pro-active control measure for 
waste generators, as well as' further regulatory-control regarding brokers, tra~sporters. and 
waste disposal sites, additional capacity will be needed. Since this may impose an impossible 
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burden on the present fiscus if implemented simultaneously, an incremental approach should 
be adopted.218 It is not very clear what "additional capacity" and "incremental approach" are 
tantamount to. Presumably, this section of the strategy seeks to advocate that environmental 
laws should take into account the fact that there would be more institutions needed to 
regulate more volumes of hazardous waste generation. These institutions would compliment 
the workings of the law. However, as the present requirement stands, it is somewhat difficult 
to give it a clear and meaningful interpretation. 
~1inimum requirements for landfill sites have inter-alia been developed and will be released 
for public discussion soon. It is also anticipated that a greater degree of stricter control will 
also be enforced.219 Conunendably, the strategy has identified guidelines to be followed bi 
those involved in hazardous waste issues. The fact that the public will have access to 
information on what stanoards to which they must conform, is also a positive attribute.220 
Stricter control is evident when the strategy necessitates that one or more of the following 
regulatory strategies are adopted in exercising effective control over'the full waste cycle, 
though the policy recognises that in practice, a combination of these three is likely to prove . 
the most effective: (a) self regulation (b) command and control and (c) pro-active regulation. 
The first element is not highlighted. Supposedly, it suggests that those generating and 
handling the waste should be able to adhere to principles, such as waste minimisation and 
prevention, and not rely on governmental assistance all the time. This also calls for a diligent ' 
and cautious approach through the enforcement of minimum standards through regulations. 
According to the second approach, each disposer, transporter and other party involved in: 
the waste management process, ought to be diligent and the onus lies on them, in order to 
manage his own waste management plan. The third measure which provides the regulatory' 
authority with the opportunity to impose conditions the appl'icant must adhere to, where 
necessary and appropriate, would include: 
(a) Avoidance measures, (b) ~sation measures, recycling, (c) Special treatment, (d) 
Disposal requirements, (e) Rehabilitation and closure requirements, (f) Additional, non-
statutory requirements, (g) Financial provisions and (h) Exemptions from statutory 





The strategy also proposes concrete means of waste disposal, the best being the incineration 
methodology or other. processes, and such, processes. to ,be regulated by the relevant 
provisions ·of the, Occupational Health and Safety Act,. (1993),222 the Hazardous Substances 
Act (1973),'223 or other applicable acts, such as the Water Act (1956),'224 and the Atmospheric 
Pollution Prevention Act, (1965),'225 Perhaps, if incineration is carned out by well-qualified 
people, for instance, scientists, who study chemistry, and are given practical training in this 
field, in specialised institutes which offer these programmes, this would be quite in order. 
The USA for instance has followed this trend and attained desirable goals in this, sense.'226 
Other processes must however ,be. carefully thought of before being ,chosen as some 
methods can be greatly. dis,advantageous. I;'orexample, through ,the lanqfill methodology, 
gases coUld possibly seep through the soil and evolve into the atmosphere. In addition to 
that, in ·cont~mporary times, vital issues such as the need to utilise present resources . 
(including land) in a prudent manner for the benefit of future generations, within the greater .. '. ,. "  .. 
objective for sustainable .. development, has gained a priority in global and national 
cnyironmental ethics. Landfill coUld, lead to a situation where most of the land is not 
COllserv.ed for these future generations, but used in burying waste.'227 , 
The article also makes provision for the establishment of conflict resolution, and appeals, 
procedures. These will aim at resolving potential conflicts which relate to trade-offs between 
soc:io-economic ,consideration and the imp~ct on air, water and, land.2.28 The ,fact that this 
strategy makes .provisio.n for, dispute settlement mechanisms in case. of prospectiv~ disputes 
between businesses advocating the unfettered ,free trade principle ,and the environmental 
. . . '. , 
prpte,ction adherents, especially, the NGOs,: also gives practical meaning ,to. its provisions. 
being.discussed here. 
The Strategy also recognises the role of South Africa in fulfilling its requirements 1ll 
accordance wjth Basel.'229 Thus, this country shoUld enact relevant municipal legislation. This 
is, one of the three aims, of hazardous waste management, as spl:'!lled out in this paper. 
Indeed, .this is only in order and is actually" one main aim of this thesis, for it woUld be 
difficult to envisage a .situation where a country is pru:ry'to an international convention and in 
, , , . 
the same vein, enacts municipal law which contradicts the ideals of such a convention, 
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This law also reqwres co-ordination amongst, vanous departments dealing with 
environmental issues, and also, the various authorities and the administrative functions. This 
stems from the necessity to regulate waste in an integrated manner. This implies that: 
• The requirements of other authorities concerned must be taken into account; 
• Provision should be made for one-stop-approval; 
• The effect of the waste' must be considered 'in the context of its impact on the . 
environment as a whole.230 
Once again, given the existjllg problems of fragmentation and the incoherent way in which 
the'se authorities operate, this stipulation could help resolve these deficiencies. ~, , 
The Strategy also empowers the Minister to designate classes of waste and make regUlations 
to control the generation, trade, transport, treatment and disposal of any' class of waste.231 
Though it may be advisable to authorise the Minister to make regulations relating to the 
classification of wastes, some guidelines should also be set by the recommended Inter-
Agency Scheme, otherwise a situation occurs where different ministers give subjective ' 
definitions of what constitutes waste at different times, thereby creating many 
discrepancies. 232 
The' Strategy' deems it important to promote' the' participation and consultation of -all ' 
in'uirested and affected parties in' the formulation' of government policy; and further 
development, following the IntegratedEnvirorurtentru. Management (IEM) cortcepi:.233 Here; 
it'isonly' reasonable that parties such as citizens in neighbouring communities, whose health 
and lives are affected by these issues, have a say in issues such as a convenient location' for 
dumping waste, inter-alia. 
The main aim of hazardous waste management; as spelled out in this policy; is to' manage th~ 
effects of treatment, generation, transportation arid 'final disposal of hazardous waste in such ' 
a manner so as to reduce environmental damage to the environment,234 to operate an 
efficient and effective regulatory system which minimises efforts and costs associated with 
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hazardous waste management235 and to ensure that South Africa's municipal laws conform to 
BaseL236 
5.5.2 Unpublished Proposed Regylations for the Import and Export of Hazardous Waste 
(l.mdated) 
With a view to giving domestic effect to the provisions of the Basel Convention,the DEAT 
produced a set of guidelines for regulating the importation of toxic waste into this country. 
Ho;eve'r, years after this country's ratification to Basel, these reguIat.1on's are still yet to be 
enforced.237 
" " , ~, ' . ~ ~ " . ~ , " ~. 
5.5.~, The White Paper on Integrated Pollution and Waste Management for South Africa 
(2002) , 
This Paper identifie~ the problems encountered in waste management, factors responsible 
for hazardous waste importation, proposes solutions and states the prirtcipal approach to be 
adopted in resolving problems associated with hazardous waste mismanagement: 
The existing problems in .hazardous waste management, as elucidated by the White Paper 
(2002) ;~re th~ l~ckof prion~ afforded ~owaste management:238 unacceptablesaIety,health 
and environmental practices for pollution and waste management,239 the absence of 
integrated waste'management options240 and'insufficient involvement and empowerment of 
people.241 
With a view to rectifying this situation, the White Paper has two main' objectives in dealing 
with waste issues, namely: 
(a)' to inform: the public of the government's objectives, and how the government intends to 
achieve them, and ' 
(b) to inform government agencies and State organs of these objectives, and their roles in 
achieving them. 242 
TIus Paper, by proposing the following so-called "end of pipe" methods in managing waste 
issues, represents a fundarrtental departure from past governmental practice of dealing with ' 
waste only after it is generated: 
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(a) pollution prevention; 
(b) waste minimization; 
(c) cros s-media integration; 
. ., 
(d) institutional integration, both horizontal and vertical, of departments and spheres of 
government; and 
involvement of all sectors of society in pollution and waste management.243 
(e) It also adopts the integrated pollution and waste management approach, that is a holistic 
and integrated system and process of management, aimed at pollution prevention and 
<>""' 
minimisation at source, managing the impact of pollution and waste on the receiving 
j environment and remediating damaged environments. In addition to this, management 
of wastes will cover the entire waste cycle, from "cradle to grave", including the 
generation, storage, collection, transportation, treatment and final disposal of waste.244 
In adhering to this approach, the Paper adopts the following three principles specific to 
pollution and hazardous waste management, which are also important for hazardous waste 
trade: 
• . Due attention must be paid to the potential transboundary effects on human health and 
the environment; 
• Any institution which generates waste must be mindful of the d~ty-of-care principle an~ 
always accountable for the management as well as the disposal of this wast~ ... 
Consequently, such an institution will be penalised appropriately for any and every 
. transgression committed; 
• All industrial, agricultural, domestic/household and governmental operations in South 
Africa will be subject to the same integrated pollution and waste management regulatory 
system, that is, the universal applicability of regulatory instruments system.245 
5.5.4 National Waste Management Strategy (1999) 
Tbis ten-year strategy and project covers the period up to the year 2010. It was compiled by 
the DEAT and the DWAF, in consultation with a wide range of stakeholders, including 
government at all levels, NGOs, Community Based Organisations, labour, business 
companies, industry, and the mirllng sector.246 
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This followed the publication of the above-mentioned White Paper. Such a co-ordinated and 
co-operative approach of various mechanisms working on toxic waste issues, as illustrated 
" ' 247 
here, must be encouraged under the proposed Inter-Agency Permit Scheme. 
Though the Strategy sets forth "integrated pollution and waste management" as its main 
purpose, the overall impression is that it seems to dwell more on waste minimisation.248 In 
this regard, it adheres to the preventive approach. This is exemplified by the following cases. 
Firsdy, it states its objective, namely, a paradigm shift from the hitherto fragmented and 
uncoordinated waste management approach, to a holistic and integrated approach 'when 
managing waste.249 This approach, in turn, extends to the entlre life span/cycle of the waste, 
that is, the cradle to grave approach, meaning the -prev~ntion, generation, collection, 
transportation, treatment and final disposal of waste. This new method of integrated waste 
management thus focuses on waste minimisation, rather than the pre-existing inipact 
management and remediation method.250 
Secondly, according to th-e definitional' terms provided' by- th~ -Strategy, the "mtegrated 
poriuti~n' and ~astemanagement", is a holistic and integrated course of ~ction,z51 as, the 
.. .., . ~ 
name suggests. The foll~wing practical measure~ are specified' withiil the' framework of this 
co~rse of a~tio~: th~ ~stitutional, infr~structu~al an:d i:ech~ological ~upport, as'wdias htiman 
and financial resources required to establish and implement an integrated waste management 
strategy which commits all the people of South Africa to preventing and minimising waste 
- -
ge~e~~tion at source ~ orcl~-~ to protect-h\una~ h~itlth and the environment and to develop 
, --. - , -,' - - 25 ' -' , -- . . ,', ". - ' 
resources in a sustainable manner. 2 The fact that all sectors are required to adhere to these 
requirements also ensures that in all processes, from industrial through agriculture to 
household activities, the Strategy reinforces the preventive principle. 
Another notable featUre of -the Strategy is its adoption' of the ~a~te hierarchy approach~ 
. . 
which has gained international acceptance as a ngorous approach to integrated waste 
" "; . 253 ':'.. ' 
















The Strategy provides that reviews concerning the successes and failures of the Strategy will 
be conducted once in every five years.254 With regard to the ten decade lifespan of the 
Strategy, this means that it will be assessed twice. One is of the opinion that this may not 
accomplish very positive results. At least, these reviews can be made once in every year, or at 
least, once in every two years, to identify what positive accomplishments are being made at 
each stage, what challenges lie ahead and so on. 
Furthermore, the Strategy does not spell out any penalties for those who resort to flagrant 
abuses of the many laws geared towards integrated waste management in this paper.255 
Some commendable aspects of the Strategy are the fact that it provides for educating the 
public on hazardous waste issues, since public participation is important in these matters. 
T?is it provides for, while·· specifying ~ way in which such illumination will be 
implemented. These include the development of a National Waste Management Strategy, 
awareness programme at the three levels of government, as a prerequisite, for ,the 
implementation of the strategy. This will be enforced at an early stage in the development 
plans. General awareness campaigns and the inclusion of these issues in the curricula of 
tertiary education will also be implemented, 'as part of the awareness campaigns.256 Such 
crucial measures could be emulated by the three case study countries.257 It may be proposed 
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that these be included ~ the proposed legislation, to reflect in the model law. This could 
complement th~ mode~ law. 
This Strategy also presents the strategic goals of the' Draft White Paper' on Integrated 
Pollution and Waste Management for So~th Africa (1998) as follows: 
• Effective institutional framework and legislation; 
• .Waste minimisation, impact management and remediation; 
• Holistic and integrated planning; 





Empowerment and environmental education; 
Information management; and 
I ·· I ·258 nternattona co-operatton. 
5.5.5 Minimum Requirements by the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (1998) 
(a) 'Overview 
In South Africa, agencies suthas theCentre for Integrated Waste .Management assembles 
specialists with expertise in diverse fields .such as economics and engineering, to offer them 
training on the most practical, cost-effective and innovative approach they need to adopt in 
dealing with waste. These Agencies offer training in areas. such as waste classification,. 
legislation and policy as well as waste minimisation. The relevance of this to this thesis is that 
such skills and training would be applicable to situations where these agencies intend.not 
only to treat waste produced locally, but also, to circumstances where they may desire to 
import 'and export. toxic waste. In each case, such companies would then ensure that such 
waste has been adequately treated: in . strict. compliance with environmentally sustainable 
standards.,259 '- ~ 
While providing these services, these companies and agencies must all adhere to certain vital 
conditions to ensure that the operation of these facilities do not cause any pollution. These 
conditions. have. come to be .lmown as the "minimum requirements: of the D_e'p~~~?~_~f 
Water Affairs and Forestry. This concept is embodied in its three policies: (a) Minimum 
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Requirements for Water Monitoring are Waste Management Facilities; (b) Minimum 
Requirements for the Handling, Classification and Disposal of Hazardous Waste and (c) 
Minimum Requirements for Waste Disposal by Landfill.260 
(a) Minimum Requirements for Water Monitoring at Waste Management Facilities (1998) 
The point of departure in this policy is on "what could be reasonably achieved", with due 
regard to the South African situation, both in the general and specific sense.261 The term 
"reasonably achieved" is not really clear and much more light could be thrown on this. For 
example, these requirements must spell out its principles, so that water monitoring at waste 
management facilities be conducted in such a way that there is no contamination whatsoever 
to the environment. 
The policy also pays particular attention to other principles such as the "baatnec" (best 
available technology, not entailing excessive cost) throughout the document, and also takes 
into account pre-existing governmental policy documents such as the Environmental 
Conservation Act, Act 73 of 1989 (which deals with general and hazardous waste and 
activities under the EIA regulations), the Environmental Management Programme Repori 
(EMPR) of the mining industry, the Water Services Act, Act 108 of 1997 and the. National 
Water Bill of 1998. One commendable aspect of this document is that while endorsing the 
approach adopted in these instruments, it also advocates for the improvement of these laws 
to conform to changes in new policy documents and improvements. ill . monitoring' 
techniques.262 
Though the Department's water. quality management policy serves both surface and 
groundwater resources, the special and delicate nature of groundwater and its great 
likelihood to be contaminated, ha~ecessitated the adoption of a more specific rrllssion for 
groundwater quality management by the Department thus: 
"To ensure that groundwater quality is managed in an integrated and sustainable manner that 
provides adequate protection in the resource and secures the supply of acceptable quality for 
all recognised users".263 This mission is underpinned by three goals of minimising, at source, 
the impact of development o~ groundwater quality by the imposition of regulating controls 
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and incentives, managing such impacts as do inevitably occur in such a manner to at least 
ensure fitness for use of. groundwater by recognised beneficial users and to restore 
groundwater quality, where practicable to ~t le~st fitness for use by recognised beneficial 
264 uses. 
South African agencIes such as the Centre for Integrated Waste Management, who are 
desirou~ to design Waste Monitoring Syste~s, m~st satisfy inter alia, the following procedural 
requiremeq.ts: 
(a) . Obtain inior~ati.on o~ disposal practic~s~ vol~es and type' of waste;265 Document data 
. . 
. or'. ente~ it into' th~ co~put~rised d~tabase, WasteManager,' for proce~sing and 
interpretation. Inte:rpret data, extract tables and graphs, identify' ~nd . investigate 
anomalies;266 
(b) Train ()n-site personnel in the use of the database, the sampling equipment and in the 
.:. . 
in~erpretati.on of the date'. ~rovide facilities for the client to report to the Department in 
'. te~~' of their permit c~nditio·ns.267 
5.6 Haz~rdous Waste Trade Law~ in South Mrica. Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire . . . . 
(A). South Africa 
5.6.1 The Env~o~me~t ConservationA~t (Act 73 of 1989) 
The Act' generally requhes man~facturing processes to adhere to nori-polluting modes of 
production including the use of waste prevention and' enviro~entally-fnendly 
me~hanisms.268. Pollution, as .indicated in Chapter 3, could to a large extent, result from the 
envir0nment~lly unsound manageme~t of toxic wast~ during tOxlC waste trade?69 .' 
.. . , 
Regarcfutg dis~ussions ~ this Chapter of this thesis, the relevant paragraph headed Pollution 
. '. 
Control under the Act states thus: ....... . 
By formulating an effective comprehensive strategy, promulgatitlg appropriate legislation; 
establishing and maintaining norms and standards, applying' the best practicable 
environmental options bas~d on the most suitable available technology, fostering positive 
attitudes among. industrialists 'and the public and participating in international co-operation, 
pollution of whatever nahue should be pre~ented.270 . . . 
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. " " 
Furthermare, the elements af respansibility, accauntability, minimisatian, treatment and re-
use shauld be priaritised in the natianal strategy far integrated waste management and 
integrated pollutian cantraL271 While imparting taxic waste into. Sauth Africa far dispasal, 
this shauld be dane with due regard to.. internatianal agreewents,and acceptable levels and 
standards.272 This is remarkable, as it seeks to. ensure that free trade in waste daes nat 
cantaminate the enviranment af this cauntry. Under the madellaw an taxic waste trade, 
these same provisians wauld apply to. parties who. wish to. exporl73 taxic waste autside Sauth 
(>"'110 -, 
Africa. Caupled with these provisians, this propasal ensures that when imparting and 
exparting taxic waste, Saqth ,Africa fulfills its internatianal abligatians under the Basel 
Canventian far the enviranmentally saund management af such waste.274 " 
As far as waste dispasal sites are cancerned, the Act has cammendably made many 
requirements far prospective parti~s to. abide by. This is discussed belaw and c~uld certainly 
be barrowed by the ather twa case study cauntries. This Act further requires any person 
who. desires to. establish, pravide ar aperate a disposal site to. apply far a permit by 
submitting acampleted farm in accordance with Sectian A of the Department af Water 
Affairs and Forestry in whose area thedispas~l site is situated.275 With relevance to. this 
I thesis, such a provisian wauld also. apply to parties who wauld wish to. impart taxic waste 
into. Sauth Africa for recycling. 
The flexibility in this Act is evident in its requii:ement that shauld permissian be refused t? 
any such applicant, he/she/the relevant campany is entided to. make an appeal, within 60 
days in which the appellant was natified af" the decisian. Such an appeal must be. 
accampanied by an amaunt af 500 Rands. The appellant must fully elucidate the graunds for 
such appeaL The Minister may request in writing that the "appellant supply ~ithin 28 days 
fr?m the date of the request, such further particulars as the Minister may deem necessary to. 
" " 
enable him to. can sider the appeaL It is impartant to. note that the Department is entided to. 
request far further infarmation fram the applicant, regarding the applicatian.276 
• I. . . 
The permit reqUires parties to pravide infarmatian including the name and address-afthe 
party / parties who. wish to operate such" sites, the name and address af dispasal sites," the 
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current use of land which is adjacent, the types of waste and their respective quantities in 
terms of ,contents of ~~nunable solids, flammable liquids oxi~ing agents toxic w~stes, for 
example.277 
The Act also provides guidelines for, controlling and managing communal and general waste 
disp~sal sites which are small in nature, as far as their location, planning and operation, for 
. d 278 
mst~nce, are concerne . 
5.6.2 The National Environmental Management Act (Act 107 of 1998) and Integrated 
Pollution Control 
From ~.e. approach it adopts to waste m~nagement, this Act could be said be a statutory 
concretis~tion of certain earlier. approaches to waste management, as enshrined in the 
Nat;ionalWaste Manage~en~ Strategyand White Paper.279 
To this end, the Act establis~es certain soft la~ pr~ciples of interna~onal environmental law 
w~ch . must be adhered ~o, when are vitally important to any given approach to the 
Int.egrat~d . Pollution Contro~ (IPC). These are the pqlluter pays,; preventive and the 
precautionary principles. 
This principle, analysed in Chapter 3 while linking it to the regulation of toxic waste trade, is 
defmed in this Act as "the costs of remedying pollution, environmental degradation and 
consequent adverse health effects and of preventing, controlling or minimising further 
pollution,. environmental damage or adverse health effects must be paid for by those 
responsible for harming the environment".280 Simply put, he who causes pollution must. 
_. _ ,~ • _._ , , •• • • 'T • : '.' ,-'. • '. • 
assume responsibility for mitigating an~ rehabilitating for consequent. damage caused. In 
such circumstances, neither government nbr affected parties should be made to bear such 
co~ts; This is a useful tool ~or present purposes, since it w:ould enable companies to be 
mindful of their processing activities and they clean up for their dam~ge. 
The NEMA also defines the preventive principle thus: " ... that pollution and degradation of 
th~environment(be)avoided, or, where they cannot be altogether avoide,d, are .minimised 
and remedied". 281 
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The third principle, the precautionary principle; is conceived by Act 107 as follows: ": .. that a .' 
risk-averse and cautious approach is applied, which takes into account the limit. 282 
.' For the purposes of this thesis, the principles in paragraphs 4 and 5 of Chapter 5.6.2 here, 
are desirable principles of foresight which ensUre that the importation and exportation of 
toxic waste and other environmental activity do not cause environmental perils. These, as 
indicated in Chapter 3.2.3, are more cost-effective, than the polluter pays approach, where 
hamlful activity occ'urs and clean up of contaminated sites has to be subseq~endy effected!""" 
, 
~. 
This Act further deems a person not to be criminally liable or subject to dismissal, discipline, . 
prejudice, or harassment, if he refuses to undertake any assignment on reasonable belit:f,'in . 
good faith, that the work poses an imminent and serious threat to the environment.283 The 
relevance of this stipulation to South Africa's case is that in situations where employers do· 
not take the welfare of the workers into consideration, as occurred in the case of Thor, or 
there are illegal shipments of toxic waste such as cupric arsenite and there are no necessary 
protective measures for workers working at the prospective importing processing pla~t, such 
workers are legally entided to refrain from working under such environmental conditions. 
With respect to the principles of locus standi, class action and human right to a decent 
environment, such workers become entided to effective legal action, and environmental 
justice is ensured thereby. 
(B) Ghana 
5.6.3 Examples: Pesticides Control and Management Act (1996); Mercury Law (1989. . 
PNDCL 217) ; Petroleum Regulations (1959) and Safety Petroleum Rules (1959) 
As indicated in the introductory chapter to this thesis, there is no fi.xed law in Ghana for 
. . 
regulating toxic waste imports and exports. Having just acceded to the Basel and Rotterdam 
Conventions in 2003, such a law should be promulgated in the foreseeable future .. 
At the moment, there are a multitude of laws, each of which regulate various aspe'ct~ of 
different categories of toxic waste trade.' For' example, the Pesticides' Control and 
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Management Act (1996) seeks to control, manage and regulate pesticides such as the Plant 
regulator, d~foliant, des'sicanf and wood preserv-atives, industrial and agro-chemicals.284 
. ' . 
The Mercury' Law (1989) governs the import, purchase, sale or transfer of mercury, and 
covers mercUry and quicksilver in this regard.i85 
The Petroleum Regulations (1959) regulates the importation, shipping, landing and storage . . , 
of petroleum. The Safety Rules (1959) aim at controlling the marketing installation-layout, 
plant and eqUipment, as well as handling of fire precautions and transportati.on~ These Rules 
, 
cover propan~, butane, aviation ~nd motor spirit, thinners, highly aromatic sprits and 
alcohols' of' synthetic re~in type, turpentine, kerosene, gas, diesel and lubricating fuels and 
bi~~~.286: 
From these three examples, it is evident that different categories of waste ate regulated by 
,. . 
. ' ' 
different laws. Twenty-four other laws regulate different categories of chemicals, as indicated 
. . 
in ; study by the BCRC.287 It may be s~ggested that a specific law be formulated as in the 
. , 
case of Cote d'Ivotte. Furthermore, this,law must covet every aspect and every type of toxic 
waste. Given the different levels of toxicity in each waste, it is appropriate to have different 
rules regulating each category. However, these must all be embodied in Guidelines, under 
, ' 
one specific law. Regarding the categories which are banned in toto, these should be attached 
as Annexes 'to the model bw, for easy reference. Such an Annex should also be applicable to 
, . , 
the t\VQ other case study cori~tnes, so that implementing officers and the popclace can make 
easier references, when necessary. 
(C) Cote d'Ivotte 
5.6.4 Law on Toxic and Nuclear Waste (Loi No. 88-651. 1988) 
The' principal aim of Ivonan legislation govel:ning hazardous waste is to protect the public 
, ' 
health and the environment against the effects of toxic a~d nuclear industrial waste of 
noxious substances. The fact that this law was enacted prior to the Bamako and Basel 
Conventions, demonstrates the comri:ritment of the government of this country to 
environmental protection, and more specifically, to ensuring that there is no 'illicit trade in 
toxic waste. To this end, Loi No. 88-651 of the Republic of Cote d'Ivotte prohibits all acts 
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pertaining to the purch~sing, selling, importation, transiting, depositing and stocking of toxic 
- , . 
nuclear waste as well as noxious substances in the whole territory of the country.288 It is 
commendable that the Law forbids any acts which are geared towards bringing these . , 
substances into Ivorian territory, even if in transit, smce the harmful effects of a given 
hazardous waste could occur within a short duration. 
However, it must be added that the law could also extend to acts which export such , 
substances. This could be done through necessary Annexes and Amendments. For instance, 
from research findings, it has been discovered that there are illegal exports of toxic 
substances such as PCBs from this country ,into .Ghana.289 If such practices - are not 
terminated, what could happen is that as far as shipping these substances into this country is 
~ . ,.-
concerned, this is regulated very efficiently. However, "banned substances could be sent to 
Ghana which shares a border with Cote d'Ivoire. When a disaster occurs in Ghana, it could 
-, 
inevitably affect the environment of Cote d'Ivoire then. From Sandoz and Seveso at least, it 
can be asserted that given the highly hazardous nature of some of these substances, they can 
not only cause damage to one territory, but also do spill over to neighbouring territories, 
- -
where they contaminate the environment and all forms of life as well.29tl 
.... 
Any I'erson who makes an attempt to contravene any of the acts highlighted in ~s 
legislative instrument291 or actually infringes this law shall be liable to an imprisonment term 
. ,-
of 15 to 20 years. Additionally, such a person shall be liable to pay a fine ranging between_ 
100 million to 500 million francs, which is equivalent to about US $ 1.6.292 In this respect"it 
• . J 
is evident that the law foresees punitive measures for prospective offenders. Though these 
measures seem adequate, the fmes could even be increased to US $ 3 million. This owes to 
the fact that, given the great financial benefits which accrue from the. toxic waste industry/93 
c,?mpanies may be fmancially secure and could easily pay US $ 1.6, without suffering serious. 
consequences. The fact that this is compounded with a long prison sentence and makes 
attempts at committing these acts an offence, could also make the law more stringent. 
People thereby become more likely to abide by it. These are lessons for the model laws of 
, . '. 
the other two case study countries. 
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The strictness in enforcing hazardous waste trade laws is also another point which can be 
deduced. By imposing fInes on contradictory acts, or an attempt to commit such acts, and by 
requiring that even for those acts committed abroad, offenders be amenable to justice/
94 
the -
law seeks' to prohibit to the greatest extent possIble, environment~lly destructive acts of this 
nature. It thereby prevents situations wh~;e its citizens go to other countries, possibly 
collaborate with other parties or by themselves and commit illegal practices involving toxic 
waste trade. 
{;;>o""IIoo •• • • ." • • • 
The Ivorian law further holds that if such contradiction is committed within the framework 
of the activity of a jvridical person, the -criminal 'liability falls on ev~ry natural person, in -
. : . . 
charge or not, ~ho because of his functions has responsibility for managing, supervising or 
co~~o1fug such "activity. 295' This is timely in' ensuring that -officers in charge of these 
subst~!:l-ces discharge their duties properly. To this, it may be added that they should regularly 
• - • < 
rece,ive sufficient trahungin iliese matters, through the BCRC Dakar for example. 296 
The law holds such a person joindy a~d seve;ally liable with the guilty party for the payment 
of fines, c.omp,ensation ~nd costS:297 Where such acts are committed in other countries, the 
parties may still be liable, notwithstanding the provisions of the Code of Pen-al procedure 
concerning felonies and misdemeanours committed abroad. 298 The provisions stipulated by 
articles 117 and 130 of the Penal Code regarding extenuating circumstances are not 
applicable. 299 
The law also recognises that the guilty' party should bear the' costs if removal. It furth~r' 
entrusts the judge in any case involving hazardous wa~te dispos~l t~ order the ~emov~l of 
toxi,c and nuclear _ industrial waste and noxious substances as well as the restoration and 
reclamation of the ,sites. 300 From this, 'it is could be perceived that tven though the law 
coul~ b~ said t~, adhere t~ the preventive principl~ by forbidding the importation of toxic 
substances into the country, should such pr~ctices occur, it reasonably adopts the polluter 
pays principle by requiring that those responsible for such da~age cl~an up the sites' and 
be~ the costs incurred thereon, and not the surrounding community or the government. To 
give full effect to the polluter pays principle, this law could specifi~ally include the need for 
retroactive liability, which is discussed in Chapter 5.3.4. 
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One recommendation for a better functioning of this law is that, it should state what the 
position of the government with respect to toxic waste is. This could be effectively placed in 
the preamble. For example, does this country, under national so~ereignty, deem it prude~'t to 
trade in certain forms of toxic waste, which ~ay for instance, be good forlts car batfery 
industry, inter-alia, or would it like to ban the'se substances altogether? 
From this proposal emanates another, which holds that Loi No. 88-651 and those of the two 
other case study countries, that is, the specific model law regulating toxic waste trade, 'should 
in its first Section after its preamble, include a specific definition of hazardous waste. 
Though Loi No. 96-766(1996) defines hazardous waste as indicated in Chapter '5.6.5 bel~~, it 
may be appropriate to include this, definition in the specific law governing waste trade as 
well, rather than in the general environmental c~de, Loi.'No. 96-766 alone: The char~cteristic 
features of such waste, as well as its' effects, could also be highlighted in Loi No. 88':651 and 
the law regulating toxic wa.ste trade in the other two case study countries, as indicated in 
Chapter 6 of this thesis. This gives more uniformity and ensures that parties wishing to trade 
in toxic waste, are illumined to the greatest possible extent, on the implications and 
requirements of such an enterprise. 
Furthermore, while seeking to simultaneously avoid protectionism and witnessing the 
harmful effects of toxic waste as discussed in Chapter 5.2.4, it is necessary to incorpo~at~: 
into the suggested model law, some facts, based on accurate scientific evidence, about the 
effects of such substances on the environment. 
The Ivotian law further lacks a stipulation requiring strict import and export licenses to be 
obtained by people who ~ish to engage' in such fonns of trade. The need for this could be a,' 
worthy point, given the potential hazards of these substances. Such points will serve as easy 
reference for anybody, wishing to engage in such wastes. 
The incorporation of the locus standi principle, as 'a very important part of the law 'in the three 
case study countries must also notbe lost sight of. This is lacking in the Ivorian and 
Ghanaian situations~ is present in the South African constitution and must still be specifically 
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included in the proposed model law of this thesis. There is also the need for all three . , 
countries to provide for " class action, which has been discussed in Chapter 3.2.5 as well . 
. \ -" ~ 
Given the correlation of environmental rights to human rights, as discussed in Chapter 3.2.7, 
.. " . 
these ,m,ust not be, n~glected. By so doing, it will be easier for human beings in these 
countries, whose rights to life or interest in land are affected, or are likely to be affected, to 
seck effective legal redress if illegal toxic waste practices can cause such perils, in these 
situations. 
It may also be proPOsed that every member o,f ~e Inter-Ministerial Committee to highlight 
the workings ofjthe Inter-Agency Permit Scheme. This scheme should necessarily comprise 
• • _ • f • '" ~ '. • ' • 
the M~stries of Trade, Environment, Agriculture, Health and a few environmental NGOs, . 
',~ I ... _. .. ~'." . . . _ . -,.' . . 
to deal with haz'ardous waste. importation and exportation issues, when the need arises, 
, . . 
con;ve~e .~eetings op a r,(!~lar basis on these matters, to identify encountered successes and " 
exis~g challenges in t:lii~ field. Based on ,this, they can, then chart the way foreword. 
To compliment the workings of this scheme, vanous associations could be formed by 
companies. For instance, in Ugan~a, the NEMA has established the Uganda Refrigeration 
As~ociation which. trains its members (owners of refrigerators and cooling systems) on how 
to recycle the gases. emitted from their machines. 301 Experience-sharing could enable the 
thre~ case study countries to learn from 'this example, for better management of 
environmentally hazardous materials when'engaged in their toxic waste trading practices . 
. 
Furthermore, according to the model law, companies must 'be required to submit to the 
:r\finisttie~ and Departme'ru 'of Environmental 'Affairs ~thin the respective countries, the 
soit' ~'{ hazardous . ~aste which they ar~ gener~ting in every spher~ and how they are 
m~naging' th~m. Inventories could be tak~n by the Inter-Agency Permit'Scheme tb quantify 
. , 
the ~xact amounts in this respect, and sUbmit'dports with such information to therespectiv~ 
,. 
Basel centers, in Pretoria' arid Dakar. 
The respective model laws could also be complemented by a stipulation requiring a special 
f~e on the sale of every new computer, TV or other substance containing hazardous 
substances. This c~uld actually enable manufacturers to produce goods which are less 
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hazardous in nature. TIlls fee could also assist cities and trash companies to' ftnance the 
collection and recycling of these substances. In addition to establishing labels which indicate 
the constituent hazardous materials of a given computer, TV, or other similar product, 
companies selling such items could also help in a public education campaign, through which 
they persuade consumers to recycle these goods. 302 
For transparency and easy referencing, it is further recommended that the respective' 
ministries of environmental affairs also publish a list of toxic substances which are banned 
and those which are permitted for trading purposes, but are subject to regulations. This will 
serve as easy reference for people who use these substances. It is further suggested that these 
ministries enact stricter regulations over the importation of discarded electronic appliances 
from foreign nations, even ban these substances or continue using them until such time that" 
worthy alternatives are found. TIlls owes to the toxicity of these substances, which range 
from old television sets, to xerox machines and video cameras. Such substances contain 
mercury, barium and cadmium, and consequently, cause health problems such as lung 
damage and brain swelling, upon being emitted into the air, water and soil. 303 
5.6.5 Loi No. 96~766 (du 3 Octobre 1996 portantCode de l'Environnemenf:' The 
Environmental Code is enshrined in Law No. 96-766 of 3rd October 1996) 
TIlls law defmes toxic waste as any matter in solid, liquid or gaseous form, with imminent 
capacity to contaminate human health and the whole ecological base. 304 
While stipulating measures which aim at protecting the environment, this law provides that. 
every person who engages in an activity which may impact the environment, takes into 
consideration, precautionary measures which seek to protect the environment.30S It may be 
recommendec! that the need for precaution be speciftcally incorporated into the model law 
.... on toxic waste. In the case of La Cote d'Iyoire, it could be indicated that this requirement is· 
in accordance with this stipulation of Loi No. 96-766. It may also be. prudent to give a 
succinct explanation of what the precautionary principle entails in managing and trading of 
toxic waste, as indicated in Chapter 6(d) of this thesis. 
Loi No. 96~766 also provides for the preventive principle, by requiring that all forms of 
waste, particularly medical waste, be collected, treated and eliminated in an ecologically 
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rational mann~r,.in order to prevent. potential environmental contamination to human and . 
, ,." . ' " "' '.. 
environmental heaJ.th. 306 In this regard, the importation of crude petroleum from,Nigeria to 
. ~. '. '. '. ~ . , . 
be refined in Abidjan for re-export to Maur#ania and other African countries, as discussed in 
. . .' '.' ' 
Chapt,er, 5.4.15., This stipulation could be also incorporated into: tlle model law, while 
elucidating the meaning of certain phrases, such as "ecologically rational manner", which 
~ . .' .,' , 
means that these forms of waste must be disposed of in a way which does not damage our 
. , 
emrironment and by people with relevant expertise in waste management. Furthermore, each 
cate,gory of wa~te must be subject to the appropriate forms of waste n:eatment, for instance, . . 
as provided fC?r, by the South African cases,dlscussed in Ch~pt~rs 5.5.4, 5.5.5 and 5.2.2(c! 
aboye. , i 
" 
f : . 
The law, just as Loi f'Jo. 88-651, further mi,kes provision for the po~uter l'ays principle, by , 
req~g persons who . harm ,the e~vir?nment t~ be made resp~nsible for, paying ~e 
necessary taxes required to clean up for su~h sites. 3lJ7 ~oug~ this. is commendable, 
imprisonment has also been provided for, in cases where environmental disasters occur from 
ha~ardouswastemismanagement. This is relevant to the model law, as it should ensure that, 
officials frOm wealthy companies who may have no problems ma~g such payments, are 
still mindfu1.~f their activities, since they may have to serve long imprisonment terms. It may 
also be stated in the model law that the preventive/precautionary principles are the main 
targets of the law. However, if this is not adhered to, then, the polluter pays principle may be 
enforced. 
This law further provides for the fundamental right of every human being to reside in .a 
healthy .enyi.t;onment. In addition to making this provision. for. a . human right to a decent 
environment,. it is also noteworthy that the law imposes a responsibility on every individual 
to.ensu~e. that the environment is kept healthy for the benefit of future ?enerations as.well""" 
thus adhering to the principle of sustainable development.3lJ8 The lesson to draw from here is 
that while the model law would make the human right to a decent and healthy environment 
a stipulation, this law would further require that the every person also endeavour to ensure 
that the environment is kept clean as well, when handling toxic waste. Here, it is specifically 
recommended that the law prohibits dumping of used petroleum oil and the littering of any 
other substance for that matter. Any individual who contravenes such a law should be made 
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to pay a prohibitive ftne. In addition to the aim of keeping the environment clean, another 
aun of this requirement would be to arrive at the objective of sustainable development, 
through the precautionary principle for example, because one may never know about the 
inherent potential hazards of a given substance. It -may then be better to prevent 'such a 
substance from being thrown anywhere. The return and deposit system could also be used to 
encourage individuals from carelessly dumping waste. 
It is further suggested that any court which rules on any matter regarding' these 
<>""environmental issues takes into consideration, scientiftc knowledge, experierices from others 
, countries and the rulings of international instruments. 309 It is hereby recommended that 
,J 
these scientiftc guidelines be clearly indicated, that is, the Basel and WHO Guidelines, for 
instance. Such a requirement could actually ensure that the rulings of this countrY on toxic 
waste practices are not protectionist. This has been speciftcally discussed in Chapter 6 of 
oUr model law, on scientiftc evidence. 
Following the requirement of this law that every individual be eligible to gain access to 
information on the state of the environment and to decision-making procedures affecting 
the environment, 310 it may be also proposed that this be made a requirement of the model 
law. Accordingly, individuals should be permitted to gain access to information as well as-
decision-making process on matters of toxic waste. 
Every activity which generates toxic waste must be audited and presented to the competent 
national authority, is required by the law.311 So far, this has been accomplished for the 
purposes of establishing the projects for medical waste and PCBs. However, it could be 
extended to other forms of waste as well, especially, since each category has to be managed 
and for such management to occur, it is .necessary to have an accurate estimate of the 
"-
volumes of hazardous waste which are being generated. 
5.7 Conclusion 
In summary, the discussions in this chapter could be put in the following key points: 
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Not all waste amounts to residue which should be simply discarded, as seen for example, in 
the case of lead scrape, which can be recycled for car batteries. The defmition of waste is 
therefore crucial, as it should clearly define which categories of waste such as lead scrape can· 
be imported for recycling, in order to produce car batteries, and which kinds of waste must 
be rej~~ted altogether. What should be encouraged here is ,the importation of certain forms 
- , ' 
of toxic waste, reprocessing and recycling them in an environmentally sound manner, so that 
neither workers nor surrounding environment are affected. 
- . '" . .. 
Hazardous waste mismanagement an<:H:mportation is not peculiar to South Africa, Ghana' 
" 
and Cote d'i~oire, but also, to ~d .world countries as a whoie. In marginal 'cases, some 
J ' 
parts of the first world even witness this. Toxic waste dumping does not only occur from the 
first to the third world, but also between third world countries themselves. What is needed 
here is a very stringent' tiglitening of border controls and legally accountable regime for 
customs officers. ., 
Fu~ermc:)!e, the illicit importation of hazardous waste, when they occur from the first 
world into the third world, must 'not be attributed to, first world governments, but to 
unscrupulous businessmen' who usually do not abide by strict e~vito1ltI'l'ental laws of 
~. - . . . 
developed countries.' As evident in the'Canada/India case for example; the government of . . 
Canada, after ratifying Base~ was not even aware 'that such shipments were ·occurring and 
fined 'the two com~anies involved, upon discovery of this case. Rather, the problem 
sometim~~' also lies' with corrupt private' bu~inessmen. O~ceagain, the solution is to tighten 
laws by punishing these people severely if they contravene these laws or purport to engage in 
such acts as well. 
'Fac~ors 're~ponsible for toxic wastetr~de i..rflporis into the thiee case study countries (alld 
, ' ' " , 
other developing countries) range from monetary gains, the correlation between poverty and 
waste, lack 'of expertise' in hazardous waste manage~ent, low public awareness, 
fragmentation of relevant laws as well as lack of co-ordination between governmental 
departments dealing with this issue. Solutions to these problems include the need· for 
- governments of third world countries (and industrialised ones for that matter) to~reflect_on . ' , 
how to dump waste destined fo! futal disposa~ in remote areas where nobody lives. 
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Then agal11, these developing countries must orgaruse more workshops and train more 
students and civil servants in matters relating to the administration of toxic waste trade, with 
the continued assistance of the WTO and UNEP, for example. In the advent of sustain~ble 
development, the· WTO Institutes in Nairobi and Casablanca could in their curricula, 
advisably incorporate hazardous waste trade issues within the context of the trade and 
environment debate. Participants to these sessions should be required to share information 
with these international offices, other colleagues within the regional and municipal setting, as 
well as the public. This could be done through the recommended schemes in the next two 
paragraphs below. 
Toxic waste issues could be included in primary school education programmes, to help 
rectify the low levels of public awareness in apprehending illegal imports and exports of 
toxic waste trade. 
Within each of the three case study country's ministries/departments which deal with 
environmental issues, there should be the establishment of one central government agency, 
that is, the Department of Waste Management. Waste management is an important field 
requiring a considerably great degree of attention. In the face of this, a bleak outlook exists 
within all three case study countries, regarding the existent administrative capacity and 
legislative framework dealing with these matters. Hence, such a proposal seems logical. 
. . 
There should also be periodic meetings and a greater deal of information-sharing amongst 
the various governmental departments which deal with toxic waste issues under a proposed 
Inter-Agency Scheme, to discuss the various aspects of their tasks and ensure uniformity in 
this regard. Offlcials from the Ministry of Trade should also be a part of this team,. with at. 
least, two environmental NGOs as well as other agencies, w~ch work on toxic waste 
regulation. Such a scheme could resolve the current problem of the lack of collaboration on 
the part of governmental ministries with each other, and also, between these ministries on 
the one hand and environmental NGOs, for instance. Though such schemes are supposed 
to exist in the three case study ~countries, these-recommendations could make their work 
more effective. 
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While Cote d'Ivoire has. enacted a law on toxic waste trade regulation, Ghana and South 
Africa are, still in the process of developing ~eir laws in this regard. At the moment, there. 
• • ," J 
are fragmented pieces of legislation, policies and strat<:!gies in the two latter countries, 
\ . '" . . 
especially in Gha~a. However, South Africa is. ahead of Ghana, as the former has already 
published a number of policy papers and strategies in this regard. Soft law international 
environmental principles discussed in Chapter 3 are particularly reflected in these policy . '. . " " 
instruments within. South Africa. What is ,needed is one specific and binding law on thes~ 
matters. Having just acceded to the Basel Convention and ratified the"'Stockholm as well as 
" .' ; 
the Rotterdam Conventions, Ghana is yet to develop its policy papercs and model law from 
thet:e .. ~t, ~9uld actually learn a lot of lessons from South Africa in this regard. In the case of 
~.; 1.. .. .' • _ • . . - . 
Cote d'Ivoire, amendments, as indicated in this Chapter, could still be made for a better 
fun~c~oning .of the la~.,. 
Some pr?posals for a better functioning of the law on toxic waste in Cote d'Ivoire include 
th<:;need to clearly d<:!fine in its preambular clause, the government's position with regard to 
toxic. waste ~ade, that is, regulate or ban altogether, an explicit definition of what amounts to 
, . . .' . 
toxic waste, the incorporation of scientific evidence into its laws and in the case of Ghana .. ' ._. 
and SouJ:4 Africa, the provision for punitive measures. This has been sufficiendy dealt with, 
t •• • -.' .". '. • • 
in the law of. Cote d'Ivoire. 
In comparison with South Africa which has many NGOs such as Groundwork, GEM, 
EJNF, Institutes, Industrial Associations for managing waste from different sectors and 
Univer~itie~ which teach these issues, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire face institutional constraints 
~ . .. ~ ',; ~ . - -' - - -.' . . " 
as fa~ as this is concerned. Hence, the other two countries could liaise with South Africa, in . ~ - - . . '  . , 
the ~elevant ministries and dep;rtmental institutes of Universities; for more lessons to be . . . . 
borrowed, learned and bent in this instance. There should be more environmental NGOs . ',' , - . 
throughout parts of the two case study countries especially, in regions which share borders 
,vith neighbouring countries, for. effective monitoring of toxic waste. The Basel Centres 
. . '.' '. ',
could also be contacted for more enlightenment in this regard. 
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The incorporation of the locus standi principle as a very important part of the law in Ghana 
and Cote d'Ivoire must also not be lost sight of. So far, this is present only in South Africa: 
The model laws of the three case study countries must also include the availability of class 
action. The provision of punishment to offenders makes them liable to any individual or 
group of individuals whose rights are threatened in these matters. 
Furthermore, customs officers must receIve adequate training to be better equipped to 
monitor the importation of these substances into their territory. Specialists could also be 
trained for operating mcinerators and other forms of waste. 
, 
~. 
It i~ further suggested that the respective governments of each cou~try establish an aliditing 
system for constantly taking inventories of the amount of waste generated by' each company 
which produces waste. This will cover the whole life cycle, from the moment of generation 
to disposal and could fohn part of a global mechanism for auditing waste. In this respect, 
this conforms to Hilz's proposal for a worldwide databank on toxic and other wastes, as well 
as inventory methodologies and data collection on domestic waste' generation, modeled on 
initiatives by many European countries and UNEP.312 For present purposes' then, it is also 
necessary that the proposed model law has a requirement for generators and handlers of . 
hazardous waste in businesses to submit relevant infonnation to the government and the 
public, except where revealing such information may affect business interests. A format with . 
the pertinent details on the information required should be provided by the Inter-Agency 
Permit Scheme. 
Governmentaf support IS highly recommended for the waste recycling projects to be 
feasible, and also, for th.e proposals being made at this point, to be a possibility. Ministries, 
NGOs and companies might consider prioritising these issues, .,presenting the relevant 
budget and presenting these to the Government, for necessary approval and support. 
The laws of these countries goverrung toxic waste could also' ban not only toxic waste 
importing, dumping and so on, but must also ban the exportation of toxic waste which are 
classified as banned, under the model law. Given the transboundary movement of toxic 
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waste, .the converse· might mean that these. substances are exported and then spill over into. 
another territory. This may even affect the country, from which such exports took place. 
The Ivorian law has <;:ommendably forbidden not just the importation of these substances, 
'. . 
but also, the transiting. This is very imp9rtant, because given theinherent dangers of certain 
forms of toxic waste ,such as PCBs, it is necessary that they are not permitted for the 
slightest. moments possible on a given ~erritory. So that in this case, the transit of such 
substances could also be forbidden in the IPodellaw. 
It may he. highly desirable . for the three case study co~ntries (and even those of the 
continent) to harmonise the definition of hazardous waste, to take into consideration, the 
financial implications as well. There must also be a co-ordination of the various Inter-
Agency: Permit Schemes in these countries, to implement toxic w~ste.trading issues. 1his 
could facilitate trading in these substances and helperadicatebar;iers in. intra-African toxic 
waste. trade. 
There sho~ld be an Annex, which should be .transparently attached to the model toxic waste 
laws, indicating which categories of waste are to be bannC!d. and which ones are to. be 
imported, as indicated in Annex 4. Additionally, there should be policy guidelines indicating 
which sectors genera~e or use which forms. of hazardous waste. For instance, asbestos is 
usefq1. for. ro<?fing. purposes, PCBs in electri,cal transformers, CFCs in refrigeration and so 
on, then state whichis to be banned, what is. substituted for the ban or phased out products 
and so on. Furthermore, attached to this law must be a list of definitions of the legal terms in 
this law in comprehensible language which laymen would easily grasp, thereby enabling them 
.to .a1;>ide by the. requirements of the model law. 
An .efficient m.odellaw. on toxic waste trade regula,tion must take the needs of the public into 
consid.eration. This. can. be done by soliciting their views. on. these matters, before finally 
enacting the law. This approach has been adopted by South Africa and is worthy ?f 





Without wishing to undermine the work of the 'Departments of Environmental Affairs in 
South Africa, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire which are moving forward in a 'positive direction, it 
must be emphasised that the role of international organisations such as UNEP and 
Greenpeace in dealing with hazardous waste is very fundamental. From the discussions 
above, the awareness campaigns generated by Greenpeace for example and one's personal 
participation in Greenpeace Cyberactive activities, these organisations do indeed adopt a 
proactive approach by alerting the world, and making appeals to the relevant municipal 
governments when there are potential shipments of these substances. It is advisable then 
that the national ministries must collaborate with such international instruments for an even 
better way of apprehending hazardous waste shipment in the foreseeable future and dealing 
with them, accordingly. 
Under NEPAD, it may be timely to ensure that waste recycling centres are effectively 
established in the three case study countries and others within the continent, while ensuring 
that each country specialises in the collection, recycling and re-export of a particular form of 
waste. This ensures that each country derives a reasonable amount of income in intra-
African toxic waste trade, while safeguarding the environment, without transforming others" 
environments into a dumping ground. 
In addition to these recycling projects, at various municipal levels, the recycling of rubbish ·to 
derive methane gas on a sub-regional level at least, for cooking purposes, may be timely; 
instead of using fIrewood and coal. This could benefIt rural and other sectors of the. 
populace, and also prevent deforestation and pollution. 
Coupled with labelling which substances contain which hazardous wastes, companies selling 
equipment and substances containing hazardous wastes could be required to pay a fee, upon 
" sale of these items, to help in the collection and recycling of these items. They could further 
be asked to establish public education campaigns, to enlighten the public on \vhy they should 
recycle these substances. 
The recomtnended model law of this thesis should permit individuals to have a fundamental 
right to a healthy environment as in the case of South Africa and Cote d'Ivoire, but not 
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Ghana. At the same time, the law should impose a responsibility on these individuals for 
keeping, their ,'~nvironment clean as in' the, case of Cote d'Ivofre, and for preventing them 
from dumping waste or other matter anyWhere. The return and deposit system could be used 
to encourage them in this regard. These individuals should also be permitted to gain access 
to public information and decision-making affecting toxic waste regulation. Littering would 
be subject to the payment of prohibitive fues. 
Liability for illicit trading practices should include the extended producer liability, retroactive 
lia~ility and should also cover customs officers where necessary. Highly prohibitive fines and 
forfeiture of business licenses should form the basis of punitive enforcement. 
, " 
Having dis~us?ed st~te policy and practice, as these pertain to toxic waste trade regulation 
widlin the respective territories of the three "case study countries, identified existing problems 
'" I, •• _ .:;;. " .... • -. "~. , 
which lead" to illicit imports in this sphere and made proposals for implementing more 
~ " , . ~ . ~ :- : . 
efficient laws, ~e next chapter now sums up the main principles which should serve as a 
useful guide for the "model law of this ·the.si~, This is based on recommendations made in this 
chapter and previous cha,pters as well.' They therefore provide valuable inputs for policy 
.. . 
guidance and the stipulations of the model law in Chapter 6(B). 
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CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MODEL TREAY AND LAW 
Introductory Remarks 
" ... Embracing a sustainable development paradigm in political decision-making al1d economic planning is a long tew 
process requiringfundam~ntal changes in attitudes and perceptions at all levels of society. UltimatelY, the detewinant 
factor is the political will to implement the law as well as the effectiveness of monitoring !ystems and enforcing mechanisms 
in applYing it. Otherwise, the laws will hardlY make all impact and nms the risk of existing onlY on paper ... ".' 
Free tmde ~ ha~ardous waste as discussed in this th~sis, has many attendant benefits, if cbnducted 
witj:l due regard to sound principles of environmental management. On the other hand, if conducted 
,. ~ . "'. .... . 
without due conside,ra.?on to these principles, such trade could create environmental perils. The latter 
situation then creates a conflict, between economic liberalism in hazardous waste and the need for 
~ . . ~ . . 
environment~al protecti<?n from, the results of unf~tteredtrade in hazardous waste. Hence, the 
implemetltation of strict l~gal regimes to protect the environment from the possibly disastrous effects 
• I .' ., 
of hazardous waste trade and other human processes while inhibiting free trade principles to a 
nununum, IS increasingly important, given a rise in such activities. However, such legislative 
environmentalism should also not create unnecessary obstacles to free trade in hazardous waste. In 
contemporary times when sustainable development has. become central in both, ·trad~ and 
environmental policy at global, regional and municipal levels, reconciling these two somewhat 
conflicting objectives becomes relatively easier. 
At the dawn of the twenty-first century, African countries including South. Africa, Ghana and Cote 
d'Ivoire have demonstrated their deep commitmentto regional integration through the NEPAD and 
the AU for instance. The development of regional arrangements such as SADC, COMESA and 
ECO\\'AS over the past few decades also demonstrates this commitment. Within this context, free 
trade in hazar<;ious waste and environmental protection regarding these forms of waste include the key 
areas wherein these countries will colhiboratively work. To tlUs, end, it is timely to establish 
appropriate legal regimes which will implement relevant objec;tives in these spheres, with adequate and 
prompt ~easures to enforce liability and compliance regarding such regimes. Advisably, such an 
exercise could be effected at regional, sub-regional and municipallevels~ 
----~--.- , ._----:;---' -.--~- ... 
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Based on the aforementioned, the following model treaty is hereby proposed for the African Regional' 
Mechanisms. Similarly, this is followed by the recommended model law for the three case study 
countries of this thesis in their regulation of hazardous waste trade. This model law is not exclusive to 
the three case study countries, but could, it is suggested, be adapted to meet the needs and aspirations 
of other countries in Africa. For purposes of clarification, some of the provisions ·of this model treaty 
and law are followed by an explanatory memorandum. 
6 (A) Model Treaty for Mrican Regional Mechanisms 
It is suggested that this model treaty be considered as an annex to the respective tre~ties establishing 
the NEPAD and AU, as well as those of the ECOWAS, SADC and COMESA sub-regional 
mechanisms. This model treaty may be further applicable' to the other African mech~nisms. The 
reasoning behind this recommendation for the model treaty to be applied to both African tegional and 
sub-regional mechanisms is to avoid a situation where there is a conflict of obligations "of the three 
case study countries and other African countries at the sub-regional level on the one hand and the 
regional level on the other. A syncronisation is therefore attained at both levels. 
The contents page of a inodel treaty is now set out as follows: 
Preamble 
Article 1. Environmental Obligations of the Parties 
Article 2. Scope and Principles of Co-operation 
Article 3. Prevention of Illegal International Trade in Toxic and J:Iazardous Wastes 
Article 4. Guidance of Environmental Law Principles 
Article 5. Inclusion of Transparency Principles 
Article 6. Publication of Work on Trade and Environment 
Article 7. Response Action and Liability of Parties Engaged in Toxic Waste Imports and 
Exports 
Article 8. Dispute Settlement 
Article 9. Criminal Liability 
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Article 10. Benchmarks and Indicators for Monitoring Compliance 
Preamble: 
Fulfy committed to attaining the ol?Jective of sustainable develop;ment through condtlcting trade relations with a view to 
raising standards of living, ensuringful! emplqyment and a large and steadify growing volume of real income and effective 
demand, and expanding the prodtlction and trade in goods and seroices, while seeking to protect and preseroe the 
• 2 envtronment; 
.. J • 
Reafftrming the doctrine ofmtltual rec~gnition in the Common Market which enstlres free and fair trade in' specified 
forms of hazardotls stlbstances, and in ot?er goods and seroices, amongst Member States,' 
Aware of the: need for the implementation' of so~ndprinciples. of environmental management in toxic waste trade and the 
fact the absence of such implementation cotlld restllt in environmental degradation, excessive depletion of resources and 
seriotls ecological damage,· 
Noting the'reqtlirement that stich meamresare, not applied in' a manner whichwotlld constittlte a means of arbitrary or 
tI1!Justifiable discrimination between parties where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restrictior! on intra-
African tra,de, member states shall enstlre that ,a balance exists when implementing trade and environmental measures,' 
Reafftrming the principle of a htlman right to a deceni environment which entitles every'indivt'dtlal to a fundamental 
human right to lit'e in a clean, decent and healthy environment, free from the dumping of toxic waste, amongst other 
things, 
.... 
Article 1. 'Sved5c EnVironmental Suvulauons . -
In tbis regard, it is i,!CJlmbent on Member States to ensure that nothing in this Agreement be constmedlo prevent the 
adoption or eiforcement by a'!Y contractingparq of measures enacted in furtherance of: 
(aJ environmental protection,: 
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(b) the protection oj hllman, animal, marine, soil, atmospheric ~r piant lift or healih; . 
(c) the conse17Jation oj exhallstible natllral resollrces if sllch measllres are made efftctive in con/llnction with 
restrictions on domestic prodllction or consllmption; 
(d) the prevention oj harm to the forms oj lift in (b), especialfy if this reslllts from handling toxic waste. 
Article 2. Scope and Principles of Co-operation 
(a) j\1ember States hereby IIndertake to co-operativefy promote trade in onfy specified forms oj toxic waste, 
whtle co-ordinating special environmental regional consmation strategies for the protection and prese17Jation 
of polllltion and other environmental problems which cOllld reslllt from sllch trading activiry . .J , ••• 
(b) To this end, in their reglllation oj to;...ic waste trade activiry, Member States shaff within the Common 
Market, ensllre that while promoting the doctrine of mlltllal tmst in free trade, the legal principles of 
environmental management, asper ArticleS 4 of this model !reary and 6 of the municipal modef-faw ·below, 
are simllltaneollsfy adhered to. 
(c) Where a /Imsdictional displlte arises between two or more Member States in relation to the provisions of 
Articles 2(a) and 2(b) above, or a'!Y measllre in effect p"rs"ant to it arises between two or more Member 
States, th'e concerned Member States shaff co-operativefy conslllt together with a view to aniving at a 
mut/talfy acceptable solution. 
(d) If a misllnderstanding occurs between/among two or more Member States on the application oj a'!Y 
provision of this treary, Member States shaff coffaborativefy refer this matter to the respective Trade and 
Environ17!ent. Division of the relevant African sub-regional mechanis"! or (hat of the NEPAD, for 
interpretation. 
Article 3. Prevention of Illegal Intsmational Trade in Toxic andHazardous Wastes 
(aJ The Member States undertake to co-operate and adopt common positions against the iffegal purchasing, 
selling, importing, transiting, depositing, stocking and exporfing of toxic and undesirable wastes withil'! the 
Common Market from either a Member State or third country. In this regard, Member States. hereby 
adopt a common position to onfy permit trade in ~ecific categ~ries of toxic waste, sllb/ect to Annex 4 of 
their municipal laws on toxic waste trade. Member states however recognise each other's sovereign right to 
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either trade in banned forms of toxic waste or ban trading in certain categories of to:>'-1C waste which are 
permitted within the Common Market, tinder very exceptional circumstances. For putposes of transparenry, 
a Member State shall be required under such ma'l,inal circumstances, to provide reasonable justijication in 
written form, to other Members within the Common Market, w~ such action is necessary. 
(b) The Me~~ber States jurther tmderlake to co-operate in sharing technological know-how on clean technologies 
and low-waste production !)Istems for the energy and productive sectors. 
(c) While respecting the national sovereign(y of member states, these states undertake to accede to multilateral 
• 'J. < • * '. • 
. ~ltvi.ronf!1ental conventi(}J:lf which are specificallY designed to deal with haiflrdou; waste trade. To this end, 
~ '. T_,. , ' 
M.embe~. states here.!?y ,agre.e to ratify/accede to the Basel Convention, Basel Ban Amendment, ,and the 
Rotterdam, ~tockholm andBamako Conventions and adopt relevant laws at municipal level to reinforce 
1 ~ • • ' '. • '. • , •• 
the oijectives ofthese~various conventions . 
• ' •• • # ... " • • 
(d) . Member states,agree to include principles of environ.f!1ental management and conservation, as highlighted in 
"' ." , ' 
, Article 4- of thi£pzode/.tria(y; in trade, transport, agricultural, mining and tourism activities within the 
, Common Market, given the likelihood of each of these processes to generate toxic waste. 5 
Article 4. ,Guidance of Environmental Law PrinciDles ... 
(a) Systainable Develo.'pment: In cotiformi(y with the principle of sustainable development as per preambular 
paragraph 1 of this model trea(y, the importation and exportation of toxic waste within the Common Market 
shall be p,ursued with the long-term vision of pre~erving the ecological ba~e, to the benifit and use of future 
gmerations. Consequentfy,'such trade must be conducted with theincotp~ration of sound environmental 
.' .' ',' . , 
principles in every sectoral activi(y, so that financial gains from such trade are geared towards environmental 
goals and not useq in the clean-up of resultant negative environmental dilemmasfrom such trading activi(y. This 
inevita~fy ties in with the principle of inter-generational equi(y. 
, ' 
,(~) Ptior In/ormed Consent: 
, , 
(i) AI!)' partY wishing to import or export a'!} forms ~ toxic wast~ shall obiain)rior consent in documented 
forlll, dllfy auth~rised 'and signed i?Y the' I'!t~r-Agen~ Permit Committee/ Haiflrdous Pesticides 
Comf!1ittee/ Inter-ministerial Committee at the municipal level of Member States, before proceeding with such a 
transaction. This C.ommittee shall subsequentfy report to officials in ihe Secretariat of this regional/sub-regional 
, , .. mechqnism, as the case mqy be, on its workings in this respect, as pe~ S ec~~n.. ~ (f) q[ t~~,model law of_th_i_s ___ . ___ _ 
thesis, of countries at municipalleve!. 
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(ii) Impol1ers and exporters OJ toxic waste will be· required to use ecolabelling. and environmental labelling 
schemes detailing the constituent elements of af!Y given toxic waste which they wish to trade in. These schemes 
tlJUJ1 gain the approval of the each country's respective Inter-Agenry Permit Committee. 
(c) PreveNtive Princi,ple: Member states shall ensure that parties within their respective territorial jurisdictions, 
Ivho are eJ1gaged in waste generating activities implement all necessary environmental principles to ensure clean 
. . 
and greellproduction methods, including in their importation and exportation of toxic waste, aIJd the packaging 
of sl/ch waste. 
(d) Precautionary Princi,ple: Where there is scientific uncertain(y as to the toxiCl!y of certain hazardous wastes 
other than those forms of toxic waste which are elucidated in this law, the Inter-Agenry· Permit 
Committeel Inter-ministerial Committee in respective jurisdictions of Member states mqy in collaboration with 
~fficials from the Basel Secretariat and WHO, assess the toxici(y of such a substance, with due regard to Basel 
and IVHO Guidelines. Upon further certain(y, the Committee mqy deem it prudent to refuse the importation or 
e.-.:portation of such substances altogether . . The need to applY these preventive and precautionary principles of 
foresight vis-a-vis incotporating lessons StIch as the non-discrimination, necessi(Y1 priJportionali(y tests is also 
important. It must be amplY demonstrated that these measures are directlY and not remotelY related to such 
environmental protection and the prese17lation of human health, therefry striking a harmonious balance between 
free trade and environmental protection, as far as hazardous ,waste trade regulation is concerne~. 
(e) Poll titer Pqys Principle: Though this trea(y foresees the preventive and precautionary approc:ches to toxic 
waste trade, given the great probabili(y of various forms of sectoral activi(y generating waste even in its minutest 
qJlantiry, it is incumbent on every waste generator to clean such forms of waste. It is herefry emphasised that such 
responsibili(y in no wqy rests upon the government or the residents of the neighbourhood in which such waste is 
generated, but upon the waste generator(s). In this vein, Member states shall ensure that ail companies and 
emtres engaged in toxic waste rerycling, importation and exportation submit to each c~untry's Inter-Agenry 
Committee, a comprehensive list indicating the sort of environmental principles which they adopt. However, given 
the fact that af!Y form of human or industrial activi(y is likelY to result in waste generation, such wasteshould 
be minimal and should also becleallCd up fry the responsible generating compaf!Y af!Ywaj, under the polluter .... . . .. ..., 
pqys principle. Member states shall share the details of this info"';ation with other Meniber.st~teJ within the· 
Common Market, as per Section 3 (j) of the model law of this thesis, of countries at municipalleve!. 
. . 
(j) Humall Right to a Decent Environment: In conformi(y with the principle of a human right to a decent 
environment, as enunciated' in preambular paragraph 5 of this model trea(y, it is incumbent upon Member 
States to ensure that the rights of their nationals and other Member states he~in shall include the eary _ .._. 
availabili(y of information to the public, from the Inter-Agenry Committee in each co'untry, which shall also 
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publicise such information on the media and internet. It is herelry stressed that Membe~ states shall also ensure 
that every individual be .also, responsible for keeping the environment ,clean by refraining from dumping or 
littering waste. or any, other sl/bstan~e. Contravention of this stipulation is tantamol/nt to an offence, punishable 
by a fine, as perArticle 7 of this model treaty. 
(g) Loclls Standi and Class Action: Where the right of an individual or group of people or deemt environment 
is threatened, or the person/persons has/have reason to believe that this, right is be~J1gjeopardisedor will be 
jeopardisedfrom cutTent or prospective imports ,of toxic waste, Member States shall elWlre that such a 
person/ such persons mqy be entitled to legal action and effective judicial redress, asper Article 7 of this tre,aty. 
If this individual believes orgroup, of persons also believe that a piece of land in which (s)he/ tbry has/have 
proprietary interests mqy be adverselY affected by such ,activities, legal redress mqy be readilY available. It is 
incl/mbenf. upon such person(s) to prove that thry have interests in the land Ofl which sl/ch toxic waste trading 
", : ' " . 
activity mqy oCfl/r. '. 
Article 5. Inclusion of TransDarencv PrinciDles 
~ ... 
Whereas environmental law principles highlighted in Article 4 of this treaty are incll/ded into the administration of toxic 
waste trade isS1l~s, ill fl/rtherance of the doctrine of I1mtl/al recognition as per preambl/lar paragraph 2 of this model 
treaty, for th~~voi~~nc~ of protec;;~~i;~ within the Commo~Market, the following transparenry principlef are also " 
.". . .. .' '~ ~ . ," .' .. . " 
hereby incll/ded in this treaty: 
(a) Rule of Reason. NecessifJ;/ Proportionality Anajysis: While reql/iring all imports of toxic waste to be ell/cidated in 
the official langl/age of this country (English, French, Afrikaans or Portl/guese as the case mqy be), it must be stressed 
that this legal reql/irem~nt is directlY relevantjor the protection of pl/blic and environmental health. 
Explanatory Memorandum 
In the abs.<:nce of ~uchclear stipulations, such substances may be collsumedby the public, mishandled 
and then,cause all manner of negative effects to human and ecological health. 
(b) Relevm:w to the Conse17Jation ~fHuman! Terrestrial ~nd Ecological Health: These environmental prindples shall be 
! , 
imposed with a view to protecting the health of the population' and the environment. Hence, the refusal of the Inter-
Agenry Pern1it Committee in each Member State to grant the importation or exportaiion of toxic wastuubstances must 
be done with a tiew ~o n~ce;sa'riIY prote~ting SIIch forms of life. The reasons fo~ such rejustii muft be' clearlY provided by 
the Committee and made available to officials in working on Trade and Environment issues,' within various African 
, regi~nal and sllb-regional mechanisms, as per Article 3(f) of the model law of this thesis, of cOllntries at mllnicipallevel. 
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(c) Disguised Restriction/Discrimination: 
(i) The substances such as PCBs which are outlawed in toto and can never-be traded in, for reasons of their excessive 
toxicity, have been attached in Annex 4 to the municipal law of this thesis. Such prohibition must be publiclY announred 
and submitted in documented form to the Basel, Bamako, WTO and NEP AD secretariats, as well as the African . 
regional and sub-regional mechanisms. In this regard, officials working on trade and environment issues shall ensure that 
such information has been received from Member States~ 
(il) For the aVOidance of discrimination, a tax on any toxic waste, petroleum or other substance containing toxic waste in 
any Member State shall be the same foT-locallY produced and foreign goods, where these goods are the same. . 
(d) Foreign-Domestic Junsdiction: While exhorting the respective Inter-Agenry mechanism in e~ Member state to 
require ecolabelling and environmental labelling schemes from exporters of toxic waste from ,other countries· into ihis 
.i ". 
coulltry as per Article 6(b)(ii), Member States shall ensure that this Inter-Agenry Committee shall noi inteiftre with the 
laws and processing standards of other countries on toxic waste. The requirement for these schemes is simpIY"to protect the 
ecological and human health of this country. Scientific evaluations are therefore required. 
., . 
Article 6. Publication of Work on Trade and Environment 
For the furtherance of public participation in toxic waste trade regulation, the workings of this organisation on trade and 
environmental matters, as well as toxic waste, shall be published in written form, on the internet, media and o~h~r 
appropriate communication ~ethods. 
Article 7. Response Action and Liability of Parties Eggaged in Toxic Waste Imports and 
Exports 
--
(a) Any party trading iii toxic waste shall be stndIY Itable to the co~ntry/ countries to which the toxic ·waste is exported 
including the staters) in transit, if the toxic waste trading activities of this party results in enviro~mental damage, loss of 
human life, impairment of human health and damage of property of the importing staters) ontate(s) ill transit. 
. . : I . 
(b) 111 the event of 7(a) above, such liability shall include reparational costs in integrum, that is'monetary compensation 
for clean up of damage caused with a view to restoring the. situation which would have most probablY e>..isted in the event 
thai the illegal act had not been committed .. 
(c) IT! the cases of Articles 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) above, the extent of such harm and the reasonable costs to be reimbursed 
by the guilty party shall be determined by the NEP AD Dispute Settlement Bocfy. 
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Article 8. DisDute Settlement - .. 
(a) If a dispute arises between/ among member states regarding the inte.rpretation or application of the provisions of this 
treaty, or regarding other relevant matters, the parties to the dispute shall expeditious!J consult with each other and the 
NEP AD Dispute Settlement Botfy (which should be established through a separate protocol to be added to the 
NEP AD treaM, with a view to having the dispute resolved by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, . 
judicial settlement or other peaceful means oj their choice. 
(b) If the parties to the. dispute as per 8(a)(i) above have not agreed upon a meansfor resolving it within 12 months of 
- ~ . , 
the request for consultation, at the request of a~ of the parties 'to the dispute, the dispuie shali be rejemd fo; settl~ment to 
the NEP ADDi~u;e S;ttlem~~t Botfy." 
(c) If disputes occur between one or more member states on the one hand and one or more non-member states on the other, 
this dispute may be referred to the proposed Dispute Resolution Mechanism of the UNEP / Basel Legal Regime or the 
International Court of Justice. 
ExplanatoryMem~r~ndum 
It is envisaged that the measures in Article 7 will aid.in ensuring lia1;>ility and compliance, ~e?arding this 
model treaty. and municipal law.' regulating toxic waste trade in African, countries, as proposed in 
Chapter 6.. . 
9. Criminal Liability 
Whether toxic waste trading activity does or does not inflict harm on human health, the environment or properry of the 
importing staters) or of staters) in transit, the parry responsible for such trading activity may in addition to the damages 
and compensatiol1 as per Article 7 above, be made to pay penal fines to the state to which it exported such waste as well 
as the state of transit through which the guilty parry sent the toxic waste . 
Article 10. Benchmarks and Indicators for Monitoring Compliance 
With a further view to ensuring liability and compliance, oJftcials working on trade and environmental matters and the 
- specijiciSJ'Jle of toxic waste trade regulation shall establish benchmarks and indicators for monitoring the . compliance_of _. :_~" .. 
member states in these matters. Reports of these workings shall be shared with the respective Inter-Agenry Committees of 
. . . . , 
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African cOllntries. There shall be regular exchange of information with these Committees, collaboration with the Basel 
and WTO Secretariats, as well as Greenpeace International in this fi~ld. Officials from this mechanism shall participate 
in Basel and WTO sessions which deal with this issue. 
6 (B) Model Law for Three Case Study Countries 
This is to be read in conjunction with the attached Annex 4, which spells out: 
(a) the specific classes of w~ste which are banned in toto from importation and exportation; and' 
(b) those in which trade is permissible, subject to aUfl1orisation from the appropriate governmenta~ 
member offices comprising the Inter-Agency ~ertnit Committee, discussed in Section 3 of this 
law. 
It is noteworthy that since all three countries have membership to Basel, they intend to regulate and 
" 
not ban toxic waste trade altogether. However, as Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire have membership to the 
Bamako Com-ention and are in the process of ratifying the Basel Convention Ban Amendment, it is 
expected that they ban more forms of toxic waste than South Africa. So' that under national ' 
sovereignty, each of the three case study countries could expand or limit the lists in Annex 4~ and must 
not be placed under the same umbrella, at this stage when the proposal of this thesis for a 
harmonisation of the definition of toxic waste is yet to realised under NEPAD. 
The conte~ts page of a model law is now set out as follows: 
Preamble 
Section 1. Definitionof Hazardous Waste 
(a) Tenninology 
(b) Sources 
(c) Clas sification 
(d) Scientific Evidence 
(e) Financially Beneficial Aspects of Certain Categories of Toxic Waste 
(f) Guidelines for Treatment of Different Forms of Waste 
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( 
Section 2. Prohibition of Trade in Banned Forms of Toxic Waste 
Section 3. Inter-Agency Permit Committee 
Section 4. Requirement for Handlers of Toxic Waste to Obtain Appropriate License 
, ' 
Section 5. Requirement for Companies to Submit Reports to Environmental Mfairs Ministry 
Section 6. Guidance .of Environmental Law Principles 
, ' ' 
Section 7. Incorporation of Transparency Principles 
Section 8. Punitive Enforcem:ent ' 
,. :' 
Section 9. Criminal Liability 
Section 10. Liability, of Offenders 
Section 11. Port of Entry of Toxic Waste 
Complementary Matters 
Section ~. Case-by-Cas,e J;\asis Bilateral Agreements 
Section 13. Requirement for Participants to WTO Institutes in Nairobi and Basel Convention 
Regional Centre in Pretoria, as well as all other meetings convened by these Agencies to 
Present Documented Reports to Local Ministries and Offices Involved in Toxic Waste Trade 
Regulation 
Section 14. Traineeships, Internships and Consultancies 
, Section 15. Establishment of Recycling Centres ; 




Cognisant of the principle of national sovereignry which entitles this country to adopt a free trade poliO', including 
legitimiJing certain forms of toxic waste trade, since this yields considerable degrees of financial benefits for attaining 
pOJitive etonomit and developmental oo/i!Ctives; 
Mindful of the principle of national sovereignry which empowers this country to pursue its oijectives of environmental 
protectioll, through inter-alia, banning the importation and exportation of certain categories of these toxic wastes; 
Reaffimzing its commitment to economic liberalism as pzanifest inter-alia, in its ratification of the WTO, the main 
t ~ 
" international trading mech01zism for promotingfree and fair trade in goods and seroices; . . ~ .. -. 
lIZ conformiry with contemporary and fundamental emerging trends in the WTO such as the need to conduct free trade -as 
a mea11S to. arriving at the ideal/ end of sustainable development,.as evident for example, in the WTO's newlY established 
Committee on Trade and Environment which seeks to ensure that such oijectives are attained; 
III fiotherance -of the accession of this country to the Basel Convention which seeks to regulate and not ban trdde in toxil: _ 
waste between developed cotlntries and developing countries; 
DeeplY concerned about the inherent toxicological and ecotoxicological charactenstics of hazardous wastes, their resultant 
likelihood an~ imminent capaciry to inflict unprecedented degrees of destruction to human, terrestrial and ecological life 
alike; 
Desirous to protect the life of its populace and these other forms of life from such potentialfy disastrous perils of toxic -
waste mismanageme11t; 
- . . . - , 
Purs/fant to Article 24 of South Africa's constitution and NEMA in the case of South Africa and in the case of edte 
d'[voire, Articles 19 of its constitution as well as 33 of Loi, :No.' 96-766, -which entitles every individual to a 
fundamental human right to live in a clean, decent and healtl?J environment, free from the dumping of toxic waste, 
amongst other things, 
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Determined to coliform to the principle of sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas embotfying the concept of good 
neighbourliness. which fo:bids one country from utilising its territory in a manner which would adverselY impact the 
territory of its neighbours,· 
The Goveromentofthis. country, tmderthe stipulations of the Law on Toxic Waj"te Trade (2004) hminunder, .deems it 
expedient to legalise trade in certdin categories of toxic waste while simultaneouslY protecting the health of its citizens and 
the ecologicallifi of its environment. 
Section 1. Definition of Hazardous. Waste 
(a) Terminology 
A'!)' substance, be it in gaseo/ls, liquid or solid form, or a'!)' combination thmoj', which is a residuallry-produCt of a'!)' 
- .-
process of activit;, a/ld could be convenientlY disposed of or put to fllrther use when effectivelY reprocessed. Consequ.entfy, 
each of the followingforms of waste may be disposed of or rerycled for commercial purposes, provided this is done with due 







(f) Agricu.lturai waste. 
(c) Classification- . 
Wastes may be General or HaZt:lrdous. 
(i) General 
General wastes may be domestic, commercial waste, certain industrial waste and builder's robble. It may be disposed of 
on at!} landfill that is permitted in terms of the DW AF and DEAT Guidelines of South Africa/ Ghana/ Cote 




Hazardous waste, is a'!Y in01ganic or o'l,anic element or compound that, because of its toxicological, physical, 
chemical or persistenry properties, mqy exercise detrimental, acute or chronic impacts on human health and the 
environment. It can be generated from various commercial, industrial, agriC1lltural and domestic activities and mqy 
take theform of liquid, sludge or solid. These cbaracteristics cOllflibute not onlY to degree of hazard, but are also of 
great importance in the ultimate choice of safe and environmental!;· acceptable metbods of disposal 6 
In the light of this definition, it ought to be stressed that hazardous waste comprises certain elements which directlY or 
indirectlY pose a threat to human healthy or the environment by introducing ol1e ormon of the following risks: 
(i) ExplosioJ or-fire,. 
(ii) Infectious, pathogens, parasites or their vectors,· 
(iii) Chemical instabilz!y, reactions or corrosion; 
(iv) Actlte or chronic toxici!)," 
(v) Cancer, mtltations or birth defects,. 
(,Ji) ACC1lmulation in biological food chains, persistence in the environment or multiple &ects to the extent that it 
requires special attention and cannot be released into the environment or be added to sewage or be stored in a 
situation which is either open to air or from which aqueous leachate could emanate. 7 
Explanatory Memorandum 
The inherent dangers of hazardous wastes such as POPs, fat soluble toxic chemicals that do not easily 
degrade, persist for many years in the environment, concentrate up the food chain, accumulate in 
animal and human tissues and often end up thousands of kilometres from where they ~e used or ' 
released. In light of such situations, hazardous waste could be deemed to be waste that has the 
potential, even in low concentrations, to have a significant adverse effect on public health and the 
environment, because of its inherent toxicological, chemical and physical characteristics. It excludes all 
, wastes. 8 
... , 
(a) Scientific Evidence 
As hazardous waste is generally acknowledged to be capable of detrimentally impacting human health, 
through inflicting a variety of ailments such as neurotoxic disorders, leukemia, cardiovascular (heart 
and circulatory system) abnormalities, dermititis an~ e~_d~me~osis, the following cases involving 
.-------.-----------,----~ ~--
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scientific evidence- will. also be <;:ited, -to demonstrate . how specific forms of toxic waste can have 
chronic effects on humans, terrestrial and animal health . 
. -.. ' 
(i) Asbestos: This can cause cancer to human beings. For instance, owing to the fact that they appear 
in very thin stripes (not in circles), these. substances are hardly visible. Even as by-products of 
industrial activity, they are just so tiriy in size that they cannot be perceived by the human eye. 
However, the slightest contact with them makes them inhalable. They thereupon come into contact 
with one's bronchules, an internal organ within the_ t?orax. Upon such contact, the asbestos gets stuck 
to the lung, similar to the manner in which. a needle gets stuck to an item; 'After m~ny years, these . 
substances become carcinogenous, and cause cancer in humans and animals as well. 
(ii) Lead and Mercury: When inhaled over a period of time, they affect the nerves and cause physical 
paralysis, nervous breakdown, psychological as well as nervous' disorders. They further cause 
intellectual impairment in children, and affect fertility as well as reproduction in nursing mothers. Lead 
causes permanent brain damage amongst human beings. -When children -ire' exposed to low levels of 
lead, they are likely to have learning disabilities and behaviourial problems throughout their lives. In 
1987, it was revealed that a child's mental performance could be affected by lead absorbed while in the 
womb.9 
(iii) Plutonium: -Upon being inhaled; also cause similar symptoms in the life of humans .as well as 
animals and marine life. -
(iv) Poly~hlo1:inated Biphenyls: These cause a variety of malignant ailments such as severe chemical 
burns, nausea; vomiting of blood, partial paralysis and in some cases, coma, cholera and premature 
births in pregnant niothers. They also contaminate soils and marine life. 
(iv) Acidic Wastes: Usually by-products of industrial activities, these lead to acid rain which in tun~ kill 
soil organisms and affect the forests. The soil eventually loses its fertility. 
(v) Organochlorine: This is a kind of pesticide. When utilised in the cotton industry above certain 
levels, it can cause detriment~ effects. Other forms of pesticides contain residues which affect the 
environment .. 
(vi) Carbon Monoxide: Normally found in the exhaust fumes of cars, these can deplete the ozot;le 
layer. 
(vii) Cyarude:- Instant effects of cyanide on humans as well as its prolonged effects can cause death. 
Waste containing cyanide can kill all flora and fauna in-the water. ---: - . 
(viii) Azo Dye: Used in the textile industry, breakdown substances in this product cause cancer. 
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(ix) Toxins and Carcinogens: These cause birth defects, miscarriages and in some cases, stress and 
other forms of emotional instability.lO 
(x) Dioxins: Scientifically proven to be more dangerous than anyone knew a decade ago. Of its many 
harmful effects on wildlife and humans, dioxins cause: 
• Cancer in both forms of life; 
• Wasting away syndrome, that is, progressive loss of weight leading to death in certain· animal 
specIes; 
• Atrophy of the thymus, a blood forming organ important in the immune system;' 
• Atrophy of the spleen, another important blood-forming organ in the wune system; 
• Atrophy of male reproductive organs; 
• Enlargement, deterioration and death of liver tissue; 
• Hyperplasia, that is, excessive growth in the urinary tract and bile ducts; 
• Birth defects and suppression of the immune system; ".' 
• Cancer in the laboratory animals, wildlife and humans. 11 
(b) Financially Beneficial Aspects of Certain Categories of Toxic Waste 
N 6twithstanding these characteristics of hazardous waste, this law r,ecognises, the, financhll benefits 
which could result from sustainable trade in toxic waste. In order to realise these benefits, the 
guidelines as discussed in Article 1 (f), may be utilised for such trade. While any ofth~ regulated toxic 
waste in Annex 4 may be traded in only with due. consideration to these guidelines, under no _ 
circumstances may substances which are banned under Annex 4 be traded in. Any act to. the contra~ 
is tantamount to a crime under this law. 
(c) Guidelines for Treatment of Various Forms of Waste 
It is necessary to clearly distinguish between the various, forms of waste disposal and trea~ent 
options which will be appropriately utilised for different categories of waste, depending on their 
different levels of toxicity, as per Annex 4 to· this thesis. 
(i) Pursuant to the Guidelines of. the Basel Convention on the Environmentally Sound 
Management of different categories of waste, each of these forms of waste· shall be treated 
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according to respective guidelines obtained from the Basel Convention Secretariat, through the 
Environmental Affairs Department/Ministry, or the Inter-Agency Permit Committee. 
(ii) Waste recycling projects shall incorporate these considerations into their activities and be 
. . 
evaluated by the relevant Ministries, ofE~vironment, Trade, Health, inter-alia. For any' other 
form of waste not mentioned in thislaw'FPplications for relevant guidelines may be submitted 
to the WHO and Ba,sel Secretariat, through the Inter-Agency Permit Committee. 
" ~ . ' . \ . . 
"Hazardous waste" must therefore be realistically defined by giving' due con~ideiation to its p()ssible . 
generation <;>f financial benefits, but also the manner in which such waste can adversely impact human 
health and the environment. 
~ ~ . 
Section 1 (d). S~'!1ilar.'to. South Africa, Ghana and (ote d'Ivoire adopt a similar approach to the abovementioned in - ". . 
its definition as ~hey also. have membership to Basel which, seeks to regulate and not ban toxic waste trade. A 
hannonisation of the definition between the two, countries is thereby achieved. However, in the case of Ghana and Cote 
d'Ivoire, it must.beemp'hasised fhat this definition may eliminate substances which are considered highlY contaminous by 
the Bamako. Convention 'and t~e Basel Ban Amendment, but npt by Basel, if it can be' reasonablY foreseen and . .' " - . -. '.. . 
established that such a substance is dangerous to human health and the environment. 
Section 2. Prohibition of Trade in Banned Forms of Toxic Waste 
This Section prohibits all acts pertaining to the purchasing, selling, importing, transiting, depositing and stocking of toxic 
and undesirable waJies as well as 'banned IJoxious substances, sui?Ject to Annex 4, within the whole temtory of the 
country. This. law }j,rther forbids. export~ng these substances out of the temtory of the country. 
. . .' . 
, ' . 
Explanatory Memorandum 
.' , 
In the ca~es of Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire however, under national sovereignty, the list of substances 
, '-
being referred to in Annex 4 may in the case of each respective country, be' extended or limited; with 
. ,'" , . 
sufficient proof that a particular substance could be hannful than othelwise anticipated. 
_ .. ---- . ----- ------_._----~-.. --.----.- - -, .. 
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Section 3. Inter-Agency Permit Committee 
There shall be a Department of Waste Management which shall be established as the central agenry and competent 
authority within the Department oj Environmental Affairs and Tourism to deal with all matters relating to toxic waste 
regulation. This Department of Waste Management shall work collaborativelJ with the Departments of~f/'ater Affairs' 
and Forestry, Trade, Health and AgriCtllture as well as at least, two environmental NGOs, on matters pertaining to 
to:>.ic waste trade regulation, and shall together with these offices, constitute the Inter-Agency Permit Committee. To this 
end, the cllmnt Basel Committee shall be extended to include these NGOs, assume the role of this Inter-Agency Permit 
Committee and undertake the following tasks: 
(a) Granting requests and ensuring prior informed consent to individuals, companiei and other parties who' wish to , 
j 
import or export toxic waste into and from the country. ConsequentlY, a'!Y parry who wishes to import or'eXport toxic 
waste into and Ollt of this cOllntT)' shall submit requests to this Committee ill documented form. This reqltirement shall 
also be applicable to parties who wish to engage in exclusive bilateral treaties in toxic waste irade with parties in 
coulltries which are not members to the international conventions listed in Article 3(b). (See also, Article 12 below). 
(b) The granting or refusal of such permission lies within the discretionary authority of the Committee. In cases of a 
reft/sal of such pennission, the Committee shall amplY prove the existence of a direct link between the effects of such toxic 
waste trade and the health of human beings, as well as the environment, theref?y establishingscientijic evidence and using 
international guidelines such as those of the UNEP and WHO. In exceptional insttlnces, if the' Commftieei; able to 
sufficientlY prove the great likelihood of imminent harm from a toxic waste which has not been banned in the BaseL 
Bamako, Rotterdam ~nd Stockholm Conventions, the Committee mqy ban such substances, theref?y conforming to' the 
precautionary principle, as provided for, in Article 6(d) of this law. 
(c) It is incumbent upon this Committee to convene periodic meetings on a monthlY basis to review d'!Y cumnt 'ot " 
outstanding issues in its workings. It shall also conduct an inventory of hazardous waste generation and auditingjor all 
classes of waste, at least, once in every six months, for discussions at its regular meetings. This would help facilitate the 
implementation of this law. 
(d) The Committee /hall monitor progress and compliance by all parties who hatldle toxic waste as far as the adherence 
to the req1liremmts of this law is concerned. This, it shall accomplish f?y ;~iting consilii ants to' monitor toxic wast~ 
, ' 
practices through their establishment of relevant benchmarks ~nd indic~tors, and reporting back' to the' Committee. 
Reports of such evalltation shall be discussed at the penodic meetings discussed in Article 3(c) above. 
(e) Pursuant to the requirement in Articles 5 and 15 of this law for companies and recycling centres respectivelY to submit 
progress reports to the Committee, the Committee shall forge partnerships with these entetprises, highlight the format 
required for the preparation of these reports, evaluate the reports and provide consequent feedback thereon, encourage the 
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provision of governmental incentives to these companies, make awards to companies which adhere to sound environmental 
practices and ma.ke recommendationsfor necessary improvements~ 
(f) The Committee shall also act as a national focal point for mon#oring toxic waste trends in this country and shall in 
this regard, regttlarfy "collaborate with the Basel Seeretariat in. Geneva, no Committee on Trade and Environment, 
UN Commission on Sustainable Development, Greenpeac'e International, Secretariat of the Bamako Convention, 
French West African S aheliall Mechanism, relevant divisions of the NEP AD S eeretariat, other African Regional and 
Sub-Regional Mechanisms, BCRCs. worldwide, other Inter-Agenry Schemes ill other African countries which regulate . '.' 
toxic waste trade and other rele1)ant international/regional organisatiOlzs. Within this context, relevant issues to be 
.-. 
disCtlssed include the workings of these organisations on Ctlrrtmt practices alid poliry in toxic waste trade as this pertains 
to this country and otber $tates worldwide, what lessons are wort'?J of emulation and the pitfalls which should be avoided. 
In this regard, the r::ommittee~shall be the main mechanism at municipal level to which all toxic waste offences shall be 
reported, for ftll1her co';tmunicatio~ to th(f Bamako and NEP AD S eeretariati(if the dispute involves African cotmtries) 
or the WTO. and Basel Dispute Settlement Divisions, in orde: to seek legal redress (if the dispute Fnvolves countries 
outside Africa). 
(g) With a t'iew to inereasing public awareness in toxic waste trade, safeguarding public interests and enhancing public 
participation in toxic waste trade regulation, it is incumbent upon the Committee to disseminate the information in 
Article 14throllgh the media andJnternet. This task shall also be petformed in partnership with companies. . " ; -
In the case of Ghana, bifore this Section, it shall be provided that: 
S u/iect to Artide 10 of Ghana's Environmental Protection Agenry Act, 1994, Act 490 which shall inter-alia, 
(a) monitor: the use.of hazardDus chemicals f?y collecting information on the importation,exportation, manufacture, 
distribution, sale, use and disposal of such chemicals,· 
(b) addse the Board and the Executive Director on the regulation and management of hazardDus chemicals,' 
Ghana's cumnt Hazardous Pesticides Committee and Cote d'Ivoire's present Inter-Ministerial Committee shall perform 
exactlY the same fUlt~tions as South Africa's Inter-Agenry Permit Scheme discu'Ssed above. Membership to the respective 
Committees of these two case ~tu4Y co~ntries,. which alreacfy indudes Officials from each ·country's Ministry of Health and 
Agriculture, mqy ill each case als~be exte~ded to include an ujJicial from the Ministry of Trade and at least, two 
environmental NGOs which deal with toxic waste trade maiters. 
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Section 4. Requirement for Handlers of Toxic Waste to Obtain Appropriate License 
A'!Yo11e in possession oj this substance should produce a prior obtained permit in docuinmted form, from the Int~r­
Agenry Permit Committee. Possession oj hazardous substances without the necessary governmental appro~al in 
docummted form, dufy authorised and signed f?y officials from the relevant offices, mqy be tantamount to an' o.ffence, 
punishable f?y fine or imprisonment. 
Explanat01Y Memorandum 
Hazardous substances have a highly toxicological nature and an imminent capacity to cause death in 
human beings, as well as ecological disasters. 
Section 5. Requirement for Companies to Submit Reports to Environmental Affairs Ministry 
Companies shall s1lbmit reports oj th'eir activities, waste generation and treatment t~nds once every six ';;;onths;' to 'the 
Department oj Waste Management in the Ministry above. Reports must illdicate how clean and green these production 
and waste treatmmt programmes are. Furthermore, these reports must cle~rfy indicate the qua~tities oj 'waste which tire 
generated f?y these companies and how thry are treated Where there are problems in adhering to stringent environmental' 
standards, companies shall highlight these issues, and obtain relevant assistance from the government as well as the 
Committee in Article 3. A format detailing the information required shall be obtained from the I nter-Agenry Permit 
Committee/Hazardous Pesticides Committee/Inter-Ministerial Committee. This stipulation shall not appfy in'case; 
where trade secrery must be safeguarded in order to protect business interests. The respective Inter-Agenry Scheme in each 
country shall make such exceptions. 
Section 6. Guidance of Environmental Law Principles 
(a) Sustainable Development: Pursuant to the principle oj sustainable development, the importation and e40rfatio~ 'if" 
to>""ic waste shall be pursued with the long-term vision oj preserving the ecological belSe, for the p",.,;spective· utilisatio~ by 
jit!lJre generations. ],1 this regard, such trade must be conducted with the incorporation oj sound environmental principles 
in every sectoral activiry, so thatfinancial gains from such trade are geared towards environmental goals and not used in 
. . ., .. 
the clean-up ofresultant negative environmental dilemmas from such trading activiry; This inevita~fy, ties in, with the 
principle oj illter~generationalequiry. Onfy in the case oj South Africa do Sections 2(3) and 1 (l)(xxix) oj its NEMA 
appfy. In the cases oj the two other case stutfy countries, the provisions oj Section 6(a) are.simpfy stated without due 






The necessiqr to simply' p~~vide for this principle in the case of these two other case study countries 
stems from th~ absence of any prior e'nvironmentalhlw/policy in their respective jurisdictions which' 
explicitly reiterates the principle of sustainable development. 
(b) Prior In/omlCd Consent: 
(i) A'D' party wishi~g to import or export a'D' forms of toxic ~ajte shall obtain prior consent in documented form, dulY 
atlthorised and jigne~ f?y the Inter-Agenry Permit Committee/Hazardous Pesticides' Committee/ Inter-Ministerial 
Committee before proceeding with, such a transaction. 
(ii) Importers a~d eXporters of to'xic waste will be required to tlse ecolabelling and environmental labelling scheiJlCs 
" , 
detailing the cOll~titr:eni elements of a'D' given toxic waste which they wish to trade in. These schemes must gain the 
approval of the ead) c~~ntry's resp~ctive Int;r-Agenry Permit Committee. 
(c) Preventil'e PIi;lCipie:· R~4fi~t:~g Sections 2(4)(a)(t'i) ani2(4)(a)(iv) of the South African NElviA, parties engaged 
in waste gene/~tillg activities shall impleme~t all necessary environmental principles to ensure clea~ and green production 
methods, incltlding in their importation 'and exportation of toxic waste. In Ghana, this clause is simplY stated, without 
~. . , 
due regard to a prior environmental poliry which reiterates this principle, as there is none. In Cote d1voire, this 'clause is 
applied, while reafftmling Article 26 of its Loi No. 96-766, 1996, which reiterates the preventive principle. 
(d) Precautiollary ,?rinciple: Noting Section 2(4)(a)(vii)of South Africa's NEMA in the case of South Africa and 
Article 35.1 of LJi No. 96-766 in the case of Cote d1voire, in the event of scientific uncertain(y as to the toxici(yof 
certain hazar dOlls lvastes other'than those forms of toxic waste which are elucidated /n this law, the Inter-Agenry Permit 
, 
Committee/Inter-ministerial Committee may in collaboration with officials from the Basel Secretariat and the WHO, 
assess the toxici(y of such a substance, using relevant Basel and WHO Guidelines. Upon further certain(y, the 
Committee ;;1q)' deem it Jmtdent to refuse the importation or eXportation of such substances alfogether. 'The n~ed to applY 
these preventive and precautionary principles of foresight 'vis-ii-vis incorporating lessons such' as the non-discrimination, 
, , ' 
necessi!J/ prop01tio~ali(y tests is also i~porlant. It must be amplY demonstrated that these measures are directlY and not . ' 
remotelY related to su~h environm;ntal protection and the prese17J~tion of human health, theref?y striking a harmonious 
balan(!" between free trade and envi,!,~mental protection, as far as hazardous waste trade regulation is concerned. This 
principle is applicable to Ghcma, except that this article ,is stated without prior c~nsiderationto a prior environmental 
poliry providingfor the precautionary principle. The Committee in the case of Ghana is also the Hazardous Pesticides 
Committee. 
(e) Polluter Pq,Ys Princi,ple: Further noting Section 2(4)(P) of the South African NEMA in the case of this country and 
Article 35;5 of Ivorian Loi No.-96-766'in the case of Cote d1voire, though this law foresees the preventive and- ,-
precautionary approaches to toxic waste trade, given the great probabili(y of various forms of sectoral activi(y generating 
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waste even in its minutest quantiry, it is incumbent on every waste generator to clean such forms of waste. It is hereby 
emphasised that such responsibiliry in no wqy rests upon the government or the residents of the neighbourhood in which 
such waste is generated, but upon the waste generator(s). In this vein, _ all companies and centres engaged in toxic waste 
rerycling, importation and e:>.portation, should be required to submit to each country's Inter-Agenry Committee, a 
comprehensive list indicating thnort of envitonmentalprinCiples which they adopt. However, given thefaCt that anyform 
of human or industrial activiry is likelY to result in waste generation, such ~asie should be minimal and should also be 
cleaned up by the responsible generating company anywqy, under the polluter pqys principle. In the case of Ghana, this 
requirement is not suo/ect to any previous poliry reinforcingpolluter pqys, as there is none. It is therefore simplY stated. 
(f) Human Right to a Decent Environment: In conformiry with the principle of a human nght to a decent environment 
as enul1ciated in Preambular Paragraph 8 of this law, these rights herein shall ipclude the ea!} availabiliry of 
. ., , . '. -.',. -
information to the public, from the Inter-Agenry Committee in each country, which shall also publicise such informa~ion 
,. 
on the media and internet, as required in Article 3(g) of this model law. It is hereby emphasised that every individual be 
also responsible for keeping the environment clean by refraining from dumping or littering waste or any other substance. 
Contravention of this stipulation is tantamount to an offence, punishable by a fine, as per Articles 8 and 6(e) of this 
model law. 
(g) Locus Standi and Class Action: Pursuant to Article 24 of the 1996 South African constitution in the case ofthi~ 
-
country, where the right of an individual or group of people or decent environment is threatened, or the person/persons 
has/ have reason to believe that this right is beingJeopardised or will be jeopardised from current or prosp~ctive imports of 
toxic waste, such a person/such persons mqy be entitled to legal action and effective judicial redress. If this individual 
believes or group of persons also believe that a piece of land in which (s)he/ they has/have propnetary interests mqy be 
adverselY qffected by such a(tivities, legal redress mqy be readilY available. It is incum.bent upon such person(s) to prove 
that they have interests in the land on which such toxic waste trading activiry mqy occur. In the cases of Ghana and 
Core d1voire, no prior environmental poliry exists on this principle, and this Article is therefore to be simplY stated. 
(h) Publi,' Tntst Doctrine: With due regard to South Africa's Section 2(4)(0) of the NEMA, as in the case of South 
Africa, the government .of this country deems it pntdent to incoporate the aforementioned environmental soft-law 
primiples into the administration of toxic waste law in this country, for the protection of the health of its citizens, 
terrestrial we!fare and all other forms of the ecological base. This Article is to be simplY stated in the cases of the two 





The governm~nt of , this country administers the land on behalf of its citizens. Hence, the inclusion of 
Section 6(h). 
Section 7. Incorporation of Transparency PrinciDl~s, 
Whereas envirollmC1ltallaw principles highlighted in Article 6 are includediitto the admin~stration of toxic waste trade 
issues, for the avoidance of protectionism, the following transparenry prinClples are., also hereby included in the toxi£' waste 
. '. , . 
trade law: 
(a) Rtde qfReason. Necessi{yl Pro.portionali{y Anafysis:1Phile reqtliring all imports of toxic waste to be elucidated in 
the official language of this country (English, French lr Afrikaans), it must be, stressed that this legal reqtlirement is 
directlY relevant for the protection of public and environmental health.' 
Explanatory Memorandum 
In the absenc~ of such clear stipulations, such substances may be consumed by the public, mishandled 
.": " '. ". .. '.,". " .'
and then, cause all t:nanner of negative effects to human,and ecological health. 
, ' 
(b) Relevance fO the Conseroation qf Human, Ternstrial and Ecological Health.' These soft law environmental 
principles shall be imposed with a view to protecting the health of the poptdation and the environment. Hence, the refusal 
., , 
of the Inter-Agenq Permit C;ommittee in each country to grant the importation or exportation of toxic waste stlbstcl11ces, '. . -. . , ", ,'. , . . 
must be don~ with a view i~ ,!ecessar!IY protecti~g such forms of life. The reasonsfor such ~fusal must be ciearIY provided 
. '. . . 
(c) Disguised RestrictionIDiscrimination~' 
(i) The substances such as PCBs which are otlllawed in toto and can never be traded in, for reasons of their excessive 
toxici(y, have been attached in Annex 4 to this law. Such prohibition must be publiclY announced and submitted in 
,documented form to the Basel, Bamako, WTO and NEP AD secretariats, as well as the African regional and sub-
regional mechq,nisnt{. 
(ii) For the atloidance of discrimi,!ation, a tax on any toxic waste, petroleum or other Jtlbstance containing toxic waste 
. ~ . ." . . . . . . . " 
shall be the same for locallY produced and foreign goods, where these goods are the same. 
(d) Foreign-Domestic ltmsdiction: While exhorting/he respective Inter-Agenry mechanism in each case sturfy cOil11try to .... 
require ecolabelling and environmental labelling schemes from exporters of toxic waste from, other countries into this 
country as per Article 6 (b )(z'i), the Committee shall not inteifere with the laws and processingJtandards of other countries 
on to>.ic waste. The requirement for these schemes is simplY to protect the ecological and human health of this country. 
Scientific evaitlations are therefore requ~'red 
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Section 8. Punitive Enforcement 
(a) An individual, group of people or company found guilry of attempting to contravene or actttalIY contravening any of 
the reqtlirements of this law shall pqy a fine of $ 3 million US dollars. 
(b) If an individual or company, who/which illegallY trades in toxic waste and there is no deleteliolls consequence on 
another individtlal or the environment, theparty who engaged in the illegal toxic waste trading activiry shall still be made· 
to pqy a fine to the state. 
(c) If an illegal to:>"7C waste trading activiry negativelY affects the environment or health of individttal(s) or their 
sllnvunding communities, the person/people/companies responsible for this act, shall be made to pqy damages to the 
injured parties and a fine to the state. Subject to Section 8(a) and depending on the magnitude of the harm inflkted on 
the individual or the environment, the court shall determine the amount of damages to be paid. 
Section 9. Liability 
Where a person, without obtaining a permit from the Inter-Agency Permit Committee, purchases, sells, imports, transits, 
deposits, exports or stocks toxic wastes or there is sufficient proof that this parry ptltportsto carry one of these acts 
without the requisite permission from each country's Inter-Agency Permit Botfy/Hazardous Pesticides Committee/Inter-
Ministedal Committee in Article 3 above, such a person mqy be accountable in a court of law in this country, in 
accordance with Article 8 of this law. This provision shall be applicable to a foreign company or foreign individual . 
which/ who is found guilry of illegalfy trading in toxic waste in this country. If found guilry, the foreign parry shall be 
made to PC!)' a fine to the state and damages to the individual or communiry, on which the harm was inflicted. 
Section 10. Liability of Offenders 
(a) Joint and Several UabilitJ 
A1!yone who contravenes any of the provisions of this law, aids and abets a person to infdnge ttpon this law, or conspires' 
ill the commission of such acts or the omission of any of the above pdnciples in toxic waste importation and exportation, -
shall be accountable in a court of law in this land, as per Article 8 of this law. 
. , 
(b) Extended Producer Uability/rom Cradle to Grave 
Generators of to::odc waste and persons involved in recycling such waste mqy be held accountable at any stage of a lift-span 
of a given product. Therefore, it is inCtlmbent upon producers of toxic waste to ensure that such waste is in an 
environmentallY sound condition when being exported or sold to other parties within the territory of the country. These 
producers mqy be liable for fines or impnsonment dudng the entire lift cycle, that is, cradle to grave lift span of the goods. 
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(c) Retroactive liabili[v 
Whm environmental or human health is adverselY aJftctedas a.reJult of the harmful eJftcts of toxic waste, the par[) or 
compa,!) responsible jor such negative environmental or health impacts Will be held liable, even if thm is a change in the 
existing law at the 'lime when such detrimental impacts occurred. 
(d) liability qfOlstoms Officials 
In case of illegal imports and e:"poris of toxic waste, the Inter-Agenry Committee of each country shall set up an 
Investigative Con1mission of Inquiry to find out .all pertinent facts relating to the illegal transacti()n. In this regard, in 
addition to generators of waste, the customs officer atthe time when this transaction occurred.will be given anopportunifY 
to explain tbe details of the case to the Committee, Wbere necessary, he/she shall be.liqble jor a cti'!1inal offence oJ. 
fines/ impnso1lment or borh, itl a court of law. 01lce a substance is banned from being traded in, under Annex 4 <if this 
law, its negatb.;:~ fOluequeni:es on human or enVironmental health need not be proved, The fact that it is banned provides ' 
sufficient grounds jor holding sucb officers accountable. 
Section 11. Port of Enfly of.Toxic·Waste 
To facilitate tbe close monitoring of imports and exports of toxic waste, thm sball be onlY one port, namelY Durban, 
'. witbin tbe country, tbrougb wbich these substances will be shipped. 
However, Ghana would use onlY one locus, the port of Tema, and Clite d'Ivoire; onlY Grand-Bassam as the onlY pOris in 
each respective case, through which these substances will be shipped. 
Comi)lementa{yMatters 
Section 12. ,Case~hy~Case Basis Bilateral Agreements 
In very limited and exceptional circumstances'whm this country deems it financiallY beneficial to import or export certain 
forms of toxic wastefrom industrialised countn'es, it can, under very empirical scientific and environmental evaluations, 
import such wastejrom developed co.!!.ntries. This Will be permissible '?Y the Inter-Agenry Permit Committee/ Hazardous 
Pesticides Committee/Inter-Ministerial Committee, suo/ect to the provisions of Article 3(a), Stich trade will however be 
on an ad-hoc basis and based on case-Iry-case agreements with these industrialised countries, 
In the case of Ghana, it shall be added that: 
While collaborating with the 1nter-Agenry -Permit Schemes-of other -countries as per Article 3(/), -the Hazardous ----....... 
Pesticides Committee shall e~sure that lessons are borrowed from South Africa, for the establishment of at least one 
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environmental NGO each in the border towns of Tema, AJlao, Takoradi and Paga. These NGOs shall act as - -
monitoring mechanisms on the imports and exports oj toxic waste into and from this country. 
In the case of Cote d1voire, this same additional clause in Ghana's situation, will be added to its Article 12, excepting 
that the border towns for the establishment of NGOs monitoring trends in toxic waste trade wOllld be San Pedro, 
S assandra, Grand-Bassam, Bondollkoll, Odienneand Bllma. 
Section 13. Requirement for Participants to WTO Institutes in Nairobi and Casablanca. _and 
Basel Convention Regional Centres to Present Documented Reports to Local Ministries and 
Other Offices Involved in Toxic Waste Trade Regulation , 
(a) Participants to the training sessions of the above-mentioned Institlltes shall be required to disseminate information i'/ 
documented form, concerning experiences learned, with the Inter-Agen'!} Permit Committeel Hazardous Pesticides ~ 
Committee I Inter-Ministerial Committee. . ' . .. 
(b) Participants are filrther exhorted to share such information as well with other offices, such as relevant environmental 
NGOs, who are involved in toxic waste trade regulation. Such lessons learned should also be shared with other parties 
from similar offices in other countries within the continent, and vice versa. 
(c) Participants to these sessions must also be empowered to provide input and present documented-reports to these offices 
on trends il1volved in toxic waste trade regulation at municipalleve!, as well as the successes and obstacles encountered in 
this light, instead of simplY receiving lectllres during these sessions. The reports must be transmitted to the offices before the -
sessions for prior approval and subsequentlY discussed at these sessions,-for charting the wqy fonvard. 
Section 14. Traineeships. Internships and Consultancies - -
(a) The Inter-Agen'!} Permit Committeel Hazardous Pesticides Committee/Inter-Ministerial Comf!1it(ee shall ensure 
that part of pre-and post-Universi!J National S eroice posts, as well as internships and consultancies be tiTTanged on an 
annllal basis, to train prospective officers in matters pertaining to toxic waste trade regulation. Such persons mqy be sent 
to the releVallt regional mechanismsfor further training, if needed Thryshall fmther liaise with officialsfrom the UlTO, 
UNEP and BCRCs, for the acqllisition of further knowledge in toxic waste trade regulation. 
(b) Bask training in sOllnd toxic waste practices shall be included in the environmental cumcula of primary school . 
education. This shall be monitored by each country's Inter-Agen'!} Permit Scheme, in close collaboration with its 
Ministryl Depaltment of Education. 
-'- --":....---:-~ - -- "---- --
-'. ~ 
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Section 15. Establishment of Recycling Centres 
The Inter-Agenry Permit Committ~e/ Committee/ Haza~d~us Pesticides Committee/Inter-Ministerial Committee shall 
in co-operation with relevant NCOs, require consultants in Article 14(a) above to help individuals set up and manage 
rerycling centres in so,,;e communities, for collecting used ite;s and rerycling. Once every six months, these consultants, in 
" . 
partnership with the managers oj these centres, will be required to submit progress reports to this country's Inter-Agenry 
Committee detailing the contn"bution oj these centres to pover(y alleviation through income generation and emplqyment 
creation. These'repolts should further highlight the environmmtal measures which are being implemented in these rerycling 
. ' . : 
projects, the successes mcountered and the remaining challenges. To facilitate rerycling, the Committee shall also ensure 
that companies who'Seli aI!y toxic waste substance, PC!) a fee upon sale oj such items. 
, 
j 
Section 16. Establishment of Monitoring Mechanisms 
While co/laborafil1g with the. Inter-Agenry schemes oj the two other countries, this country's Inter-Agenry Permit 
. Committee/Hazardous Pesticides Committee/Inter-Ministerial Committee shall ensure that the alreacfy established 
, .' • ~ • J • • : • , .' , 
NCOs impart lessons'to the ~t~er two case stutf! countries, through the fltging oj partnerships for the possibility .oJ 
. ;. 
establishing NCOs which mO,!itor toxic waste trends within these two other countries. 
6 (C) Conclusion 
Through the 'prop"osals for the model treaty and law in this Chapter, the main goal of this thesis has 
., _. - -
been attained. The suggested legal treaty evidendy harmonises trade and environmental goals at the 
" . 
African regional and sub-regional levels, while the recommended law does so at various municipal 
levels of the three case study countries. These instruments also seek to regulate trade in toxic waste, 
without intruding on <?ther countries' sovereignty. In making the proposals for formulating this model 
. . 
African treaty and municipal law on toxic waste trade, due attention was paid to discussions in the 
, 
previous chapters and the findings of the researchproject of this thesis. 
. " " 
Therefore, proposals have been made for the nee<! to realistically define hazardous waste while taking 
. . . ..~ . . ; 
into consideration, its possible generation of financial benefits and possible adverse impacts on human 
" " 
health and the environment. The fact that trade in toxic waste can raise income, has been proved in 
Chapters 2 and 5. On the other hand, the possibility of such toxic waste destroying the environment 
has been also discussed in Chapter 2 and the research project of this thesis. The need to in~orporate 
scientific e,ridence as" part of the' model toxic waste trade law is specifically releva~t to the second 
question of the questionnaire of the research project to this thesis, that is Annex 2. This specific point 
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of inquiry seeks elucidation on the specific ways in which hazardous waste affects human and 
ecological health. The answers can be discerned from the contents and findings of the research project 
which are evaluated in Annex 3. Such scientific explanations ensure transparency and the absence of 
protectionism in rejecting the imports of certain forms of toxic waste, as spelt out in, the model law in 
this Chapter. Compounded with this, it will also educate pe~ple who handle these substances on the 
sort of potential hazards which are involved here. The model treaty and law have therefore made 
room for clearly distinguishing between the various forms of waste disposal and treatment options 
. . . ~ 
which will be appropriately utilised for different categories of waste, depending on their different 
levels of toxicity. 
Furthermore, O\ving to the hazards involved in handling toxic waste, the model'legislativ~'~struments 
. -.. .. 
in this Chapter make it imperative that anyone who handles this substance, whether for recycling or 
final treatment, must obtain a licence from the ministries of environment, trade, health and other 
, " 
relevant ministries first. Here, an Inter-Agency Permit Scheme is specifically required. This scheme, as 
indicated, could be established by relevant governmental minis tries/ departments of environment, 
trade, health, NGOs and other relevant offices for the purposes of granting permission to future 
importers or exporters of hazardous waste. Owing to the potential dangers which this waste could 
cause as e~ident from Chapters' 2 and 5, po~sessing th~se subst~nces without the necessary 
governmental approval in documented form from the Inter-Agency Perrriit Scheme, may, be 
tantamount to an offence, punishable by £ine or imprisonment. 
Another important f~ature of the model treaty and la~ is the requirement for these legal inst:ru1nent~' 
to adopt the preventive precautionary approach rather than the polluter pays doctrine. This cowd 
make companies adopt cleaner and greener production methods rather than' cause all manner of 
environmental perils and then clean-up after that. The need to apply these preventive and 
, . 
precautionary principl~ of foresight vis-a-vis incorporating lessons such as the non-discrimination, 
necessity /proportio~ality tests disc~ssed in Chapter 4 is also important. Therefore, these measures of 
environmental protection do not just relate to the conservation of environmental health, but must be 
directly and not remotely related to such conservation. By adopting this approach, the model treaty 
and law in Chapter 6 strike a balance, between trading and protecting the environment, in terms of 
hazardous waste activity. 
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The necessity to include the legal standing and class action principles in the model treaty and law on 
toxic waste trade make these proposed instruments have an impact which is felt in reality. Here, the 
basic rationale is, that when anybody's right to life or decent environment is threatened, or the person 
has reason to believe that this right is being jeopardised or will be _ jeopardised from current or 
prospective imports and expprts of toxic waste, such a person should be entided to legal action and 
effective judici~l redress. This leaves no room fot ambiguity. It also ties in with discussions in Chapter 
3 on this principle, as well as Chapter 5, where it is portrayed that while the legal standing principle is 
present only in South Africa's 1996 constitution, it is lacking in the tWo other countries. Re~arding 
class action:' this "h~s 'b~'e~ p'roposed as part" of 'the laws in this Chapter ~ince this principle is also 
absent in all, three countries' municipal regimes and respective constitutions . 
• i .. . 
The requirement for imposing harsher penalties of huge fUles and long-term imprisonment sentences 
... ~ , ' . '.. ' 
within the ~odel treaties of African regional and sub-regional mechanisms, as well as the various 
municipal laws of.,South Africa, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire are all recommended in this Chapter. The 
need for othe~ f~~~ of li~bility, such as the extended liability and retroactive liability, are all reiterated 
here. With the extended liability principle, producers adhere to the best environmental ~onsiderations 
ever in their manufacturing processes, since they could be held accountable at any stage of a life-span 
': " I ", 
of a given product., With the -introduction of the retroactive liability, companies incorporate the 
. '." , . ~ , '. ' 
soundest possible environmental principles, as they or their future successors will always have to 
account for any fo~s ~f hazardous waste nllsm~nag~ment. The model legal mechanisms alsode~ly 
provide for incentives, fines and punitive enforcement, which should be proportionate to the level and 
extent of the resultant environmental hann from hazardous waste trade. 
While advocating these and other measures in the model law, a great deal of caution was also accorded 
to recommendations in Chapter 5 and the research project, on the particular need for the 
establishment of mechanisms for capacity building and institutional support to complement the model 
law. These proposals include the need for countries' civil se~ants who participate in WTO training 
sessions to share information on lessons learned with members of the Inter-Ministerial/lnter-:-Agency 
Committee, NGOs working on toxic waste issues and other affected parties. From Chapter 5 and the 
research project, such information sharing is lacking in many instances. Hence, within a given country, 
some agencies working on the same issue of toxi<::; wast~ tt:ad~re~~tio_~!lr~,_!lot _~bre~st \\1ith ~urrt!nL ______ _ 
developments when compared to other agencies in that same municipal setting. 
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Finally, it can be acknowledged th~t the recommended model legislative mechanism:s in this chapte~ 
are useful guides which are devoted to the promotion of environmentally sustainable intra-African toxic 
. . . -
waste trade and sustainable international toxic waste trade, when necessary. The next Chapter 
concludes ali the discussions in this dissertation. 
I The Hon. Justice S.N. Peete, "Lesotho Country Report on Sustainable Development and the Role of Law", in Division 
of Policy Development and La\v, UNEP, Global judges Symposium on Sustainable and the Role of Law Oohannesburg, South 
Africa, 18-20 August 2002, Report, (Country Papers) , Volume II), 226-238, at 234. 
2 Based on language of preambular clause ofWfO Agreement. 
3 Based on language of \'\11'0 Article XX Exceptions. 
~ Based partly on Articles 122(3) and (6) of COMESA Treaty 1993. 
5 Based on ."-rticle 125 ofCOl\fESA Treaty 1993. 
(, Based on definition from DWAF, Requirements for Waste and Forestry, Requirements for Waste Classification (1998), 
Section 2.4, p-2-4. 
7 DWAF (1998) Ibid, at Page 2-4. 
8 DWAF (1998), Ibid, Article 2.3.2, p2-3. 
9 Scientific analysis by Dr. Herbert Needleman, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
USA, produced in http://www.cheg.org/SF /Lead.html, Center for Health, Environment and Justice, Everyone's 
Backyard; Science Feature, "l\1islead Science: The Dangers of Lead", 
III See scientific evidence provided by scientist from Roswell Park Memorial Institute, Buffalo, New York, USA, in "Love 
Canal: Health Type vs Health Fact", American Couneilon S eience and Health (Editorial), 1997 and 1998 .. 
II Analysis by Dr. Vernon Houk, in Rachel's Hazardous Waste News # 249, September 4, 1991, News and ResourceJ for 
Etll'irollmCllial justice, Environmental Research Foundation, Annapolis,. Maryland, USA. For further references on the effects 
of toxic waste on human and terrestrial health, see International Labour Organization, Enrydopaedia of OCClipatiollal Health 
alld Saftty, Volume 2; Grace Factory Farm Project, News and Publications, February 2002; Geschwind, SA et ai, "Risk of 
Congenital malformations Associated With Proximity to Hazardous Waste Sites", AjE, Volume 135 (1992),1197-1207. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 
This thesis has demonstrated tlie importance of promoting free trade while safeguarding sound 
principles of environmental management within the framework of international, regional and national 
legislation to regulate trade in toxic waste. 
In this light, discussions ~ Chapt~r 2 have shown that market liberalis~, as opposed to protectioni~m, 
is a worthy ideal to pursu"e at the municipal, regional and international levels. While protectionism has 
. ~ . ''-,''. 
sometimes been hurtful to many countries in the globa,l economic order, ample evidence has" been 
provided in various discussions to illustrate the' benefits which can accrue from free trade. These 
include income generation and specialisation. The three case study countries and other countries under J 
~. 
national sovereign~" are fr~e to pursue market liberalism. While the three case study countries have 
established laws to .promote free trade, as far as intra-African trade is concerned, problems such as 
political instability in African countries and poor infrastructure prevent some of these ideals from 
, -
being realised. With the newly established Conflict ~revention Mechanism of the NEP AD and the 
. '.' ... . 
AU's Peace and Security Mechanism, for instance, free trade and more positive telated objectives may 
be better realised however. 
However, discussidns have also shown that the" three case study countries can also resort to 
protectionism, when necessary. This stems fro~ the point which has been emphasised that trade" 
liberalisation among other things, can destroy the environment, creating the problem of externality. 
Here, trade objt:ctives and environmental protection goals then become contradictory to each other. 
However, a careful incorporation of environmental principles into trading activity could also lead to 
sustainable development principles, as this thesis has shown. The working~ of the WTO t~ strike such 
a balance in international trading activity are evident from the many examples in case law which have 
been discussed. 
"' , " 
This also links to one of th"e central tenets of this thesis, that trade liberali~m which In th~' world 
economic ~rder,was fo~d~cades, pursued with th~ sole goal of inco~e gener~tio~, ~s now bemg 
pursued with the objective of attaining sustainable development as well. On the particular issue of 
trading in toxic waste, many examples and research findings from the three case stu"dy countries have 
shown that though these three countries are committed to promoting free trade including trade in 




toxic waste, they have also refused to import substances and chemicals which may c~ntaminate their 
environment. 
Furthermore, this thesis has in Chapter 3, also provided in-depth analysis on the importance of 
safeguarding sound environmental principles in international, regional and national legal regimes in the' 
international economic order. While the three case study countries and others, under national 
sovereignty can import and export substances of nay nature, they also have a duty not to' trade in 
harmful substances including toxic waste, which can damage neighbouring territories, owing to the 
"". 
transboundary nature of such waste. The requirement for this neighbourly approach has its 
Joundations in customary international law. These three case study countries also reqU1!e 
multilateralism in adopting relevant international environmental conventions to deal with . these 
problems. Recomm~ndations have been made for improving the liability of offenders under these 
conventions. The importance of international soft law principles and their de,relopment have also 
been discussed. Evaluations were made of the applicability of these principles to the resp~cti.ve 
constitutions and municipal legal regimes of the three case study countries. While South Africa and 
Cote d'Ivoire have incorporated many of these principles in their respective constitutions as well as 
some of their policies which deal with toxic waste, Ghana still has a long way to go. Pitfalls are 
identified in the case of all three countries and relevant recommendations made then. The extent to 
which these three case study countries promote these soft law principles at municipal and regional. 
levels, through their membership to the international and regional conventions, have all been 
analys<;!d, with a view to establishing how best their various national laws on toxic waste trade can 
promote trade and environment ideals. 
In Chapter 3, the thesis has further discussed the fact that these soft law principles do apply to 
relevant international and regional treaties and other initiatives which deal with toxic waste trade. 
While these treaties effectively tackle tr~de in tox.i,c waste, proposals have been made to enable their' 
workings have more impact in reality. These include the need for the establishment of a Trade and 
Environment body under the NEPAD, for instance. This body could also deal with the regulation of 
toxic waste trade, which is currendy not accorded much priority under the NEP AD and AU. 
The extent to which these soft law principles, when used by develcipedcoUi1tries, coUld pose problems 
for developing countries' industries in their trade in hazardous waste has been discussed, with a view 
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to making improvements" in "these trends. This could create problems including extraterritoriality and 
unilateralism, except in rare cases when principles such as opposability come into play. While backing 
these claims with concrete examples drawn from the three African case study countries, this thesis also 
shows that though legal mechanisms which embody environmental principles are required at all levels, 
such environmental regulations do sometimes constitute unjustifiable impediments to multilateral free 
trade. The"main problem faced by these countries is the lack of funding to ensure that their companies 
adhere to these high" enviroI¥TIental standards. Here,the solution may be for the governments of these 
"". 
countries to prioritise these issues and help fund these companies. Soft law principles could also be 
incorporated by the companies in the three case study countries, through the use of ecolabelling and 
other schemes, as a means of enhancing their regulatory systems in toxic waste trade. These are 
important because as shown in the thesis, the inclusion of sound environmental principles in such 
activities c~uld also positively. improve the quality" of products these countries export, thereby, 
enabling ~hem to gain increased market access to developed countries' markets, inter-alia. 
This raises the question of the trade and environment debate, discussed in Chapter 4. Here, the nexus 
between these two spheres can ~e traced to" many decades back. The establishment of relevant 
conventions and the workings" of the UN, to "prevent a situation where environmental· regulations 
could sometimes constitute unjustifiable impediments to multilateral free trade, are all reviewed Here, 
emphasis is put on the increasingly crucial and relatively topical international question of whether free 
trade in all manner of substances can hann the environment, and whether environmental laws are 
simply used as a subtle means of reinforcing protectionism in international trade. Events responsible 
for this debate and relevant case law have thus been discussed with a view to elaborating on the ways 
in which these two concepts impact each other positively and negatively, as evident in Chapters 2 and 
3_ Out of the cliscussions on the case law and environmentally-related aspects of wro Agreements in 
Chapter 4, lessons such as the need to avoid arbitrary trade restrictive measures while seeking 
.. . , 
environmental protection and the need to abide by the necessity/proportionality principle while also 
adhering to principles such as the preventive and precautionary approaches, have been extracted 
These lessons are incorporated into the model municipal laws on toxic waste trade in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 4 is more 9r less descriptive for some part, as it provides the details and event~ r~spoIlsi12k ______ _ 
for this debate, as well as the wro provisions which touch on the environment. 
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After that, a more analytical approach is adopted with the view of discerning the essential principles 
such as proportionality and necessity which arise within this debate from the GAIT /WTO Article 
L,{ exceptions and relevant case law. Against this background, the advantageous, and 
disadvantageous consequences of these principles for developing countries including South Africa, 
Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire in their legal management of hazardous waste trade' are relevant. These 
principles are important as they actually help these countries enact toxic '\Taste' trade laws \vhich strike 
a harmonious bal~nce between trade and environmental protection. By adhering to this approach, the 
ftrst four chapters of this thesis also suggest how these c,ountries can devise, legal mechanisms for 
regulating trade in toxic waste, how they can evade the pitfalls which arise in the debate and make use 
of positive areas within the debate. 
After discussing the trade and environment debate within the broader context 'and extracting 
principles for the model treaty and law of this thesis, discussions in Chapter Salsa delve into the 
speciftc and narrower question concerning the waste trade policies and practices of these three 
countries, which obviously arises out of the earlier broader picture. From this perspective, examples of 
state practices and policies are discussed as relevant case studies. Instances of the importation and 
exportation of hazardous waste are discussed as they pertain to, South Africa, Ghana and Cote 
d'Ivoire. Proposa'Is are also made regarding case studies for intra-African trade, with recom:mendations 
for recycling centres to be established for different African sub-regional centres. This is because as 
discovered during the research trip, not much recycling is being carried out in Ghana and Cote 
d'Ivoire, while in South Africa, this is to a little extent. The ways to dispose of these form~ of waste.on 
the other hand, still pose a problem throughout the communities of these countries. 
Much information gathered from personal discussions and structured questionnaires which were 
distributed to various governmental ministries, NGOs, law £inns and institutes within these countries 
were incorporated into discussions in Chapter 5. These findinb established that Cote d'Ivoire has a 
: . ..... . . . :. . 
law on toxic waste trade, while South Africa has a series of policies on the subject matter,. Ghana also 
has many policies on various types of toxic waste. Common problems such as, the lack of adequate 
penalties in the case of Ghana and South Africa have been highlighted, while Cote d'Ivoire needs to 
add the requirement not only for th.e ban on the importation of certain categories of toxic waste, but 
on their exportation as well. Another problem is the lack of sufficient staff to tackle toxic waste trade·····-- _ .... 
matters in these three countries. Here, proposals include the need for the WTO training courses in 
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Nairobi and Casablanca to be extended to involve environmental considerations, and p;:trticularly, 
hazardous waste trade matters. This proposal could help ensure that the staff are better equipped with 
sufficient knowledge to deal with these issues, within the three case study counwes. 
Having identified these problems, Chapter 6 then proposes a model treaty which strikes a balance 
between free trade and environmental objectives, at, regional and sub-regional levels. It further 
proposes a modell~~ \~hich. strikes the same balance at the various municipal levels of tJ:1e three case 
study countries. This model law could also be applicable to other African countries. 
In effect, in contemporary times when sustainable development is impor,tant in almost every facet of .. , 
policy-making indudkg the 'regulation of free trade, harmonising trade and em'ironmental objectives 
should become relatively easier. The challenge then is to ensure that the -key objectives of economic 
prosperity, ecological balance and social progress become the simultaneous targets of legal regimes 
regulating toxic waste trade at global, regional and municipal spheres. This thesis has demonstrated 
that throu&h rises in income, free trade in toxic waste. could result in economic prosperity. 
Furthermore, the implementation of environmental law rules in toxic waste trade results in ecological 
protection. Trade in toxic was~e could also lead to employment cre~tion,income generation, greater 
\. ~. ", ': .' . . . '.' 
levels of capacity building and rises in environmental standards. This evidently reflects social 
upliftment. The modelleg,al ~echanisms of this thesi? .sho~d then ultimately help the three case study 
countries and others within this continent to chart the way forward, as they strive to realise the ideals 
of regional integration in the twenty first century and beyond. 
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ANNEXES 1 to 3: RESEARCH PROJECT INTO HAZARDOUS WASTE TRADE 
POLICIES AND PRACTICES IN GHANA, SOUTH AFRICA· and C6TE 
D'IVOIRE 
Introductory Remarks 
(a)Type of Research Method 
~ '. 
Since the norms of interest of this research project are textual and not numerical/statistical, 
the basic approach adopted to obtaining information here is the qualitative type of research 
. . 
methodology. Hence, through the adoption of Crabtree and Miller's qualitative survey style . . 
of inquiry, analytical inferences are made about an otherwise ambiguous point. The maID aim 
here. is to arrive at a representative probability'of sample, based on the sum total of answers 
gathered from a defined class of persons by means of a research instrument.1 The speCific 
research instrument is in this case a structured interview which assumes the form of a rigid 
questionnaire. For example, question 1 inquires into the definition of toxic waste, as distinct 
frompther forms of waste. Through the majority of answers obtained, it becomes evident 
that while South African NGOs and Ghanaian Ministries and ofnces defuie t:h1s substance 
with due. regard to its health, and environmental hazards, many South African Departments 
\vorkinK on this iss.tie adopt a dualistic approach to defin.ip.g hazardous waste by considering -. ' . 
both. the health and financially beneficial aspects of toxic waste as well. From these answers, 
it be~omes reas~;~bly clear 'th~~ whereas Ghanaian and South AfricanNGOs are opposed 
'. . . 
to tra4ing, in tC!xic waste altogether, South African Departments do favoUr such trade, 
provided it is done in a sustainable manner. 
Furthermore, through the occasional rating scale in the questionnaire, the totality of answers 
J. •• . 
, ; . 
obtained enables conclusions to be drawn about a point which needs clarification. For 
ins~ance, Question 8,(a) asks: "On a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how would you rate the 
current law and policy in your c~ntry in terms of' suffidendy addres~ing hazardous waste 
import and export issues?" Out of the five answers obtained in the Ghanaian context; one 
. . . -
rates this law as "5", two rate it as "4", one rates it as "3" and y'et another office does not 
provide any answer. The overall conclusion which could be conveniendy drawn here is that 
the law in Ghana does not sufficiendy address hazardous waste issues. In South Africa, out 
of twelve offices interViewed on this question, two-rate the law'as "4", one rates it as "5" and 
the remaining nine do not provide any answer with one of the nine asserting that the law is 
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generally fIne, but needs strengthening. in terms onts enforcement. Clearly, from ~ose who 
provided answers, the law is not adequate enough. Compounded with this, from these 
answers, the necessity to equip the relevant offIces with adequate knO\vledge. on the 
workings of the law/policy of toxic waste in this country, so as to readily evaluate it at any 
given moment, cannot be overlooked. 
It must also be stressed that this style of research methodology could be distinguished from 
the abovementioned numerical and statistical research methodology which deals with 
numerical and statistical norms. Based on descriptive statistics, this latter method thereby 
lends itself to the distribution, frequency, size of one or more phenomena, based on 
descriptive statistics.2 
(b) Mapping One's Territory 
Crabtree and Miller provide the advantageous consequences of literally mapping one's 
territory thus: This enables the researcher to fatniliarise oneself with the setting from where 
information is obtained and also, ascertain important facts such as considering differences 
benveen. trends in ~ne place as opposed to another.3 Since the candidate's three case study 
countries are covered by NEPAD, the research· inquiry and project wer~ limited to' these 
countries within the African setting. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a 
geographical map. However, in view of the nature of the discussions, a table with key facts 
on toxic waste trade patterns of the three countries was deemed to be appropriate. On the 
issue of mapping one's territory, important determining factors were the differences in the 
toxic waste trade patterns, the two-month period spent on fact fInding m: West Africa; and 
the much greater length of time spent in South Africa. This stems from the fact t:h~t this 
country is the territory in which the candidate was registered for her project/studies. It is 
also more sophisticated in terms of. availability of information ~om library resources and 
communication facilities for obtaining further information from relevant offices such as the 
Secretariat of the Bamako Convention at the AU in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; the Basel 






The main aim of the candidate's participation iri. the discussions with the various officials 
who an~wered the questions in her questionnaire was simply to collect information about the 
relevant ~spects of the wo~kings of the offices which touched on toxic waste trade practices 
and regulation. To this end, she did not interfere with other aspects of the workit;lgs of the 
. .' '. 
various offices and remained as an ob~erver.4 
(d) Key Informants 
The key informants were all qualified persons working in internatioaal organisations, 
regional mechanisms and national ministries, institutes and agencies, w,hic:h dealt with trade 
- • • :,1 
and ,environmental issues, as well as toxic waste matters. Hence, they were carefully chosen 
on these bases. Given the fact that this thesis dwells on more than one.. thematic topic, that 
is, free trade, then environmental protection, and then, toxic waste management, it was 
. -
impossible to limit oneself to a rigid set of officials from a fixed field. Hence, information 
for this project was readily obtained from officials working in the Basel Regional Convention 
Centres in Dakar and Pretoria, the Ministries/Departments of Trade, those of the 
. .' 
Environment, the Standards Board and many more. They readily provided' the candidate 
with ~I?-sw~rs to ~y inquiry and also, expanded on m;ny grey p;ints. TIus shed a great deal 
. .-: '.. . , 
of light onto the project. In this regard, these informants could be effectively perceived to be 
"key informants", as they possessed special knowledge, status and access to information 
which was otherwise denied to the candidate.s These key informants were further useful 
because owing to the pragmatic limits which constrained the candidat~' from being in all 
.... 
places at all. times, such as the war which prevented her from being physically in Abidjan and 
the fmap-cial constraints which precluded her from travelling to Pitermaritzburg personally to 
- . 
il1te~iew Groundwatch Institute, they provided her with "access and sponsorship", that is, 
, - -
lots _ O! info,tmation on. their ~orkihgs, through e-mail and tele.pho~c discussions.6 Such 
information was unavailable except from the key informant. In occasional instances, they did 
provide any answers to a question, and this was marked as "NA", that is "Not Available".7 
(e) Choice of Questions 
The qu~stions in -the project were carefully designed on the. basis of rigidly structured 
interviews which are most suitable when there is already the existence of sufficient, 
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trustworthy informati<:lfi on which to develop the interview schedule.8 In this ~a~~,such 
information be~ame more adequately known to me only after the interviews. In this regard, 
this was opposed to semi-structured interviews. While carefully delineating types of 
questions, the questions in this research project are ill line with Spradley's structural 
questions, as these questions, through elucidating the candidate on the in-depth problems, 
pitfalls and successes of toXic waste trade policy, expanded and enhanced the description of 
the particular area of interest, that is, toXic waste trade regulation.9 Hence, though the 
candidate had prior knowledge of the definition of hazardous waste, from the South African 
"FIazardous Substances Act (1973) for instance, as well as the Basel and Bamako 
"Conventions, she sought further insights from these officials on how they define this 
substance as well as its impacts on the environment and health of human beings. This 
provided a background for ascertaining the sort of substances which each countrY trades 
legally imports and exports, with respect to toxic waste. Here, the South African perception 
" ' " 
of·this substance, generally takes the financial benefits of toxic waste ~to considerati~n, 
while defining toxic waste. Ghanaian and Ivorian perspectives on the other hand, are slighdy 
different, as they dwell more on the health-aspects of toxic waste. Based on this, a proposal 
is p~t forward, for more uniformity in the definicion of this substance, so that in the adv"ent 
of NEPAD, harmonistation bf rules and definitions concerning trade in this substance, will 
, '- ~. 
facilitate free intra-African toxic waste trade. 
(f) Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
Based on the clarified and expanded information obtained from the interviewees, the 
candidate was able to formulate certain tenets about existing toxic waste trade policy in the 
three case" study countries. While trade is being conducted with a gradual focus on 
sustainable development at the intemationallevel, this needs to be enforced in more depth at 
the municipal levels of these countries, with higher fines and penalties enforced, in the event 
, ' , ," " " , 
of breach of the stipulations of the model law, which is needed, and is lacking, from' an 
analysis of the information obtained. For example, question 8(d) inquires into whether there 
are sufficient penalties for offenders of existing toxic waste laws and policies. From the 
information gathered, most of the offices indicate that such penalties' are lacking in the 
Ghanaian and South African context, but are also presenLin the Ivorian context. An 
interpretation and analysis of such information ultimately establish the point that a loophole 
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clearly exists, in that, in the event of illegally trading in toxic waste, very litde or no penalties 
are imposed on offenders. From this, it is argued that this gap on liability of offenders needs 
to be bridged. A proposal is then put forward that this be done by incorporating penalties 
for huge flnes and imprisonment sentences, as an integral component of the model law. 
(g) Anclnary'Informarton 
The results of this project provide valuable inputs for policy guidance in the three case study _ 
countries' administration of toxic waste trade laws. While charting the way forward, these 
lessons are made to reflect in the stipulatisws of the model law in Chapter 6. This could be 
borrowed and bent to suit the cases of other African countries in the fores~eable future.-
~ 
j 
In light of the many series of works ,~hich have been already published on the trade and _ 
environment debate, and more specifically, toxic waste trade issues, this research project and 
thesis on the whole, are essentially supplem¢ntary to these works.' Furthermore,' these do-
not seek to override any prior studies in this field. Some of these studies have been cited in ' 
this project, for instance, Estylo and Marbury.l1 
(h) 'Presentation 
The ,list of key informants are listed, as' well as the positions/offices < held by these 
informants. After that, the questions in the structured questionnaires regarding different 
aspects of toxic waste importation and exportation issues are also put forward. The answers 
provided by each of these offices to the questions are theri stated, with a:'nanalysis-made of 
each of these answers. Through this series of analyses, insights are provided concerning the -
practical problems encountered by these officers in their day to day regulation of toxic waste 
trade laws, inter-alia. These include a serious lack of collaboration amongst officials working' 
on these issues from different ministries and exiSting institU"tional gaps in agencies dealing 
with toxic waste trade importation and exportation. These trends generally apply to all tkree 
case study countries. 
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Annex 1 : List of People Interviewed for Research Project . .. . , 
(A) GHANA 
(1) Official (Consultant), FAO, Accra; 
(2) Officer in: Charge of Chemicals Management, Chemistry Department, GAEC, Accra; 
(3) Mr. Michael O. Kwakye, Senior Officer, Chemical Division, EPA, MEST, Accra; 
(4) Mr. Larsey Mensah, Legal Officer, MEST, Accra; 
. . . 
(5) Ms. Genevieve Baah, Officer in Charge of Exports, Ghana Standards B'dard, Accra. 
(B) SOUTH AFRICA 
(1) Mr. Buti Mathebula, DEAT, Pretoria; 
(2) Dr. Henry Abbott, DWAF, Pretoria; 
(3) Mr. Patrick Dowling, WESWC, Cape Town; 
(4) Ms. Valerie Mogg, Attorney, Bowman Attorneys, Johannesburg; 
(5) Mr. TsitsiMahema, Senior Officer, APD/DEAT,Pretoria; 
.(6) Ms. NompheloD~"ru.el, Officer; BCRC, Pretoria; 
CI) Mr. Louw Marsh, Economic Officer, DTI, Pretoria; 
.(8) Mr. Muna Lakani, GEM, Johannesburg; 
(9) Mr. Mandla Mentoe; EJNF,Johannesburg; 
(10) Dr. Harro Von Blottnitz, UCT/ChemEng, Cape Town; 
(11) 1\·1r. Kerry Murphy, CSIR;Stellenbosch; 
• p. 
.. 
. (12) Ms. Linda. Ambler, Media and Public Relations Officer, . Groundwatch, 
Pietermaritzburg. 
(C) COTE D'IVOIRE 
(1) Official, Ministere de l'Environnement, Abidjan. 
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Annex 2 : Points of Investigation and Specific Questions for Research Project 
The purpose of this project was to gain an in-depth knowledge. and practical 
understanding of various issues pertaining to the laws and practices of hazardous waste 
importation and exportation, in select African countries, namely, South Africa, Ghana and 
Cote d'Ivoire. This exercise was carried out in order to ascertain the existing problems in . 
this sphere and how they can be effectively addressed. Based on these findings, a model 
hazardous waste legislative mechanism would be proposed for these countries. 
In addition to distributing questionnaires, personal interviews were held with the 
Ministries and Departments of Enwonmental Affairs and Tourism, Trade and Industry, 
Health, Water Affairs and Fores!tY, Minerals and Energy, Agriculture, Offices in charge of 
toxic waste issues such as the 'Ghana Atomic Energy Commission and NGOs such as . 
Earthlife Africa and Environmer:talJustice Network Forum. 
The following points were specifically investigated: ., 
(1) What would you define hazardous waste to be, as distinguished from other kinds of 
waste and what are its constituent 'elements? 
(2) How does hazardous waste specifically affect all aspects of the environmental, human, .. 
marine and atmospheric health of a country? 
(3) (a) What steps are you taking to promote free trade in your country? 
{b)Does your country send participants to the WTO Training Institutes in Nairobi and 
Casablanca? 
(c) What are past and present examples of the importation of hazardous waste from the 
first world and other countries into your country, in the course of free trade? 
(d) What are past and present examples of the exportation of hazardous waste from your 
couritry into the first world? 
(4)(a) Does your country import and export hazardous waste from and into the countries 
of the continent and those with which it has entered into regional integration agreements? 
(b) If yes, on a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how does this positively and negatively 
affect this country and its regional trading partners in the course of free trade? 
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(5) (a) Does your country have adequate means of treating hazardous ~aste in terms of 
recycling, reprocessing and final disposal? 
(b) How do you dispose of various wastes, such as medical, agricultural, household, 
industrial and mining waste? 
. (c) Are any of these categories of w~ste exported or imported for financial benefits and if 
yes,. where do you send them and import them from? 
(6) Questions 6 dwells on the various aspects of the laws on hazardous waste, from 
international and regional perspectives. 
(a) Has your country adopted the Basel Convention? , j 
(b) Has your country a?opted the Bamako Convention? 
(c) What are the various municipal laws of your country which have b€en enacted in 
accordance with these three mechanisms? 
(d) How is your country benefiting from the training programmes and workshops of the 
Basel Convention Regional Centres in Africa? 
(7) \,(l1at is your country's attitude towards promoting the NEPAD? 
.:,', 
(8) Questions 8 dwells on the various aspects of the laws on hazardous waste, from 
m';1nicipal perspectives. 
(a) On a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how would you rate the current law and policy in 
your country in terms of sufficiently addressing hazardous waste import and export 
• ;> Issues. 
(b) How has your municipal law developed in this area? 
(c) \v'hat are the areas in which the law effectively addresses hazardous waste trade and 
what are the areas in which it needs to be improved upon? 
(d) Are there enough penalties for' those who contravene the current regulations on 
hazardous waste importation and exportation into and from your country, and how could 
this be strengthened? 
(e) (i) Regarding the implementation of these laws, do the various Departments and 
Organizations which deal with hazardous waste regulations in your country work in close 
collaboration to deal with this issueL ____ . __ ~ _______ ._ 
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(e) (ii) What, if any, are the other problems which the regulatory authorities e~counter in 
the management of hazardous ~aste trade and hm~; c~n they be ~~solved? . 
, ; .. 
(9) How does one verify whether a substance being imported into your country is really 
hazardous waste, in order to ensure that on the one hand, the laws of your counu1' are 
strict enough not to import hazardous substances which can actually be environmentally 
destructive, but on the other hand, - that there IS no disguised 
protectionism/ discrimination, and substances which are actually not harmful are not 
classified as toxic, simply because-they are being imported from another country? 
(10) \'\7hich other countries, especia~y developing ones, could be cited as success stories in 
the implementation of legislation which resolves hazardous waste trade issues, :and how' . 
. ,.. ". , '. 
could such lessons be modified to suit the case of your country in its hazardous \vasre '. 
trade regulation? 
.. 
In the case of South Africa, 
(11) With regard to the Thor Chemicals case, which of the two would be more desirable for 
South Africa, and why? 
'(a) To ban the importation of trade in mercuric and other hazardous substances 
J r -:. '. 
altogether; or 
(b) To devise mechanisms for treating mercuric wastes and how effective: would this be-




Below is a translated version of these questions into French. This was used in Cote 
d'Ivoire, where French is,the official language . . ;' " . ....', . . ~ ~ 
P~OJET DE RE~HERCHE 
Projet d'une these d(! doctorat 
L'harmonie de tendances contemporaines dans Ie droit commercial international avec 
regulations du milieu naturel : approche sur la regulation et la reglementation du 
commerce des dechets toxiques, cas de quelques pays afi'icains. 
La finalite. p~ecise de ce projet est l'ouverture d'une large connaissance et la facilite d'une 
comprehension sur l'equation de l'import et l'export des de~hets toxiques dans quelques pays 
africains particulierement l'Afrique du Sud, Ie Ghana et la Cote d'Ivoire. Le cadre de ce travail 
s'etablit dans l'unique obje!=tif de tracer un contour reel des probU:mes existants et leur evaluation. 
'. ',' .'. .' 
Fort de ces decouvertes, en egard aces dechets toxiques, un canevas de mecanisme legislatif serait 
propose a ces pays. 
~" . 
" -
En plus des questionnaires distribues, des interviews ont ete accordees aux rninisteres et 
departements .~~vants : Environ~eme.!lt et Tourisme, Commerce et Industrie, Sante, Eaux et 
Per<roirs Mines et Energies, Agriculture et des Organisations Non Gouvemementales telle que I.e 
fomm du reseau de la justice et de I'environnement. Les points ci-apres ont fait l'objet de multiples 
recherches: 
1. Comment definirait-on les dechets toxiques? Quelle serait la difference avec les autres sortes de 
dechets? Quels sont ses constituants? 
2. Comment les dechets toxiques affectent-ils l'environnement humain, marin, la sante 
atmospherique d'un pays? 
.. ,. '. 
3. (a) Quels chemins emprunter pour promouvoir Ie libre echange dans votre pays? , 
(b) Votr~ pa~s participe-t- il a~ sercinaire d~ wro de Nair~bi ~t 'Cas~blanca? 
(c) Quels sont les cas presents et passes de l'exportation des dechets toxiques dans votre pays? 
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4. (a) QueUe est la politique de l'import-export de 'v~tre pays des dechets toxiques conformement 
aux regles d'integration regionale? 
(b) Si oui, selon l'echeUe de 1 a 5, veuillez indiquer Ie niveau de l'influence positive et negative sur 
ce pays et sur ses partenaires commerciaux et regionaux dans Ie cadre de libre-echange. 
5. (a) Votre pays possede-t-il des moyens adequats de traitement des dechets toxiques en 
terme de reconversion ? 
(b) Comment disposez-vous de dechets divers tels qu'en provenance des produits de .".. 
pharmacie, de l'agriculture, de menage, des industries et mines? 
(c) Toutes ces formes de dechets profitent-eUes, en l'import-export, d'unbenefice 
financier? Si oui, queUe en est la destination et l'origine? 
6. Cette question s'adresse au conformement aux aspects divers de la loi sur les dechets, de 
perspectives internationale et regionale. 
(a) Votre pays a-t-il adopte la convention de Bale? 
(b) Votre pays a-t-il adoptela convention d.e Bamako? 
{c) Quels sont les diverses lois municipales dont l'ordonnance depend de ces trois 
mecanismes? 
(d) Comment votre pays tire-t-il profit de ce programme de formation et d'ateliers des 
centres de conventions en Afrique? 
, 
7. QueUe est l'attitude de votre pays envers la promotion du NEP AD? 
8. Conformement aux aspects divers des lois sur les dechets to;Uques: 
(a) L'echelle de 1 a 5, comment evalueriez-vous la politique en cours dans votre pays sur 
l'import-export des .dechets toxiques? 
(b) Comment cette politique evolue-t-eUe dans ce secteur? 
(c) Quels sont les secteurs d'echange ou cette loi est effectivement en cours? Quels sont 
les secteurs ou elle doit subir une amelioration? 




(e) (i) Eu egard a ces lois, les departements et les organismes concernes travaillent-ils en 
parfaite harmonieen vue ~e mener a bon port, cette entreprise? , 
(e) (ii) QueUes sont les eventueUes preoccupations rencontrees par les autorites dans la 
gestion du commerce des dechets toxiques? 
9. Peut-on evahier Ie degre toxique d'une substance importee dans votre pays? D'une part 
pour s'assurer si le~ lois en cette matiere sont assez strictes d'eviter l'importation de 
produits en realite dangereux. destructeurs de l'environnement, d'autre part qu'il n'y ait 
aucune politique deguisee en protectionnisme (discriminatoire). que les produits 
reellement sains ne soient taxes comme toxiques tout simplement parce qu'ils sont 
importes. 
10. ,Que~sautres pays pourraient etre cites particulierement en matiere de succes dans la 
mise en oeuvre des l?is reglementant ,Ie commerce des dechets toxiques? Pourrait-on 
mopifier Ia conduite, les lois en vigueur pour une politique adequate du commerce des 
produits toxiques dans votre pays? 
11. Le qtS de I'Afrique du sud. 
Le cas des prodllits chimiqlles de Thor: Iequel de deux est favorable pour ce pays et pourquoi? 
(a) Interdire l'importation et le commerce du mercure et d'autres produits dangereux en 
tout, ou (b) inventer Ie mecanisme de traitement de ces dechets et comment pourrait-on 
rendre cela efficace ou rentable? 
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Annex 3: Findings for Research Project 
(ANSWERS TO POINTS OF INQUIRY FROM' QUESTIONNAIRE: . 
ANALYSIS, BASED ON OBSERVATIONS) 
(A) GHANA 
1: What would you define hazardous waste to be, as distinguished from other kinds o'f 





EPA: Waste that can, even at low concentrations, have a significant"~dverse effect on ' 
public health and/or the environment. This would be because of its inherent chemical and 
physical characteristics, such as toxicity, ignitabiliry, corrosiveness, carcinogenieity or other 
properties. 
:MEST: This is the same as in the Basel Convention. 
Ghana Standards Board: Waste from chemicals such as pesticides residue;' for instance, , . 
textile, radioactive' sources and industries' chemicals that can affect the environment 
directly or indirectly as well as fauna and flora. These activities from'industries resulting in 
waste production affect the whole eco-system if not controlled. 
Analysis 
From these answers, while the FAO and GAEC provide no concrete definition of 
hazardous waste, the EPA and the Ghana Standards Board provide a deftnition which 
takes the health of human beings and the whole ecological system into consideration. In 
particular, it is evident from the deftnition of the Ghana Standards Board that when , ' 
industrial, textile and other activity is occurring, particular attention must be given to the 
incorporation of environmental standards, lest humans and ecological life all suffer from 
the side effects of such activities as a result of the inherent dangers (corrosiveness, 
carcinogenicity and toxicity, for instance) of toxic waste. The :MEST particularly pays 
attention to the definition provided by the Basel Convention. 
., 
According to' the de'(initions provided by this Convention, hazardous wastes are 
substances of materials which are disposed off, or are intended to be disposed off or are 
required to be disposed off in accordance with the stipulations of nationallaw.
1 
This is 
exactly the 'same definition also provided by the Bamako Convention? From these 
perspectives, hazardous waste should be what the national law of a country deems it to be. 
It may vary from country to country, given the variations in each country's environmental 
standards. Hence, the envisaged model law on waste, should incorporate these points 
concerning the inherent dangers of waste and how it can affect these forms of life, as 
these facts also originate from comp'et~t authorities within the field of toxic waste 
management and trade, in Ghana. , 
; 
2: How does hazardous waste specifically affect all aspects of the environmental, human, 





EPA: Contact the Basel Convention Regional Centre for English-Speaking Africa; to 
provide more details in this regard: 
:tvIEST: The effects on the environment and other media are succinctly captured in the 
Nigerian' Koko "Beach affair which occurred in ,1988; The Nigerian workers who were 
contracted to' retnove the toxic waste came up with all, sorts, of ailments. Among the 
ai1n1ents were severe cherriical burns, nausea, vomiting of blood, partial paralysis and one 
case of 'c'oma. Notwithstanding the removal of the wa'ste,- Nigeria was left with 
contaminated soils. Doctors in the area also recorded elevated levels of cholera and 
premature births in pregnant mothers. 'Supposedly, if such wastes end in the marine 
enVironment, it will have negative consequences for all marine life as well. 
Ghima Standards Board: 
(a) Hazardous wastes on the environment: 
- Refrigerators containing CFC chlorofluoro carbons deplete the ozone layer. , 
... 
- Acidic waste's' from industries lead to acid rain which in tum kill soil organisms. 
. -
arid affect the forests. The'soil eventually loses its fertility. 
-Organochlorine (a kind of pesticide) used in the cotton industry above certain 
levels can cause adverse effects. ' 
- Some other pesticides have the residues affecting the environment. 
'-Exhaust fumes from old cars contain carbon monoxide which can deplete the 
OZone layer 
(b) Hazardous waste in marine water: 
- Waste containing cyanide can kill all flora and fauna in the water. 
(c) Hazardous waste affecting humans: 
- Instant effects of cyanide on humans as well as its prolonged effects can cause 
death. 
- Break down products from azo dye used in the textile industry is known to cause 
cancer. 
Analysis ," 
Though the FAO and GAEC do not provide an answer to this question, thedetrirriental 
effects of toxic waste on all forms of life, from human to marine, to atmospheric, are 
evident from the various examples of the negative consequential' results which toxic waste 
could have on the environment, as discussed by the MEST and the Ghana Standards, .. 
Board: The official in MEST further approaches this question. by adhering to the 
precautionary principle when he logically states that the substances which,caused massive 
deterioration in the health of human beings in the Koko Affair will. cause s4nilar 
devastating effects in marine life. This clearly indicates that in the absence of proper 
management, the very existence of human lives and the whole eC910gical .. pase are ' 
. endangered and may s~.,ffer total destruction from being in contact with toxic wast~. The ' 
EPA relies on Basel in this regard. 
\X'hat might be needed for Ghana, however; might be for all officials dealing with these 
substances, such as those from MEST, EPA and Ghana Standards Board to share the 
information they possess on hazardous _w~s~_ hazards wi_th those '\Yho do not have any 
such knowledge. 
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Fllrthermore, the BCRC in Pretoria could also readily provide more detailed analysis to 
these offices in Ghana, based on scientific evidence, of how toxic waste affects the human 
health and environment. For example, the elucidations provided by Prof. Neil White3 and 
Dr. Betty Anie4 on these matters may be relevant here. During personal discussions held 
with each of them in July 2002~they explained that qifferent forms ~f toxic waste affect 
life in various w~ys. They cite the cases of asbestos, lead, mercury and plutonium. 
For instance, asbestos comes in very thin stripes (not in circles). These substances, when 
~ , 
they come as by-products of industrial activity, are just so tiny in size that they cannot be 
perceived by the human eye. However, the slightest contact with them makes them 
inhalable. They thereupon come into contact with one's bron'chules, an internal organ in 
tbe thorax. Upon such contact, the asbestos gets stuck to the lung, ju~t as a needle gets 
stuck to an item,. After many years, these substances become carcinogenous, and cause 
., 
cancer. 
In the case of lead and mercury, when inhaled over a period of time, they affect the nerves 
and cause physical paralysis, nervous breakdown, psychological and nervous qiso!ders. 
Plutonium, upon,l?eing inhaled, also causes similar symptoms in the life of human~ as well . - ' 
as animals and marine life.s The EPA refers to the Basel Convention as'this Convention 
has internationally acceptable standards and explanations concerning the destruction of 
toxic waste on human, plant and marine life. 




EPA: NA. This is more to do with the Ministry of Trade and Industry. 
, " 
MEST:NA. 
Ghana Standards Board: We are complying with all the WTO Agreements to' prom'ate " 
trade. Furthermore, we are harmonizing ou,r standards and adopting internal standards as 
much as possible. Ghana is signatory to the ACP-EU partnership agreement-and-also---__ 
trades in the ECOW AS sub-region. 
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Analysis 
The trade-inclined Ghana Standards Board confIrms Ghana's commitment to trade 
liberalization and its consequent tradi~g ar~angements with the wro, EU and ECOWAS. 
On the other hand, the answers from the FAO, GAEC, EPA and :MEST' are in the 
negative, meaning that these offIces are not" aware of the measures which Ghana is 
implementing at national level, in conformity with its market liberalization obligations 
under the wrO. Understandably, these environmentally-oriented mechanisms may not 
" " 
possess adequate knowledge about free trade issues. Such knowledge may how~v~r be . 
relevant at some stage to these offIces, especially, as they need to ascertain whether-
ongoing free trade practices are being promoted in a sustainable manner. More light will 
be thrown on this point in 3 (b) below. 




GAEC: NA. The Ministry of Trade would be more equipped to provid~thi~answer. 
,:: 
EPA: NA. This is more to do with the Ministry of Trade and Industry. 
MEST:NA 
Ghana Standards Board: Yes, Ghana sends particip;~ts to the WTO Traici~g"Institutes~ 
Nairobi. 
Analysis 
\'\lhereas the trade-oriented Ghana Standards Board provide that this country is "indeed 
sending participants to the WTO Institute,the answers from the EPA, GAEC, FAO and 
" ." 
ME~T are all non-committal. Once again, these responses go to establish the fact that the" 
" " 
environmental mechanisms in Ghana are in no way aware of free trade practices, as well . 
as the wro Training curricula being given to certain developing countries, such as 
Ghana. However, for these environmental offIces, such awareness is necessary, as "trade 
and environment issues no~ interact and increas~gly collide".6 
Furthermore, one proposal of this thesis requires the WTO Institute to include 
sustainable trade in toxic waste as part of the environmental issues arising in these trading 
activities and' les~ons. This would necessarily suggest that a participant to this Institute 
would bring home lessons which would be relevant not only to the Ghana Standards 
Board and Trade;andlndustry Ministry, but also, to the MEST, EPA'and various NGOs 
and other environmental offices. 
3 (c): What are past a~d present examples ~fthe importation of hazardous waste from the 





FAO: Not that I know of. However, Ghana imports some of these substances fromJapan 
and China. Other examples of toxic waste imports, are ~bsolete pesticides which are 
imported under th~ aegis of the Kennedy Round 2-Japanese 'Government Project 
pertaining'to Ghana: Here, Japan provides' a' list of supp~sed1y cheap pesticides, which 
Ghana must accept. After the importation of such substances into the countrY, the season 
for their use is already over and there is a stockpile of these substances. These substances 
are, cheap;bui in reality, they are very costly asthey affect the health of people and the 
environment: The Chinese also bring their own pesticides to Ghana. These pesticides are 
labelled 1~ chi~ese. F~om the viewpoirit ~f the official at the FAO, such trends indicate 
the lax governmental controls of hazardous waste trade patterns in this country. Illegal 
in1ports of PCBs 'are also carried out from Coted'Ivoire and Nigeria, into Ghana. 
GAEC: Most of the hazardous waste impo~ted into Ghan~ are PCBs which are imported 
from the USA and other industrialized countries. These PCBs are used for, the 
manufacture of hair pomade, skin cream for bleaching among women and in electrical 
transformers. However, in the case of electrical appliances, much more worthy substitutes' 
are' being 'used, it has been ob.served by the GAEC. GAEC does not' specify what these 
worthy substitutes are. Ali inquiry has been sent to them regarding this pertinent point.' 
, . . , 
EPA: This is more to do with the Ministry'ofTrade and Industry. 
hfEST:NA 
Ghana Standards Board: The past and present examples of importation of hazardous" 
waste from first world into Ghana is the importation of refrigerators and freezers with 
chloro fluorocarbons which deplete the ozone layer .. 
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Analysis 
From the information provided by the Ghana Standards Board and the FAO, it is evident 
that unsustainable free trade can cause dire health and environmental pro?lems. The 
importation of toxic substances from China and Japan, as discussed by FAO above, raises 
the question· of externality in economics, where financially "cheap" goods in the form of 
free trade become costly in the long-term, due to the negative effects that they actually 
have on the environment and health of a nation. This also goes to establish the fact that 
similar to the case involving japan's illegal shipments of medical waste to the Philippines, 
toxic waste tradMoes not just occur as a form of toxic imperialism, from the first to the 
third world. ,Even between third world countries, it occurs and the newly industrialized 
countries ol th~ Far East also engage in some forms ~f dumping in other developing 
countries' territories.? Such trade, from similar discussions held at the World Bank 
... ..'; .-
Country Office and further information from the FAO, in December 2002, also oc~urs 
when PCBs are illegally imported from the West African countries of Nigeria and Cote .. . 
d'Ivoire into Ghana, for the manufacture of hair pomade and skin bleaching cream. 
Ghana has also been·. importing toxic substances such as PCBs and CFC-produced 
refrigerators from industrialised countries. However, the current UN.DP· country 
. . 
programme, . the Protocol End User Incentiv:e Package GHA/Ol/G63, which aims to 
ensure a gradual phase-out of such imported products is then very timely as it seeks to 
~. <. , 
eliminate the use and importation of refrige~ators, mobile air conditioners. and other 
devices which are manufactured ~th CFCs. The preventive principle could .l?e . seen ~~ . 
being practised hereby.8 
Furthermore, from the findings to this question, it is obvious that Ghana's economy 
greatly depends on the importation of crude petroleum oil. This contains hydrocarbons, 
which are in turn toxic substances. The petroleum is then reprocessed and .refined. p~er 
toxic substances such as sulphur, a highly flammable chemical, ~ added to the oil when. 
being processed. The EPA has no knowledge of hazardous waste imports and believes . 
that the 1\.1inistry of Trade and Industry would have more information on this matte~. 
However, considering the fact that hazardous waste basically falls into the environmental 
realm and the fact that trade and environment are now cross-cutting issues, it seems 
reasonable that the EPA be enlightened by the Trading 1\.1inistry on instances' involving~--' -
the importation of these substances. This could be done through information sharing at 
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collaborative meetings, amongst these offices by the Hazardous Pesticides Committee 
(which will include the Ministry of Trade, 'as indicated in Chapters 5.3.2,5.6 and 6 ) and 
amongst r~ie~ant 'petrol~um and other toxic ;aste trade impo~ting coinpanies, from time 
to time. The purpose of such meetings would be for experience-sharing, identification of 
problems being encountered in importing these substances, inter-alia. 
3 (d): What are past and present examples of the exportation of hazardous waste from 
your country into the first v,;orld? 
Ans\vers 
FAO: Not that I know of. 
GA~C: Residual petroleum from certain industries such as the Tema Oil Refinery (fOR) 
and th~ Gh~na:Ind~strialPetrol~um Company (GHA'IP). 





~ -. -. 
Ghana St3:ndards Board: None. 
Analysis 
It appears' th~t Ghana 'also engages in some form of toxic waste exportation within the 
," " 
petroleum industry. The FAO is aware of many instances of toxic ;aste production for 
da"mestic use, ~~ch 'as recycled lead in c~ batteries and the production of cement, for use 
within the country's lo~al companies in Accra, Tema, Takoradi and Kumasi. However, 
regarding the exportation of hazardous waste, the GAEC indicates that Ghana sends out 
residual fuel ,oil fr<?m the refining processes from industries such as ,!,OR and GHAIP, to 
certain oil marketing companies in the USA, for use in furnaces, inter-alia. Such residual 
products contain toxic waste, n~tably sulphur, which is highly flam:tnable. It is ~oteworthy 
that the Ghana Standards Boards which also deals with matters of exportation in Ghana, 
I . , 
is not a~are of this. A lot of information sharing with the Ghana Standards Boards is also 
'. :-
recommended from these agencies in this 'regard, as 'this would ensure more transparency. 
, ' . 
Th~ same applies to the EPA and MEST which have no knowledge of ' this matter. The 
~eans' to acc'omplish this information-sharing objective is through meetings; as indicated 




4: (a) Does your country import and export hazardous waste from and into the countries 




EPA: Ghana does not engage in hazardous waste import and export. 
MEST:NA. 
Ghana Standards Board: No. 
Analysis 
Though the FAO and GAEC conftrm that Ghana engages in intra-African trade with 
certain other countries of the continent, the EPA and the Ghana Standards Board are n<?t 
aware of any such forms of trade. The :MEST does not have any information, in this 
regard. From the foregoing, there is clearly a lack of co-ordination and collaboration 
between the various governmental agencies which deal with toxic waste trade. This 
problem could be rectifted through a series of periodic meetings for more information-
sharing and concerted, efforts on the part of governmental ministries and '."arious offtces' 
. " ~." 
which deal with toxic waste trade regulation. Such an approach could also result in more 
efftciency when dealing with this problem, as already indicated. Given this current state of 
affairs in Ghana, this could be performed by EPA's Hazardous Chemicals Committee, 
, , 
whose mandate \,Vould be extended to include toxic waste regulations. 
, " 
4 (b): If yes, on a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how does this positively and negatively 
-. - - . .. , 




FAO: Rating NA. To a very lai:g~extent, such trade negatively impacts ,Ghana. For 
example, such illicit trading in obsolete pesticides is carried across the borders between 
Ghana/Cote d'Ivoire, Nigeria to Ghana. This trend reflects the existing porous borders, 
inefftcient border administration and lax laws in this country. 




Ghana Standards Board: NA. 
Analysis 
Both FAO and the GAEC opined that intra-African trade in toxic waste detrimentally 
impacts the environment of Ghana and its neighbours. The FAO was noticeably more 
adamant in this regard. For the FAO, illegal waste trade, which highly reflects Ghana'slax 
environmental laws and porous borders, just. negatively affects people's health and 
contaminates the environment. The EPA, MEST and the Ghana Standards Board are also 
not aware of any such forms of trade. 0!1ce again, through these collaborative meetings, 
proposed in 3(c)and 4(a), it may be worthwhile f~r these offIces to be well-informed of 
exactly what transpires in reality when it comes to such issues. With this, there will be 
more transparency as they .~vork together to regulate such trade. 
5 (a):: Does your country have adequate means of treating hazardous waste in terms of 




EPA: To some extent, yes. A few mechanisms exist for disposing ofha~ardous waste. 
1vfEST : No .. 
Ghana Standa~ds Board: Ghana does not have the means of treating hazardous waste. 
. ."... 
E"cn in cases of normal waste or effluent from factories, the follo~ing factories fr.om the 
food sector are known to treatthe.ir waste: Pioneer Food Cannery, Nestle Ghana limited 
and Cocoa Processing Company. 
Anah-sis 
From these answers, it could be acknowledged that apart from a few mechanisms for 
hazardous waste treatment mainly in the food industry, the country generally does not 
seem to -be adequately equipped in terms of treating hazardous waste. 
5 (b): .How.do you dispose of various wastes, such as medical, agricultural, household, 







GAEC: Landfills or Rubbish Dumps. 
EPA: Reprocessing before final disposal is on a limited scale. For example; the Korle 
Lagoon restoration site in Accra serves this kind of purpose. Most companies and 
industries also pre-treat liquid waste before disposal into city drains. Medical waste which 
include dead body parts, placenta are incinerated for example in the Korle-Bu Teaching. 
Hospital. Regarding medical wastes, needles, syringes and sharps are crushed and buried 
at land fill sites .. Some agricultural waste is composted for· use as organic fertilizers. 
Household waste is collected and sent to landfill sites by various waste management 
organisations. Industrial waste is ,managed at industrial levels through approved 
Environmental Management Plans by the EPA of Ghana. Mining waste is also managed 
by the same procedure as explained abdve. 
MEST: Waste is disposed of through open air incineration, dumping, and landfilling. For 
medical wastes however, guidelines have been developed for their safe and generate~ 
efficient management. Implementation is what remains. An engineered landfill located at 
Kwabenya cannot be completed because of resistance from the residents of the area. The 
project was being funded by the British government and it would have. addressed the 
problem of mounting waste by the 3 milliori residents of the city and its daily floating 
population of 500,000. Regarding mining waste, this is dealt with under the. 
Environmental Assessment Regulations of 1999 L.I 1652. The Regulations incorporate 
the requirement for mining companies to post a reclamation bond. Implementation,' 
started two or three years ago. Seeking to reduce mine waste through the adoption of· 
appropriate technologies is in the interest of these companies if they are to reduce. their 
liabilities and so they are complying. 
Ghana Standards Board: No proper system in Ghana for disposing wastes. 
Analysis - .... 
In the face of generally insufficient waste disposal mechanisms, it seems. however that 
Ghana treats various categories of waste differently from each other. This is 
commendable, as different forms of waste require different forms of waste disposal and 
treatment. Nonetheless, the practice of using rubbish dumps for hazardous waste may not 
be a very useful one as elements of the waste can easily have an adverse impact on human 
health and the environment. Children for instance, in areas such as Nima and Korlegorno, 
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as well as other poverty-stricken neighbourhoods throughout Ghana, have been known to 
play on these rubbish dumps and stumbled across toxic material. 
Unlike South Africa, Ghana does not have special incinerators to take care of medica:! 
waste and other respective special landfills to deal with respective forms of waste, such as 
agricultural and medical waste .. Furthermore, it has not been indicated whether or not 
illegal trade in medical waste occurs, contrary to the situation that has been reported in the 
South African context. This information concerning medical waste in South Africa was 
obtained from the Ministry of Health during a discussion in Pretoria in April 2002. When 
it comes to medical waste, the MEST in Accra states the problem of laCk of 
implementation of the medical guideline~' for waste disposal. The absence.' of such 
.' - J 
enfor~e~ent and monit~ring suggest that this waste m~y be disposed off unlawfully or by 
, , ' 
other means in reality, without the offenders having to account for their misdeeds. -
The fact that th~ Kwabenya waste project ~ciuld 'not be implemented because of public 
opposition, also means that in this country, there is some degree of public awareness 
J 
regarding toxic waste issues. 
It is also remarkable that in this cou~try~ mining companies are abiding by regulations 
which requir~ them to reduce mining ~a~te and use appropriate technologies for arriving 
at such reduction wh~n engaging in their rria~ufacturing processes. This practice is a clear 
illustration of . an adherence to the preventive principle. This is also a significant 
improvement of Ghana's hazardo~s waste practices, at least, as far as' the 1999 Tarkwa 
l\-fining incident is concerned. According to the MEST, in that case, inhabitants in the 
.. J. • ~ • 
\'\'estern Regional town of Abekwasi lodged bitter complaints to the g~vernment for' 
careless dumping of mining waste by the neighbouring Tarkwa mines into nvers and 
residential neighbourhoods in Abekwasi. The result of some of these acts were the 
pollution ~f these rivers and also, paralysi~ and other form ofmalignant ailments within 
certain 'citizens in'large sectors of this toWn's populace. 
5 (c): Are any of the~e categories of waste exported or imported for financial benefits and 





EPA: None of these categories of waste is exported or imported. 
11EST: NA. 
Ghana Standards Board: No. 
Analysis 
Apart from the exportation of very minute quantities of petroleum by-products (which 
, 
would ~ualify as industrial waste) to the US, Ghana mainly disposes of domestic, 
agricultural and medical waste locally, the offices indicate. This country could not actually 
be said to export toxic waste. This seems appropriate, as the export;tion of these three 
categories of waste may be inconvenient and it is deemed more prudent and less 
cumbersome to treat them at home. This actually conforms to the stipulations of the 
Basel and Bamako Conventions that waste be treated as close as possible to its source of 
. 9 generatIon. 
However, regarding ihdustrialwaste and the waste from the batteries of electrical 
appliances and fluorescent tubes for instance, personal discussions with the UNDP-
country .office in December 2002 revealed that a waste stock exchange project might 
actually be timely, despite failed attempts to establish this project in the past. This project 
could collec.t used electrical appliances for treatment, recycling and export. 'S~ch wast~ 
trade, the UNDP informed, would be carried out between Ghana and other countries of 
the African region. 
It is also commendable that some agricultural waste is composed into fertilizer, as 
indicated by one response in Question 5 (b). This issimilal;,.,to the waste p~actices ~nd 
projects being organised by the Mazingira Institute for certain local communities in Kenya 
and also, similar projects of the UNDP in Zambia. If this process is carried out on a large 
scale and based on accurate environmental assessments then, under the auspices of 
NEPAD and intra-African integration, the fertilizer from this waste could be exported to 
other countries in the region. Similarly, household waste could be recycled amonglocal-- .. -.--. -----.----
communities for treatment and sale (for instance, used towels recycled and reproduced 
I 
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into carpets), similar to ongoing practices among the Zabaleen community in Egypt.to 
With therecyded products,' these could be exported at least, to countries of the sub~ 
-, ' 
region for sal~. All these projects could be for 'commercial purposes since such trade could 
effectively resolve the problem of unemployment and lack of income among the poor 
communities in Ghana. The free trade benefits of employment creation and income 
generation could come into playhere. 1l 
6: This question dwells on the various aspects of the laws' on hazardous waste, from 
interna!ionaland regional perspectives. 





, t· '" 
EPA: Ghana has not adopted the Basel Convention. 
. , , 
I\ffiST: Ghana is in the process of doing this. The foreign ministry is preparing the 
instrument of accession for presidential assent. 
Ghana Standards Board: Contact EPA. 




EPA: Ghana has not adopted the Bamako Convention. 
J\.ffiST: Not,yet, but the Department Will work on that soon. 
- .. 
Ghana Standards Board: Contact EPA: 
Analysis for 6(a) and 6(b) 
Most o,f these offices are not aware of whether Ghana has adopted these Conventions. 
- , 
However, from all indications by the MEST, Ghana's Foreign Affairs Ministry is in the 
process ,of preparing the instrument of access~on for presidential assent. The EPA also 
states that Ghan~. ha~ not adopted the Basel and Bamako Conventions. With regard to the 
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Basel Convention, work is being carried ~ut to enact a municipal ~aw: By th~ time this 
thesis was completed, such accession to the Basel Convention w~s co~pleted. However, 
the enactment of the municipal law is what remains. 
Regarding Bamako, Ghana adopted the Convention in January 1991 together with other 
African states in Mali, Bamako. It is yet to ratify this Convention and consequently, to 
date, no municipal law has been enacted. Inspite.of this country's commitment to a total 
ban in toxic waste trade with OECD countries, there is also no law which reinforces this 
conunitment, spells out penalties, inter-alia. However, if Ghana has already acceded to ..... 
Basel, seeks to ratify the Basel Ban and is in the process of ratifying Bamako as discovered 
from the research inquiry from the Basel Convention we~ite· and personal discussions' 
with these officials from MEST and EPA, then, this should timeously reflect in its 
municipal law. If Cote d'Ivoire enact~d its municipal law in 1988 even before ratifying 
Bamako in 1994, then, these suggestions being made for Ghana are not far-fetched. 
Otherwise, these forms of ratification/accession and pious intentions become meaningless 
in reality. Illegal practices in toxic waste trade which run contrary to the principles of these 
conventions are then successfully carried out in practice. 
Furthermore, the Basel Convention, with its Ban, is now somewhat similar to the Bamako 
Convention in its objectives of banning trade in these substances from the first to the 
third world. The question then becomes: Why adopt two conventions with similar 
objectives, as this may result in duplication and more financial burdens of having to 
maintain membership to these two Conventions, having to participate in various meetings 
organised by these two conventions, inter-alia? It might just have been better t? s"tic~ to 
Bamako, ensure that it reflects in the current Ghanaian law and enter into 
environmentally-friendly agreements with any first world countries, ~sing Article 11 o·f the" 
Bamako Convention ",:hich may in very limited situations, permit such trade in lead for 
car batteries, and other forms of less toxic \vaste. Other highly toxic waste such as PCBs 
would be excluded in this regard. 
On the other hand, since Basel and Bamako now have similar objectives in banning trade 
between OECD and non-OECD countries, and Ghana has membership "to both 
Conventions, "perhaps the municipal law in accordance with these Conventions should just 
be enacted and more finances be allocated to complying with the objectives of these 
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conventions. While banning all manner of toxic waste from the first world, when it comes 
to other forms of toxic wa~te such a~ le~d scrap'e'in car batteries, very,Limited exceptions' 
.' . 
bas~d on scientific 'evide~ce could be made ~n a case by case basis, for their importation 
from other African countries. 
6 (c): What are the various municipal laws of your country \vhich'have been enacted in 
accordance with these two mechanisms? 
Answers 
FAO: None. Laws ~re still in fue proces; ofbdng formulated at the national leveL Check 
EPA for details. 
GAEC: At the narlonallevel, Ghana'sPesticidesControl and Management Act 528 (1996) 
ref"tIlates the manufacture, formulation and utilisation'o'f l'esclciaes. Check With EPA for 
more det~s as this is the main enforcement agency and administers these tasks in 
, . 
collaboration with other ministries. 
EPA: None. 
IvIEST : None. 
Ghana Standards Board: Contact EPA. 
Analysis 
From the above, it is clear that 'unlike Law 88-651 of Cote' d'!voire (1988) and the 
Environmental Protection Act of the Gambial2, Ghana, being in the process of ratifying 
the Bamako Convention as indicated in Question 6(b), lacks a specific' muniCipal la~ " 
which enforces its commitments to ban toxic waste imports. However, a series of 
fragmented and highly uncoordinated laws abound. Each of these laws regulate various 
dangerous chemicals, such as mercury, propane and kerosene. While a proposal for this 
fI~ed 'l~~ ~s still, b~ing co~sidered in 'Parliame~t,' Ghana cunehtly has a wide range of 
• I 
mechanisms which deal with the management of chemical substances. " 
Ex~mples of these ~echanisms are the Pesticides Management Act 528 which regclat~ 
s~bstances such as defoliant, desiccant, wood preservatives and industrial as well as agro-
chemicals, and aims to control, manage and regulate pesticides; The Petroleum 
Regulations (1959) which regulates the importation, shipping, landing an'd storage of----- --
, , 




and motor spirit, highly aromatic spirits and alcohols of synthetic resin type, kerosene, gas, 
diesel and lubricating fuels, and controls marketing installation-layout, plant and 
equipment, as well as handling fire precautions and transportation; Regulations cap. 159, 
on the Importation of Plants, which covers disinfectant and fumigants, and regulates the 
importation of plants so as to prevent the introduction of pests and plant disease and the 
Explosives Regulations 1970 L.I. 666, which covers explosives and provides for all 
matters relating to the importation, transportation and use of explosives. 
For more uniformity, it may be bester to follow the example set by Cote d'Ivoire arid the 
Gambia, enact one specific law with obligations, liability regimes and penalties and ensure 
, 
that-various organisations dealing 'with toxic waste regulation within the country, are very 
well acquainted with the various stipulations of this law. 
6 (d): How is your country benefiting from the training programmes and workshops.of" 
the Basel Convention Regional Centr~~ in Africa? 
Answers 
FAO:NA." 
GAEC: Check with EPA. 
EPA: Ghana has had a course on General Hazardous Waste Management for Middle 
Management, from 5. to 8 August, 2002. 
MEST: Contact EPA. 
GQana Standards Board: Contact EPA. 
Analysis 
Apart from the EPA which only refers to the training course on General Hazardous 
Waste Management for Middle Management convened from 5 to 8 August, 2002 in Accra, 
Ghana, these" offices make no references to any of BeRC's workshops. Howe~er, 
discussions at the BCRC in Pretoria also reveal that many of these workshops have been 
organised with officials from Ghana, participating in these sessions. The FAO, MEST and 
the GAEC, which work on these matters, should obviously be familiarised with the sort 
of lessons that these participants to the BCRC workshop are deriving therefrom. The 
same applies to the Ghana Standards Board, in view of the interaction between the 
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" 
interrelating issues between trade and the environment, as well as how this ties in with 
toxic waste trade. 
According to this information from the BCRC, participants to the BCRC works40ps have 
taken 'home lessons concerning the practicalities involved in the management of toxic 
chemicals such as PCBs through their' participation in the Nairobi Workshop, 17th 
October 2001. Additionally, the Pretoria Workshop' on Technology Transfer for Focal 
and National Linkage Institutions' representatives in November 2001, inter~alia, exposed 
them to principles of hazardous waste and its management, and provided them with 
training and technology transfer methodologies and materials. From 8 to 12 January 2001, 
Ghana was also represented at the First Continental Conference for Africa on the 
- , 
Enviro~~e~tally' S~~nd Managem~nt~f Hazardous Waste and'its Prevention in Rabat, 
Moro'cco. From this important meeting, p~rticipants 'took home lesSons including inter-
alia, h~w Mauritius' has acquired sophisticated technological effiCiency in managing its 
la~dfm sit~ atM~~ Chi'c~se and how this landfill site will be used for disposing of 
hazardou~ waste and' managing it, not o~ly at municipal level, but 'on a regional basis. 
Remarkably, this project is' beingjointfy i;,pkmented by the Departments of Environmental 
Affair~ and Local Government, the University of Mauritius and Industry. The project is 
also b~ing cairie,d out while paying heed -to sustainable development and environmental 
.t- '. " 
considerations.13 
To this, it may be ~uggested that su~h information should 'not be confined to the Regional 
Training Centre of the Basel Convention in Pretoria, but 'to all other divisions within 
Ghana's relevant ministries and offices which deal with toxic waste issues as well. Any 
participant who partakes in these sessions 'sh:>uld also be made to give a detailed accourit 
in written form to the EPA, MEST, Environ~ental NGOs," Mini~try of Trade and 
Industry, and other relevan t governrri~ntal mi~stries 'on the advantages being gained in 
this r~gard. Thus, r~adily available' data' and reco;ds should easily dis~ern whether or not 
participants from Ghana are benefiting from these'programmes and through what means. 
Advisably, such records should be available at the BCRC office 'in Pretoria and these 
Ghanaian office~ as well as other AfrialU ~ountries' offices. The other participating 
.-' , . . 
countries could similarly also follow these patterns. 




GAEC: Positive. However, promoting. free trade and regional integration do not 
necessarily suggest that we ought to import toxic substances into our territory. 
EPA: NA. This office has not been following that. 
MEST : Very active and positive. 
Ghana Standards Board: NA. 
Analysis 
Since most parties answered this question in the affIrmative, it appears that Ghana is in 
favour of free trade agreements and regional integration. This stems from its support for 
the NEPAD, which is perhaps the principal and most up-to-date African mechanism for 
promoting these objectives of African integration. GAEC also cautions that a deeper 
intra-African trade and integration does not also mean that we should trade in dangerous 
substances and not be mindful of environmental norms. This offIce further advocated the 
need to avoid the kind of situation involved in the Nigerian Koko case where free trade 
led to the importation of PCBs, highly dangerous substances from Italy. into Nigeria in 
1988. As a member of the Commission of Enquiry which was set up to investigate into 
this case in Nigeria, the officer from GAEC got the chance to personally witness the sort 
of devastating impacts which free trade in toxic waste can have on one's environment, in . 
the absence of due environmental caution. 
It must be borne in mind that such a strong commitment to NEPAD and similar attitudes 
from the other two case study countries of this thesis as well as other African countries, 
could also enable Africa to speak with one voice and combat illegal shipments of toxic 
waste from first world countries into African countries, using the main objectives of the 
. Bamako Convention. This kind of solidarity: could actually act as a boost to the Basel ban 
decision. It could actually enable Africa to also possess a stronger foothold when 
participating in the WTO arrangements, including Article :xx exceptions of the wro 
Agreementsl4 which allow these countries to reject any environmentally dangerous goods, 
on the grounds of national policy. 
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These lessons should be made readily available to the EPA and MEST then. This is 
because bb~iously, though theNEPAD touches on regional integration, the'discussions in 
this thesis emphasise that environmental issues and sustainable development become 
intimately linked to free trade issues and could be tackled under regional integration as 
well. This should thus not be limited to trading offices. 
8: (a) On a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how would you rate the current law and policy 
in your country in terms of sufficiendy addressing hazardous waste import and export 
, ' 
. ::> Issues. 
FAO:4. 
GAEC:3. 
EPA: 4. This country needs a total ban on all forms of import and export of hazardous 
waste. 
MEST: 5. 
Ghana'Standards Board: Contact EPA. 
Analvsis .. 
It seems that the curr~nt law on torlc waste trade is not adequate in terrris of regulating 
these matters. Whil~ there is no comment 'from the Ghana Standards Board, the F AO and 
the MEST opine that the current law is insufficient. For the GAEC, it is outmoded and 
" ~ . 
from the perspective of the EPA, there is an urgent need for a municipal law which bans 
the importation of every form of hazardous waste, whether least toxic, less toxic or 
slighdy toxic. So that contrary to offices in Sou~h Africa, such as its Environmental Affairs 
Department and \Vater Affairs Depar~ent;in Ghana, the economic benefits of toxic " 
waste trade do not'mea~ much in formulating 'a law to regulate this matter . 
... 




GAEC: Chec~.:with EPA. 01).e iSIllQt:~. f~~~~.th~ .~es~CicI.~s ~aflagement Con,trol 
Act, Act 528, 1996, discussed above. I am aware that the EPA has submitted a proposal to 
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Ghana Standards Board: Contact EPA. 
Analysis 
Regarding the development of municipal law on hazardous waste, the MEST and EPA do 
not provide much information unlike in South Africa where the DEAT discusses the 
development of toxic waste laws in the pre-Thor Chemicals era and post-Thor Chemicals 
era, right up to the present day. For the EPA, its focus of work lies more within the rea1ffi: 
of chemical management and does not provide any answers to this question. 
Discussions at the BCRC in Pretoria in April 2002 however reveal that certain vital 
information on Ghana exists in this regard. For example, Ghana has always been 
environmentally aware of the potential hazards of importing toxic substances. Hence, the 
establishment of the Pesticides Control Act 1996 and many others, such as those cited in 
6 (c). To some extent, one could say that such environmental awareness may not be such 
a recent issue in Ghana. This is evident from the information provided by the BCRt 
, , 
regarding some of Ghana's fragmented laws which date back to many decades in 
retrospect. These include the 1959 Petroleum Regulations, The Prevention and Control; 
of Pests and Diseases of Plants Act 17 (1965) and the Explosives Regulations L.I. 666 
. . -. . 
(1970). 
However, with important international environmental developments such as the 1987 
World Conference on Environment and Development, the Rio Conference of 1992 and 
more importandy, the WSSD of 2002, Ghana is now paying much more particular 
attention to the incorporation of environmental J:'rinciples ~uch as waste prevention and 
minimisation issues. The fact that a specific law on regulating toxic waste trade is still 
being deliberated on and should be ready soon, as indicated by the MEST, after Ghana's 
ratification of Basel and Bamako, also demonstrates the country's commitment to 
combating illegal trade, in toxic waste in this regard. On the other hand, in comparison 




their laws as far back as 1988, Ghana has not acted expeditiously in this regard. Like South 
Africa, Ghana needs to finalise its procedures for a law then. 
8 (c): What are the areas in which the law effectively addresses hazardous waste trade and 
what are the areas in which it needs to be improved upon? 
Answers 
FAO: This country office is helping farmers to familiarise themselves on how to handle 
hazardo~~ chemica~s,. during various agricultural practices. On the other hand, the 
Ghanaian, government must seriously reflect on how to implement hazardous waste laws 
, . . 
and ho~ to translate their internationalcommitments into reality, at the national level. For 
instance, how do we import chemicals from China and Japan; which are labelled in 
Chinese and Japanese languages? There is a lot of weak governmental control in this 
regard. The government must promote advertising, transporting, storage and labelling. . '. . ,..: ., 
Regarding areas .of improvement, the .implementation of laws at the national level is one 
area, which needs to be considered. The government, in collaboration with certain 
Anglophone countries o[ the African region, could emulate the Sahelian Harmonised 
Pesticide Registration, Scheme of certain French West African countries. Under this 
scheme, the Sahelian countries combat the importation of toxic waste together, with the 
help of the FAO. The experts who work under this scheme are representatives of all nine 
Sahelian countries. They enforce a conunon regulation policy, that is, the Conunon 
Approval Scheme. Once the Committee approves of particular pesticides, then that means 
that such pesticides are approved in all countries and can then be imported or used in any 
of these, coun~i~s. It is a cheaper means of dealing with the problem. Since 1976, this 
project has been <:ontemplated ,and took a long time to be implemented. It is no~ 
functioning efficiently owing to the cooperative approach adopted by the member states 
to this schem~. One point to demonstrate its success is tl~ fact that it has published a list 
of approved . pesticides for easy reference when ascertaining whether or not to grant 
permi§sion to import these substances. This information, obtained from the FAO country 
office in Accra in December 2002, is an example of how countries can collaborate to 
combat this problem. 
GAEC: The government, aided by the UNDP-country office in Ghana, is in-the process· 




market. To this end, the two offices have collaboratively taken inventories. of these 
substances throughout the country. The next ~tep of this action will be to take an 
inventory of how much PCBs exist in the system. This will lead to the establishment of an 
Action Plan. Ghana has also requested funding from the international community to 
eliminate POPs. A task force has been established by a National Coordinating Team and 
is supposed to take about six months in order to be fully operationaL Another area which 
the law effectively addresses is the management of POPs which are pesticides such as 
DDT and other toxic substances, regulated by the Ministry of Agriculture. The Ministry 
has taken countrywide inventories, but found no traces of these toxic substances. The 
only toxic substance not being regulated is furans. The importation and export of all other 
chemicals are being regulated by a permit scheme under the EPA. 
EPA: The PIC system is particularly being effectively dealt with. Here, the EPA has 
implemented a UNEP-funded project, which is· assessing various chemicals and 
hydrocarbons regarding their importation into developing countries. This project basically 
ensures that Ghana gives its prior informed consent before such products are imported 
into its territory. Concerning the areas necessitating improvement, there is the need for 
more funding to implement national laws and hire consultants. There is also the need for 
more collaboration between various governmental departments, which tacklevanous 
aspects of toxic waste management, including importation and exportation issues. 
IYIEST: NA. 
Ghana Standards Board: Contact EPA. 
Analysis 
Though collaborative efforts between various ministries dealing with various aspects of 
toxic waste trade laws do not seem to be strong enough, the invaluable assistance of the 
UNDP and FAO country offices must not be overlooked. Within their respective· 
capacities, these tWo offices, through collaborating with the EPA, train farmers on the 
safe management and handlirig of pesticide wastes and chemicals, as illustrated above . 
This is particularly important as it significantiy contributes to resolving the problem of low 
public awareness which, as indicated in Chapter 5, is one of the main factors for 
indiscriminate toxic waste imports. 
The FAO brilliantly explains the Sahelian Mechanism which demonstrates how co-
operation and concerted efforts can effectively combat illicit trade in toxic waste. This 
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could be adopted for Ghana and certain English-speaking African countries of the region. 
Perhaps, this could be appropriately organised by the BCRC. Alternatively, it could be 
carried out within the African regional mechanisms and finally, extend to the whole 
continent. Such mechanisms are in conformity with the need for cooperation in tackling 
environmental issues which has often been recommended by declarations such as those of 
the Stockholm," Rio and WSSD meetings,' inter-alia, which require" more collaborative and 
forged partnerships for a more effective way of tackling environmental issues. \5 Though 
these principles require co-operation at the global level, it eQuId be asserted that given the 
extraterritorial effects of hazardous waste mismanagement and trade, co-operation at the 
regional level is also commendable. 
With respect to collaboration, UNDP's current assistance to the EPA to formulate a Plan 
of Action on how to eliminate" PCBs16 demonstrates the principle of common but 
differentiated responsibilityt7 when translated into concrete action can help a developing 
country which needs funding to overcome its problems. 
The Ministry of Agriculture is also working on the elimination of POPs including DDT, 
as indicated. Such exercises must be carried out with more effective collaboration with the 
EPA and MEST who will thereby become more fainiliar with the strengths and 
weaknesses of these laws. 
8 (d): Are there enough penalties for those who contravene the current regulations on 
hazardous waste importation and exportation into and from your country, and how could" 
this be strengthened? 
Gl\EC: Not really. This is because w,still have a great deal of illegal trade in toxic waste" 
into Ghana. PCBs, as indicated earlier, are being imported and women using them for the 
manufacture of pomade. Unless such practices are terminated, the existing laws cartnot 
really be perceived to be effective. 
EPA: No. 
MEST:NA. 
Ghana Standards Board : Contact EPA. 
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Analysis. 
From these discussions, it becomes clear that the existing laws do not have sufficient 
penalties to levy to offenders. The GAEC, as already indicated, cites. instances of 
persistent trade at the various Ghanaian borders and reasoned that such trade is being 
made possible in the absence of harsh punitive measures. The Ghana Standards Board 
believes that the EPA is more"competent to discuss this issue. For the EPA, unless a strict 
municipal law with fines is enacted to ban such waste imports and exports, it may still be 
possible to conduct such trade illegally. To this, it must be added that such fines be 
exorbitant and long imprisonment terms be an integral part of such penalties. This is 
because these matters affect people's lives and the ecological system as a whole, an~ 
offenders must not simply pay, since these offenders may be wealthy companies who may 
encounter no problem(s) paying these fines and may then repeat the same offences time 
and again. Such lessons should also be shared with the MEST in the administration of its 
legal tasks. 
8 e (i): Regarding the implementation of these laws, do the various Departments and 
Organizations which deal with hazardous waste regulations in yourcountry work inclose 
collaboration to deal with this issue? 
Answers 
FAO:No. 
GAEC: Currendy, the UNDP country office in Accra and Ghana's EPA work together in 
implementing the provisions of the Pesticides Control Act 528 (1996) by assisting the 
EPA to formulate an Action Plan to combat illegal trade in Ghana. This Plan is still in the" 
initial stages (see 8 (c) above, on the information provided by the GAEC, regarding this 
collaboration), but is expected to be fully operational within the next six months. 
EPA: No. 
MEST:NA. 
Ghana Standards Board: Contact EPA. 
Analysis 
" I 
Fro~ the perspectives of the EPA and the F AO, collaboration betWeen the ministries and 
various offices on waste trade management is at a low ebb. The MEST and the Ghana 
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Standards Board remain non-committal in this regard. However, GAEC, as already 
mentioned, provides that a great deal of collaboration exists between the international 
offices such as FAO and UNDP in the country on the one hand, and the government 
offices on the other. To ensure more collaboration, it may be advisable for government to 
require that more me~tings be convened amongst the FAO and UNDP country offices, 
GAEC, EPA, MEST and Ghana Standards Board, Friends of the Earth, for experience 
sharing, identification of problems on toxic waste trade practices and regulation in the 
country, and how these problems can be resolved collaboratively. In this regard, the 
proposed model law in this thesis regulating toxic waste trade issues should also have a 
Oo'b 
stipulation which would exhort the Minister of Environmental Affairs to ensure that such 
meetings be held every once in a while . .,IThis could be convened, for instance, once in 
" , " 
every two months with a feedback of the results of such meetings provided to respective 
ministers and the government. 
8 (e)(ii): What, if any, are the other problems which the regulatory authorities encounter 
in the management of hazardous waste trade and how can they be resolved? 
Answers 
FAS>: This office is supposed to collaborate with the EPA and" various other ministries to 
implement the guidelines which the F AO formulates to ensure that pesticide dealers "are 
registered under the National Committee. The task of this Committee is to ensure that 
each registered person applies for the necessary approval of the chemicals he/she uses. 
However, owing to the dire lack of funds in Ghana, such a committee is non-existent, and 
such collaboration becomes meaningless. 
" . 
GAEC: The main obstacle here is the lack of adequate funding to hire officials to work on 
these matters. 
EP~: Lack of collaboration, lack of adequate funding, persistent illegal trade in these 
substances, la~k of education on the part of the general public and sometimes, lack of 
adequate attention being given by the public to these matt~rs. 
MEST:NA. 
Ghana Standards Board: Contact EPA. 
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Analysis 
In the absence of any answers from the MEST and Ghana Standards Board, the ans~ers 
from the FAO, GAEC and EPA apparently reveal that the main challenge faced by the 
regulatory authorities of toxic waste trade is the insufficient funding. Other problems are 
the lack of education on the part of the general public and lack of adequate staff to work 
6n these matters .. This leads people to import all manner of dangerous substances. To this 
problem, the solution may be to organise workshops, seminars, symposia, debates, inter-
alia, to illuminate the general public on the dangers of importing these substances, as part 
of the many topical issues which are currently discus~ed in Ghana's media pr~grammes. 
The question of funding is being prioritised as the main obstacle, because without this, 
workshops and seminars cannot be successfully carried out. Officials to work in this field 
may not be adequately paid and would not succeed in making these issues known to the 
public. The successful resolution of all other problems in this sphere is thus contingent on 
the availability of funds, which is the first and foremost obstacle to overcome. A serious 
point then, is to reflect on how to derive enough income for these activities. A projected 
budget could be presented to the government in this regard, so that it prioritises such 
issues and provides financial reso~rcesin this regard.A series of internships/traineeships 
for national service personnel (who are often not paid much money) and even unpaid 
internships may also be appropriate in this regard. This could help resol~e the problem ~f 
acute staffing shortages in this area. 
9: How does one verify whether a substance being imported into your country is really 
hazardous waste, in order to ensure that on the one hand, the laws of your country are 
strict enough not to import hazardous substances which can actually be environmentally· 
destructive, but on the other hand, that there is no disgUised 
pro~ectionism/ discrimination, and substances which are actually not harmful are not 
Classified as toxic,simplJ'"because they are being imported from another country? 
Answers 
FAO: There should be the implementation of national mechanisms which comply with 
international standards to conduct the necessary tests. The outcome of these tests should 
be made known to the public. 
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GAEC: Sufficient tests are carried out in this office, in accordance with internationally 
acceptable standards. 
EPA: The EPA-Ghana, verifies all documents in relation to the import of all chemicals 
into the country. Permits are given for the clearance of such goods, in collaboration with 
Customs Excise and Preventive Service. When not sure they communicate with the 
Agency for clearance. 
MEST: The Gh"an~ Standards Board and the GAEC have been carrying out tests on 
samples submitted by the EPA prior to the" iss~ance of clearing permits to importers. 
Ghana' Standards Board: This office conducts tests in its chemical laboratories to ascertain 
" .,..... 




Generally, we ob~rve here that although the FAO, GAEC and EPA do not specify which 
international. measures need to be adopted, they advocate the use of international 
sta~da"~ds: in o'rd~r to 'strike a balance" between protectionism and unsustainable toxic 
waste trade, iliereby arriving at envkonmentally sustainable trade. Such international 
sta~dards~ fro"m th~ perspective of thi~ thesis, would include the Basel and the WHO 
Guid~~nes. The Ghana "St~"ndards Boa~d, GAEC and the :MEST confirm that "the Board 
and" GAEC 'have s~ffi~i~nttests of ascertain'itig the toxicitY of a product. They submit the 
results of "such tests to the EPA~ So' the' tr"ade" and e'nviroriinent balance' is hereby 
maintained. 
In this vein, one might also advocate publishing a list of toxic substances such as PCBs 
which are banne? outright from importation and exportation and those which may be 
le~lly' :import~d/ exp~rted under' very "limited exceptional' circumstances. These· 
exe~ptio'n~ could be attached ~s an Ann'ex' to the model law. Prior to their attachment as 
" . 
Annexes to these laws, this list would be made available to UNEP, WTO, WHO and 
FAO Panels, to ensu~e that thereis transparency. 
10: \Vhich other countries, especially developing ones, could be cited as success stories in 
the implementation of legislation which resolves hazardous waste trade issues, and how 
could such lessons be modified to suit the ~ase of your country in its hazardous waste 






1IEST: Nigeria was the fIrst country to pass a law dealing directly with the subject but I 
do not know how its implementation and enforcement has fared so far. 
Ghana Standards Board: India is known to be a good example of a developing country 
with success stories in implementation of legislation, which resolves hazardous waste. 
Ghana needs fInances to build human and structural capacity to emulate examples from 
such a country which treats its waste. 
Analysis. 
In Ghana, the MEST recommend Nigeria as the fIrst country to have passed a law on 
toxic waste trade, but since nothing is known about the implementation, enforcement and 
successes in this regard, it may not suffIce to follow it. On the other hand, the fact that a 
fLxed municipal law has been enacted in this regard, makes this commendable. The Ghana 
Standards Board also recommends India as a success story. However,regarding incidents 
such as the Dow Chemicals fIasco in Bhopal which occurred as far back as 1984 and still 
negatively affects lives in India up till now, the toxic waste laws of this country may not be 
so effIcient and need to be re-examined before deciding on which positive lessons one 
could borrow.18 
.Apart from Nigeria and India, the remaining offIces make no recommendations are made 
for the toxic waste trade laws of any other African countries to be learn from. However, 
one could, for example, also propose countries such as Namibia which has successfully 
banned toxic waste imports from the fIrst world time and again,. and is also the fIrst 
..... country in the world to include environmental protection as a' human· right in its 
constitution, as indicated in Chapter 5.3.1 (a), especially, at fn. 87 therein. 
From the EPA's viewpoint though, developing countries generally have a long way to go 
in these matters and are not as fortunate as fIrst world countries who are fInancially 
endowed and have thus moved ahead of us. However, if this funding problem which lies 
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at the .apex of the challenges posed is resolved, then more education and staff training, 
.. '" " 
inter-alia, can be effectively carried out. Then, we can make some progress in this vein. 
. '. . " . . 
(B) SOUTH AFRICA 
1: What would you define hazardous waste to be, as disti~guished from other kinds of 
waste and what are its constituent elements? 
Answers 
DEA T: The definition of hazardous waste on paper is from too academic a perspective 
and has no practical implications. It is defined from an environmental health standpoint 
and does not take the econqmic factor into consideration. This definition does not include 
the fact that waste can be a valuable item of commerce into consideration. 
DWAF: Therds no standard definition. One product deemed to be waste can be used to 
" '" '.' .... . " . :- .' . . 
manufacture ;mother item whichis worthY,ofuse. 
.' '" . . . " . 
WESWC:. Usually liquid or solid,. hazardous waste can also be airborne in the form of 
..1. ,.., , 
persi~tent organic pollutants. Hazardous waste poses direct threats to human health and 
. . '. . '. ~ 
ecosystems as .(jppo~ed to. the cumulative. impacts of many other types of waste. The 
, "_. .... ... . . ,..." .,' . ,: ," . 
con~tituent elements .of ha,za,:dous waste are. unstable chemical compounds, radioactivity 
• , •• ' ; • :' •• '. • 1 
or explosive substances, strong acid and. alkaline solutions, solvents, inflammable liquids 
. . '. . .'~. . ,. '. ;, . . 
like petrol and .sc;> on. 
Bowman: Any .. substance which has the potential, even in low concentrations, to 
.,- ..;. 
significa.ntly increase the risk of human health or the environment. As a result of this, 
." • I . _ _ • ., ~ 
when any subst~nc~ is. contaminated ,by hazardous waste, it can cause a great deal of harm. 
. . ." . , . 
APD/DEAT: NA. 
~ . ~. '.' . .. . 
BCRC, .Pretori~: The definition of hazardous waste differs from country to country 
bt,:cause what}s deemed to be waste inone country is not waste,in another country. Let us. 
" • ", • < : • 
ta.ke for example; an agre~ment between Ghana and South Africa to ship waste from the 
• ',." , .' , . l .:, ' • _". . '. . 
territory of ~e former to that of the latter, via Ethiopia. Su~posin~ the waste being 
shipped as per the terms of this agreement, is non-hazardous in Ghana, but is hazardous 
in Ethi~pia and non-hazardous in South Africa. There will obviously be pro~lems with 
Ethiopia agreeing to permit these goods to transit through its territory. 





GEM: Anything that is hazardous to life (all life) in small doses, for example, dioxins, the' 
size of a pea can give 100 000 people cancer. This would also include all- chemicals that 
have not been adequately tested for toxicity and cross toxicity, that is, how they interact 
with each other. 
EJNF: NA 
UCT/ChemEng: NA 
CSIR: Not Sure. 




From these answers, it appears that while some of the mechanisms/offices which work on' 
toxic waste issues are unsure of an exact definition of hazardous waste 'and' what' it 
comprises, for offices such as the DEAT and DWAF, there is a definition of toxic waste. 
However, any attempts at such definition should also consider the economic value of such 
waste, In this respect, the DEA T for example, asserts that waste is waste to the generator 
and resource material to the receiver. For example, paper is waste according to the one 
who has no use for it, but to the receiver, it could be put to good use, For the DW AF 
paper can be waste and used in the manufacture of coal. Therefore, one must also have an 
economic way of defining waste, and that is from the trade perspective. From the 
perspectives of some other organisations such as the WESWC, GEM and Bowman, 
hazardous waste is defined with regard to the inherent toxicity which it possesses and the' 
harm it can cause to' human, plant, animal and marine life. GEM draws an analogy 
between the minutest molecule of toxic waste, the size of a pea and the devastating, lon'g-
term effects which it can have on human and environmental health. The health factor is 
prioritised here and is stressed by Groundwatch which adds that South Africa adheres' to 
internatio~al guidelines such as UNEP'sBasel Convention in its definition. Depending on 
the level of toxicity, the definition of waste also differs from country to country. As 
pinpointed in this thesis, within the context of NEPAD, it may be prudent for the 
definitional terms of toxic waste provided by these three case study countries (and those 
of the continent for that matter) to correspond with each other so that such trade could 
also be carried out more smoothly and in a more uniformed manner. 
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2: How does hazardous waste specifically affect all aspects of the environmental, human, 
marin~ and atmospheric health of a country? 
,answers 
DEA T: In the absence of proper management, hazardous waste can destroy and pollute 
all forms 'of hUn,an, marine and atmosph~ric health of a nation. 
DW AF: The substances in Table 6.1 of the SABS CODE 0228, p6-6 of the Department 
of Water Affairs and Forestry's Minimllm Requirements for the Handlillg, Classificati011 and 
Disposal of HaZardous Waste are not necessarily toxic, but have a bad effect on the 
environment. Classes 1 and 7 of the substances in the Code are highly dangerous and are 
prohibited. Per'oxid~ can be diluted and when the gases are heated, fluoride, solids and , 
./ 
other substances are' produced. There is som'e way to treat them, and remove their danger. 
\X'ESWC: Hazardous waste typically has the potential to impact on a much greater area 
than' ~vh~r~ it is speCifically located. Uncontrunerized, it is likely to spread through air and 
wat~r systems ~ poisonirig a variety of life forms~ 
BO~Vman: 'no not kflow . 
. APD/DEAT: Certain forrns of hazardous wastes such as medical and industrial wastes 
po's~ a'greafthreat to ~nvironmehtal and human health. The treatment of medical waste 
indudeS having to dispose'of syringes~ plastics, bandages and so on. When incinerated, 
the~e 'substanc~s . produce chlorine. Upon reacting' at certain temperatures, they become 
toXins. If dumped in a landfill, they do not cause air pollution; It is only when they contain 
, . 
methan~, whi~h 'is 'a green house gas, thit is when this gas will seep through. the soil. , 
OtherWise, generally,' it' is only when waste is landfilled that· it will begin to rot and seep 
thr6ugh the soil"~~i:ilthe bacteria is produced. There is a high possibility that methane' 
can'cat~h fire'as'it is hazardous and a greenhouse gas. 
B'CRC, :P~etotia:·NA. 
DTI:NA. 
GEM: Hazardous wastes have numerous negative 'effects. They are often bio-
accumulative, mutagenic, disperse widely, affect hormones, affect reproduction,' alter 




UCT /ChemEng: The kinds of waste are very important, since they vary in degrees of risk 
and danger, for example. Lead for example, is known to hinder intellectual development 
in children. 
CSIR: Not Sure. 
Groundwatch: It has a hugely negative effect, especially if it is stockpiled for long periods 
or is incorrectly disposed of (illegal dumping) or treated in an environmentally 
unsustainable/polluting manner, for example, using combustion technology. Problems 
can also arise when it is being transported, for example, it results in accidental spills. 
\Vhen being stored for example, accidental explosions, spills, leaks could also occur. 
"'"" 
Hazardous waste can pollute the soil, groundwater, air, crops, food and drinking water, 
, 
causing short-terml~ma long-term damage to animals, humans and ecosystems. 
Analysis 
Though a number of offices remaIn non-committal, the DEAT, DW AF . and 
APD /DEA T stress that some forms of hazardous waste may not adversely affect human 
health and the environment, and become dangerous only when uncontrolled. Such forms 
of . hazardous waste, if only. they do not contain highly flammable substances such .as 
.. methane, may not be dangerous. However, the absence of proper treatment of otherwise 
less harmful toxic waste could also cause' a great deal of harm. Furthermore, the scientific 
explanation provided by the UCT Chemical Engineering Department also stresses that the 
harmful effects of waste are actually dependent on the kinds of waste in a given situation. 
For example, this. Department highlighted that a substance such as lead which is used in 
the manufacture of paints. and pipes, is highly dangerous to human health as it causes 
intellectual impairment in human beings. From this viewpoint, this Department further 
indicated that the construction of pipes in the old Roman Empire is said to have hindered 
the Empire's citizens' intellectual capabilities considerably. Similar symptoms occurred in 
children within the Cape Town neighbourhood of Woodstock when older houses were 
constructed with paint which was high in its lead Content, the~artment further 
explained. With time, as the houses became older and the paint fell off them, people 
. .. 
inhaled them. In addition to this, the pipes were also made oflead. Hence, a close contact 
with toxic waste and its respiration thereof, can also damage one's intellectual faculties .. 
The WESW, EJNF, GEM and Groundwatch simply provide the inherent dangers which-----__ _ 
hazardous waste cause, without making any references to uncontrolled management. 
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From this point of view, such waste is just very harmful. From the viewpoint of 
Grouridwatch, even the slightest fonn of inismanagement which occurs at any poinfwhen 
handling h~zardous 'waste c~n indeed cause a great deal of damage to human life and 'the 
ecosystem as 'a whole, On~ could then concede that the necessity for suitably qualified 
personnel to deal with these matters must 'not be underestimated. The contrary could' 
res~lt in the 1992 Russian to\vns of Cheliabinsk and Orehuovo-Zuevo scenario. Here, 
inexperienced people in both towns mishandled waste and thereby, caused' a series of 
malignant ailments amongst large sectors of the populace.19 





Bowm~n: Do not know" 
APD!DEAT: NA. ' 
BCRC, P~etoria: NA. This 'office deals more with training and capacity building, as far as 
. , . . '. . ~ .. ' . 
the national implementation of the Ba'~el Convention in English speaking' African 
ca'un tries is 'concerned. 
DTI: ~oouth Africa no\~ complies with free trade laws, unlike in past times when it Was not 
a ~arty t?,the GKJ7. ,wro exceptions are very important when considering the issue of 
hazardous waste imp~rtation, as free' trade does not necessarily suggest exporting 
whate~er go'ods at all to 'another's t~rritory.The WrOhowever seems' to be one~sided, 
and geared towards the interest of developed countries. It has come to destroy we 
interests at the benefit of the first world. 
DTI has to comply with DEAT and issues permits only when the latter has approved that 
shipments of hazardous,.;vaste be carried out. Hence, DEA T is the controlling arm of this 
issue and not DTL This explains why DTI depends purely on the recommendations of 
the DEAT when it comes to hazardous waste importation. 
GEM: The government greatly welcomes anyone who believes in free trade. 
EJNF:NA 
UCT!ChemEng: NA. 
CSIR: Not Sure. 
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I 
Groundwork: Groundwork promotes fair trade, not necessarily free trade. We do this 
through our corporate accountability campaign which is linked up with international 
organisations such as Friends of the Earth International, Greenpeace, Corporate Europe 
Observatory, Third World Network, and Earthrights International. In relation to the 
trade in hazardous waste we are definitely not in favour of a free for all movement of 
hazardous waste for so-called "economic benefits"! 
Analysis 
It seems that most of the offices dealing with toxic waste trade issues are more 
environmentally inclined and unaware of free trading practices, as advocated by the WTO. 
These offices have a general idea that South Africa is now a proponent of trade 
liberalisation though. However, the DTI also interestingly refers to the DEA T as the 
controlling arm of the whole matter. This is quite in order, as the responsibility for 
assessing the environmental hazards of a product should fall to the environmental 
ministry. It may not suffice for DTI to permit the importation of substances just for the 
sake of advancing a free market strategy. The only important factor is to ensure that there 
is effective co-operation between these two ministries when such assessments are being 
carried out, for the same reasons of the gradually inextricable link trade and environment. 
In Ghana where the Standards Board and GAEC carry out such environmental 
assessments and then hand over the results to the EPA, this could also be done in strict 
collaboration with the Ministry of Trade and Industry. Groundwork is in favour of free 
trade, but believes that once trade in hazardous waste begins, trade is then not fair. This 
NGO is obviously strongly against trade in toxic waste, whether. by regulation or other 
means. 






Bowman: Do not know 
APD/DEAT: NA. 
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BCRC, Pretoria: NA. 
DTI:NA. 
GEM: We assume so. 
EJNF:NA 
UCT/ChemEng: NA .. 
CSIR: Not Sure. . 
Grotindwatch: NA. 
Analysis 
Not much "is known about the WTO Training Institutes in Nairobi and Casablanca .. 
Groundwatch, which is also unaware of these trends, stated. emphatically that as an 
organisation, it is highly. critical of the WTO and World Bank policies, particularly in 
relation· to developing countries; It is hereby recommended that participants to these 
training sessions readily shar~ information on trade and environmental issues, and how 
they touch on toxic waste, with these offices. This could be. done through the meetings of 
the Hazardous Pesticides Committee.20 
3(c):"\\'hat are past and. present examples of the importation of hazardous waste frpm the 
flrst-world and other countries into yourcountry, in the course of free trad~? 
Answers -
DEA T: From"the flrst world, Annex 9.list B wastes are being imported here from the 
SADC countries; "These can be" recycled .. From SADC, we do not and cannot impo~t 
Annex 81ist A wastes because the wastes"in this group are highly dangerous, for example, 
PCBs." 
D\,7AF: NA. .Check with DTI and DEA T. 
W"ESWC: Thor Chemicals flascoin Kwa~Zulu NataL 
Bowm-an: D~not know. 
APD/DEAT:. NA .. 
BCRC, Pretoria:"NA .. 
DTI: NA. Check with DEAT. 
GEM: In the mid-1990s, there were earlier attempts to ship Cupric Arsenite from Europe 
to South Africa."There-were also-attempts to import waste from Australia. her~" sometime --"-~-- ----
back. The Group for Environmental Monitoring discovered this. However, the 
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government said that these substances were for analysis and not treatment. Otherwise, we 
would have trade. These substances were actually plutonium, but there had been a change -
in the name. There is also the Thor chemicals incident. 
EJNF:NA 
UCT /ChemEng: Engine oil. It isimportant to note that even in its unused state, engine 
oil ca.n be dangerous asit contains sulphur. The same applies to diesel and crude oil, for 
instance, the type South Africa purchases from the Arab world. Our refineries then have 
to extract the sulphur from it. This is a costly venture. 
CSIR: Not Sure. 
Groundwatch: The most notorious example is the mercury waste imported by Thor 
Chemicals for recycling purposes. The recycling never took place and the waste is., sti)l 
J 
stockpiled at the Thor plant in Cato Ridge. This mercury waste has contaminated ground. 
water, soil and a stream nearby, as well as led to the death of some workers. Furthermpre, 
in the 1990s a company called Peacock Bay attempted to import hazardous waste into 
South Africa but this was fortunately halted. 
Analysis 
It is evident that some degree of toxic waste trade occurs between South Africa and her 
neighbouring countries of the sub-region, Australia, the Arab and first world. The DEAT '. 
explained that the imported substances into this country are pollutants and if they cross 
borders, they can harm the environments of neighbouring countries such as Lesotho, 
Namibia and other neighbouring countries bf the region. The DEAT therefore makes use" 
of preventive measures, which are necessary-here, to ensure that'noenvironmental harm . 
is caused to this country or to its neighbours. The NGOs are more familiar. with the Thor 
Chemicals fiasco and of further aborted attempts to send illegal toxic waste to South" 
Africa from Australia in the 1990s. Even unused engine oil can be toxic owing :to the 
highly hazardous sulphur which it contains, the DEAT indicates. However, no mention 
was made of lead, which is imported by the JOhannesburg-based Fry's metals, a compapy 
which recycles and produces batteries. These substances are imported for recycling and 
manufacture of new car batteries, and their sale to the domestic market as well as other 
African countries. 
3 (d): What are past and present examples of the exportati()!lof hazardous waste from 




DW AF: NA. Check with DTI and DEA T. 
WESWC: Do not know - this sort of trade~s typically kept low keY,and away from the 
public eye. 
Bowman: Do not know. 
APDjDEAT: NA. 
BCRt, Pretoria: NA. 
DTI: NA.Check.DEAT., 
, 
GEM: NA. If there is any being impdrted, it is. in the guise of II recyclin~" a spurious term, 
as it would be cheaper to recycle at source . The information on this is limited, but it 
would result in the greatest harm possible. 
EJNF:NA' 
VCT jChemEng: NA. 
CSIR: Not Sure. 
.. 
Groundwatch: This information is available from DEAT. 
Analysis 
; .' . 
In general, the offices working on toxic waste issues do_ not happen to know much about 
the kind of waste being exported from South Africa and into which countries. Since this is 
their field of operation, it would be, advisable that they become aware of every single form 
of toxic waste which is being e::-.:ported. This actually ensures transparency. It also en~bles 
all these agencies to work together to detect prospective illegal shipments. Where such 
import's. occur, .they. inform one another and combat such unlawful acts together. This 
also creates a situation where .. all .these .agencies. can work together_for a more efficient . ~ . . 
,functioning of a law on toxic trade. 
Howev:er,one .NGO, GEM, specifically states that the fact some forms of toxic waste 
maybe recycled and not imported for final disposal, should not be used as a subde means 
of'importing toxic waste into South Africa, because whether for final disposal or recycling, 
toxic waste is toxic waste. 
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UCT's Chemical Engineering Department proposed the following areas in which some 
forms of hazardous waste could be exported from South Africa into the manufacturing 
companies in the flrst world for reprocessing. Thereafter, such waste could then be sent 
back to South Africa for re-importation and sale: Rechargeable batteries, cell phones, 
medical appliances and other applications being consumer goods in general. 
Concerning rechargeable batteries, about a third of these substances contain cadmium, ,a 
highly dangerous substance. Nickel is another constituent element, although it is . less 
dangerous. The other constituent element of these batteries is lithium, .which is quite 
valuable and not as hazardous as nickel and cadmium. However, when all these substances 
are combined in a given battery, they become highly toxic. 
At the moment, rechargeable batteries are poorly collected for recycling and re-use·in 
South Africa, the Department indicated. However, it is noteworthy that a low degree of . 
collection has already begun. It is important that once these batteries have been used ~nd 
outlived their 10 year life-span and 300 cycle period, they must be recycled. There is no 
recycling plant for these substances in this country, so the current collection is being done. 
on an ad-hoc basis. This necessitates a better form of management. Perhaps, South Africa 
needs a recycling plant for these substances in this country. However, this is too costly, 
given the high degrees of batteries which one local plant requires. The global volumes are 
normally high. Hence, maybe this country should just have a fixed system of collecting 
these items every year and then sending . them to France for. reprocessing .andre-
importation, as we are currently practising. 
On the recommendation of the Department, discussions 'were held with UNIROS 
Batteries and Battery Terminal, both of which are located in Cape Town and have begun 
collecting such batteries, albeit on a low scale. Lack of adequate funding and 
governmental support have1:revented this project from being fully operational. One 
would suggest that if this system of collection and management begin here in South Africa 
and the used batteries sent from here to France for recycling and re-importation, it may be 
appropriate for a start. With time, such reprocessing and recycling could be carried out 
here and even batteries from Ghana and some other African countries· treated here. It 
must be cautioned though that environmental evaluations be carried out before 
• - .+ --+. ~-.- ---~----- - -------- ----- ---_ .. 
proceeding with such a project .. 
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The Department further discussed the Efficient Lighting Initiative. This initiative airrls at_ 
recycling the mercury utilised in fluorescent tubes. Fluorescent tubes are currently being 
dumped on ··normal· disposal sites: Some of these sites lack impermeable layers at the. 
bottom; .With this; there .is the· likelihood of mercury seeping through the ground and 
adversely affecting human health and the surrounding environment. Similar to the case of 
UNIROS and Battery Terminal, the officials who champion this initiative have also 
embarked· ·on·· a process· of collection and. management of these. fluorescent tubes ... 
Ho\vever, they still have __ a long way to' go, since. they need more funding. and 
governmental support. The DW AF in South Africa is also currently trying to. find ways of 
, 
sorting' out the' probl~m . of recycling/treating. mercury which. is the. main substance 
contained in these bulbs. 'The Department could perhaps collaborate with such companies 
in administenng out these tasks. 
Yet another initiative highlighted by the UCT's Chemical Engineering Company concerns 
the recycling of used bulbs. The BONESACompany deals with this initiative. BONESA. 
is trying to ascertain how it can establish a local plant for reprocessing and recycling these. 
items, or collecting the used bulbs and sending them back to their producers for 
reprocessing and re-use in new bulbs. Once again, environmental evaluations ,are 
recommended here. 
4:' (a) Does your 'country import and export hazardous waste from and into the.countries 




\\TES\'VC, Do not know. 
Bo\vman:· Yes. 
APD/DEAT: NA.· 




GEM: "'Not aware of this. This was banned after a campaign of Earthlife Africa about~------­




CSIR: Not Sure. 
Groundwatch: As far as I know we do not export hazardous waste to other African 
countries, but only import from them: This is done in terms of Basel regional agreements. 
Analysis 
Though some of the offices are not aware of whether South Africa trades with other 
.. \frican countries in toxic waste, it is obvious that such activity occurs. An example is the 
Fry's Metals importation of lead scrape for recycling in car batteries from Nigeria21,.and 
also the case of importation of Annex 9 List B substances from the SADC countries. In 
the opinion of Groundwatch, this country imports toxic waste from African countries 'and 
does not export toxic waste into other African countries. It may be suggested that· such 
trends could be modified.22 
4(b): If yes, on a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how does this positively and negatively 
affect this country and its regional trading partners in the course of free trade? 
Answers. 
DEAT: 1. 
This Department conceded that waste trade from SADC countries does not negatively 
affect South Africa and must therefore be encouraged. Furthermore, as the· DEAT is 
practising good environmental. management . ranging from polluter pays to· good 
stewardship and all the sound environmental principles that one can think about, then 
such trade can be pursued. The importation of hazardous waste from other African 
countries however could pose a big problem in South Africa because some'·of these 
countries cannot distinguish between Annex 8 and 9 wastes, the Department observed. 
Thus; what is non-hazardous waste in South Africa may be hazardous in· some of these ... 
countries, and vice versa. For these countries, once waste is not domestic waste, it is 
hazardous and must be banned according to the principles enshrined.in the Bamako 
Convention. However, in Basel, there is a fine distinction between hazardous and 
domestic waste, types of hazardous waste, then radioactive waste, for example. 
DWAF:NA. 
\VESWC: Do not know 
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Bowman: Do not know. 
APD/DEAT: NA. 
BCRC, Pretoria: 1. Even ~thin the context of hazardous waste imports into South Africa, 
free trade is very appropriate between South Africa and SADC. For example, there is an . 
acute shortage of lead scrape batteries in South Africa. If lead scrape is imported from 
countries such as Botswana and Lesotho, it could be recycled and put to effective use in 
this country and exported back as well. Linkage institutions must therefore be established 
in these other countries. 
DTI: 5. Such trade negatively impacts human health and the en~ironment. In light of such . 
trends, South Afric~. simply needs to protect its industries and market from foreign 
competition. Hence, ~he best policy would be to protect our i~dustries, reject foreign toxic 
wastes and all other goods for that matter. 
GEM: NA. However, it must be emphasised that if yes, the effect of such importation 
would undoubtedly be 5. 
E]NF: 5, Negatively. It is unfortunate that South Africa is powerful and should be used as 
an . entry for. importing certain waste substances from SADC and other developing 
countries, when it comes t9 trade in Africa in these substances. Despite the existence of 
the Ba~ako Convention, free trade in other hazardous substances should also be banned 
from other African countries into South Africa. 
. . . . '. 
UCT/ChemEng: Yes. Evaluation: NA. In terms of what South Africa is 
exporting/purports to export in the future, lubricating oil/engine oil in motor vehicles 
could be cited as a case in point. For every ten to twenty kUometres that a vehicle moves, 
the engin~ oiL,has to be changed. South Africa imports this used collected oil from 
. , . . . 
Zimbabwe and. oth~r SADC countries. It reprocesses this substance and exports it back to . 
Zimbabwe and .other SADC countries, The principle here is for these countries to collect' 
. . .~" - '., . 
the oil.again after use, and seQd i~ back to South Africa for recycling: To this end, the 
manufacturers in South Africa formed a Foundation to encourage' the principle of 
managing .and recycling used oil inSADC. 
. • I " 
In the past, these countries to bring such substances back to South Afnca for re-use, as 
~ , '.
thi.s country is more adequately equipped in terms of technological know-how to treat 
these substanc~s. However, the governmeht refused this, on the grounds that this engine 
oil is no~ used, consists not only of sulphur, but also, of PAH type substances, that is, 
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polyadromatic hydrocarbons. It can get contaminated when in contact with metals as w~ll, 
especially, those from lead and petrol, thereby, causing combustion, for instance. 
With regard to one substance which is reprocessed for financial benefits in this 2ountry, 
the recycling of car batteries could be cited as an example. To begin 'with: A' general 
requirement in South Africa is that anyone purchasing a neW car battery must 'submit 
his/her old car battery to the relevant company from which the battery is being bought. In 
Johannesburg, Fry's Metals Company is the lead smelting company for recycling. 
Normally, after the batteries are collected, the piastic is separated from the sulphuric acid' 
"""" 
and lead as well. The lead is treated in a furnace where the coal is added to make any lead 
oxide turn into lead material. This "new" lead product is then sold to manufacturing 
companies for the production of car batteries. 
CSIR: Not Sure, 
Groundwatch: It is positive because from the little information which is' available to this 
organisation, most of the waste South Africa imports ffom other African countries is 
generated from products which originated in this country (such as batteries). It is also 
positive in that the country has more advanced me"thods of dealing with wastes than our 
neighbours'do. However, on the, downside are the potential and re~l environmental and' 
. '. . 
health effects of handling hazardous wastes. First prize would be for all countries tb 
ONLY manufacture goods which do NOT generate any hazardous wastes. 
Analysis 
Intra-A~rican toxic waste trade is perceived ~s positively benefiting' S~uth Afri'c~ and other 
trading partners of the region. Of particular interest is the' fact that' South 'Africa's 
Departments of Environmental Affairs; Water Affairs and Forestry and VCT 'Chemic~l 
Engineering perceive such trade to be economically beneficial if conducted in 'a 
sustainable fashion, and thus worthy of pursuit. Diametrically opposed to this stand are' 
, 
South African NGOs, which in this sense, bea~ similarity to Gha~a'sEPA, MEST arid' 
every other office in Ghana which deals with toxic waste regulation. For this latter group, 
trade in toxic waste does nothing but damages the environme~t of' anothe~.Thi~ 
conforms to Mander and Goldsmith's tenets' about nothing but the disastrous 
consequences of free trade on the environment, with specific examples aboi.It the ~ffects 
of trade in car batteries and certain forms of toxic waste on the environnient, inter-alia, in 
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Taiwan.23 Hence, the need for "local production" for "local consumption", these two 
authors suggest?4 
From this perspective, contrary to the South Africa's DEAT, DWAF and UCT Chemical' 
Engineering Department, in Ghana and within South Africa's environmental NGOs, no 
mention was made whatsoever of such expeditious ventures as battery collection/mercury 
recycling or similar projects, during a study tour there and subsequent correspondence 
with various officials about my research. It may be timely to take an inventory, not just of 
PCBs, but als~ of ~sed batteries and' fluorescent tubes, similar to the projects and 
proposals discussed by UCT's Chemical Engineering Department in 3 (c) for instance, in 
Gh;!~a. Such trad~ could g~nerate em'ploy~ent and also reduce the cost of havirig to 
purchase new products all the time, instead of simply treating and recycling the, which is 
f.1r more reasonably priced. It was stated that recycling is virtually absent in this country. 
Recycling could be started. After such inventories have been taken, a collection and 
reprocessing plant could be established, with the aim of recycling these substances, for 
expor,t within the region. The only important factors are to ensure that environmental 
considerations ~re prioritised in such a project and also, that such a plant is set up in an 
industrial and remote area. Groundwatch especially advocates greener and deaner 
produc~on methods 'in ev~rY activity being 'undertaken by co~p;mies. 
W·ithin the context of NEPAD, when such envisag~d projects are eventually 
implemented, different countries could also specialise in the importation, recycling and 
exportati0t:t o~ different forms of these toxic waste. This could also enable each country to 
spedali~e in treating a particular produds and also, not use any' other's territory for' a 
"waste dump" in intra-African toxic waste tr~de. 
, \ 
5: (a) Does your country have adequate means of treating hazardous waste in' terms of 
recycling, reproce~sing and final disposal? 
Answers 
DEAT:Yes. 





For example, in the case of Thor, the incineration process for treating mercuric waste was 
not good enough. This was manifested in the existing inadequate filtres for mercuric 
treatment and the lack oflabour safety at this company. 
WES\VC: To some extent. 
Bowman: No. 
. . ". 
APD/DEAT: Yes and no. The official stated that incineration is the best means for 
disposing of waste and must be used more often in South Africa. F~om an economically 
beneficial perspective, he reasoned that this process saves land and reduces volumes of 
waste. It is only when incineration is operated by unqualified people that it becomes 
"""" 
dangerous. This official suggested that for more efficiency, the government trains more 
people to ensure th:a~ they have the requisite qualifications in chemistry, and are held 
responsible if a given incinerator exceeds the required quantities of waste it must carry 
during the incineration process. The USA has made an improvement in this light and 
could be hereby emulated. 
., 
According to this official, this viewpoint is contrary to certain notions which hold that 
that incineration is not very advisable, owing to the emission of gases involved in this 
process. Ifandonly if it is well conducted, the end products of this process Will be carbon 
dioxide and water, he conceded. Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas, but is' emitted in 
minute volumes which do not pose any problems and water, obviously, is harmless. 
BCRC, Pretoria: NA. 
GEM: Yes and No. The officer here advised that companies, industries and other sectoral 
activities incorporate the preventive principle into these activities. In such situations, 
considerably low amounts of waste will be generated after any acti'v--ity. Such waste should -
- -
then be encapsulated until such time that the toxicity therein ceases, the officer stated. 
This is much better than incineration which creates POPs, spreads obnoxious gases and 
thereby simply translates one gas from one medium to another. He stated emphatically 
that in incineratiori, there is no such thing as zero emissions. Some vendQ,ts in the 'North 
are trying to promote either failed or rejected technologies here, such as "plasma arc" and 
other thermal technologies - all incinerators but by a different name. 
EJNF: Yes and no. We use methods such as incineration which poses many dangers. The 
government should come up with alternatives, that is, (i) Greener and cleaner technology 
methods and means, as a result of more governmental pressure and work in -this . field, 
and (ii) More recycling. 
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He further explained that these approaches to waste disposal are more effective because' 
pragmatically speaking, from the viewpoint of a community based organization, the 
attainment of a zero/half waste target may not be a realistic ideal. \Vhen one considers the 
. . . . 
packaging processes involved in many industries' activities and in those of stakeholders, it 
. '" , . ~. . 
becomes apparent that it is inevitable for these industries to produce waste from cradle to 
grave. Tins, bottles and plastics, for example, are produced in a lot of supermarkets. 
However, in the face of abundant waste production, incentives are lacking and are very 
scarce in _oucmainstream .. To this challenge, one could say that Law and Policy are 
needed. Every centre and community needs a recycling centre where goods such as coke 
,-- . .. ... . 
, . -. . 
and, beer bottles ar~ recycled and sold at a price. The solution would be that government 
and. corpor~tions, whatever they use, should have an incentive tag to mobilise people to 
fo~m service providers. Community fora should also be organised on a monthly or 
quar):erly basis,to educate, the people on how they can assist in this process. 
The EJNF also cited the A,mandla Waste Creation and the Sowelo MOllnlaill of Hope projects, 
as examples of areas in which government as well as these companies could provide 
. . . . ~ 
" incentiyes.For examp;le" in 1990, the EJNF initiated the project, the Ama1ldla Waste 
Creation, prior to 1992 when the 'EJNF was formed. This proj<:ct ~on the Greentrust 
Award. Soweto was buried in waste. Thus, this project ~uthorised the y~ungand 
unemployed to recycle waste, sell it and so on. They were frustrated at the end of the day. 
This owed to the fact that waste dealers cheat on prices and most of the money is 
channelled to travel expenses, for instance. The government therefore has to assist 
community organisations, and must be more empowered. For example, it must give out 
dustbins to communities. This whole process of recycling is also a challenge 'to 
communities. 
this project, At:nandla, led. to aQ.Other project, the Sowelo MOIl11tai~ -of Hope 'through which, 
" .' 
land which wa~ hithe,~to dirty, is now.being utilised for plus-minus 200 Or 300 kids after 
. -
schooL They organise drama activities and use the land for other recreational purposes. 
- . 
These kids are also taught environmental issues as a whole-integrated approach, and not 
as a field meant for the first world alone. They also learn about conservation, wilderness 




Groundwatch:No, although South Africa seems to be better off than some' of its 
neighbours. There is a very real need for safe, non-polluting, non-combustion methods of 
treating hazardous wastes. An even greater need eXists for government to' create 
incentives for industries to manufacture products which do not generate hazardous 
\vastes. 
Analysis 
Although the governmental departments/ministries provide that this country has made 
improvements on waste disposal mechanisms since the Thor Chemicals incident, 
Bowman and the NGOs advocate that there is still need for improvement in this sphere. 
This would include ensuring cleaner production methods through incentives and 
community-based projects. The fact that there have been guidelines established by the 
DWAF, for instance, with stipulations, concerning waste disposal and a National Waste 
Management Strategy in recent years, for example, show that the government has made 
ameliorations in this matter. On the other hand, the need for cleaner production methods 
and greener activities, as stressed by the NGOs in particular, should also be encouraged, 
to refrain from· polluting the. environment with waste. A proper lavf with accurate 
stipulations is also needed and recommended. 
5 (b): How do you dispose of various wastes, such as medical, agricultural, household, 
industrial and mining waste? 
Answers 
DEAT: Each category has separate types, such as landfills and incinerators. Check DWAF 
requirements. 
DW AF: Check requirements of handbook 1. 
\\lESWC: These range from disposal in landfill. sites, incineration, dilution;'decay, 
vitrification, containerization, dumping at sea to holding in secure premises. The best 
method of treating waste is to stop production methods leading to· the creation of 
hazardous waste. 
Bowman: Landfill sites. 
APD /DEAT: Different types of waste require different types of treatment. 
BCRC, Pretoria: NA. 
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DTI:NA. 
GEM: Medical: Currently, by burning, but there is a growth in non-incineration 
technologies, such as Autoclave; 
Agricultural: We are faced with a POPs issue that we are trying to address with non-
thermal technologies; 
Household: Usually to landfill; 
Industrial: Usually to landfill or hazardous waste site; and 
11ining waste: Straight to mine dumps and tailings dams ... 
EJNF:NA. . 
UCT/Chem Eng:. In th~ past,. other ha.zardous waste practices by waste disposal 
companies were shocking. ,For instance, solvents were being disposed of, by dumping 
them into evaporation lagoons. Thereafter, they would be left for the sun to bum th:m. 
These days, co-disposal is being used in hazardous waste disposal options. An example is 
trenching hazardous waste on top of organic waste, whether it is liquid, solid or assumes 
another form. The site engineering has to be good and the type of waste taken into 
account here. For instance, if the waste can biodegrade over a reasonable period of time, 
then ~o-disposal is fine as tWS method involves the biodegradation .of substances in waste. 
Furthermore, the 1evel of toxicity of the substance, and the kind 'of waste it is, for 
. '. .-
example, are also important factors which are taken into consideration. For example, if it 
is :a metal, it should not be mixed with general waste. Normally, these wastes, even the 
highly toXic ones .like PCBs, when left in their drums do not cause. any harm. However, 
when they come. into contact with water, especially, groundwater, they pollute. the water 
and become dangerous. 
One example of a well-known South African company wlftch deals with hazard()us waste~. 
is Eskom. It has a' separate, well-structured collection system for collecting P,<':Bs from 
transformersi!il..motor vehicles; for treatment. It does not specialise in the collection of 
other lubricating oils. The! EU has at the moment established Directives on the end of life 
vehicle. This deals with the PCBs shredder in motor cars. 
Some of .the legislation goes overboard in an attempt to control hazardous waste (too 
comprehensive in what- is covered and c,too.- restrictive-·on limits) . resulting i~: a large. _ .. __________ _ 
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workload on monitoring and licensing officials. The means to implement and enforce-: 
such legislation is lacking in SA. 
The problem is that the precautionary principle is being applied in situations where there 
is already enough information to follow a sustainability route. If we throw all our 
recyclable material into landfills, what are we doing to promote sustainable utilisation, and 
what impact is this going to have on our future as we plunder our raw resources? -
Use of phosphate fertilizer in place of sewage sludge can put more bio-available cadmium 
into our land and into our food chains than sewage sludge. Yet, there is no restriction on 
use of the cadmium-rich phosphate ore used to make the fertiliser, and no requirement to 
remove cadmium in the manufacturing process. 
CSIR:NA. 
Groundwatch: Most of them are land filled or stockpiled. Some are incinerated. Some 
are sterilised, for example, medical waste. 
Analysis 
From the above, it is obvious that South Africa treats different categories of waste in 
conformity with different methods of waste disposal, -as enshrined in the health and 
environmental guidelines which are stipulated by the DWAF. In this regard, it is similar to 
Ghana which also treats different categories of waste with different waste disposal. 
mechani~ms. However, Ghana uses environmental standards which are set up by its EPA. 
South Africa seems to be more developed as -it has various incinerators and specialised 
companies such as ESKOM for managing and treating waste. It is indicated that in South 
Africa, waste was carelessly dumped in the past. Similarly, in the Ghanaian context, it was 
discovered that mining waste and cyanide were carelessly dumped in the Western regional 
to\.n of Abekwasi. In Ghana, more attention is also being given to such issues now. The 
practice of stockpiling waste in Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire' also needs to be departed from, 
as this causes environmental deterioration over a cumulative period of time. The South 
African offices advocate the incorporation of the preventive principle as a general rule for 
waste treatment and disposal. Though Ghana seems to be aware of this principle, the 
fIDdings do not reveal that this need has been explicidy provided for/stated in any 
municipal law. As far as Cote d'Iyoire is concern~d! ~~ principle ~~teflected in.A.~ticle 26 




5(c): Are any ~f these categories of waste ~exported or imported for financial benefits arid 





Bowman: Do not know. 
APD/DEAT: NA. 
BCRC, Pretoria: NA. 
DTI:NA. 
j 
GEr.!: There is the likelihood that some of these categories are being imported;but we 
have no formal response from government. Whatever the situation, the potential financial' 
benefits will be far outweighed by the negative health apd environmental impacts: ' 
E]NF: NA. 
UCT /Chem Eng: NA 
CSIR: Do not know; 
Groundwatch: As far as I know, we only import/ export industrial , hazardous wastes and 
not any of the other categories. Naturally all industries involved in the waste trade do it 
for financial benefits. 
Analvsis 
Most offices :i;e' ~ot a~are whether 'the'" categories of waste in 5 (b) , are exported or 
imported from and into this' country, though one office is generally aware that this 
country imports and exports industrial waste and not the other categories of waste. 
Another NGO, unaware of what categories of waste are being imported or exported, still 
states that' trading in such wastes would certainly damage the environment and must not 
be overlooked because of financial issues. When a fixed law has been established and 
there is more collaboration amongst these offices, such trends need to be monitored 
keenly and offices in charge of these matters made aware of the situation as it is in reality. 
For instance, the Department of Health has indicated reports which show that medical 
waste is sometime~ export~cl out of this country illegally, but the destination is not known, 





practices need to be monitored more closely. The possibility of exporting composted 
household waste in the form of fertilizer to other countries of the region could also be 
considered by government, as this is an income generating activity which also, provides 
employment. This is similar to ongoing projects in Kenya, Egypt and Zambia on a small 
scale, and has been recommended for Ghana.26 
6: Questions 6 dwells on the "arious aspects of the laws on hazardous waste" from 
international and regional perspectives. 





Bowman: Ratified but not incorporated into law. 
APD /DEAT: NA. 




VCT/Chem Eng: Yes. 
CSIR: Do not know. 
Groundwatch:, Yes, but not the Basel Ban Amendment, nor has South Africa, fully 
implemented the Basel Convention. 












UCT/Chem Eng: No. 
CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: No. 
Analysis for 6 (a) and 6 (b) 
While the DWAF, DEAT, BCRC, UCT/Chemical Engineering Department and 'the 
. . ~ ".. - . 
envu:onmentally-related NGOs confirm South Africa's ratification of the Basel 
Convention and its non-qlember~hip to the B~mako Convention, the CSIR a~d DTI are 
unsure of the relationship of this country to these two conventions.'Bowman particularly 
stresses the legal aspects of this membership to Basel, that is, in reality, this accession has 
no' bi~ding 'legal effe~t in South African municipal law as it has not been incorporated 
therein. ., 
6 (c): What are the various municipal laws of your country which have been enacted in 
accordance with these two mechanisms? 
Answers 
DEAT: None so far. However, a Draft Waste Bill is being developed by parliament. See 8 




Bowman: None that I know of. 
APD/DEA T: NA. 
BCRC, Pretoria: None. The DEAT is currently formulating a legislation to deal with 
common environmental issues which include matters pertaining to toxic waste trade ..... 
regulation. This law formulation process is being carried out under the auspices of its 






UCT /ChemEng: NA. 
CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: This organisation is not aware of any such municipal mechanisms. 
Analysis 
The overall impression is that these offices working '\vith hazardous waste issues are no~ 
a\vare of any South African national laws which enforce this country's obligations under 
the Basel Convention. However, the DEAT and the BCRC confirm the establishment of 
a Law Reform Process, under which a new Draft Waste Bill is being discussed in 
parliament. This should culminate in the enactment of a new law on toxic waste trade, 
which will enforce South Africa's commitments to the Basel Convention.27 
6 (d): How is your country benefiting from the training programmes and workshops of 
the Basel Convention Regional Centres in Africa? 
Answers 




Bowman: Do not know. 
APD/DEAT: NA. 
BCRC, Pretoria: See CD-Rom for series of workshops, organised by BCRC Pretoria, from 
date of its inception. 
DTI:NA. 
GEM:NA. 
EJNF: Very limited. 
UCT /GhemEng: NA. 
CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: The organisation could not comment much on this, save that as a host 
country for one of the regional centres, many of South Africa's government employees 
have had the opportunity to be further educated on the safe disposal of wastes. 
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- ' ' 
Analysis, 
Many offices are not familiar with .t~e,training programmes of the BCR~s around the 
world" in the continent and also, the,one in Pretoria, for English-speaking African 
countries, which is particularly relevant to this thesis. Hence, only the DEAT and the 
BCRC could provide information ,on the beneficial aspects of the training programmes for 
participants of this country, with Groundwatchgene!ally advocating that many employees 
in thls country could generally derive benefits from the BCRC, which happens to be .' . . . . 
situated in this country. While the DEA T generally emphasised the benefits of these 
training programmes as being the practical lessons in waste management, the BCRC in 
Pretoria referred the candidate to the CD-Rom they presented to her, which has detailed 
. _. . 
information on this issue. This information indicates that p~'rticipants seem to have 
derived positive lessons from BCRC programmes in the following way: 
(i) Gaining insights into practical experiences of waste management issues through 
, , . . 
presentations of national inventories by South African, and international experts, 
organised site visits to a transformer ,station, a hospital and a hazardous waste 
landfill site: Founding Workshop and First Training Course of the BCRC, 
Pretoria, 1 to 6 October 2000; 
(ii) Emphasis on invoiving industry in hazardous waste management" thropgh the 
development of appropriate legislation: Basel's Founding Workshop and First 
Training Course of the BCRC, Pretoria, 1 to 6 October 2000; 
(iii)., The establishment of ,relevant ,contacts in other countries ,'Yho are involved in 
, ",' hazardou!l' waste management systems, inspite of the fact that other important 
. . - ,. " '. ," - . - .' 
"issues from which the participants could benefit, were not addressed. These issues 
; included how to address the problem of obsolete pesticides and also, how to 
.- " ( ~ ~ , 
, , "facilitate the, process of technology transfer in managing hazardous wastes: First 
,. . ',' - , . 
Continental Conference for Africa on the Environmentally Sound Management of , . , 
Unwanted Stockpiles of Hazardous Waste and its Prevention, convened by the 
Government of Morocco and ,UNEP's Secr~tariat of the Basel Convention, for 
African participating countries of the BCRC, 8 to 12 January 2001; 
(iv) Managing landfill sites in an efficient manner, through the use of the high-level of 
technological efficiency, for instance, how this was done at the landfill site in Mare 
Chicose" in Mauritius. -This knowledge was, acquired during a vis,it by certain 
officials from the DEAT and BCRC to, Mauritius from 8, to 11 May 2001. The 
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visit was based on an invitation from the Mauritian delegation at the meeting in 6 
(d) (iii) above, Morocco, from 8 to 12January 2001; 
(v) The compilation of national inventories of hazardous wastes for SADC countries 
and lessons for a planned project on PCB management by DANCED: February 
2001, Meeting of the Secretariat of the Basel Convention, Geneva, Switzerland; 
(vi) In-depth knowledge into hazardous waste problems and case studies on practical 
PCBs management (as presented by the Kenyan delegates): Kenya Workshop, 17 
October 2001.28 
7: \'\'hat is your country's attitude towards promoting the NEPAD? 
Answers 
DEAT: Positive, as it is bound to ensure a deeper form of regional integration in Africa. 
He explained that the attainment of such integration and its resultant positive 
developmental goals (in this country and other African countries for that matter), 
necessarily require the eradication of rigid mechanisms dealing with toxic waste trade. 
DWAF:NA. 
WESWC:NA. 
Bowman: Positive .. 
APD /DEAT: NA. 
BCRC, Pretoria: Positive and fully committed to promoting the goal of regional 
integration under NEPAD. The office explained that although the sound ~anagement df 
the environment is essential, one must alsO" noflosesight of the econ6riUc benefits to be 
derived from toxic waste trade. The establishment" of NEP AD is therefore timely and 
... - , 
could promote regional integration, meaning that South Africa would then have to ratify 
Bamako. Howev~r, we should then reflect on why we should adopt two conventions with 
the same objectives. 
DTI:N..Q.. 




Groundwatch: Our government is one of the" main proponents ofNEPAD. Our 
industries are a bit cautious, and many civil society organs are critical of the decision-
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making and consultative processes within the NEPAD. Officials working with these . . ' ,~" " . 
mecha~sms claim that they are marginalised when it comes to these processes. 
Analysis 
Most office~ are aware of South Africa's full support for Africa's commitment to a more 
.'," " . 
intensive form of regional integr~tion in the form of NEPAD a~d the fact that this 
country has engineered the NEPAD. The DEAT and BCRC particularly discussed the 
, ".,:' , 
implications of such support to South Africa's trading arrangements with other African 
countries. For.these two offices, this adherence to NEPAD might make it more advisable 
CJo"'lI:>. , • • 
for ,this country to adopt the pro-African Bamako Convention. However, having already 
J 1. • : 
tidopted the Basel Convention, now acceding to the Bamako Convention would raise 
certain, issues. In the past when Basel simply regulated waste trade between the countries 
of t~e first world and those of the third world, accession to Bamako may have meant 
~ 4" • 
membership ,to two conventions with so~ewhat different objectives. There would be a 
need f~r bilateral agreements with prospective parties for waste trade, as and when 
necessary. 
Now, with the Third Ban Amendment,29 the objectives of Basel become closer to Bamako 
in J>anninKtoxic waste imports from OECD to non-OECb countries. The question 
. . 
be~<:>mes the same as in the case of Ghana. Why adopt two conventions with similar 
objectives and not avoid duplicity in this regard? The financial implications and various 
obligations for the attainment of the same objective might then be considered. In this 
vein, the DEAT concedes that South Africa still accede to Bamako. Since this country's 
.. 
contribution to the African Union is the hugest of all African countries, the secretarl,at of 
Ba!I).~~o moves from Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, to Pretoria, South Africa, where it will be 
'. .. . • .' • • . I,." .," ,.' .•.. t' ~ 
headquartered. There will also be free office space and other facilities to ensure the 
smooth functioning of the Convention, the DEAT suggests . 
.... 
However, one is of the view that for the sake of avoiding duplicity and unnecessary 
expenses, South Africa's strong commitment to NEPAD might also make it advisable for 
this country to simply adopt Bamako in addition to Basel. This country may then have to 
participate in the meetings of both conventions and then negotiate bilateral agreements on 
a case-by-case basis, with any first world country which wishes to-engagein toxic waste.--'--" 
trade with it, provided the toxic waste trade covered by such agreements are conducted in 
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an environmentally sound manner. 1bis is permissible by both Conventions.30 As far as 
moving the Bamako secretariat to South Africa is concerned, unwillingness on the part of 
other African countries might just suggest that the secretariat continue functioning at the 
AU in Addis Ababa. On the other hand, if these countries so desire and arrive at a 
consensus on this matter, moving the office, as proposed by the DEAT may be possible. 
One NGO voices the concerns of South African civil society organs and industries that 
they are marginalised from the decision-making processes and consultative processes of 
NEPAD on matters relatin~ to toxic waste policy and practices· as well as other 
environmental issues, inter-alia. A solution to this problem may be for the governments of 
these countries to reflect on making e-mail addresses and web sites available. Here, 
opinions concerning toxic waste matters and a variety of other developmental issues 
affecting this continent, in the form of public debates and discussions, will be held and 
sent to the NEPAD secretariat. 1bis could pave the way for improvements in the 
workings ofNEPAD, during these early developmental stages of this partnership. 
8: Questions 8 dwells on the various aspects of the laws on hazardous waste, from 
municipal perspectives ... 
8 (a): On a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how would you rate the current law and policy 




DW AF: Rating: NA. The laws on toxic waste trade have always been fine. Their 











Groundwatch: 4. Almost worst. 
Analysis 
The environmental law office, Bowman, and two NGOs, rated the current trading laws 
regulating hazardous waste in this country as being particularly poor. These laws are 
fraught with inefficiencies and poverty of administration, the offices asserted. According 
to th~ EJNF; these current laws are simply~ediocre. Though the EJNF does not pro~ide 
an answer i~ this'regard, it also opines that the absence of governmental capacity 'needed 
~ • (:;.0".... . • 
to ensure the implementation of some of these laws include the loopholes which need to 
be ~ddr~ssed. For the DWAF, the ;,existing iaw and policy in this sphere, that 1s, the 
, .. 
NE~IA and the N;ti~nai Waste Management Strategy, may not be so inefficient. The 
remaining ;ffices all remained non-c6~ttal in their 'assessment of these laws. It seems 
" .,: . 
that the laws are average, for steps are being taken to ensure that a fixed, effective law 
comes into operation, in addition to the already developed series of strategies, such as the 
National Waste Manage~ent Strategy 1999. The pre-Thor Cherriicals years scenario seems 
to have been departed from. However, certain problems still need to be addressed, as will 
be evident from discussions in 8(b) to 8(e). 
8(b): How has your municipal law developed in this area? 
Ans\vers 
DE.\. T: od the whole, it could be said that -there has been a drastic amelioration in South 
Africa's approach to managing imports' arid exports of toxic waste, notwithstanding the" 
fact that there is still a lot of room for improvement. This country has always been'one of 
th~'g~~'atest 'prop~~e~ts of prioritising envir~n~ental con;ervation iss~es. Hence, South. 
Afric~n environmental' 'legislation on hazardous waste management, in' the pasi:, focussed' 
'more' o~ ha~ardous health. The Environmental Conservation Act 1989 defined waste and .... 
all these substances from this perspective and thereby adopted an approach which 'was" 
more for conservation. The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry' deals with 
landfilling of hazardous waste and also approached it from an environmental perspective. 
A new law on toxic waste trade is in 'the process of being promulgated, as mentioned 
earlier. It is now anticipated that this law on toxic waste will approach this issue while also 
considering the economic benefits which can be derived from such trade. In addition to 
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this, South Africa hopes that by 2025, its industries and other sectoral spheres of activity 
will have a zero waste concept, that is, it will produce no waste at all. The only waste that 
will be produced is human carcass. 
DWAF:NA. 
\VE,SWC:NA 
BoWman: Not very well. 
APD /DEA T: There has not been much development of laws on hazardous waste trade 
for decades. The office has b~en more familiar with the Atmospheric Pollution Act which 
has been in existence since 1965. No changes have been made to this law. 
BCRC/Pretoria: The past regime did not accord any priority to environmental issues but 
dwelt on economic issues at the expense of environmental protection. The inevitable 
result of this was a great deal of environmental degradation and a fragmentation of the 
laws dealing with environmental issues. For example, the Departments of Minerals and 
Mining, Environment and Tourism, as well as Health and Water Affairs, all worked on 
aspects of environmental issues without close collaboration. Therefore, the~e \vas an 
overlap in tasks. However, at the moment, the Law Reform process initiated by the 
DEAT empowers bilaterals to draft a common legislation on environmental issues .. This 
has to be ready by June 2002. Hopefully, this Waste Management Act will resolve these 
problems. 
DTI: NA. 
GEM: The NEMA and Waste Management Strategy are still being developed, but there is 
no capacity within the government to implement them. However, the government does. 
not seem to be actively supporting the formulation of a new legislation. 
EJNF: NA. 
UCT/ChemEng: In this country, there is currently no law for dealing with the end of 
hazardous waste process. The National Waste Management strategy makes provision for 
end of waste treatment and disposal issues. However, it must be borne in mind that this is 
just a strategy and is not a la\.,.,jn itself. 
CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: It does not seem that this country has any, except perhaps, in one or two 
of the very well resourced, large municipalities such as Durban and Cape Town. 
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Analysis 
From these answers: 'it ~eems that curre~'t l~ws on waste trade are not fully developed. 
From the perspective of Bowman for instance, the law is' not really developing. 
Groundwatch provides that municipalities such as Durban and Cape Town are the only 
ones developing any laws/policies on this matter. However, of South Africa's eleven 
provinces, if only two are developing their laws in this -regard, then, perhaps, it could be 
said that there 'is still a long way to go. Many other offices such as the DwAF, DTI and 
the \VESWC are not aware of any developments within the law. The GEM criticises the 
supposed lack of governmental support for sound toxic regulation and the 'development 
, .".., 
of appropriate legislation in this regard. 
, 
j 
On the other hand,' the existence of a NEMA and a Waste Management Strategy are 
indicative of the fact that this issue has been accorded some attention by the government. 
However, a fixed law is still yet to be developed in this vein. It seems that this law will 
now incorporate both enviro'hmental and economic concerns, and has departed from past 
practice of focus on economic issues alone. From the viewpoint of the DEAT, the 
development of these laws is also being done with due regard to the incorporation of the 
preventive/precautionary principles, which should be mandatory, for South African 
companies now. These principles will be important to the extent of~nsuri~g a zero waste 
concept by 2025. The Pietersburg/Polokwane Declaration, for -example, adopted by 
members of the community of Pietersberg/Polokwane in February 2002, seeks to 
accomplish this objective by 2020. It is important that the other offices such as Bowman, 
, , , 
DWAF a~ci' those working on toxic waste mat~ers, be informed of these planned laws, by 
the DEAT, to k~ep abre~st ~th latest developments which arise in this fieid . 
Highly 'a~biti~us though' ~he zero-waste objective may seem, it is also impressive that the 
, ' , 
proposed laws on waste should aim at the ~ttainment of such ~xhorbit~nt' standards. This 
demonstrates the South African government's total commitment to ens.llring that this 
country resolves every problem relating to toxic waste issues. Here, it is commendable 
that the new law will advocate the precautionary approach of foresight rather than the 
polluter pays approach of the past, when rectification has to be sought after the misdeed 
has already occurred. 
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8(c): \'V'hat are the areas in which the law effectively addresses hazardous waste trade and 
what are the areas in which it needs to be improved upon? 
Answers 
DEAT: Positive areas: Developing high standards for mercuric treatment, as evidence in 
the Thor Chemicals Case. For instance, when in 1994, the Davis Corrimission was set up 
by the South African government to investigate into the Thor Chemicals case, it embarked 
upon its mandate with a view to: 
(a) Developing a standard for mercuric recycling; (b) Developing an occupational 
health safety standard and (c) Establishing whether a particular incinerator can 
be upgraded, to acconunodate a certain required level of waste. 
The status of these findings in Thor is that: 
(a) The standard of mercury has been developed and 
(b) Four treatment options have been devised, namely: 
(i) Incineration of the Thor Plant (Upgrading the whole incineration process used 
in the mercuric emission exercise); 
(ii) Retauting: During this process, the gas is controlled within the context of s~me 
form of internal combustion; 
(iii) Landfill is used through encapsulation and 
(iv) Waste is now exported. 
The fact that a new law on waste is being formulated to deal with the fragmentation of 
legislation on hazardous waste, as part of the La\\;' Reform Process, whic~ started in 1 ?94,. 
is also a positive step. Now, the new Draft Waste Bill is being developed internationally 
\vith a chapter on hazardous waste that will dwell on matters relating to the importation of 
hazardous waste. It has not been exposed to the public yet. Use is being made of the 
Parliamentary decree that allowed South Africa to ratify the Basel Conv~ntion in 19~4. 
Nonetheless, there are problems in the existent law. These include' the acute staffing 
shortages which pose an obstacle to capacity building, lack of governmental capacity to 
combat illegal shipments of waste at South Africa's Cape and Durban points as well as 
various borders and lack of governmental control to manage South Africa's eight landfill 
sites in all its provinces, as these landfill sites are all owned by the private sector (though ' 
the DEAT has issued monitoring standards to be adhered to). Monitoring illegal trade in 
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hazardous waste and detecting companies which engage in illegal trans boundary waste 
importation and exportation are also big challenges. 
DW 1\F: The main problem lies in its implementation as there are too many people who 
have to deal with toxic waste regulation. For instance, there are about 200 people who 
have to deal with water pollution arising from hazardous waste mismanagement alone. 
The provinces are also in the process of appointing people to deal with various aspects of 
waste ~anagement, but it does not seem that this process will soon be completed. 
WESWC: Various good laws exist, but the interpretation and implementation are ropey. 
Bowman: There is a serious need to incorporate the provisions of the Basel Convention 
into our municipal law. 
APD/DEAT: The laws need to be updated to incorporate certain principles such as the 
'OCII~ ~tandi pritlciple w~ich is now reflected in the 1996 Constitution. 
BCR<;:/Prt;to~a: The law, needs to emphasise the need for more forms of waste 
pr~~ention and reduction in industrial, healthcare, household and other activities. By 2015, 
it is hoped that this objective would have been attained. Furthermore, the attainment of 
this g?al.will req~e the law to provide for more waste incentives such as recycling. 
DTI:NA. 
J -. 
G~¥:, 1)1e law must .put an end to incineration asa form of waste disposal as this emits 
mo~e toxic gases: However, it should advocate the burning of products such as plastics. 
" • . • i • 
EJN~:NA. 
UCT (Che,mEng:, Since certain forms of waste is just not dumped into open space and 
certain lagoons as in the Thor Chemicals days, this is itself evident that there is an 
improvement in the existing law. We however need to adopt environmentally sound 
practices, including the sound disposal of hazardous waste. 
, . . . 
CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: A lot of areas need to be improved upon. At the municipal level, systems 
need to be put in: place t<?allow home-owners and small businesses to dispose of or 
recycle hazardous :waste:.materials such as batteries, motor oil, old pesticide containers, old 
paint containers and fluorescent lights. At th~ moment, all of these are being disposed of . . 
in municipal waste (general waste) landfill sites. There is also a need for municipalities to 
monitor/ track all industries, as well as medical and other institu~ons which generate 
ha.zardous wastes to ensure that they are all disposing of their wastes in a legal and 







Some offices were unsure of the positive areas of the law and the existing problems as 
well. For the DEAT and UCT Chemical Engineering Department, the fact that the waste 
is now monitored keenly unlike the Thor Chemicals days, is an improvement in itself. 
Problematic areas needing redress were noticeably the issues of woefully inadequate 
staffing, lack of collaboration between governmental departments' and absence of 
sufficient governmental capacity to monitor illegal deals as indicated by the DEA T. The 
need for more funding to hire more officials was not mentioned. The GEM explained that 
having to abandon the use of incinerators and simply adhering to burning is a political 
issue. Furthermore, this is a matter for our politicians to appreciate that incineration is not 
the best policy. In effect, the political will needed when addressing this issue'must be 
.'. . 
strengthened. In this case, the challenge then is how to persuade the government to ' 
., abandon this form of waste disposal. However, it has also been perceived by offices such 
as the APD /DEAT that if incineration is carried out by suitably trained and qualified 
personnel, then this may actually not pose a problem. In Mauritius for instance, the 
successes of operating the landfill site at Mare Chicose also go to prove that once there .' 
a~e high standards of expertise and sufficiently trained personnel, a particular waste 
treatment facility can be successfully operated without causing any environmental perils. 
The need to also ensure adequate mechanisms at municipal level for companies to recyCle 
their waste was also stressed by one NGO. This would clearly need a lot of governmental 
support. 
Another worthy ideal of pursuit would be to ensure that the 10c1Is standi principle is truly 
operational in any municipal law on toxic waste trade, in order to safeguard the rights of 
individuals whose neighbourhoods/rights to enjoyment of property may be 'affected by 
these illegal imports. The suggestion by the A£D/DEAT is timely in this respect. The fact 
that South Africa's present constitution recognises every individual right to environmental 
protection may facilitate this. 31 Thus, in the m~dellaw on toxic waste trade reg~lation, the 
right of an individual to gain access to judicial action in cases of toxic waste dumping 
where his/her rights are affected or are threatened, should be safeguarded. To a large 
extent, this could also give effect to the 10c1(s 'standi principle, asa fundamental component 
of the model law. The need for Basel to reflect this country's international obligations in 
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this regard, after nine years of acceding to Basel, is also important, otherwise this 
accession becomes meaningless in reality. Incorporating the preventive principle into our 
activities as advocated by NGOs, is also an ideal which should reflect in the model law, so 
that we do not h~ve to clean up for our mess, but through waste minimisation and 
recycling, reduce our polluting activities. 
8 (d): Are there enough penalties for those ,,,ho contravene the current regulations on 
hazardous waste importation and exportation into and from your country, and how could 
this be strengthened? 
Answers , 
DEAT: Regarding punitive mea~re~, there are currently none in South Africa's policies 
and legislation. However; it is anticipated that the forthcoming legislation will include . 
penalties ;which will be stringent enough. Under. this law, anyone who contravenes these 
laws on hazardous waste will be fined a minimum of 1 million US dollars and serve an ., 
imprisonment term of thirty years. 
Other terms of punishment will also be detailed when the law is ready, the DEA T 
explaine9. The DBA Talso referred the candidate to the. book by Greenpeace which 
documents information on the Illegal. Trafficking of Hazardous Waste in Africa. In that 
book, there are many stories about the payment by companies of the first world for 
environmental perils caused to the third world, as a result of their industrial activities and 
toxic wast~ mismanagement. From these incidents, it becomes clear that it is better to 
adopt the. philosophy of fines for illegal trade rather than the death penalty. Better !et a~ 
offender pay than to subject him to death. 
DWAF:NA. 
. ; .. . ." ". 
\'<'ESWC: Vested interest and lack of governmental capacity to keep this trade low profi'fe. 
The precautionary principle should kick in here. We should not import waste or export it 
- finished. 
Bowman: No, by improving current liability provisions in legislation. 
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APD/DEAT: NA. 
BCRC/Pretoria: There are not enough penalties. Responsibility for ensuring sound 
environmental management must be thrust on anyone who applies to open a 
company/industry. This is better than the imposition of penalties .. 
DTI:NA. 
GEM: There are not enough penalties and this should be rectified. The officer explained 
the difficulty which the government encounters in finding offenders to pay for their 
pollution and damage caused when there is a hazardous waste problem. Using the polluter 
pays principle as an example, he discussed the inadequate penalties in theThar Chemicals 
and Asbestos cases. In the Thor Chemicals c~se, the offenders were only fined 10,000· 
rands for killing people, the" officer obserVed. Also, in the Asbestos c~ses, ~~bestos was 
sent to UK where South African factories had been operating and exporting the~e 
substances which damage human health and the environment. Here, we do not hear about 
any compensation for the polluter pays principle. The government states that it has 
promised to let offenders pay more for these offences, but this" is not so." So that, 
theoretically; the laws sound fine, but in practice, this is not the case. 
EJNF: There are not enough penalties. However, a better approach for the law would be 
to introduce incentives since the latter are better than penalties, the officer stated. H~ 
further reasoned that for some of the environ~enta1 d~mag~s" inf1i~ted "by" Shell" "and 
Engen, it is better for them to come forward to provide reparation. \Vith community-
based legislation, there is a zero budget, so this will be a better way to assist these 
communities, instead of penalising such companies. Therefore, the government" must 
collaborate with NGOs and local community leaders to enable them to accomplish these 
auns. " " 
UCT /ChemEng: There are not enough penalties under the present law on waste 
regulation and people cannot be held strictly accountable for illegal dumping or 
mismanagement of wastes. He advocated a'system of extended producer respo~sibility. : 
Here, a producer sells out a hazardous substance, -the government has respective agencies 
which should go to the seller, so that the seller accounts for what he sold out and also 
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accounts for the constituent elements of any sold product. This is really a lesson we can 
borrow and bend . from Ger~any as well as other Eur~pean countries, he added. 
However, with the polluter pays principle which is enshrined in our current NE~, one 
can still be held responsible for crimes committed in this regard. It is the responsibility of 
the government to assist manufacturers and industries. 
CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: No. 1bis is because from the perspective of this organisation, there has 
n~ver been anyone who has been prosecuted in South Africa for illegally importing or 
exporting hazardous waste. 
Analysis 
In the face of a general dissatisfaction with the inadequate punitive provisions of the 
. ' ~" . 
existing legislation on. toxic waste, DEAT advocated the adoption of incentives. For the . . . . 
EJNF and GEM as well, this may be a better approach rather than imprisonment or fmes, 
..' . . . 
which the new law foresees. Bowman, BCRC and UCT:s Chemical Engineering 
Department assert that the producer liability is better, as each producer is held responsible 
for every component in a product he/she manufactures. The other orficesdid not provide 
any answers. One would say that these solutions may be effective, and yet, for the 
pr?ducer liability, the principle of extended producer liability, as adopted by the German 
constitution may be a positive step, so that from the cradle to crave cycle of any given 
product, a producer can be held accountable. The fact that nobody has ever been 
prosecuted in this country for illegal shipments or purported illegal shipments, also cr~ates 
a big vacuum in the current existing policy dealing with this matter. Yet, these illicit 
practices occur time and again. Evidently, with the incorporation of penalties int() th~ new 
law, and also the inclusion of the locus standi principle as a part of the new law, this could 
facilitate holding such persons to be accountable. 
1bis ensures that any given product is manufactured while ensuring that the very best 
environmental standards are adhered to. On the other hand, the need for incentives, 
worthy though they may be, may simply benefit certain companies who <lisregard 
environmental principles. Once they are financially well-equipped, they could just go 
. ~ . , . . . 
ahead and indulge.in any. environmentally dangerous practices and pay money after that .. 
~ . " .. 
However, as these issues concern people's lives, if drastic penalties such as long-tertTl - '. . . 
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imprisonment sentences of about thirty years or more are imposed on anyone who 
contravenes these laws, people may be more mindful of their actions in this regard. This is 
precisely what has been enshrined in the laws of Cote d'Ivoire and the Gambia, for 
instance, where illegal toxic waste trade is being effectively controlled. Punishment should 
therefore not be limited to fines. 
8 (e) (i): Regarding the implementation of these laws, do the various Departments and 
. . 
Organisations which deal with hazardous· w~ste regulations in your country work in close 




DEAT: Inter-departmental collaboration has improved in this country, when it comes to 
toxic waste trade regul~tion. The officer cited the institutionalisation of a Basel Committee 
. :-
whereby Provincial and National Departments form a part of this committee. This 
committee meets when there is a request for perrcits to import hazardous waste and other 
relevant matters in this regard. 
DW AF: There exists some degree of collaboration between the government departments, 
but this is not really enough. 
\V"ESWC: Unsure. 
Bowman: Yes, but very litde obligation is imposed for importers/exporters to obtain 
permits from the National Environmental Department. 
APD/DEAT: NA. 




VCT /ChemEng: NA.. 
CSIR: Unsure. ... 
Groundwatch: No. 
Analysis: 
From the foregoing, collaboration between vanous governmental ministries, between 
governmental ministries and NGOs, and between governmental ministries and the CSIR;------
as well as other environmentally-oriented offices; is apparendy at a low ebb. The NGOs, 
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for instance, stressed that government conceals vital information from them concerning 
trade practices involving hazardous waste. It is not surprising then that some of these 
offices, though they are dealing with these issues, cannot provide certain pertineiIt facts 
relating to hazardous waste trade in South Africa, such as past and present examples of 
waste importation and exportation. With the recently held WSSD .(2002), the coming up 
()f a new law and other current developments, this should improve. It may also be 
remarkable for these offices to present their complaints to the government in this regard 
for effective redress. 
The DEAT positively discusses the Basel Committee which is established amongst the 
various governmental ministries. One could p.topose that this Committee perhaps be 
extended to include the environmental NGOs such as GEM and EJNF, which deal with 
to'xic ,w~ste . trade, regulation, in order that they \,:"o~k together ~o combat illegal 
i~ports/exports ~nd ~lso, to ensure that them'od~llaw is strictly enforced. 
-. . . . , 
.' .. , 
8 e (ii): What, if any, are the other problems which the regulatory authorities encounter in 
",,' 
the management of hazardous waste trade and how can they be resolved? 
Answers 
DE.A T: Regarding other problems, there are those which pertain to the existing legislation 
-, . . . 
on_hazardou~ waste management. There is a lot of fragmentation of legislation in dealing 
\vith ha:t:ardous waste. Upon this realization, a Law Reform Process Project was initiated 
i~ "1"994.' A W~~te Chapter was included in this project this' year. A fter th~ project' begun, a 
legal auditing exercise was carried out to review i~sues su~h as the ~xisting legislatio~ 'a~d 
the gaps to be improv~d upon, for instance. 
Another problem is that this country has 8 waste landfill sites in all its provinces. 
Cur~ently, t?ese are all owned by the private sector. The government has n'o control over 
them, but the Environ~ental Department has issued monitoring standards to be adhered 
to. 
DWAF: There are also a lot of political issues involved within the whole aspect of 








EJNF: The main problem here is the lack of collaboration on the part of the government 
with respective NGOs and the public, and the consequent lack ~( information-sharing 
with these parties. The EJNF official advocated that in order to depart from such 
practices, an information-sharing programme must be essentially developed. There should 
also be self-training, discussion, visits organised by speakers to talk with the public and 
other relevant activities, he added. 
UCT /ChemEng: The environment has a cross-cutting function, so it may be norm~l to' 
have many Departments dealing with hazardous waste issues. However, the lack of 
specificity in defining the respective functions of the national, local and provincial 
. . , . 
governments poses a big problem. There is no clear guidance in this regard and t~s is 
something that needs to be improved upon. 
Furthermore, the official in this Department stated that companies have complained 
about the'lack of flexibility in existing waste management rules. This also means that 
companies may find it difficult complying with these high standards, from the perspective 
of many companies. There "i.l. a fair amount of governme~tal pressure to apply 
environmental protection principles to Small and Medium Sized Enterprises, for example, 
in the Metal Finishing Sector and Little Shops for Chrome-Plating. These fall under the 
country's bi-Iaws. Other loopholes are evident in the fact that in the past, there was one 
. . 
company, for instance, which got away for ten years without doing anything about the 
mismanagement of its wastes. Even at the moment,---there are about three hundred 
companies in one city that adhere to certain practices which are not up to standard. 
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CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: The main problem is lack of information on who is generating hazardous 
waste ~r handling hazardous waste, what quantities of hazardous waste are being 
produced, where and how it is being treated and other pertinent details relating to 
hazardous waste generation and management in this country. 
Many offi,ces are not aware of the.sort of problems involved in the regulation of toxic 
waste trade. However, on the fragmentation 'of laws as indicated by the DEAT, a fixed 
amalgamated law is in. the process of being formulated, as the department indicates. 
Concerning the issue of private ownership of waste' disposal sites which is another 
problem identified by the DEA T, once government oversees that environmental 
monitoring standards are in place and these private companies are constantly reporting 
back, with constant visits by officials from the Department, this should ensure that no 
illegal practices go. on. in this regard. 
Clearly defined roles of various governmental organs are also necessary in order to avoid 
overlapping or duplication of duties. The government can actually ensure that this is done. 
It can clarify this in meetings with various officials from various offices. 
It may also be advisable for government to pay attention to the needs of companies, to 
assist those which need help ·with complying with supposedly high environmental 
standards, because such standards may even be tightened. If at this stage, these standards 
are deemed to be too high, the lack of help may mean that these companies would be at a 
totallo~s: Such assistance could be earned by training, education and more spo~sorship,' 
inter-alia. 
The lack of information on who generates what kind of waste; which sectors of activity 
generate which wastes and at what intervals, needs to be addressed. As a pre-requisite for 
any meaningful law to be enacted and have effect, the quantification of accurate data 
pertaining to all the kinds of waste generation in a nation's set-up is necessary, otherwise, 
how does one discern where illegal activities are taking place or may take place in the 
fut:lU"e? 
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As long as these steps are implemented, there could be enough solidarity in reguhting 
toxic waste trade, the whole issue of it being a political one may not even eXist and toxic 
waste trade regulation may then become a less cumbersome task for its respective 
regulatory authorities. 
9: How does one verify whether a substance being imported into your country is really 
hazardous waste, in order to ensure that on the one hand, the laws of your country· are 
strict enough not to import hazardous substances which can actually be environmentally 
destructive, but on the other hand,·. that there is· no disgUised 
protectionism/ discrimination, and substances which are actually not harmful are not 




DWAF: In general, we go by the International Maritime Dangerous Standards .code, that 
is in our SABS 0228. We abide by the guidelines set by this Code, so we just do not 
practise protectionism. The number of flammable gases and other relevant matters are all 
listed in this Code. Basel is fairly similar and stipulates the standards to be follO\ved.' 
\'\IESWC: NA. 
Bowman: Need to check the Hazardous Substances Act (Act 15) 1973 in order to 




GEM: This is almost impossible to accomplish under current governrhehfcapiidtY. ·Th-ere 
needs to be much stricter legislation and implementation. 
EJNF:NA. 
VCT /ChemEng: NA. 
CSIR: Unsure. 
Groundwatch: The first part of this question seems to indicate that some hazardous 
substances are not environmentally destructive. However, it must be stressed that ALL 
hazardous substances are environmentally destructive otherwise they would not be 
classified as hazardous!! Secondly, the organisation does not know of any instances where 
imported wastes have been classified as hazardous when they are in fact not hazardous. 
Infact, one would exp'ect the opposite to happen. 
Analysis: 
As evident above,' the only' response explaining the rating of hazardous waste 
characterisation was receivedf~om the DWAF. The fact that this official works in this 
field and is therefore more familiar with the technicalities involved in rating hazardous 
waste might explain' this. The SABS Code 0228 and the Basel Convention are indeed 
recognisable international mechanisms which may accurately analyse the toxicity of a 
given chemical. Quite correctly, Bowman also refers to the Hazardous Substances Act 
1973, which categorises wastes according to their toxicity, using the SABS Code. It is also 
hereby recoxnrllended that such categorisation of wastes, the reasons for such 
categorlsation and the consequent lists of banned 'or regulated wastes be attached to the 
model law. For more transparency, these lists should also he presented by the national 
governments to the WTO, UNEP, FAO and WHO, before being attached to the model 
law. 
For twoNGOs; the solution is simply to ensure that there are very strict toxic waste laws. 
Groundwatch asserted that waste is waste and once hazardous, there can really be no 
balancing of the two objectives of free trade and environmental protection. 
10: Which other countries, especially developing ones could be cited as success stories!n 
the implementation of legislation which resolves hazardous waste trade issues, and how 
, .. , " 
could such lessons be modified to suit the case of your country in its hazardous waste 
trade regulation? . 
Answers 
DEAT:Uganda and Egypt. 
In this light, the DEAT explained that the NEMA of Uganda on hazardous waste is the 
best not just for South Africa to follow, but also for the region in its entirety. The 
Ugandan policy is very easy, strict and informed. The approach of Uganda is simple, short 
~nd directly to the point. It talks of the indigenous method of managing substances, for 
.... instance, the whole process of burning pesticides .. An analysis shows the simplicity of-this.----.. ---·······~·-.I 
The Ugandan NEMA also defines the role of government in terms of monitoring and 
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putting enforcement infrastructure into place. Uganda has only one, transit poi~t fr.om 
East to Central Africa, unlike Malawi and Kenya, for instance, where border posts 
abound. This makes enforcement controls rather difflcult. With such situations, illicit 
waste trade continues at unprecedented rates. In Uganda, there is only one border post for 
the entry of chemicals into the country, instead of many border posts. These are all 
positive attributes, the officer recommended: South Afri<:a could also follow this example, 
by using just the port of Cape Town, instead of many ports ,such as Durban and others, he 
advised. 
Furthermore, Egypt's legislation could also be cited as a success story for South Africa to 
emulate in a lot of ways. The Suez Canal is being used as a point for the transportation 
and transit of chemicals and other goods. A great deal of control is however being, 
enforced by the authorities of the Suez Canal to combat Israel's polluting activities·in that. 
region. 
DWAF: Egypt. According to DWAF, Egypt has an advanced environmental legislation. 
For the other developing countries, there are not much lessons i~ toxic waste regulati?n 
from which South Africa could borrow and bend. . , 
WESWC: India -Exide Case - Here, the polluter paid eventually but not adequ!\tely .. In 
South Africa, decision makers should simply read the South African constitution, NEMA 
and the Rio declaration. 
Bowman: Botswana. 
APD/DEAT: Mexico. Mexico city, the capital, was for some years, the dirtiest of ci~es., 
However, now, this city competes with fIrst world cities like Los Angeles in. ~he U~A: in 
terms of sound environmental management and policy. It has thus come a long way in 
developing environmental laws which have high standards, a number of which touch on 
toxic waste and pollution issues. In addition to developing l~ws and standards, this city has 
fairly and successfully implemented these laws. South Africa could perhaps borrow from 










Groundwatch : NA 
Analysis: 
\,'hereas different offices choose different countries as success stories to follow in toxic 
waste regulation, many offices also believe that there are really no success stories in the 
cO,ntinent or worldwide, because illegal toxic waste trade throughout the world is 
widespread. While both the DEAT and DWAF cite Egypt'~ Law on toxic waste as their 
model law, the DEAT also fervently holds that the main successful country in Africa 
regarding this issue is Uganda. 
As evident in B (c) above, Namibia could be seen as a pacesetter in its highly efficient 
n:gulation of toxic waste trade, and its refusal to import PCBs and toxic waste ranking 
with,it, thro~gh its constitution and laws on this matter. 
Much more research indicated that Egypt's specific municipal law, Law 4/1994 ensures 
that its commitments to Basel are enforced at municipal level. Under this law, one 
'. 
important lesson which could be proposed for ,South !;>.frica to follow.is the more 
cooperative and coordinated efforts betWeen Egypt's ministries of Agriculture, Industry, 
Petroleum, Health, Interior and Electricity in establishing a permit scheme for 
granting/ refusing imports and exports of toxic waste, based on an assessment of the 
hazards of such waste. 
Other research findings revealed that in the case of Uganda, its limited points of entry of 
these substances to its ports, is particularly commendable for South Africa and Ghana as 
~ ;'" T" • • ' 
\'I/ell. Ho~ever, regarding the stipulations of Uganda's N~MA (1994), it could generally be 
~a~d that the requirement for cleaner production methods and other stipulations such as 
cradle to grave analysis during the li(e cycle of a toxic product, for instance, are already 
e~shrined in SOl!th Africa's NEMA. This means that there are basically no new lessons to 
learn in this regard. F:or the APD/DEAT, Mexico is the choice country as it has cornea 
" . -. , . 
long way, that is, from environmental dilemmas to high environmental standards, which 
includes enforcing sound toxic waste laws. 
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Further research into this matter reveals that Mexico's 1988 Ley General del Equilibrio 
Ecol6gico y la Protecci6n del Ambiente (LGEEPA) regulates hazardous waste 
management, as well as its exportation and importation. Pursuant to the 1988 Reglament~ 
de la Ley General del Equilibrio Ecol6gico y la Protecci6n del Ambiente en Materia de 
. . , . 
Residuos Peligrosos, an obligation is placed on producers of hazardous waste to keep 
track of the wastes generated and assess the environmental impact of their acti~ties. The 
return to sender principle is also foreseen in the 1996 amendment to this law.32 It could 
" " 
then be asserted that the Mexican law adopts a very stringent approach to thrusting 
responsibility on hazardous waste producers. 1bis pattern could be followed" by South 
C>"> 





Further investigative inquiries have also revealed that the laws 'Of Cote d'Ivoire and The 
: - " • I. 
Gambia are also specific and important to the discussions of this thesis. For example, 
these fixed laws have helped solve the problem of illegal toxic imports by combating 
purported illegal imports into these countries, thereby departing from the trend in the 
1980s and early 1990s. As far as illegal shipments are concerned, the Gambia was faced 
with illegal imports of toxic waste into its territory in 2000.33 
Regarding the recommendation for Botswana, further research findings reveal that this 
:-. 
country's Waste Management Act of 1998 enables the government to fulm its 
.... 
requirements under the Basel Convention.34 According to Botswana's Department of 
Sanitation and Waste Management, Botswana's government does not import hazardous 
~aste.35 However~ it is currently inquiring into the possibili~ of importIDg copper 
contaitiing wastes (from Europe) by the Sel~bi-prukv;e copper smelter. In this' country, 
seven major oil companies are contemplating collecting waste oil for reuse as fuel in 
cement kilns, under the Somarelang Tikologo project, in accordance with international 
environmental standards. This waste is currently b~ing exported to South Africa for use 
as fuel in a cement kiln.36 It is also noteworthy that very little incentive has been said to 
exist in this country for cleaner production methods.37 The Selebi~Phi1..-we copper smelter 
has been reported to cause significant pollution.38 
India is also recommended. However, it might be questioned that if the toxic waste laws 
in India were really so efficient, how and why do we have an incident such as the tragic 
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Bhopal disaster? This fatal incident involving the accidental spillage of the toxic waste 
from the manufacturing processes of the American Dow Chemical Company, based in 
India. Th'e disaster occurred in the 19S'4,and to date, that is, nineteen years later, still 
deteriorate's h~man life:' Moreover, if the polluter pays principle was employed in the 
Indian Excise case, then, this might not be too good. This is because in addition to 
monetary payments for reparation, clear and harsh penalties of long imprisonment fines 
should also be imposed on offenders in the event that the preventive and precautionary 
principles of foresight are not adher~d to. In that case, the situation in India, with respect 
to these matters, may just be as bad as in South Africa where there is no fixed law. This 
. . .. ' . ..' .,.,.. . 
especially holds true when one considers the fact that the eXistence of a law should simply 
be a means to an end, that IS, law must b~ an effective to»! to resolving a problem, 
Therefore, of the series of recommendations, the foregoing observations make it clear 
that S~u'th Africa could borro~ some po~itive lessons fro~ Namibia, Egypt, Uganda and 
Mexico. It could also avoid following certain trends in the Gambia, Turkey and India, 
where illegal shipments of these substances successfully took place, despite the existence 
of a fixed law, and had to be sent back some damage had already occurred and public 
protests, sometimes. As far as Cote d'Ivoire is concerned, the existence of a law which 
would also hold illegal exporters liable, is very much needed. FromBots~;na, the fact 
tha~ a fixed municipal law should hold companies such as those in the Selebi-Phikwe 
,. . 
region accountable, must be an important lesson. 
11: in the ci~e of South Africa: 
With reg~rd to the Thor Chemicals case, which of the two would be more desirable for 
... 
South Africa, and why? 
. (a) . T~ 'b~n . the importation of trade in mercunc and other hazardous substances 
altogether, or 
(b) To devise mechanisms for treating mercuric wastes and how effective would this be 
; . ~ .' 
(fmancially, for example)? 
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Answers 
DEAT: It is better to regulate and not ban because through regulation, the government 
can ensure that free trade goes on while at the same time, this does not damage the 
em-ironmen t. 
DWAF: Regulate as in 11 (b) and do not ban as in 11 (a). This would be better because 
there is really no such thing as hazardous waste. There is just a lunatic fear of this whole 
substance as nothing such as hazardous waste really exists. Take for instance, sulphuric 
acid. It is a simple raw material which does not really cause much alarm until it is sent 
from one territory to another. Then, there is this fear. Mechanisms can thus be devised for 
treating mercury and any other such substance. 
WCSWC: To ban .the iinportation of trade in mercuric and other hazardous substances 
altogether is better. 
Bowman: Ban and do not regulate. 
APD/DEAT: Regulate and.do not ban. 
BCRC/Pretoria: Regulate and do not ban. This is because some comparues such as 
Mintek, which specifically conducts research on catalysts that are imported, are well-
experienced and may be able to treat these substances effectively. In this process, a lot of 
.~., . 
income is also derived for this country as well. 
The official at the BCRC further indicated that patriotism may actually motivate South 
Africa to resort to a ban amendment to be adopted. Decision 3.1 of the Basel Convention 
has the same objectives as Bamako. However, one should be mindful of the costs which 
. ~-ould be involved when South Africa accedes to Bamako, that is; the huge annual 
contributions of this country that would go into this process. Even within the context of 
hazardous waste imports into South Africa, free trade is very appropriate between South 
Africa and SAne. For example, there is a dire shortage of lead scrape batteries in South 
Africa. If lead scrape is imported from countries such as Botswana and Lesotho, it could 
be recycled and put to effective use in this country and exported back -as well. Linkage 
institutions must therefore be established in these other countries. 
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DTI: A complete ban is recommended. 
GEM: A total ban altogether is more desirable, meaning that South Africa must accede to 
Bamako. The issue of African lives is vel)~ important and in this vein, the benefits derived 
from trading in hazardous waste is not an issue because we must ensure that the North . . . 
does not use our territories as a dumping ground for waste. 
EJNF: (a) is more desirable. We should BAN the importation of these hazardous 
substances altogether, so as to depart from the current phenomenon where South Africa 
. . 
.; and many African countries have been turned into a dumping ground for more 
industrialised countries. If there was a way of stopping such forms of trade, this should be 
terminated with immediate effect. 
UCT /Ch~inEng: Regulate and do not ban. Once sound environmental principles are 
taken into" consideration, such trade can flow smoothly. 
CSIR: Either ban it, or ensure that sufficient control mechanisms are in place to provide 
acceptable risk. However, since it is unlikely that the latter option will occur, we should 
perhaps ban toxic waste trade altogether. 
Groundwatch: The government should definitely ban and not regulate. We do not need . . . . 
other people's hazardous wastes. We also do not have the infrastructure, laws or 
monitoring systems to ensure that hazardous wastes are properly treated without ANY 
harmful effects on human health and the environment. 
Analvsis: 
From the responses to this question, .the gb~rnmental departments/ministries are more 
favourably disposed towards regulating trade in . toxic . waste and not banning the 
importation of these substances altogether. To illustrate this point, the DEAT, for 
instance, discussed the Thor Chemicals case citing the improvements in Thor's standards 
of reprocessing of mercury, as indicated in 8 (c). 
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In this regard, the DWAF also opined that there is really no such thing as toxic waste, but 
just a lunatic fear of this substance. For the UCT/ChemEng. Department, companies 
such as the large metallurgical factory, the Colombus Stainless Middleberg at Mpumalanga 
can be cited as processing and refining toxic waste while adhering to sound environmental 
management systems. They have made significant improvements in this regard, from 1994 
until now. They process stainless steel for export and have: 
(a) An ISO 14000 Environmental Management System; (b) A Strict System of Safety and 
Environmental Protection for its workers. 
The NGOs on the other hand are more adamant in their stand on a total prohibition. The 
GEM, WESWC and EJNF for example, are of the view that the impoverished always 
suffer toxic dumping from the rich. Such an unfortunate incident, they assert, must be 
stopped. An assessment of this correlation between the poor and their inheritance of 
waste at this point brings to mind, Marbury's discussions of "environmental !acism": He 
talks about the poor inhabitants of US North Carolina's Wallonia State County, whose 
impoverished community was ahnost turned into a toxic waste dumping ground by the 
US ,government in the early 1980s.39 For the CSIR, it is not possible to conceive of a 
- -
situation whereby' sufficient mechanisms would be in place to regulate toxic waste 
imports. So why not adopt the precautionary principle and ban substances such as 
mercury, DDT, PCBs and cadmium altogether? 
Hereinunder is a paraphrase of the discussion from one of these NGOs which echoes _ 
. . . .. 
sentiments of vehement opposition to toxic waste trade: 
At the moment, the government intends to build a nuclear waste dump in Johannesburg. First world 
cOllntries have -been dumping a great deal oj toxic waste in Mozambique, Ethiopia, Eritrea and other 
third world COllntries. S ucb IInetbical practices mllst be forbidden, beCaJIIe, as indicated, tb~ pves oj ollr 
people are, very important.' Waste is waste. The best thing to do would be to stOpprodllcillg 17Ibbish. Waste 
should not be a good to be traded ill. To arrive at this goal, we must alwqys find a clean alternative. In 
treatillg hazardous waste, Ollr aim should be based on the following: 'What shall we do with so and so 
tOllnes oj waste in a country? What shall we do with it?" 
We mllst the~/ore )Jrioritise health protection and the preseroation--ofhuman lives,- at the eXpense -oj - - ----- ---- -----
governmental industries, trade and so on, in short, at the expense oj free trade. For example, Eskom was 
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to build a nuclear reactor which would emit nuclear waste smelter and plutonium, these being radioactive 
materia/. This would not be in the best interest of health preseT7Jation. 
The U7S SD (2002) and NCO fomm believe that zero level emission of waste is a possibiliry if one reallY 
works hard alit. 
In deaiing with free trade issues, .the CIlvironment and health of the people must not be IlCglected. In the case 
of Thor jor instance, . the compa'!Y0btainedthe permission to do what it wanted at the expense of the 
people' lives and health. Has the g01lemment come up with sufficient measures to prohibt"Uimilar actions 
in the futllre? When will the mercUlic emissions from this industry be reduced to a level where people will 
, 
be totallY safe? It is indeed a sad story and reflects the bad planning of the goverli",ne~t. New ideas are 
n01l/ being introduced though much needs to be done. Solutions are down here with local people, not Wl~h . 
those high up in power. There is still a problem of discussing these issues with the high authority, but how 
do thC)' tackle problems on the ground? 
In the same vein, another NGO makes the following observations: 
Souih Africa has reallY not made much at/emPts to regulate hazardous waste trade. This is becallse these . 
NCOs desire the establishment of national regillations to seriouslY restrict the movements of hazai-dous 
u1tlJle: For the NCOs, they support the primary principle of the Basel COIl1Jcntion, namelY, that it is most 
priferable for hazardous wastes to be treated at its sOllrceand jor there to be as It~tle transboundary 
mOl1eimnt as possible of these wastes. 
In.rpite· of numerolls requests from the NCOs ·to .the Ministers of Environment as well as Trade and 
I ndllstry on several occasions,· inquiring into their positfon on South Africa's involvement in the hazardolls 
waste trade,- there has not been at!]" response from the Ministers. For the NGOs, a response is still being 
au/aited. 
Owiltg to this lack of response, it is apparent that the Department of Trade and Industry perceives the 
impiniation of hazardo11S' waste to South Africa as atl economic opportllnity to be exploited. From the 
DEA.T,NCOs iiz this country have also battledjor severalyears to obtain writtm documentation on this 
mattcr, but· to no avaiL This underlYing philosopf?y of economic opportunities on the part of these 
Departments as they approach toxic waste co~/d account jorthe- lack of national legislation regarding the 
trt1llsboundary movement of hazardous wastes. 
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S o/IIh Ajrica has not made enough efforts to implement the Basel Convention. For example, the NCOs 
are 110t aware if this COlllltry has ever produced all annual report on its toxic waste trade performance to the 
Basel Secretariat/ Conference of Parties, as required in the Convention. S omeoJftcials jrom the DEAT 
have admitted that jar years, this cOllntry has 110t done this. More recentlY, that is, withil1 the last two 
years, some oj these officials claim that SOllth Ajrica has sllccessfulIY prepared these alillllal reports. 
However, no proof has been provided that these reports have actuallY been prepared, as jar as these NCOs 
are cOllcerned This is because their reqllests to see copies of these reports have been ignored fry the 
Departments. 
Comments on these Two Observations 
Indeed, it is important that collaboration and information sharing be enhanced between 
government and these NGOs. Reports of progress being made at national level, a.s well as 
national legislation which should be enacted, must all be made transparent to the NGOs 
which work on toxic waste issues. All these necessary points have been stressed in many 
of the above analyses, as there is currently a great problem in this regard. 
However, one is of the view that the implementation of sound environmental principles 
when dealing with hazardous waste trade issues creates a scenario where no adverse 
effects are experienced. The main philosophy behind the Basel Convention now is that 
developing countries should not be used as a dumping ground for hazardous waste. 
Sound technologies should also be promoted to enable effective ways of regulating .trade 
in certain recyclable waste such as mercury. It may therefore be better to regulate and not 
ban altogether, so that the three case study countries also reap the benefits of a free 
market strategy in this age of globalisation. There should be a gradual phase out of toxic 
substances such as leaded gasoline and leaded petrol, in accordance with the UNEP 
Declarations on the Phase-Out of Leaded Gasoline and Petrol40 for instance, thereby 
incorporating ~e preventive principle into various production methods. In the case of 
highly toxic substances such as PCBs and PBBs for instance, these should under no 
circumstances be imported or exported from one country to another, whether from an 
African country to another, or from the first world to Africa, given their high levels of 
toxicity and potential to cause environmental harms. Recycling . toxic substances such as 
lead scrape for car batteries and other recycling activities in toxic waste should be carried 
out under very limited exceptional circumstances, based on accurate environmental 
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evaluations, using international standards. By so doing, there can be a modell~w which 
enables government to engage in a simultaneous p~suit of~aisse'{:/aire market goals while 
safeguarding the health and environmental protection of South Africa and the two other 
case study countries as well. 
(C) COTE D'IVOIRE. 
Th~. findings are hereby presented in French, that is, in exactly the same language and 
form as the answers which were provided. Thereafter, a translated version of these 
findings from French to English, is presented. Based on this, an analysis is also made. 
""'" 
(i) French Version 
Question1 : Comment definirait-on les dechets toxiques ? Quelles serait la difference avec 
les autres sortes de dechets ? Quels sont les constituants ? 
Reponse .. 
Ministere de l'Environnement: La loi 75-633 du 15 juillet 1975 de.la cour de justice definit 
les clechets toxiques comme etant tout residu d'un processus de production, de 
transformation ou d'utilisation, toute substance, materiaux, produits ou plu,s generalement, 
. ~: '. . . . , 
tout bienabandonne ou que son destinataire destine a l'abandon pouvant avdir des effets 
degradant sur l'environnement. En d'autre terme, les dechets toxiques sont des produits 
solides, liquides ou gazeux resultant des activites de menages, d'un processus de 
fabrication ou .tout bien meuble ou immeuble abandonne ou qui est menace de ruine, 
:'.' ,'j:. .". - '. "' 
entrainant la contamination ou la modification directe ou indirecte de l'environnement par . '. ". - .' . 
tout a<?t~ susceptible: 
• d:al.te~er)~ 1'llili.eu de v~~ de l'homme ou. <:les especes vivan~es 
• de nuire a la sante de l'homme, a la securite, au bien etre de l'homme, de la flore et de 
la faune ou aux biens collectifs et individuels. 
La difference entre les dechets toxiques et les .autres sortes de dechets se situe au niveau 
des leurs effets sur .1'environnement et l'existence humaine. En effet, les dechets toxiques 
dits nHastes ont des effets de degradation sur l'environnement. Et ce ,contrairement aux 
autres dechets taxes de dechets legaux resultant souvent des dechets usuels moins 
destructifs pour l'enVironnement et constituant parfois des'matierespreffiieres~ Oestle cas 
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par exemple du chinage qui est la SCIence qUl recueille les dechets usuels pour une 
transformation en matiere premiere non energetique. 
Les constituants de dechets toxiques sont essentiellement les dechets de soins medicaux, 
les produits de preservation du bois, les melange eau/hydrocarbure (y compris emulsions) 
des laboratoires (recherche, developpemerit, analyse medicale), les residus de raffiriage, de 
distillation ou de tout traitement (goudron sulfurique), les cendres d'incineration d'ordure 
menagere, des traitements des surfaces des metaux et matieres plastiques etc ... Tout ces 
dechets toxiques sont generalement sous forme de gaz (chlore, vapeur nitrate, fluor) et 
solides ou cendres (oxyde de fer, sulicates , suies). 
Question 2 : Comment les dechets toxiques affectent - ils l'environnement humain, marin, 
la sante atmospherique d'un pays? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Les dechets toxiques affectent: 
L'environnement humam par la degradation du cadre de vie et de l'amenagement du 
territoire qUi se manifestent par l'altetatiori du milieu de l'homme dont lesconsequence 
sont liees"a la nuisance de sa sante, de sa securite et de son bien-etre. 
L'enwonnement marin par la pollution des eaux resultant de l'introduction dans Ie milieu" 
aquatique de' toute substance susceptible' de modifier" lescaracteristique~ . physiques, 
chimiques, et/ ou biologiques de l'eau et de creer des risques pour la sante de l'homme, de 
nuire a la faune et a la flore terrestres et aquatiques, de porter atteinte a l'agrement des 
sites ou de gener toute utilisation rationnelle de l'eau. 
.. ~ . 
La sante atmospherique par la pollution de l'air, emission volontaire ou accidentelle dans 
la couche atmospherique de gaz, de fumee ou de substances de nature a detruire la couche 
d'ozone et a compromettre la sante ou la securite publique ou a" nuire a la production " 
agricole, a la conservation des edifices (sites et paysages) 




Ministere de l'Environnement: Pour cela, il faut se rHerer au code de l'inve'stissement et 
s'y conformer. Cependant je n'ai pas pu avoir les renseignements au niveau du ministere 
du commerce. 
Question 3 (b) : Votre pays participe t-il au seminaire de wro de Nairobi et Casabianca ? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Oui. 
Question 3 (c) : Quels sont les cas presents et passes de l'exportation des dechets toxiques 
dans votre pays. 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Nous n'avons pas eu connaissance d'un qu~lcon'que cas a 
ce Jour. 
. ': . . . . 
Question 4 (~): Quelle est' la politique de l'import export devotre pays' des d~chets 
, , 
toxiques conformement aux regles d'integration regionale ? 
Reponse: 
Minlstere 'de l'Environ~ement: Conform6ment a la loi N° 96-766 du 3 octobre 1996 
poitant c~d~ de l'environnement et aux decrets N° 97-678 du 3 dece~bre 1997, N° 98-43, 
du 28 janvier 1998 relatifsa la protection de l'environnement adoptes par notre pays, la 
r, I ~ ',- .' . 
Cote d'Ivoire condamne l'import-export des dechets toxique~ et ce, en accord avec la 
com'ention de Bale et de Rotterdam attrayant aux dangers des produits toxiques. A cet 
, 
effN, aucune politique n'a ete mise en place dans ce sens. 
Cependant, nous notons l'utilisation et l~ commerce de quelques produitsfertilisants ou 
insecticides dans Ie domaine agricole avec la soumission stricte aux regles d'integration 
regionales. 




Question 4(b) : Si oui, seIon l'echelle de i a 5, veuillez indiquer Ie niveau de l'influence 
positive et negative sur ce pays et sur ces partenaires commerciaux et regionaux d~ns Ie 
cadre de la libre echange. ? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Pas eu de reponse. 
Question 5(a) : Votre pays possede -t-il des moyens adequats de traitements des dechets 
toxiques en terme de reconversion? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Classee parmi les pays pauvres, notre pays la Cote d'Ivoire 
ne possede pas pour Ie moment les moyens adequats de traitement de dechets toxiques en 
terme de reconversion. Le seul moyen que nous possedons jusque la pour Ie traitement 
des dechets toxiques est l'incineration qui malheureusement n'est pas une forme 
reconvertible mais une forme d'evacuation. 
Question 5(b): Comment disposez-vous dedechets divers tel qu'en provenance des 
ptoduits pharmaceutique, de m'agriculture, de menage, des industries et mines? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Les dechets divers issus de produits pharmaceutique, de . 
l'agriculture, du menage, des industries et mines sont collectes separement et traites, 
generalement par incineration pour certains sur place car juges toxiques (produit.s. de 
pharmacie) et d'autres (dechets de menage) achemines vers les decharges controlees. 
Question 5(c): toutes ces formes de dechets profitent-elles, en import- export, d'un 
benefice [mander? Si oui, qu'ell800en est la destination etl'origine ? 
Reponse: 
M:inistere de l'Environnement: Ne possedant aucune politique d'import- export des 
dechets toxiques, ces produits ne rapportent aucuo benefices a la Cote d'Ivoire. Ne 
pouvant les neutraliser a part entiere ou les valoriser,'les dechets toxiques soot mis en 
decharge. 
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Question 6: Cette ques?on s'adresse aux aspects divers de la loi sur les dechets, 
conformement aux perspectives intemationales et regionale. 
Questio!J 6 (a): yotre pays a-t-il adopte la convention de Bale? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: La Cote d'Ivoire est signataire de la convention et cette 
convention est en voie de ratification par Ie parlement ivoirien. 
""'" 
J 
Question. 6(b): Votrcipays a -t-il adopte la convention de Bamako? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: 
La Cote d'Ivoire a ratifie la 2onvention de Bam.ako depuis Ie 09 juin 1994. 
Question 6(c): Quels sont les diverses lois municipales dont l'ordonnance depend de ces 
trois mecanismes. 
Reponse: . 
Ministere de l!Environnement: NB se referer au code. 
Question 6(d): Comment votre pays tire-t-il profit de ce programme de formation et 
d'ateliers des centres de ~onventions en. Afrique? 
Reponse: 
'. Ministere de l'Environnement: Notre pays tire profit a travers sa participations aux 
semihaires et conferences intemationales inities par Ie PNUE, l'ONU et Ie.PNUD. 
Question 6(c): Quels sont les secteurs d'echange ou cette loi est effectivement en cours? 
Reponse: 
----Ministere de l'Environnement: La bourse des dechets n'etant pasfonctionnelle dans-n<ntr·p---------
pays, il n'existe ni echange veritables encore moins de lois en vigueur. 
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Question 6(d) : Quels sont les secteurs ou il doit avoir une amelioration? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Aucun, tout naturellement si l'on tient a la reponse 
precedente. 
Question 7 : QueUe est l'attitude de votre pays envers la promotion du NEP AD ? 
Reponse: 
I\1inistere de l'Environnement: La Cote d'Ivoire est prenante au NEPAD. EUe a pris part 
a routes les grandes rencontresregionales et sous-regionales. Concernant Ie NEPAD, la 
Cote d'Ivoire dispose d'un point focal du NEPAD. 
Question 8 : Conformement aux aspects divers des lois sur les dechets toxiques: -
Question 8(a): Sur l'echeUe de 1 a 5, comment evalueriez-vous la politique en cours dans 
votre pays sur l'import-export des dechets toxiques? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: L'import-export des dechets toxiques est interdit par la"loi 
ivoirienne et son application fait l'objet d'une observation rigoureuse (voir code de 
l'environnement). 
Question 8(b): Comment cette politique evolue-t-elle dans ce secteur? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Pas de reponse. 
Question 8(c): Quels sont les secteurs d'echange ou cette loi est effectivement en cours? 
Quels sont les secteurs ou eUe doit subir une amelioration? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: ----" "---~--"-"-
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Question 8(d): Existe-t-il des penalties a l'endroit des contra-venants? Comment cette loi 
pourrait-elle etre valide? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: Pas de reponse 
Question 8(e): Eu egard a ces lois, les departements et les orgamsmes concernes 
travaillent-ils en parfaite harmonie en vue de mener a bon port cette entreprise? Quelles 
sont.les e.ventuelles preoccupations rencontrees par les autorites dans la gestion du 
commerce des dechets toxiques? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de l'Environnement: 11 existe une cooperation a travers un comite 
interminister~el mi.s en place en CI, qui est dirige par Ie ministere de l'environnement. 11 
existe. egalement un projet de lutte contre Ie commerce de produits toxiques au sein du 
ministere de l'environnement et des programmes de sensibilisation et d'educations sont 
mis en oeuvre vers les utilisateurs des produits toxiques encore visibles en CI notamment 
ceux utilis~sdans Ie .secteur agricole. 
Questi~n 9: Peut-on evaluer Ie degre toxi~ue d'une substance importee dans votre pays? 
D'une. part pour s'assurer si les lois en cette matiere sont assez strictes d'eviter 
l'importation de p!=oduits en realite dangereux, destructeurs de l'environnement, d'autre 
.' . "', ." ., . -. 
part qu'il n'y ait aucune politique deguisee en protectionnisme (discrirninatoire), que les 




l\1inistere de l'Enyironnement: Les produits irnportes sont soumis a une reglementation 
du ministere du commerce et des services competents de douanes. 
NB : Nous n'avons malheureusement pas les reglementations de ces secteurs d'activites. 
. . 
Question 10: Quels autres pays pourraient etre cites particulierement en matiere de succes 





on modifier la conduite, les lois en vigueur pour une politique adequate du conunerce des 
produits toxiques dans votre pays? 
Reponse: 
Ministere de I'Environnement: Pas de reponse. 
(li) English Version 
(1) What would you define hazardous waste to be, as distinguished from other kinds' of 




Ministry of Environmental Affairs: According to Law 75-633 of 15 July 1975 of the Court 
of Justice, toxic wastes are residual substances of production, transfonnation - or 
manufactuting processes. Toxic wastes have no further use and tend to contaminate the 
environment. 
In another sense, toxic wastes are solid, liquid or gaseous products resulting from 
household and manufacturing activities. Furthermore, toxic waste derives from all 
substances, material, products or more generally put, all undesirable goods which are 
destined to be disposed of. Toxic wastes threaten disaster, result in contamination and 
directly or indirectly alter the nature of the environment. This is through any act which is ,-
likely to: 
• Deteriorate the surroundings of man or living creatures; 
• Destroy the health, security and well-being of man, flora and fauna, as well as- the 
welfare of individuals and the populace at large. 
The difference between toxic waste and other for~s. of .... ~aste is eviden t- in the effects of 
the former on the environment and human existence. In effect, toxic wastes are ill-fated 
and cause environmental degradation. This is in stark contrast to legal, less· toxic waste 
which is sometimes raw material. It applies to the case of chinage, for instance, which 
entails reprocessing normal waste into raw material which has no-energy. 
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Toxic waste essentially emanates from processes involving healthcare, wood preservation, 
experiments in laboratories of research, as well as development and medical analyses 
involving mixtures of 'water and hydro~arbo~s, which also comprise emulsions. Other 
sources of hazardous waste are residue from refineries, distillation and every other form 
of treatment (for' example, of sulphuric tar), ashes from incinerating household waste, 
treatments of metal surfaces and plastic substances ... These forms of waste are generally 
gaseous in form, that is, chlorine, nitrate vapour, fluorine, solid, or in the form of ashes, 
namely, iron oxide, silicate and soot. 
Analysis 
In Cote d'Ivoire, the definition of toxic wa~te.is made with sole emphasis on its toxicity . ., 
Furthermore, hazardous waste is deemed to be in its final stage and is deemed not to be 
of further use.41 The main characteristic fearnre of toxic waste which distinguishes it from 
other forms of waste, from Ivorian perspectives, is the harm which it inflicts on the 
environment. " 
(2) How does hazardous waste specifically affect all aspects of the environmental, human, 
marine and at~osph~ric health of a country? 
Answer 
Q • 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Toxic waste affects: 
, .• ; ." :. 
• Human environment by degrading of all forms of life as well as town and country 
planning. Such dilapidation is manifest in the deterioration of man's surroundings. 
These trends inevitably affect the health, security and well-being of man. 
• Marine environment by polluting waters with any substance which coul~ modify 
the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of man, and create risks to 
human health, contaminate fauna and flora on land and in water. Such a substance 
also impedes the rational use of water. 
:., . 
• Atmospheric health through intentionally or negligently emitting into the 
atmospheric layer, gas, smoke or other substances which could destroy the ozone 
layer, compromise public health or security or destroy agricultural production. 
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Analysis 
From the discussions above, toxic waste, just as in the two case study countries, has acute 
detrimental impacts on the environment and well-being of man. It appears in many forms 
of life and must be regulated in this regard. Just as the cases of Ghana and South Africa, 
toxic waste is destructive to all forms of life. Therefore, as part of the suggested model law 
of this thesis, an incorporation of scientific evidence on the generally harmful effects of 
this substance on any form of life within any environment at any given moment, would be 
most timely. 
3 (a): What steps are you taking to promote free trade in your country? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: For this,. please refer to the investment code. 
However, it is impossible to provide an answer, as this issue concerns the Ministry of 
Trade. 
Analysis 
Though the officer has no answer to this question, at this point, it may be suggested that 
this country; as it sends participants to the WTO Institutes iri Casablanca, from Question 
3(b), is indeed taking pragmatic measures to promote free trade. 
3 (b): Does your country send participants to the WTO Training Institutes in Nairobi and 
Casablanca? 
Answer 
IvIinistry of Environmental Affairs: Yes. 
Analysis ... 
It is obvious from this answer that Cote d'Ivoire is an advocate of market liberalism. It 
thereby seeks to ensure that its offici~ls within the relevant sector,· comply with this 
strategy by sending these officials to the WTO Training Institutes in Casablanca. 
3 (c): What are past and present examples of the importation of hazardous waste from the 
first world and other countries into your country, in the course of free trade? 
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Answer 
:Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Up till present day, this country has never witnessed 
any such events. 
Analysis. 
Unlike Ghana and South Afiica where there were purported shipments of toxic waste, or 
actual shipments which had to be sent back,42 this country does not engage in toxic waste 
trade. 
"""" A specific law and policy which are strictly enforced in this regard could be said to be 
predomina~t factors responsible for this. However, case studies such as" the refinery 
processes of La Societe Ivorienne de Raffinage also prove that this country imports 
hydrocarbons, sulphur and other forms of less toxic waste from Nigeria, when it imports 
petroleum from that country for refinery. The conclusion which could be made at this 
point.then is that as far.as illegal shipments of PCBs, PBBs and other ~ghly toxic waste is 
concerned, this is not imported into the country. On the other hand, Cote d'Ivoire does 
indeed import toXic waste from Nigeria, at least. 
3 (d): What are past atld. present examples of the t:;xportation of hazardous waste from .' 
your country into the first world? 
Answer 
:Nfinistry of Environmental Affairs: No response. 
Analysis 
Th(!re was no response to this question. However, it must be noted that illegal shipments 
of :pCBs and other forms of toxic waste have been reportedly sent from this country into '. 
o 
Ghana. Though. this is not exportation into the first world, it may be possible that similar 
incidents may be occurring with regard to the first world. Therefore, it may be suggested 
that the Law 88-651 banning toxic waste imports into the country also forbid toxic waste 
exports. 43 
4 (a): Does your country import and export hazardous waste from and into the countries 




Ministry of Environmental Affairs: In conformity with Loi No. 96-766 of 3 October 1996 
encompassing the Environmental Code and Decrees No. 97-678 of 3 December 1997 and 
No. 98-43 of 28 January 1998 which our country has adopted with a view to protecting 
the environment, Cote d'Ivoire -forbids the importation and exportation of toxic waste. 
This is done in accordance with the Basel and Rotterdam Conventions, regarding the 
dangers of toxic waste. To this end, no law or policy has been implemented in this sense. 
However, this country permits the trading and use of certain products such as fertilisers 
and insecticides wlfich are used in the agricultural sector, under the strict supervision of 
rules of regiona,1 integration. For more information on the Environmental Code, please 
~ 
refer to the Code. 
-'. 
Analysis 
This Ministry mdicates_ that its government forbids all forms of toxic waste trade in this 
country, in accordance with Loi No. 96-766 of 3 October 1996. According to the Ministry, 
this is also in accordance with the Basel and Rotterdam Conventions, which are said to 
highlight the dangers of toxic waste. However, it must be emphasised that as this country 
is in the process of ratifying the Basel Convention in addition to the Bamako Convention, 
it may have to embark on trading in certain forms of toxic waste with other countries 
including those of the flrst world countries, when necessary, because Basel is about 
regulating and not banning toxic waste trade in toto. As this country imports fertilisers and " 
pesticides in its agricultural industry, it prudently does this- in accordance ' ~th -the 
Rotterdam Convention.44 
As pointed out in Question 3(c) in the case of this country, it is also noteworthy that La 
Societe Ivorienne de Rafflnage in Abidjan, through importing crude petroleum containing 
hydrocarbons, and sulphur, from Nigeria, demonstrates that Cote d'Ivoire does indeed 
import toxic waste from certain countries in Afnca. 
4 (b): If yes, on a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how does this positively and negatively 
affect this country and its regional trading partners in the course of free trade? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: No response. 
5 (a)' Does yourcountty have adequate means of treating hazardous waste in terms of 
recycling, reprocessing and final disposal? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Since' Cote d'Ivoire ranks amongst impoverished 
countries, it currently does not possess adequate infrastructure for recycling toxic waste. 
The only available means for treating toxic waste is by incineration which unfortunately is 
a means of final disposal and not of reprocessing. 
, . , 
Analysis ./ 
Here, it is obvious that compounded with the policy of this country which aims at simply 
disposing of hazardous waste, there is also the problem o~ financial constraints which 
prevents Cote d'Ivoire from acquiring technological facilities for recycling hazardous 
waste. However, since the Basel Convention Regional Centre in Dakar has embarked on 
the establishment of projects for disposing of medical waste and PCBs in Abidjan,45it 
could also set up similar projects, with different objectives, that is, for recycling less toxic 
forms of waste for further use, 
5 (b): How do you dispose of various wastes, such as medical, agricultural, household, 
industrial and mining waste? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Di~erse forms of waste emanating from 
pharmaceutical, agricultural, household, industrial and mining processes are collected and 
. , 
treated separately. \V'aste which is deemed to be more toxic, such as pharmaceutical waste, 
is generally incinerated. Other forms such as household waste are disposed of, under 
careful supervision. 
Analysis 
The Ivorian government remarkably collects and treats different categories of waste, 
according to the source from which a given category originated. Incineration is the main 
source of waste disposal_for. highlytoxlc waste, such as pharmaceuticals. So far, no_ 
accident or harmful side effects have occurred from such operations, and situations such 
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as Cheliabinsk and Orehovo-Zuevo; discussed in Chapter 5.3.3, have not occurred. On 
the other hand, it must be borne in mind that in villages such as Blokosso and Anono 
near Abidjan, the stockpiling of garbage is rife.~6 The best thing in this country as well as 
the other two case study countries, might be for all its provinces and regions to have 
stipulated guidelines for treatment of each category of hazardous waste. The relevant 
documents of South Africa's D\,f AF are important in this regard and could serve as one 
useful guide.47 
5 (c): Are any of these categories of waste exported or imported for financial benefits and 
if yes, where do you send them and import them from? 
Answer 
:Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Since this country does not possess any law or policy 
regulating the importation and exportation of toxic waste, these products do not benefit 
Cote d'Ivoire in any way. This country does not seek to permit toxic waste trade in this 
sense, whether in part or in whole. Neither does it contemplate developing mechanisms 
for such trade. Hence, toxic waste is disposed of. 
Analysis 
Though this policy sounds fine theoretically, toxic waste trade in the advent of NEPAD 
may be timely. This could especially be facilitated by the Basel Convention Regional 
Centre in Dakar. The realistic standpoint of South Africa, as far as trading in these 
substances are concerned, might bea very useful example to follow.48 
6. Questions 6 dwells on the various aspects of the laws on hazardous waste, from 
international and regional perspectives. 
6 (a): Has your country adopted the Basd-Convention? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Cote d'Ivoire is a signatory to this convention. 
Consequently, the Ivorian parliament is in the process of ratifying the convention. 
Analysis ----- ------ .. + _.- ----- .---
If this country is ratifying Basel, then, the proposals in 5(c) above is even more necessary. 
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6 (b): Has your country adopted the Bamako Convention? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Cote d'Ivoire ratified the Bamako Convention on 9 
June 1994. 
Analysis 
As indicated in 5(c) above, South Africa's ratification to Basel and its membership to 
NEPAD may mean that it starts trading in more forms of toxic waste with other African 
countries and certain states of the first world: Having ratified Bamako as well, it may be 
prudent for an Annex to be attached to Law 88-651, indicating exacdy which substances 
are banned under Bamako. Based on environmental evaluations, this Annex should clearly 
indicate which forms of toxic waste may now be legitimately traded in, between this 
country on the one hand, and other countries, on the other. The wastes which are 
completely banned must also be lucidly detailed with necessary scientific evidence, as 
indicated in Chapter 6. 
6 (c): What' are the' various municipal laws of your country which have been enacted in 
accordance with these three mechanisms? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Please refer to the Environmental Code. 
· ' 
Analysis 
In addition' to the Environmental Code and others in Question 4(a) above, research 
fmdings have also indicated that this country is more advanced than the two other case 
study countries, as far as its legislation on toxic -waste trade is concerned. This is because 
even prior to Basel and Bamako, in 1988, Cote d'Ivoire enacted its specific municipal law 
banning toxic waste imports, that is, Law 88-651. 
6 (d): How is your country benefiting from the training programmes and workshops of 
the Basel Convention Regional Centres in Africa? 
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Answer 
Our country greatly benefits from participating in seminars and international conferences 
which are organised by the UNEP, UN and UNDP. 
Analysis 
Although the answer points out that the~ountry derives advantages from these' 
international conferences and training sessions, further information could not be obtained 
on how this is done. However, research findings indicate that Ivorian customs officers 
and officials from the Ivorian Ministry of Environmental Affairs benefited from the 
"""" training sessions on the technicalities of handling toxic waste, during the second meeting 
of the Basel Convention Regional Centre in Dakar on 5th February 20~2, for example.49 
7: \Vhat is your country's attitude towards promoting the NEPAD? 
Answer ., 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Cote d'Ivoire has championed the NEPAD. In this 
regard, this country has participated in all the important regional and sub-regional 
meetings of the NEPAD. This country also serves as one focal point of the NEPAD. 
Analysis 
The fact that this country has alongside other countries, spearheaded the NEP AD, 
demonstrates its commitment to free trade and especially, regional' integration.' 
Consequently, it might consider having a uniform definition of hazardous waste with 
Ghana and South Africa (and in the long-run, other countries of the NEPAD), and then, 
under what circumstances it may be traded in, in an environmentally friendly manner. 
Furthermore, this commitment to NEPAD could also act as a boost to helping combat' 
illegal shipments of toxic waste from other countries into Africa, as indicated in Chapters . . 
1.1 and 3.4.5(a). 
.. 
(8) Questions 8 dwells on the various aspects of the laws on hazardous waste, from 
municipal perspectives. 
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8 (a): On a scale of 1 to 5 (best to worst), how would you rate the current law and policy 
in your country in terms of sufficiently addressing hazardous waste import and export 
issues? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Rating notavailable. The importation and exportation 
of tmcic substances ~s forbidden by Ivorian law which is strictly enforced in this regard. 
Analysis 
St~e analysis in Question 4(a). Furthermore, it is not enough to say that the exportation of 
these substances is forbidden. This must be explicitly put into writing and form part of the 
forbidden acts involving toxic waste trade, under Section 1 of the Ivorian Law 88-651, 
discussed in Chapter 5.6.4. 
8 (b): How has your municipal law developed in this area? 
Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: No response. 
Analpis 
? , 
Relevant discussions in Chapters 5.4 and 5.5 of this thesis, as well as these research 
findings, r~veal th~t as at 1975, the Court of Justice defined hazardous waste with sole . ." ; .' , 
emphasis on its imminent dangers. In 1988, a specific law was enacted banning the 
'", , " "' . ,.
importation of toxic waste. In 1996, the Environmental Code Law No. 96-766 was 
promulgated, spelling out soft-law principles such as the precautionary principle and 
human right to a decent environment.5o Against this background, there has been no 
dumping of toxic waste in this country, which is also. remarkable. 51 Illegal instances of 
exportation are what qlust be monitorf!d.52 
8 (c): What ,are the areas in which the law ef~ectively addresses hazardous waste trade and 
what are the areas in which it needs to be improved upon? 
- ----' ---- - Answer 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: No response. 
5~6 
Analysis 
Though there is no response in this regard, recommendations in Chapters 5.5.10, 5.5.11 
and 5.6 of this thesis are relevant in this regard. 
8 (d): Are there enough penalties for those who contravene the current regulations on 
hazardous waste importation and exportation into and from your country, and how could 
this be strengthened? 
Answer 
Ministry of Enviionmental Affairs: No response. 
' .. 
Analysis 
The imprisonment term of 15 to 20 years, as well as US $ 1.6 million for offenders of Law 
88-651 seem to be adequate. 53 This, as indicated in Chapter 5.5.10, ensures that in addition 
to making payments for toxic spills, those who engage in hazardous waste disposal, 
management and recycling are mindful of the way in which they handle these substances, 
since this imprisonment term is rather lengthy. 
8 (e): Regarding the implementation of these laws, do the various Departments and 
Organizations which deal with hazardous waste regulations in your country work in close 
collaboration to deal with this issue? What, if any, are' the other problems 'which the 
regulatory authorities encounter in the management of hazardous waste trade and how 
can they be resolved? 
Answer 
:Ministry of Environmental Affairs: There is a considerable degree of co-operation, as 
evident in the inter~ministerial committee, which has been e'stablished.i,p Cot~ d'Ivoire and 
is principally managed by the Ministry of Environmental Affairs. There is also a project 
within the Environmental Affairs Ministry for the fight against trade in toxic products. 
Furthermore, programmes of education and awareness have been implemented for the 
users of toxic wastes, especially within the agricultural sector in Cote d'Ivoire. 
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Analysis 
The recomm'end~tion ~f thesis in Chapter 5 for an Inter-Agency Permit Scheme in the 
case of the two case study countries could be seen to have been met in the technical sense, 
in the case of Cote d;Iv~ire. However, it is pa~ticularly important that in the case of this 
particular country, all these offices are abreast of every development, as far as toxic waste 
trade is concerned. Though the Environmental Affairs :Ministry is the principal agency in 
this regard, success stories of the workings of this scheme could be made readily available, 
from the perspectives of the :Ministries of Health, Agriculture and others. In the present 
Research project, only the Environmental Affairs :Ministry could provide answers to 
questions involving toxic waste policy and practices in this country. Admittedly, though, 
the war in Cote d'Ivoire was a contributory factor to this state of affairs. In the case of 
South Africa, although such a scheme does not yet exist, answers were readily obtained 
from the DTI and DWAF, for example. In the case of Ghana, the Ghana Standards 
Board and other offices readily provided answers in this regard. 
(9) How does one verify whether a substance being imported into your country is really 
hazardous waste, in order to ensure that on the one hand, the laws of your country are 
strict enough not to Unport hazardous substances which can actually be environmentally 
• • ',' I 
destructive, but on the other hand, that there IS .no disguised 
protectionism! discrimination, and substances which are actually not harmful are not 
classified'as toxic, simply because they are being imported from another country? 
Answer 
:Ministry of Environmental Affairs: Imported products are ~egulated by laws within the 
:Ministry of Trade and the competent customs authorities. It must be borne in mind that 
the Environmental Affairs :Ministry unfortunately has no regulations covering these 
sectoral activities. 
Analysis 
Here, it is recommended that such regulations be strictly enforced in accordance with 
~'HO and UNEP guidelines, for the 'avoidance' of unnecessary protectionism while 
ensuring the promotion of market liberalism in importing these' substances from the 
outside worl~ into Cote d'Ivoire, especially within the era ofNEPAD. This is also 
necessary in the light of this country's ratification to the Basel Convention. The inter-
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ministerial scheme must also be familiar with such regulations. The absence of such 
regulations could otherwise suggest that this country within the regional and international 
setting, is committed to mechanisms, and yet enacts municipal policy which starkly 
contradicts the principles of these instruments. 
(10) \'X'hich other countries, especially developing ones,could be cited as success stories in 
the implementation of legislation which resolves hazardous waste trade issues, and how 
could such lessons be modified to suit the case of your country in its hazardous waste 
trade regulation? 
Ans\ver 
Ministry of Environmental Affairs: No response. 
I Article 2(1) of the Basel Convention. 
2 Article 1 (1); See also Chapter 3.4.4 supra. 
3 Lung Institute, Groote Schuur Medical Hospital, UCT. 
4 Community Health Departmen t, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, South J\fri~a. 
5 For further refe.rences, see International Labour Organization, Enrydopaedia oj Occupational Health and Sqftry, 
Volume 2. . 
c. Esty, DC Greening the GAIT, Institute for International Economics, Washington DC (1994), at 9. 
7 Agence France Prem, Trade News, http://www.ban.org/ban_news/Japanese_man.html, 2002. . 
8 See Chapters 3.2.4 of thesis on the Preventive Principle, 3.2.10 on Common but Differentiated 
Responsibility, and 5.3.2 on Weak Environmental Laws and Lack of Coherence between Relevant 
Governmental Departmen ts. 
9 Article 4(2), Basel Convention; Preamble: Article 8, Bamako Convention; Preamble Article 3 states that the 
reason for this requirement is the inherent risks to human health and the environment, from subjecting. 
hazardous wastes to transboundary movements. 
\0 Bouverie, J "Recycling in Cairo: A Tale of Rags to Riches", New Scientist, 29 June 1991,52-55. 
II See Chapter 2.6 of thesis on the Advantages of Free Trade as Opposed to Protectionism ... 
12 Prevention of Dumping Act, 1988. 
B Information obtained from discussions with various officials at the Basel Convention Regional Centre in' 
Pretoria, April 2002, See Basel Convention Regional Centre, Regional Training Centre for Implementation 
of the Basel Convention, Pretoria, Volume 1 Number I, Newsletter May 2001 and Volume 1 Number 2, 
Newsletter December 2001; See also, Chapter 3.4.1 of the thesis. The italicised "jointlY intplemelltetf' here 
signifies a particular emphasis on the need for collaboration. 
H Sections (b) -and (g) of WTO Article XX Exceptions. 
15 On multilateralism, see Principles 22 and 24 of the Stockholm Declaration (1972); Principles 7, 12, 14 
and 27 of the Rio Declaration (1992), and Principles 31, 32 and 33 of The Johannesburg Declaration on 
Sustainable Development (2002), which advocates multilateral co-operation as a means to attaining 
environmental objectives; See also, discussions on multilateralism in Chapter 3.1 of thesis. 
16 As indicated by GAEC and the UNDP-Country Office in Accra, Ghana, December 2002. 
17 Chapter 3.2.10 of this thesis. 
18 E-mail Message of 18th May 2002 from Mr. Michael D. Parker, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Dow Chemicals Company, to Miss Yvonne Asamani, Subject: Bhopal Dow: Take Responsibility for Bhopal 
(Date: Saturday, 18 May 2002; Tune 06:44:39 -0400); See also, http://www.greenpeace.org 
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19 Marbury, HJ "Hazardous Waste Exportation: n{e Global M;nifestation of Environmental ~cism" 
(March 1995) Vanderbilt jTL, Vol. 28 No.2, at 258-259; See also Chapter 5.3.3 of thesis for full details and 
discussion of this case. . .' . 
20 See analysis on this question and same points being made in the case of Ghana. 
21 See for example, Chapter 5,4,4 for further details of this particular case of importation. 
22 See Findings in Question 4 (b), Annex 3, on recommendations for specialisation and the need to .avoid 
turning South Africa into a waste dump, during the course of intra-African toxic waste trade; See also 
relevant point in Chapter 5,4.16 of thesis. . . 
2} See Mander, J and Goldsmith, E The Case Agai/lst the Global EfOIJOII!y afJd for a Tllrn Toward tbe Local San 
Francisco, Calif.: Sierra Club Books (1996), at 79:80; They generally provide further examples from French 
West Africa at 82-84. 
2~ Mander and Goldsmith (1996). Ibid, Chapter 7, especially at 90-91. 
25 See Chapter 2.6.1 (a) on specialisation. 
2Ii See Analysis of Findings for Ghana, Question 5 (c). 
27 See question 7 for further discussions on such membership and municipal laws, with further points on 
how they link to NEPAD. 
2ll Ba$el Convention Regional Centre, Regional Training Centre for Implementation of the Basel 
Convention, Pretoria, South Africa, Volume 1 Number 1, Newsletter May 2001 and Volume 1 Number 2, 
Newsletter December 2001; See also, Chapter 3.4.1 (f) of thesis, under the Evaluation of the Basel 
Convention. 
29 Basel COP 3. 1995. 
30 See Article 11 of each Convention. 
31 Section 24 of South Africa's 1996 constitution. See also, Section 24 of the OAU Charter. See also, this 
principle in preambular claus e of model law in Chapter 6 (B) of thesis. 
32 Mexico's membership to the Commission on Environmental Co-operation of North America, created on 
26rh July 1994, also enables this country to adhere to high environmental standards including matters of 
toxic waste trade regulation. 
33 See relevant point made in Chapter 3,4.2(f), for further details of this incident. 
~ See Base1Convention Regional Centre, Voillme 2: Collntry Profiles afJd Networks, September 2001, at 4. 
35 Ibid. at 1. 
36 Ibid, at 5. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid, at 6 . 
. 39 See Marbury, HJ "Hazardous Waste Exportation: The Global Manifestation of Environmental Racism" 
(March 1995) Vanderbilt JfL, Vol. 28 No.2, at 251-294, elaborated upon in Chapter 5.3.1 (b) ofthis thesis. 
oW l,iNEP, Dakar Declaration on the Phase-Out of Leaded Gasoline, March 2002 and preceding UNEP 
Gl'\'erning Council Decision 21/6, adopted on 9 February 2001; UNEP, Report on the Phase-Out of 
Leaded Petrol, Document UNEP/GC.22/INF/23 (In conformity with WSSD's Leading Type II Project: 
the Partnership for Clean Fuels and Vehicles, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2002) submitted to UNEP's 22nd 
Goyerning Council in Nairobi, Kenya, 3 to 7 February, 2003. 
41 See Chapter 5.2.4 (a) Q) and (il) of thesis. 
42 See relevant discussions in Chapters 5,4 (A) and (B) 
43 Emphasis mine. See also, Chapter 5.6.4 on this recommendation. 
4~ Sec recommendation of Glazewski J Environmental Low in Sooth Africa Butterworths (2000). at 58 and 677, 
discussed in Chapter 3.4.3 (d). 
4, See Chapters 3,4.1(f)(a)(ii), 5.3.3 and 5;3.5, under points on activities' of the.BeRC, and how this helps 
irnpcovesivorian regulation of toxic waste trade. For further . details on these projects, see for instance, 
Centre Regional de la Convention de Bale pour I'Afrique Francophone, Dakar, Senegal, Rapport tit fa 
Reunion, Dellxieme Rellmon dll Comite Directmr du Centre Regwna! de la Convention de Bale pOllr l'Afriqlle 
Francophone,05 Fevrier 2002, Dakar, Senegal. 
46 See Chapter 5.3.1 (b)(ri), under discussions pertaining to Cote d'Ivoire. 
47 See for example, Chapters 5.5.5 of thesis. 
48 See analysis of answers, especially of South African DEAT, and Basel Convention Regional Centre, 
under Question 1. See analysis in Question 4(a). 
49 See for example, Centre Regional de la Convention de Bale pour l'Afrique Francophone, Dakar, Senegal, 
(2002), Supra 45, at 5; Centre Regional de la Convention de Bale pour l'Afrique Francophone; Dakar, 
Senegal, Rapport Final, Atelier Re.gional tit Sensibilisafion Ilir leI moovemenls tranJjontalim tit dechets dongeffux it de 






50 See for example, Articles 35.1 on precautionary measures, 26 which touches on the preventive principle, 
35.5 on the polluter pays principle and 33 on the human right to a decent environment. These are all 
discussed in Chapter 5.6.5 of the thesis. 
51 See response to Question 3(c), under Cote d'Ivoire. 
52 See for instance, response of FAO to Question 3(c), under Ghana. 
53 Article 2; discussed in Chapter 5.6.4 . 
.. 
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Annex 4: List of Hazardous Substances Controlled in South Mrica, Ghana and 
Cote d'I voire 
For easy reference, the following list is to be annexed to the model law of each of the three case 
study countries. 
(a) South Africa 
(a) Banned Substances 1 
A 1 Metal and m~tal-bearing wastes 










but excluding such wastes specifically Hsted on Hst B. 
A1020 ~aste having as constituents or c0t;tammants, excluding metal waste in mas~ive 
form, any of the following: 
• . Antimony; antimony compounds 
• Beryllium; beryllium compounds 
. • ~ Cadmium; cadmium compounds 
• Lead; lead compounds 
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• Selenium; selenium compourids 
• Tellurium; tellurium compounds 
Al030 Wastes having as constituents or contaminants any of the following: 
• Arsenic; arsenic compounds 
• Mercury; mercury compounds. 
A 1 040 Wastes having as constituents any of the following: 
• Metal carbonyls 
, 
j 
• Hexavalent chromium compounds 
A 1 050 Galvanic sludges 
Al060 Waste liquors from the pickling of metals 
A 1 070 Leaching residues from zinc processing, dust and sludges such as jarosite, hematite, 
etc. 
Al080 Waste zinc residues not included on list B, containing lead and cadmium in 
concentrations sufficient to exhibit Annex III characteristics 
A 1090 Ashes from the incineration of insulated copper wire 
All00 Dusts and residues from gas cleaning systems of copper smelters 
A 111 0 Spent electrolytic solutions from 'coppe~ electrorefining and electrowinning 
operations 
Al120 Waste sludges, excluding anode slimes, from electrolyte purification systems in 
copper electro refining and electrowinning operations 
All30 Spent etching solutions containing dissolved copper - --
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A 1140 Waste cupric chloride and copper cy~nide catalysts 
A 1150 Precious metal ash from incineration of printed circuit boards not included on list B 
A 1160 \X!aste lead-acid batteries, whole or crushed 
A1170 Unsorted waste batteries excluding mixtures of only list B batteries. Waste batteri~s 
not specified on list B containing Annex I constituents to an extent to render them 
hazardous. 
Al180 Waste electrical and electronic assemblies or scrap containing components such as 
accumulators and other batteries included on list A, mercury-switches, glass from cathode-
ray tubes and other activated glass and PCB-capacitors, or contaminated with Annex I 
constituents (e.g., cadmium, mercury, lead, polychlorinated biphenyl) to an extent that they 
possess any of the characteristics contained in Annex III (note the related entry on list B 
Bll10) 
A2 ,'{-Tastes containing principally inorganic constituents. which may contain metals and 
organic materials 
A2010 Glass waste from cathode-ray tubes and other activated glasses 
A2020 Waste inorganic fluorine compounds in the form of liquids or sludges but excluding 
such wastes specified on list B 
A2030 Waste catalysts but excluding such wastes specified on list B 
A2040 Waste. gypsum arising from chemical industry processes, when containing Annex I , . 
constituents. to the extent that it exhibits an 'Annex III hazardous characteristic (note the 
related entry on list B B2080) 
A20S0 Waste asbestos (dusts and fibres) 
.. _______ A2060 Co.~-fir~d p9wer plant fly-ash containing Annex I su!:>~Jancesin concentl:~tio!!~ 
sufficient to exhibit Annex III characteristics (note the related entry on list B B2050) 
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A3 Wastes containing principally organic constituents. which may contain metals and 
inorganic materials 
A3010 Waste from the production or processing of petroleum coke and bitumen 
A3020 Waste mineral oils unfit for their originally intended use 
A3030 Wastes that contain, consist of or are contaminated with leaded anti-knock 
compound sludges 
A3040 Waste thermal (heat transfer) fluids .' 
~ 
A30S0 Wastes from production, formulatio~ and use of resins, latex, plasticizers, 
glues/ adhesives excluding such wastes specified on list B (note the related entry on list B 
B4020) ., 
A3060 Waste nitrocellulose 
A3070 Waste phenols, phenol compounds including chlorophenol in the form of liquids or 
sludges 
A3080 Waste ethers not including those specified on list B 
A3090 Waste leather dust, ash, sludges and flours when containing hexavalent chromium 
compounds or biocides (note the related entry on list B B3100) 
.A.3100 Waste paring and other waste ofleather or of composition leather not suitable for the 
manufacture of leather articles containing hexavalent chromium compounds or biocides 
(note the'related entry on lis~ B B3090) 
A3110 Fellmongery wastes containing hexavalent chromium compounds or biocides or 
infectious substances (note the related entry on list B B3110) 
A3120 Fluff -light fraction from shredding 
A3130 Waste organic phosphorous compounds 
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A3140 Waste non-halogenated organic solvents but excluding such wastes specified on list B 
A31S0 Waste halogenated organic solvents 
A3160 Waste halogenated or unhalogenated non-aqueous distillation residues arising from 
organic solvent recovery operations 
A3170 Wastes arising from the production of aliphatic halogenated hydrocarbons (such as 
. .', .. .. 
chloromethane, dichloro-ethane, vinyl chloride, vinylidene chloride, allyl chloride and 
epichlo'fliydrin) 
, 
A31S0 Wastes, substances and articles containing, consisting of or contaminated with 
poly~hlorinated biphenyl (PCB), polychlorinated terphenyl (pCT), polychlorinated 
naphthalene (peN) or polybrominated biphenyl (PBB), or any other polybrominated 
analogues pf these compounds, at a concentration level of SO mg/kg or more 
A3190Waste tarry residues (excluding asphalt cements) arising from refining, distillation and 
any pyrolitic treatment of organic materials 
A4 Wastes which may contain either inorganic or organic constituents 
A4010 Wastes from the production, preparation and use of pharmaceutical products but 
excluding such wastes specified on list B 
A4020 Clinical and related wastes; that is wastes arising from medical, nursing, dental, 
veterinary, or similar practices; and wastes generated in hospitals or other facilities during the 
investigation or treatment of patients, or research projects 
A4030Wastes from the production, formulation and~e ofbiocides and 
phytopharmaceuticals, including waste pesticides and herbicides which are off-specification, 
outdated, or unfit for their originally intended use 
A4040 Wastes from the manufacture, formulation and use of wood-preserving chemicals 
A40S0 Wastes that contain, 'consist of or are contaminated with any of the following: 
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I 
• Inorganic cyanides, excepting precious-metal-bearing residues in solid form containing 
traces of inorganic cyanides 
• Organic cyanides 
A4060 Waste oils/water, hydrocarbons/water mixtures, emulsions 
A4070 Wastes from the production, formulation and use of inks, dyes, pigments, paints, 
lacquers, varnish excluding any such waste specified on list B (note the related entry on list B 
B4010) 
, 
A4080 Wastes of an explosive nature (but excluding such wastes specified on list B) 
) 
A4090 Waste acidic or basic solutions, other than those specified in the corresponding entry 
on list B (note the related entry on list B B2120) 
A4100 Wastes from industrial pollution control devices for cleaning of industrial off-gases 
but excluding such wastes specified on list B 
A4110 Wastes that contain, consist of or are contaminated with any of the following: 
• Any congenor of polychlorinated dibenzo-furan 
• Any congenor of polychlorinated dibenzo-dioxin 
A4120 Wastes that contain, consist of or are contaminated with peroxides 
A4130 Waste packages and containers containing Annex I substances in concentrations 
sufficient to exhibit Annex III hazard characteristics , 
A4140 Waste consisting of or containing off specification or outdated chemicals 
corresponding to Annex I categories and exhibiting Annex III hazard characteristics 
A4150 Waste chemical substances arising from research and development or teaching 
activities which are not identified and/ or are new and whose effects on human health 
and/ or the environment are not known 
A4160 Spent activated carbon not included on list B (note the related entry on list B B2060). 
(b) Permitted but Regulated Waste 2 
B 1 Metal and metal-bearing wastes 
B 1 01 0 Metal and metal-alloy wastes in metallic, non-dispersible form: 
• Precious metals (gold, silver, the platinum group, but not mercury) 
• Iron and steel scrap 
• Copper s~rap 
• Nickel scrap 
• Aluminium scrap 
• Zinc scrap 
• Tin scrap 
• Tungsten scrap 
• Molybdenum scrap 
• Tantalum scrap 
• Magnesium scrap 
• Cobalt scrap· . 
• Bismuth scrap 
• Titanium scrap 
• Zirconium scrap 
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• Manganese scrap 
• Germanium scrap 
• Vanadium scrap 
• Scrap of hafnium, indium, niobium, rhenium and gallium 
• Thorium scrap 
• Rare earths scrap 
B1020 Clean, uncontaminated metal scrap, including alloys, in bulk finished form (sheet, 
plate, beams, rods, etc), of: 
• Antimony scrap ., 
• Beryllium scrap 
• Cadmium scrap 
• Lead scrap (but excluding lead-acid batteries) 
• Selenium scrap 
• Tellurium scrap 
B 1030 Refractory metals containing residues 
B1040 Scrapassemblies from electrical power generation not contaminated with lubricating 
oil, PCB or PCT to an extent to render them hazardous 
B10SO Mixed non-ferrous metal, heavy fraction scrap, not containing Annex I materials in 
concentrations sufficient to exhibit Annex III characteristics 
B1060 Waste selertiuni and tellurium in metallic elemental form including powder' 
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B1070 Waste of copper and copper alloys in dispersible form, unless they contain Annex I 
constituents to an extent that they exhibit Annex III characteristics 
B 1080 Zinc ash and residues including zinc alloys residues in dispersible form unles~ 
containing Annex ~ constituents in concentration such as to exhibit Annex III characteristics 
or exhibiting hazard characteristic H4.3 
B1090 Waste batteries conforming toa specification, excluding those made with lead, 
cadmium or mercury 
C>"> 
B 11 00 ~etal-bearing wastes arising from melting, smelting and refining of metals: 
• Hard zinc spelter 
• Zinc-containing drosses: ., . 
- Galvanizing slab zinc top dross (>90% Zn) 
- Galvanizing slab zinc bottom dross (>92% Zn) 
- Zinc die casting dross (>85% Zn) 
- Hot dip galvanizers slab zinc dross (batch)(>92% Zn) 
- Zinc skimmings 
• Aluminium skimmings (or skims) excluding salt slag 
• Slags from copper processing for further processing or refining not containing ars~nic, lead 
or cadmium to an extend that they exhibit Annex IIIhazaw characteristics 
• Wastes of refractory linings, including crucibles, originating from copper smelting 
• Slags from precious metals processing for further refining 
• Tantalum-bearing tin slags with less than 0.5% tin 
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B 111 0 Electrical and electronic assemblies: 
• Electronic assemblies consisting only of metals or alloys 
• Waste electrical and electronic assemblies or scrap (including printed circuit boards) not 
containing components such as accumulators and other batteries included on list A, 
mercury-switches, glass from cathode-ray tubes and other activated glass and PCB-
capacitors, or not contaminated with Annex I constituents (e.g., cadmium, mercury, lead, 
polychlorinated biphenyl) or from which these have been removed, to an extent that they do 
not possess any of the characteristics contained in Annex III (note the related entry on list A 
All 80) 
• Electrical and electronic assemblies (including printed circuit boards, electronic 
components and wires) destined for direct reuse, and not for recycling or ftnal disposal· 
• Bl120 Spent catalysts excluding liquids used as catalysts, containing any of: 
• Transition metals, excluding waste catalysts (spent catalysts, liquid used catalysts or other 







• Niobium .. 
• Hafniuin 
• Tungsten 











B 1130 Cleaned spent'precious-metal-bearing catalysts 
B 1140 Precious-metal-bearing residues in solid form which contain traces of inorganic 
cyanides 
B 1150 Precious metals and alloy wastes (gold, silver, the platinum group, but not mercury) in 
a dispersible, non-liquid form with appropriate packaging and labelling 
B 1160 Precious-metal ash from the incineration of printed circuit boards (note the related 
entry on list A Al150) 
B 1170 Precious-metal ash from the incineration of photographic film 
Bl180 Waste photographic film containing silver halides and metallic silver 
B1190 Waste photographic paper containing silver halides and metallic silver 
B 1200 Granulated slag arising from the manufacture 6f iron and steel 
B 121 0 Slag arising from the manufacture of iron and steel including slags as a source of Ti02 
and vanadium 
.... B1220 Slag from zinc production, chemically stabilized, having a high iron content (above 
20%) and processed according to industrial specifications (e.g., DIN 4301) mainly for 
construction . 
B 1230 Mill scaling arising from the manufacture of iron and steel 
B1240 Copper oxide mill-scale 
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B2 Wastes containing principally inorganic constituents. which may contain metals and 
organic materials 
B2010 Wastes from mining operations in non-dispersible form: 
• Natural graphite waste 
• Slate waste, whether or not roughly trimmed or merely cut, by sawing or otherwise 
• Mica waste 
• Leucite, nepheline and nepheline syenite waste , j 
• Feldspar waste 
• Fluorspar waste 
• Silica wastes in solid form excluding those used in foundry operations 
B2020 Glass waste in non-dispersible form: 
• Cullet and other waste and scrap of glass except for glass from cathode-ray tubes and other 
activated glasses 
B2030 Ceramic wastes in non-dispersible form: 
• Cermet wastes and scrap (metal ceramic composites) 
• Ceramic based fibres not elsewhere specified or included 
B2040 Other wastes containing principally inorganic constituents: 
• Partially refined calcium sulphate produced from flue-gas desulphurization (FGD) 
• Waste gypsum wallboard or plasterboard arising from the demolition of buildings 
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• Slag from copper production, chemically stabilized, having a high iron content (above 
20%) and processed according to industrial specifications (e.g., DIN 4301 and DIN 8201) 
mainly for construction and abrasive applications 
• Sulphur in solid form 
• Limestone from the production of calcium cyanamide (having a pH less than 9) 
• Sodium, potassium, calcium chlorides 
• Carborundum (silicon carbide) 
• Broken concrete 
• Lithium-tantalum and lithium-niobium containing glass scraps 
B20S0 Coal-fued power plant fly-ash, not included on list A (note the related entry on list A 
A2060) 
B2060 Spent activated carbon resulting from the treatment of potable water and processes 
of the food industry and vitamin production (note the related entry on list A A 4160) 
B2070 Calcium fluoride sludge 
B2080 Waste gypsum arising from chemical industry processes not included on list A (note 
the related entry on list A A2040) 
B2090 \~'aste anode butts from steel or aluminium production made of petroleum coke or 
bitumen and cleaned to normal industry specifications (excluding anode butts from chlor 
. ..., 
alkali electrolyses and from metallurgical industry) 
B2100 Waste hydrates of aluminium and waste alumina and residues from alumina 
production excluding such materials used for gas cleaning, flocculation or filtration processes 
B2110 Bauxite residue ("red mud") (PH moderaied fi::dess··than1l:SY-
574. 
B2120 Waste acidic or basic solutions with a pH greater than 2 and less than 11.5, which are 
not corrosive or otherwise hazardous (note the related entry on list A A4090) 
B3 Wastes containing principally organic constituents. which may contain metals and 
inorganic materials 
B3010 Solid plastic waste: 
The following plastic or mixed plastic materials, provided they are not mixed with other 
wastes and are prepared to a specification: 










- polybutylene terephthalate 
- polycarbonates 
- polyethers 
- polyphenylene sulphides 
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- acrylic polymers 
- alkanes CtO-C13 (plasticiser) 
- polyurethane (not containing CFCs) 
- polysiloxanes 
- polymethyl methacrylate 
- polyvinyl alcohol 
- polyvinyl butyral 
- polyvinyl acetate 
• Cured waste resins or condensation products including the following: 
- urea formaldehyde resins 
- phenol formaldehyde resins 
- melamine formaldehyde resins 
- epoxy resms 
- alkyd resins 
- polyamides 
-The following £luori..N.ated polymer wastes 
- per£luoroethylene/propylene (PEP) 
- per£luoroalkoxy alkane (PF A) 
- per£luoroalkoxy alkane (MFA) 
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- polyvinylfluoride (PVF) 
- polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) 
B3020 Paper, paperboard and paper product wastes 
The following materials, provided they· are not mixed· with hazardous wastes: . 
Waste and scrap of paper or paperboard of: 
• unbleached paper or paperboard or of corrugated paper or paperboard 
, 
~. 
• other paper or paperboard, made mainly of bleached chemical pulp, not coloured in the 
mass 
• paper or paperboard made mainly of mechanical pulp (for example, newspapers, journals 
and similar printed matter) 
• other, including but not limited to 1) laminated paperboard 2) unsorted scrap. 
B3030 Textile wastes 
The following materials, provided they are not mixed with other wastes and are prepared to 
a specification: 
• Silk. waste (including cocoons unsuitable for reeling, yarn waste and garnetted stock) 
- not carded or combed 
- other 
• Waste of wool or of fine or coarse animal hair, including yarn waste but excluding 
garnetted stock 
- noils of wool or of fine animal hair 
- other waste of wool or of fine animal hair 
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- waste of coarse arumal hair 
• Cotton waste (including yam waste and gametted stock) 
- yam waste (including thread waste) 
- gametted stock 
- other 
<>'"-
• Flax tow and waste 
, 
~' 
• Tow and waste (including yam waste and garnetted stock) of true hemp (Cannabis sativa 
L.) 
• Tow .and waste (including yam waste and gametted stock) of jute and other textile bast 
fibres (excluding flax, true hemp and ramie) 
• Tow and waste (including yam waste and gametted stock) of sisal and other textile fibres of 
the genus Agave 
• Tow, noils and waste (including yam waste and gametted stock) of coconut 
• Tow, noils and waste (including yam waste and gametted stock) of abaca (Manila hemp or 
Musa textilis Nee) 
• Tow, noils and waste (including yam waste and gametted stock) of ramie and other 
vegetable textile fibres, not elsewhere specified or included 
• Waste ,(including noils, yarn waste and gametted stock) of man-made fibres ... 
- of synthetic fibres 
- of artificial fibres 
• Worn clothing and other worn textile articles -
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• Used rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables and worn out articles of twine, cordage, 
rope or cables of textile materials 
- sorted 
- other 
B3040 Rubber wastes 
The following materials, provided they are not mixed with other wastes: __ 
, 
• Waste and scrap of hard rubber (e.g., ebonite) ) 
• Other rubber wastes (excluding such wastes specified elsewhere) 
B30S0 Untreated cork and wood waste: ., 
• Wood waste and scrap, whether or not agglomerated in logs, briquettes, pellets or similar 
forms 
• Cork waste: crushed, granulated or ground cork 
B3060 Wastes arising from agro-food industries provided it is not infectious: 
• Wine lees 
• Dried and steriliZed vegetable waste, residues and byproducts,' whether or not in the form 
of pellets, of a kind used in animal feeding, not elsewhere specified or included 
• Degras: residues resulting from th'e treatment of fatty substances or animal or vegetable 
waxes 
• Waste of bones and horn-cores, unworked, defatted, simply prepared (but not cut to 
shape), treated with acid or degelatinised 
• Fish waste 
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• Cocoa shells, husks, skins and other cocoa waste 
• Other wastes from the agro-food industry excluding by-products which meet national and 
international requirements and standards for human or animal consumption 
B3070 The following wastes: 
• Waste of human hair 
• Waste straw 
• Deactivated fungus mycelium from penicillin production to be used as animal feed 
B3080 Waste parings and scrap of rubber 
B3090 Paring and other wastes of leather or of composition leather not suitable for the 
manufacture of leather articles, excluding leather sludges, not containing hexavalent 
chromium compounds and biocides (note the related entry on list A A3100) 
B3100 Leather dust, ash, sludges or flours not containing hexavalent chromium compounds' 
or biocides (note the related entry on list A A3090) 
B3110 Fellmongery wastes not containing hexavalent chromium compounds or biocides or 
infectious substances (note the related entry on list A A3110) 
B3120 Wastes consisting of food dyes 
B3130 Waste polymer ethers and waste non-hazardous monomer ethers incapable of 
forming peroxides 
B3140 Waste pneumatic tyres, excluding those destined for Annex IVA operations 
B4 Wastes which may contain either inorganic or organic constituents 
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B4010 Wastes consisting mainly of water-based/latex paints, inks and hardened varnishes 
not containing organic solvents, heavy metals orbiocides to an extent to render them 
hazardous (note the related entry on list A A4070) 
B4020 Wastes from production, formulation and use of resins, latex, plasticizers, 
glues/adhesives, not listed on list A, free of solvents and other contaminants to an extent 
that they do not exhibit Annex III characteristics, e.g., water-based, or glues based on casein 
starch, dextrin, cellulose ethers, polyvinyl alcohols (note the related entry on list A A30S0) 
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(xii) Carcinogenic Asbestos; 
(xiii) PolyChlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs); 
(xiv) PolyChlorinated Terphenyls (PCTs); 
(h'v) PolyBrominated Biphenyls (PBBs). 
(b) Categories of Controlled Waste4 
(i) Waste Streams 
Yl Clinical wastes from medical care in hospitals, medical centres and clinics; 
Y2 Wastes from the production and preparation of pharmaceutical products; 
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Y3 Wastes from pharmaceuticals, drugs and medicines; 
Y4 Wastes from the production, formulation and use of biocides and 
phytopharmaceuticals; 
Y5 Wastes from the production, manufacture, formulation and use of organic solvents; 
Y6 Wastes from the production, formulation and use oforganic solvents; 
Y7 Wastes from heat treatment and tempering operations containing cyanides; 
Y8 Waste mineral oils unfit for their originally intended use; 
Y9 \'\'aste oils/waste, hydrocarbons/water mL'{tures, emulsions; 
Yll Waste tarry residues arising from refining, distillation and any prolytic treatment; 
Y12 Wastes from production, formulation and use of inks, dyes, pigments, paints, 
lacquers, varnish ; 
Y13 Wastes from production, formulation and use of resins, latex, plasticizers, 
glues/ adhesives; 
Y14 Waste chemical substances ansmg from research and development or teaching 
activities which are not identified and/or are new and whose effects on man and/or the 
environment are not known; 
Y15 Wastes of an explosive nature not subject to other legislation; 
Y16 Wastes from production, formulation and use of photographic chemicals and 
processing materials; 
Y17 \V'astes resulting from surface treatment of metals and plastics; 
Y18 Residues arising from industrial disposal operation; 
Y 46 Residues collected from households, including sewage and sewage sludges; 
Y 4 7 Residues arising from the incineration of household waste . 
. (ii) Wastes having as constituents: 
Y19 Metal carbonyls; 
Y20 Beryllium; beryllium- compounds; 
Y21 Hexavalent chromium compounds; 
Y22 Copper Compounds; 
Y23 Zinc Compounds; 
Y24 Arsenic; arsenic compounds; 
Y25 Selenium; selenium compounds; 
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Y26 Cadmium; cadmium compounds; 
Y27 Antimony; antimony compounds; 
Y28 Tellurium; tellurium compounds; 
Y29 Mercury; mercury compounds; 
Y30 Thallium; thallium compounds; 
Y31 Lead; lead compounds; 
Y32 Inorganic fluorine compounds excluding calcium fluoride; 
Y33 Inorganic cyanides; 
Y34 Acidic solutions or acidS1h solid form; 
Y35 Basic solutions or bases.in solid form; .i . 
Y36 Asbestos (dust and fibres); 
Y37 Organic phosphorou~compounds; 
Y38 Organic cyanides; 
Y39 Phenols; phenol compounds including chlorophenols; 
Y40 Ethers; 
Y41 Halogenated organic solvents; 
Y42 Organic solvents excluding halogenated solvents; 
Y43 Any congenor of polychlorinated dibenzo~furan; 
Y 44 Any congenor of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxin; 
Y 45 Organohalogen compounds other than substances referred to in this Annex, for 
example, Y38, Y49, Y41, Y42, Y43; 
Y46 Wastes having as constituents, ammonium. 
(c) Categories of Wastes Requiring Special Consideration 
Y46 Wastes collected from households; 
. Y47 Residues arising from the incineration of household wastes. 
1 These are termed as Annex VIII LIST A substances under the Basel Convention. Wastes contained in this 
i\nnex are characterized as hazardous under Article 1, paragraph 1 (a), of this Convention, and their 
designation on this Annex does not preclude the use of Annex III to demonstrate that a waste is not 
hazardous. It is important to note that this list is in conformity with the list of banned substances, under the 
Basel Convention. Furthermore, the lists here and those regulated in category (b) under South Africa, are the 
same as those under Basel which adheres to the hazardous classification· system included in the U-N- -- --
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Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, ST/SG/AC.10/1/Rev.s, United Nations New 
York,1988. 
2 These are termed as Annex IX List B under the Basel Convention. \Vastes contained in the Annex will not be 
wastes covered by Article 1, paragraph 1 (a), of this Convention unless they contain Annex I material to an 
extent causing them to exhibit an Annex III characteristic. 
3. This list of banned and controlled waste in the. cases of these two countries is in conformity \vith categories of 
waste which are hazardous waste under Annex I, Bamako Convention. For the List of Hazardous 
Characteristics, see Annex II, Bamako Convention, which corresponds to the hazardous classification system 
included in the UN Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, ST /SG/.\C.10/1/Rev.5, 
United Nations New York, 1988. 
41t is very important to note that according to the South African DEAT, the list of all the substances in this 
category are also controlled by South Africa. This would facilitate trading in this group of sabstances within 
this category amongst the three case study countries, and others in the continent, as far as these substances are 
concerned. , 
j 
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